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13o52 	'A method for artonuticely generatieg bottom triplet. T.Shimo- 
mura (Nippon Telegraph -& Telephone Public Corp., Yokosuka, Japan). 
!EEC Comput. Graphics d Appl. (USA), vol.3, no.6, p.55-9 (Sept. 1983). 
1 he method described here. automatically' generates appropriate business 
charu from any set of data. By specifying only data seta, users should be able 
to get graphs that represent the characteristics of the data exactly. This 

s n stem takes advantage of menu (MI« and interactive editing to produce 

iraphic representations of data quickly and easily. (2  rets.)  

• 13025 	Use of ISO clam 4 transport ea local  ires  networks. D.P.Stokes- 
berry (Systems & Network Architecture Div:, NBS, Washington, DC, USA). 
local 'Networks.. Distributed Office'  and  Factory- Systems. Proceedings of 
1 ocalnet '83, New. York,  JSA. 27-29 June' 1983 (Pinner. England: Online 
Publications 1983). p.371-83. 
At the request of a. number of compenies and the..chair of IEEE .802, the 
National Bureau ofStindards has sponsor:ed. - a series of workshops related  to 

 the implementation of .the ISO/NBS Clam 4 transport protocol on local area 
networks that implement the -IEEE 802 protocols. One result of the work-
shops is that the participants agreed to establish two neutral sites to demon-
strate the ISO Transport and .IEEE 802 local  arcs  network protocols. One 
site, hosted by General Motors, will support the IEEE P-802.4 token bus local 
area network standard. The second -site, homed by . NOS,  will support the 
IEEE P-802.3 CSMA/CD standard. Both sites will implement IEEE P-802.2 
type 1, class 1 loeical .link control service for layer 2, an .octet of zero 
representing a null network independent-convergence protocol for layer 3 and 
the mandatory - portions of the NOS  specification of ISO  Clan  4  transport for 
laser 4  19' rets.)  

13727 ' Fevre lavesuneets la, the work place' fortke automation'. R.Kot- ' 
thaus (Standard Elektrik; Lorenz AG. Stuttgart, Germany). - 
Systems .83 Proceedings Computer und Kornmunikation. 8 Internationale 
Fachmesse und Internationaler Anwender-Kongress (Systems 83 Proceedings 
Computers and Communication: 8th International User Congress and Trade 
Fair), Munich, Germany, 17-21 Oct. 1983 (Munchen, Germiny: Munchener 
Messe-und Ausstellungsgeaellschaft 1983), p.225-50 In German. 
Presents an overview of office automation and discusses • thé  • five system fami-
lie from which office. antomation is built up. These families are: (I) extended 
typewriters, which can also be used as a simple text processing system; (2) 
microcomputers, also known as penional computers, with text processing, a 
freely programmable part, graphic .possibilititts, various software tools and also 
the possibility  in  the future of using it as a mailbox; (3) the office systerri 
with text processing and editing, possible programmable part, various software 
tools,'mailbox, and with future-onentod systenu; also  speech ,  and graphics; (4) 
the distributed data processing systern, CiDP, with text •processing packages. 
mailbox and possible  graphics; and finally (5) the mainframe computer, with 
text processing packages, mailbox system and graphic:I.-The LAN is discumed 
and  its  connection to each  aspect of office-automation, and how it  cas  all 
build up to an 1SDN. (no  rets.)  A.N.X. 

10829 	F....uluating the real benefits. A.G.Hopwood. 
h book hew office technology. Human and orgaMzational aspects, 

M.Peltu [Ed.], p.37-50. London, England: Franca Pinter (1983), 
Z43 pp 10 81s18.7 282 71 
Man!. practical examples are used to provide an overview of key,  problem 

.Ircas that have bun encountered during and after automisation. This illus-

trates the narrow scope and short time focus that often characterise mettle-
t.uns uf information systems. A basis for making wider ,  more strategic assess-. 

rient,  that take into account the political nature of the decision-making prcc-
e,es involved is suggested. (4  rets.)  

10621 	Office 'Manna«  la the US and  Japan. R.M.Landau (Sci. 
Information Assoc.. Kensington, MD, USA). 
Bull. Ant. . Soc.  inf. Sci. (USA), vol.9, no.5, p.6-11 (June 1983). [received: 
Nov: 19831 
In the US. the words 'office automation' mean many different things. Records 
management people view office automation (OA) as merely an extension of 
efficiently handling the physical arrangements of information on paper. Com-
puter people view OA as an extension of the application of digital computer 
technology. Communication people coruider OA an extension and enlargement 

voice-oriented telecommunications systems. Systems people see OA as an 
Important area for improving the information proccsse in offices. (no refs.)  

10692 	Training for future office skills. J.Hebenstreit. 	• 
In book; New office technology. Human and organizational aspects, 
H.J.Otway, - M.Peltu [Ed.], p.205-20. London; England: France Pinter 
(1983), 243 pp. 10 86187 282 7) 
Computer systems are also becoming an intrinsic part of many  aspects of 
daily life, with virtually the whole'population of industrializea countries using 
computers in some way. The author curnines the educational and training 
requirements to cope with the skill' both in the office and in the broader 
applications of computing. The types of people  who  need to be trained are 
discussed and the crucial questions of how and where the training •can .be 
done are examined. User friendly ergonomics arc important elements in meet-
ing the educational and training challenge. (6  rets.)  

10737 	Cul  office anise, increase prodretion. 
Mod. Off. Technol. (USA), vol.28, no.11, p.54-60 (Nov. 1983). 
The biggest complaint about the open office is the noise level created by 
machines  and  human voices. This cas  be corrected by the implementation of 
the acoustic design principles outlined in the article. Zones of communication 
and zones of privacy need to bc established. These are areas within which 
people can hear easily and outside of which they cannot. (no refs.) 

10830 	Strategic planning for the ter makes. P.G.W.Keen. 
In book: New office technology. Human and organizational aspects, 
H.J.Otway, M.Peltu (Ed.', p.51-67—London. England: Frances Pinter (1983), 
243 pp. 10 86187 282 71 
Examines the • process of initiating -and managing new office technology 
projects and explains why necessary strategic.change needs momentum from 
the top of the  organization. The change process is shown to involve organize-
tional politics because  it challengs the statua quo and can substantially alter 
the  influence and autonomy of individual managers and departments. (6 refs.) 

10792 	The el:angles* roka of managers. B.Wynne. 
In book: NeW office technology. Human and organizational aspects. 
H.J.Otway, M.Peltu lEd.1, p.138-51. London.  E.ngland: Frances Pinter 
(1983), 243 pp. 10 86187 282 71 
Changes in secretarial and clertcal work have often been the focus of atten-
tion in general discussions on the effecu of new office technology. The impact 
on managers. however, is of equal importance both in ternu of eau and 
numbers. The atithor examines the diverse roles > played by information in 
different management  robot,  emphasizing the crucial influence of informal 
information flows and organizational interactions in determining management 
effectiveness. Advice is provided on how to develop systems which are adapted 
to the actual way organizations and managers operate and which enlarge the 
scope and interest of management jobs. (8 refs.) 

13666 	Mall is partner  Is aa eleetroak marriage. D.Ferris. 
Comput. Wkly. (G8), no.889. p.24 (1 Dec. 1983). 
Electronic mail and personal computers are well matched. They are parti-
cularly useful when Information needs to be sent -between termines. This 

would previously have been done by telephone. (no rets.)  

10831 	• Creating the right organizational environment. F.Butera, E.Bartez- 
zaghi. 
In  book:  New office technology: Human ,  and organizational aspects, 
H.J.Otway. M.Peltu (Ed.], p.102-19. - London. England: . Frances Pinter 
(1 983). 243 pp. 10 86187 282 71 
Machines are not scattered devices but part of a - purposeful technological 
structure. Men - are not isolated entities but part of, a social systeni. Organiza-
tional structures cannot be adequately encapsulated in' simplistic formal 
descriptions of procedures and quantified analyses of information volumes.and 
transactions. The author examines in detail the nature .of organizational 
design for computer-based office work: Examples'are given  of  computer-based 
management • information  systems which• faikd• because of inadequate social 
and organizational design. Guidelines  are  provided to assist in the design of 
organizations and job functions for new office information systems.-(8 refs.) 



13667 	Papering over the  cracks  [office antanadera hisp4emeatatleal. 
P M.Heine (Lanchester Polytech., Coventry, England). 
Comput,  Bull. (GB). ser.2, no.38, p.8.9 (Dec. 1983). 
A restes of a number of office automation and personal computing projects 
lead the author to  tome  apparently startling conclusions. Using these conchs-
lions he develops some improved strategies for the introduction of the »- 
called 'electronic office' and personal office computing systems. (3  rets.)  

13660 	Eleetrorie mail—state of an. 
Ir. Cumput. 	p.24-5 (Jan. 1984). . 
The most obvious approach to electronic mail fôr an organisation with pre. 
rinses in several cities or cousines  is to link together its own computers and 
acquire an appropriate piece of software. The economics of such an arrange-
nient are prohibitive for all but the biggest firms. Subscriber services  oc 
private international networks have now emerged as a viable alternative. 0Yer 
the past year, the Irish authorities  have  approved a number of schemes for 
intraorganisational messaging. Thus- three international companies have intro- " 
auced their own electronic mail service. One, Mohawk Data Science' 
SS INC, transmits information in a manner akin to the private in-company 
,..imputer network, addressing and delivering TrgesileCS to specified  locations. 

 The others. IP Sharp Associates' MAILBOX and GEISCO's QUIK.COMM, 
store messages for individual  usera in central computers, to that subscribers 
can retrieve them in person  (rom  any terminal within the network. It is ' 
deicult  ta  generalise 'about the ccets of these services. All the suppliers stress,.. 

• t;owever, that this form of electronic mail costs less than telex and that price 
• 2.p.amage increases as the distance between locations increues. (no rets.)  

lt C.N. 

13678 	Selecting word processing software. 	R.W.Boss (Information 
Systems Consultants Inc., Bethesda, MD, USA). 
Software Rev. (USA),  vol.2, no.1, p.4-9 (March 1983). (received: Oct. 1983) 
The word processing systems available include dedicated single-user systerru, 
sucn as those produced by Lanier, NBI, Philips, and Wang; multi-user 
systems from the sanie  vendors; and software packages for mainframe -and 
mini- and microcomputer-based systems. The industry as i whole is growing 
by 25 percent annually. but the increase in software sales in more than 50 
percent per year. The demand for software packages nppears to be greatett 
among owners or prospective owners of micros. This article, while general in 
its approach ,  uses microcomputer software packages in its examples. (12 
re (s.) 

13679 	Super  or etanpatible? lonlet cewannicatioesj. H.Senmer. 
Nachr. Elektron. .+ Telemasik (Germany). vol.37,  no. 12, p.471.4 (Dec. 
1983). In German. 

• The author draws the comparison betwen communications technology in the 
USA, where the tec.hnically possible is more quickly achieved, and Europe 
where the compatibility of future communications services receive priority. 
The point is also made that priVate enterprise plays the lead role in the USA 
whereas in Europe Sovereignty reste with  the postal authorities. After describ-
ing numerous items of office communications equipment the author forecasts 
an integrated office technology centred on the telephone with clients. provid-
ing an excellent  bais .  The USA is forging ahead in this field. (no relu.) • 

12992 	An Ethernet network performance measurement. J.F.Shoch. 
J.A.Hupp. 
Sis:. & Autorn. (Italy). wal.29;no .241, p.941.52 (Oct. 1983). In Italian. 
Ethernet local area network performance measurements are discussed. Opera. 
tional characteristics of a network using one coaxial cable for computer 
systems interconnections are briefly outlined. An experimental network 
arrangement it described underlining the reliability and error frequency. 
Performance data under normal load conditions are detailed. Data pocket 
formation, trame  models, data collisions, communication time and overloading 
are also reviewed. A similar analysis is presented for heavy traffic, elaborat. 
ing maximum utilisation and stability problems. (11 refs.) T.H. 

12986 	Local area eerts'orks and tbe business microcomputer. A.J.Brown. 
New Electron. (GB), vol.16, no.24, p.33, 35 (13 Dec. 1983). 
Due to the lower cost of processing devices and the higher cost of labour, the 
personal computer has entered both small and large businesses. These perso. 
nal computers need to be able to communicate with mini or mainframe com-
puters, as well as with each other. The use of local area networks (LANs) 
allows the interconnection of personal computers so that access to. a cornmon 
data .store is provided together with the ability to share peripheral devices. 
These systems will generally be used as a lower cost solution than the mini-
computer and in many instances . to supplement the mainframe by providing 
local operational control while still providina communication to the main-
frame. (no refs.) 

13008 	User experiences with production Ethenset. P.Christy. (Digital 
liqiiipment Corp., Alaynard, MA, USA). 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proceedings of 
Localnet '83, New York, USA, 27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983), p.109.16 
Experience with Ethernet for local area networking in support of VLSI design 
is discussed. Experiences in the installation and use of Ethernet is included. 
Answers to the most common questions are provided. (no refs.) 

13006 	System selection leallatioe sad management of fiber optic Elba- 
net. K.L.Nall. 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proceedings of 
Localnet '83. New York, USA, 27.29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983), p.91.100 
An institution that is spread  oser  five buildings presents a challenge for 
computer accessibility. Possible prablems with the electrical interfereee from 
lightning led to a fi ber optic cable connected to a baseband.Ethernet cable as 
a viable alternative to only Ethernet cabling. The two step installation proce-
dure is identifia1 and the network management is noted. (no re (s.) 

13007 	User experiences with ring networks. C.E.Patton. 
Local Networks ,  Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Prccealings  of  
Localnet '83, New York, USA, 27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983), p.101.7 
This paper looks at a token ring from the perspective of the user. Three types 
of usen are discussed, and their differing impressions of the ring, ne advert. 
tagei. disadvantages. and necessary knowledge levela of each type of user are 
also discussed. (no refs.) 

12813 	Woekstatiems for an at Carnegie Mellon. D.Van Houweling 
(Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA, USA). 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proceedings of 
1.ocalnet '83, New York, USA, 27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983). p.513-24 
As Carnegie•Mellon's plans for personal Computing have evolved, it has been 
concluded that the capabilities of the personal computer provide only a partial 

answer to the information processing needs of the university. As s result, the 
effort now underway at CMU to provide every member of the community 
with a personal computer by the end of the decade depends more critically on 
local area network software and communication technology than it does on 
the development of personal computers. (no rets.)  

13002 	LAN technologies: am for every application. B.F.Hom (Hewlett 
Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA, USA). 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systcms. Proceedir,;$ of 
Localnet '83, New York, USA,-  27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983), p.41.51 
The author compares the different types of local area networks from an 
application viewpoint. A user should identify  • his application situation and 
select a LAN technialogy which will best solve that particular situation. A 
LAN that is choscn in this manner is more optimal than the selection of a 
LAN basal strictly on technical characteristics. (no refs.) 



13684 	'How WP systems are meeting the PC challenge; Ve.A.Waishe. 
Off .A'dm. ti Acton:: (USA), vol.44, no.10, p.47-58 (Oct. - 1983). 
The personal computer threat is forcing many manufacturers to re-evaluate 
their marketing strategies—adding many  advanced  equipment options. Because 

the -primary.emphasis of text-editing machines is-on generating, revising, and 
distributing office correspondence efficiently, they are still the machines of 
choice where heavy duty word proceising u concerned. This article takes a 

look at  soma  recent enhancemenu made .to the equipment and provides a 

table  of information about stand-alone text-editing machines. (no  rets.)  

136S8 	C1soossag the right word processor for tke IBM PC P.Good. 
Small Bus. Comput. (USA), vol.7, no.3, p.42-50 (May-June 19E3). (received: 
Nov. 19831 
This article describes the advantages and the disadvantages of the 1BM PC 
fur word processing, as well as the criteria to use in matching the hardware 
and the software to word prceessing needs. It discusses the advantages and 
disadvantages of some of the principal word processing alternatives available. 
Product comparison tables at the end of the  article  will help to make the final 
selection. (no rats.)  

12995 	'Emerging trends I.  local area networks. J.R.Jorres (Sic= Fiber- 
1 AN,'Research Triangle Park, NC, USA). 
7eircommunerations /USA). vol.17, no.12, p.54, 59-60. 96 (Pee 1983). 
Discusses  hou  the transmission technology known as the local area network 
(LAN) is at - present attracting - it lot  of attention. Many users of large com-
puter - networks are expressing a need for such systems, and there are many•. 
businesses being formed with the intention of filling that need. There has 
been significant growth in the number of companies that supply LAN-related 
products.• One source estimated that there were more than 230 companies 
already in this infant industry. Several factors are behind the rapid growth of 
the use of local networks. The first has to do with the dramatic cost roduc-
lions that have occurred• in computer technology ' in the past several years. 
These cost reductions have led to the widespread use of computers. The 
author discusses four parameters which characterize local networks: topology, 
signaling technique, access method, and transmission medium. The most com-
mon topologies presently in use—ring, but, and star—are illustrated. (no 
rets.)  

13655 	Briagiog corporate micros weer control. H.Falk. 
Small Bus. Comput. (USA), vol.?, no.3, p.24-7 (May-June 1983). (received: 
Nov. 19831 
The proliferation of desktop computers is forcing companies to make policy 
decisions about their  use.  Microcomputers •addres information processing 
needs that mainframe data processing groups have largely ignored. Large 
computers have been effective in handling both high-production paperwork 
tasks such as order processing and billing, as well as complex problems such 

s as inventory centrol; they have also been effectively used to provide strategic 
management information to top company. executives. However, dati.process- - 

 ing groups have been much less effective in bringing computer services to 
lower levels of management and to the many business professionals who 
perform specialized tasks within large companies. (no re(s.) 

13264 - Applications packages. 
Mini- Micro Software.IGB1.-  vol.8, no.4. p.I2-18 (1983). 
The software 'directory of the National Computing Centre indicates that the . 
nuniber of application packages on the market continues to grow at an alarm-
ing rate. Somc 2250 packages are uid to be competing in the UK market-. • 
place alone. Every month 100 new ones -- arrive and every month (it is . 
believed) 50 disappear for various reasons which include the inevitable busi-
ness failures, inadequate marketing or 'technical unsuitability. Some of the 
more unusual uses for which package programs are available, are emphas- . 
ised. (no rets.)  • , 

1)014. 	Beyond the bus and the ring floral area network'. A.Reichert. 
Local Networks. Distributed Office • and Factory Systems.. Freese:dings  of 

 Localnet.'83, New York. USA,-  27-29 June .1983 1Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983): p.213-26' . 
Starting two years ago, Vector Graphic, 	Major supplier of small . businus 

.- computers, recognized the-need for a network system that incorporated both • 
sophisticated. technology and -end-user accessibility. ,Yector has accomplished 
this goa l. by designing a.network. system that is powerful. efficient and easy to 
install at very low cost. This new LAN technology required th; development 

• of a -  new topology coupled- with the novel application of both protocols and 
data enceding schemes. By modifying t standard operating • system, most 
industry standard application-software was able to run directly on the network 
while enabling shared 11CŒ.1.1 to all distributed network.resources. (no rets.)  

ruotl 	Local area :network seer needs. G.J.Lang(ord (Product  Planning  

Des American Bell., Natrona Heighu. PA, USA). 
I ocal Networks:' Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proceedings of 

Looalnet '83. New York.- USA. ,  27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England:'Online 
Publications 1983), p.31-40 
local- area networks are coming to fruition in the 1980's because of growing 

data communication needs and reduced costs of moving data within a build-

ing or campus. -Data processing  cossa have been reduced to the point where 

',sets eun easily afford their own terminals, microcomputers, or mtnicomput-
civ  The  rc,,ulting proliferation of data processing throughout a building or 

,..snipus has created a need for local area networks to efficiently utilize these 
sl.ita processing resources. The success of a LAN architecture will in large 

be determined by its ability to meet the following types of user needs 

obtained from many-customer interviews in 1982 and 1983: connectivity, corn- 

neasserk management. cost control, distribution,  networking, and. 

integrat non.  1 3  rets.)  

130:4 	Design and architecture of a token-ring local UM network. 
N C.Strole, D.W.Andrews (IBM Corp., New York, NY, USA). 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proxedings of 

Localnct '83, New York, USA, 27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983). p.171-87 

-A local area network (LAN) should be easily accessible, extremely reliable, 
and extendible in both function and physical sue. The star/ring wiring topol-
ogy with token-access control has emerged as a technology that can meet all 
ut these objectives. The requirements of small networks with just a few termi-
nals, as well as those of very large networks with thousands of terminals, can 
le achieved through this one architecture. This paper describes the fundamen-
IJI aspects of the architecture, physical components, -and operation of a 

token-ring LAN. Particular emphasis is placed on the fault detection and 

isolation capabilities that are possible, as well as the mechanisms for network 

expansion and growth. (15 refs.) 

12991 	Runniest rings round networks Kambridge Ring local network'. 
R.Fenner. 
Syr:. Mt. (GB), vol.II, no.12, p.46-7 (Dec. 1983). 
The reliability mechanisms, capacity,  hardware' 	and installation of 
the Ring are discussed; particular attention is paid to the implementation 
offered by Toltec. (no rets.)  

13151 	Computer peripherals reslew. 
Comput. Peripherals Rev. (USA), vol.10, no.1, p.1-350 (1983). 
The review is divided into the following eight self-contained sections, with 
products listed alphabetically by company and model number: disc- and drum 
storage devices; flexible diskette drives; magnetic tape drives; tape cassette 
storage devices;  lise-  printers; serial printers; card equipment; and paper tape 
equipment. Each section includes three parts: a brief description of the tech-
nology of the peripheral device type being reviewed; a brief explanation of the 
column headings uscd to describe the equipment in the characteristic tables; 
and a tabular listing of equipment chara.cteristies. A directory manufacturers 
at the back of the book lists the addresses of the headquarters of all manu-
facturera  included in the review. (no  rets.)  

13675 	The ibeffle office. K.Yalcal. 
Compute. J. Prog. Comput. (USA),  vol.5. no.12, p.22-4 (Dee. 1983). 
Computers have been usod in businesses for many years to streamline proce-
dures and promote efficiency. The same thing is beginning to happen in 
homes with microcomputers. New businesses are being created, and existing 
home offices can benefst from the variety of information services and software 
that is available. The article explores some of the ways that the- traditional 
office is changing. (no refs.) 



1 

13668 	A compoterized diary facility. R.H.Davis, KSaunders, ?Shaman 

(Dept. of Computer Sel.,  Heriot-Watt Univ., Edinburgh, Scotland). 
Comput. Commun. (GB). vol.6, no.6, p.297-307 (Dec. 1983); 
According to the level of privacy required, an individual may maintain three 
types of diary; a wall/calendar chart open to viewing by anyone, desk-kept 
diary accessed by a selected group of individuals and the pocket diary 
accessed solely by the user. All throe types may be used in an office environ-

ment. A diary facility represents a typtcal function that could be made  aval. 

lubie on a communications system. The availability of a diary facility ia an 

electronic of fice environment is examined in terms of the social factors to be 
considered ,  the syntax required for, its introduction and the system details 
needed for support. (2 refs.) 

13377 	()tritely office work—in spite of modern informed« technology? I. 
U.Seidel. 
Systems 13 Proceedings Computer und Kommunikation. 8 Internationale 
.Fachmene und Internationaler Anwender-Kongress (Systems 83 Proceedings 
Computers and Communication. 8th International User Congress and Trade 
Fair). Munich. Germany, 17-21 Oct. 1983 (Munchen. Germany: Munchener 
Messe.und Ausstellungsgesellschaft 1983), p.185-9I In German. 
Presents a brief overview of the basics of orderliness and the handling of 
data. For data the following parameters should be determined; truth, exact-
ness, correctness, timeliness ,  readability, availebility, data protection, and 
safety. For text processing, the parameters should be even more specilic—c. 
ompleteness, truth, exactness ,  availability, readability, legal liability, effi-
ciency, documentation and data access. All given basics can be combined into 
one efficient system. The author expiating and expands on some of the 
parameters. (no refs.) A.N.K. 

137111 	Techniques leadlag to  bitter  availability of Worland°s  fer rers. 
14 .Th ijs. 
Tiidschr. Ned. Elektroet.- 4 Radio:mom. (Netherlands), vol.48, no.3, p.I31.3 
(1983). In Dutch. 
Ileviews general developments in information technology .  The storage and 
retrieval of information is considered vrith particular reference to the VAX 
information architecture, a user-transparent system developed for the VAX-11 
computers. Topics in the supply of information are then diaconal, including 
some of the problems awaiting  solution  in this new business Ste« (privacy ,  
ownership of information. responsibility for accuracy. etc.). New poasibilites 
(rom  the user't point of view are then outlined in the context of Digital's 
integrated system which combines personal computers, word processing,  data. 
bases,  electronic mail, data transmission and various business management 
systems. (no refs.) C.C.S. 

13378 	Orderly oflkt wort —le spite of modern information technology? 
II. K.Supper (Math. Beratungs-und Programmierungs-dienst GmbH. Dort-
mund, Germany). 
Systems 83 Proceedings Computer und Kommunikation. .8 Internationale 
fachmesse und Internationaler 'Anviender-Kongren (Systems 83 Proceedings 
Computers and Communication. 8th International User Congress and Trade 
Fair). Munich. Germany. 17-21 Oct. 1983 (Munchen, Germany: Munchener 
Messe.und Ausstelliangsgesellschaft 1983), p.193-200 In German. 
For pt.I see ibid.. p.185-91. Orderliness is the term given to the basic prin-
..iples for the handling of ail  data in all situations. It Is irrelevent whether the 
data is to be stored, or it to be readable. In the case of the storage of 
personal data, of primary concern is the protection of the data, The author 
uses orderliness as the conception for the follcnving criteria: correctness. com-
pleteness. timeliness, clarity, provablenest. safety and testability. If all the 
criteria are met, then the demands of the given eroup of people are fulfilled. 
Ino refs.) A.N.K. 

13011 	Local srea network batallatioas la Garanuneat 
M.Fortang, I.T.Frisch. 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proceelings of 
Localnet '83, New York, USA, 27.29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983). p.137.46 
Government mission oriented local area networks make special demands on 
system customization, expansion, and interfacing, Ls well et vendor field 
service and training. Contel experience is described in these areas in the 
instailation of ContelNet in Government facilities to meet the needs of the 
next decade and beyond. (4 refs.) 

13019 	Intel 825116 local asessedeation costa:41er chi>. D.van-Mierop. 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Pro:ass:dings of 
Localnet '83. New York, USA, 27.29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications 1983), p.249.60 
The Intel 82586 VLSI chip is an intelligent, high performance communication 
controller for local area networks using the access method known as carrier 
›ense multiple *can  with  collision detection (CSMA/CD). It performs all 
the functions associated with the transfer of data between system memory and 
a serial interface to the network: framing, contention resolution, address 
detection and filtering, error detection, network management, direct memory 
access, buffer chaining and interpretation of high level commands frorn the 
CPU. The 82586 meets performance requirements of the IEEE 802.3 and 
Ethernet standards. It has the flexibility to serve as a controller for a wide 
range of CSMA/CD type networks, also at data rates less than 10 Mb/s. 
Reliability is enhanced by a built-in time domain rellectometer for locating 
opens and shorts,. external and internal loopback. collision detect integrity 
verification, complete internal register dump. and a self teat procedure. (2 
relu.)  

13104 	Typeteiter waltz for Its ess. H.Busby. 
Comput. Wkly. (GB), no.895, p.27 (26 Jan. 1984). 	. 
An increasing number of machines currently (or soon to be) available ,  display 
features such as communications interfaces , disc drives, screen, and operating 
systems. Word precasting. telex and teletex. online data entry, or strahtfor. 
ward dumb printing under computer control can all be performed, in theory 
tt least, on a typewriter. At the low-cost end of the market are the EP-22 
and EP.44 electronic portables from Brother, priced at £169.95 and £250 
respectively. Olivetti is shortly to offer an add-on interface option to all 
machines in its ET and Praxi ranges. Ericsson is marketing the first BT. 
approved teletex terminal in the form of an upgraded and modified Facit 
typewriter. At present, it costs £2200 plus another £800-£1200 for discs. In 
considering typewriters rs alternative to purpose-built terminals and word 
procession, four points 'to bear in mind are cost, durability, speed, and eau of 
use. (no refs.) R.N.Y. 

13017 	NET/PLUS—a local network architecture for multi-end« compar- 
ability. D.POtter. 
Local Networks. Distributed Office and Factory Systems. Proceedings of 
Localne '83, New York, USA, 27-29 June 1983 (Pinner, England: Online 
Publications L983). p.227.37 
The present level of activity in local network standards has created expects. 
lions about multi-vendor compttibility that will not be met by the commun-
ication specifications alone. An architecture for true multi.vendor compatible 
communications it described, based on the ISO model and existing standards 
where such exist. (no refs.) . . 

13463 	Microconaperters  la the  office ensireareent.  IL  A.D.Mazursky. 
Mind Your Own Bus. (G8), vol.5..no.10, p.20-2 (Nov.-Dec. 1982). (received: 
Nov. 1983] 
For pt.I see ibid. vol.5, no.9, p.21 (1982). This article examines the issues 
concerning the use of microcomputers in office communications. It looks  at 
how micrecomputers will be utilised in office work and briefly describes the 
principle behind office computing. (no refs.) 

13717 	The role of the permed computer la office torlooentioe. C.Laruink. 
Tildschr. Ned. Elektron:  4  Radlogenoot. (Netherlands), vol.42, reo.3, p.125-6 
(1913). In Dutch. 
Various aspects of the introduction of personal computers into business organ-
isations are briefly conaidered, and the advantages of the Digital PC 325/350 
machines are touched upon. A checklist of topics to bear in mind when 
choosing a personal computer is presented. (no reft.) C.C.S. 

13694 	Aa inteerated services optical fiber local aria network 	eetwork.. 
K.Hiyama (Systems  Dey. Lab., Hitachi .Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), H.Narisawa, 
H.Satou. 
Hitachi  Re v.  (Japan), vol.32, no.4, p.165-70 (Aug. 1983). 
Optical  liber transmission  technology has brought remarkable advances in 
local area networks. The 'Z Network ,  has been developed, malting full use of 
the advantages of fiber transmission to realize local area networks in office 
automation. One is the advanced intevation of network services not only of 
voice and data transmission but also of circuit switching and packet switch-
ing. Second is the introduction of full.LSI logics, which results in small, 
low-cost and highly reliable networks. The other is a highly expandable and 
flexible network configuration made  possible  by multilooped distributed net-
work architecture. The I  Network is expected to be the main network for 
office automation in coming yen. (6 refs.) 

il  



13726 	Office intermarket sad telecommunications. R-Shurig (Information 
Planning Div., Ontario  Hydre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada), 
Proceedings. Eighth Data Communications Symposium. North Falmouth, 
MA, USA, 3-6 Oct. 1983 (Silver Spring, MD, USA: IEEE Computer Soc. 
Press Oct. 1983), p.354 
The relationship of office information to office producu and to telecommun-
ications is eumined. Voice, image, text, and data information media are 
related to one another, to compute; and telecommunications  technologies, and • 
to the needs of different types of workers. (no tels.)  

13716 	What does the ash:momenta mesa fee the manager of the  

future?. C.G.de Mol. 
Tijdschr. Ned. Elektroa.- à Radiogsnoot. (Netherlands), vol.48, no.3, p.121-3 

(1983). In Dutch. 
Reviews the facilitia made paisible in office automation as a result of deo-
lopmenu such as viewdata, facsimile, data networks, text preening portable 
terminals end microcomputers. The main theme is that of automated informa-
tion processing. The adoption of information technoiogy will require change 

in working practices; the microcomputer offers numerous opportunities for 
increased efficiency and productivity. (no  tels.)  C.C.S. 

13715 	Future, office communication'. R.Lepp (Standard EJektrik Lorenz 
AG, Stuttgart:Germany). 
Telecommunications (USA). vol.17, no.12. p.95, 97, 108 (Dec. 1983). 
Discusses how there are many aspects of «fie  communications  that are 
poing to take some, time to develop because, for all the.euphoria of techni-
cians over what is possible, or for all the (sala-promoting) prophecies of 

i market strategies, nvestments in information technology clearly must be 
cost-effective. Besides:the user is (merited by the constant introduction of 
new and better products -.that make things seem antiquated that were 'new' 
just hours , 'before. What should he buy when .everyone à praising and pro-
pagating something different? One can  observe  this situation at the moment 
on  the  microcomputer market. The user turns to a technical 'guru' whom he 
trusts to guarantee him continuity and a consistent standard. Anyone involved 
with office commmunications has  to learn to view problems from the point of 
view of the user and deal itriously with the problenu of the office and iu 
functioning as a whole in order to develop, provide, and. maintain 'optimal 
technical.systems. (no relu.)  

13839 	Toppling the paper kin. S.Oniana, 
7 echnology (GBI, vol.8, no.4, p.12-I3 (30 Jan. 1984). 
Industry, nirticularly manufacturing industry, appears to have largely 
tiunned office automation (OA). Office workers make up sonie 50% of indus-

lf) . ) workforce and offices account for 20%-30% of iu costs, yet potential 
cost savings have not been effected. The reason is that suppliers have hardly 
begun to address industry's very real needs: the concept of the electronic 
peerless office was in fact totally °versed. Paper still rule* supreme in 
British offices because, although managers are confronted with a large 
number of problem in the office, none of the available producu seem to 
address these problems. The cosu of OA are found to be higher than origi-
nall) envisaged, mainly beaux of the organisational changes required. (no 

refs.) S.C. 

13720 	Office eemannnicedern —keeping tree. H.-D.Grosser (Siemens 
AG, Munchen, Germany). 
Telcom -Rep. (Germany). vol.6, no.6, p.3474 (Dec, 1983). 
Until a few years ago, many sectors of business attached leis importance to 
economy and efficiency than is cuitornary and necessary today. As conditions 
changed, however, it bm- me more and more obvious that the 'home-made' 
approsch to products and  services  does not always work, nor can they be; 
provided 'on the side' if a timetable return on investment is to be earned. 
This statement is also true of office communications, a field in which the 
services of a expert adviser—the communications spaialist —are needed more 
than «Cf. The author, who is responsible for public relations work in the field 
of communication terminals, describes the reaaons for  calling in a communia-
eons specialist'-even in small and medium-sized businesses-vend points out 
the benefits such an expert has to offer. (no tels.)  

13630 	Office Information gatallmak—'neide in Germany'. M.Bergmann, 
H.-D.Litke, P.Maciejewski. 
Nachr. Elektron. + Tekrnatik (Germany), vol.37, no.I2, p.490-2 (Dee. 
1983). In German. 
The authors show that hitherto data bank systems for office microcomputers 
have been misted. They claim that they present here  s system which will 
change the situation redically. A description  is given of the MPOOL bank 
and MTALK control which are designed peimerily for the German-spetking 
market. The price for the whole data bank for an 8-bit microcomputer u 'well 
under' DM5000 and  for 16-bit below DM8000. Prices are expected to sink 
still further. (no tels.)  H.G. 

13723 	Forth products for limbien perdue& P.Meretort. 
1983 Rochester Forth Applications Conference,  Rochester, NY, USA, 7-11 
June 1983 (Rochester, NY, USA: lat. Appl. Forth Res. 1983). p.157-8 
Summary form only given as follows. Describe two products: MFORTH; and 
OMNISOFT. MFORTH (Multi-machine Forth System), is especially 
deigned to meet the specific requirensents of the business packages that have 
to be marketed on a large scale. it  ha s a unique source code (Metacompiler) 
used to generate interactively a multitasking  Forth  System for any Mamiel 
micro- or minicomputer, Z80, S036, or LSI-11 blued; a powerful DBMS:  and  
a very high level programming instruction set to reduce development cotts 
and give full readability of  the  source code, decreasing the maintenance cosu. 
The OMNISOFT package =btu anybody.(evert non-progremmers) to deve-
lop, in some hours, any business softvrare at  bis  own specifications. it can be 
favourably, compared to DBASE II or MOBS for instance. It has an internal, 
relational-like database' (it runs .  on MFORTH), a report generator, and a 
word-processor connected to the base. High-level. menu-driven functions 
enable the  user  to create, modify, delete, multi-index, update retated 
control, select,  extract, calculate, report... OMN1SOFT  bas  been deeply mu-
died for an ergonomic and very easy to use approach. For professionals it cal 
be a powerful tool to crane a business software catalogue. (no rets.)  

_ 
13721 	The  mare of ern office technology. A.Danzin. 
In book; New office technology,. Human and organizational aspects. 
11.1.0tway, M.Peltu (Ed.), p.19-36. London, England: Frances Pinta (1983), 

243 pp. 10 86187 282 7) 
An overvtew of modern office technology is given. There is no need to have a 
detailed understanding of all the technology; it  ii  sufficient to have a general 

feel for the principles. It is unwise to be constantly changing policy on equip-

ment and software. (3  relu.)  

13831 	Eleetroaic mall for world ear etenpauy. G.L.Decker (Telecommun- 
ications Service, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, MI, USA). 
Can. Datasyst. (Canada),  vol.15, no.I0, p.70-3 (Oct, 1983). 
Effective worldwide communication is important for Ford Motor Company. 
They have developed a single corporate electronic mail syetem that enables 
the transmission of administrative messages, word procasing documents, busi-
ness reports and schedules. The system u as use friendly as was possible. It 
is flexible, allowing accas from different types of terminals. Further enhance-
ments to the system are planned for the future. (no rets.)  



7057 	The smooth seep. II. 10fflee antonatiool. L.S.Lee. 
Impact: Off. Autorn. (USA),  vol.6, no.9, p.I 1-13 (Sept. 1983). 
For.pt.I  sec  ibid., 	no.7 (1913). Office automation (OA) planning and 
installation has many organisational pitfalls whieh must be avoided. Disc-used 
here are the importance of knowledge about OA and the sparsity of unbissed 
experts. Extensive costs are involved and it is important that the system is 
flexible and ergonomically designed. Consideration must also be given to data 
availability and vulnerability. (isemis.) 

9466 	The IMP la the office. 
W'hich Comput. (GB), p.1754  (Jan. 1984). 
Office Technology Ltd. launched its Information Management Processing 
System (IMP) in 1981. OTL rr-adily admits that the product is still under 
development, with major featurea being implemented continuously. The 
Information Management Processor is a dedicated office automation system 
based on intelligent ercekstations. Them uniu are linked to an office system 
controller handing mass storage, archiving and output devices.  This  central. 
processor 11C13  as  a sorting office for message switching between the woeksta-
pans. Controllers for the IMP are available in three capacities.  The  most 
basic version supports up to six terminals; 320MB of centralised disc storage 
can be supported by the controller. Extending the scope of  the  IMP to 16 
terminals involves office system controller B;  s unit capable of supporting up 
to 640MB of disc, four communications ports and auxiliary prccusors. Al the 
top of the range is controller C; identical to the mid-range product but for its 
32-terminal ceiling. Larger system configurations are possible. The IMP sets 
out to support every type of user within a 'work-group', from executives to 
clerical operators. With minor ,  exceptions the designers  have  attained this 
objective. (no refs.) A.R.M. 

7021 	Bminets Informatim—defiataig  tin,  roasirensenta. T.J.13ourne (CACI 
Inc. Internat., London. England). 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems. Read-
ing, England, 26.3n Sept. 1983 (London, England.. IERE 1983), p.I85-9 
One of the most di fficult tasks in developing an information system ,  and 
perhaps the one which causes man such projecu to fail ,  is defining the 
requirements. This paper introduces a number of related techniques, known. 
collectively as Data Analysis ,  which enables their exponenu to identify the 
essential functions requiring information system support, the data which must 
be held to provide that information and the locations at which different 
system facilities must bc provided. Practical examples are given, both of the 
techniques and their use, and of some actual applications. (nortfs.) 

7037 	laforanattat testers. The steer's report. G.Harrar. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.52-vol.18., no.1, p.71-4 (26 Dee. 1983-2 
Jan. 1984). 
The premise and promise  of  the information center is limply stated: Users 
can solve many  of  their own problems when provided with proper toots and 
techniques. Two years ago ,  the information center waà an appealing concept 
without a track record. Today, there is record—the experiences of the 
companies which installed information centers early on. Is DP's applications 
backlog really reduced? Can fourth-generation software bring ease of use and 
productivity to the end user? Is the spread of personal computers throughout 
the company under control? The information center promised much. Now the 
promises can be matched to reality by looking at the center not u an IBM 
concept, but rather  as an up-and-running part of several large American 
companies. (no refs.) A.B. 

9099 	Graphics standards: where de are stand?. L.McClain. 
Pop. Comput. (USA). vo1.3, no.1, p.128-31 (Nov. 1983). 
Microcomputer graphics standards are on the horizon. lt appears likely that 
the graphical kernel syitem (GKS). a programmer-level interface devised in 

West Germany in the late 1970s, will  be  endorsed by ANSI (Americal 

National Standards Institute). There are three complementary interfaces that • 

arc becoming de facto standards in America. GKS is the programmer-level 
interface between applications prograrru and graphies  utility programs. 
Virtual device interface (VD1) standardizes the interface between graphics 
utilities and device drivers (prograrru that control the operation of periphe-
rals). Finally, there's North American presentation-level protocol syntax 
INAPLPSI. which was developxl by Bell Labs. NAPLPS, adopted by AT,St.T 

as a standard for transmitting text and graphics over telecommunication  lise,  
Is similar to VDI but a bit more specsfic: it interfaces graphics utilities to 
videotex devices through iu 'universal NAPLPS device driver'. (tio rets.) 

6863 	Safe and sound (health Imes of office autosnathsol. B.R.Blackmarr. 

Impact: Off. Autom. (USA), vol.6, rio.9, p.2-3 (Sept. 1983). 

With the increased  usage  or office automation (OA) and iu greater exposure 

to new levels of users, OA environmental and health concerns have become 

very important. This article looks at the real health concerns posed by OA 

and what can be done about them. Most of physical health aspects of OA are 

linked to the use of VDUs, and their environment. (no rots.)  

7107 	Don't forget the printer. 
,What Buy Bus. (GB). no.34, p.62-7 (6 Sept. 1983). 
Very few companies buy a computer without getting at least one printer to 
produce 'hard copy', the jargon term for paper print-outs of text and informa-
tion stored electronically by your computer. Computer printers are normally 
the slowest part or a computer system, relying to a large extent as they do on 
mechanical operation, and they can also be one of the more fault-prone 
elements, but they can account for a very  large proportion of the cost of a 
total system. If you are buying a computer for £2500, for example. you . cas  
easily find yourself paying well over half as much again for the  printer, 
especially if you also need accessories to go with it. In addition, printer 

• ribbons are likely to be the most expensive supplies needed for your computer 
system, probably costing you more than floppy disks. In this survey, the 
suthors discuss the options available and evaluate the different types. (no 
rets.)  

7113 	IBM PCjr. J.Schofield. 
Pract. Comput. (GB), voll, no.2. p.50-2 (Feb. 1984). 
The Junior or PCjr has an Intel 8088 CPU, the PC-DOS operating system 
and disc format and fundamentally the same Microsoft Basic as the PC. To 
make the system more suitable, IBM have added colour graphics  as  standard, 
cartridge slou, joystick ports, and expanded the PC's single-tone, sound to 
three channels. The main advantage of the PCjr is that it offers compatability 
with the IBM PC and thus both a share of the software base and an upgrade 
path. (no refs.) V.G.P. 

7008 	Future effects of end met computing. 
EI)P Anal. (LISA), vol.21. no.11, p.I-12 (Nov. 1983). 
End users will be making more and more direct, hands-on use of computers 

in the years just ahead. In fact, a studied analysis of one major component of 

Xerox Corporation (discuised in this report) projected their end user comput-
ing in 1990 as consuming three times the number of CPU cycles as will their 
regular data processing. Anything like this amount of growth clearly warrants 
the prime attention of information systems management. This report, analyzes 
how such growth can occur ,  and sonie steps that can he taken to get ready 
for it. (6  rets.)  

6832 	Harris beads into the offiea. G.Rifkin. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.41A, p.28-33 (12 Oct. 1983). 

lt is hard to imagine a 5 I.4 billion company having an identity problem, but 

for Harris Corp., the Melbourne, Floeida-based information technology giant, 
its lack of visibility may be the largest stumbling block in a vigorous quest 

for  a share of the office automation market. Despite having built a strong and 

respected reputation in the communications, semiconductor and government 

systems markets . Harris has been a stranger in the office. This article looks 

ai  how the company is tackling the move into the o ffice automation field. 

(no  cela.)  

7047 	Compeer Yell surrey rdiuks. 
What Buy Bus. (GB), no.34, p.29-3I (6 Sept. 1983). 
User survey forms Were sent in by 412 users covering well over 1000 systems 
(a system being either one micro, or a network of micros or a multiuser 
system—total screen numIxrs were closer to 1500). The article presents the 
resulu of the survey, including the mcet popular models, the average age of 
systems, the most popular applications, and mini v. micro preferences. (no 
rets,)  . 

7031 	The role of the advanced  informed*" utility commit...et ia actaiming 
office productivity. M.G.Adams (Digital Equip. Corp.. Maynard, MA, 
USA). 
Productivity in the Information Age. Proceedings of the 46th.  A.S1S Annual 
Meeting 1983, Arlington, VA. USA, 2-6 Oct: 1983 (Knowledge Industry 
Publications: White Plains, NY. USA 1983), p.86-7 
The number of computers in the office place is growing so fast in relation to 
skilled programmers that many of these systems are being put to use by 
non.technical profeasionals. The external market place demanda  that one finds 
ways of using this equipment more productively. To achieve gains in produc-
tivity, one needs a bridge between the automated office tools, and the non-
technical office workers. The advanced information utility consultant (A1UC) 
can serve that role. By bringing to the union experience in computers, soft-
ware, training, data management, business analyst:, and reference librarian-
ship, the consultant can become the catalyst in maximizing the use of all the 
new automated office tools. (3 refs.) 



11082 	Lace) area  betWOrki: a  1114.1111 den. S.T.Walker. 
Signal (USA), vol.38, no.l. p.37-43 (Sept. 1983). 
Provides an analysis of the factors influencing local area - networks beyond the 
basic questions of whether to uses baseband system Of private Watch 
exchange, 'The  issues  of security and data integnty are addressed. Included 
are discussions of  the  role of the DOD Standard Transmission Control and 
Internet Protocols (TCP/IP) in local ares networlu and options  ta  consider in 
planning for privacy/security on - such networks. (no left.) 

878.4 	Hobnobbing with the LANs. FJenning,s. 
Comput. Wkly. (GB), no.887, p.20-1 (17 Nov. 1983). 
The author describes the different topologies for local area networks. He 

explains many of the wide variety of ternu used to describe the capabilities 

and operation of these neworlu and discuties the emerging standards which 
will govern network design in the future. (no refs.) 

7055 	Can yea offer effective VDU office lighting?. L.Becto:s. 
Elect.. Times (GB), no.4717, p.39-4I (Oct. 1983). 
Most of the fears expressed at one time for thote working with visual display 
unite have proved to be unfounded. However, operators of VDUs will appre.• 
ciate good lighting in their working environment. The author midi= the 
merits of the systems available. (no rois.) 

7108 	Daisywheel printers. 	. 
What Buy. Bus. (Gab no.34, p.68.74 (6 Sept. 1983). 
The' article tabulates the features of over 40 brands of daisywheel printers, 

including prices and manufacturers. A list of suppliers is also included. (no 

rais.)  

8797 	VISI »inched« eaceder-lecoder milts the Ethernet system. L.Pit- 
troff, S.Cooper (Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 
Electronics (USA). vol.56, no.23, p. 148.50 (17 Nov. 1983). 
One LSI part has been euricatily absent from most Ethernet chip  sets: a 
reliable Manchester  encoder-decoder. The Am7991 serial interface adapter 
provides an interface between the .rn. digital world of the link controllu and 
the differential environment of the transceher able, In the transmit Mode, 
the Am799I  encodes  clock and data and provides a clock ud other devices in 
the ricide. In the receive mode, the Am799I acquires the clock from the 
incoming bit stream, decodes the data, and  passes both  clock and data to the 
link controller.  II. *Ito detect, collision signals generated by  the  Ethernet 
transceiver and translates those signals into TTL levels that can be used by 
the controller. This bipolar chip accommodates networlu with the different 
attenuations, noise levek, signal skew, and jitter that rxoliferate  in  real envi-
ronments. (no rota.)  

9406 	iA -hat's happening at IBM?. A.L.KeLsch. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.41A. p.67-7I (12 Oct. 1983). 
IBM usually ends up leading the marketplace.  This article looks at some 
potential products IBM has been researching and what they mean for  usera  
and for other vendors. In particular, the article examines the office automa. 
Man products planned by IBM. (no rets.)  

7071 	Directory of IBM Personal Computer banyan. 
PC User (GB), p.85-119 (Jan. 1984). 
Demils are listed of all the latest PC packages to become available.in  Britain. 

Sumc 650 packages are  included, including updated information about pro-

grams which have changed in price, supplier or specification. Suppliers'  cale. 

phone  numbers are listed separately. Prospective package purchasers should 

ehcck that the package is properly documented for use with the PC. They 

should also ask if the package 'ta well.utilored• to take advantage of the  PC'; 

 features, in particular its keyboard. A final key point ta  bear in mind is that 

not every package listed is availaNe ye. (no  rots.)  G.H.T. 

8693 	Etolution of offfee system: a strategy for smut wagon. 
B.A.Beneteau. 
Commun.  Int. (GB), vol.10, no.10, p.72-6. 79-84 (Oct. 1983). 
The  convergence of voice and data communications into an integrated office 
system will present the communications manager with some tough decisions. 

It  may  even make his job title obsolete. The smart manager will be searching 
to take advantage of the  new  technologies. (no rein.)  

7110 	Portable computers for the beiefeue. 
Off Equip. Index (GB), no.206, p.22-5 (Jan. 1984). 
The 'truly' portable machines are defined as lightweight machines weigtting as 
little as 3 or 4 lb-which are being operated off batteries and in many cases 
arc no larger than a telephone direstory. Machines currently available in the 
UK include.Gavilan Mobile, Epson HX-20, PC5000, HP75C, TR.S.80  Mode) 

 100. Husky Hunter, Workslate, RC8201, MIO. X-07, SP25 and SP50. The 
main features conteared are: dimension', internal storage. external storage, 
display typesize, interfaces for peripherals, software packagea, 
keyboard/poyver and price. (no rois.)  V.G.P. 

$78) 	The myth. behind melee-data lartegradon. W.F.Zechmann (Intern*. 
tional Data Corp., Framingham, MA, USA). 
Computemvorld (USA), vol.17, no.39A,  p.111-15(28  Sept. 1983). 
There is nothing fundamentally wrong with the ides  of an integrated digital 
voice  and data  network: It is uodoubtedly the way of the future. But the does 
not necessarily imply that it is•beneficial to try to have one now or that Merl 
thould wait for it to arrive before trying tnimprove their network. Integration 
of voice and data is probably desirable to some degree. But the solution  to 
thé particular problema that must be .dealt with over the next three to five 
years will not automatically entail .voice and data integration. In particular, 
many organizatioru will find that they will require both à digital PBX and a 
local-area network for onpremise - communicanons. And solutions to metropoli-
tan and long-distance networking requiremcnu are almost certain to regain 
mixed solutions fce some time.to  corne. (no refs.). • 

109 	New network bare protocol problem. 
Middle East Electron. (GB), vol.6, no.10, p.51 (Nov. 1983). 
Instead of waiting around for uniform  standards in information-technology 
Philips, the Netherlands firm, has deveJoped a network system capable of 
linking all existing, plus any new standards that may appear. Sopho-Net, as it 
is called (an abbrenatioo for Synergetic Open Philips Network), is  a pee 
ket-switched wide area private networking system detigned to connect any 
make of data, text  or  imaging device to any other with complete user trans. 
parenmr. That is, by simply plugging it into the network. The key to Fer.ilips 
inetW of linking diverse.protocolz is decentralisation. (no sels.)  

t121 	Vitae) problems  of  *Mee video display terminals. H.LSnydrer 
(Dept. of Industnal Engng. & Operations Rea., Virginia Polytech. Inst. A 
State Univ., Blacksburg, VA. USA). 
Plea: SP1E Ini. Soc. Op. Eng. (USA), yo1.386, p.25-8 (1983). (Advances in 
Display Technology Ill, Los Angeles, CA, USA, 18-19 Jan. 1983). 
While the commercial televiàion developmenu are compatible With the home 
computer cost market and with the visual ruirementa for home entertain-
ment television, they are not compatible with the visual requirements for 
demanding data entry, text entry, and other office-type VDT tutu in which 
intensive interaction with the display takes place many hourt per day, at a 
close  distance, and under often time-limited circumitance* For such  occupa. 
tional applications, a different quality of VDT ià required, and  the  specific 
requirements for this type of VDT include increased bandwidth, higher line 
rates and greater refresh rates.  The  author summarizes some  of the *mu of 
incompatibility and indicates  the  effects of poor design selectioo upon ',Mal 
performance and visual complaints. (2  rets.)  

1111 	Portables. NEC* 8301 team Radio Shack's Model 100. T.Benson. 
interface Age (USA). vol.8, no.12, p.54-60 (Dec. 1983). 
The word 'portable' in regard to computers has taken on new significance 
recently with the introduction of two nearly identical lap computers: the 
TRS-80 Modal 103 from Radio Shack (Fort Worth, TX) and the PC-8201 
from NEC Home Electronics (Elk Grove Village, IL). These briefcase-sized 
units offer convenient word processing, plus aubstantial computing power for 
all sons of computina-on-thego applications. For 5800, you can get as much, 
or more, computing power than with some of the home computers that have 
to be attached to a TV. In addition, the two units are complete, stand-abbe 
computers that offer full-sized keyboards with fair-sized displays. (no rets.)  
A.B. 

VDT wortutados deals:it preferred tettimp and their effects. 
E.Grandjean, W.Hunting, M.Piderrnann (Dept. of Hygiene at  Ergonomies, 

 Swiss Federal Inst. of Technol., Zurich, Switzerland). 
Hum. Fames (USA). vol.25, no.2. p.161-75 (April 1983). (received: Oct. 
1983) 
A field atudy was conducted to item the preference* of VDT operators with 
regard to their body  posture  and the settinp of an adjustable VDT worksta-
tion. Subjects came from four different companies, and the study took place 
during subjects' customary work.ing activities. Means and rang= of the 
preferred settinp are given. The operators preferred body postures that are 
distinctly different  front  those recommended in textbooks and other publica. 
tions. Some of the workstation settinp they preferred also strongly deviate 
from such recommendations. (11  rets.)  



S92 9 	The computer peiater— out of the DP room and into the eke. 
B.R.L.Catt. 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems, Read-
ing. England, 26-30 Sept. 1983 (London. England: IERE 1983), p.133-9 
Reviews the technologies available for computer output in general availabk 
for computer output in general excluding ptotters. The particular features  of  
the three technologies of dot matrix, Laser page and ink jet printing are 
reviewed in tome  detail and 	concentrated renew of high resolution dot 
matrix printing technology à made. (no refs.) 

8794 	Networking tow the vray for larger offices. L.Lovelock. 
Rvdte's (Australia), vol.56, nisi, p.93-6 (Aug. 1983). 
The article discusses networks for use in office automation. It explains what a 
local area network (LAN) is and the effect it can have on productivity. 
LANs are already being used by many companies throughout Australia. (no 
rats.)  

89211 	High speed jet, 
Which Comput. (GB), p.120-1 (Jai. 1914). 
Ir.lc jet printers offer unparalleled quietness and speed of use. Until recently 
they were the preserve of the minwomputer, but now prices are falling and 
the German firm Siemens ix one of the first companies to came up with  a 
busineu ink jet pnnter at a competitive price. The endurance of the ink 
reservoir of the P188 is five million character', approximately two and a half 
times the life of the average DMP (dot matrix printer) ribbon. The print 
element of the P188 ix  claimed to have an unlimited  lite  because there is no 
wear caused by  impact. The ink jet uses paper coated with chalk which costs 
10-20 per cent more than plain paper but you are saving on ribbon costs. The 
major selling points of the ink jet are speed and quietness  The  ink jet prinu 
at 150 c.p.s, compared to the 80 c.p.s. of the DMP. The only sound when 
printing is the click of line feeds and s  swish as the printhead moves along. 
Compared to the noise made by even a well acoustically damped DMP, the 
difference is nothing short of staggering. The ink jet PT88 costs £595 and the 
DMP version £495. The PT89 is a 132-column model. (no refs.) A.R.M. 

ESI19 	The perception of filcher and glare co compeer CRT displays. 
S.H.Isensee, C.A.Bennett  (Kansas  State Univ., Manhattan, KS, USA). 
Hum. Factors (USA), vol.25, no.2, p.177-84 (April 1983). (received: Oct. 
1983) 
Subjecu rated their discomfort due to direct glare, reflected glare, and nicker 
while viewing a CRI  display under various conditions of ambient illuminance. 
video luminance and video polarity. The angle away from the  CRI st which 
the subjecu first noticed flicker was also measured. Level' of these design and 
environmental variables that minimize discomfort are suggeated. Video lumi-
nance was shown to have the greateet impact on comfort. Methods of reduc. 
ing glare and flicker  are  discussed. (6  rets.)  

8945 	Computer entrolled speech synthesis. P.Maaken. 
Cumput. Educ..(GB), no.45. 

of 	
(Nov. 1983). 

Speech is a 'natural' form 	output which givea a humanizing quality to the 

• computer system which mey be an advantage in some operations. There are 

many applications for speech output from microcomputers; the requirements 

of the application determine which technique is required. Synthesised speech 
can be produced in many ways, but these fall into two main categories: (1) 
Copy synthesis. As the name implies the output is merely a copy of sonie 

pre-recorded speech, either an analogue or digitised/compressed recording. (2) 
Synthc_sis.by-rule. In this method, speech is built up from iinalysis of the 
input under control of a set of rules embodied in a computer program. (no 

refs.) 

8914 	The toe of a touch seems  and  graphic' itlu4ay to proeide a es« 
friendly interface to g modti-finectims compote/ system. D.E.Penne. 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems Reed-
ing, England, 26-30 Sept. 1983 (London, England: IERE 1983), p.209-15 
Describes the production  of an experimental computer bawd system in which 
a colour  graphies  display is used to give a pictonal representation of all  the 
options open to the user. There is also a touch sensitive screen placed over the 
display w that sny option can be sensed simpdy by touching It. This touch 
control technique helps  in  untrained or occasional computer system user to 
understand what a system is capable of doing and how to control it. Althicogh 
this work wu carried out in the context of domestic equipment of the future, 
the author suggests that the techniques are applicable to many areaa. (7 WO 

9431 	New software  for  Improved badmen efficiency. 
Pers. Campus. (USA), vol7, no.9, p.24I-65 (Sept. 1983). 
Producu considered to be most useful and interesting are described and eel> 
mended for closer examination. A list is presented of other products. The 
software detailed covers: critical nth planning; automatic programming; com-
munications; word processing; telephone management; application generators; 
smart terminal programs; information management; and DBMS. (no refs.) 

£9111• How speech au fit into tenalnal prodacta. H.Plumlee (Texas 
Instrumenu Inc.. Dallas, TX, USA). 
Mini/Micro 82 Conference Record, Anaheim, CA, USA. 14-16 Sept. 19E2 
(El Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.12/2/1-6 
The use of speech I/O  as an important pan of terminah and workstations 
will increase In the future. Although the per terminal coat of speech can be 
lower than centralised speech hardware, the need for speech operations in 
r,ach terminal on a dedicated basis will ensure that speech hardware makes 
sense in terminal level products. Speech performance and functions svill coati-
inte to improve at lower =eta. Because of the increased ease of use, improved 
performance and enhanced functions of speech I/O in terminals, interest  sa 
and  need for speech will continue to increase. (I5  rets.) . 

MO 	Trends la speech-based nodule. S.S.Viglione (Interstate Electron- 
ics Corp., Anaheim, CA, USA). 	 n 

Mini/Micro 82 Conference Record. Anaheim, CA, USA, 14-16 Sept. 1982 
(El Segundo, CA. USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.I2/1/1-7 
Develoments in products and techniques for speech recognition and speech 
synthesis are reviewed. The following ptoducts of Interstate Electronics are 
then described: the Voice Recognition Module the VRTIO1 voice entry unit 
for the Zenith Z89 microcomputer and video terminal, the VRT300 voice 
recognition module for the DEC V1'200 display terminal, and the VRC 100-2 
discrete-word recognition chip set. (no rets.)  

8959 	Research ea 'automatic speech recognition et  the Natinal Physical 
Laboratory. D.R.Manning, B.E.Pay, R.E.Rengger, D.Schofield. 
Report NPL-13FTC-31, Nat. Phys. Lab., Teddington, England (Sept: 1983). 
19 pp. 
NPLhas followed oortaistently a phonetic approach, and has been demonstrat-
ing practical phonetic recognisers for several years. The next .generstion of 
recognises will overtake current products not because they perferni letter 
under ideal conditions, but because they will widen greatly the area of practi-
cal use. The present report describes the work carried out during the last two 
years and tries to place the approach in context. It covers the SID]  hardware 
preproceuor, string and template matching, and feature extraction. (8 rats.)  

9418 	The sew word procesura.  M J.Miller. 
Pop. Campus. (USA). vol.), no.3, p.112-17 (Jan. 1984). 
Word.prcousing software ia maturing. Electronic writing and editing have 
corne  s long way since the early text itors brought the basics of word 
preceuing to microcomputers. At iu meet  basic  level, a word-proceuing pro, 

 gram performs two primary functions—text editing and print formatting.  Test 
 editing involves typing in text; inserting and deleting characters, words, linu 

paragraphs, and blocks of scat; and moving and copying text, Print formatting 
refers to the nay the program controls the printer through special codes  for  
different typefaces or boldface and underlined text. In  addition  to a.ssesaing 
bow a program accornplishes text editing and formatting, one should evaluate 
several Other general features when shopping for a word.procusing package. 
Onebasic characteristic to look for in a word-processing program is whether 
it treats a text document as a single unit or divides the text into smaller uniu 
such as pages or lises. Woed procusing encompasses a great many functions. 
All prograrna essentially perform the same tuk, but sorne are more sophisti-
cated, user-friendly, and less experuive that others,  ln choosing a program, 
one should weigh the time it will take one to learn to fully exploit ita cant:, 
'hies against the advantages it offers in extra features and speed. (no  rets.)  

9490 	A praedeal outreach  te  office Informant ted commeaelcationa 
system. W.P.Bain (STC Business System' Ltd., London. Englaed). 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems, ; Read. 
ing, England, 26-30 Sept. 1983 (London, England: 1ERE 1983), p.145-9 
The author compares the four basic concepts currently being proposed by 
suppliera for office information and  communications systerns. He tuggesti the 
criteria that most organisations will apply when choosing such a systern and 
then describes a new approach which will meet these criteria. A review is, 
made of the basic requirernenu of en office automation system and seeks to 
establish that these may be echieved in a practical and cost-effective way, 
whilst at the ume time designed to suit the basic  needs of the  organisation 
and the differing requirements of the individuel taus. (no refs.) 

9443 	A data tweleling appends for office Information syUens. S.Gibba, 
D.Tsichritzis (Univ. of Toronto, Ontario, Canada). 
ACM Trans. Off. Inf. Syst. (USA), volt, no.4, p.299-319 (Oct. 1983). I 
A data tricclel for repeesenting the structure and semantics of office objects à — 
proposed. The model contain/ features for modeling  forma,  documents, and 
other complex objects; these features include a constraint mechanism bawd  on 
triggers, templates for presenting objects in different media, and unforiutted 
data types such as text and audio. The representation of common office 
objects ts described. User-level commands may be translated to operation 
within the model. (38  relu.)  



9.419 	K•ordstar: keel** umber one competitive. M.J,Miller. 
Pop. Comput. (USA), vol.], no.3, p,121-7 (Jan. 1984). 
Since the Introduction of the word-processing proeram, Wordstar, in 1978, it 
has gone through several revisions. The current version (3.30) is now being 
marketed both separately and at Wordstar Professional, which includes the 
Mai'merge mailing list option, SpeIlstar spelling checker, and Starindex index-

• ing program. Wordstar is available  to  almost all busineu computers, includ-
ing those with the CP/M, CP/M46, MP/M, MS-DOS or PC-DOS operating 
systems. While the current program has much improved documentation and 
some fancy new feature such u column moves, horizontal scrolling, and a 
quite flexible installation routine, it still works in the ume rrsanner u the 
original version. Wordstar is a document-oriented program that uses a com-
bination of control-key commands and displays the text as closely as possible 
to the way it will be printed. The price and, complexity of the program 
indicate that it is designed for someone who la serious about word pro:easing. 
But because Wordstar makes writing foster and culer, a regular user ts likely 
to find that the investment of time and money will pay off handsomely. (re 
refs.) B 

9448 	A plu of action [office autonatiord. D.M.Aveloo. 
impact: Off. Aurora. (USA), vol.6, no.8, p.4-$  (Aug. 1983). 
In order to carry osit office automation succeasfully it is necessary to plan 
carefully. To begin the planning process, you must realize that beaux once 
automation is so broad in scope, top management must be committed to the 
concept and authorize the planning proccu. To obtain management's commit-
ment you must scope the project and sell it. The article discusees some 
questions you must answer and  Shen  address in your proposal to crutruipment; 
and subsequent questions to be answered during and after automation. (no 
refs.) 

9.417 	Sciall-busloess computing: know your rights. A.R.Immel. • 
Pop. ComPal. (USA), vol.], no.3, p.49-54 (Jan. 1984). 
The basic la w  that governa contracu and business dealines' is the Unifcrm 
Commercial Code (UCC)..The UCC governs  Iwo  things: entracu and 
warranties. Neither is quite as simple u it may teem, particularly when it 
corne to individuals buying microcomputers for bissiness use. A contract is 
generally cotuidereel an agreement reached in barpining between equals. 
Actually forma t  contracta are seldom used in individuel micnxomputing 
transactiotu. The UCC provide for Iwo  kinds of warranties: express and 
implied. The Magnusson-Moss  Act in  a federal law that c ers  all consumer 
products and establishes certain requirements for them in regard to what 
extent a manufacturer en limit it. Magnusson-Moss is an extremely comp4i-
cated law and the extent of iu jurisdiction it still being established by Cee. 
law. It is still unclear, for example, how far Megnuunn-Mors overlaps the 
UCC or what iu specific applicebilityis to computer products. It  es  believed 
that in the case of software Megnusson-Moss &pone only to the floppy disk 
itself rather than to the content/ of the programs on the disks. (no rets.) 

9473 	Business graphics: picuwe ye« ambers. A.Blake (Data Typc, 
Mountain View, CA. USA). 
Mini/Micro 82 Conference Record, Anaheim, CA, USA, 14-16 Sept. 1982 

(E1 Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.18/4/1-3 
There are many factors to consider when deciding what form business graph-
ics should take: (I) Who han  to use the information. and how many people 

are involvel? (2) How often should ths information be updated? (3) Which 

medium should be used? (4) Is colour useful, and is the cure expense justi-

fief? (5)• Where  13 the raw date available, end in what form? (6) What 

hardware and services are available? Each of these questieu is discussed. (no 

refs.) 

9438 	Office systems and products: mermen nob:aria! for Improved eke 

productivity. 
Rydge's (Australia), vol.56, no.8, p.89-91 (Aug. 1983). 

Management consultants believe that there is u much scope for work 

measurement technique and productivity improvement in the office its there 

has been in the factory. But managers refuse to take the Sillne hard-headed 

approach in the office. (no refs.) 

9414 	Tbe fnill lung high, 10 they are sweet. Polnts to watch ba sae 
tutored«. K.Haider (WPI Internat., Ottawa, Canada). 
Sysdata (Switserlarui), vo1,14, no.11, p.V-V111 (2 Nov. 1983). In German. 
Advocates central planning of any moves in improve office equipment which 
involve communication between usen. The author stresses the need to define 
objectives and to give full information to all staff affected. He gives a list  al  
specific matters which must be taken into account. (no refs.) G.F.F. 

9449 	laformaitioa, please. J.E.Champion. 
impact: Off:  Autom. (USA), vol.6, tso.S. p.12-I3 (Aug. 1983). Tbe beginnings of office automation (OA) are rooted in word proccuing but it SOC3 beyond this, OA is the vchicle  for smooth tranaition of eel:nation throughout the company. There can never be too much information but there 
can be too much data. lt is necessary to distinguish between critical informa-
tion that aids the decision making proccu and uiformatiou it is nice to have. 
(no refs.) 

942$ 	Office equipmeat boom formems. B.Cottle. 
Incl. Manage. + Data Syst..(GB), p.5-6 (Sept.-Oct. 1983). 
The use of high technology combineel with modern furniture, filing system 
and fittings can make far •better use of office space. There is a realiiation in 
the business world that certain types of machinery have reached the stage at 
which waiting in the hope of better or cheaper modes lus become telfdefeat-
Mg, e.g. word_processing systems. The article also gives a brief  introduction  to 
computer aided business (CAB)  (rom Acorn Computers, the latest businese 
aid. (no re(s.) 

9464 	Desire far a, office istformstioa system J.Paananen, HJarvelin, 
R.Niernirten. 	• 
Report 182, Tech ,  Res. Centre Finland, Telecommun. Lab.. Espoo (May 
1983), 171 pp. In Finnish. 
Several models have been developed for the design and analysis of office 
information systerns. The understanding or complex office structures can be 
greatly improved by the use of  format  mathematical models. The objective of 
an office information system is to integrate the communicating componenu in 
order to reduce the complexity of the user's interface to the system, to control 
the information flow and to enhance the overall efficiency of the office. So, 
solutions to a large number of difficult problems must be obtained. Because 
the office information system is different in structure  (rom ordinary computer 
systems, special analysis and specification methods are needed. Formal 
mathematical models provide means for exact analysis and redesign of.office 
strueurcs. Thc broadest in scope are lentil procedure models, such as the 
Augmented Petri Net and the-Information Control Net. (31 refs.) 

9469 	Office systems lategratim — aa overview. M.Alsup (Arthur Ander- 
sen & Co.. Houston, TX, USA). 
Mini/Micro 82 Conference Record, Anaheim, CA, USA, 1446 Sept. 1982 
(El Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.8/1/I-9 
An overview of the functioru which are performed in an office is given; the 
author examines the electronic support for these functions and shows how 
they are integrated into office systems. It also attempts to develop a model of 
an integrated office system which delivers a variety of application services to 
users through integrated worlutationa, enterprise networks and shared network 
nesources. (no refs.) 

/447 	Luder's thew look. B.R.Blaclunarr. 
Impact: Off. Autom. (USA), vol.6, no.11, p.3-4 (Aug. 1913). 
Their emerging stance as a sophisticated integrator of office system wiry 
make Lanier a technical leader. Lanier B1.1101CU Products Ise.  13 10  expand iu 
range 110 that it takes advantage of componenu and software mailable from 
other suppliers. It intends to become totally compatible with IBM DCA and 
DIA. It will be able to tie into an IBM SNA network. Lanies: will also make 
possible LANs for its existing producu. (no re(s.) 

9489 	Network apd electronic office system& M.J.Aldrich. 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems, Read-
ing, England, 26-30 Sept. 1983 (London, England: IERE 1983), P. 117 .21 The Four Circles concept of Telecommunications which defines an overall 
Telecommunication scenario embodying the main networking methods—b. 
roadcast, cable and telephony—ia defined. Developmenu within  each  of the 
Four Circles are identified and attention is focused OD electronic office 
systems, not just in the conventional terminology of local area networks but 
within an overall picture of developmenu in teleworking and externalised 
offices, and the economic  and social implications  01  office automation. (no 
refs.) 

948 	A statistical model of text origiastioa la the office env:Vomitus. 
0.V.D.Evaru (Inte rnat. Computers Ltd., Stevenage, England). 
International Conference on Networlu and Electronic Office Systenu,' Read-
ing, England, 26-30 Sept. 1983  (London,  England: IERE 1983), p.7943 
The result a the analysie of the total output of •text over  Iwo  years of a 
community of office workers $0111C of whom are also programmes is 
presented. The work bas enabled a model of an office text generator to be 
proposed. The model is simple, capable of analytic treatment and accontriar 
dates a number  01  well known habits of people who originate tut. (1 ref) 



9447 	Choosing and hinpleineatiag  ai lategreted .  office - system A.Ibbov 
son. 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems, Reed-
ing. England, 26-30 Sept. 1983 (London, England: IERE 1983). p.4I-6 
This paper covers the critical factors that needa to be considered when choos-
ing and implementing an integrated office system. Whibt many of the prin-
ciples and practices outlined are similar to those necessary when implensenting 
traditional computer based projecu, there  are certain factors which require 
particular emphasis and which, if not catered for, will not only lead to a 
disastrous implementation but may put one's office system effort back a 
number of years. (no rets.)  

9464 	A system for  automating Once procodurea. Yang-Chang 
Yui-Wei Ho, Chen-Hein Ho, TS.Kuo (Ire. of Information Sci., 
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan). 
TENCON 82. VLSI and Microcomputers: Today and Tomorrow. Proceedings 
of the First IEEE Trends in Electronics Conference, Hong Kong, 6-1 Dec. 
1982 (New York, USA: IEEE 1982), p.159-62 
This paper outline an integrated office system (OPAS) for automating office 
procedures. The system is based on an extension of Petri nets for mcdeline 
of fice work as a set of predefined ordering of office activities interacting with 
data bases and work stations, that it, processing unitt. It includes five major 
modules, namely, system  supervises, (Petri-net) execution nionitor, mail 
manager, form manager, and database manager. A prototype system  bas boen 
implemented in a VAX-11/VMS environment at the Academia Sinica. Their 
design integrates and coordinate: major office tasks and, thereby allows office 
work with a predefined route of information flow to be initiated and cos. 
trolled by the system, without people intervention to direct the routing. (9 
raft.)  

9410 	Productivity mod dlice automation focus oa the Wan. C.Barr, 
M.Kochen (Mental Health  km.  Inst., Univ. of  Michigan.  Ann Arbor, MI, 
USA). 
Productivity in the Information Age. Proceedings of the 46t1t ASIS Annual 
Meeting 1983, Arlington, VA, USA, 2-6 Oct. 1983 (Knowledge IndustrY 
Publications: White Plains, NY, USA 1983). p.194-5 
The authors evaluate the concept of an information  center, staffed by an 
expert consultant who services 50-150 end-users of information technoloey, in 
light of the potential for office automation to improve productivity in the 
service industries. Information professionals will have to prepare to  play  rake 
in organizational structures for which such centers are a crucial component, 
but do so during a period of rapid transition IS the growing potential of new 
end-user language and software is realized. Profeuionals will also have to 
resolve the different muninp of 'productivity'—one being the efficiency of 
data flow, the second and more entical being the decision-support effective, 
ness of office  automation.  The remarks conclude with a sketch of what 
information professional.' at the Ph.D. kvel should be required to keove to 
function during the transition period, and they outline the avenues . for provid-
ing this know-how u many workers became 'information profmainnele. (an 
rets.)  

9491 	Ergonomie Mares la electrode office systems. K.Maludeva (Univ. 
of the West Indies, St.  Augustine,  Trinidad), T.Dan. 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems, Read-
ing, England, 26-30 Sept. 1983 (London, England: IERE 1983), p.177.84 
When workers are required to work with, and through, equipment such as 
LANs for most pane of their working day, optimisation of their combined 
productivity by evaluating their work-stations as Man-machine systems, 
b=rise a matter of economic importance. The branch of applied science 
called ergonomics provides the ideal tools for such auessments. This piper 
deals with both the current attempts at using  ergonomies in electronic office 
systems (EOS) u well as, more particularly, their ergonomic futures. (23 
refs.) 

---- -- 
9467 	New office 'eastern. Hemius sad argaelzationel aspects. 
H.J.Otway, M.Peltu (Ed.) 
London, England: France Pinter (1983), 243 pp. (0 86187 212 7 ) 
The production and use of information technologies will be a major source of 
economic growth and social development into the twenty-first century. In 
order to ensure that the benefiu of the technology are fully harnessed to the 
well-being of all aspects of society, the Council, Member State governments 
and Commission of the European Communities are committed to a strategy 
for the 'information tee' that blends social and political goals with economk 
and industrial imperatives. An important manifestation of this commitment is 
the inter-institutional ih'tegrated Services  Information  System, known by its 
abbreviation, INSIS. This is a programme consisting of a strategic action 
plan within which co-ordirtated projects are being initiated to introdUce 
advanced office technology and communications service into public institu-
tions and representative bodies from the EEC and ita Member States. 

9481 	Office amematite *geode  for sersaitatienal chant. E.Morteums 
(School of Continuing Education, New York Univ.. New York, NY, USA). 
Productivity in the Information Age. Proceedings of the 46th 'ASIS Annual 
Meeting 1983, Arlington, VA, USA, 2-6 Oct. 1983 (Knowledge Industry 
Publications: White Plaint NY, USA 1983), p.196-9 
The  paper discusses the important role of management and, in particular, top 
management, in the planning of the information-based 'Office of the Future'. 
The buzzword &along office esuipment manufacturers is 'increued productiv-
ity,' however, what other considerations—such u future corporate 'profitabil-
ity' and 'competitiveriess'—may be equally. or perhaps even more, important 
in decision-making and planning? Which ta most  important: increased peoduc. 
tivity of support staff Of increased productivity of 'knowledge worlcers?' How 
can top management support office automation planning and implementation 
efforts? What kind of support and leadership should ideally be provided by 
such management? One major problem in office automation today. is the lack 
of commonly agreed-upon standarda and norm. As a result,  sonne upecta of 
office automation theory ui in a flux of development and filled with contradic-
tions and ambiguities. To what eaten have vendors been keeping pace with 
the development of complex integrated information netwerks? How well do 
they provide customers with required general as well u specific .systema 
information?. (16  rets.)  

e492 	Data priney la si electronic office system. &Hanes (Royal Signals 
it Radar Establ., Malvern, England). 
International Conference on Networks and Electronic Office Systems, Read-
ing, England, 26.30 Sept. 1983 (London, EngUnd: 1ERE 1983), p.225-30 
The Royal Signab and Radar Establishment (RSRE) is spon.sonng a collab-
orative venture with International Computers Ltd. (ICL) to investigate the 
provision of enhanced data privacy in s standard Electronic Office System. 
The work is based in part on the development of a data privacy device. In 
this paper the author identifies the need for such a device, and describes the 
prelimmary design. (11 refs.) 
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2725 	Co 	entions  by computer la tomorrow'. office. A.Senriet 
Berae, Switzerland). 

1CDIAL. 2nd International Congress and Exhibition on Data Bases and 
Data Banns, Paris. France, 24-27 May 1983 (Paris, France: INFODIAL 
1983), p.201-4 In French. 
In a pied  of economic rezession, telecommunications are particularly impor-
tent in the ex:hange of information. The head of a company rt-e.ds quick, 
reliable end =anomie mearu to inform and to be informed, to manage and to 
dezia.e. One fir.da more end more frequently a computer terminal  ai  the 
workina, place near the telephone. Even the managing director often has 
recours: to thia device in order to co:uult  data  bases, exchange rates or  his 
electron:: roar:cox. With the implementation of special networka for the data 
trancot:-...ica, th: eler--tranic mail and the access to data bases gain in  imper. 
.e::. The c'eearcni: mail—twenty  tisses  faster and thre timei more econorn-

ica•-.1 that CI: tc'ea—gerctiu a safe exchange of the written information with 
el the ga:st:e end comfort of a normal typewriter. The development and 
the creation of dccarn:ntetion systems, of data base and data banks have 
rnatle it to exelerat: and to rationalise the aceess to the information. 
Tha =-..orance ra sse the problem of the commtinicatiœu with computers and 
shows the ef:a-u on tomorrow's office. (no refs.) 

t-4 

114 	Ergonomic 11011( eit{01111: are they really seeded. W.J.H.Selders. 
ni.  Sus. Equip. (Belgium). vol.20, no.3, p.2-3 (Oct. 2983). 
There are some 30 ergonomic design aspects to be considered for video du-. 
play work stations. The musculoskeletal problenu can be alkviated by 
tmlarovements in work station design. Many•of the requiremenu have been 

• recognised and, in some countries, are enforceable by law. Problems concern-
. sng 'vision require solutions which arelndependent of the electronie of the 

VDT iuelf: glare, reflectance of tbe terminal housing and environment and 

ambient lighting. Othe problems are •inherent to the tube and .electronic 
functionality of the terminal: contrait between-  chatacten and background, 

! flicker of the display screen, and character shape and size. The character 

• shape can be resolved with a high reaolution monitor and for easy reading 
large characters are provided by a large 15' tube. Operator performance can 
be improved considerably by representing characters on the display terminal 

screen In epaperlike faahion: dark characters on light background  ('positive' 

 ' display)..In addition, research has indicated that a positive flickerless display 

results in an average 8.5% increase in operator productivity. (no re (s.) 

1 R.N.Y. 

2114 	Efterrar..le mail: molting from intracompany to futereounany. 
- H.P.Dursavn (Yankee Group, Boston, MA, USA). 
1583 Natkinal Computer Conference, Anaheim, CA, USA, 16-19 May 1983 
(Ariing:cn, VA, USA: AF1PS  Press  1983), p.379-83 
The roots or electronic mail technology go back to the first facsimile systems, 
but met pr.crie today think of electronic mail as computer-based message 
sys:cma- (aanais)—either remete electronic mail services or electronic mail 
software packages running on inhouse computers. Systems and service pro-
vidina access to database and data arroceasing as well as simple command 
arid menu structures will attract new uses, Over the next  (ive  years, as 
electronic mail use grows, the people who communicate within companies 
(intraaarporate communications) will want .to contact people outside their 
company .(intereterporate communications). Value-added services that ptovide 
private messagina, systems must begin providing access between organizations' 
private networks end the value-added networks. They must also make possible 
user-transparent acce.a between organizations that subscribe to their services. 
Tcday only a few services provide this facility, and then only by special 
arrangement. Eventually it will not matter which network a user signs onto to 
r=ive mail; gateways will provide transparent access between the networks 
to make it possible to have internetwork and international electronic mail. (no 
rela.) 

2711 	Advanced office system: an empirical look at use anti satisfaction. 
T.K.Bikson, B.A.Gutek (Rand Corp., Santa Monica, CA, USA). 
1983 National Computer Conference, Anaheim, CA, USA, 16-19 May 1983 
(Arlington. VA, USA: AF1PS Press 1983), p.319-28 
Findings reported here address everal issues relevant to implementing 
advanced office iystems: (I) White-collar office employees can be classified 
into four typas:  management and administration, data-oriented professionals, 
sext-o ted professionals, and support staff. (2) White-collar work (ornes a 
systematic cluster of information-handling activities; some of which are 
performed by nearly everyone in the office. (3) A large percentage of 
employees, including senior managers and professionals, already use comput-
ers in their work; and most nonusers expect to use them in the near future. 
(4) Four aspects of computer systems underlie user satisfaction: functionality, 
equipment parkirmane, interaction features, and office environments. (5) 
Satisfaction with functionality is the best predictor of use of the system. (6) 
The  most important organizational influences on use of and satisfaction with 
information technology are variety in work and the organization% approach to 
technological change. (3  rets.)  

2612 	How to boy graphics displays. J.Warner. D.Geiger. N.Kiefhaber. 
(Precision Visuals Inc., Boulder, CO, USA). 
In/my:terns (USA), vol.30, no.10, p.96-100 (Oct. 1983). 
The increased use of computer-generated business graphics has caused thr 
modern office to take shape as a miniature an studio. Employees who had 
little or no exix-rience in dra fting graphs and charss now are sitting at displa 
devices, generating complex and impressive illustrations of their compan..,'.. 
business. Since the display device is a key human/computer interface. It , 

 selection deserves special consideration, and although many excellent graphic,. 
display devices are on the market, you should shop carefully and match you-
musts and wants against the capabilities of each candidate unit. Define ta:: 
environment in which the device will operate and the .performance 
necessary in that environment, and understand how the device communsaaic , - 
with the hest computer. Finally, in evaluating your  applications  —internal  was 
only, possible publication me, conversion of  graphies  to film, videz or slide. -- 
s—be sure that you really need  ail  those bells and whistles. (no refs.) A 

2102 	Local area networks: a cement. Mete«. L.Bride (Advanced 
Technol. &  Applications Div., Boeing Computer Services Co., Seattle. WA, 
USA). 
Nonhcon/82 Conference  Record,, Seattle, WA, USA, 18-20 May 1982 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.3/4/1-5 
The management of a cempany,  and  its  organizational structure will have a 
determining effect on the success of a network implementation. Many com-
panies, even small•ones, have spread decision.making responsibilities through-
out several organizations. Technical data proCessing decisions are often made 
at  an individual organizational level. Making a local area network decision 
today that: will provide growth tomorrow requires a corporate-wide plan. The 
elemenu of the plan must be based upon knowledge of emerging network 
standards and future producu. This .  plan must include all network require-
ments, local and long haul and the Interfaces between the two. It is argued 
that company requirements must be messed, not individual organizational 
requirements. (no refs.)  

2051 - An a/amity of the prop:red Amerieu•natioeuil standard for local 
distributed data interface. W.E.Burr (NBS, Washington, DC, USA). 
Commun. ACid (USA), vol.26, no.8. p.554-61 (Aug. 1983). 
The Local Distributed Data Interface (LDDI) Project of X3 Technical Com-
mittee X3T9 lus resulted in three draft propased American National Stan-
dards for a high performance local area network. The proposed standards are 
organized in accordance with the ISO Reference Model for Open Systems 
Interconnection  and  encompau thelowest two protocol layers (data link and 
physical) of the model, plus a serial broadband coaxial bus interface. The 
intended application of the LDDI is as a backend network for the intercon-
nection of high performance CPUs and block trartsfer peripherals such as 
magnetic 'disk and tapes. A carrier-serte multiple access with collision preven-
tion (CSMA-CP) distributed bus arbitration protocol is emptoyed. The cable 
interface supports the attachment of up to 28 ports over a cable distance of 
0.5 km (8 ports may be attached  ta a 1 km cable) at a transfer rate of $0 
Mbit/s. (8  rets.)  

2611 	The btraer way to get graphic. 
Infosystems (USA). vol.30, no.10. p.94 (Oct. 1983). 
Siemens-Allis, Atlanta, is a manufacturer of electrical equipment for utilities 
and major industries. While the use of graphies  both in-house and for client 
presentations has gone on there for years ,  it  was  not until recently that the 
production of graphs and charu was automated, using the Executive Presenta-
tion System (EPS) from Intelligent Systems. The EPS included a microcom-
puter, a 19-in ,  color graphics terminal, floppy-disk drives, color plotter to 
produce overhead projector transparencies ,  color camera system to produce 35 
mm slide, data tablet with a digital pen for hand drawing and the complete 
graphies  software. The system's use is growing as more staff members become 
accustomed  toit. A change in emphasis is already evident: 90 percent of the 
graphies  used to be 35 mm slides and today 90 percent is overhead projector 
transparencies. The transparencies .are leu expensive and the company says 
users find the quality equally satisfactory. In addition, EPS has eliminated 
the need for ouuide typesetting, has reduced cats crierall, and has improved 
productivity of every staff member involved in preparing graphic presenta. 
lieu. (no  rets.)  A.S. 

2721 	Am:Undoes for Information retrieval techniques la the office. 
W.B.Croft (Computer de Information  Sel.,  Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst, 
MA, USA). 
Proceedings of the Sixth Annual International ACM SIGIR Conference on 
Research and Development in Information Retrieval, Bethesda, MD, USA. 
6-8 June 1983 (Baltimore, MD, USA: ACM 1983), p.18-23 
The advent of workatation with significant local processing power and 
memory, together with the communication  technology capable of connecting 
large networks of workstations, has led to the development of personal or 
profession-based systems. These are systems hi h f 1  f w_.c.. prov.-e pro.ess,ona.s ,suc-
as menagers,•doctors, software developers) with a set of tools to help them 
accomplish their tasks. An office information tystem (OIS) is an especially 
important type of profession-based system from the point of view of text 
storage and retrieval. A large number of the OIS tools are used for generat-
ing, changins and communicating text documents. (5  rets.)  



2697 	Local computer networking via Ethernet. L.Hartge (3Com Corp., 
tsiountain View, CA, USA). 
Northeon/82 Conference Record, Seattle, WA, USA. 1E-20 May 1982  (El 
Second°, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982). st.1/1/ 1 - 7  
Ethernet is a coaxial cable communication system that interconnects comput-
ers, duktep intelligent workstations and their ehared resources. It tarries very 
high-speerd digitel data packets and was designed to be tued in a building or 
buildings white taking advantage of a full connectivity bus topology. The 
actual Ethernet specification defines the data rate to be 10 million bits pu 
second. Up to 1024 statior.s can be connected to the Ethernet over a maxi-
mum distance of 2.$  kilometers. The signal from a station is Manchester 
enseded to prcduee t self.clocking signal which it then used to drive the 
sln ielded coaxial cable. The authot discusses Ethernet component functions, 
international  standards  organisation and software functionality. (no  rets.)  

:165 	rllecrsori: typewriter rocird ep. 
rye Irrrai Proress. 4 Off. Sys:. (GB),  vol.1, no.6, p.I7-23 (Nov. 1983). 
Viith more tl.an t19630  units installed in the UK in 1982, the electronic 
t.::writer has becense a force to be reckoned with, joining with the micro to 
erc.:: th: bottorn er.d of the WP market. The first and mat important 
&S.:ere:ace ;roils the conventional electric typewriter is the vastly simplified 
rr.cehar.icel eperation supported by modern electronics—it is therefore much 
nuicter. Secor.d, it can store text, and the flexibility and range of memory is 

dil':crentiates the three broad levels of current electronic typewriters. 
Cne remit developrr.ent is the ability to upgrade electronic typewriters into 
full screen word prozessors and a number of companin are now offering 
ses=r) upgradu  for  most  makes. The features of the electronic typewriter 
market, Its trends and current products are reviewed. Fifteen typewriter sup-
piiers end over 60 different ris-els are listed. (no rets.)  R.J.L 

2710 	Office eutom.ethase Alliance plop Ia. 
Which Camper. (GB), p.67, 69, 71-2 (Nov. 19E3). 
Complete  office tutematicn is a logical development (rom integrated word 
and data procusing. Wang's expenenee in the fields of word prccessina, 
computers and centralised data processing facilities it now deployed in its 
Alliance system, which drawl together the elemenu of iu exuting product 
range into a• single eystem. Alliance is s multitermirtal office automation 
system, which allows up to twenty-four workstations ta he supported on a 
single installation.  The  vehicle for integrating Alliance with other systems in 
the Wang product  range  is V,'angNet, the vendor's proprietary networking 
system. At more than £110000 for a typic.al configuration (12 terminals), the 
Alliance is an expansive introduction to office automation. Working near ite 
capacity of 24 terminals, however, the system would be a fully justifted 
investment in Wang's established office technology. (no rets.)  P.S. 

r:: 	Nerthera Telco= OPEN Weed. 
À::krowellen nag. (G:rmany), voLE, rio.6, p.640, 642 (Dec. 1 9E2)- [received: 
Aug. 19831 
Northern Telecom Limited ' s announced a $1.2 billion (Canadian) five-year 
researah cr.d develooment ...astern that will result in 'open' information 
rr.ar.ogersent systems besed on di"ital communications controllers. The 'open' 
system. will te able to accommodate most types or makes of equipment, and 
will allaw all major office  communication functiois to be undertaken on one 
intesrated system. The  $1.2  billion will be spent on developing what Nonhern 
Telecom  is calling CPENId (Open Protocol Enhanoxl Networks)  pro-
doms  and services. The OP:214 World comprises a planning framework to 
ossiCt urcrs to plan and build their own information asanagement systents, and 
inutudu the provision of telecommunications producu, services and features 
for implementation of such systems. (no rets.) , 

Ilsertz a pet:, towards the future ierce. D.Casey. 
Con-pi:tie :GB), sbp -sh, p.IS-19 (14 Nov. 1913). 
Of.le: tecanology has evolved to the itent where text, data, graphics,  and 
nos; srerah are available on a single reeciiin-- While. this level of integration 
is to fossil en only a handlul cf prcducts, the traditional boundaries 
hetworn ofle: coils:a:ant  ad  data prcressing equipment are being removed 
en  es:  7. the sma'.isst ra:tiass r.stam.s. The terns 'o:fist automation' has yet to 
tee en e sing:: em,!azoncl ter= enhibition stands, it encompasses 
techr.oirgy es outdated' es dictation  machines  and the highest technical 
at hies:arr.:rise  in busir.ass grephica. Sere manufacturers use the expression to 
deacrioe v•ord pre=sing; ct..ers aeply the term only to the total integration 
edste proz=a;:-.3 and word proccuir.g fr.cilities. (no rets,)  R.J.L. 

207 	Crin,-,iso the future lato re= office —a maide tn computer shopping. 
D.L.Nlichels. 
Futurist (USA). vol.16, no.3, p.49-53  (lune 19E2). 
The fear of being left behind has become à strong motivation to automate 
offices, but shopping for a cue —  ' can be a harrowing experience. A tele- 
communications consultant r 	to make choosing a computer an easy 
purs of building the office e' 	s. (no  rets.)  

2674 	The techno/ogy of office autometion. • B.A.Hodson. 
Optimum (Canada), vol.11, no.3. p.46-71 (1982). 	• 
Office automation is one of the largest and (Retest growing fields of technol-
ogical development today. This technology will have a substantial  impact on 
management, administration, operitions, organisation  and people in modern 
office environments. In this article, the author outlines this technology and its 
applications. He also outlines potential configurations of equipment and soft-
ware for two very different environmenu—the highly structured clerical office 
and the largely unstructured profeuional and managerial operation.The 
anther foe-use: on the technology of office automation while acknowledging a 
piethoet of issues—ranging from productivity improvement to questions of the 
health impacts of technology—that remain to be dealt with if the 'electronic' 
office is to become  s  reality delivering the potential.; inherent in the develop. 
ins technology. (no rota.)  

2617 	The electroak effice—Its Impact. B.Whalley. 
Optimum (Canada), vol.13, no.3, p.31-45 (1982). 
In his speech to the Management Consulting Institute Conference held in 
Ottawa In April, 1982. the author outlined the extent and potential impacts 
of the technologies then available and likely to come in the near future, on 
government, industry, organisations.,  people and management consulting 
organizations. Outlining the technologies and their potentials, this article 
demonstrates  the  extent to which all will have to plan for the office of the 
future—not tomorrow but today—if the benefits are to be eccrued while the 
problems are effectively resolved. According to the author, planning holds the 
key to successfully achieving the objectives of moving to the electronic office 
and making it a reality. How effective and comfortable a reality will depend 
on how well the types of impacts outlined in this article can be dealt with. 
(no refs.)  _ 

2443 	Graphics tildes Muted by computer  graphies.  
Electron. ,tdanuf. el Te::  (GB), p.17 (June 1983). 
Designed to make the best possible use of standard peripherals, Micro 1 
enables Maine:it  graphies  such as bar- and column.histograms, line graphs 
and pie-chars to be produced v.ery simply at around 20% of the normal cost. 
A particularly useful tenturets that a  monochrome  monitor can be used 
although the finished slide will be in full colour. 64 shades are seleetable by 
the artist from a palette. Whichever system is chosen, a useful facility is the 
production of black and white copies of the design  at any stage of production 
on any suitable standard printer capable of producing high, resolution graph-
ics. The wide variety of duignt that can be produced quickly and cost effec-
tively on the Micro I can be enhanced on the D38 syetem by Eidographics if 
required. (no  rets.)  

1703 	Integrated office-automation rysteau. J.A.Murphy. 
Mini-Micro Syst. (USA), vol.16, no.6, p.1111-11 (May 1983). 
Office automation promises  to revolutionize office work  et  every organize-
tional level, Benefiu will  conte  not only from productivity enhancements and 
other bottom-line efficienties related to work loads, but also  (rom  the ability 
to perform more varied and thought-oriented Utsks. Rather than makini 
robots of everyone, office automation should open new vistas for personal 
fulfilment in the office, both from job-enrichment and advancement points of 
vice. Office-automation systems are tt the aime point in the product life 
cycle that word processing systems were five years ago, and they promise to 
catch on fast, eipecially in Fortune 1000 companies. Like early word process. 
ing systetru, current office-automation »item use diverse architectures and 
offer a vride and constantly changina mix of features. (no rets.)  

2647 	Office pred=tIvity—the fear, starts tomorrow moral:L. P.Spooner. 
C.Slef EXECIlliVe (GB), p.43-8 (Oct. 19E3). 
Alanagement's efforts to automate manual shop-floor processes and curb over-
merrasng and reatrictive practices, together voth a decline in manufacturing 
ae:t-ity, have left a dangerous irribalance vrith the administrative  aide.  The 
etti s vszeker h.a thsays kr.d less inveltment in technology than has his 
sha -s-,-.,ser cr.:sc.:tr.-at to euripxt  hies in  his  tssk, and r«n•ying this situa. 

ceu:.1 bring et...teidarabla tovirss.-«  Ii  la necessary to look very carefully at 
prassedurra decidiri2 h. -a'  and what to computerise. Various work 

atalys's ttal.n:s-es are aveiloble for this parpcae; they include zero-based 
e • '.:4 and cr.s.'scad value Incl .:tie.  Automation  can affect such areas as the 
; '1; ra.siti Cs  s..tll  as  the dtirt.rients more malty thought of. (ne rets  

ry,) 	Tcue:e.ri rr:ràle, =k., shed:tics r4sier  te  swallow. M.Podehl. 

vol.7, no.5. p.1-9 (Sept.-Oct. 1933). 
1'1 'st:sties Careln ho:  recently intre.duced Telichart. It is a dynemical 
irsormation serine  :lilt translates long, deadly columns of figures into vtvtd, 

easy-to-remsmber colour charts on  a  scveen. And it does this in 
seconds, et a timple command given  La a very easy man-to-machine language. 
Telichan presides a=sss to  s  wide variety of key statistics available in 

(Canedien Socio-Economic Information Management System). and 
shows statistics ea curves or ban, or even shapes on the screen. Telichart 
applies standard analytical functiotu and cuts eau by bringing the statistical 
interpretation to life with easy-to-understand colour graphics on low-cost Tell- 

- rminals. (no rats.) P.a.,. 



2539 	Mereenine the next step (office automation!. J.Gish. 
Infoiystents (USA), vol.30, no.10, p.72-3 (Oct. 1983). 
lire  growth of word proseessinn into a host of office-based information tech-
nolcnice has sperked  e  debate about the management of office automation 
V.Isine the benefits of office summation may have gained a good measure of 
corperote receerntion, rn.anaging these technologies remains a point of contes. 
;km. 1.1cny grcups an justifiably argue for control, but better progress 
toward office autorr.ation could be achteved  if  all groups—including DP—c-
ou:d eu:nnerze their desire to be the primary drivers of office automation and 
rezenn:re the; they share a common Interest in a successful result. Each has 
sc:netn. n necessary to bring to the table, and even more, those who use the 
tochno:cr,ies also have coed ideas about how .they might fit iogether. (no 
refs.) A.B. 

2060 	Neeterica in a satishelL 
Which Word Process. d Off Syst. (GB), vol.4, no.6, p.25-34 (Nev. 1983). 
The local area network has all the timeless characteristics of a really signifi. 
cant development in computing and office automation. For examnle, nobody is 
quite sure what it is. Everybody has been vraiting for standards to develop. A 
billion dollar business  is predicted but .nobody quite imows when. Supplsers 
who have a LAN -claim it to bt an indispensable element in all future 
syttr.rns. Suppliers who do not have one claim that LANs are overrated and 
underdeveloped—at least until they get one themselves. Everything one needs 
to know about LANs, including background. jargon, key suppliers, key pro-
ducts, and user experience is considered. Nineteen notable networks are 
listed. (no  rets.)  R.J.L. 

2510 	rssiness erectsiortels discover graphics. J.Freed (Math Box Inc., 
Wesng:on, CC, USA). 
kfcsy:tcrns (USA), vol.30, no.10, p.88-91 (Oct, 1983). 
As the perecnel computer enters today's office; it brings along another tool 
forlhe manager: business  graphics. Managers who spend 60 percent.of then 
time in meetings involved with presentations find business graphics a way to 
interpret the cocas cf information that plagues large corporations and small 
businvesss alike, and now that there is a trend to make business graphics 
available to lees technically sophisticated users, executives will be able to 
create gre.phiss to meet their own needs. Indeed, in the near future, an office 
personal cemputer workstation may be incomplete without graphics capabili. 
ties, because business craphics serves an important purpose In summanrirg. 
interpreting and managing information. (no  rets.) .4.8. 

r 	Conmeten come oct lore tte  open  [office computing!. P.Spooner. 
0:n1.n:see:live (Gr.), p.55-7 (Oct. 1983). 
i.licrocernnu::::: here breueht computing out of the DP depertment and into 
the Pereor.e.1 computers cen be divided into home computers (which 

have limited cf:ice eses es electronic diariss and - high-powered calculators) 

and more erenerIul business machines. An .extensive range of both operating 
ar.d apce:ions softwere is available, and current packages are much better 

suited to  user needs than were their predecessors. Hardware developments 
include the mount; th: light-pen •and the touch-sensitive screen. Networks 
meke it  possible for users to communicate or to  malte  use of s central 

resource such as a company database. Using microcomputers, work can be 
done by the employ= who understands it best. (no rets.)  D.K.R.. 

2048 	The cabled company !local area serviettes]. 
Bus. Inf. Technol. (GB), no.I3,  p.6-Il (1982). (received: -July 198 )1 
It all sounds so logical to a manager looking for ways to increase his com-
pany's efficiency. Connect togethet the different kinds of office equipment so 
that the company's staff an gain- the benefits of pooled resources. Every 
member of staff will have their osm worbtation, so they can communicate 
with other staff, and call upon common information. It seems the obvious 
answer for cutting down on eepensive paperwork, improving communicetiorts 
between different members.of staff, and putting vital facts tt a manager's 
fingertips. It sounds logical. It is logical, but in moving towards that manage-
ment nirvana there are a significant number of problems to overcome and 
decisions to be made. (no rets,)  

2660 	New bear  th' 	applIcatiass galeing to ernet 'tumefied. 
W.Stensrud, &Milne (Sydis Inc., San Jae, CA, USA). 
Data Urinate. (USA), vol.21, no.8. p.28-9 (Aug. 1983). 
With rapid improvements in speech  compression techniques, voice storage Ind 
retrieval is becoming cost 	 i -effective in an ncreasing range of oflice automation 
applications. A voice editor program ean be used to enter and revise  noies 

 data, since the voice editor displays a visual representstion of the uset's voice 
on the workstation screen. Inteerating dictauon with other office features 
such its tabulation is particularly use.ful: Yoke recognition—the ability to 
translate words into text %without the need for a human transcriber— in  still 
many years away. (no rets.)  

7.r7d 	Local  erse newerns: oieniew of eretlteeture and protocol. 
(Coeinn Computer Services Co., Seattle, WA, USA). 

IZer.hecnr.12 i...nnference Record, Seattle, WA, USA, 18-20 May 1982 (El 
St:Inn:lc, CA, UZA: Elessrcn. Conte nioru 1982). p.1/0/1-4 
Local  area netweriss ar:  local in two senses.  Fuit,  geographically, LAN's 

.çonnect device located quit: close together, often in the tame building. Second 
is ewneeship cf the conneceed.devices. A LAN usuelly interconnects devices 
bc:ang'.73 to cc: ir.divideal or organization. In both these senses there is no 
v.:nun:snort that the LAN will provide service beyond its locality, Thee is no 
wer,Mon  carrier  service to the public,  the • LAN -is .essentially self contained. 
The author discusses:  local, area  network components; network architectura 
end network prct000ls. (2  rets.)  

2726 	Computer Mug= towards a papernesa office automatics. D.Borrey 
INFODIAL. 2nd International Congress  and Exhibition on Data Bases and 
Data Banks, Paris, France, 24-27 May 1983 (Paris, France: INFODIAL 
1983), p.224-6 In French. 
The word 'mail' evokes a pieture of pilet of letters, parcels, files and notes, to 
be read, repeoduced, filed, and possibly fonvarded. ft Ilse evokes the need for 
immediate, or delayed, replies, followupa, and the like. But, nowadays, there 
is a means of eliminating the dull, bureaucratic drudgery involved in the 
hendling of mail, and scaling  the  work deans to its essential function of 
exchanging information. This mans =tests in computerized image process. 
Sag. (Do rets.) 

r.1n3 	CC1 mtes Inn Milne etneraaMon. D.H.Freeiman. 
Sye. !USA), ve1.16, no.5. P.211-0 (May I 983). 

wbi:e n .erd.prcesssir.g systems can greatly es= the editing. storage and dis-
trihutien cf donemenss, text must cet in.to th: syetem first. Because typewrit. 
ten metcricl sop-nits in even the most autoinnted offizze, users are forc-ed to 
enter such documents by keyboard. -This text entry takes up u much as 80 
percent of a word-processing operator's time. Optical-character-recognition 
systems—machines that oonvert prtnted characters to digital characters—pro-
note one solution to this potentul bottleneok. A new generation of OCR 
systenu 'Loanable for integration into-office-automation systems, inspired by 
a growing market, rined technology and a competitive OCR industry. (no 
refs.)  

2655 	ItIeetcre of fax. 
14hal Buy Bus. (08), no.35, p.3-9 (18 Oct. 1983). 
Euenteelly faminnile (or (ax) will become submerged  loto  a general commun. 
icatiens proton:4 for communicating camps:nets and graphies  printers, such as 
Irsers or ink-jets, in a process known as the 'integration' of office equipment. 
For the  tinte teing. however, fe x  is still ver/ much in business. Both British 
Teiccern and the l'ost Cflix offer fax bureau services. BT  cilla  its service - 
'Burceufax' while the Post °Ma's is known-as 'Intelffle. They operate to 
and from dezinneted °floss in several UK cities and to sevenl countries. 
Chergcs  are L*1-£.4 per page deçonding on the  destination, (no rets.)  P.B. 

r.:r! 	 Cr, Is  there  lite  between LANs and PCXs?. 
V.Yernir,i (Cernputer Sci. Dent., Columbia Univ., New York. NY, USA). 
ISEE intcr.cticr.nl  Ctni.erenCe  en  Communications: Integrating Communica-
tion for Wei Proeress (ICC '83), Doston, MA, USA, 19-22 June 1983 
(New Yerk. USA: lliEE 1583), p.1501-5 vol.3 
TINUERNETs are locol-area networks (LANs) constructed  (rom  connectors 
(low-cost hardware identical switches) and cables sirnilarly to the construction 
cf a Tinker-toy. TINKERNETs combine the advantages of LANs and PBXs 
offering collision-free demand adaptive transmI-sions over a completely shared 
bandwidth, no intrinsic geographical bounds on distribution, multiple and con-
current accesses to the communication medium and completely decentralized 
control. (5  rets.)  

2;37 	Teit;'-n:: and cer.enutet  coma  teethee le single desk-top unit. 
(CL?), vol.6, no.6, p.30-I (June 1983). 

The 1.1isnla:.;.:.:ne ':nit deecribad  combines the voice communication function 
of a tt'enn ec with  a =muter terminal's .ability to transmit and receive 
data—en.. it 	the use of beth of these functions Simultaneously. It is 
co.utneted to  the • switehed telephone .network by two standard -lines and -- 
includes a trnephone handset, a small video screen for displaying messages 
and oth.er informationna hide-away keyboard,  and 'a  built-in data modem. All 
these compon=tts are integrated onto an easy-to-use desktop work station - 
rott3lily the size of a portable typewriter. (no  rets.)  



2047 	Tutoriab RS-232-C data swIteilng ea toed fretwork'. R.Oleen, 
W.Seifert, J.Taylor (InterIan Inc.. West(ord, MA, USA). 
Data Commun. (USA). vol.12, ao.9. p.231 3  (Sept. 1983). 
Discutses small, specialized controllers-- known u terminal servers which 
nubile virtual circuiu to link devices to the likes  of  Ethernet. A terminal 
server connecu RS-232-C-compatible devices to a local network. Though it is 
called a terminal  server, the unit  in  not limited to terminals. A terminal terra' 
can also handle computer ports, modems, serial printers, mieocomputers, and 
any other data processing device that it RS-232-C compatible. (no refs.) 

2324 	Cootror...;,• office. M.Edwarda, 
!easy:term (USA), vol.30, no.9, p.118-19 (Sept. 1983). 
Contra is the chief  issue  facing federal government managers implementing 
office automation (OA) strategies. They must control their equipment and 
their personnel resources. Mendated by Reform '88 to improve outdated 
management information systems, federal agencies must bolster efficieney and 
productivity in the face of a diminishing workforce and an increesing office 
equipment budget.  This  article examine how this control can be achieved. 
(no tels.)  

2627 	Office eommunkstions. 
Sysdata (Switzerland). vol.14, no.10, p.4I-3 (26 Sept. 1913). In German. 
The report deals with the change which are taking place in office commute-
iestions and whet the future holds. The difference between today and tomor-
row LI illustrated in a model  for  integrated office communications in which 
the continuous flow lines show the customary communications system of today 
while the broken line show what it is likely to be tomorrow.  The  two princi-
pal che.ges art that data precusing will work to a LAN and subscribers 

municatioes services will work to  Iwo  LANs. (no rets.)  H.G. 

2042 	An batrodeetiou to layered ;Pretends. M.Witt. 
syrE (USA), vol.*, no.9, p.385.98 (Sept. 1983). 
Produe announceinents for computers and peripherals increasingly include 
cleitns of nome  sort of networking capability. To understind the network 
architectures of these products, it is euential to understand the concept of 
layered protocols This article discusses a reference  architecture  based on the 
Internauonal Standards Organization's (ISO) model for open-systems inter-
ecenection. This architecture peovides a framework within which protocol 
layeing can be explained. This article also briefly invatigates protocol deign 
kw« within the different layers. (14  rets.)  

2101 	At  office eetwork it Lockheed ShIpbeildiri add Ceettroctlen Ca. 
PJ.Brovrn (Lockheed Shipbuilding A Construction Co., Seattle, WA, USA). 
Northcon/82 Conference Record, Seattle, WA, USA, 18-20 May 1982 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982). p.3/3/1-4 
This  paper gives a pragmatic and definitely short term view of the way the 
author sea current and emerging LAN app4ied at Lockheed Shipbuilding and 
Construction Company. She realizes that what we have al  present is not what 
ire will idally end with but it is hoped that the office of today can be 
supCcrtacl  in the interim until we can evolve to that office of the future. (no 

s.)  

2157 	How to avoid the electronic util pitfafla. J.McQuillan (McQuillan 
Consulting. Cambridge, MA, USA). 
Data Manage. (USA), vol.21, no.8, p.I6-17 (Aug. 1983). 
Without  a  strategic plan for office automation, nuny organizetions find they 
lack a real commitment to the electronic mail concept. This plan should 
specify the protocois, interface and device characteristics that are standard in 
the  organizatiat Strategic planning, architecture specification, systems 
acquisiuce and pilot impiernentation  eau belp avoid many pitfallt. (no re(s.) 

262$ 	User comfort  in  the key to getting  the  most productivity from 
CRT. 
Inf. d Rec. Manage. (USA), vo1.16, no.10, p.32-3 (Oct. 1982). 
Cathode ray tuba introduced into an office an be more effectively used if 
thought is given to user comfort. This article looks at the simple steps that 
an be taken to  sec  that the right office equipment is being used peoducing 
more  efficient, cost effective data or word procetting work stations. An office 
at Fidelity Federal Savinp  ii discuted u an eumple, (no rets.)  

2337 	Techsology emceed of  records managesesst. J.A.Benoit. 
- J. Inf. cf Image Manage. (USA), vol.16, no.10,  p.25.7 (Oct. 1983). 

The US Department of Agriculture, which stores iu records digitally, raised 
the question of how to preserve such documents if they are crnline, never to be 
converted to paper or microfilm. Online, these records easily can be modifiai 
or erased. In essence, the  discussion  brings up the subject of 'what it a 
record?' A number of other important records management  issues are brought 
isp in the article. (no raft.)  

2615 	The  best laid Saes... (office artomatloo pisanIne. W.S.Brown 
Computerwoela' (USA), vol.17. no.32A. p.17-20 (17 Aus. I 983). 
Office  auteeriation planning should take employees' needs into consideration 
Unfortunately, that isn't alvrays  the eue This article describes a systematic 
approach to planning for office *donating whir-% conaiders people u well as 
machines. (no rets.)  

2662 	The key to dike adoeutioe R.A.Shiff. 
ARMA Rec. Manage. Q. (USA). vol.17, eo.2, p.23.6 (April 1983). 
Discusses the situation of managanenu which, beguiled by  accointa  proclaim-
ing that 'the office of tornorrow ià here today', imested heavily in office 
automation—and that hiving 'galloped madly off in all directions', were tut. 
prised and chagrined that the expected increases in adminurative productivity 
did not matenalize. The author examine the pitfalls and suggetu a better 
route. (no re(s.) 

2432 	Word procuslog—bow a buyer  cg, makit the  right choice. 
Bus. inf. Technol. (GB), no.13. p.12-I5 (1982). freeeived: July 1983) 
There are word processort which will not cope effectively with sudden peaks 
of work—a common problem in many butinesses—and others which cannot 
handle the diverse range of applications demanded by different company 
departments. Word processing offers the prospect of greater efficiency and 
reduced administrative costs. But it also threatens the dangers of wasted 
investment, escalating  cossa  and—worst of all—auravated, angry staff. (no 
We) 

2665 	Clumge maneci sys 	ftra4 then come ittodadoe. 
Ryclge's (Australia), vol.56, no.3, p.94 (March 1983). 
Staff attitudes are critical to the successful introduction of automation in the 
office. For this reason the automated systems must coovince staff of their 
worth. If they are merely new computerised  versions of bad office practice 
the staff will not utilise then to the full. For thià reason, existing manual 
systems need to be changed and imported before  automation  takes place. (no 
refs.) - 

MO 	Office  compaties, U.Christen. 
Sysclota (Svvitterlancl), vol.14, no.10, p.55.7 (26 Sept. 1983). In Gernun. 
The autlsor takes up most of his article in defining these computers and 
rr.lating them to their tasks according to their capacities. Regarding a new 
generatioa he says it is difficult to draw the frontiers as to where the office 
computer class begins and stops and this will become more difficult with 
change taking place in the modern office. Computers,  word proceuors, copi-
ers, telephone and telex and telefax will grow together into a new generation 
of office computer systems, he  fo 'eu. (no tels.)  H.G. 

2649 	The electrode ofIlee—how it will deuege tier way you 110fit. M.Kornbluh (Congresioteal Res. Service, Library of Congress., Wuhington, 
DC, USA). 
Futurist (USA),  volt& oo.3, p.37-42  (lune 19E2). 
As managers assemble the electronic system of the 'office of the future', theV may well sa office productivity shoot up. This article looks at UMW of the 
time- and energy-saving innovations that will transform the office world. (no rets.)  



2617 	W111 oll and OA nabs?. G.Rifkin ('Computerworld OA'. Frantin,g• 
ham, MA, USA). 
Camputerworld (USA), voi.17, no.32A, p.71.3 (17 Aug. 1913). 
Atlantic Richfield Co. is a 527 billion international oil conglomerate with 10 
operating companies rnd 50000 employees.  The  introduction of new office 
strategirs was an operation that needed considerable planning. This article 
looks ai how Atlantic Richfield's OA team approached the task of introduc-
ing new office automation procedures in such a large company. (no refs.) 

2659 	Eiretrezde Ming—definitely mot  a  paper tiger. M.Brown (Arthur 
Andersen & Co., Chicago, IL, USA). 
Data Menace. (USA), vol.21, no.8, p.24-5 (Aus. 1983). 
Electronic storage and retrieval systems &now an orgsnizstion to automate the 
manual effort of filing and retrieving information. They offer two types of 
searching capabilities: keyword search and contutuil searr.h. Optical disk 
technology makes'storing data more economical than ever heron. (cm  rein.)  

2668 	The office of the  future. Pesos or parastnel. D.Mankin, T.K.Bik. 
son, B.Gutek (Rand Corp., Santa Monica, CA, USA). 
Futurist (USA), vain, no.3. p.334  (June 1982). 
The office of the future could be a place of unparalleled creativity and 
oçrportunity or a regimented prison. Technology will not determine the work-
ing atmosphere, though; management  will.  (Do refs.) 

2670 	Second thoughts oa moving the *Mu hone. W.L.Renfro (Pcdicy 
Analysis Co. Inc., Washington, DC, USA). 
Futurist (USA), vol.16, no.3. p.43-8 (June 1982). 
The home office mey free us of the daily commute to work, but we may be 
giving up a lot more than  we  gain. (no rets.)  

34 	seer, tatty,  eahln anha (DEC). K.Domho. 
Data Processing (GB), vo1,25, no.7, p.37-9 (Sept. 1983). 
Although slaking its name in the minicomputer field. Digital Equipment 
Corporation  is mming into other areas to exploit recnit advances In teehnol-
ergy and new market  demanda.  Office automation. personal computing and 
manufacturing information systems are three prionty areas. DEC's sales 
tinny is also discussed. (no re (s.) 

2461 	It came, they saw, It conquered, we still fight— The DP role  I.  
office amomatioa. LJacksoo (Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA). 
Data Manage. (USA), vol.21, no.8, p.31-2 (Aug. 1983). 
Office automation began with the typewriter which improved clerical produc. 
tivity. lt  now ineorparates all information processing functions and companies 
are introducing  deparunenu of information reeounx management. (no refs.) 

2623 	Preen:dreg panic Practical tipe foe an OA startv,o. B.R.131ackrnarr. 
Impact: Inf. Teehnol. (USA). vol.5, no.12, p.4, 9 (Dec. 1982). 
In many organizetions, much of the intenet in a new office automation (OA) 
system begins to drop sharply once the vendor has been selected and the 
equipment ordered. Vaile many of the visible, interesting tub of establishing 
an OA system will have indeed occurred by then, by no means is the job 
complete. (no refs.) 

2622 	The people Woes of office automation N.D.Meyer (N. Dean 
Meyer It Alsociates, Ridgefield, CT, USA). 
Impact: Inf.   Technol. (USA). vol.5, no.12, p.2-4 (Dec. 1982). 
Considers the people issues of office automation. The 'article wu written in 
response to reader reaction about the role of the information syetems manager 
in a people-oriented epproach to office automation. (no rein.)  

274 	An opportunity la office technology. V.Eisenme. 
Elektranik (Denmark) ,  no.6-7, p.12.14 (June-July 1993). In Danish. 
The article u a description of the 'All.in-1' concept /13 introduced by Digital 
for inte4rating the entire office function ,  gums  a  unified office system 
tkrough a communication bridge. A block diagram of the system is included. 
(so  rets.) NJ.?.  
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43301 	Three office Integration programa. SuperCale, Office Integrator, usd 
Spe!Jenard. M.Heck. 
Interface Ar  (USA). vol.8, no.9, p.82-9 (Sept. 1983). 
SuperCale is an IBM  PC-compatible  spreadsheet proeram. It can be run on 
several PC configurations, the minimum requirements being a 64 KB system 
with one dite.  The main difference between the program and the well-known 
VisiCak lies in how the information à entered and the  cane  with which the 
sheet can be formuted to meet particular needs. In addition, SuperCalc corn-
manda are more comprehensive and quicker to use when performing simple 
worksheet creation Of sophisticated editing and data formstung. The demo 
version sells for 519.9$  and the complete, unlacked version for an extra  $250. 
Office Integration is an enhanced version of Spellbinder, a popular CP/M-
based word processor. In addition to word eccessing functions, the program 
contains options which enable one to sort  s normal text file  mailing  list, 
merge the mailing list into another file, do boilerplating, design fully-
prompted forms, and create book.like text. The demo disk cons  $49, the 
complete program  $489,95. Spellruard looks at Office Integrator files and 
checks text  for  spelling errors. It contains a 20000.word compacted dictionary 
(which is almost infinitely expandable) and can process about 40 pages per 
minute. The costs are 549 fce the demo version and $299.95  (or  the complete 
program. Both Spellguard and Office Integrator have been converted to 8086 
code and run on a standard 64 KB two-drive-H:1M PC without additional 
processor boards. (no refs.) R.N.Y. 

42734 	Local  area networks. An Introduction. D.Hutchison (Dept. of 
Computer  Sri,,  Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland). 
Software ct Microsyst. (GM, vol.2, no.4, p.87-95 (Aug. 1983). 
The term local network first begin to appear its print as long as ten s car. 

 ago. In the second half of the 1970s there- was a great deal of interei in 
techniques for implementing this type of network, namely to  link together 
computers over a restricted are at low cost and at high data rates. It is no. 
becorning apparent that two local network architectures in particular .111 
become internationally the most prominent: these are the Ethernet and the 
token ring, both backed by US and European standards bodies and by corn. 
peting and  large  industrial interests. A token bus is alto being adopted for ) 
standardisation but seems likely to be in a somewhat secondary role. In the 
UK the Cambridge Ring, a slotted ring àrchitecture, has made its man 
impact, but iu future appears limited in à wide context. Nevertheless a brrr  
research and development effort is auociated with the Cambridge Ring and 
has resulted in a se of UK  local  networking standards. The purpose of the 
paper is to give an introduction to each of these local area network structures, 
particularly by means of their assoCiated standards. A comprehensive list of 
references is provided as a basis for further reading into the subject. On 
refs.) 

43294 	Should wt automate office trek thoroughly?. C.J.Coumou. 
Irtformatle (Netherlands), vol.25, no.7-8, p.26-8 (July-Aug. 1983). In Dutch. 
The authot states that there is no unified concept of the essential nature of 
'office  work' or of office workers and that the efficiency provided by the 
installation of computers to process information cannot be determined without 
clear concepts of the duties to be performed since the work of various offices 
differs. It seems cleat, however, that the installation of automatic aids can 
help managers and 'professionals to'schieve greater  productive  efficiency. 
Research into the work of managers and professionals indicates that a large 
percentage of their daily work is concerned with discussions with others and 
only some 20 to la% of their work is concerned with the intellectual work 
involved in management. Improvements in communications depend more on 
proper organisation , and measures  foi'  telecommunication rather than on 
automation. As regards that part of office work termed 'intellectual' only such 
work as ia repetitive routine can be successfully automated. Where decisions 
irreolved consultations with many other penes, the consultative processes can 
be spe.eded up with 111110fMliiC means of retrieving and communicating essen-
tial information by the use of data processing systems, decision support 
systems etc. After discussing the factan which mike it difficult to automate 
secretarial svork efficiently the author conclude that it is only the 'know-
ledge' workers, who, being 'workaholics', can really decide the extent to which 
automation an improve productive efficiency. (no rets.) G.W. 

4332.5 	A distributed architecture for office automation. N.Naffah. 
Productivite et Informatique: Pour une Entreprise Dynamique. Recueil des 
Conferences du Printemps Convention (Productivity and  Data Precessing: 
Two Essentials  for a Dynamic Company. Proceectinp of the Spring Conven-
tion), Paris, France, 30 May-3 June 1983 (Para, France: Printemps Conven-
tion 1983)._n.220-3 vol.1 In French. 
An Office Distributed Systern (01S) distributed to office workers dispersed 
through different sites, and individual werkstations are assigned to each 
worker. OIS architecture can te considered as a two level distributed system: 
nation wide distribution and local distribution. In such a system, a variety of 
applications (such as CBMS, Teletonferencing, DOB, Calendars,...) will be 
executed in a cooperative manner,  and foi'  this purpose, some operating 
system mechanism to bind the entities composing those applications is fleeted. 
In this 'paper, the author presenu the issues: naming individuals, naming 
groups, localizing, exchanging messages... It is his belief that a Name server 
managing these functions in a coherent manner, will be a cornerstone for all 
distributed applications of OIS. (rto rets.)  

43329 	Caprice mer-dereloped decision support system cars  bu daneerem 
to year orpnization. G.B.Davis (Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN. 
USA). 
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 1982 , Honolulu, HI, USA, 6-8 Jan. 1982 (HI, USA: Hawaii In: 
Conference Syst.  Sel. 1982), p.750-63 roll 
There are significant advanuget in having users design and implement their 
own decision support system (DSS) applications; this apprnach overcomes the 
shortage of information system development personnel, it eliminates the prob-
lem of information requirements determination by an 'outsider' , and it trans-
fers all implementation processes to the user. However, user.devetopec 
systems heve inherent short- and long-term dangers, which are a result of: iht• 
elimination of separation of the functiora of user and analyst; limits on user 
ability to idenify correct and complete requirements for a DSS application. 
the lack of user knowledge and accepunce of application quality assurance 
peocedures for development and operation;  instable  user systems in organiza-
tional  situations  requiring stable systems; and the encouraging of private 
information systems in an organization. The paper explores the dangers and 
risks in use-developed DSS applications and suggests organizational proce• 
dures and systern design features to reduce the risks to a tolerable level (5 
refs.) 

43454 	Cutting null costs through awteenattew, V.K.Gupta. 
Western Electric Eng. (USA ). vol.27, no.2, p.35-6 (1983). 
Decisions concerning package distribution methods are not a major concern in 
the daily operation of most businesses, except when expedient delivery is 
required, However, at Western Electric's Information  Distribution  Center, 
where some 10000 package are shipped each day, distribution.method deci-
tiara play a critical role in its successful and cost-effective operation. The 
Center implemented an automated mail-handling system to handle the thou. 
sands of packages it distributes daily. This new system determines the least 
expensive distribution method and processes  the  package accordingly. It has 
been found that mailroom automation  bas  substantially reduced the mail. 
handling onsts associated with labor and distribution. Because of increased 
accuracy and the systen's ability to compare and process packages by the 
lower cost, distribution expense was reduced by sis percent. A labor cost 
reduFtion of fifty percent was also realized. While this particular system 
application  concerna a large mailing operation, small mailrooms and shipping 
departments can also realize cost savinp from automating their distribution 
system. (no  rets.)  A.B. 

43323 	Conditions for continuing office automation. J.P.Meppen. 
Productivite et Informatique: Pour une Entreprise Dynamique. Recueil des 
Confert-nces du Printemps Convention (Productivity and Data Processing: 
Two Essentials for a Dynamic Company. Proceedings of the Spring Conven-
tion), Paris, France, 30 May-3 June 1983 (Paris, France: Printemps Conseil-
tion 1983), p.90-2 volt In French. 
Executive office automation can now go ahead. It will however encounter the 
eoblen of how to justify the imptovement in productivity promised by the 
rakers. The experience gained in this field in  not sufficient to meet the needs 
of a firm's total information system and therefore the present stage of den-
lopment in executive office automation makes the limited projects approach 
more desirable. The 'limited project' approach offers several advantages: it 
trainees rifle in case of failure; limits the scope of preliminary studies; 
permits a more precise and therefore more convincing assessment of estimated 
cosu and advantages; and improves project control and monitoring. The firm 
will gradually become sufficiently familiar with office  automation  to formally 
draw up an office automation plan as a second phase. (no refs.) 

43317 	The America» office autornatket picture the next 3 years- 
P.H.Dorn. 
Poseluctivite et Informatique: Pour une Entreprise Dynamique. Recueil des 
Conferences du Printemps Convention (Productivity and Data Processing: 
Two Euentials for a Dynamic Company, Proceeiings of the Spring  Convers.  
lion), Paris, France, 30 May-3 June 1983 (Paris, France: Printemps Conven-
tion 1 983)e p.1-10 vol.' • 
The future for the  offset automation  Industry is soenewhat uncertain. Effects 
of the recessionary period, 1981-2, have by  rio  means disappeared. Large 
corporations whose purchase have traditionally driven the industry are not 
seemingly ready to go back into the marketplace with open check books.. 
Within the industry, it is clear there are too many vendoes with too many• 
loolulike products all competing for the same money and markets. Incursions - 
into the office equiprnent markets by manufacturers from other corners of the 
information technotogy world continue to present pmblenu to the traditional 
entries. Recovery in 1983 is uncertain. Fundamental, structural changes in 
American industry must still be assimilated before total recovery is  possible. 
The next few yean are likely to be an adventure in the unknown. (no rets.) -4 



43324 	The OFIS project: electronic null and diaries. B.Tixier. 
Productivite ci informatique: Pour une Entreprise Dynamique. Recueil de 
Conferences du Printemps Convention (Productivity and Data Processing: 
Two Essentials  for a Dynamic Company. Proceedings of the Spring Conven-
tion), Paris, France, 30 May-3 June 1983 (Paris. France: Printemps Conven -
tion 1983), p.93-7 vol.! In French. 
Nowadays, within the economical world the development and achievement of 
an information and communication policy is becoming a priority concerning 
organisations and companies. As a matter of fact, the economical stakei arc 
critial as rot solutions and structures. 'Top management of the Burroughs 
Company decided the information and communication system inside the com-
pany. Using the system OFIS—office integrated system—the company finds  
solutions for improving its organisation, (no rein.)  

43291 	no Information ardroment a mer's view. H.C.Frey (Elaine 
Standards Dept, Bell Telephone Labe., Holmdel ,  NJ, USA). 
J. le. d Image Manage. (USA), vol.16, no.7, p,15-31 (July 1983). 
The purpose of this paper is to alert executives to the changes taking place in 
the 'knowledge worker environment, and to ceplore the impact of thou 
changes on the industry. It opens with a discussion of  the  tnicrographics 
industry, the need for increased office productivity, and deuils 'knowledge 
worker' activities. Also irtcludtx1 are the results of a survey tecently conducted 
to establish tnicrographia trends, à description of the advanced technology 
office (ATO) environment ,  and some personal observations on the future  of  
micrographics. (7 refs.) 

43044 	Efficient network graphics. J.F.Leighton (Nat. 'Magnetic Fusion 
Energy Computer Center, Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab., Livermore, CA. 
USA). 
Proceelings of the Fifteenth Hawaii International Conference .on S.ystem 
Sciences 1982, Honolulu, HI, USA, 6-8 Jan. 1982 (HI, USA:  Hawaii lot. 

 Conference Syst. Sci. 1982), p.605.12 vol.) 
The transmission of graphics data over a data-communication network is typi-
cally  s  time-consuming aceess because of the large amounts of data required 
and limited bandwidth generally available. At the National Magnetic Fusion 
Energy Computer Center an efficient  data-compression  scheme for graphics 
data and a design for a graphics system which  in  compatible with this scheme 
have been developed. This system and its effect of the user are described and 
t discussion of the workability of displaying successively changing frame 
('rnovies') at acceptable speeds is included. (I ref.) 

43327 	Studying mansgesial work. R.R.Panko (Univ. of Hawaii, Hanoi. 
ulu, HI, USA). 
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Hawaii International Conference on System 
Science 1982, Honolulu, HI, USA, 6-8 Jan. 1982 (HI, USA: Hawaii Int. 

Conference Syst.  Sel.  1982), p.727-36 vol.)  
Managerial work stations are expected to proliferate in the near future. 
Managers, however, have very diverse needs. To serve managers well, it is 
necessary to have ways of studying them, so that systems can be adopted to 
their individual needs. This paper ,  disease three roads to the stud y .  of 
managers: use-of-time analysis, the analysis of prceedures. and the cnucal 
success factors approach. The paper also raises the issue of how much indivi-
dualisation can be afforded and how much tiscra really want anyway. (32 
refs.) 

43024 	1111111111 factors guidelines for terminal Interface Salo. D.Vene 
hloorland (NCR Corp., Washington. DC, USA). 
Commun. Ant (USA), vol.26, no.7, P.484-94 (July 1983). 
This paper provides a set of guideline for the design of software interfaces 
for video terminals. It describes how to optimize screen layouts, interactive 
data entry, and error handling, as well as many plactical techniques for 
improving man-machine interaction. Emphasis  sa  placed on factors relating to 
perceptual and cognitive psychology ,  rather than on gram physiological con-
cerns. Ways in which interface can be evaluated to improve their user fries-
dliness are also suggested. The author summarizes many ideas that can be 
found in other ,  more comprehensive texts on the subject. These guidelines will 
provide practicing software designee with useful insights into some of today's 
principal terminal interface design considerations. (12  rets.)  

43402 	Computers and data: the hospital Information system ES.Butle 
'TRIM'S Office, Washington, DC, USA), P.S.Fisher. 
'roccedings of the Fifteenth Hawaii International Conference on System 

Sciences 1982, Honolulu, HI, USA, 64 Jan. 1982 (HI, USA: Havant int. 
Conference Syst. Sci. 1982), p.575-14 vol.2 
The advent of hospital information systetru which represent fully integrated 
information  bases  require a wide speerum of  information  usage and type. 
The authors detail the consideration, models ,  model appropriateness,  and 
usage characteristics which must be present' for an effective HIS environment. 
The HIS consideration necessitates free  (ores  text handling, as well as the 
conventional fixed format structure. The authors address the problem of fret 
lest manipulation and provide a mechanism fa its effective utilization. (10 
rets.)  

42790 	Semiconductor »capsulation of token based LAN's. M.Stieglitz 
(Western Digital Corp, I rv ine, CA, USA). 
Electro/82 Conference Record. Baton, MA, USA, 25-27'• May 1982 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: -Electron. Conventions 1982), p: 17-4/1-9 
The author describe the hardware and firmware implementation of an LSI 
token access controller (TAC). The TAC is designed to interconnect the 
distributed intelligent devices typical in local area network applications that 
require efficient and relieble communication at moderate rates. The devices 
coordinate their transtnissions -  with each other via a token passing protocol. 
The token scheme, while said to be more flexible than other demand •acoess 
schemes, is comparatively new due to its inherent complexity. This complex-
ity, both in terms of the protocol concept and its implementation, has been 
perceived costly to implement. The LS1 device deseribed relieves both pre. 
set-a, allowing usen for the first time the benefiu of token, at an acceptable 
cost. (4  rets.)  ' 

43318 	ne eate of the art "and the outlook for office emanation 'la 
Germany. K.Horing (Univ.  eu  Kola, Kohl. Germany). 
Productivite  et  Informatique: Pour une Entreprise Dynamique. Recueil - des 
Conferences du  Printemps Convention (Ptoductivity and Data Processing: 
Two Essentials for a Dynamic Company. Proceedings of the Spring Conven. 
don), Paris, France, 30 May-3 June 1983 (Paris; France: Printemps Conven-
tion 1983), p.11-18 voLl In French, 
The last five years have been characterized by pilot e.xperimenu and the 
introduction of new telecommunication systems: teletex, bildschirmtext (inte. 
:active viewdata) , te.lefax and  datez-P.  The discussions on ergonomic and 
banian  epees had a «tong impact on the development of new equipment 
and organisational solutions. The next few years will show a qualitative and 

 quantitative increase in office system'. The particularitiea of the German 
market are diseased in some detail  from  the *point  of  vier of the users and 
'endure. (no refs.) 

42741 	My a des? [computer networkl..J.H.Saltzer (MIT Lab. for Com- 
puter  &L. Camhtidgc. MA, USA), K.T.Pogran, D.D.Clark, 
Cofnput. Network? (IVetherlandr). vol./. no.4. p.123-3I (Aug. 1983). 
In a world jilt-teasingly populated with Ethernets and Ethernet-like nets there 
nevertheless continues to be a - strong intereat in rings of active repeaters for 
local data communication. The authors explore some of the engineering prob. . 
le= involved in designing a tint  that has no central 'control. It then  corn. 
pares  one ring design with the Ethernet oo 'several different operstional and 
subtle technical pants of design,  maintainability, and future prospects, On 
each of these points the ring possesses important or inteeting advantages. At 
the same time, the most commonly cited advantage of a ring. 'deterministic 
access tifre% is Sltes11 to be illusory. The authors conclude that the data 
communication ring is a sound idea that will prove its value on operational 
rather  Shan theoretical  issues.  (20  rets.)  

43323 	Office augmented» system= the case (or  eeautlonary design. 
S.R.Hiltr„ M.Turoff. 
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Hawaii International Conference un System 
Sciences 1982, Honolulu. HI, USA, 6-8 Jas. 1981 (HI, USA: Hawaii Int 
Conference Syn. Se. 1981). p.737-49 vol.1 • 
An evolutionary design approach to communication-information systems is 
presented in terms' of six premises vrith supparting evidence and examples for 
each. _The premise are that: (1) communication. and information systems 
should be integrated; (2) there are no agreed-upon standards for the Meal' 
system; (3) use needs evolve—and the system should grow with the user, 14 t 
system (onetime should be modifiable and extensible for specific applications. 
(5) evolutionary systems require formal evaluation; and (6) an evolutionar:, 
system requires a user community. (16  rets.)  

43243 	The micro barges Into the office. F.W.Miller. 
Infosysteme (USA), ne4.30, no.6, p.58, 61. 64, 74 (June 1983). 
The  advantaie of personal computing are presented. The availability of 
instant output and feedback it considered a great bonus. Mierocomputers  cas 

 be ideal tools for preparing one-time financial analyses; relietring the clerical 
bordes  of extensive tabulation or routine reconciliaticau; supporting small, 
specialized systems unsuited to large mainframes; or facilitating the toe/- 
volume communication of information. For suceessful office automation s PC 
must be able to communicate with other kinds of equipment. The use of 
personal computing by Consoiidated National  Osa  (CNG) is discuued.  no 

 refs.) 

43299 	011ke autoandoe. K.Onoda. 
Proms.  Soc.  Ipn. (Joke Sheri) (Japan). vol.24, no.6, p.770-4 (1983). In 

Japanese. (13  rota.)  
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43326 	Ease of use  lis  office eonummleatIon. R.Kofer (Siemens AG. 
Munich, Germany). 
Proceedings of the International Computing Symposium 1983 on Application 
Systems Development, Nurnberg. Germany, 22-24 March 1983 (Stuttgart, 
Germany: B.G. Teubner 1983), p.352-66 

be  author rives a scenario of office communication. The particular work 
tuition described has a strongly Utopian touch. It was chosen to demon-

strate the deep impact modern diatributed computer technology might have on 
organisational structures of the future. The author tries to convey scientific 
results and opinions achieved in variout human factors laboratories. These 
findings are clad in a semi science fiction story to stress  a subjective view of 
the  people affected. (7  rets.)  

42845 	Touch sensiti ve displays for operatlos and controL 
M.K.Winter (Fluke (GB), Watford.Ltd..England). 
Electron. Eng. (GB), vol.55, no.681, p.177-80 (Sept. 1983). 
One means of facilitating the interaction between user and computer is by use 
of a transparent touch-sensitive panel overlaid on the display screen of the 
computer ,  or touch-sensitive overlay (TS0). Such an overlay is designed so 
that a finger touch conveys a meaningful signal to the host computer system. 
Different areas of the overlay may convey ditferent meanings upon being 
touched and are often defined visually by an outlined box on the computer 
display. These sensitive +nu, and the messages they convey to the computer 
are set up by the  software  which is running the system. (no refs.) 

42236 	Human factors and behavioral science: experiments oe quantitative 
judiments of graphs and num. WS.Cleveland, C.S.Harris, R.McGill (Bell 
Labs., Murray Hill, NJ, USA). 
Belt Syn. Tech. J. (USA), vol.62, no.6, pt.3. p.1659-74 (July-Aug. 1983). 
Behavioral studies are essential for densing guidelines for effective commun-
ication of quantitative information from graphs. Three experimentà in which 
subj=tà made quantitative judgmenu from three different kinds of graphs 
lead to several recommendations: use pastel rather than highly saturated col-
ors on statistical maps; standardize the point cloud size relative to the frame 
on a scatterplot: scale eirdes by making the circle area proportional the the 
variable represented, but expect widely varying judgrnenu of the areas. (21 
rets.)  

42224 	Whes  the chips are dews. R.Beattie. 
PC User (GB), p.39 (Oct. 1983). 
When you decide to buy an IBM Personal Computer, the chances arc you 

will also decide on the IBM-labelled Epson MX80 dot matrix printer. Finger 
Print is an add-on that lets you make fuller use of the IBM pnnter, At £45, 
the Finger Print looks like a good deal for PC Users who need, for example, 
compressed typefaces which allow more room in the margin for comment. 
However, the true cost of the Finger Print could easily exceed £45 since the 
IBM warranty  in  invalidated by attachment of non IBM features. This means 
that the replacement of a single damaged chip could cost up to £400. (no 
rets.)  R.J.L. 

3347 	The office of the future Is  bers  today»  PI-laine.  
'Vantage.  Sers.  (GB), vol.27. no.10, p.14-17 (Oct. 1983). 
The arrival of the micro-chip and developments in telecommunicatioru have 
brought us the potential for dramatic changes in the way we carry out office 
work. In spite of the term 'of fice of the future', the technology u here today 
and the necessary degree of commitment from senior management, and co-
operation from workforce, can bring about a high degree of automated office 
processes in the short, rather than the longer term. These will considerably 
improve management's span of control and result in reduced management 
costs at the same time as greatly increasing the effectiveness of managerial 
decision making. (2  rets.)  A.B. 

42789 	A daned token protocol  (os local  area network& R.M.Grovr 
(Burroughs Corp.. Danbury, CT, USA). 
Elecuo/82 Conference Record, Boston. MA. USA. 25-27 May 1982 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982). p.17-3/1-7 
The  author describes a protocol adaptable to either a physical or a logical 
ring. It Provides three classes of service with a priority relationship between 
classes. he three classes allow guaranteed bandwidth, interactive and batch 
services. These classes arc implemented by timing the rotation time of the 
token to mesure instantaneous load; and limiting transmission of information 
by clam of service and the °burred token rotation time. (1  rets.)  

43018 	Headway being  made  on graphite standards. DStraayer (Tektro- 
nix Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA). 
Computenvorld (USA), vol.17, no.30, pSR/7-8 (25 July 1983). 
Describes how, after a number of false  stem and some duplication of effort. 
computer graphics is finally getting standardized. The American National 
Standards Institute (Artsi) and the International Standards Organization  are  
in the preens of adopting the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) as a standard 
foe  computer  graphics. (no rets.)  

43230 	Why did we get Involved ileitis Forth?. M.C.Strong, J.C.Horrocks, 
D.A.Beers (Computer Software Design Inc., Anaheim, CA, USA). 
Wescon/82 Conference Record, Anaheim, CA, USA, 14-16 Sept. 1982 (El 
Segundo. CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.I7C-3/1-5 
The goal was to build ' , database system which would allow business people 

to develop their own applications without the aid of programmers. This 

system came to be called DATA ACE. Studies showed that DATA ACE 

should have a number of attributes: a simple structure which supported the 
flat file, limitless inversion and flexibility. 'Forth showed itself the ideal Ian-

guage. (no rets.)  

42712 	Office automat**. Ilae network we know as ARC. 
Which Compur. (GB), p.77-83 (Oct. 1983). 
The Attached Resource Computer (ARC) local ares  network from Datapoint 
has ignored the present trend towards the Ethernet standard for networking. 
ARCNET is the collective term for the network architecture, cabling, elec. 
Ironic junction boxes and processors which control access to the network, The 
ARCNET electronk mail facilities handle messages as test documents. With 
upper limit of 255 'nodes' on  an  ARCNET, there is effectively no restriction 
on the growth of a  system.  The  base point prioe for a three-processor ARC 
system. with 120 MB of storage it currently £48003. (tsci refs.) G.H.T. 

43313 	Electronic null muss leada efficleacy to library loans. 
M.W.Liacko. 
Telephony (USA), vol.205, no.I I, p.40, 45 (5 Sept. 1983). 
A blend of electronic mail and distributed processing terminals is sending 
sophisticated telecom technology into the office, and forming the foundation 

• for modern corporate message centers. Sophisticated electronic mail systems 
have brought the message centre into the mainstream of the office environ-
ment and onto the secretary's desk. The telex machine is being superseded by 
more rapid, cost effective alternatives, consequently, telecommunications 
managers are beginning to realise that their responsibilities are changing as 
message communications come of age. (no  rets.)  R.J.L. 

42737 	IEEE project 102i Local Arta Neuron Standard—a Mardi 1982  
Sato* Report. T.J.Harrison (Advanced Software Engng. Technol.. IBM 
Corp., Boca Raton. FL, USA). 
Electra/82 Conference Record,  Baton, MA, USA., 23-27 May 1982 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron ,  Conventions 1982), p.17-1/1-11 
The author discusses Project 802 of the Computer Society of the Institute for 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). Project 802 is defining a stan-
dard for local area networks in which 'intelligent' terminals and other devices 
are coupled on a peer-to-p= basis. A brief history and rationale ke  the  
effort and an overview of the current draft standard are provided. (10 refs.) 

43.401 	Hospital Information systems. M.CSmith (Dept. or Industrial 
Ening., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO, USA). 
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 1982, Honolulu , HI, USA, 6-8 Jan. 1982 (HI, USA: Hawaii Int. 
Conference Syst. Sci. 1982), p.564.74 viat2 
Provides insight into the evolving nature of hospital information systems. The 	- 
current status of the use cif HIS is reviewed, alternative approaches to HIS 
design are offered, and state-of-the-art concepts for inte-grating distributed 
data processing systems are presented. (13 refs.)  

47139 	Evaluating word proceeding miter= formatting. 
LJAG Rep. Data el Word Process. Llbe. (Canada),  vol.3, no.5, p.1-7 (Feb. 
1983). 
The increasing variety of word preccuing systems and the plethora of options 
and alternative ways  of  doing things  from  one system to another, can lead to 
despair, both for the would-be purchaser ,  who must try to evaluate all of this., 
and (ce the ultimate user, especially the poor unfortunate who is compelled to 
use more than one system ,  and thus W have to remember on a daily  basas the  
several different ways of achieving the urne simple end. (no rets.)  

42130 	Tbe optical office. N.Bradley. 
Syn.  fat. (G8), vol.11, no.11, p.25-6 (Aug. 1983). 
The operation of a fibre optic data ring suitable for use in an interoffice 
communication, network, as a telephone exchanger or in process control 
applications is desaitcd. (no  rets.)  
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43300 	Use electronic 	use time and mosey, get  more  work  don .  
R.Heinmiller (Omnet Inc, Boston, MA. USA). 
Ind. Reserv. (USA), vo/.25, no.6, p.82-5 (June 1983), 
Discusses the technical and economic advantages of electronic mail systems, 
painting out ways these systems can be used or misused. Amongst discussed 
too= are system flexibility, tecurity, cost and training requirements. (no 
rets.)  

41994 	Land area networks—a merger of composer and eemeromicattons 
technologies. C.Bass. 
Systems (S. Africa), vol.13, no.3, p.13.21 (March 1983). 
Microprocessor technology in modems, packet switching and approxirrsate soft-ware  has  made local ares  networks commercially viable. This article surveys 
the background to  such systerns, looks at the media and signalling strategies 
that are used in them and deals with aspects of security and standardisation. 
(no rets.)  

421t35 	Graphics displsy tystems: a major step forward. B.Van Crcenvoirt 
(Electrochrome Ltd., Kitchener. Ontario, Canada). 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17. no.30, p.SR/47.8 (25 July 1983). 
Reviews the growing market in uniu  for  displaying presentation graphics. 
Applications to business meetings, education, training, sales and medtcine are 
outlined, and the advantages of single.lens projection systems  over  their 
three.lens counterparu are outlined. (no rets.)  

4.3271 	Application software aimed at office autotration. 
Can. Datasyst. (Canada). vol.15, no.8, p.62 (Aug. 1983). 
A new office application development system with document management 

facilities is being introduced by Officesmiths Inc.. Ottawa. The new product, 

called 'The Officesmith' is said to provide a multi.windovs operating environ. 

ment similar to that for the Apple Lisa and the Visicorp VisiON. (no sett.) 

43236 	Graphics  ou  the move. H.Kalt (Siemens AG, Munchen, Germany). 
Data Rep. (Germany), vol.18, no.4, p.20-3 (Aug. 1983). In German. 
Interactive videotex (VDX) and business  graphies  open up new prospects of 
business tuccess. The new CEPT standard for interactive videotex will provide 
greater scope for graphics. but restricts presentation of detailed views. VDX 
uteri with external computers and in-house systems can overcome this limita-
tion by combining the European standard with the North American 
alphageometric technique in a dual-mode procedure. (8  tels.)  

43235 	Where we are In the year of the  artwork. 

Mod. Off.  (Australia). vol.22. no.5,  p.16-I8  (June 1983). 
Gives a result/ of recent developments in computer networking for offices and 

gives examples of some applications. Various types of network are identi fied; 

work arca networks; long-distance networks; metropolitan area networks; local 
area nets. Systems currently available in Australia are briefly reviewed. (no 

rets.)  

42769 	Coaxiat-cable multiplexers solve a blg LAN problem. W.A.Lery. 
Mini-Micro Syn. (USA). vol.16. no.7, p.249.50 (June 1983). 
Several companies have introducd coaxial-cable multiplexers that are compat-
ible with networks of 113M 3270 terminals. These multiplexers can reduce 
network  cous  by eliminating many cable runs, and the multiplexers themselvev 
an relatively inexeentive. (no rets.)  

43493 	Canadian vIdeotn wins acceptance. D.MacDonald. 
COMMA. Int. (GB), volt°, no.9, p.87-8, 90, 94 (Sept. 1983). - 
Hardly a month goes by without an announcement of a new videotex project 
in Canada. Invanably at use is the home.grown Telidon system. which %as 
first emerging from the laboratories barr.ly fin years ago. Of at least equal 
importance to domestic installations is the growing international acceptance or 
the Telidon-based information storage and retrieval systems with their out-
mending  graphies  capabilities. (no  rets.)  

42393 	Typewritet printer. N.Duffy. 
Wireless World (GB), vol.89. no.1572, p.63 (Sept. 1983). 
la a previous article the author showed bow an electronic daisywheel type-
writer could be fitted with an RS232 interface to enable it Co  double as a 
p!inter for a computer. This article describes a fevr simple changes to the 
circuit  to provide  st  with a Centronics-compatible parsllel interface so that it 
can be used with micros that don't provide a serial output port. (no tels.)  

43304 	Justifying office antatudow W.J.Boczany (Upjohn Co., Kalam- 
azoo, MI, USA). 
J. Syst. Manage. (USA). vol.34, no.7, p.1 5. 19 (July 1983). 
Shows how to measure  the  cost/beridits of osTice automation before 
implementatice. (no rets-) 

43249 	A wer's search for Idea' graphics  software.  E.F.Young. 
Computenvorld (USA), vol.17, no.30, p.SR/15. 20 (25 July 1983). 
The  authoe describes her search to, find the ideal software package for bust-

s=  graphies. The needs of the user  are  emphasised, and the quality of 

documentation  is commented on. (no refs.) 

432E3 	FTber-optie local network sets ità sight, on offices and factories. 
T.Kunihero (NEC Corp., Tokyo, JaPen). 
Electronics (USA), vol.56, no.15. p.1254 (28 July 1983). 
Three subsystems unite to handle voice, data, and video in a multispeed. 
multiprotocol, multivendor environment. (no rets.)  

2816 	Local  area networka. L.Pouzin (CNET, Isay-les-Moulineaul, 
/rance).  
Proceedingt of the 1982 CERN School of Computing, Metal, Valais. Switzer. 
land. 29  Au.- II  Sept. 1982 (Geneva, Switzerland; CERN 1983 ) , P- 195-228  
This p.iper is a series of comments with companion diagrams. Sections core 
the following topics: local netwoeks in context; eateway to the external world; 
applications; physical media; topologies and control structures; position within 
the ISO modek PABX as a local netwoek switch; examples of PABX 
features; slot structure; Cambridge ring; slot race at bit circle; Cambridge 
ring mechanisms; register insertion; token saing; CARTHAGE: IBM ring; 
contention; collision handling; ETHERNET; voice tram= voice on ETHER-
NET; broadband cable; standards; interconnection; interconnection archt-
tecture; and salient points. (4  rets.)  

n••••n 
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39604 	Clustered systems: configured for productiiity. W.A.Walshe. 
Off. Adm. d Aaiun,. (USA), vol.44, no.6. p.53.5. 58-65, 100 (June 1983). 
Surveys the equipment currently available foe clustered systems in word 

processing and office automation. Benefits of such equipment include lower 
cost and rapid communication. (no refs.) 

39630 	Office automation by Ericsson. J.G.F.NI.floot (Ericsson. The 

Hague, Netherlands). 
rifeLoehr. Ned. Elektron, & Radio:treat. (Netherlands), vol.46..no.1, p.31.6 

(1983). In Dutch.. 
The author states that the real brealt.throuith in office-technology will be 

caused by the introduction of integrated systems in the second half of the 

eighties.  For  integrated systems communication is a demand and for  commun. 
ication standardisation is  a  demand. This is one of the reasons that he 
believes it will taken another two or three years before integrated systems are 

introduced on a larger scate. Other pcosibilities for reducing office costs can 

be.offeed by Telecommunication Administrations. One example is the the 

teletex-service. With this service electronic mail can soon come and it will be 

one of the reasons by which the 'less-paper' office becomes a reality. (no 

refs.) 

39631 	Planning efliee automation • Electronic message systems. 
J.A.T.Pritchard, 
Manchester; England: NCC Publications (1982), 242 pp. (0 8.5012 331 3) 
The electrontc office as it total integrated information system  is very much a 

concept of the future, but evolution towards it is clearly evident today. Elec. 
Ironic Message systems (EMS)  are  but a pari of the automated office: other - 
parts are information management systems and document preparation 
systems. The prime aim of this book is to help its readers to devise a practi-
cal and effective strategy for introducing office automation (OA) in general 
and EMS in particular. The following topics are discussed: how an organisa-
tion should set up a strategy study; the gathering and analysis of relevant 

information which c.an be used to select strategy options: the strategy .  options 
that are open to organisations 'wishing to implement OA; the design of the 
telecommunications and EMS architecture: and host,  the results of the studs 
should be reported and authorised. (20 refs.) 

39632 	Local network technologies for the office. J.M.Davidson (Unger- 
mann-Bass Inc., Santa Clare, CA, USA). 
Electro/81 Conference Record, New York, USA, 7.9 April 1981 (11 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1981). p.33/1/1-6 
This paper provides a pragmatic, short term view (3.4 years) of the way in 
which current and emerging  local  networks may be applied in the automated 
office Its premise is that the conventional hope for integration of office 
equipment with local net technologies will not be realized in the short term. 
but that a more practical approach ,  inspired by the need to support commun-
ications  lot  the office of today, will support the level of integration  of office 
equipment that is appropriate to begin the automating process (6 refs., 

39633 	Computer communications in the automated office.  3M  McOuil. 
Ian. 
Electro/81 Conference  Record. • New York, USA. 7-9 April 1981 (El 
Segundo. CA. USA: Electron. Conventions 1981). p.33/2/1.6 
Present office communications are diverse and fragmented; they 1lNe man> 
different media , and media conversions  introduce undesirable cost and delap. 
We are all familiar with the problems of confused ,  delayed ,  or lest column. 
ications. The convergence of computing and communications technologies 
makes possible a significantly more automated office in the future, as has 
been %eddy noted. The author makes several recommendations for present 
and near.future computer-based communications within the office. (no refs.) . 

39634 	Practkal considerttions for voice messigIng  terriers.  A.M.Rosen. 
berg (Delphi Communications Corp., Inglewood. CA. USA). 
Wescon/81 Conference Record, San Francisco. CA, USA. 15.17 Sept. 1981 
(El Segundo, CA ,  USA: Electron. Conventions 1981), p.10/3/1.4 
The author discusses voice message systems and predicts that they will  pro. 
vide  more effective ways of personal inter.communication. However, there still 
remain practical questions to be dealt with in order to achieve cost.effective 
payoff as well as user acceptance. In >articular ,  it is important to include the 
problems of answering telephones as part  of the messaging activity in order to 
maximi se the benefits of such systems in a cohesive, integrated manner. To 
eccomplish this objective, as well as solve other problems inherent to 'auto-
matic' systems, the selective  use  of human operators, as part of the system. 
must te a major design consideration. (2 refs.) 

39635 	Office communicatime promises, problem and pitfalls. S Rohlf. 
(IF Interface Consulting Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario. Canada). 
Proceedings of the International Compating Symposium 198.1 on Application 
Systems Development, Nurnberg, Germany , 22.24 March 1983 (Stuttgart. 
Germany: B.G. Teubner 1983), p.249.67 
Presents an overview of current technology and research trends in office cum-
munication. It examine the promises, problems and pitfalls of office com-
munication with respect to the impacts on individuals and 'organizations To 
make the transition from data processing to offce communication. system 
managers need additional tools for planning and design. TheSe tools are 
peesented with special consideration being given to the'concens of corporate 
managment, employees and the data processing department. (31 refs.) 

39833 	Office indentation planning: strategies for information Searehirvg. 
E.Mortensen, 
National Online Meeting Proceedings • 198 ) , New York, USA. 12.14 April 
1983 (Medford, NJ, USA: Learned Inf. 1983). p.377.88 
The paper discueses the growing importance of computer.based office automa. 
lion and its impact on organizational structures and decision making. The 
following observations are made: office automation requires far.reaching 
changes in organizational structure and in administrative procedures, Many 
managers tend to resist technological changes in the workplace, but without 
overcoming such resistance and without obtaining thcir full moral and organi-
-zational support moves toward meaningful and lasting office automation are 
likely to fail or to be delayed. There  in  strong evidence that top management 
must become directly involved in and knowledgeable  about  new office technol. 
ogies if such automation efforts are going to become truly effective. The 
explosive growth of advanced office technology makes it increasingly-difficult 
for emporate decision-makers to determine the type and level of advanced 
office technology that may best serve their specific organizational and opera. 
tional needs. The major source of information about automated office equip-
ment and options conics from the manufacturera  themselves. Online data 
base, if properly searched, can provide valuable and inexpensive systems 
information on all aspects of office automation. (26 refs.) 

39652 	Avoiding Information oierioad Is  the electronic office. S.R.Hiltr. 
M.Turoff (New Jersey Inst. of Technol.. Newark, NJ, USA). 
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 1983, Honolulu, HI, USA, 5-7 Jan. 1983 (111i USA: Ilswaii Int. 
Conference Syst. Sri. 198 ) ), p.581.9 
A varie-ty Of software options can help users to cope with the potential of 
information overload resulting from computerised communication systems. 
These include segmentation of  communication  topics via a conference struc. 
tore, length limitations, voting structures, and a varkty of mechanisms to 
filter and organise information. Encouragement of the emergence of an online 
social system, with norms and sanctions about  considerate communications 
tehaviour,  in  also important for,preventing 'junk mail' and similar impositions 
of unwanted m'aterial on usera  of these systems. (8 refs.) • 

3985.1 	. Office automation  pilot  project. 
Dec  User (G8J, p.45, 474 (Aug. 1983). 
Investing in an erea as ill-defined as office automation is a major decision for 
any organisation. When the company is an expanding division of one of 
Britain's largest enterprises, that decision can have far reaching implications • 
It IV3S within  this  framework that BP introduced a pilot office automation 
scheme running ce PDP-I I  machines  three years ago. The sheer scale of  the 
BP Group provided the perfect peoving ground for office automation concepts 
Broken up into operating divisions, it could undertake controlled experiments 
in one area before selecting a system for moee widespread application. No less 
important was the availability of management service staff whose profes-

.sional training allows them to observe developments dispassionately. Though 
the pilot project is aow fully operational, the fi nal choice of a system has >et 
to be made. Whether or not the chosen Corporate Business Systems product 
appears on the  short - l it  of supplies is less significant than its crucial role in 
setting the scene fot what is destined to be amongst the UK's most extensise 
office tystem networks. (no refs.) A.B. 



39562 	Picking software for offi ce integration. G.Morrow (Morrow 
Designs Inc., San Lr.andro, CA, USA). 
Compiderworld (USA). vol.17, no.24A. P.75.7  (15  June 1 983). 
Puts the view that in analyzing system needs, users should first  look  long and 
hard at software capabilities. The choice of hardware, needs for networks, 
etc., should only become a consideration after the software has been chosen. 
(no relu,)  

39566 • Data processing lo ib. modern Office. F.De Michel (113M Schweiz. 
Zorich, Svelterland). 
Bull. Assoc. Suisse Electr. (Switzerland,  so1.74, no.II, p.563 •6 (4 June 
1983). In German. 
Office automation currently relates primarily io word.  processing, and the 
article summarises the constitution and application of such systems. Economic 
aspects are  briefly discussed related to costs such as hardware. maintenance. 
services, installation, training and other items. Consequences  of introduction 
of weed processing include supplanting les powerful equipment, release of 
personnel frorn routine tasks, and typically 308,  increase of productivity. 
Role of data processing in offices of the future are considered. where fun •  
tional.aspeets will include central word and data storage, interactive opera-
!ion. wider computer application, electronic COITIMUltiCei011 instead of letters 
by post. and conferences arranged with electronic aids rather than by physical 
meetings.'Technological developments relate to improvements in mass storage, 
increasing use of communications networks for data purposes, increased data 
rate, improved terminals including plasma display panels. and other features. 
Facilities of the future office workstation  are  discussed, and improved condi. 
lions will give less working time. Opportunity or working from home, reduc. 
tion of activity. and better job satisfaction. (no refs.) H.V.H. 

39572 	Electronic  lail equipment: professionals stop •telephooe ow with 
eketronie mail systems. 
Bank Syn. &Equip. (USA), voI.20, no.6. p.93.5 (June 198 )) . 
To eliminate the 'telephone tag' game ,  many white collar professionals are 
using electronic mail systems. Surveys show that these systems have helped to 
increase efficiency 20  per  cent. This product review takes a look at the 
eate-of.the.art  of  electronic mail systems, looking at 16 systems on the US 
market. (no re(s.) 

39576 	Now it's time to play .. 	.13et Your Job' and at GM. the 
magie  word was , ..,automate. C.R.Day,Jr.; 

. Mod. Off. Procedures (USA), vol.28,.no.6, p.70-4 (June 1983). 
Shows how the Environmental Activities Staff of General Motors Corp. intro-
duced office automation in a somewh.at  unonhodox manner. They didn't tell 
anyone what they were about to do; they just went *ahead, and since getting 
the cash was a problem, they persuaded the vendors. Xerox Corp., to defer 
charges until the system worked. (no  rets.)  

39577 	The paperless office? It's still wishful thinking. J.NicAfee. 
Mod. Off. Procedures  (USAI.  vol.28, no.6, p.114N-P (June 1983). 
Describes some of the new technologies for improving.efficiency in document 
storage and retrieval. So-called turnkey systems are  • now available that over. 
come Problems of: not enough *Pace rOf 1,2PCt storage: crude indexing sTstems 
ior paper files; slow manual distribution of paper; manual procedures for 
storing and retrieving  documents. New methods ate not being adopted quickly 
enough. (no refs.) 

39578 	Wili  the concept fly *bra the boss can't?. L.K.Romei, 
Slod. Off Procedures (USA). so1.28, no.6, p.122.32 (June 1983). 
Describes five types of teleconferencing; voice only, voice plus facsimile, corn. 
Puter networking, slow-scan video and full motion video. Only the last of 
these has captured the imagination as a concept; but it's the most expensive 
too. The author suggests that one reason why full motion teleconferencing has 
only been adopted slowly  in  the relative attractiveness of real travel compared 
with its electronic surrogate. (no rets.)  

39579 	The PC battle: A report from the trenches. L.K.Romei, C.Fehiner. 
Mod. Off. Procedures (USA), vol.28. no.8, p.72, 74, 76, 78, 80 (Aug. 198 ) ). 
There's no sign of any slowdown in personal computer popularity. A user's 
survey reveals that it continues to invade more and more  levels of office 
management, and lots of PCs  are  being tied to mainframes. Still ,  training 
could be improved, as could machine speeds. Meanwhile ,  in the marketplace., 
113N1's clout is as impressive—and effective—as ever. As to the future, manY 
of the. respondents or the survey arc finding that their floppy disks, which 
seemed to offer unlimited capacity at first brush, just do not offer enough 
now that they are really heavily into applications. So it is not too surprising 
that 'hard disk' is the leading item on most shopping  lista for adding to  or  
expanding computer systems. (no rets.)  A.B. 

39591 	bilking eteetronk mali svorli•  1.  yon offke. R.Wild (I.P Sharp 

Associatea Ltd. ,  Toronto, Ontario ,  Canada). 
CIPS Rev. (Canada). vo1.7, noA, .p.26-7 (July-Aug. 1983). 
Electronic mail is a software tool that can work with other computerired 
applications to save time and imptcwe communication. It is gaining increasing 

prominence  itt  the modern office enVironment. The real strength of electronic 

mail lies in its ability to communicate information about everything' that 1, 

happening . everywhere  in an orgenization. Perhaps the rnost interesting 

application are those that involve discussions , among groups of individual, 

geographically dispersed within the organization. Used to complement trail, 

Itorsal meth. , a or communication, electronic mail can make significant quali-
tative and quantitative improvements in today's modern office. (no refs 1 

G.H.T. . 

39592 	[kilning la integrated office systems stpproack. D.Cases 
Computing (GB). vol.11, no.28, p.6-7 stmt. (14 July 1983 ) - 
Shows how, over the past year, ICL has reviewed its office products and 

begun to rationalise them into a coherent range. (no refs.) 

39595 	N7 Data Systems unwraps a LOAF (office emanation) 
Which Word Process..à Off. Syn. (GB), val.k, no.5, p.26 (Sept. 19831 
Canadian Northern Telecom (whose main interest lies in digital communica-
tions). have entered office  automation with LOAF, local office automation 
facilities. This consista  of five integrated routines to run on the 400/500 
series. OMN1WORD word .mccessing, OMNILINK to share resource s  
amongst users, OMNIMA1L, E-TELEX, and •AUTOD1AL for hulk trans-
mission or receipt of data. MINICALC with OMNIWORD is a spreadsheet 
program, but one for the secretary and the typist. It performs specified arith• 
metic operations on a yvorksheet a 13 column* each with 19 lines —adequate 
for many secretarial applications. Operations on the cells in this worksheet 
arc carried out by means of le commands which buikl up MINICALC into a . 

useful WP package.  (rio  re(s.) R.N. )'. 

39596 	It win be kard for the 'ewer walt•can't type' manager lamornated 
offices). 
Mod. Off. (Australia), vol.22, no.4, p,I6-17 (May 1983). 
Surveys current attitudes among managers in the USA to office automation, 
showing how some organisations are preparing their technophobic and es ber. 
phobic ('eant wait-can't type') executivea for office automation. Some com-
panies are opening centres to make computers available to their employees 
(no  refs.) 

39599 	EN1S 1000 TEXT inhere la tke electronic office. I.Larous. 
W.Wilde (Siemens AG, Munchen, Gerrnany). 
Data Rep. (Germany), vel.18, *0.4. p.24-7 (Aug. 1983). In German. 
Electronic mail and communicatine word processing are the next milestones 
in office automation. Key considerations at this stage are the scope and 
capabilities of terminal equipment to be instilled. integration of it into com. 
pany structures and routines, and user options. The EN1S 1000 TEXT com-
munication system offers a wealth of features and functions which can be 
tailored to any office. (4 refs.) 

39600 	Adaptirre office  lite  to 1Wei technology. P-Wilson (Nat. Computing 
Centre Ltd., Manchester, England). 
Data Processing (GB), so1.25. no.6. p.14-16 (July-Aug. 1983). 
Implementing office technotogy means changing operating methods and job - 
content if the benefits of increased productivity, effectiveness and competitive-
ness are to be.enjoyed. The tendency seems to be toward making people fit 
the new job, with an increased emphasis in routine work  al  the lower kvels, 
rewarded by higher PaY.  etc. To stop this happening managers must produce 
a plan for the adoption of office automation technology. (2 refs.)  AB.  

39602 	Living the automated office. J.M.West (Xerox Corp., Stamford, 
CT. USA). 
Off. Adm. d Autorn. (USA), vol.44, no.6, p.:4-6, 104 - 5 (June 1983). 
The author looks back on his first year's experience with multifunction work-
stations in the automated office. He recommends that executives concentrate 
on tackling the 6 Cs: create , cotrespond ,  eakulate, capture, compose and 
communicate. (no re (s.)  

•••n•n 



3E833 	Pruentioa is better than  cure... local area  networks'. 

Campai.  Syst. IGB), vol.3, nø.7. p.45-7 (July 1983). 
Looks at further proposals aimed at coming to a consensus view on technol• 
ogy for local area networks. These reent developments aim to reduce the cost 

of connection, while increasing functionality. (no refs.) 

3.81134 	Beyond local networks. W.Stallings. 
Daromotion ( 1./SA), vol.29, no.8. p.166-76 (Aug. 1983). 
A new area of communication expertise-internetworking protocols-has deve• 
loped to deal with switching data among dissimilar networks. One example of 
this is the internet protocol (IP) originally developed for Arpanet. This prolo' 

 col allows the connection of different types of local networks. The philosophy 

of IF  is that the gateways and stations share a common protocol for internal 

traffic, but that the stations and networks are otherwise undisturbed. In terms 

of the usual open system interconnection (OSI) model for communications 
architecture, the IP fits between the network (routing) and transport (end. 
to-tnd delivery) layers. (no refs.) P.B. 

38840 	Local area networks explained. V.Cheong. 
Scieort Software  4  Seek,. Rev.  (G8), no.3, p.20-2 (1983). 
It is in the area of office automation that LANs are likely to make an impact 
as studies indicate that the majority of office type networks will operate over 
a wiring distance of less than WOO feet and with over 90.1 of the station% 
within 5000 feet of each other. The confinement of 3 network to a tout area 

confers several benefits. The rate of data transmission can be considerably 
increased and indeed some products operate at 50 Mbps where low error rates 
are possible which permits the communication protccols implemented to be 
much simpler. In spite of these potential benefits, users have not embraced 
the technology as vendors would have hoped. One of the primary reasons fur 
this has been the existence of alternative approaches to local area  communies' 
lions  each with their- inherent advantages and disadvantages. Another comm. 
butory factor has been the painfully slow emergence of international LAN 
standards resulting in user caution in adopting the technology. (I ref.) 4.8. 

33841 	A token-ring network for local data communications. R.C:.Dixon. 
N,C.Strole, J.D.Slarkov (IBM Communication 'Products Div., Research 
Triangle Park, NC, USA). 
(BAI  Syst. J. (USA), vol.22, no..1-2, p.47-62 (1983). 
Technical innovations such as large-scale integrated circuit technology and 
distributed operating syatems have respectively reduced the cost of computing 
and provided a basis for large networks within the confines of a single build-
ing or cluster  of buildings in close proximity to one another. Local afe3 

networks can provide a systematie approach for interconnecting personal 
workstations, control units, and central procesing units, thereby providing a 
means for these machines to pass information from one to the other. This 
paper describes a local  ares  network based on the fundamental concepts of a 
token-ring. Two main ideas are presented. The first idea concerns the physical 
topology of the wiring network and its star-ring organization. Next, the logi-
cal data flows are overlaid on the physical network to provide control proce-
dures for exchanging data through .the network. The resulting system has 
unique re..2tUtel that produce 3  local  area network with good performance and 
reliability characteristics. (19 refs.) 

3E364 • Integration of long-haut and local networks. D.F.Wier (GTE 
Telenet Communications Corp., Vienna, VA, USAI. 
Electro/81 Conference Record, New York, USA, 7.9 April 1981 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions  1981), p.17/3/1.4 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) formed the 802 
Local Networks Committee in FebruarY 1980 to establish standards for Local 
Area Networks. One of the objectives was to be compatible with the Interna-
tional Standards Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
layered architecture As such, the Committee concentrated on the physical 
and link  layera and has proposed a standard that meets this objective. Inter-
face to long.haul networks are also compatible with the OSI layered archi-
tecture and include such protocols as X.2$  and IBMs SNA. The provision of 
equivalent services by  the  link layer in both local and long-haul networks 
permiu the easy interfacing of both types of network'. (6 refs.) 

33544 	Local networks as pari  of an oserall auweek architecture. . 
M.Begun, R.Perlman. A.Lauck (Digital Equipment -Corp., Maynard.  MA. 
USA). 
Eli:cure/8I Conference Record, New York, USA, 7-9 Aped 1931 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron,  Conventions 198)), p.17/5/1-9 
Emerging keel area networking technology offers new .possibilities for distri-
buted processing. Digital's Network Architecture (DNA) has been evolving to 
match customer requirements to available technology. The paper describes the 
motivation behind supporting the Ethernet in DNA.- the requirements of this 
support and the key design decisions made to provide this support. A new 
quastadaptive area routing architecture for DNA which provides support  for 
very large networks is briefly outlined. (II refs.) 

38E70 	Predicted capacity al Ethernet la a eniversity environment. 
M.Marathe, B.Havve (Systems Performance Arealysia, Digital Equipment 
Corp., Tewksbury, MA. USA). 
Southeon/82 Conference Record, Orlando, Ft, USA, 23-25 March 19 112 
Segundo, CA, USA: Ekctron, Conventions 1982), p.11-3/1•10 
Eeamines the limits imposed on the number of users due to the finite twit.1 
width of the channel. This study  in  performed for users in a time-sharin.• 
environment. Measurements were performed to estimate the characteristic,.. 
that environemnt at a large university currently using conventional dire,' 
ccenection between hasts and terminals; i.e. the limitation On the number 
amers  when the system tau an Ethernet for fiat interconnection id' hosi 

. terminals, etc. The characteristics of the titer environment were  coupled 
a distributed architecture mcdel and used as input to an Ethernet simulation 
The results of the simulation give an upper .bound on the number of user. 
which can be supported in this environment. This of course  assumes  !ha. 
there are a sufficient number af hosts, etc., so that those resources are not • 
bottleneck. (12 refs.) 

33371 	Fuient  and emerging applications of  local  networks. C C KJ , * 
(Ungermann-Bass Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). 
Southcon/132 Conference Record, Orlando, FL, USA, 23-25 March 1982 (LI 
Segundo, CA„ USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), p.11-4/1-3 
Any distributed architecture reflecu its underlying communications technol-
ogy. Local networks are fast. inexpensive and flexible compared to traditional 
local  communications. Consequently, local networka permit centralized vs do, 
tributed tradeoffs to be made. differently. For example. lower hardware costs 
combined with communications limitations have encouraged the development 
of distributed data bases. For «irate files, local storage is often ideal but for 
shared, dynemic, synchronized data, distributed approaches are complet  and 
expensive. Local networks support a balance of local,  private data and effec• 
five distributed access to centralilzed data. Present and future applications are 
diseased. (no rets.)  

3E372 	A renew of data euruminicatione network protocols. A..1 Wm.. 
berger (Systems Architecture, MCITIOfn Communications Group, Cupertino. 
CA. USA), 
Midcon/82 Conference Record, Dallas. TX, USA, 30 Nerv - 2 Dec. 1982 if 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron. Conventions 1982), 9.26/1/1-10 
This pap« highlights the key ingredients of data communications systems for 
the 1980s-network protocols. The ISO Open System Interconnection litefer• 
trice Model (OSI/RM), IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNAi. the 
CCITT X.25 packet switching recommendation, and the IEEE 802 
Area Network (LAN) standards are briefly described. A preview of an IEEl• 
802-to-X.25 gateway standard is presented. (no  relu.)  

3•1947 	Working with VDUs. B.Pearce (Loughborough Univ.. Loughbor. 
ough, England). 
Train. Off. (GB), ro1.19. no.9, p.264.5 (Sept. 198)). 
To understand why VDUs have become such a focus of concern it is useful 10 
consider the changes that have taken place in their use over the last ten 
years. An in-depth study is made of VDU ergonomics, the attitude of the 
unions u well as the point-of-view of the Health Service. (3  rets,)  V G P 

39033 	A single-chip•self-contained tpeech recognize'. T.11imura, T.Yano, 
S.klarnaguchi, N.Ntiyahara, Kiduramoto (Musashino Electrical Communica• 
lion Lab., Nippon Telegraph .3t Telephone Public Corp.. Tokyo, Japan). 
H.Nagashima. 
IEEE J. Solid...Store arruirs (USA), voISC-18, no.), p.344 - 9 (Junc 198 )). 
(Eighth Europc.an Solid-State Circuits Conference, Brussels. Belgium. 22-24 
Sept. 1982). 
A fully integrated speech recognition LSI has been developed. The speech 
recognition LSI can recognize a speaker-dependent vocabulary of about 200 
isolated words with high accuracy in real time, using several memories ,  which 
are a phoneme template memory, word dictionary memory ,  and work 
memory. This LSI is designed to perform the total speech recognition ilIOUCSb• 
ing. including the endpoint detection of the input utterance in a self-contained 
rnanner. With the pipclincd structure of the function blocks, highly efficient 
parallel operations are achieved. Furthermore, satisfactory' testability is 
assured with a sun path technique. The speech recognition LS1 in  fabricated 
with 2 urn E/D NMOS precut, technology,  employing two aluminium inter. 
connection layers and a high resistivity poly-Si layer. (7 refs.) 

39561 	Working renaotely: *bete will your office le?. G.Rifkin. 
Compurerwoeld  (USA),  vol.17, no.24A, p.67-9, 72.4 (15 June 198 )). 
Describes the move away from reporting  for  work at a far-off office, and 
notes the pouibilities that may emerge. These include home working and 
working from neighbourhood  centres. (no refs.) 
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36258 	Reading text front lisual display units (VDUs). Y.Waern. C.Rol- 
lenhagen (Dept. of Psychology, Univ. of Stockholm, Stockholm. Sweden), 
In!.  J. Mare-Mach. Stud. (GB). vol.18, no-5. P.44 1-65 (May 1983). 
This article presents an analysis of the task facing people, who have to read 
text from VDUs. Psychological research related to different aspects of this 
task is reviewed. First, situational factors are corssidered. It is suggested that 
the VDU situation may lead to fatigue and stress. which may decrease perfor-
mance. Then a tank analysis is performed, where potential difficulties and 
adVantages of the VDU presentation are pointed out. Psychological investiga-
tions of test  processing are then reviewed, with particular consideration of 
research methodology end test processing theory. Finally, some conclusions 
toi planning  research in this area are presented. (106  rets.)  

363.46 	The user as à representation issue !office automation). E.II.Wynn 
(Bell Northern Res.. Motintain View, CA. USA). 
Proceedings of the Sixteenth- Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 1983, Honolulu. Ill, USA. 5-7 Jan. 1983 (Ill, USA: Hawaii  lot. 

 Conference Syst. Sci. 1983). p.599-608 
The phrase 'user-driven' design and other terms referring to consumers of 
office,  automation products contain ambiguities and unexamined assumptions. 
A first step in designing systems is to reflect upon how the 'user' is conceived 
of, what is implied in each separate  conception of  'user', and how the 
assumed definitions can affect the quality of research on users' requirements. 
(no  rets.) • 

36347 	Office work: the familiar unknown (user requirements in office 
automation!. R.R.Panko (Coll. Of Business Administration. Univ. of Hawaii, 
Honolulu, HI,  USA). 
Proceedings of the Sixteenth .Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 1981, Honolulu, HI, USA, 5-7 Jan. 1983 (HI. USA: Hawaii Int. 
Conference Syst: Sci. 1983), p.609-16 
()mce . automation research has tended to focus on the second half of its 
name, automation, relying on simplistic and often erroneous beliefs about the 
nature of office work. The lack of knowledge has intensified today's 'justifica-
tion crisis' in office automation. This paper suggests that classiest marketing 

. and marketing research tools could provide a much better chance of designing 
office automation tools which users will aceept. (22  rets.)  

36397 	Copyright your business software. .1.8.Andersen (Seattle Univ., 
Seattle, WA, USA). 

. Proceedings of the American Institute for Decision Sciences Twelfth Annual 
Meeting Western Regional Conference. Reno, NV, USA. 16-18 March 1983 

" (Atlanta, GA, USA: American Inst. Decision  Sel. 1983), p 68-70 
This paper considers the protection offered by business software copyright and 
discusses the actual registration process. (12  rets.)  

36411. 	Productivity essessment Issues la office estimation. R.U.Ritten• 
house. (Dept. of Information et Computer &L. Univ., of California, Irvine, 
CA, USA). 
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 1983. Honolulu, HI, USA, 5-7 Jan. 1983 (HI, USA: Hawaii Int. 
Conference Syst.  Sel. 1983), p.376-80 
increased productivity is the most frequently cited benefit of office autuma-
lion. However, little is known about the . measurement. of even the meaning. 
of productivity. for - office werkers, Office workers, particularly nonclerical or 

„knowledge workers, have complex, often ill-defined, jobs which do not allow 
simple meaSurel of productivity such sa those used  ois tht assembly line. Thus 
productivity asseismenu in offices have 'frequently used such fragments of the 
total job as number of messages sent by managers and number of pages typed 
by secretaries as indicators of productiVity. Two methods, projections from 
task analyses and pilot projects followed by assessment, are commonly used to 
rneaSure office productivity. While the-se methods are useful, there are definite 
limitations to their application which, if ignored, may .result in erroneous 
*Inclusions. 'This eat'« discusses these limitations and develops a framework 
foe the analysis of productivity issues in office sutomation. (22 refs.) 

33322 	Local  area networks—high speed networks for office conummica- 
time. 1.Fromm (Siemens AG, Munchen, Germany). 
Bull. Astoe ,  Suisse Elects. (Switzerland). vol.74, no.11, p.585-9 (4 June 
198)). In German. 
Local area networks allow data transmission between station over distances 
from about 100 m to a few km, with data rate between 10 kbit/s and 20 
Mbit/s. Using line, coaxial, or optical fibre cables, network configurations can 
be mixed, star, ring or bus connected with remote or central control usine a 
veriety-of access methods. Ring and bus networks are described. The ring 
network using token access suffers from.disadvantages that one station mat-
functicm affects the whole system, and that steps must be taken to prevent 
effects of token corruption. Bus connected networks use mostly matched coax-
ial cable as their transmission medium, with CSMA/CD 3CCOS. Carrier sense 
multiple access with collision detection is briefly explained. Bus systems  hase 

 advantages over ring networks, but more recent broadband systems using 
frequency multiplexing have difficulties in data collision avoidance manage. 
ment. Local area network standardisation is discussed with reference to IEEE, 
ECN1A. ISO, and DIN considerations. The Siemens EMS bus network is 
introduced, being a coaxial bus structure with-I0 hIbit/s data rate. maximuni 
distance between two stations of 2.5 km. maximum numbcr of connections 
1024, serving several bus segments via repeaters. Station transciever and con-
troller functions, traffic behavioural aspects including channel utifiration 
related to data packet length and waiting times dependent on access method 
and system loading, and practical utilization of bus network islands intercon-
nected by local beinch exchanges are described. (7 re(s.) 

38823 	A network in yaw business. F.Newman. 
• Micro Dee's. (GB),  no.23, p.87-92 (Sept. 198)3 

Somc computer companies have developed systems known as local area net. 
works (LANs) where, instead of each user having an isolated-microcomputer 
with its own printer and disks, micros are linked by cable so that •they  cas 

 share perhaps just one,  printer and one hard disk. Local area networks are 
more versatile than multiuser systems. On a multiu.ser system terminals do 
not have their own processing power. With a LAN the micros can be uscd as 
separate units, if necessary riinning their own • software - packages indepen-
dently  (rom  the hard disk which  can  be used just for holding shared files of 
data. (no  rets.)  .R.J.L. 

38323 	Why Xinet could be a giant Insane tlw local networks. D.Casey 
Campus. Wkly. (GB). no.872, p.I5  (II  Aug. 198 )). 
Xinet is a local area network based on a closed ring, with a maximum data 
carrying -capacity.of 10 million bits per second. The . protoCol for messages 
entering the ring is empty slot — a technsque in which data can dnly be loaded 
from a node when reached by an empty carrier bit circulating round the 
network..The security inherent in the system sets new standards in networking 
and should mean that Xinet challenges Ethernet's local ares  network donuna-
lion. The system is made by Monies, (no re(s.) P.B. 

33826 	Local networking  al the Royal Bank of Scialand. A.Knight (Royal 
Bank  of  Scotland plc. Edinburgh, Scotland). 
Comput. Commun. (GB). vol.6,  no 4, p.1924  (Aug. 1983). 
Data communications facilities &myna! -if eisential banking operatiuns are to 
be computerized; branches ariel head ewes that are dependent upon term'. 
nals and corpotate data to fulfil .their functions must have access to sueh 
facilities. Backlup facilities are also essential if normal bank functions are sot  
to be disrupted should a fault develop. Investigations that led to the installa-
tion of Hyperchannel at the Royal Bank of Scotland are described and the 
problems to which Hyperchannel provided the solutions are examined. The 
implementation of the system and plans for future development are discussed 
(no  tels.)  

38327 	'Pb..  (solution  of  local area networks. IT.Frisch (Contel Informa- 
tion Systems, Glen Crrre, NY, USA). 
J. Teleeoertmun. Networks  (USA).  vol.2, no.1, p.7-23 (Spring 198 )). 
The evolution of local area networks (LANs)—ciri?ins, present, future—is 
described  (rom  the viewpoint of the user. A survey is given of user require-
musts and expectations for LANs based upon the results or a number of 
market research studies. Based upon these user needs, a svorking definition of 
LANs, differing somewhat from the IEEE 802 definition, is adopted. We 
then go back to  the  technical components of local area networks•to  tee  which 
are the most critical in. meeting user requirements, and provide some insights 
into the true origins of LANs. Some attempts at prophecy are made to assess 
the impact on LANs of standards ,  software requirements, and voice and data 
integration. Finally, a number of questions are formulated that users should 
be asking LAN vendors. (1 )  refs.) 
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32230 	Training for office sutomation. Hodgson P.. 

Tram. Off. (GB), vol.19, no.3, p.23942 (Aug. 1983). 
One can scarcely fail to have noticed that an electronic revolution is happen-

ing in our midst. The revolution has by no means finished and will prooably 

continue to influence our way of life both  al  home and at work for at lea.st 
another decade. This teehnology will ineviubly result in behavioural changes 

and require the need for special training programs. The job of a typical 

personnel and administration services manager is analysed in terms of his/Iser 

job changes and new roles. Some poinu of the automated office of tomorrow 

are discussed,  paying attention to how the automation is installel, bow the 

tuff will cope, and the particular training needs of the staff. (so  rets.)  

32.240 	Training and retraining for office automatisa. J.Green Dor s .  
OAC13 Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer. 
entes,  Philadelphia, PA, USA, 21-23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington, VA, USA AFIPS 
Press 1983). p.183 
Summary form only given. Sucoessful auromation of office processes requires 

i effective nstructional support; it can set the stage and play an important role 
esteblishing a positive attitude towards the changed environment. (no rets.)  

322.41 	Stages of growth. Preparing users for automation. N.D.Meyer (N. 
Dean Meyer k Associates, Ridgefiekl, CT, USA). 
OAC713 'Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer. 
entes. Philadelphie. PA, USA, 21-23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington, VA. USA: AF1PS 
Press 1983), p.185-8 
Training can do a lot more for an office automation program than just deliver 
technical skills. By designing it around business objectives for implementing 
new  technologies,  training can be used to help an organization move to the 
neat stage of growth. (no rets.) 

_  

. 	 _ 
322.42 	Training and retraining for office_ automation. J.H.Bennett (Ueted 
Technol. Corp, Hartford, CT, USA). 
OAC'83 Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer-
ence, Philadelphia. PA, USA, 21-23 Feb..1983 (Arlington, VA, USA: AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.189 
Summary form only given. This paper describes the apprcach uken by. 
United Technolo-ries  Corporation to provide executive education for office 
313tOttl2t100. ne general background, philosophy, approach, and curtent statua  
are discussed. (no  rets.)  

32283 	Inform:don careers la the office of the future. PS.Lickse (Univ. 
of Calgary. Calgery, Alberta, Canada). 
Compta. Pers. (USA),  vol., no.), p.6-10 (June 1983). 
In several guises, the  office-of the future (00F)is upon us. Apart from the 
obvious economic and managerial challenges engendered by the importation of 
communication and data-processing technology into the office, there will be a 
longer-terni trend towtrds the reshaping of jobs and job structures. parti-
cularlv as these relate to inforrrution-handling tasks. This paper is an attempt 
to define opportunitiet, to prognosticate trends and to lay out a plan of action 
ter forecasting individu.al careers in an office slightly .automated now and 
increasingly automated in the future. (10 rets.)  

1131 	The  inteyrsted office. Getting Integrated. 
ICIAI Buy Bus. (Ga ' . no.). p.36-9 (3 lune 1983). 	 . , 
The '..ategrated office' is a subject dogged by misleading claims and complex 
te-tmekccr. 

 
sa  you need to know the pros and cons of the ways in which you 

can ietzgrate your office. We can expect to hear even MOTE of the subject as 1. 
pri=  (ails  and increased standardization convince more businesses that the 

.eia  of intezrating their offices ie a viable one. At the same time, the ways in 
• hich an office  can  be integ,rated are increasing, so that more titan  ever there 
is a need to =me to terms both with the concept of integration and also with ; 
the a:tentative methods by which you can integrate. This report should give a ; 
dearer picture of the options available to you now and in  the  future. ( no  : 
rets.)  G.H.T. 

Del pilots: tough  rond  to the pape-Hess office 	 Entry 35335 

. 	- 
33597 	A voice storage system: RTAS and its integration into the office of 
the future. A.L.Doren, G.M.Kolodny (Sudbury Systems Inc, Sudbury, MA, 
USA). 
Midcon/81 Conference Record, Chicago, IL, USA, 10-12 Nov. 1981 (El 
Segundo, C.A, USA: Electron. Conventions 1981), p.18/1/1-8 
This paper examines  issues  surrounding computer controlled Voice Storage 
Systems (VSS). The particular issues it addresses include: effectiveness of 
voice (oral) vs. written (text) as modes of communications: the importance of 
voice in the modern business environment; the history of Sudbury System's 
Rapid Telephone Access System (RTAS): and present and future systems 
applications of RTAS as a voice storage component. (20  rets.)  

33608 	Navigating the data network triangle. 	J.Kraengel (Infoiron 
Systems Corp..  Cherry Hill. NI. USA). 
Tri'rrammunicarions 1L'SAii vol.17. no.4. p.56-6I, 80 (April 1983). 
Considers what may be called the 'Dais Network Triangle. which consists of 
the carriers, the computer manufacturers. snd the users. The suppliers of the 
multiplexers. concentrators.  modems  and switches make the present state of 
data communications possible. The computer manufacturers determine what 
form the data must axsume entering or leaving their machines. The system 
suppliera  must meet their requirements. Finelly ., there are the  usera,  whose 
insistence is only that data move as rapidly as possible, and as inexpensively 
as possible. (no rets.)  

, . 	 ---- --• 
34758 Ifloq uiuto on 'Optical Fibre  Local  Networks'.  

• London, 	land: IEE (1983), 58 pp. 
Conference held at: London, England. Date 2 June 1983. The following 
topics were ealt with: optical fibres and local area computer networks;  coupl-
era, networ topologies and access protccols: integrated service networke; fibre 
optic links or TV transmission. Abstracu of individu.al papers exit be found 
under the r levant classification codes in this or other issues. . 

- -- - 

34760 	teal area networks and the impact of optical fibres. Pi-fermi 
(British Telecom Res. Lab., Ipswich, England). 
Colloquium ois 'Opticel Fibre Local Networks'. London, England, 2  lune 

 1983 (London, England: IEE 1983). p.1/1-3 
The aim of a local area network (LAN) is to provide s versatile and den-
dable transmission path around a cleed group of  usera  within a restricted 

area, e.g. a factory, an office or  s  university. First generation LA.Ns ere best 
suited to data communications in the electronic office or around a distributed 

computer  system.  Second  generation LANs. now under development, will also 
handle telephones whilst third generation LANs will cater for video as well. 
These enhancements will be achieved by increasing the speed from the current 
10 Mbit/s to around 100 Nibit/s and ultimately perhaps 1 Obit/s. The basis 
for standarditation is the International Standards Organisation (ISO) Refer-
er(ce Model for Open Systems Interconnection (0S1). Optical fibre bring to 
1st generation LANs the noss; familiar advantage they have already brought 
to other transmission systems. Unfortunately, the couplera and connectors 
needed to access fibres are less satisfactory than their coaxial counterparts. 
Whilst the drawbacks of fibre components do not preclude the use of fibres in 

LANs, they do encourage a fresh approach, especially to the network topol-
ogy. This is illustrated by examining two practical examples: Ethernet and 

Fibernet; and the Cambridge Ring. (4 rets..) . 
— 	 - 	•• - 	 - — 

34807 	Pilsat are the issue in VDT safety?. H.Ellack. 
Can. Darasyst. (Canada), vol.15, no.?, p.68-9 (July 1983). 
Despite several studies and reports, the question of the safety of vide display 
terminals is still clouded. Video display  terminais have been accused of caus-
ing illnesses ranging  fronts cataracta to birth detecu. They may actually cause 
little more than eyestrain, or they may be the cause of long•range health 

rolzl
irems not yet in evidence., as unions fear. The problem is that no ooe 

for sure. The question is discussed in depth- (no refs.) V.G.P. 

34828 	VDU ergonomics. A.Caws. 
• Sys:. Ins. (GB). vol.11, no.8, p.62-3 (Aug,. 1983). 

Almost all office equipment suppliers now stress the ergonomic feature of 
their products in their promotional material. Certainly ergonomically designed 
visual display Ullit3 (VDUs) are to be encourage:el, but the design improve-
me.nts should be evident in the product hull, not just the advertising bro-
chures. System Concepts has just completed a review of VDU standards and 
quasi  standards in Europe and in that study the company identified th r= 
different categories of ergonomic guidance: regulations which have the force 
of law; recernmendations issued by official government bodies; and recom-
mendations issued by other interested bodies. The' German standards are the 
most precisely defined, stating many physi=1 and operational characteristics 
of VDUs. In contrast, the Swedish and to a slightly lesser extent. the UK. 
documents give more general information covering the working environmesu 
as well as the equipment. The pressures from  usera and their representatives 
is likely to contsnue and few suppliers will be in a position to ignore the 
market .pressure to improve the  ergonomies  of their VDUs. (no rels.)_ 

)4953 	Managing chine= people and technolov. G.J.Gery (Gery Also 
cistes,  West Hartford, CT, USA), J.H.Barlow. E.J.lvicTeague. 
'OAC.83 Conferenœ Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer-
ence, Philadelphia. PA. USA, 21-13 Feb. 1983 (Arlington, VA, USA: AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.79-80 
The change essociated with  introducing electronic technologies into the office 
must  be managed. Structured change management methodologies exist to 
permit systematic planning for the ..e.nnle and technology componenu of huxi-
ness systems change.. An oversiew of some of the specific appraaches to 
change that planners and implementers must consider includes the condition; 
ne---ssary to effect change, diagnosis of resistance,  and the emotional 
responses people have 123 both positively and negatively perceived change 
Office Automation practitioners discuss how structured change management 
concepts  apply to their esperiences, they discuss both the capabilities and 
limitations of change management approaches in the day-to-day office 
automation environm=t. Particular attention is paid to the changing roi= of 
sponsorship as office automation progresses  within an organization. (no rets.)  



35333 	,A ord processing of the future. D.D Busch. 
Interface Age (USA). vol.8, no.7, p.133-5 (July 198 )1 . 
Thu-1gs are rno:ing so fast in the electronic office that a glimpse into the 
future quickly  becomes a thing of the past. This look at the word procr_ssor of 
the , future views present trends and identifies some of the features that will 
soon be commonolace. How about a spelling checker that looks at common, 
everyday word: first. then checks your copy for jargon and trade names ,  gives 
definitions for worcis and finally hunts for common abbreviatioru. Or a 
word-processor that anticipates your next letter, or colour  graphies on the 
page, or portable word-processing for itinerant wordsmiths? Optical character 
recognition  Irons  handwriting and voice input non  that far in the future 
either. (no  rots.)  A.W. 

35334 	Takint a realistic look at the office of the future. 
Infornatics (GB). vol.4, no.8, p.23 (Aug. 1983). 
The 'paperless office' is something we have not hnrd much about recently. 
The face  is people like paper and find it irresistably useful. So icutead, 
information technology firms have adopted the vaguer term 'office of the 
future'. Thee is always resistance to new technology and office automation. 
Technology mar not have brought a change in old habits of working. To 
install a system without understanding how the office itself works means you 
could end up with an expensive:heap of junk metal and silicon. A badly run 
company will probably not have the open - mindedness which allows it to 
change to take Full advantage of the new technology. (no  rets.)  G.H.T. 

35335 	Dol pilots: tough road to the paperless office. 
Infamatits (GB). vol.4, no.8, p.24-5 (Aug. 1983). 
The automated office is still no closer to being a reality despite the Govern-
ment's pilot projects now going ahead. The British Rail Engineering pilot. 
based on an OTL kit, illustrates the necessity of managerial enthusiasm and 
time if there is to be any real benefit to users. The pilot was planned in two 
stages: first,  the introduction of workstations to executives' secretaries. mainly 
for word proccsing, and second, the use of the workstations by the executives 
themselves. The Cabinet Office pilot is b.ased on Xionics equipment,  and 
cot:dined tio one relatively sma ll  department. the Science and Technology Unit. 
One of their problems has been Lack of time to experiment with the system to 
find out exactly what it can do. (no rets.)  G.H.T. 

35336 	Block market opens up. King L.- 
Woman= (GB), vol.4, no.8, p.28 - 3I (Aug. 1983)r 
Deregularization of US telecommunintions has given rise - to a market for 
communal office processing.  Marty large office buildings in the US are shared 
by a number of entirely independent tenants, most of which cannot afford to 
spend vast sums on information technology. So  manufacturera are marketing 
their digital exchanges as a communal service to the Sto2lieSt cocnpany 
tenanting the Largest office block. Commercial buildings which offer such 
services will almost certainly be easier to let. Futuristic services will enter the 
building and interface with established communications technology ,  ace 
replace it. (no refs.) G.H.T. _ 

35360 	Models of office productivity: what realty can be expecteell. 
V.'.J.Kettinger (Inst. of Information Management, Technol. dt Policy, Univ. of 
South Carolina, Columbia. SC. USA). 
OAC'83 Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer-
ence, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 21-23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington, VA., USA: AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.31-7 
Office autorr.ation should not be :iewed as the productivity panacea. To 
achieve even marginal gains, organization: must  design  their office automa-
tion analysis and implementation in a well planned, management approach. (9 
rets.)  
35361 	Adsanced workstation concepts. H.L.Morgan, H.N.Dreifus (Dept. 
of Decision Se., Wharton School, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA). 
0AC83 Conference Digest.  The  Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer-
ence, Philadelphia, PA,  USA.  21-23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington, VA, USA: AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.41-4 
Office automation is one of the fastest growing sectors of the computing 
industry .  It encompasses a wide variety of functionality, from word prceessing 
to decision support. The delivery mechanism for providing the office automs- 

• 

uon services zo an end user it  the Persona!  Workstation Thu paner diseuases 
some of the more advanced notions of what a persona; worksuuor.  ces'  he. 
and how it is constructed. (2 refs. )  

35363 	Computer  graphies  for-  • rnanzgemenca  bullish perspective. 
W.G.Nisen (Cullinet Software Inc.. Westwoc, MA. USA). 
OAC- 83 Conference  Digest.  Tne Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer-
ence, Philadelphia.. PA. USA. 21-23 Feb. 1963 (Arlington, VA. USA: AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.65-8 
The role of computer  graphies in a business context is to present data in a 
form that will allow managers to re4e. ive and communicate contrasts, sicnilari. 
tics and trends. Based upon these relationships decisions are made. (no rets.) 

35365' 	Ho.'  to design a migration stratev for.office information sysiecess. 
- 7 M.Lodahl (Gray - Judson Inc.. Boston. MA, USA). 
OAC'83 Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Car.fer. 
mice. Philedelphia, PA, USA. 21.23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington. VA. USA AFiPS 
Press 1983). p.87-90 
Most information systems have been developed in response to environmental 
pressures,  technologies)  advances, and practical necessity; .most 'plans' arc 
reactive, not proactive. Tcday's information systems are a -  patchwork of batch 
or timeshared maxis, specialized minis.and.standalone OA facilities. Like the 
organisations.they serve, they are the product of largely uncontrolled develop-
ment_ 'Migration', on the other hand, implies at least one goal, and some 
notion of how .to get to it. The author .asserts that migration - is preferable in 
information systems of the 1980s, that design and planning is fcuible and 
necessary, and that a good migration strategy is the key to *voiding 'technol-
ogical clutter'. (no rets.)  -  - . 
35374 • A document processing system for office automation. K.Abe, 

S.Kanbara (Integrated Communication Dev. Div., 
Kanagawa. Japan). • 

OAC'83 Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office AtitomatiCin Confer-
ence.' Philadelphia,. PA,  USA, 21-23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington. VA, USA: - AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.247-53 
An integrated office automation system called NIS (Nihongo (Japanese) 
Information System) is now being developed at the Electrical Communication 
Laboratory or Nippon Telegraph and Teiephone Public Corporation (?:'TT). 
NIS provides a variety of functions ,  such as Japanese word processing. :In. 
tronic filing ,  electronic mailing, etc., on a data 'proc.ssing center linked with 
communicating word processors, to enhance office work productivity.' This 
paper describes major NIS functions and technical characterutics. (6  rets.)  
35375 - Office automation: .tbe ceed for strategic planning. S.E.Harris. 
C.S.Thachenkary (Decision  Soi,  Lab- .Georgia State Univ.. Atlanta. GA. 
USA). 
OAC'8) Conference Digest. The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer-
ence ,  Philadelphia, P.A. USA, 21-23 Feb. 1983 (Arlington, VA, USA.:•AFIPS 
Press 1983), p.255-63 
Organization-wide application of' technological SaailltiORS requires  a,.  well 
thought out, coherent master or strategic plan which states the mission,icope, 
tirneframe, and criteria for sticeess of the OA prograna. The paper introduces 
the essentials of the.strategic planning process as it  per-tins to office auto -ma-

, tion. The intent is to draw the attention of corporate planners to the  rote of 
planning for office automation, (6  rets.)  
35376 	The corporate office autornatioo systems circa 1985. C.M.‘Wat- 
teeuw, .I.H.Carlisle (Office of the Future Inc., Guttenberg, NJ. USA). 
OAC83 Conference Digest_ The Fourth Annual Office Automation Confer. 
ence, Philadelphia, PA, US A,  21-23 Feb. 1983,(Arlingtoo, VA, USA: AF1PS 
Press 1983), p.271-7 
One of the major debates in OA planning is over which vendors and which 
technologies should se rve as the foundation for systeras design and integra-
tion. IBM, American Bell and other large companies will try to set the 
standards with their products, But small companies may hold the key to 
future integration breakthroughs—just as they have in the past. This pacer 
focuses on technologies, applications, and 'integrated' products and 'archi-
tectures  which should be available by 1985. (20 res.) 

35381 	Trends is future electronic office systems. K.B.Magleby (BNR 
Inc., Mountain View ,  CA. USA). 
Wescon/80 Conference Record,  Anaheim, CA, USA. 16-18 Sept- 1980 (El 
Segundo, CA, USA: Electron, Conventions 1980), p.13-3/1-8 
The past two decades have set the stage for major change to take place in 
the modern office.. A number or developments, both technical and economic, 
are creating forces that will cause the increased use of electronic equipment 
to enhance the productivity of the office worker. Some of the economic deve-
lopments include the high cost of energy and travel, the incre:ased cost and 
population of knowledge workers, and the increased cost of office staff. Some 
of the technical developments include the avsilability of advanced PBXs using 
digital technology that can be  integrated with computers into complete elec-
tronic Office systems, advances in both computer hardware and software to 
provide solutions to a number of office problems, and reduced cost of these 
complex. systems by advances in the semiconductor industry. This pacer exam-
ine these developments and gives a view of the outlook for electronic  office 
systems in the 1980s. (no  rets.)  

35967 	Ethernet chips bold the Ind  is  VLSI scrambk for local networks. 
S.01. 
Elettran. Des. (USA), vol.31, no.13, p.83-92 (2.3 June 1983). 
The competition for local -area networks is revving up at the chip level, 
focused largely on VLSI communication controllers, encoder-decoders ,  and 
transmitter-receivers. This article tale% a detailed look at the available local 
Rreal network chips. (no  nefs.)  
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27617 	Using a local are network of microcomputers. K.Gee (Net. Com- 
puting Centre Ltd., Manchester. England). 
Electron. & Power (GB), vol.29, no.5, p.399.400 (May 1983). 
The Cluster/One Model A local area computer network was butalled in a 
section of the National Computing Centre, Manchester becatue of quick 
installation  alter  ordering, software availability and typicality for office tech-
nology. The network consists of 64 Apple microcomputer worlutetions linked 
to a network file tensor, the work stations  ire  linked in a tree-shaped topol-
ogy with all corusected  ta and sharing the  urne  cable, so that the network 
operate  as a contention  bus.  The people using this network express favour—, 
able  opinions and most think that st enabled thern  ta  be more effective. The! 
one major problem identifiedis the lack of user friendlineaa. (Do  tels.)  M.S. I 

22155 	laterehegieg mixed text Watt document* la the office eerine- I 
meet. W.Hortk (r.erate Labs. for Information TechnoL,  Siemens AG, 
Munchen, Germany). 
Comput. & Graphics (GB), vol.7, no.1, p.13-29 (1963). 
On exarnining office, one can notice a rapidly increesinj usage  of  el-centre-
led computing power combined with digital communication capabilitie irice-
poratel in personel workstationa for supporting a wide veriety of tuts. Sine 
an appropnate teehnology in  now commercially aveilable, these tasks will 
comprise the preperation and interchange of documents containing text, 
graphies,  fee:limits:4 data, digitized speech annotations, etc. Currently existing 
document  communication  services  such u Telefax and Teletex are pre:4/1W. 
Important techniques for the interchange of misted text-image documents are 
outlined, Le. suitable facsimile  raflera and a Document Architecture Mcdel 
applicable to the presentation layer of the Open Systems Interconneei.on 
Reference Model. Data volume, transmission times and buffer size are anal-
ysed. The feature of a future standerdized Mixed Mode Teletex Option are 
discussed, and (bully an experimental text-image workstation is described. 
(22 refs.) 

27672 	IF_EE Project 802—e status rerieW. I.Rance. 
Leal Networks. Strategy and Systerru. Localnet '83 (Europe), London, 
England, 8-10 March 1983 (Northwood Hills, Middx., USA: Online Publica-
tions 1983), p.399-413 
Describe the committee history and standard recemmendations eineelng 
from IEEE project 802 local area network communications :tinder*. Project 
302 is tomewhat unique in that it  ban  attracted in active committee member-
ship of about 80 people to full plenary meetings every two or tree months 
over,  a period of three years. Add to this the effort put in at working group 
meetings and by support staff  at the many participating companies and the 
total investment in Project 802 has to lx measured in tens-of-millions-of-
dollars. The paper outlines the original term' of reference and history to date 
of Project 802 end discusses some of the remaining issues in uch of the 
access methods which include CSMA/CD, token bus and token ring. The 
papier  concludes with a report on the .current ballot status of the reeotn-
mendations. (no refs.) 

215,1 	Lseal aria Heserks. As update se asterecammotera Is the allot. 
1-1.Saal (Neste Systenu Inc.. Palo Alto, CA, USA). 
BYTE (USA), vol.8, no.5, p.60-79 (May 1983). 
Syltem.: of computers and peripheral.' linked together in adjacent offices and 
buildings, or  local ares  networks (IANs), will bring about complete office 
automation and standardize  computer  interconnections. A recent developmeit 
in local area network systems  in  'community micrceomputing', which merges 
the technologies of LANs and personal computers. Coatinunity micrecornput-
ing enables a community of microcomputer users to share information that 
resides on common petipherals. Users share common progruns  and data as 
well u expen.sive, high-quality equipment such as printers and disks. 
However, although community microcomputing is becoming a standard  offer-
ing of most microcomputer vendors, only a few have recognized the adren-
tape of adopting standards and have avoided the pitfalls of the invent-your-
own approach. True office local area networking is still a dream to be ful-
filled. (5 refs.) 

17620 	A Itigh-opeed net optic data  bine for local data contintatieetlews. 
D.R.Parter, P.R.Couch, J.WSchelin (ITT. Roanoke, VA, USA). 
IEEE .1. Sel. Areas Commun. (USA), vol.SAC-1, no.3, p.479-88 (Apnl 1983). 
Ove the put decade, the volume of data compiled in industrial, nultary, and 
scientific databases lies increaued to enormous proportions. This increase  has 
led to the development of new technique for economically transporting 
information locally at high data rates. Leading =one these techniques is the 
serial asynchronous multiterminal time-division multiplexed date  bus. The 
authors describe a 100 Mbit/: fiber optic data bus system for connecting 16 
terminale separatel by up to 2 km. The system wu developed u  part  of a 
NASA Utter-se management system for archiving  and  retrieval of satellite 
data. The NASA application will be briefly introduced followed by discus-
sions on the high-speod data bus architecture, bus access protocolt, system 
implementation, and error rate performance. (19 refs.) 

2.8165 	Mailing messages with DEC ... and filing images with Del. 
Which Word Proceer. & Off Syr:. (GB), vol.4, no.3, p.22-3 (May 1983). 
DEC's electronic mail products are based on expenence with systems used 
internally by the company since 1977. The ALL-IN-1 system  in  now at the 
heart of their Office Plus programme. It offers a large number of options 
when oompared with other electronic mail product'. Image proceutng  in 

 perhaps the most active strand of office system development st present. Even 
basic  facilities such  as the storage, retrieve' and display of image and the 
combination of images with text and data to form integrated documents add 
a new dimension  ta  such syeterris. The IBM Scannuster terminal operates 
under CICS with IDS (Image Distribution System) for sending and receiving. 
and DISOSS for full filing, retrieval and mailing features. (no refs.) D.X_R. 

27640 	A simple OA rwork deice for personal computers and Its applica- 
tions. Y.Nakimura, 	 Y.Fuwa (Faculty of Engng., Shiruhu 
Univ., Nagano, Japan). 
J.  Fae. Eng. ShInshu Univ. (Japan), no.53, p.31-43 (Dec. 1982). In Japanese. 
In view of the fact that many limitation, such LS compliceted communication 
control procedures have been imposed on networking personal computers now 
in wide use aa stand-alone systerrit, s proposal of a multi-channel  communica-
tion  controller (MCC) is made which facilitates the corutruction of a personal 
computer network,  and evaluation  of  the MCC is  made from various points of 
view. The MCC edopte the RS2332C interface normally provided on personal 
computers, and ita communication control program is deigned to *now tech 
peripheral computer no communicate with the bort  computer without being 
conscioue of protocols, so that the service under the MCC may not be occu-
pied by sonse specific peripheral computer:. In 1C111/1  communications,  each 
data received from a peripheral  computer  is transformed into a packet  format 
and tile:unlined to the  boat  computer, whereas the pecket received from the 
host computer is transmitted to a specific peripheral computer in teed with 
iu header. (1 ref.) 

27634 	MACROLAN: a high-performance eetwork. R.W.Stevene (ICL 
Mainframe Symema  Dey.  Div., Manchester, England). 
ICL Tech. J. (GB), voL3, no.3, P.289-96  (May 1983). 
The principlea and  applications of local area networks (LANs) are now well 
publicised. They offer substantial advantage ove conventional point-to-point 
links in a computer environment, since they  impose  little construnt  on  quern 
configuration. Peripherals and proceuing nixie can be distributed as the 
network in any manner physiully convenient to the user. The avzilability of 
complete cross-communication between stations permits distributed procesting 
and shared access to ttorage and input/output ' media. In certain areas, 
however, conventional LANs have ineufficient performance to cope vrith the 
traffic rate. Coupling a processor to main store via a LAN would be an 
absurdity; this clearly re-uire the use of a direct point-to-point interface. In 
some  Steel LAN flexibility is required, but at a performance  level more 
typical of a dedicated link. This paper deac-ribee the implementation of a 
network which fulfilt this requirement: MACROLAN. The truurniatien 
medium adopted  la  optical fibre and is thua t new tehnology serving a new 
application. The physical aspects of this network are therefore emphasised In 
this >per. (5 refs.) 

23119 	The new office more than you bergalned for. M.LMarcus. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.8A, p.35-44 (2.3 Feb. 1983). 
Office automation can produce a vicious circle: increased office productivity 
may create distatisfied employee, which leads to decreased productivity. This 
article explains how to introduce office automation and keep a happy wek-
force. (no refs.) 

22130 	Achieving  gratter white-cntlar productivity In the new ell= 
R.J.Goldfield (Omni Group, New York, NY, USA). 
BYTE (USA), vol.8, no.5, p.154-72 (May 1983). 
The spiraling availability of high-technology office equipment, coupled with 
inescapable economic forces like increesing labor  and management cosu  on 
the one hand and decre.uing cosu of electronica and communications on the 
other, mandate that top management address the isaue of hoW to increase 
office :Yorker productivity in the new automated office environment Equip-
ment alone  in  not the answer,  and the unplanned proliferetion of machines 
must be stopped to ensure a cost-justified, totelly integreted, tutu-sic 
appeoach to the office. A comprehensive program must be devised that will 
provide such key benefits as standardized base line studies, to ensure com-
pany-Pride oanformity and a base for future cost-justification,  compatible 
backbone equipment selection, to allow for future systems integration, and 
education and training programs for clerical, secreurisl, and professional 
staff. (no refs.) A.B. 

2E122 	How do yoo spell relief? (office workstationsi. ES.Wilk (Arthur 
Andersen ft Co., Chicago, IL USA). 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.16A, p.9-11 (20 Apiil 1983). 
The advent of the executive worbution will force a complete rethinking of 
the information structure of a compeny le.acling to corporate \DP and execu-
tives taking on support tub like filing and decision-making. An ideal work-
station would be able to perform simultaneously the functions of an electronic 
message system, including text (electronic mail) and voice communications, a 
personal computer, an administrative support lid and a data base manage-
ment system, and also act u an interface with the ouuide. However, no one 
terminal currently offers all  the necessary date., text-, voice- and  image-based 
functions,  and  today's execntive workstations are evolving from a variety of 
base—word processors, personal computers and telephones (voice terminals). 
Therefore, when choosing from the various hardware options ivailable, a cons-
pany should be careful to select equipment that only meets its specific func-
tional needa. (no rets.)  

27650 	Experiences with Net/Ows at British  Telecom. J.Marshall, 
B.Spiegelhalter (Systems Evolution de Standards Dept, British Telecom, 
ljewich, England). 
Leal Networks. Stretegy  and  System:. Localnet '13 (Europe), Londe', 
England, 8-10 MareJ: 1983 (Northwood Hills, Middz., USA: Online  Publica-
tions  1983), p.67-79 
The paper explains that SESNET was generated to provide a service for ETI 
System Software Engineering Centres and tlio ta  act es a test bed for inter-
networking ectivities. The factors  governing the choice of local Area netwOrk 
(Ungermann-Bass Net/One) are discussed, together with the planning coo-
siderationa necessary pnor installation. The network  in descriloed firstly in 
terms of the locations of the LANs which comprise SESNET, the size of tha 
network and the types of equipment attached. The services offered to iu uses 
are then csutliaed these include office automation facilities, computer 
resources and data networking. (5  rets.)  



28123 	The higls cost of communication. D.J.O'Connell (Internat. 
Management Services Inc., Framingham. MA, USA). 
Computerwor Id (USA), vol.17, no.16A, p.21-6 (20 April 1983). 
The foundation of office automation is communicauoru. As voice, data, text 
and video merge into integrated networks,  usera  should begin taking positive 
action to control and manage the burgeoning cceu and rsquiremenu for 
effectiee voice excanakationa. Benue  al  least 75% (40% I« tht UK aad 
Eereac) d' al acenveacatioto cunt an associated with vein. tactical pia.- 
lung of voice communications networks beipt users to ccastrol these eau. As 
one  senior corporate platelet recently renuaked, 'The glamor may be in 
etretegic  planning for multifuection networks, but the dollar savinp for the 
penult are  in voies  networks'. Corporations art realizing the benefits of 
following t phased approach to planning their communications needt and 
subeequent coeta. For voice communications network:, tactical planning cce-
elite of four distinct  phases:  planning to . plan, awareneu buIlding, requiree 
Menu definitint and plan development and visriflcation. (no  rets.)  

26339 	Old and  new  models for office automation. E.Cole (School of 
LJbrvy&  Information Set.,  Drexel Univ, Philadelphia, PA, USA). 
J. Am. Soc,  In! Sci. (USA), vol.34, no-3, p.234-9 (May 1983). 
Emerging generations of office automation-system* combine new and existing 
software tut procedures. Managers may be able to select from a broad array 
el  software  tools, but they  may  also be required to use certain others. ()rpm-
iution design is important in the context of office automation and Manage-
ment information System models developed for mature systems mey be help-
ful where the use of software application ià required for the individual work-
era The  diffusion  of innovation modeb for computing models may be helpful 
abers the type of software ià °Octal for the individual worker. (39  rets,)  

15921 	Melbas. An architect's view of the electronic office. J.Sterne. 
Jr.  Commit. (Ireland), vol.?, no.4, p.24-5 (June 1983). 
&fore office automation equipment is insulted, someone hu to transform 
empty office space into an environment fit for working in. Office layout vrill 
te increasingly bound.up with  the  use of the equipment, while the spread of 
data communications could brieg about new  patterns  of job location, perhaps' 
encouraging distributed, instead of  centralized, offices. There will be a reduc-
tion in noise, `up-lighting will reduce eye strain, and more environmental 
dense art coming in the way in which space ià allocate& There will be a 
reed for a  social  area  within the office, where people an sit down  and chat 
with a degree of privacy. Flat tape will  be  used for data cabling. This  can  be 
laid before the rooms are carpeted. (no  rets.)  G.H.T. 

17690 	Performance of some local  ares  network technologies. A.V.Nad- 
karni, S.T.Chanson, A.Kumar (Dept. of Computer Sel.,  Univ. of British  
Columbia. Vancouver, BC, Canada). 
Digest of Paper% Spring COMPCON 83. Intellectual Leverage for the 
Information Society, San Francisco, CA, USA, 28 Feb.-3 March 1983 (New 
York, USA: LEEE 1983), p.137-41 
Socnc of the iserformance cheracteristics of the popular LAN technologies 
(namely ring token  • passing.  ring/message slou and  bus/contention) are 
presented_ It u found that in the case of slotted rings (but not the other no 
technologies) an optimal number of active stations eXiSti which minimises the 
meus delay tinie at all load levels given a packet arrival rate. The UN 
technologies are  compared with regard to their performance, reliab ility, main-
tainability, extensibility, fairness and complexity. (10  rets.)  

27769 	Survey: VDUs. 
Which Comput. (GB), p.61-4 (Jttne 1983). 
The  wide range of visuel display units available makes choosing one a daunt-
ing ask. Some helpful criteria to use when evaluating VDUs are number of 
lires and characters per line on the display, number of cursor controls, 
number of edit functions, antiglere facilities, keyboard separation, price and 
incorporation of any IDeCill feature. This article presenu a buyer't guide to 
sixty-six different VDUs with each evaluated using the above considerations. 
(no rets.)  P.B. 

25803 	Saying sayoaara to the 19 5h century (office »tome» la Japan). 
Lltunyan. 
Datamation (USA), voL29, no.5, p.111-12 (May 1983). 
The Japanese have finally recognized the need to boat office  production.  
Language ie the  major  impediment to the introduction of office automation, 
which has turned their attention to facsimile and copier devices. Sales of 
office computers etc. in Japan totalled over  $2 billion in  1981 with predicted 
sales of $6 billion by 1985. Growth  in office  automation is expected to be at 
30% year. In 1979 171244 facsimile tercninab (US 180000) were reported in 
operation with 33859 systems (US 10000), and 1000 word processors. (US 
470000). Office automation is teen in Japan as requiring the incorporation of 
the good points of the American management system with effective usage of 
the electrorucs technology. (no  rets.)  R.T. 

• 23124 	The Invettigadoe (workstation). 0.Rlfkin. 
Cornputerworld (USA), ve1.17, no.16A, p.36-40 (20 April 1983). 
Computerworld OA have recently carried out survey of data recessing 
managers,' office  automation  director* and technical strategy officers on the 
use of profeaaional worketations. The surrey respondenu were liked who was 
using the workstation, for what  applications,  If ocet-justification  was required 
and if any relistance occurred. The results indicated that the difference bet-
ween current executive workstations and their predecessors now in use is the 
attention givers to the user interface-the critical element in a good manage-
ment wortatation. The results also showed that, u with eny new product, the 
profeesional workstation must stand the teat of time to demonstrate ità tree 
value.. However, for thne who have established worketations, the early return 
have been overwhelmingly successful. (no  rets.)  

18199 	Office automation: a eoncepttal approach. A.Bavelas. J.Mse- 
Gregor (School of Public Administration. Univ. of Victoria, Victoria, British 
Columbia, Canada), F.Safayeni. 
J. Inf.  Sol. Princ. & Pract. (Netherlands), vol.5, no.5,' p.169-72 (Feb. 1983). 
The problem of office automation is coneidereel within the context of an  
information processing model of an office. The model considers the relation-
ship between the input variety, output variety, and the transformational 
vanety available. to an office which change the input variety to a desired 
kvel of output variety. The transformational activity u considered in ter= of 
a network of task dependencies ,  and a correeponding social structure. The 
relationship between the network of tuk dependenciet and the social  structure 
ie discus-teed and emphuis is placed on research that considers the problem in 
an integrated manner, (13  rets.)  

28116 	Who coetrob  the  OA budget?. T.Elliott (Internet Data Corp, 
Framing,ham, MA, USA). 
Computerworld  (USA),  vol.17, no.8A, p.9-12 (23 Feb. 1983), 
Office automation is predicted to skyrocket during the next decade. Fading 
out bow others spend their money may help you budget more wisely. This 
article examines who has responsibility for office automation budgets and how 
this responsibility is being used. (no  nefs.)  

.2$151 	Office atrecoatioa  and  cieosequatial ones. A-Cs-Henkel  (A.G. 
Eirektl, Seieserte, 
OP'. Manors. (Ger=31, 50.4, p.333-40 (April 19tt2). h Genera 
parniries  venous aspects of fitting out an office In which. modern com-
puterised working methods are to be used. Discusses lighting (a cembination 
of general lighting and desk  lampe  is recommended), flooring ((else limn 
make for easy  and  flexible installation of cable), the confusing (Iced of 
official regulations and office products, floor-space requiremenu with  and 

 without VDUs, enu for general service and for furniture, and  possible  
future developments. (no  rets.)  • G.F.F. 

25918 	A. 'dynast:re le planning (office automation]. C.HSullimen 
(Information Technol. Planning Corp., Chicago, IL, USA). 
Computerworld (USA), yol.17, no.16A, p.78-87 (20 April 1983). 
Planning for office automation must be.es integrated throughout tn organize-
tioe u it the computer technology. In order to manage technological change, 
three perspectives must be ke.pt consuntly in mind. One is that of the trv-hni-
eisn, whose van of quality  is closely linked to the quick adaptation of new 
technologies. Another ts the view of the user, whose idea of guilty is func-
tionality. The third point of view is that of management, for whom quality is 
a sound business  case. A strategy encompaseing the tensions and interaction 
of these three basic perspectives is the pragmetic alternative to simple 
pkneering and  overwrought planning. The framework can set projcct priori-
ties., govern program dynamics and guide organizatioaal change_ Moreove, it 
cen prove useful beyond office automation for managing subsequent emerging 
technologies. (no rets.)  

2E284 	The electruic office-a user view. DA.T.Rayfield .  (Cabinet  
Office, London, England). 	„ 
Colloquium on 'The Properties and Applications of Engineering and Executive 
Woek Stations', London, England; 21 Marsh 1983 (London, England: IE.E 
1983), p.6/1-4 
The  UK Department of Industry 11 funding a number of pilot projecu so tlut 
various 'Offices of the Future' may be eveluated. the Cabinet Office 
Information Technology Unit is one of the trial sites, and it is on  his 

 experience vrith the systern that the author hu based this paper. This system 
is Imown as the Cabinet Office Management Aid Trial (COMAT). (no rets.)  

27613 	User view of LANs (local area networkel. I.G.Devris, A.C.Erans 
(BL Systems Ltd., Redditch, England). 
Data Procetring (GB), vol.25, no.4, p.I9-22 (May 1983). 
Local  area networks (LANs) can help an organisation achieve its business 
needs. LANs are still at an early stage in their development and users must 
evaluate how they will handle LAN technology. Some major application areu 
for UN technology are process control/mortitoring, office systems, and 
engineering support systems.  As  well as discussing the signifie.ance and philo-
sophy of LAN networks, a strategy for handling LANs is given. Interconnec-
titan of LANs is possible through various gateway device and .the use of high 
level protocole. Key development erne of LANs are identified. (no  rets.)  

25800 	Endeavouring to get TT  In  line- K.Faggetter. 
Computing (GB), vol.11, no.19, p.36 (12 May 1983). 
The launch  of  'Focus  -Ir -the  neweletter published by the Department of 
Industry  (Dol)  to feels attention on information technology (IT)-heraletà a 
new government initiative to press for standardisation torithin the industry. The - 
newsletter provide information about standardisation  with TT, attempung to ' 

act u a two-way communication device to stimulate kmowledge and awercnees 
about standards for companie and users with any interests in TT equipment 
Fccus recognise that the success of its IT standard strategies is dependent on 
two critical factor:: twareness of the benefits of and implementation of stan-
dards.  The awareness campaign supported by the Dol, of which the 'Foc-us 
IT' newsletter  is a vital part,  is  a itep towards better understanding through-
out the industry of the importance of standardisation. (no refs.) 

15915 	Develop new strategies (office automadon management]. R.Dalton 
(Keep Track Corp, Corte Madera, CA, USA). 
Computenvarld (USA), vol.'', no.8A, p.61-3 (23 Feb. 1983). 
Disease the challenges to be met by office automation management  over  the 
net decade. The author believes we are only jum starting up the learnine 
curve fer office  automation. (no rets.)  



27642 	Broadband local area eetworke. M.Hall (Sytek Inc.. Mountain 
View, CA, USA). 
Seuil. Commun. (USA), vol.7, no.3. p.42 (May 1913). 
Determining whether or not a local area network (LAN) is necessary for a 
facility, an industrial park or similar environment is inereatingly a reeponsibil-
ity being placed upon communications managers. The corporate communica-
tions manager must couider carefully the company's communication require-
menu and the pattern of communications  distribution  within the company. 
There are many approachea to local area network technology. The most 
visible distinction between them all is the fonm of media'used to transport the 
data or information. This choice à determined according to the type of 
services  that the network must deliver, the eau, and the management 
requirements of operation. The fundamentals of broadband cable and opera-
tional LANs are dismused. Local Net user bat *  are listed. (no refs.) M.A. 

25921 	Petting HP Into  fo.  A-Dooley. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.16A, p.27-33 (20 April 1983). 
Hewlett-Packard Co., a long-time leader in electronic measuring device and 
a major data processing vendoe, now claims it la offe ring a  solution for office 
automation, and is marketing itt new OA system as the 'Interactive Office'. 

HP certainly Liu a lot going for it—excelleat  graphies,  user-friendly products, 

eood hardware, an euutanding reputatioe and a fiscally sound business 
base—however, nagging doubts mums about its Leek of communications 
capabilities.  IL  is undoubtedly offering some of the leading-edge products in 
certain segments of the induetry, but, so far, it has failed to tie those products 
into a cohesive OA syetem. (no rets.)  

27621 • ' Intmactioo of network denign and liber  optic component  design  la 

local area networks. N.L.Rhodess (Hewlett-Packard Co., Sunnyvale, CA. 

USA). 
fEEE J. Sel. Areas Commun. (USA), voISAC-1,  no,),  p.489-92 (April 1983). 

Discusses some of the system issues that impact the design of Aber optic 

components intended for use in local  area  networks. How fiber optics technol-

ogy affects system level decisions such  as  topology, and system synchroniza-

tion Is also discussed Finally,  some  of the key contributions of fiber optics in 

local network applications u well as areas  for  further contribution are 

presented. (16 refs.) . 	_ 	- • -- 

27668 	Fibre optics in  local  area networke. J.Kennedy. 
Local .Networks. Strategy and Systems. Localnet '83  (Europe), London, 
England, 8-10 March 1983 (Northwcod Hills, Middx.. USA: Online Publica-

tions 1983), p.327-41 
Fiber outs bave dropped to the point of being nearly equivalent to copper 
coaxial cable, and developments in emitter and detector technology have 
reaulted in high reliability systems with sufficient optical flux budget to be 
useful in local communications systems. After t brief tutorial on optical fiber 
communications components, this paper  examines  the economics of Aix: 
venus baseband or broadband coaxial cable systems. (7  rets.)  

27763 	Safety rules for CRT terminals In office areas. K.Bulunann. 
Mess. ri Prue!. (Germany), vol.19, no.3, p.125-7, 134 (March 1983). In Ger-
man. 
Based on a retrospective overview/of the development of display terminals and 
work stations in office areas, the neel for safety Me, in order to protect Use 
health of the operator, is stressed and explained. All safety rules, formulated 
by German Safety Institutions, are based on fundamental ergonomic require. 
menu and factors and have definite law characteristics. Hence, only thole 
display terminals are permitted to be manufactured or traded in Germany, 
which are in accordance with the safety rule .  To rook( interference of con-
stant end neceseary unit developmenu,  provisions  are made for the adjutrnent 
of all eifety regulatione ac=rding to eventual new developmenu. (no  rets.)  
K.A.X. 

27615 	Interfacing LANs to WANk G.H.L.Childs, G.Morrow (British 
Telecom Res. Lab. , Ipawich, Englind). 
Data Procusing (GB), vol.23, no.4, p.26-27 (May 1983). 
The local area network (LAN)  bu  emerged u a new type of data commun-
ications equipment, permitting powerful computing facilitiet to be eaublisbed 
with the LAN as  lu  communication infrastructure. The extension of LANs 
into wide area networks (WAN) is currently being studied. This trend 
towards dietributed processing is both generating demand a  for local netwoek-
ing and receiving impetus from the caubilities which LANs offer. The areas 
needing clarification before commercialisation is poesible  are: the coat of 
installing gateway equipment, the tariffs for using data transponders and the 

meane of protocol handling. (no rois.)  

21593 	Optical-fib« channels for local computer esetworks. E.A.Yalcubti- 
E_Ya.Fmkel'shtein. 

Autom. Control  if Comput. Sol. (USA), vo1.16, no.2, p.1-5 (1982). Trans.  
•lation of: "bum. & Vyehisl. Teich. (USSR),  vol.16, no-2, p.3-8 (1982). 
Considers optical-fibcr data transmission channels as comcnunicetione facilities 

for local computer networks. Veriest.: methods of constructing optical mow-
channels hued on  segments  of optical cable with optical connecting eletnenu, 
and based on long optroru, are considered. The tdvantage and shortcoming' 

of different versions of monochannel architecture (linear  and  stu.shaped) are 

considered. (12  rets.)  

27606 	Lead area network= unravelling the mystere. D.1-Tertnenhours 
(Vericent Systerne Ltd„ Toronto, °Marl°, Canada). 
Can. Daluytt. (Canada), v01.13, no,d, p.36.41 (May 1913), 
The LOC41 AM Network le the central 11We011.1 eyststn 01  the  Wired ark* 
The LAN allows the electronic device In the office to erimmunicate, thereby 
allowing office personnel to realize their potential through the sharing of 
Information and  reourect.  This  etticle examines why these networks are so 
important  and  bow they arts constructed. (no  rets.)  

2E126 	The WI,' solutiots. M.Hayward. W.Ulrich. 
Computerworld (USA), vo1.17, no.16A, p.49-54 (20 April 1983). 
Word processing is more essential to the ernergence of office automation than 
many people realize. Moreover, the ability to WC  communications  it becoming 
more and more important to undersunding Wive future role in OA. Shered 
system which allow u_sen to add WP terminals without purchasing additional 
printers ,  disk storage, aleatory etc. are almost alwayi more cost-effective than  
stand-clones  and svill probably dominate the WP market place by the end of 
this decade. However, communicating WP  bu one major pitfall: one node's 
product it rarely compatible with other vendors' products. Another trend in 
V.7' is specialisation, and computerization offers a real opportunity to tailor 
workstations to the needs of an individuaL The ideal situation  is  where WP 
plans are developed as  in  integral part of the, overall corporate technology 
plan. (no rets.)  

23115 	Examining the midence iworketationej. LMaldonado (Genuys 
Rockville, MD, USA). 

Computerworld (USA), vol.17, 110.16A. p.41-4 (20 April 1983). 
In one form or another, the electronic worbution will become a standard 

office future very etoon. It now seem thet each new vendor offering of the 
electronic workstation manages to package even more features tad capabilitie 
than  were  found on prior venione. However, otasnizstions would b4 well 
saved by planning activities that take ,adrmstage not only of the enhanced 

proceuing offered by the worketetiona but also of the creativity of the 
employee who under-Lunde the work methods better than anyone else. An 

opportututy for realizing even greater productivity returns  than  previously 

reported may lie in an approach that integrate three  aspects —human 
resource, automated toots end environmental destgn. (no rots.)  

27614 	Local  trel network deselopments In the UK. S.E.Binns (Univ. of 
Kent, Canterbury, England). 
Data  Processing (GB), vol.25, no.4, p.23-2 $  (May 1983). 
Pressure  à being exerted to develop local area networb (LANI) in the UL 
This will allow distributed syateme of microcomputers to function as tools for 
managers, engineers and designers,  u part of the information technology 
revolution. Standards have been agreed amongst the universities and  rese-arch 
councils for terminal access, file veneer, and job transfer and manipulation. 
A summary of local area networks is given, with emphasis on Ethernet and 
ring system's. UK deVelopments On protocol standardization Will ease Use 
installation of LANs. (no refs.) 

28153 	Whoa brings moeb— notable  3M office Informed« system- 
H.Sehmincke. 
Off. Manage. (Germany), vol.31, no.4,. p.348.9 (April 1983). In German. 
Reports on the range of producu musette! by 3M Deutschland GmbH, nertl. 
cularly with reference to their showing at the 1983 Hanover Fair. The ertic'e 
covers microfilming end an auceisted acces method for retrieval, col= 
copiers, local area networks to be used with well-known terminals end  mir. 
computers, and  video-technology products far use  at  meetings and =stereo:re 
u well u generally in the office. (no refs.) G.F.F. 

•27624 	Minlà fighting way Into office market. H.1,1-lindin. 
Electronics (USA), vol.56, no.9, p.101-2 (5 May 1983). 
Local networb connecting personal computers have been getting mast of the 
attention when office automation ie planned However, ter-Lnt agreementà bet-
ween the manufacturers of minicomputers and the makers of private-branch 
exchanges indicate that the minicomputers will become a force to be reckoned 
with. A campaign to convince system planners to WC minicomputers and 
PBXs in place of the personal computer and local network to handle data 
generation and reception in the office is developing. A key argument will be 
that this combination, though slower than the typical local network, can han-
dle voice communications. The offerings of a variety of manufacturera are 
each briefly examined. (no rets.)  

• - 	- 	• 	• 

27622 	D-Net,  a  new scheme  (or  high  data rate optical local area set- 
works. Chong-Wei Tiens, Bor-Uei Chen (rRw Technol. Res. Center. El 
Segundo, CA, USA). 
IEEE .r. Sel.  Areas Commun. (USA), voISAC-1,  no.),  p.493-9 (April 1983). 
The development of optical fiber point-to.point communications syetenu has 
generated substantial ustereet in the  application of optical  liber  to local  ares  
networke. The featibility of using guided wave optical technology for local 
area networb is explorai. Various network scheme, including Fibernet, 
Expres-Net, and C.Net, are examined. A new scheme, ID-Net, u disclosed 
wtuch has the advantages of high efficiency, low hounded delay, simple prote-
col,  and implementation flexibility. (16 refs.) 

27617 	Usiversity wares LAN la tackle/. 
Cart Detasyst. (Curaosio). ve.1.15,  no.,  PA3 ( daY  1913 )- 
A recently developed dyNASTY distributed LAN (Local Area Network) 
system has been installed in Ottawe's Carleton University to boost computer 
access and imprave control of computing  services.  Initially, the system con. 
=sued of worbtations with a 20 MB hard disk file server to provide ehared 
file uorage and access resource. The LAN is lee experuive than mainframe 
usage and provide excellent response to usen, with no degredation of service. 
It is also inherently more reliable (operationelly) than other types of micro. 
computer networks, since it doe* not use floppy diaks in the workstationa It 
also offers reduced maintenance cats. Ireal  Arne Networks are the best 
solution to control use response criteria in the academic environment. (ix 
refs.) B.N. 

18120 	Surrey the field (office autortuitio*I. J.M.McQuillan. 
Compbaerworld (USA), vol.17, no.8A, p.55.60 (23 Feb. 1983). 
What are users doing about planning for office automation. A survey of GA 

 implementors illuminates  nome of their hard-learned knowledge. (no rets.)  



27721 	PLATON: an oeerriew of a meiversity local computer network. 
N.D.Georganu (Dept. of Electrical Engng., Univ. of Ottawa, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada), R.Mwiblo. 
Proceedings of IEEE INFOCOM 83, San Diego, CA, USA, 18-21 April 1983 (New York. USA: IEEE 1983), p.465-71 
Describes PLATON (prototype local area  terminal oriented network), a local area network at the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of 
Ottawa, interconnecting departmental computers, terminals, peripherals,  van-s  instruments  and  the university main  (rame  (AMDAHL 470/V7A). The 
Kimery objective of PLATON à to facilitele network evolution and provide 
=wee sharing by supporting verious application protocols such at database eau and file transfer. (10  rota.)  

27695 	Metropolitan area served( standarde—DEF.E 802. C.Clieung 
(Satellite Business Systems, McLean, VA, USA). 

Ma o/ Papers Sprint COMPCON 13. Intellectual Laresage for tht 
doe Soeneeze, Sus Fri/Kisco, CA, USA. 2/ Piwbe-3 Mae* 1242 (NC* 

Yet. USA: IPPP 198.3), p.479-31 
IFBv 802.6 metropolitan  arcs  network standard woekina group activities an 
desciibed. Major capabilities of the MAN are pruentod; the MAN is a local 
network• which  supporta more than 200 station" and  sparts  more than 5 
lolometets and can  transmit  data, voice and video Information equally well. A 
TDMA reservttion protocol touts method Is ductlbeel, From the point Of 
vine of commercial cable operators and turn, the merlin MAN standard  
will have major Inmilettlons In tertIU Of sentient effete Theta Implications 
are explored. (no  rets.)  

27610 	Fibre *ode development* for the Cambridge Ring, D.Roworth, 

Local Networks. Stratm and Systenu. Locelnet 13 (Europe), London, 
England, 1-10 March 1983 (Northwood Hille, Middx., USA: Online Public*. 
tiont 1983), p.319-35 
This paper describes a fibre optic extender for Cambridge Ring local  ares 

 neetworks %Mat penmen' imereedal distances to be hemmed to nomal 
blomerito tale tepees  et  fibre opee trancidesica„ cobs es Ire eatery ami 
immunity to interfereace, can also 1e of advantage in application to Cam-
bridge Rings. A practical extender is described, and iu application a.nd 
performance  are  reviewed. (1 rr.I.) 

27595 	Local networks. A.Scharf (Redaktion Munchen, Munchen, 
Germa ny). 
Elektron.  Appt.  (Germany), vol.15, no.4, p.26-30 (April 1983). In German. 
Various researches predict that the market for local networks will be a mil-
lion dollar one by the end of the decade. Tbe • aim wiu mainly be to enable 
cost effective lc= of dispersed computers and  terminus  to central resources. 
This  concept his been given a bccet by the recently ennouneed ETHERNET 
specification. It represents a factual Industry standard. (no rets.)  P.R.S. 

27678 	An Ethernet based oottununicatioo network: technology ami 
merrices. G.Enrico, F.Malpeli, E.Valdevit. 
Local  *Networks. Strategy and Systems. 1 ev-ainet 13 (Europe), London,  
England, 8-10 Much 1983 (Northwood Mills, Midde., USA: Online Publica-
tions 1983), P-481-99 
During the last four yeart, since 1979, the authors have been experimenting 
and realizing & local  arcs  network in Olivetti; à single group, composed of 
mole 25 people, implemented  morne basic  modules to  insert  hat, terminals 
and other de-nces in the network, dealing with technology, protocols end 
distributed OS. They describe the network. (9  rets.)  

23167 	Strangers in a strange land (office automation). L.Runyan. 
>mama:ion (USA). vol.29, no.4, p.214/3-6 (April 1983). 
Faced with a confusing array of decisions in the office automation realm, 
tubs ,  who once thought the going would be easy, now find them,selve roired 
in uncerttinty. No direction seems totally correct No path promises ultimate 
user satisfaction. Why not Basically b=use the office of the future is 
simply not the office of tatty. There are in fact trtany  miles  to go before 
those visions  ire  translated into reality. If you believe the vendors, that reali-
ty—the reality of an effective, integrated office system network—is fut 
approaching. This optimism, however, ie conuadicted by other more candid 
suppliers who will admit, usually off the record, that current office automa-
tion solutions are still only piecemeal. (no refs.) 

27645 	Management  design considerations for local oat-works. M.Kenyon. 
Lceal Networb. Strategy  and  Systeme. Localnet 13 (Europe), London, 
England, 8-10 March 1983 (Northwood Hills, Middx., USA: Online Publica-
tions 1983), o.13-24 
The purpose of this paper is to examine network management function& which 
are ansidered to be either essential or desirable for the successful operation 
of a local networlo the paper also brieliy rvimind centralised and distributed 
implementations of network management systems. (2  rets.)  

2764.3 	Local Networks. Strum and Systems. Largest 1.3 (Europe). 
Northwood Hills, Middx., USA: Online Publications (1983), 1+535 pp. 
Conference held  au London, F.ngland. Date  8. 10 March 1983. ne following 
topics were dealt with: toed network selection and management; linking 
immortal computers; installation and user experiencr.; network tnterconnectien; 
PABX and LANs; broadband developments; token passing; Ethernet: Project 
Universe and Cambridge Ring and fibre optic developmenu. 

28156 	Micro-Courier (electronic mail software). 
Creative Comput. (USA), vol.9, no.5, p.50-3 (May 1983). 
Describes the software package, Micro-Courier.  It is a valuable business util-
ity for disseminating electronic mail, and ruot  an  Apple II with disk drive. 
The software is in BASIC and essembly language. It cute  $250. (no  rets.)  

27688 	A comparisoe of IEEE standard local area networks. R.H.Douglas 
(Concord Data Syeterru Inc., Phoenix, AZ, USA). Second  Annual Phoenix Conference on Computers and Communications, 1983 Conference Proce-eding1, Phoenix, AZ, USA, 14-16 MuCh 1983 (New York., USA: IEEE 1983), p.334-5 
Compares  features of two draft IEEE standard, for  Local  Area Networb, one for CSMA/CD (Ethernet) and one for token buses. The author con- eludes that, when it --b.tnee commercially available, the token bus system has  features that make it superior to CSMA/CD for dome  applications.  (6 rets.)  

27452 - Implementing an Ethernet hued advanced office rretue. G.Ross. 
Local Networks. Strategy and Systems. Localnet '13  (Europe),  Loudon-England, 8-10 March 1983 (Northwood Hills, Middx., USA: Online Publica-tions 1983), p.93-103 
This paper deacribes the installation and working of one of the Department of Induitry Sponeored Pilot Office Syttems. This particular Pilot is located in the  Crreater London Council, and is based around Rank Xerox equip:man, linked into an Ethernet Local Area Network. The GLC Pilot project involved the  introduction of a 27-workstetion system Into the Scientific Branch. All of 
the Branch's approximately 140 scientific, technical and administrative staff were given ace= to the facilities. These inelude electronic messaging, filing, 
text proms:Mg,  graphies and document production. (no  rets.)  

23311 	HI-tech approach cats  Westinghouse  costs. 
Bus. Equip. Dig. (GB), vol.23, no.5, p.47 (May 1983). 
The article illustrates an example of modern  business  equipment end system 
being put to work to make a particular company mort efficient. The cornpeny 
in this eaample is  the Public Systeats Company of  Westinghouse  Electric 
Corporation. It charts the susses  of Westinghouse when they addreased the 
problems of office productivity. It describee how Westinghouse set out a scrim 
of pilot projects in a nwnber of &real to provide and evaluate electronic mail, 
telecoaferencing, personal computers, voice mesaagin, intelligent Printer+, 

 word proces.sing centres, telephone dictation and mail robots. (no rets.)  
V.G.P. 

23210 	OPAS: ta Integrated system for office procedure antoneatioa. 
Y.C.Hong (Acad. Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan), Y.W.Ho, T.S.Kuo. 
Proceedings of IEEE INFOCOM 83, San Diego, CA, USA, 18-21 April 1913 
(New York, USA: IEEE 1983), p.518-28 
Describes e system which provides an environment for office procedure 
automation research. The systetn is based on in extension of Petri nets that 
models office work as a set of well-defined interactive procedure. An office 
proure can be specified in a .speifiettion language, which Is thm tram-
lated and stored somwhere in the synern. ne treneisted prattler% voeld  hi  
iketiwtbd tad tma at tetv Rime (te eeei4 

27644 	The selection of a local communications network. D.Flint. 
Local Networks. Strategy and Systeam. Localnet '83 (Europe),  London, 

 England, 8-10 March 1983 (Northwood Hills, Midie., USA: Online Publica-
tions 1983), p.1-12 
Local communications networke may be installed as  part of an applications 
system or as a general utility. In the former case the choice of system must 
depend principally on how it meeu the requirements of the application. In the 
latter  case  it u the nature of the site end of the communicating devicts that 
determine the best choice of nenvork. In both cases procurement should start 
from a consideration of the requirements, not of the technology. (5  rets.)  

nue 	Common  use for buyers. R.Condon. 
Utero  DeCiJ. (GB), no.21, p.144 (July 1983). 
To avoid coming a cropper when louying a micro, a business user should 

remember a number of unportut rules. Fuetly, provided he has planned  bis 
 first purchase properly, the system.purchtued should be able to grow in line 

with his requirements, rather than having to swap it in for another. So when 

buying it u essential to find out exactly how the syetem's facilities can be 

expanded. Be sure that the main memory can be increased if need be; and 
make sure that one can attach a wide range of peripherals (disks, printers, - 
tape cassettes). Similarity, unless he is planning to baome an expert pro 
graxtmer, the business user should 11nd out jut how much ready-written 

software (progruos) is readily evailable to perform particular appliations—s-
uch  as  payroll, purchase ledger or financial modelling. (no  rets.)  

28118 	Beyood word processing (one automation). A.D.Wohl (Advanced 
Office Concepts,  Bals  Cynwyd, PA, USA). 
Computerworld 	vol.17, no.8A, p.25-30 (23 Feb. 1983). 
Word processing was the first office automation technology to gain broad 
acceptance and usability in the business community. To many, it seeme-
d—and in fact still scems—to bc the only OA teohnology. Most of tu, parti-
cularly in large organization', have already made considerable and long-
standing investrnenu in word processing. But office automation is  sot  word 
processing, althouigh it does include the office function of creating and mani-
pulating text  This  article  explores  ways in which organizationa can and 
thould expand into OA from existing WP bases. (no rets.).  

27722 	Modified 'SMA/CD local  area  network with  message-bued prior- 
117 function. Llida, Y.Yasuda, Y.Komachi (but of Industrial SM., Univ. of 
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan). 
Proceedinge of IEEE INFOCOM 83, San Diego, CA, USA, 1 8.21 April 1983 
(New York. USA: IEEE 1983), p.472-7 

.scribes a modification of Priority Ethernet In order to further improve 
Priority Ethernet, a reassignment technique of priority level' is introduced  te  
avoid the increase of packet delay due to collisions among packets with same 
priority level. The throughput-delay performance of Pnority Ethernet b 
remarkably improved by using this technique. (5  rets.)  



27601 	Calculating the maximum meta data rate In local arts network'. 
B.W.Stuck (Bell Labs., Holmdel, NJ, USA). 
Computer (USA), vol.16, no.3, p.72-6 (May 1983). 
In spring 1981 & subcommittee of IEEE Project 802 (on local area network 
standards) was formed to study network access methods given the unie work-
load. Results show that carrier sense collision detection offers the shortest 
delay under light load. This article summaries the subcommittee's work on 
calculating the maximum mean data rate. (5 rota.)  

27604 	Bos LANS—high-speed networka for office communications. 
Commun. Telecommun.  User  (GB), voL3, no.4, p.14-17 (May 1983). 
Descrilx.s local area networks (LAN) by explaining the  basic  principles of 
this technology. These systems are clusilled by the following criteria: trans-

mission medium, topology  and  control mechanism of access method. Local 

11CS networks with  circulas  topology (rings or loops) and LANs with bus 

topology are included. The advantages of carrier tease multiple 1CCX11 with 

collision detection  are alto discussed. (no rets.)  

27646 	Ec000mles of the networked (ne.. P.1C.elley. 
Local Networks. Strategy and Systems. Localnet '13 (Europe),  London,' 
England, 8-10 March 1983 (Northwood Hills, Middx., USA: Online Publice.! 
tiona 1983), p.25-38 • 
The paper derived office local area network (OLAN) reouiremenu from an 
analysis of office activities and then examines economic feasibility. (9  rets.)  I 

28117 	Smooth tailing (office automadonl. 	A.D.Mazursky (Deloitte 
Haskins 64 Sells, New. York. NY, USA). 
Computerworld (USA), von], no.8A, p.16-24 (23 Feb. 1983). 
Once a computer would fill an entire office. Now mainframes are being elbowed out of the way to make room for pertonal computers. This article 
examines what this means to users. (no rets.)  

15783 	Taking 1 look at data general. A.Dooley. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.17, no.8A, p.13-15 (23 Feb. 1983). 
Evaluate* the strength of Data General Corporation (DG) in the office I 
automation market, ln the midst of a recension, DG ià sot  only expanding ità 
base, it 1.1 also taking on established ofTice automation rendors.  More  than 
any other minicomputer vendcrr, DG hu sold to the OEM market. Now it is 
trying to appeal to end users in  the  fast-moving OA industry. (no rets.)  

21121 	Change Ls Inevitable [orrice automation!. PJ.Berg (Appl. Data Res. 
Inc., Princeton, NJ, USA). 
Computerworld (USA), voL17, no.8A, p.73-5 (2.3 Feb. 1983). 
People can always find excuses for not accepting automation. This article 
shows how to recognize excuses and what  to  do about crvercorning them. (no 
re (s.) 



1,520 	Ai etsonoesk evidential tsf VDT& Th.Fellmann, U,Brauninger, 
R.Giersr, E.Grandjear, (Dept. of Hygiene et  Ergonomies,  Swiss Federal Inst. 
of Technol., Zurich, Switzerland). 
Br/sac d Inf. Technol. (GB). vol.1, no.1, p.69-80 (Jan..March 1982). 
(received: March 1983] 

- Eight VDTs•of different trademarks are analysed in relation to the following 
properties: (a) Contrasts of luminance between  the  screens on the one hand 
arid source documents, as well as other surfaces of the VDT, on the other. (b) 
Oscillation degree, sharpness and stability of characters. (c) Face and legibil-
ity of characters. (d) Dimensions,- mobility,  and reflection degrees of the key-
boards. Special equipment was used and standardized conditions were applied 
to the measurements. The eight VDTs showed easentiaidifferences for all the 
parameters, which might be partially responaible for eye strain and postural 
complaints. It can be concluded that customert should pay more attention to 
ergonomic qualities when-choosing a VDT. But such an endeavour remaina 
useless if the customer does not, at the sense time,  look for a proper design of 
the  whole worltstation ineluding the working environment. (3 refs.) 

19521 	Occupational stress factors la visual display terminal (VDT) opera- 
Lk« a review of 'empirical researcia. M.J.Dainoff (Public Health Service. 
Dept. of Health & Human Services, Cincinnati, OH, USA). 
Behav. ci 	Technol. (GB). vol.1, no.2, p.141-76 (April-June 1982). 
(receivrcl: March 19831 
A revtew of the literature . involving empirical research (experimental and fi eld 
investigation) on stressful aspects of visual display terminal (VDT) operation 
in  presented. Studies reviewed included asseument of visual fatigue and/or 
performance, musculoskeletal symptoms and operator attitudes towards job 

demands  and -  quality of working life. In addition, some investigation included 
discussions and evaluations of the physical attributes of VDT workplaces; 
including ergonomic factors (task lighting, glare conditions, anthropometric 
cor.figuration of VDT and accompanying furniture), environmental factors 
(temperature, •humidity, radiation) and psychosocial factors (job demand. 

work content, work-rest schedules). The reviews reveal that the majority of 
- workplaces examined were unsatisfactory for VDU operation. (70  relu.)  

195-41 	A personnel policies primer (for office autonation(. W.S.Hubbartt. 
off. Adm.  4  .4urom. /LISA), vol.44, no.1, p.40-2, 72-3 (Jan. 1983). 
New office technology will  have a dramatic impact on employees. Managers 
may have to learn to operate a keytxaard, whilst secretariee and typists using 
terminals-to the full are likely to see broader responstbilities. Office workers 
are often apprehensive about the effect of new technology on their jobs: on 
the-other hand, a, may open up new career paths to'those formerly in dead-
end jobs. Data privacy and security are important  issues.  Inadequate attention 
to staffing (both retraining of existing employees and recruitment) will dimin-
ish productivity The author dtscusses personnel management in the context of 
office automation. (no refs.) 	 • 

19449 	Small business systems: state of the art, 1983. H.Smejda. 
Small Syst. g'oeld (USA). vo1.11. sol. P.2 4.30 (Jan- 1 9 83). 
The small business system market is in the midst of a major upheaval. Sub-
stantially lower cosu for proceuing power and the prospect of making a 
fortùne have propelled scôres of new hardware vendors Into the market place. 
The author examines the implications of current technology for the small 
business  system user. She presenu a list of .64 nev,  systems or major enhance-
ments introduced in the last year, giving technical specifications, manufactur-
ers • and prices, from microcomputer-based very small business systems, to 
larger superrninicomputers. (no re(s.) 

20595 	Local-uree act-work= !leeks  te eomasmtleatieg. D.M.Rappeport 
(Arthur Andersen it Co., Chicago, IL, USA). 
Office (USA). vol.97, no.2. p.103-6 (Feb. 1983). 
Local Area Networks (LAN) serve a limited area: orrice building, factory, 
campus, or collection of buildings. Since wellcrrer 75% of urritten and voice 
communications for a compeny are internal there is real potential for enor-

mous growth in LAN. This piper describes LAN technology which is based 
ne CATV technology. PBX., bteeband. anti broadband systems are clearly 

captained and their drawbacks and benefits potnted out. (no refs.) 
. 	. 	. 

2104.0 	Apple's Lisa eyes office eortrowneent. R.Blackwell. 
Con. Detasyst. (Canada). vol.15, no.2, p.3 )  (Feb. 1983). 
The Lisa personal computer system from Apple is designed specifically for 

office environments and includes sia application packages in the 514000 

- (Cdn.) purchase price. The six packages cover  the  office functions of business 

graphies,  word processing, graphics design, spreadsheet analysis, project 
management and personal filing. This software allows people to work in a 
natural sway, without computer conventions or speeial languages. The sereen 

displays pictures of items that would be round on a standard office desk, such 

as files, documents and folders. A palm-sized 'mouse' is used, to point to these 

items and perform the required tasks. (no refs.) 

21131 	Powerful local-trea-networt coetrollers 
accessible  than rim% E.R.Teja. 
EDN (USA). vol.28. no.5, p.61-6 (3 March 1983). 
The application of VLSI technology to controllers  for  local-area networks 
(LANs) has produced highly integrated devices which greatly simplify net-
work design. Some of the available or scon.to-be-announced single-chip con-
trollers, for example. have the intelligence needed to accommodate a variety 
of protocol environmenu. Many of the chips offload a system's CPU so 
completely that with proper buffering, the entire, networking task can become 
CPU transparent. (3 re(s.) 

21132 	Understand dataconnet protocola by extrdisiseg their fitment's*. 
A,Goldherger. S.Y.Lau. 
EDN (USA), vol.28, no.3. p.109-18 (3 ?..4arch 198 )). 
The basics of data communications protocols are explained. The structure of 
the ISO's seven-layer OS1 reference model is outlined. The article then con-
centrate' on layer 2 protocols, alao known as link- layer  protocols or data-link control'. (no nefs.)  

7C7 P2 
21171 	Local networks. C.Feltman. 
Pop. Comput. (USA,. vol.2, no.6„ p.115-23 (April 1983). 
Business camputmg COSU can bc  zut  by sharing data and equipment. A relat•• 
ively new technology for personal computers, called local networking, has 
made it possible to•link computers and peripherals within an area the size of 
most companies or departments. In such a network, users ein .eammunicate, 
exchange information and share larger, more reliable letter-quality printers 
and hard-disk storage units than are normally connected to their individual 
computers. The author  examines  tw )  types of kcal networlu, and captains 
how they work and what they can do. Currently available (or teen so bc 
released) specific products are reviewed. These networks are 'Corfu Con-
stellation,r n, ne Omninet, Nesur Cluster/One, Neater PLAN 4000, Ether- 

•ARCnet„ and NOLAN. (no refs.) 

2191 	Discreet diatribirted packet switching for local computer networks. 
R.M.Metcalfe, D.R.Boggs (Xerox Pilo Alto Res. Center, Palo Alto, CA,- 
USA). 
Coeurtum ACM  (USA) ,  vol.26, no.1, p.90-5 (Jan. 1933). 
Ethernet isa branching broadcast communication system for carrying digital 
data pickets among locally distributed cornputing stations The packet trans-
port mechanism provided by Ethernet has been used to build systerru which 
can be viewed as either local computer networb or loosely ceupled multip-
rocessors. AA Ethernet's thared.corrununication facility, iu Ether, is a passive 
broadcast medium with no central control. Coordination of access to the 
Esher for packet broadeuu is distributed among the . eontending transmitting 
stations using controlled statistical arbitration: Switching ot packeu to their 
destinations on the Ether is dietributed among the receiving stations using 
prcket address recognition. Design principfes and insplementation •are 
deacribed, hued on experimsce with an operating Ethernet of 100 noies along 
a kilometer a coaxial cable. A model for esumating performance under heavy 
leads and a packet pfotocol for error contro1led communication Ire incluckd 
fcr completeness. (36 refs.) .  • - 

21184 	A perspeetise on financial industry netwerking. S.B.Weiratein 
(American Express Co., New York, NY, USA). 
J Telecom/nun. Navrorks (USA) ,  vol.l, no.4, p.317-32 (Winter 1982). 
Financial industry applications are among the most developed commercial 
uses of computer communication networks. Although a bewilderingassortment 
of data networks is supported among ,  and within financial institutions, and 

practice-s with regard to network architecture and operation vary, widely, most 
of the networks use relatively straightforecard traffic cancentration and mes-
sage switching technologies. Several of the application categories . and the 

outlines of socne of the networks developed for each, with emphasis on bank 

transactions, credit card operations. and securities trading are given. This 
overview suggesu that financial institutions, in their efforts to stem the piper 

 tide and manage vie. amounts of information  et  acceptable cost, will enibrace 
whichever mixture of proprietary, industry, and public networking facilities 
meeu their immediate and near-future needs There it, however, a persistent 
trend toward the linking and sharing of facilities in Order to broaden  the 

scope of all participating Institutions and to save on communication costs. In 

particular, there is also a growing. willingness -to - route intermittent traffic, 
such as - credit authorization messages, through public packet switched net-
worb and other non-propnetary facilities. The present course of development 
is toward the missive online linking of self-service truchinei, points a sale,  
and home and office terminals with a variety of geographically dispersed 
service and transaction centers. (8 re(s.) 

21117 - Loca)-area comassedcatioa aerator-kJ-an orerriew. X.Mummerle„ 
M.Reiser (IBM Zurich RC3, Lab., Zurich, Switzerland). 
J. Teletommust. Networks (USA) ,  vol.', no.4, p.349-70 (Winter 1982). 
Local-ares oxnmunication networks represent a new field at activity. Three scenarios for the use of theie nerworlu are described,  and then varioul techni-cal approaches are discussed. Particular emphasis is put on bus and ring 
systems with various media-access control mechanisms. The delay-throughput 
e..racteristic of two access methods carrier.serue multiple access with colli-
sion detection and token paasing are competed, and nome aignificant differ-ence* of btu and ring systema concerning wiring. media, tranansisaion and reliability are d' 	. (44 refs.) 

212.05 	Gatewlya -the kry so bite:ratios. P.Manchester. 
Informatics (GB), vol.4, no.3, p.26-7 (March 1983). 
The combination of an 'intelligent' of 'amen' terminal and local  ires  network 
technology theoretically makes the introduction of the multifunction worksta-
tion poasible and leads to the reduction in the amount of hardware sitting oe 
desk., as. well u in cat. Tbe requirement for such a system is a (local 
area/wide area network) 'gateway'. It lea s.s an interpreter between Ica! 
ares  networks and wide  ares  networks. Tbe author auesses the role of such a 
gateway in a network and considers the report produced by the Dcpanment 

Induatry focua conunittee on local netwals standards. (no re(s.) 

21219 	Experience grids a local  ares aenvork. S.G.Price (Nat. Computing 
Centre Ltd., Manchester, England), 
Manage. Serv. (G8), 	no.12, p.6-9 (Dec. 1982). 
A local network of tnicroonmputers has teen in use Luisting consultants in 
the Office and Communication Systerru division of the National Computing 
Centre since September 1981. The paper discusam the reatons for installing 
such a netwotk, the installation proceu, the tasks performed on the network, 
the benefits and the problenu. (no mfr.) 
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21216 	The impact of fiber optics *a local area networks. D.J.Cunning- 
ham. 
Te/ephony (LI54), vol.204, no.l. p.28-33 (3 Jan. 1983) 
Currently, coaxial cable is  the  most popular transmission medium for local 
area networks (LAN), but fi ber optics may become the perfect medium for 
LANs. In an effort to establish a common architecture for LANs tb which 
different  manufacturera  could conform, the International Standard  Organisa-
tion OSO) has developed an open system interconnection  (OS)).  LANs can 
be distineuished from one another by the topologies, signalling methods, 
acCezi methods and media used in each. Optical fi ber is immune to EMI and 
RF1, thus it need nôt be shielded. (no rets.) • 

21304 	Elettratle typewriter. D.Duke. 
Off.  Adent.  /4 Autom. (USA). vol.44, no.2,. p.43-50 (Feb. 1983). 

The newest breed of electronic tywriters are mutant machines falling into a 

category between electromechanical typewriters and sophisticated text-editing 

machines. Although they . may resemble electromechanical typewritera in 
design, they offer greater performance at faster speeds, and indeed deliver 

many of the functions of higher priced word processors. Thé article tabulates 

the features of some 36 electronic typewriters ,  giving manufacturers ,  prices, 

memory sixes, printer speeds. pitches and printing element and display types 

It  alto  lists the facilities offered by each typewriter such u word wrap. 

decimal centering ,  right margin •Justi fication,• correction handling and 

search/replace and phrase/format recall options. Any communications proto-

col offered by each typewriter is.also outlined together with any .upgrading 

facilities avauable. (no refs.) * 

21745 	Coeeflactire office artatuties. 13-J.Ctrlson. 
Small See. World (USA), vol.11, no.2, p.27-9 (Feb. 1983). 
In order to obtain positive rault, (rom office automation, it ia necessary to 
carefully mothi.rik  the  w-ty in which the office functioru and coruider new ways 
of achieving objective,. Many o ffice technologies are available, but they can 
be divided into three broad fields; these are information generation (e.g. word 
proceseing. voice entry and computer graphite). information  distribution. (e.g. 
local network:, integrated  digitil PBXs and electronic mail) and information 
storage Ind retrieval (e.g, updatable microfilm and • electrooic  files).  Office 
systems  software pack.aged an also be inaulled. The author explains what is 
available in the various fields &Ind emphuises the need (Of coreful &optic*. 
taon. (no rets.)  
- - 

21744 	Isdegratlig date entry Lad smell peattalin. DJ.Campbell (Rose- 

mount Inc-, Prairie, MN, USA). 
Office (USA), vol.97, no,2, p.30-4 (Feb. 1983). 
The integretion of data cntry and word proceesing it the first step towards 

the automated office. The key to success is long-range productivity and 

requirea the commitment of upper management and the participation of the 

clerical staff. The Lucie( spells out how to 'xgin this integration Ind high-

lights the potextill for new Job directiona within the office automation envi-

ronment. (n0 rots.) 

21769 	Speak; software helm Cyamaadd Dirisloa with  Its chennea/ 
reeearck. 
Office ((ISA), vol.97, oo.2, p.5-4 (Feb. 1983). 

Arnee^asn Cyanamid CO.'S Chemical Research Div. in Stamford, CT. 
USA,  utilises  computers and word proceasors for a variety of reports. The 
de?artasent uapisort4 a 500 strong research and development function by 
Heisting with ptomain; and monitoring snore than 200 research programs for 
spality chemicals This article describes the deparrnent'i cep:anima with a 
Validatcr antotnetic spelling character and proofreading program for the word 

processor. The program developed by Software Concepts  Inc. of Stamford. 
contains  s 10000e u ' word dictionary and a 'Personal Lieof 2000 words which 
in this case coruist of the name* of chemicals and people. (no relu.)  

. 	• • 	• - 

21770 	Reid-eaa  yet rewartiler the job of 	trig RT. G.M.Witbeck 

(Defeue Systems Div., Honeywell Inc., SeattleMZLISA). -  

Oilice 	vol.97, no.2. p.67- 8  (Fen. 1983). 
Standards, productivity measurement, training, recruitment, equipment elec. 

tion and usage, ergonomics, customer satisfaction, management of a high 

volume complex system ,  the future, and career opportunities. These are some 

of the considerations a word proceteing supervisor has to contend with. The 

author, a WP supervisor with Honersell Marine Systems, explains , juot what 

thte entails. (no rets.) • 

21771 	Launching a auceeisful word proceselag teeter. D.Bufkin. 
Office (USA) ,  vol.97, no.2, p. 70-I (Feb. 198 )). 
A Wang word processing system is described ,  in use, by the law firm of 
Locke. P-urnell, Boren, Laney and Neely, Dallas, TX. USA. The system  was  
in.stalled in 1979 and has since been tdded to. The present on-line capacity is 

90.4 megabyte. The day to day running of the word processing centre is 

outlined. Tips for a smooth and efficiently run operation are given, including 

the use of a clearly written manual  for  word proceseing operators. (no rets.)  

21772 	What 14 do liter yee've Imulled word processing. J.L.Maguire 

(Peat; Marwick. Mitchell I Co.,  Loa Angeles. CA, USA). 

Office (USA),  vol.97, no.2, p.92-4, 112 (Feb. 1983). 

The installation of state-of-the-art word processing tystems does not guarantee 

the • une of  those eystems. In this paper the author looks at the training of 

users to ensure successful syetem implementation. The content of user orienta-

tion sessions is discussed and followed up with  tome tymptoms of improper 

tystem utilisation. (no refs-) 

21773 	Is yowl,  beninena reedy for a microcomputer?. 	W.C.King,Il 
(Walter C. King Associates, Westport, CT. USA). 
Office (1.:5A), vol 97, no.2, p96  (Feb. 1983). 
There are few small businesses today that a microcomputer cannot help in 
meeting current and foreseeable future need,. Applications for the microcom-
puter include accounting, inventory control ,  tales journals ,  word processtng, 
payroll, voucher distribution and even security tvitems fs the acquintion J f a 
microcomputer the right approacn for .lour ot‘fice? The author gives >um< 
batte  considerations to help you find out. Advice u also given on ine vetection 
and buying of the hardware and software that are mat suitable for your 
business. (no rets.)  

21774 	Word proctuors speed output.  of tain bureau. 
• Office ((ISA), vol.97, no.2, p.108 (Feb. 198 )). 

Word processors ars increasing the productivity of publiciau at General Elec-
tric Co.'s news bureau in Norwalk, CN, USA, The publicista compose techni-
cal and feature  articles,  spetchet, news reieases, newsletter copy, propoeete, 
letters and other documents on a Wang OIS 130A word processor. The 
bureau bas four por.able CRT terminals and one permanent terminal ,  mainly 
for off-line work. The word processor: video screen  s hows 21 lines of text. 
The software menu prompt' the operator for each entry, confirms operator 
deciaioa end displays text as entered. The eystems remote printer operates at 
3 $  cps. (no rets.) • 

21775 	A word-proceed/a; tyleem fer  oaken pleat reports. B.Aldred. 

Office ( (ISA), vol.97, no.2, p. I  Il-12  (Feb. 1983). 
Describe* & speedy, - •flexible and cost.effective vdord procening eystem 
assembled by Southera Company  Services  in Birmingham, AL, USA to effi-

ciently accomplieh a complex. monumental task. The ossignment involved 

updating three Fina1 Safety Analysis Reports (FSAR) for system nuclear 

plants. The 'objectives  were  to (I) capture the FSAR.: on a computer system 

without retyping the  document, (2) reformat the  document  easily, (3) search 

for key words to tid technical suit in reseirching the document  and (4) 

mainuun the document in =emetic media for the life of  the plant. It meant 

•updating, 3 documents, elch of which filled 15-20 2' binders with nearly 3000 
pages  of test. (no  rets.)  

21776 	A word prams« is no typewriter to  this (Irma. 
Office (tiSA), vol.97, no.Z p.124 (Feb. 1983). 
Describe& the use made by n/acsation Ownerehip .  Marketing of Ft. Laudadele, 
FL, USA,  of à Lanier •No Problem word processor which they ecquired in 
1981. The word proccuor is used to produce mailings for the marketing 

. department, lettera to the stockholden, biilinge and customer service letter', 
which often amount to more than 3000 pieces of mail a week. (no rets.)  

. 21777 	Offiee automation required e nix of cum  dlsdpliswa. N.D.Meyer. 
Office (USA), vol.97, no.2, p.189 (Feb. 1983): 
The ?redden( of the Society of Office Automation Professionals (SOAP) 
examina the reason, (or the emergence of this society. The tociety's aun is to 
fonat on office automation u an integration ot .appropriate  technologies and 
build Unes  of communication 'among those involved in supporting office work. 
(no rets.) 

21779 	1913 brier/ reference. 
Mod. Off. Proceduees (USA), ro1.23, Dal, p.107-228 (fan. 1983)- 
Source reference charte are given  as a guide to product* and errica in  the 
office/information procesur.g field. They provide information such as who 
makea what producu in the  major  product segmenu of the office/information 
producu industry. The produou, supplies and  services of approximately 1500 
suppliers are listed under 166 major product categories in eight product tee. 
done records management, office design, data processing,  communication, 
word processing , reprographia, business supplies, 'and other producta  of  
=Nimes (no rets.)  

21711 	Queetiom fs there a Were lee text (7rocessisse. J.W Maybacb. Syedara (S.treerland), vo4.14. no.I -2, p.1-1V (3 Feb. 1983). In German. An analytical survey of the prospects for text procasing  as  compared with conventional data processing ts given in the Corm of a dialogue between this journal's representative and the author who  is general manager of AES (Swit. zerland) AG. The latter produca the Alphaplus 14 AES System, a text-processing operating system which permiu of multi•processing operations. 
Data processing is defined is concerning itself with struaured data and com• pies programme runt, while te st processing ia primarily concerned with unsfructured data. It i3 concluded that for small busineu concerru the emphasis must be on single work stations for text and data processing  for the larger  concerna  there LI an upswing towards text Or data processing according 
to the task or problems to be solved. Examples are given of the stages leading to a fully integrated system covering a single work station display-screen text•system  and' programmable  multi-station system ,  leading finally to an inte- grated office automation system incorporating a .  communications controller. (no  rets.)  L.M. W. 

217*2 	The net-croak  cottage Ménury: 	 came mi K.Ackerman. 
SoftSide (USA). vol.& no.5. p.28-30 %Feb 1981) 
The author discussen the potencies of wing 	computing nelec„,,e,:, allow the office workforce to work  (rom home Various author' ore gnome xi 
the likelihood of this The advantages and Monaca are examined. ; cc 



21713 	Easier =metope addrewimg. R.Nelsea. 

Pop. Comput. 	vol 2, no.5, p 7240 (Marti 1983). 
Most word-processing programs itteu it dtilicull to address C31,"Ckrf= 7= 

article describes and Ism  the  ENVELOPE program which print-% CC.X— 1-41 

return addrmscs in correct format on selected-sue snvelop= A  oser.  

choice of one of four envelope sue ENVELOPE à written tn TRS-e. :- 

BASIC and uses a LINE INPLT command na annable in Le..el II 

although the author discusses how to modify the pogram to run us Mac 

or Level 11 BASIC. (no rets.)  

21784 	°retaliation] end economic autumn al iseerated teledimmer 

doe in the office. A.?Ausiol. 
Off.  mcwite. (Gerrytony). yo1.31. %I. p.14-22  (Jas.  1983). In Gera= 

Descnbes the types of telecommunicauce wise= are evadable iscce=ema 
from simple speech telephones.and melting= to Use +snow ult, grape= ciel 

data services.  The author covers their main clurscusistvas,  the  cued d user 

present-day utilisation, their cog, and the  raye  of combining tbem Ine. 
grated networks servingwhole organisations. (5 refs-) G.F.F. 

. 	. 

• 

21715 	Adonuttie registration muds sad die Usegrated drier endear 

Icatlem. H.Munter (Philips Kommunikationa Warts% AG. Ittnesurt 

Germany). 
Off. Manage. (Germany). vol.31, actl. p.10-2 (Feb.1913). la Gansu. 
With reference to equipment developed and marketed by Mhos, the wars 
deals with automatic registration syMema which  un  high-npsesty data mir-

age units. The aim of  the  integrated office consume:mm.3m, in teasectio. we 

modern (natures ' such es telefax tad teleux, is to minimize the seise si 

• information processing. Digital °peal recording puum and the  lacetage. 

system are suited to overcome the prer-ailing thers=esinp of automate teen-
tration systems. Optical storege obit= are enerved with a kua bead me 

can be•displeyed on terminate. hiniehy 	cau d hire reeturanda mud 	the 
developed system will reduce cane ntheantin11/. Aspeas of  data  proloodu 

and  itrzestmente  ire  comidered.  Frost  1915 on, seaccatic regiarmain menu 

will he  tradable in treater numbers thathy reducing unit  priez  us1amesing. 

highm efficiency in office work. Two p3ot projeas ut in use at preemie (ns • 

rets.)  X.A.X. 

'Wang kids  the  wey. 
Whi.c* Won) Precess. & Off. Syst. (GB).  vol.4. no.2. p.10-18 (March 1983). 

Wang's Alliance is one of the firm office systems in the UK..and one of the 

best la this article, the system is analysed in deuil. Alliance is firmly based 

en =tog hardware and technology, mainly from the Office Information 

Symms family. There are mon than forty interrelated software routines 

whicb together occupy some 6 MB of  dite  ttorage. The article discusses 

smam management, word processing, document management, time manage-

ment da-tauon, office communications, personal computing, and external tcle. 

pontee. It goes on to  discuta  the used Albans, and 'prices for the hardware 

and airware. 	refs - ) 

217% 	The  electrosie oiest—tn - attraste 	tenerreaè's 	make Its 
debut. Llartius (Skmw-iis AG, Munchen, ( ermany). 
Dee Rep. (Germany). Yol.11, no. I, p.8-I I (Feb. 198 ) ). In 'German.' 

- The commanicatioo devices oxareenly sued by cilice staff comprise a large 
crumb= 	specialized terminal equipmenu designed  (or  the various commun- 
iesticu -  mode. It is, however, already possible to handle all the functions 
rate:trod for dealing with text, image and dau by meant of a single multi-
functional office moi—the workplace system. la  conjunction with a printer 
tram; a tiling unit, a communication unit and  a  btu network, it œmpnsixa• 
the EMS 5400 DOCUMENT communication system from Siemens. (3  rets.)  

21801 	Desipiwg interned% trend for the  office of  the  hrtire. 
lawn' (Computer Systems Lab., Quan Mary Coll, London, England). 
&dun. 4 Inf. Teclutol. (G8), YoLl, no.1, p.37-42 (Jan.-March 1982). 
(received: March 19831 
De-a-ibel an approach to the desire of interactive information systems besed 
ou a 'total activity model', that is, a description of activities performed by the 
me lad activuics performed for the user. The rystem is illustrated by audits-
kg the approach in relation to existing word-preceuing systeeru and by 
describing in more deuil  lu  amlication in to =permeatel filing and Lek 
management system. The  second  part of the F* m. addresses the question: 
what hardware and software resources  are  secdml  in order to implement 
effective Ineractive systems of the type described?. (4  rots.)  

31111 	Deta base sari:attar as office earksinnest fce tbe professional. 
R_Sprace (Dept. of Electrical Eerie, Imeerial Coll.  of Ses. k  Techrsol, 
London, England), M.Apperley. 
&Xs.. d Inf. Teeknol. (GB). 	no.!, p.43-34  (Jan,-March 1982). 
treserrent  Match  19831 
The  potential of the computer to assist in the everyday information lundling 
activities of profeuional people  bas  received little attention. -  This paper pro-
poacs  s nimber  of novel' facilities  no  preduce, for this purpose. an  office 
cairn-cement in which a needed item of information can raptdly be sought and 
identified It involves a new display technique •hich overcomes the classical 
•witidowitig• problem, and the IlSe of  naturel  dialogue utilizing simple actions 
each la painting, gesturing, touching and spoken oxrdnanda. The simple dial-
ere =km the ichetne well suited to the professional  persan,  who  in  matt 
like.ly unwilling to learn complex command language'. Little disturbances to 
the  appearance of the office need be involved. (10 res.) 

21103 	Ai  e•erdew of contemporary office seamark. technology. 
A.Gupta (Sloan School of Management, MIT, Cambridge,. MA; USA). 
BehaY. el Inf. Technol.. (GB). vol.],  no.),  p.217-36 (July-Sept. 1982)• 
(received: hIarch 198 ) 1 
Technological innovations have, until recently, had [Mile impact on the office 
environment. The advent of the microelectronic revolution has generated dev-
ices and mechanisms thdt support a wtde spectrum of administrative functions 
and increase both . the  • efficiency and effectiveness of office workers. This 
piper  presents a state-of-the-an perspective on the - newer technological aide 
developed specifically for theoffise envIronment. The speed •and versatility of 
these aids is a tribute to recent innovations in the field of computers and 
communications. (14  rets.)  

21805 	The  technology cafeteria (office automation teehaokrgy]. S Moore, 
J.Pelkey, D.Brodwin, V.Spang,•L.Lopez (Arthur D. Little Inc.. San Francisco, CA, USA). 
Off. Adm. d Autom. (t/S.1). vol.44, no I, p.28 .-31, 82-3 (Jan. 198 )1 . 
The office automation arena now encompasses a vast—and often confusin-
g—array of equipment and systems. In this article specialists discuss the state 
of the art in fi ve key areas, presenting user guidelines for evaluating cost 
effectivenesa. The ares,  -covered are private branch exchanges, office commun. 
kutiorts, workstations, electronic filing systems ,and word processing. (no 
left.) 

21104 	Office artenatioat tkree user experieoce. R.T.Saclu. 
Off. Adm. et Auto's,. (USA), 	no.l. p.32-4 (Jan. 1983). 
Many busintesses of 'various types and sizes are implementing office automa- 
tion. With the vast array of equipment available on the market, culung the 
correct selection can be difficult. This article desertbee• the auccessful 
  of three busineasea; one of these ie a small law firm specialising in 

real estate tax assessment, another a medium-sized dutnbutor of consumer 
electronics, and the third a division  Ma  large conglomerate. (no rets.)  

21803 - Take a gokizia letter (electrode mil). G.McMorin. 

Info...talks (GB) ,  vole, po.3, p.42-53 (Mtrcb 198 ) ). 

Telecom Gold and Teletex are juan tWo applications of the electronic mail 

Itrei,X1 provided by British Telecom. The Telecom gold service provides sim-

ple. accessible 'assured' company communications  via  the telecommunications 

network or automatic 'euper.telex •  Whereas Telecom Gold offers a fully inte-

grated management cornmunicatioru package. relate: ie developing into an 
mternaticrnally ag,reed telecommunicauons service. The author examines the 

txnefite of these two systems.. (no rets.)  

21815 	Business machines: technology before-its time?. R.T.Dann. 
Mach. Des. (USA) ,  vol.53.  no.),  p.70-9  1 10 Feb. 19831. 
Expanded memories, local.area networks, and high-resolution  graphies  are capable of transforming offices into technological 'wonderlands . However, 
market and regulatory forces may be more important in shaping  the  office of 
the future. Five barriers to the computer and communications revolution can 
be identified: portability, 2CCCS-S, language, cm.t, and security. Recent innova-
tions dcaigned to breach these barriers are descrIbed. These include a telecom- • 
puting system introduced by 1X 0 . Inc., the endorsement of a standard  • for 
local-area networks of computers and peripherals, new image transfer technol-
ogies, and efforts to CUI size and cost in the business equipment market. 
Finally, the electronic design problems arising from new FCC regulations on 
electromagnetic interference are discussed. (no rets.)  

21822 	The relstloanklp of MINA en tbe automation  -of offfed. R.Asztoo. 
»neap. a Inf. (haly), -  vol.21, Do.2. p.I19-21 (Feb. 198 ) ). In Italian. 
The  paper deale generally with the work of MINA in Italy who carried out a 
review on the automation of oflicet. The review wu for  six  months in 1981 
on some 4020  offices.  Some diagrams are given to show the types  of offices 

• involved. Further diagrams are given to show the different types of organise. 
lions with which the Surveyed offices were involved. These also have Iodize. 
lieu of the rary:r.1 'an-eunu of automation penetration achieved. The survey 
resulu are analysed in great detail. (no rets.)  G.V.D. 

21123 	MUPID—graplides and ealltiss—fscIlltioa in ?Wentz:. W.D.Fellner, 
M.Schaffer (Tech. Unis. Grer., Gru, Austria). 
Nachr. Dék. (Germany) ,  vol.34, no.1, p.25-1 (Feb. 1983). In German. 
MUPID is a multi- mode  videotex-decoder, cornes with a full alphabetic key-
boerd, handle both the European (alpha-mosaic) and the Canadian (alpha-
geometric) kind of  graphies,  does  nos  become obsolete vrith the new Eurorxan 
standard or with the introduction of AT&T's PU', and can execute 'telesoft. 
ware'. Using teleprogrammes MUP1D turns into a comfortable information 
provider terminal without any cost& The sophistietted software allows the 
definition of geometric  objecta  by a cross-hair cursor and the aimuluneou, 
input  and  display of alpha-micatic coda. (5  rets)  

21t31 	Handbook of sew office fabliau/2r. J.Derrick,.P.Oppenheisn. 
London, England: Kogan Page (1982), 335 pp. (0 850) 8 584 91 
Technology  (sas  produced a diverse and often bewildering range of new bud-nem  equipment tOf the office. Confronted with so much different equipment, 
bow does today's busincsaman know what to choose? This book smears in detail the various types of equipment available, whit they can do, and the  criteria to um in evaluating them for the office. From copiers to word ?feces-sors, (rom microcomputers to typewriters,  and from franking machines to integrated  office  systems, this book is a practical guide to equipping the new 
technology office. 



	

21835 	The man-machine Interface la the electronic office. A.C.Downton 
(Dept. of Electronics, Univ. of Southampton, Southampton, England). 
International Conference on Man/Machine Systems, Manchester, England, • 
6-9 July 1982 (London, England: IEE 1982), p 89-92 
At least two levels of supportive Electronic Office,systems can lx envisaged. 
Ai the routine levet, Word Prccessnrs can psrisally mechanise work, reducing 
drudgery, while at the same time releasing personnel for reactive and innovat-
ive tasks which are less easily automated. At the reactive and innovative 

levels, Management information Systems (MIS) ean enhance the quality of 
work primarily by providing improved communications (e.g. computer con-
ferencing, teletext, facsimile  transmission) and 'information •SOUfCe4 (through 
access to computer databases). It is in this second area in particular that 
technoiogy has, so far been relatively ineffective. Some of the reasons for this - 
can be understood by comparing man-machine interfaces in the Electronic 

Office with their conventional counterparts. Two representative examples 
(input devices and soft copy displays), are discussed in this paper, but similar 
arguments can easily bc applied to other, areas such as data retrieval and 
communications facilities. (21 refs.) 

• 	 . 	 • 

21831 	A auerfacturer's riew 	ofIkt automation. 	J.A.M.Salter, 
/ A.Hamre, C.A.Stendal. R.S.Holm. 

International Conferenix on Man/Machine Systems, Manchester, England, 
6.9 July 1982 (London, England: 1EE 1982), p.141.4 
One of the treat where man-machine interaction will play an extremely cen-
tral role is Office Automation. The goal of manufacturers in this artea is to 
provide computing power in a discrete and natural way to users on their ern 

. terms and in their own environment. There are no go.xl complete solutions in 
this area is yet. Should we be putting all our.efforts into the integration of 
voice. natural language systerru, raster scan screens in order to develop the 
lultirrutel interface? or should we try to inske an honest job of it with the 
existing hardware technology? rais paper describes the situation as it often is 
today, the situation as it should be, and s concept foe achieving this end. (no 
rets.)  

2184 	Comfier',  eyelid« ne books. 1.D.Benet, G-Ione (Rutherford 

Appleton Lab., Chilton. England), 	• 
International Conference on Man/Machine Systems, Manchester, - England,. 

6-9 July 1982 (London, England: IEE 1982). p.267-71 

The paper describes a future where the UM of office automation eouipment 

will play a significant  part in the work of the professional person's office and 

one of the features of such a system will be  lu  ability to display technical 

literature. A simple manipulative method for acer.saing computerised boob is 
tuggested, which exhibiu the psychological cue which are pretest when read-

ing an actual book. As  u  result, recommendation.' for equipment modification 

are nectuary and commenta are made ou publication standardisation, (9 

rets.)  

21859 	Slured-reirowre sytten grests a paper Maud. 

Offier (USA), vol.97, no.2, p.19-20 (Feb. 1933). 

A brief C•134 study shows how Life Iruurance Co. of Virginia laved $250000 

per  year by increased productivity of 15%. This waa achie-ved by ending 

paper-intensive ways and applying officmsystems technology. The office-
system is s shared.resource system based on Data General Corp's CEO 
(Compreheruive Electronic Office). Systema capabilities include integrated 

word processing, electronic mail, electronic filing, administrative and decision 

support, and integrated data procesaing. (no rets.)  

• 

21,711 	HOW tt) let  the  team'  of  your moor, (graphica). F.Newman. 

Micro Deeit, (G8), no.18, p.55-60 (April 1983). 
Business graphics packages can produce impressive results 

but it it argued 

that there should be standard +ways of using bar charts, pie charts and hiato-

grams to represent  business  figures. The beet package available are those 

that can be used in .conjunction with other financial planning 
or modelling 

package tuch  as  Visic,alc or Sueereate without reentering the figures. Also, it • 

an be useful to be able to produce slides  (rom  the'screen und the choice of 

printer or plotter for this purpose is explained in the article. Brokers are sen 

to have a specialist need for graphics and a package for them is descnbed. 

The article include a table of some of the baseless graphics systems available 

which includes the company name and address along with price and other 

centnenu. (no  rets.)  

21,9, 	Applied°a of tartesenadow tad ossw4.11zatios to the office sdialsiva- 
trade vapoort hasetioa—a Boeing protetype. I.M.Gunnoe (Boeing Commer-
cial Airplane Co., Seattle, WA, USA).- 
Automation Technology for Management and Productivity Advaricemenu 
through CAD/CAM and Engineering Data Handling, Proceedings of the 

Third Symposium on Automation Tehnology in Engineering Data Handling, 

Monterey, CA, USA, 3-10 Sept. 1981 (Englewood Cliffs, NJ, USA:. Pren-

tice-Han 1983), p.96-104 
Three years ago the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company—Engineering 
Computing Systerrd organization embarked on a prototype project. They were 

chartered to develop an effective way of introducing automation and sxcial-

ization to the traditional engineering office environment. The prototype  has 

effectively introduced a new office concept that is proving to be very coot 

effective and beneficial to the management and professional  staff,  as well as 

rewarding to the administrative support staff. The prototype office 'is struc-
tured around two levels of centralized management consisung of a manager 

and two supervisors who report to the Director of Engineering Computing 

Systenu. Assigned to these supervisors are all of the clerical support people 

who are retponsible for the ClEriall and administrative functiosu required to 

support approximately 300 management and professional engineering people. 

The prototype has revealed that there are strong financial, motivational and 

operational  arguments  to, a carefully planned office support system. (no rets.)  

21 9 91 	Automatic« of eagIneeriag lasforautiott resources. •B.E.Larnoi 
(Information Handling  Services,  Englewood, CO. USA): 
Automation 'Technology for Management and Productivity Advancements 
through CAD/CAM and Engineering Data Handling. Proceedings of the 
Third Symposium on Automation Technology in Engineering Data 
Monterey,  CA, USA, 8-10 Sept. 1981 (Englewood Cliffs, NJ,  LA;  Pren-
tice-Hall 1983), p.143-57 
This paper describes uisting and planned methods for on-line computer 
retrieval of engineering data. Mors specifically, the author describes systerns 
being developed to aid the design engineer in the e ffective use of information frorn  sources  ouuide his own organization. The types of data being covered 
include rpecificationa and standards (rom  industry and government, technical data from thousand.* of manufacturers and diatributers of componenu and 
materials, engineering handbcob data, applications material; and so forth. 
The system described cover: data  acquisition and conversion;  classification; 
cornmunietiona; on.line retriev-al software; and document text delivery 
methods. (no rets.)  

21189 	Serreying the LaNsciape. E.Shea. 
Off. Arlin. d :futons (WA), vol.44, no.2, p.324, 106 (Feb. 1981). 
As one arrn of communications, local area networks are emerging as a major 
force in today's office. A LAN is a method of broadcasting information in 
digital form trom one point to another (or others) within a limited area. The 
data can be transmitted a tear feet or sent even greater distances (some 
networka connect stations a mile away), making a LAN an ideal method of 
transferring information between floors and buildings. The article tabulates 
the  feature of 9 local area networks, including the network topology, connem 
tion medium (baseband or broadband cable), transmission control method, 
transmission rate, types of communications protocols or gateways, average 
price per terminal interface and any tpecial (emigres offered. A list of manu-
facturers is also given. (rio  rets.) 	 • 

2121.6 	--and writiag the report' by c-omputer. 
Lob. Equip. Dig. (GE), vol.21, rso.2, p.9I (Feb. 1983). 
Micreeriter is a personal hand.held word protestor that is slim enough to be 
carried in a briefcaze and 'incorporates rechargeable batteries (giving about 
thirty bouts of use between charges) so that it can be uscd anywhere. It 
incorxiete a tire key keyboard which enables the LL.S« te write the entire 
alphabet and numerica entirely by• touch alone,. without the necx1 to be a trained typist or even to be familiar with the QWERTY keyboard fctind on 
typewriters. Faster than longhand, the technique of Mieowriting 'u simple and quick to learn, nuking :114 of the familiar shape of the alphabet formed by the fingertips of one hand on the  keyboard. The text written on the Microwriter is automatically entered in its 8 k byte memory (equivalent to 
alxitit 5 A4 typewritten pages). Thniugh either the built-in LCD diaplay or by 
connection to  s  television set or morutor, text can then be reviewed or edited. 
By simply plugging into a printer, perfectly printed copy u immediately avai-

- table. Text can also be transferred to the discs of a microcomputer  for  ace,  age, further editing or file merging and for tubtequent printout via the micro-
computers printer. (no refs.) 

21227 	adjustabk VDT workstations: cas haire users achiere  a human fie- 
tors solution?. T Rubin (Human Factors Rm.  Die., British Telecom Res. 
Labs., Ipswich, England),.  Ci  !Marshall. 
International Conference on Man/Machine Systems, Manchester, England, 
6-9 July 1982 (London. England: IEE 1982). p 165-8 
The introduction of adjustable workstations raises the following fundamental 
questions: I. Given a fully adjustable VDT workstation, will users utilise the 
adjustment facilities available? 2. Having chosen to utilise such facilities, 
which parameters do the users alter, and by• how much do they alter tnem? J. 
To what extent will the user adjusted VDT workstation parameters differ 
from either the standard parameters •Jf typical office furniture or the 
parameters set using reoommendationa from human factors literature? The 
experiment described in this paper wu conducted by the Human Factor: 
Division ut British Telecom Research luboratories in an attempt to answer 
such questions. (6  rets.)  
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22450 	Ft>Bowing the leader= DEC Is trying harder. 01.Gertner (Germ*. 
Group Inc-, Sumfortl, cr; USA). 
Campy:. Deris. (USA).  vol. 4,  no.11, p.34 (Nov. 1982). [received: April 
19831 
Digital Equipment Corp. has a good shot at becoming No.2 in office automa- 
tion. Succeu depends be-avily upon the uaer's perception of a vendor's corn- 

=713 	Filbert give Met relief to VDU operatora. M.Reed. 
Electr. Rev. (GB). vol.212, no.I4, p.43 (15 April 1983). 
Continuous use of information terminals under office lighting  cm  cause eye 
grain, the ao-etlled VDU syndrome, Circular poLarisation of light is a way to 
relief. (no rets.)  

23104 	Voles  sail delivers the Beesana. E_Shea. 
Off Adm. à Asitom. (USA). vo1.44, no.3, p.33-5, 88-92 (March 1983). 
Nearly 15  per  cent of  business  calla by telephone are not completed on the 
first attempt because one party it unavailable. However a two-persons con-
versation it not always  required. Surveys show-that more than one-half of all 
business  ci lla  =fist of asking a question  or  outing along information. Voice 
store-and-forward rocsaaging (also called voice mail or voice retrieval) eyitema 

• offer a solution to this. Vdth a voice mail system, uaers can conduct Don-
eimultaneous telephone conversations for certain calla that are short and inter-
rogative  Or deClaratiVe, time  sensitive, and informational.  This  article exam-
ines the history, drawbacks  and  applicaticee  of  yoke mail systems before 
examining currently available systema. (no  rets.)  

- 	• 	- • -- 	• 

• 23718 	Interact-co berweie sance lied data demesne  is  a local ares se- 
ine...lc D.A.Put (10M Corp.. Research Triangle Park. NC, USA). 
Telephony (US.4), vol.204. no.10. p.40. 42. 46 (7 March 1983). 
The applications software and control and management information that .is 
part of a company's data processors can bc accetsed and exploited by a PBX. 
The author explains how :o exploit  one  resources . (I ref.) 

_ 

24139 	Telecommetricati<ws clerk« for the deaf. H.1-evitt (City Univ. of 
New York. New York NY, USA). 
Johns Hopkins APL Tech. Dig. (USA). vol.),  no,),  p.2.31-5 (July-Sept. 1982). - 
[received: March 19831 
The teletypewriter it an extremely valuable communication aid for deaf 
persons .  It dom,  nevertheless, have several practical disadvantages, including 
the high initial purchase coet and subsequent maintenance eau (which 
include telephone charges). Teletypewriters also have a low rate of commun-
ication, are relatively inflexible in their mode of operation, and are of limited 
portability. A low-cost, rnass-produced pocket computer hiu been programmed 
to resemble a teletypewriter but with the additional advantages of both 
Memory and logic. the system is not only more powerful and more conve-
nleat to  use  than a conventiona/ teletypewriter (espetially nice it is pocket 
sized) but ia also Ices expensive. (3  rata.)  

24371 	Interfacing PDP-111 and 1_51-11s to local area aerrimars. D.Hut- 
elation. S.Yaccob (Computer Sci. Dept, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow,  Scot. 
land).  
DECUS UK and Ireland. Conference 1983 Prixeedings, Lancuter. England, 
1983 (Reading. Engjand: DECUS UK it Ireland 1983), p.I3-20 
The authors arc developing a dual local area network earsisons o r a commer. 
cial Cambridge Ring and an in-bouse  Ethernet.like local network called 
Suet/met The purpose of this dual system is to enable comparison experi-
ments to bc made between the  two types of network, following simulation 
work on relative  performances  already compkted. The authors report on the 
hardware aspects of anterfacing DEC computers, to Strati:inc.. (10  rats.)  

- 	• 	• • 	. 

14384 	Local ares networks: blessed be the  de  that artoanates loffke con- 
Petiegl- 
Mod. Off. Procedures (USA). vol.28, no.4, p.66-74 (April 1983). 
Last Ifel networks (LANs) are facilitica that allow high-speed •communica. 
lions in a particular arc*, typically over distances of a few theusand feet. 
They will play an increasingly important role in the 'Second Wave* of office 
automation which will usher in voice (data terminals, inter ,  and intra.facility 
videotelecon(erencing (from desk to desk) ,  and eraphics storage d evices ). A 
survey is given of  prescrit • network technology. The charameristica of several 
networking schemes are described and  applications (e.g. file transfer capabil. 

• ity and electronic mail and terminal emulation ixotocets)  are  dealt with in a 
few  cases.  Finally, some LAN configurations under development art discussed 
and companies making products for the LAN market arc also mentioned. (no 
refs.) 
• ••--. 	 . . 
14390 • Untaaglirig local area networks. R.Parker. S.F.Shapiro. 
Comput. Der. 	vol.21, no.3. p.I59-72 (March 1983). 
Competing local area networking schemes o ffer diverse characteristics that 
may or may not fit specific applications. But the iss ues are becoming clearer 
and standards are emerging. The authors review these topics. (no rets.)  

24391 	ta pniee of ring architecture for local area oetworks. H.C.Salwen. 
Comput. Der: 	vol.22,  no.),  p.I83-92 (March 1983). 
The author states that incorporating the concept of wire centers and the 
wonders of fibre optics into a ring configured LAN eliminates the traditional 
bugaboos associated with circular network schemes. (a,  rets.)  

2.4392 	Ethernet linkup for ism PCs. . J.Seaman. • 
Comput Deets. (USA). vol.14, no.11, p.70.2 (Nov. 1982). [received: April 

1 9 8 1 ) 
Etnersenes, a oimbination of plug-compatible hardware and operating- 

systetn-comottible software. • prcrvidis the benefits of peripheral sharing. 

information sharing ,  and communications to IBM PC users. Each IBM PC 

• becames  a network station when equipped  with Etherlink. a 8950 set that 

includes a plug-in controlleritrankeiver board and applications  software on 

diskette that allows stored files and printers to be shared by stations attached 
to the network. Each PC station retains all computing capabilities. tind gains 

the utility Of network participation. (no rets.)  

. 	'  

14393 	A. acknowledein cosucatloa ainorltias stritabk for local radio ter- works. M.A.Milcolm (Computer Sei. Dept., Univ. of Waterloo, Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada) ,  LD.Rogers, J.E.Spraeklen. 
Contour. Networks (Net)i.erland4.•vol.7, no.1,  p-1•8 (Feb. 1 98 3). A contention transmission algorithm for local networks which is related to the 
p•peraistent family of algorithms previously analysei by L Kleinrock 'and F.A. Tobagi (see IEEE Trans. Comm., voLCOM-23, no.12, p.1400-16, 1975) 
is presented.  The  algorithm incorparates an automatk acknowledgement Jig-
nal which is sent by tbe receiving station'immediately after  each  packet is 
correctly received. The ilgorithm ía suitable  for radio environmenu in which 
transmitting stations can 'capture' nearby receiver'. Assuming that stations 
are not placed too close to each other, it is proven thar an acknowledgement 
signal is receivei by a transmitting  station  only if the  packet has been nxeived correctly by the intended receiver. In a cable netwoek where tram-mitters do not capture receivers, the acknowledgement signal is guaranteea 
(in the tame sense) regardless of the distances between stations.  This  result 
depends on very weak usumptiona about the type of  data  encoding used on 
the channel. The more interesting aspect'  of  • implementing this scheme  are  diactesed and the 'way in which higher-level protocols can make  use  of the 
acknowledgement signal and its properties ie outlined. (6  rets.)  

24447 	BosLatea graaldes Os lid systems. !Sorrell-  • 
Small Sytt. World (GSA). vol.11, oo.3, p• 17 - 21 •(Merela 1 983 ). The mall system sae can acmes* businas polies with mien:computers, witb 
terminals tied to minis or mainframes,  with  business aaraphict workstatione, and through service bureaux. The author reviews each of these methods, lxitts at growth areas for the  application of businen graphics, and concludes with a 
discus...ion of such purchasing faoteu u software,  display, ban:a:copy, user 
interaction and integrstion into existing DP environment'. (no  rets,)  

24878 • Gluelike In .rieleo  taxi  ter hems  e,  :RMmerattum (Dorn"  ier System GmbH, Friedrklashares, Germiu'y).- 	• • • • • 	. 
Online (Germany), no-7, p.48-9 (March 1983).- In German. - ••• 	. Outlines  the pinkies lecithin in the Gernuin video  information  system avai-
lable by telephone connection, and giving sample pictures et their usage. lt is pLanned to -ustesduco the service publicly.- ilk, SCFCCInter 1913.  (no-rets.)..  G.F.F. 	• 

. 24315 	A bol  for barailing eioclerate-dze Walks' filet. C.Fishback 
(Florida Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton, FL, USA). 
Small Bus. Comput. (USA), vol.6, no.8, p.44.5 (March-April  198 ) ). List Handler froni Silicon Valley Syetems will find many  business  uses-where 
storage and retrieval of moderate-eize files are needed and single:field search 
and selection criteria can be used,  lu forinating of labels needa improvement. (no rets.)  

14311 	Office astomatles is there Marble la paradlse?„- R.Couain. 
Mod. Ge; Procedure; (USA), roi.28, no.2, p.43-50 (Feb. 1983). 
The concept  of Office Automation is well accepted, bet the implementation 
generally ts  sot  well suited to the office enviromneett. As a consequence, sales 
of integrated office system"  bave  been less than forecast.  Sortie  vendors have 

 dropped out of the .race. Others  hase  redesigned their .equipment to achieve 
greater harmony - aritb Theory. Y -and  Theory Z management philosophies as 
well as to create more consistent and empathetic interfaces with the office 
worker. (no refs.) 

24379 	Soer sores still soil a tweet  Ides  [home workInal. 
'Mot Off. Prc<edusys (USA), .vol.28, no.4, p.46-52 (April 1983). 	• 
Modern-day cottage industries, the electronic cottage, ink-commuting,  alter-
flats  weekstte, flexiplace, and homework are all labels applied to the concept 
of working at home. Home.based employment is advocated u  a  tnethcd_by 
which companies can cut cone 'atay- al .homee do not need  the  lame fringe 
benellu.aa office workers; fewer people means less office space; productivity 
increases when people work at home; morale also c limbs . Other..lerefiu have 
also been pointed  out  _Using people at home one  tray to aeld contract 
employees not inc/uded in operaung budgets; People working poorly at home 
can always be recalled to the office. The few execritnenu to be conducted 
have thown electronic failinao rather than  humais  ockt, and these may bc 
overanne with the advent of better equipment. The shift away from the'caTice 
is already taking place. (no  rets,) R.Y. . 

24835 	Multifunctio•aal office Systerren a mhos report. W.Saffady. 
Comput.. Equip. Rev. (USA) ,  vol.4, no.2. p.84-94 (July-Dec. 1982). frec.eiveel: 
May 1983) 
In a multifunctional, integrated office . systern, a single machine or system is 
used to perform multiple office-related information processing ta.sks. The con-
cept of multifunctionality is discussed and prevailing approaches to the deve-
lopment and .implementation of such systems' are described. The •simplmt 
systems will ,nerform both word processing and data processing ,  while more 
complex systems aim to provide comprehensive coverage of .automated office 
functions, either.in a single; all-inclusive software package, or through a series 
of related programs. Additional capabilities may be derived through rust°. 
mized pronranu developed by users to meet special.requiremente. (no rets.)  
G.H.T. 

. 	 . 	
. 	. 

24893 . 	Digital Microsystems' HiNet microcomputer network. . 

Comput. Equip. ReV. (USA), vol.4, no.2, p.154-9 (July-Dec. 1981). [received .  

May 19831 
Digital Microsystems o ffers multifunctional capabilities based on a hardware 	. 

configuration oansisting of a network of microcomputers. One of their work-

stations (Worm a special. liftable sereen designed for . either word• or data 

procezsing. 
The horizontal orientation is suitable for DP. while the vertical 

orientation'is suitable for WP. The UNIS-5000 series consists of two models, 

both of which are suitable for use ea workstations in a HiNet ciinfiguratton. - 

- HiNet is a coaxial-cable based local area network designed to link mierccom. 

paters in a distributed intelligence information processing configuration. Digi-. 

tel  m icrosystems VariOUS microcomputers can run the large number of avai-

lable prewritten programs designed for CP(Ni-compatible systems. (no WS.: 

G.H. T. 



24394 	OFPICEPOWER integrated otTIce system. 
Comput. Equip, Rev.  (USA),  vol.4, no.2, p.160-2 (July-Dec. 1982). (received: 
May 1983) 
OFFICEPOWER. a software package developed by Computer Consoles 
Incorporated,  is  a minicomputer•based product which automates various office 
functions, including document creation, information retrieval, executive sup-
port and message dissemination. The progranu are designed to run on the 
CC1 Power 5 Series  of  central processors CCI are also introducing •percep-
tual processing'-multiprocessor, fault•tolerant systems which fe.ature redun-
dant architecture. The OFFICEPOWER package runs under the UNIX 
operating system. All operations can be initiated from the same workstations. 
(no rets.) G.H.T. 

24900 	Office letnenadoe-a challenge assi  as oepornmalty. P.Niedner. 
Off. Manage. (Germany), vol.31. no.), p.I76-8 (March 1983). In German. 
Attention u drawn to the &emetic increase in the proportion of the working 
population of  developed countries employal in offices and probable future 
trend, are discussed. The importance of marketing office equipment is 
stressed and relearching 'acceptability by staff using it' given  a pricruiry ro te in market research Ei/S Of understanding  and  Opeitillt the equipment. noise, environmental damage, design of outer the! l  and ergorxxnetrics are 
given  as  the main factors  affecting acceptability. (no refs.) P.R.S. 

24901 	Are  et phusimeg tbea wrier of tire fuse  or heating the 'office el 
tbit puleaMer coaasoil. • USehneaelcrath (MBB 	 Ottobrunn, 
Germany). 
Off. Militate. (Germany), vt11.3l,  no.),  p.180-I (March 1983). In Crerrnen. 
Recluond manpower requiremenU In other activities compered with increased 
scanning of administrative arid office work lead to the conclusion ,  that to-
day's offices  are  tagging behioi The airs  of all office rationalisation efforts 
should be a reduction in man-powes•  mats,  tzarists in mind the iocreuing low 
of information.  The toxential conflicu arising from rationalisation should be 
realised well in sdrance and strateg:ra to involve those affoned should be put 
of the planning  of ratiewsli.stion exercises. (1 rd.) R.R.S. ' 

24903 	Maki  room for eXeCirthe workstations M.Lasden. 
Comput. Denis (USA), vol.14. no.12.  p.1 16.26  (Dec. 1982). 
Most executive workstations aren't used by executives. But even in the execu-tive suite, the forces  of  change may eventually be too strong. to resist, The 
author discusses, with examples, how executives are coming to use office automation. (no rets.)  

24914 	Selecting the right word processor. T.R.Halfhill. 
Compute. J. Prog..Compuc (USA), vol.5..no.4. p.24-31 (April 1983). 
One of the most useful and powerful  applications for a personal computer is 
word processing. But the bewildering variety of word processing programa 
sometimes makes selecting the right one  s  difficult task. This article outlines 
some thine to consider when making your choice. (no relu.)  

24919: 	V1C•20/C64 word processor The Quick Brown  Fox. G.Peele, 
Compute. 1 Pro:. Comput. (USA), vol.5. rio.4. p.100-2 (Apnl 1983). 
The Quick Brown Fox is a word processor for V1C•20 and Commodore 6•4 
microcomputen. The Commodore 6-s version is the subject of this review, but 
both versions are substantially the sanie. (no rets.)  

24904 	Selective office automation- J.C.Brown. 
Comput. Deets (USA), vol.14, no.12, p.128-42 (Dec. 1982). 
In labor-intensive , service  businesses,  office automation could mean surviVa. 	1. 
The term covers a broad range of solutions for boosting the efficiency of 
almost every business function imaginable. A 53 billion industry, office 
automation runs.the gamut from automatic postage meters to fully integrated. 
minicomputer•based, distribute' dp/wp systems.  The  author finds that achiev-
ing savings through office automation needn't entail a company-wide equip-
ment overhaul: it may be u simple as installing a stand-alone word processor 
in one department. (no refs.) 

24907 	The  nee-d for rigorous. analysis of OA proposal'. R.A.Becker 
(Rabeck Inc., S Hackensack. NJ ,  USA). 
Comput. °eels. (USA), vol.14, no.I I. p.78-80 (Nov. 1982). (received: April 
19831 . 
For s  successful program of primary emphasis ois  new management concepts 
and related organizational changes, a joint management/OA planning effort 
is advisable.  It  should encompass all analysis, implementation, and perfor-
mance-monitoring  activities for introducing office automation into the selected 
atmosphere. (no rets.)  

24914 	Wlso swells 'rites.. for (Inlet autoeuttiout J.Hallgren. 

Data (Denmark), vol.13, no.). p.42-4 (28 Feb. 1983). In Swedish. 

The author describes the pre-sent view that the office of the future is one 

where new technology and its' funmiona are available. but that there is a 

golden opportunity to introduce aids for rationalisation of office functions and 

increase productivity in line with nevr investment. He describes the functions 

present in the modern office and w.hy these functions are necessary. He 

concludes with a review of  the  concepts necessary in order for a bad-

ness analysis to achieve the desired effect. (no relu.) HI.?. 

- 
24925 	People probers  and wpm-conclusion [office autonsatioe). DSttio- 

1  brecher. 
Off. Arlin. 	Aldi0111. (USA). vol.44, no.), p.66-8 (March 1983). 
In keeping with a change from a Isard  goods to a service economy. many 

. organizations are now examining the office and its workers, with emphasu on 

the use of automation to produce improvement. The Arnerican Paoductivity 

Center in conjunction with Steelcase Inc.. Kelly Services Inc.. and Verbatim 

Corp. are among those that have performed such studies recently. This article 

looks  as  how these selected studies were conducted, what they uncovered, and. 

how  each  company interpreted the findings. lt also MT*"  comparusses  bet-

ween then, providing 'superconclusiorts' as to ',dust all this means for today's 

administrator. (no rets.)  

2436 	11364 autovnated office system. 
Comput. Equip Rev. (USA), vol.4 , no.2, p.95•110 (July-Dec. 1982). (received: 
May 1913) 
IBM's vanous office-oriented hardware and software products include:  the 
stand-alone word processor.  the • Displaywriter: two minicomputer-leased 
systems-the 55:0 Adminiatrative System Ind the 8100 Distributed Office 
Support Facility; software produc-ta for IBM mainframes; and special-purpose 
systems such as the 6670 intelligent copier, the 'IBM Audio Distribution 
System and the recently introduced Scannuster facsimile terminal. An adden-
dum LO the review discusaes the Total Office Support System.(TOSS), an 
IBM-compatible software package deieloped by National Busiras Syatems 
Incorporated. (rio  rets.)  G.H.T. 

2437 	Hewlett-Packard Interactive Office. 	
. 

Comput  Equip. Rev. (USA). vol.& no.2.  p.1 Il-21  (July-Dec. 1982). (received: 

May 1983) 
The Hewlett-Packard Interactive Office is discussed in terms of both  ils  hard- 

ware and software configurations. Emphasis is placed on the integration of 

Hewlett-Packard microcomputers and the system s support for graphics. The 

HP 3000 miniComputers serve u the central processors for the Various Inte-

ractive Office application packages. ne word processing package HPWORD 

is the primary document creation resource offered. HPSLATE is a less com-

plex package. FIPMAIL, the electronie mail software package is a com-

puter-based message system designed for the noninteractive transmisaion of 

messages entered at terminals. HPDRAW allows users to draw visual aids for 

subsequent plotting on paper or transparencies. The article also discusses 

personal computing and data retrieval. (no re(s.) .  G.H.T. 

24883 	Fore-reuse System. 
Comput. Equip, Rev. (USA). vol.4, no.2, p.1224 (July-Dec. 1982). (received:. 

May 1983) 
Four-Phsse Systems, pioneers in software-based word processing systems u 
well u office-oriented minicomputer systems. offer powerful, multifunctional 
office systems which can be integrated with  main rame  computer systems.' 
Their integrated office products are typically aimed at large-scale corporate 
and government installatiodu.. The software packages run under the Multifunc-
tion Ex.ecutive'(MFE/IV) operating systems. Four-phase has recently intro-
duced a line of 'personal computers wIlicla facilitate a further distribution of 
information processing functions to the desk level of individual managers and 
other office workers. In addition to the - word and data processing products 
four-plum  bu  announced a `voice mail', store-trid-forward system for spoken 

.noessages, (no rets.)  G.H.T. • 

24.9*9 	Deaf/to/at afiee aatosation rystem. 
Comma. Equip.  Ru.  (USA). vc4.4, no.2.. p.129-37 (July-Dec. 1982). (receivel: 
May 1983) 
Datapoint,  este  of the pioneers of the development of multifunetional office 
systems, offers  s  number of interesting products and equipment oonfigurations 
based on a distributed intelligence system architecture. This report emphasizes 
the variety of different devices which =..n be iptiuded in a Datapoint  confi-
guration.  Depending on the particular cootiguration selected. Datapoint 
system can functioo ta stand-alone  device,  u central procession supporting 
ronwire  terminais, in a tirne-sturing DATASHARE configuration or as spin. 
cialized application process:ma of file procession in Datapant's local arca net-
work.. ARCrat (no  rets.)  G.H.T. . 

243,0 	Ceepergmt Technologies' AWS aM IWS werkataticess 
Comput. Equip. Re-v. (USA), vol.4, no-2., p.138-4-4 (July-De.. 1982). (received: 
May 1983) 
Convergent Technologies offers a diatributed intelligence, multifunctional 
office system baud on a series of uniquely designed wcerbtations and power-
fit( software packages. Convergent workstations are pritnarily designed for use 
by oriental equipment manufacturers They form the buis for the NCR 
Work Save product line. 'Workstations  are  available with either alphanumeric 
or graphic capabilities in two series: AWS Turbo Workstatico and IWS 
Workstation. The  article also discussed system software, word processing, 
electronic  mail,  mtecutive support and personal coalmine data retrieval and 
telecommtusications with other computer arum& (no rife.) G.Ii.T. 

2491 	Huneywei office awtomtio. mama. 	 - - 
Comma. Equip. Rev. (USA). wo1.4, no.2., p.145-50 (July-Dem 19E2). (recebed: 
May 198)) 
Honeywell. historically a mainframe computer veridcx, often seneral multi-
functional office retinas baud on ita minicomputer product lin Honeywell 
appears especially intererted in the establishment of office networka in  which 
terminals connected to Hooeywell peocesaors perform a variety of operations, 
including word procesaing. 1st  processing, electronic mail and declaim sup 
port  The  tanewribe, Homy. "1 mtry-k•Yel office automation product is a 
standalone,  single workrution system which can communicate with larm 
computer syatens. It runt Hooerwell's Office Automation System/1 (OAS/1) 
software. The ankle also discuated OAS/4. OAS/16, personal computing and 
OAS Facility software-a more fully integrated office information system. 
Irith CciOrs ccruprehessive  data  mecums capabili ties.. (no refs.) G.H.T. 

Urn 	Basic  Flier office satoinatke product& 	 • • •• 	• 
Comput. Eqsup.  Ru. (U.SA), vo4.4, sal, p.151-3 (July-Dec. 1912). (received: 
May 1983) 
Buie Four, a minicomputer  company which  has  traditionally marketed its 
products to mull- to  mediunv-sizeei buirmes and goverannent .agencies, off= 
several product lieu whicla integrate word processing,  data processine elec-
tronic mail acid other office-oriented operation& ne least expensive Baaic 
Four system. the S/10. à a microzzatnputer whieb can function ait either a 
standalone system or u ais intelligent. woecstation atiambesi to other Basic 
FOlif systems. The S/30 arum bs  s multitea-minal, distributed intelligence 
information system designed for word toil data  processing, nine upwasyl-
compatibie rysterns-enoviela 110, 210 and 310- utilize fixed hard disk stoniest 
with comentanal system err-hit:eau:I. The Office Management System (OMS) 
is • an  application software  package whir.à integrates 'reed prazanuag and  vars-
osas ,  executive scp;ort fur:elves. (no rets.)  G.H.T. • • , • • 
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75602 	Process slroulatioa technotory for the pulp and paper Industry.' - 
C.F.Shewchuk tSACDA, Univ. of • Viestern• Ontario ,  London, Ontario, 
Canada). 
Pulp & Pap. Can. (Canada), vol.83, n 0 .12. p.60-4 (Dec. 1982). 
The .systems analysis, control and design acivity group at the University of 
Western Ontario has developed a' number of computer systems tor use by 
design.and 'process engineers.which allow the user to easily build a mathemat-
ical representation or model of the operation of a real physical process. When 
solved by a computer program, this model yields a simulation of the operation 
of the real pror.ess to the degree of accuracy built into the mathematical 
model. This, activity is 'generally referred to  as  •'procese • simulation'.  The 
models are uscd to investigate different design or operating situation' svith the 
objective.of improving raW material use, energy consumption, product quality 

or the like. (6 refs.) 

15403 	A user's perception of computer process simulation la the pulp and 

paper industry. N.Peters (Central Engng. Dept., Domtar Inc., Montreal, 

Canada). 
Pulp & Pap. Can. (Canada). vol.83. no.I2, p.66-9 (Dec. 1982). 

Computer simulation and design of pulp and paper processes are gaining 

rapid acceptance in North America. Two new programs (SACDA's  MASS. 

BALand EN'AP) have tx:en found particularly useful by engineers and 

researchers at Demur Inc. Applications of these programs to various projects 

are described. Arguments are presented to help in assessing the feasibility of 

undertaking new simulations. in  • particular the time and cosu involved in 

reaching a successful aimulation. (5 refs.) 

34926 	Solving the standards illtemma.- fit Reconameadatkas• for the 
Mare. W.A.Walshe. 
Off Aden. ri Airier's. (USA). vol.44, no.3, p.70-4 (March 1983). 
For p1 11 see ibid. vol.44. n0.2, p46 (1983). One queàtion that has been 
bandied about a lot is 'What's detaining the office or the future"? Mast 
people would agree that the answer in  quite simply lack of standards dun 
nuke disaimilar brands *of office equipment competible. Because there are so 
many types of electronic office devices for various fuoctiene, users are con-
fused about how to integrate them effectively into an automated orrice 
syltem. Thue, people who doit't know what kind of equipment to buy don't 
buy any. This article makes specific recommendations  in  =MI of vendora and 
users for establishment of needed standarda. (no refs.) 	, • . 	, 

24940 	The rok of records runagemeat in office automation: radin  the 
•flt J.Cla rk. 
/MC J. (USA). vol.19, no.l. p.7-9 (1983). 
The author introduces the subject and sets out the esee for obtaining the 
right system.' He previews the aspects of office automation u a jigsaw puzzle 
the paru of which have to be designed together. Management has to be 
provided with the right information.  the  role of records management. The 
future of OA is briefly examined. (no refs.) 

24944 	The chartists role ,of meaktrs to meet the iseede, of today .* auto- 
mated office. J.J.Hurley (Etstmen Kodak Co., Rochester. NY, USA). 
J. beicror. (USA). vol.16, no.4, p.I9-21 (April 1983). 
nil article discusses key areas that vcridort and suers ehould consider as they 
plan  (oc'  today's automated office including an enalysis of  1  user's operation, 
customer support services, and purchasing equipment on a total systems basis. 
One of the major challenges facing vertdors today is informing uses about the 
benefits of using technology which Ism recently reached tbc market-place. 
Also, bow that technology may he integrated with other inforrrution handling 
disciplines. Manufacture-re or bnainess equipment not only need to show 
mutomen rase and efFeciency of operation, but they elsould abo ffer a menu 
or runic= which will belp users .understand how specific producu cea 
irriterve productivity in an envirooment where tile cost of doing basin= has 
increased at an alarming rite. (no refs.) 

24444 . 	tonsorrow's offIce'-nietiveriu as4 isseneeketnonica. M.D.Cripta 
(1m..1- 'el Co/I., Latdon, England). . 	• 	• 	— 
J. Opel-. R.rs. Soc. (GB). vol.34, n0.4, 485-7 (April 1983). • • 	• 
Advent= in microelectronics and networking will being steadily lauressing 
computing power into tomorrow's office .  There are differing appécrches to the 
wiy in which local an= networka and intelligent worketations will 'use a 
balan= of local enti remote =routers and netwock tophistication. Erna-gins 
standarde will assist the wer  in choosing amongst than. Improvernenu  in  
microelectronics are changing •the computer itself as new architectures to 
exploit parallelism are designed  and  new programming  laeguagci  to bestract 
lb= 

 
are  developed- The author discusses the possible 	 ts in eke 

automation. (6 refs.) 

24953 	Encersseics wed ark* assomatIoa. S.Gagliano. 
Signal (USA),  701.37, n0.5, p.11-16 (Jan. 1983). 
This article coocerru itself with the d=ign features and guidelines or both 
office equipment and the office   eoyirtxticnt 	the user. (no refs) 

14943 	A sady for an all electrooie cries C.Dukalakis, A.G.Heatoo 
(Unie.  of Manchester hut. of Sci. & Technol., Manchester, England). 
Electronic Displays 12 and Information Display Systems, London,  Entland, 
5.7 Oct. 1982 (Buckingham, Bucks., England: Network F-thibition 1982), 7 
pp. 
Present, an approach leading to an information :man, whkh can be wed tu 
an office environment for information presentation and trarumistion. An 
attempt to identify the problerru encountered and to suggett possible solutions 
hat been made. These include  •syetems based cm speer.h processing and 
hand-written text recognition 1.1 well ae novel infortnauon processing, storage 
and transmission systems. This pa rt icular approtch is based on the work 
carried out in UMIST. (16 refs.) 

I5021 	Electronic informed° for elected government: rib! US Coopers 
J Burtnick (Congressional  R.  SerViCe. US Library or Congress, Washington, 
LK-, USA!. A.Harvey. E.C.Pulas. 
Interditciplinary Sci. Rev. (GR), v01 .8, n0.1, p.44. 55 (March 1983). 
Today Members of the US Congress confront irscreasingly complex issues 
which span a broad array of topics (rom national defense to the environment. 
At the same time.• demande on individual legislators, congressional'  commit. 
b.  and the institution of Congress itself continue to grow. To deal more 
effectively with traditional tasks and provide improved information support to 
legislators Congres.s now employs a wide variety of computer , telecommunica• 
tions, and audio-vide° systems. The Senate. House of Representatives and the 
Library of Congress' Congressional Research Service engage in a number of 
cooperative automated activities. Central among these is an.online information 
retrieval system whiçh provides immediate access to data on pending legisla-
tion. Specialized databases serve the needs of the individual legislative chama 
ers and the Congressional Research Service offers electronic briefing pacers 
on current issues. The latest developments focus on networking existing 
systems end utilizing audio and video technologies. (no refs.) 

1.5049 . Application report: experience ni ( h business graphics. H.Dahmen. 
Ortlirsr !Germany), no.2,.p.20, 22 (March 1983), In German. 
Although some people think that business graphic' and plaything are synony-
mous, a few organisations arc finding that computer-generated graphical 
presen•ations are useful •and that they can be produced relatively economi-
,a'ls • t p* .r reports impressions frum two businesses; in one a detailed 

•ustificatiun was required, and it  was  found that computer•produced 
charts and diagrams could be obtained at lower coet than manually produced 
graphics. and that in many cases the more mediocre quality  -as  acceptable, 
while in the other a more easy.going approach wts possible and the less 
formal methods permitted a wider usage and a demand for the (l uency, colour 
and general glamour of zomputer graphics. (no refs.) G.F.F. 
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18.476 	Integrated networks [office automation). 1.A.Boyd. 
(umput Sytt 	vol.). no.2. p 37-42 IFeb. 1983) 
Argues that the 1980s will be seen in retrospect as the era when truly 
integrated imormation processing systems WCI. 0 achieved and explains how a 
enmbination or technology and networking philosophy will contribute to their 
implementation In.,  rets i 

1/4477 	Software breakthroughs bokl key to aroductisity gains. M.Clarkin. 
Mod 	 vol 21  no. 11. p.12-I3 (Dec. 1982). 
Inc primar> office concerns  il  the next decade will essentially parallel those 
ul  trie  lest. Nlanugers wilt  continue-to be (aced vrith the problems of rising 
operating costs. lack al  tinte and the neeal  or  greater efficiency These prob-
lems  are  unereaaine lacing countered by the introduction of of fice automation 
equipment. Ihis article speculate% on the nature of the•office  in vears ti.) come 
and an likely developments in office automation systems  (no rets.)  

18478 	What yoq get vitae* y ou  buy oflice aaticauitioa. D Macfarlane. 
Dolomarlon • t:S.4i • vol 29, no.2, p 102.14 (Feb (983) 
11 is impessible to make an informed decision un the value of office autOma-
Iton ny listening to the salesmen Thus article presents an obiective framework 
for evâtuattrtit inteerated office ayatems. A comparison of the neaten' integrated 
office systems in made. (no  rets ) 

111479 	Electronic mil and messaging is  the  USA. DC.Appeibaum 
18atedc lnst . Culumous. Oli. 1 , bAl 
Data Ph ncessirse IG8i van 24 , no.10, p.11.15 (Dec 1982). 
In  the LS.a. eicsaronic mail and electronic  message  systems are develoçang 
along chflereni paths Eiectroosc computer-originated mail I ECOM  t  is replac• 

trie normal postai service cetween distant locations. white computer•based 
message a>sten,s ICBMS) are increasingiy used ea a means of interpersonal 
communications within large offices. This article discusses some of the char-
acieristtes of electronic mail systems and the tecnnologs and trends invoived 
In tne evolution  of  lfle LCOM and C.Badb systems.  ma  rets.) 

	

18.489 	Measage files D.Tsichritzis, S Chrisiodoulaitia  (Unis  of loronto, 
Toronto. Ontario. Linada t. 
.4CM TfaAS Off le Sys: ti.'5.41, vol 1, no.1, p88•98 (Jan 19831 
A inessage•filing capability allows  for •the  retrieval Of messages according to 
contents. Messages are organized in large. general rues sucn that frequent 
reargantzation  in  avoided The user specifies a filter which restricts the atten-
tion • to a rnanageabie subset of messages. Messages within the subset are 
retrieved for a  final check File organizatton and access method Is discussed. 
as well  as performance and implementation considerattons 12 8 rets ) 

	

18-490 	HA'a do people organive their desks? loriplicatiosaa Inc  the desire of 
office inforesatios systeina. T 'a/Malone theta* Paio Alto Res. Center. Pales 
.Alto.  CA.  USA)  
.4CM Tt-asts Off le Syst it 5.4i. vat  I. no.l. p 99-112 flan :9831 
This parer oes.csibel a series of interviews focusing on the way professional 
and clencai office woriers organize tne intormalion in their desks and offices. 
A number of Implications for destgning 'natural' and convenient computer-
based information systems are discusaed  Tao  principal claims are made  Ill 
A very important function of omit organization is to remind Inc user of things 
to do. not Just tu neto the user find desired information Failina tu support 
trim function may serpausiy impair  me  usefulness of electronic  office  systems, 
and expiicitly lact(itating It may provide an Important gavantage for auto-
mated office systems over their nonautomated predecessors. 121 The cognitive 
difficuity of categorizing information it an important factor in explaining how 
people organize their desas Computer-based systems may help with tnis diffi-
culty by tal doing as much automatic classification as possible le g.. based on 
access datest. and (b) including untitled 'piles' of information arranged by 
pnysical  location  as well as explicitly titled and logia.ally arranged 'files' 
Several other implications for the design of electronic office svstems are tits-
cussed. and some differences in hoss• people organize their deska are 
amortised. 111 refs 

market leader for office technology, it is up to  n forum like ANSI to set 
industrx etandards. trio refs ) 	 • 
184W7 . 	Rid:ones% graphics: an oseraiew. PS Sindel. 
Nett i Ret 1,r1e ,  ieulth leur 6.1 11:5 II, veil al, no 8. p.60.4 (Dec logn, 
riranhics naye beconie an imaluable tool in the decision making process 

tien vomnined wits  the power of a computer a grapros. technologv mas 

emerged that utilises hoth sticcial harduare and soilviare to generate rapine 

output I.. amputer  at:lollies provides, sastnes un lime and money, alloxs more 

rapid communication and provides areater flexibility than with an equivalent 
manual system The hardware and sofiviare employed in this technology are 
described Sly iihtn the cnntext of the marketing and finance function:the 
advantages to be gained in personnel productivity are desericed. The pitfalls 
ta  be avoided are also mentioned (nu  rets 

1/44414 	Graphical  user  inter-Wei for batineu Infernastinn miens. II Ives 
IDartmouth 	Hanover, NIL t 'SA) 

famine MI «  Sur  Q IL'S,11. spec 1%31.1e. p 15-47 (Dec. 19ga) 
This article discusses typical and aisnical applications  of computer graohics 
tor presentina business intormation. Flisting evidence relating the use of 
grannies •Ith improvements in user nrisauctiyity is discussed Much of the 
article is iocusaed on computer grannie% design with me organization tnclud-
int who should do deign ,  the conceptual foundations .1 good gravities 
design, and a set of gutdelines and cautions applicable to Inc design of (3113111V 

grarnscs The article cony:ludes with  a liai  of suggested research topes t1i4 • 
rets.()  

18444 	A imaintrurg indsotry inusi set aad adopt standards  R R Mont. 

gamcry 
Office tl...S.%)). vol 9 5 . no I,  p)88 han. 19831 

Discusses the problem of standards in office automation technology The need 

for itannards is aescrused and it is pointea out that, ceetuse tnere is  no treat 

l7778 	Local area setworks: bet and ring is. coincident star. D.C.Lindsay 
(Dynalogic lorp . Ottawa. Canada! 
Comptai  Commun Rev (USA). soli:. nu.3-4. p.13-Q1 (hip...0cl. 1982), 
ireceived• Dec. 19821 
A local ares networking scheme is mortised which as potentially more ?Owe'. 
ful than current approaches A centralized star is described ...filch could have 
equal reliahilos. could have stfripier construction. and imulo support new 
services such  as yideo teleconferencing. rels 

17779 	l)rsgtiaet —s local nerirork *OM protection. D.D1fill (Bell 1..4 .134.. 
Murray Hill. NJ. USA). 
ConIDIdt Commun Rev (t,  SAl.  vol.! 2. no 3-4, p.92-8 i.iuiv-Oct 	1982 1 
/received Dec 19821 
Prot:ones 3 t ,3001 ,3gy for local computer net ,sorts. Called 'Dragnet', it  ix 

 similar  tu'  the Ethernet network In functton. put rather dillercni in the i'iillo -
log 

 

resrects -  Ill instead at a single  lotie  bidirectional cable. there are mul• 
unit short unidirectional cables. 1:1 Just as an Ethernet network  man  require 
some number al signal repeaters to tom multiple segment. , thc procnned 
ssstem always uses une or more stmnie concentrator anus.  eau n  one  merging 

scverai etaniels into one. ( Each concentrator unit ay., proylacs tne tardify 
to sitenee inr tines comma into it, thus providing se:um% against  soc  number 
ot bad taammedi transmitters.  I  li s tnis canabilov that  in,pired the name 
'Dragnet .  t,r the remaining good transmitters in ihe sss tem can  conti-
nue to send , and all units can receive regardiess al the number ol errant 
transmtiters The parer discusaes the atrengtns•and weatnesses of the Dragnet 
aPProach The  sec aisadvantage is that Inc SCIll/C medium is potentially less 
reliable than the  simplet Ethernet network ILIAC with no rereatersi The key 
aosantagc-s are simpler, potentially more reliabte drivers aria receivers: better 
fault tolerance: and better message verification. In principic. the systems are 
compatible, and the two mIght be combined into a hybrid network. (1 tef.) 

17879 	 ergonomics and VDT standards. H.L.Snyder (Virginia 
Polstech. Inst . Blacksburg, A. USA). 

• Dantul Des tUS.-It. vol.13. no.2. p.24. 26-30 IFeb. 1983 )- 
The advent of the inexpensive  digital computer  has made possible the  vides-
prend use of CRT-based terminals, genertcallyicalled vicieo display terrninaLl 
t%Dis 1. as the most flexible cholce for an I/O device. Not unpredicubly, the 
sers large volume production  CRI  has been modified to provide s flexible 
and inexpensive VDT The author summarises some of the areas of incompitt-, 

indicates tne effects ai poor dealgn selects/in ubon visual perlormance, 
and shows how emerging standards for ail)Ts are attempting to correct these 
!auks. (5 rets.) 

117a11fi11 	Ergonomic-a nf VIM! isnekp1rces. K. H . E. Kraemer ( Ergonomics 
Lab. Virginia 1'01i/tech. Inst.. Blacksburg, V  A. USAI. 
Dtzttal 1).1 iLS  4 1. vol 1), no.2. p.25. 11.4 (Feb. 1983). 
VISU,  Or 'den thaplav Dints), also called VDTs (Visual Displey Terminals), 
arc about to become the dominant Interfaces between person anti equipment 
in the office, second only to the telephone. E.stimates are that the number or 
people working with VDUs may double every two years. With such a growth 
rate, there mav be 2% to ,0 million VDUs in offices in about ten years. The 
advent of inc. V. 1)1 ,  lias  focused general attention on the need  lot' office 
ergonomie The author considers the problem% ref  ergonomie design in VD12 

work places.. 15  rets  I 

me, • James 14, oirdhiorsen lams up »orderer .1 WoudhuY•en 	 - 
.44scrotomput Petniuut 	81.  soi 4, no  i , p %eel (Jan 19çi.ii 
Lisves the author s opinions *pout ,,hordcraft 20, a xord Proreeing Package 
for the Commodore•VIO. The exrerienced difficulty in W/31 ,4/ un the %astern.. 
and found the documentation not altogether user•friendl 	in addition t ocre  
are diffiCiallies in connecting the sYstem to à hothozuafity printer  l iai rdS 

1/460 	Aliases tries out Seny's tvpeernider. J Altayon 
Mirroeorrepul Pei mow  US , vol 4 .  nu .; p 62.1  I  Jan I45t li  
The author gives an evaluation ot the Sons. ispecorder a salent  hopeless 
typewriter, small enough to t il  in a briefcase, trial ai‘o inni.nons as a dictat-
ing maChine. The machine can store up to lfifi pages  ii  typing on its micro-
cassette. and can print it directly on a compact printer In° re: s  

177s7 	Local aria nernorks 'nark clear: NET/ONE—a bus nriented loca/ 
data network. D.Stemle. 	Klein 
Oit.  ,wanoar 'German y ',  vil 	no.12. p1172•3 (Dee 19971, In Germa n 
De-scribes a conceptual framework for the facilities required of a local net-
work. In this ease Etherment is taken as tne.low-level communication method, 
with higher-level protocol% such as 111 14 2780/3780 and 3270.BSL available 
lor file transfer and block mode terminais. (no  refs) G.F.F 



18480 	1,11: attitude to EN1S. J Horsley. 
Data Processing fG8). vol.24,,no 10, p.I6-18 IDec. 1982). 
The - Maliar benefit 01 electronic mail and messaging systems (EMMS)  ii  
increased curitmunication between executtves, vrhich is particularly important 
in large muiltinattonal companies. IA penetration of electronic mail systems 
is currentls tar behind that in the USA. UK  systems are usually sold as 
asw.on to riotous OP  aervicca tO lumet the coat of Investment  Trie  author 
aiusse ine iSctiirs influencmg the growth of FM/MS.  tire oevelopment of 
Joint software packages  ana gatewasa• to external oata and shows the adyan-
tagea of enhanced internal Communications. (no refa.) 

.18481 • Caught between rwo stools lotTsee autos:abaci.  K •H.Herrmann 
(SOF1 LAB GmblE Munish, Germany) 
Data Procetung (G 8 '. vol.25,  nul. p 11-11 (Jan -Feb. 19831 
The author st/tes that the DP specialtat has to make a choice between data 
proccasmg and word procesaing for developing software and Obtaining 
information to support hts work. Integration of OP  and  WI'  could lead to 
better productiaity. (no refa.) 

18482 	More effective me of minicomputer/ Ile office autoanatioal. 
A G.Seabbage (British .Aercepace PLC., Winton Aercdrome, Preston , 

 England) 
Data Processing n G8 , . vol.25 , no.l. p 14-16 (Jan -Feb. 1983 1. ' 
Describes an exPertment to extend the capabilities and rtioncomouters by the 
Use of word processing sollware. and to use.them as a primary means of 
compiling reports by engineers. The paper alao ciesenbes the graduai introduc-
tion of  lite faciiity to à large numocr  of  engineers. relates them excenences 
with its use, and makes some eatIMetes of the potentsal sayings 0( such a 
system in a large organization. (no rets.) 

17812 	Controller >transceiver board drives Etbernevinto PC domain (Peru. 
turComputer). B Metcalfe LICUm Corp. Mountain 1tiew. CA. LJA).. 
Jelini-Mtcro S/31., 	vol  lb, no.),  p.1 ?90  (Jan 19831 
Until very reeentls, the cost ol connecting micrccomputera  tu the  -Ethernet 
local network was prohibitive to both pcsonas-computer masers and users. But 
the introduction of VLSI controller chips. refInements in Ethiraet tranaceivers 
and space-efficient. hoard design have brough E:nerner zonnec: n an %ohm Inc 
reatm of the Second - generation ,  lo.ost-oaaeo microcomputer ts, (Jutting  trie 

 tranSeelvet on - the controiser board and using %/LS' date:on &  ....rosier,. It la 
possible to provide a complete local-network connection, on:hiding aollware. 
for fess than S1OO. per station Initisily aimed  ai 1B1st Lorp..a Personal 
Computer. R.om Corp.'› EtherSeries• riot/Ides the Ethernet phsaical and 
data-link control,  layera  at board leVel and supplies networking ic;ftuare for 
such applications ai file and printer snaring and electronss: mail. The pro-
duct's levels of networking service allow' flexibility of configuration and 
unpiementation by both OEMS and nonprogramming end usera trio  rets  I 

18520 	Local mell networks-1.0-speed eetworks for *Mee eoeuneasice• 
tuns. I Fromm iSiemens AG. Munchen. Germanyl 
7 eleunt Rep ((oermant.1 vol 5. no 4. p.234 0  113ec 19821 
I osal Area ,Networss (1 •%F.) nave been dtacussed eueruive ,  or  about two 
yeara now às a possible busla for integrated office communications and are 
already oitersd es a numoer of  manufacturers The reawc7. lut thia is  the 
demand for new hign.speed tranamissosn systems that nas amen  as a resuit of 
dutriouted oat., processing increasing orocesfing speeds and the need  lot 
resource sharing  This article  ta intended to ()tux the EMS bus network in 
context and w altou a prorer auesament of s ta charattenstsu (3 refs 1 

IR.496 	NissInstation seirro. 1.4 nffice autoeutioe 	 C.Groas. 
Liertrort. 	tirarter;. - no.4, p 	(15 Jan. 19831 In French. 
The author mimes the wide chutce  of  relatively inexpensive multiatation. 
microcomputers. She enlarges on the French 'office autorrubon pole' u 
defined ba authority ur to the end of 1982 and grouped around CII-
Honevwell-Bull wIth i ta Quester M. A subudiara company's Mural 90/50 
16-bit microcomputer Is described in some detail and -compared woh Corail 
distributed peocessing systetns. Products of Thomson•CSF, Vutory Computer 
S.-sterns, Data Matrix. Cromenen. Zdog and DEC are reviewed. Small 
systems with three or four usera and local mini-networks are tweeted heiefly. 
(no  relu.)  M.B.D. 

18497 	Eketrottie teuil for the  ;stems-five eftlee. I.J.Fuller (Hewlett- 
Packard Co., Ptnewocd, England) 
Hrwletr-Patkard J. fUSAL  vol 54. no.:1, p.20-9 (Feb. 1 9 831• 
HPAt 	is  an  electronic mail system which operates on the Hewlett•Packard 
31 8J0 Computer System. It u deaigned to enable users who may not be 
familiar won computers and their associated technology to interchange 
Intormation effectiveis throughout their organnatton. Messages, documents. 
business charts and graphs  and HP 3(..1.,3 system me. can be exchanged both 
locall, and remotels HPMAII. operates concurrently with other data-
procesSing and of fice information-proem:sung activities. It operetes from any 
terminal which can be connected to an HP 1000 That  incluons the HP 
26269,  N%ord Processing Station, the compact HP 2382A Office 'Terminal 
and the IIP 125 I'ersonal Office Computer. The capabilittes and orseratman of 
HPMA1L arc described. (no rets.)  

18485 	E-COM: It's  nase  has mug. D.L.Hiller 

Data Manage. IL'SAI, vol.20. no.12. p.35-0, 41-2 (Dec. 1982 ). 

The bonefiu to be gamed from electronic communication of mail (E-COM) 

are described An electronic mail cosubenefit analysis for one-time correspon-

denet d peesenteds The closed loop approach to electronic mail la outlined. 

no  rets ) 

18484 	Tell4ort graphies. Reel applicatious. IJ.A.Tenne-Sena (Dept. of 
Communications. Government of Canada. Ottawa, Ontario. Canada/ 

Dup Technol  4 Appl. &fit,  viii 3,  no 4, p 197-205 ilkt. (9821 

Telidon is essenitally a computer  graphies  code whom is sus- . effective as the 

presentatiOn level protocol for videotex, for which it was ortgmally devèlorca.1, 
teletext and other consumer-and business-oriented information si.iStCMS  (ta  use 

of je0MetriC primitives rather than tne mosaic characters of Ita predecesaurs 

permiu efficient digital storage and rapid transmission of detailed'  graphies.  

Dinghy termtnab can be bush to dispiay the images onth cfifferent oegrees 

detail tO 'tut trte application. 114 rels.) 

171133 	̀Simple' local area asetworks?—a cane study. M.G.Jackson  lias- 

manias  b taie  Computer Centre. Hobart, laamania. Australia) 
Ninth Australian Computer Conference, Hooart, Tasmania. Australia, 23-27 
Aug. 1982 (Sandy Bay. Tasmania, Australia: Australian Comput. Soc. 19821, 

p 511.25  vil) 
Faced with the taak of designing and Implementing a local area network from 

seratch , the  author relates the problems experienced by the computerist wtth 

no specialsst skills in the communications field Inc philosophy behind a 
network lor a small to  medium  +Axed computer Installation, necessitating con-
nection of a vartety of termsnals to dissimilar computers is examtned and 
questions are raised regarding the real meaning of Industry standards. He 
describes the installation of the local area •network.at the Tasmanian  Stuc 

 Government Computer Centre  and  discusses the difficulties expertenced, due 

tu  lack of information regarleg the physical implementation of so-called 
netwoma and COMMUnteatiOna an general. (no  tels  I  

15511) 	Focin  os  humui. factors when inteagiseg cluiage. R V  Clapit (3M 
o St Paul, MN. USAI 

J. Microgr 	vol 16. no.2. p.14-6 (Feb 19831. 
W hen trrintementiniran automated office svitem tt is easy, ta beosme ena m• 
owed with the intrieue ol Inc technologies and iortiet the numan ingredient 
that maces ans new system work  This  article explains the noman coruidera-
buns that should - be taken I no  account The manager of a ne. System must 
plan carefulls and not overlook ergonomic factors, user training end post-
Imptementawan procedures ino refs.) 

17149 	Local-area coin essaniest toe neratorlsi — an  oneness 	K  Au rn merle 

1111M. Zuricn. S. neerla 
orkshUn  on Soitware in High-Etnerga Physlcs (Where do we 'go from here) 

loafers in summary  tors  only recelyedl ICER'9•22• 121. C.:mesa, Switzeriand, 
Oct  10X2 (lette-sa.  Switzerland' CERN 19SZi. p 215-5. 

local.area communication network, represent  a ne.- 	il actsvoy This 
paper dracrioes three scenarisos for the use of theSe 	 anti tnen  dis -

cuss-es  various technical arrroaches Parilcuiar emonassa s, put on bus and 
ring sssteno wiln Yartdus -  media access control Mechantama. 
compares the delaa-throughput characteristic of tuo access metnods. carrier-
sense multiple access with  collision  detection and token passsng, and discusses 
aime signIficant ridierences of bus and ring %astern/ ConCerning wsring. media. 
transmission,  and reliabifity. 127 refs 1 

18451 	- OFFLOAD: an offiee isnekstalion ist a portable software 'entrea- 

t...It.  A late I  Edinburgh  Regional t °mooting  (entre. toinourgh. Scotland) 
Snit( ,'sot il 5.41. .115. no I-2, p.21-36 (Fil  1082•Vointe• 1083). 

In order  tu  earls'ii the  rends availabslity of low cuat, general purpose micro-

- computers as office svorkslanons, an integrated • envoimment has been 
assembled to aiitIV/ file the•atraightforear,F use 01 a coli.ction of software 
eurnronents 	closed' user  enfflonment has  been  provided tnrough  the  use of 
the Offlead' command •interpreter which make, apronrosate c-alls on the 
underlain. ,,reratint <astern and utilittes lhe software components provided 
within th'e ijfl L oad riistent  induite  a licurneni preparation editor. 3 'filing 
&astern, document formaterx, printing and help lacilities Utilities include 
immerse calculator. a mailing fist and' form letter management system. cash 
Ilsiw analysis and data management aid,. Interactive and file transfer com-
mumcattons are provided. Irons the OffLead wortutatIon * tu a computer net-
work- which prtwsdes archive and shared fi le storage, electronic mail, Ivies.- 
Data. expenalve petipherala and many other services 14  relu 

18528 	Office automation. 4 user-drivee method. D Tan,cott 
>Jew York, USA Plenum 11962).'ts —244 pp 10 30s 410'1 iel 
The development of more advanced and coat-elfective computer and commun-
ication systems Is having a profound effect on o ffi ce organisation When 
correctly integrated onto the workplace, thesesystems Make deCided Improve-
ments in productivity and the quality of working life Nonetheless. determin-
ing the proper system fur a particular office is more compiet than ever 
before. The overall problem is a 'gap' between the users ano providers oi the 
new  technologies This book 'explores ways of closing that  gai  The origins of 
the new office technologies are deacnoed and a COnCeptual Mudd ni the office 
ma  provmed to determIne oprortunitics and requirements for office automation 
in user • organisations.  The book aiao steacribes how to conduct a coat-benefit 
analysta  of  various system:alternatives and presents methoda of office system 
evaluation Practical guidelines on the planning and Implementing of  pilot 
systems are given. (241 refs.) 



18517 	Office antornatio-n7= the Yuman serwork. H Vient (Wang Lest. 
Inc . Lowell. MA. USA). 

Autunt (Pain vol.28. no.232, p.1089.95 (Dec. 1982). In Italian 
The paper gives a description of a concept of productrvity in an office. It 
analyses the main components and  tee  people wno work in st and the  opera 
bon nrexcaures in use  'and  the  •valiabse equipment .after some generannes, 
answers are gisen to the question  ta  to *hat  ire  the factors which• effect 
productivity Yarsoua personnel factors are clitcuraed Then (0110.3  s section 
describing methods of Improving the working conclitrona generally. Further 
sections dea )  with improvements to thc carrying out of work and the require-
ments for this to be done 'The term operative procedure it discutsed and how 
to distinguish between valsd.and non valid Oflei The definttion of automation 
in an office is discussed and mutant then cover economica of the processes 
and the posaibilify of machines for automation being sufficient for working 
out everything in an organisation. ( 6  rein.)  G.V O. 

17115 	Ethernet protocol Implemented outside Xerox. 
Microorocess. Work tSwitzeriancii vol.4. no.2. p 3 (Dee. 1982). 
Two local  area  network producu controned by the 68000 meropcoceasor are 
tne first Impternentation outside of Xerot of the Xerox Network System high 
level protocols. Both are from Bridge Communications of Cupertino .  Calit01. 
roa: the ooenmunications Server!! ICSili and Gateway  S.crccrr 1 (OS ,11 
CS/1 per:Prides a virtual connection for up to 32 RS-232C- and RS-423• 
compatible terminals to any node on an Ethernet. Thet means a terminal 
connected to the ('Sit  can actually communicate with a prostam tarmfica. 
tton) running on a network  computer or can have s file of data dumped on a 
Xerox printer tied to the network. The liS:1 pro:Pict connects an Ethernet to 
a computer or network whtcn has an X.25 interface The author looas at 
these products which implement all high lesel Ethernet protocols. (no refs.) 

1a-45-6 	The  eitet.i,e office nincenation benefits. D.L.Holernan (Holzman ak 
Assnxtalcs, Manhattan Beach, CA. LSA). 
MO Soc. !USA) vol.l. no.4. p.)57'-'3 11982). 
American management  in  ill-prepared to enter the Information age. Utilivng 
Information technology to cut costs and improve decision-making requires a 
great 'deol mure knowledge about administrative activitres than top manage-
ment currently poetesses I-Intone-ally Amertcans have been poor  administra-
ton. Recently rectentztng the peohiem. management Parsed to office  automa-
tion an a solution.  The problem  in  that one cannot automate what one cannot 
struc-turalls represent. This article explores past conditsons Leading to this 
oredseatrawst and suggests  a  cencentual framework for itx resolution. 114 
refs 

17790 	The ionwartance of stratey to eed-asers if local area networks. 
D Brown (Computer It Svaterns Engng. Ltd., Watford. England). 
Contemn. Int. IGai. vol.9. no.12. p.33. 35 (Dec 19821. 
In the local area network a teennological wonder which will bons untold 
tenefits to computer users? Or is it just another developntent With its own 
range of problems for management to grapple with? In this article the author 
examines these questions and others such as can the local area network help 
managers to overcome the problems of linking a diverse selection of equip-
ment Into an integrated information syatem? Or does the local area nettinxic 
merely move the problem to a different level? (no refs.) 

17/47.4 	Portable terminate »owe towards distribated met-works. 
(iinimun Int.  GB.  vol a, no.1.1. p.53 (bec . 1 9821. 
Portable terminals may be defined as small light units suitable  (or ute by 
those who need to move from une locitron to another and yet still perform 
acte  duties involving data. Thev range in sire and weight from a pocket 
calculator to that ol a large briefcase Incorporating a virtually full size  '/OU 

 screen. a modem or acoustsc coupler and even flexible dite storage. They may 
be regarded LS formula part of ire Ultimate dtstributed computer system. (no 
'e 1v  

18483 	.1*u/ration 'AP led  OP. R.Hamper (Wordplex Ltd. Reading. 
England) 
Data Processing , G81 vol.25,  nul,  p.17-I8 1.1an -Feb 19831. 
The organizational di fferentiation between word and data processing is begin-
ning to come under scrutiny as the technology in each case begIns to merge 
The evolution of a multifunction svorgstation ts discusted and examples given 
of a WP/DP workstation in use (no  refs.) 

18441 	Ties do's and don'ts  is ennaideriaa . automation folTicesi. 

S R.Custard. 
Office (USA, vol 97, no 1. p.154 1.1an. 1983). 
Chatlinsu the. steps that the manager should go through in considering of fice 

automation. The first rule  is  'if you are nos  reody for automation, watt. if >Mr 

are ready, don't hurry' Steps tn the evaluation and purchase of systems trial 

fit the user's needs are outlined fur that who are ready.. (no refsa 

17911 	Color -  ink-jet minter. 	M.Takita. A Kakimoto. 1-1 Yokokawa, 

Y Homo, Y Hirommi ttiraprisc Recording Devices Div., Matsushita Electronic 

Components Co. Ltd Osako. Japan). 
Add le,11 Rep tiapane. vol.28, no.5. p 84 8-52 (Oct. 19821 In Japanese. 

A clesk•top Ism color ink•iet minter has  been  developed hv making use of the 
merits or ma's-in-demand Isee ink•res neaus, suer' ay no necessos in aisrose  of  

unused int. simple compact racism snd high•specd response ..1 over 2t.) slIt  

The int-iet printer has a printing time of 2.5 minutes  lie  Aa and 4  minute3 

for At. and / reproducible colors, and thus makes  ii  possible to print out 
high-resolution color pictures on a wide arca at tugh speed 1 he paper feeding 

and unloading system are automated, and o inique  mechanism using vacuum 

sucking  in  emptosed esrecialls for the feed ssstem Studies of color ink-jel 
printers with anaiog multishaded recording using an analog head and a more 

cnnipact and less expensive printer are in progress (4 refa.) 

15,451 	Half comfort can be as sisal as the  com puter.  ti Thomsnn•Smith 
Comput Manage.  ,G81, p.26.7, 30 c Jan  198)) 
Ergonomics, the relationship between the worker and hic  aig k is plasma an 

ancreasingis imminent rote in the design of computer- r  . lied equipment 

According to the office furniture manufacturers and ',am u. repo rts.  must  

office wariers will  soon 'oe using VDUs, and electronic fit-ag sssterns. com-

puter output microfilm, and comouter.aided retrieval voll Or widespread. At a 

result filing preaucts and the furniture that goes aith them must anent tO 

suit the office of the future An environment must te cre,sted which avoids 

the norker suffering front droarenett, heck of concentration  o  bays probiems. 

The article looka in parucular  as chair design. VDUs and xermiards. and 

goes sugaeuons for creating a good workIng environment • .r the automated 

office trio refs t 

171114 	Ethernet  at  fiber optics. 
Alicroorocess Work t.Swir:eriand; vol 3. no.12. p.12.13 10,2. 19821 
The fins  fiber optic Ethernet-compatible Local Area Nework CoMMunica-

fleet SyllcM was demonstrated during tne Internationas  liber  Cbatii> and 
Communications (FOC '321 Exhibit. Lin Angeles. Cis.rarnia The area 
covered by the optical system can be more thon  9 l imes  lite area coyerea by a' 
coaxial cable serial bus Ethernet system ,  while the Interniare spacing remains 
the same. Since tspicol Ethernet systems arc linuted  t- 	5 tm oetvreen 
noces, a circumferential coaxial cable system coutd oaver On:. CIS KM' includ-
ing four rete..aters. The fiber optics network can cover an area al  over  5 km: 
without a single repeater and still maintain all sum:taro Etnernet timing 
consider-stem triO refs 1 

17883 	Plata ssow for 1.01k souks'*. 
EPP Anal  lISA.  vol 21, no.2, p 1-12 (Feb. 19811 
A good many organizations are deciding (hot the rersiinit computer type of 
wort stations arc nut a5 CO51 efleCtive as 'numb lemur, seveu  ni  ;wet 
computers. Bui such  cois  COMnariSunt can be OcCert ,se 'A  ,l.  stations have a 
number of aavantages -some difficult to out o  price or - :e.ar seem sure to 
promote their acceptance  T his  article examines the hennisix tri be gained for 
ousonesa by using personal computer work stations Intl err.aint syny rney can 
be a more cost-eflective buy than dumb terminals in  rets  

11501 	Office ansonsatioa. F.A.Wang (Wang Lab int. . I owell, MA. 
USAI  
Mint.,44iero  Sin  !LISA? ,  vol.15, no.12, p.198-207 (Dec 19 ,s .''I 
Discuases the 6 technologie that go to  mate  up 	automation: data 
processing: word processing: vosce processing; image pria.:•,..ng: noworsing: 
and human factors The computer based components of chcse technologies  are 

 described and predictions  are  given for the future inn 

17109 	Ecenenstalcation protocols: design, :analysis. and standardisatson. 
G.J.Hoizrnann. 
Iniormatie tNether(andit. vol.25,  nul.  p 5.11 (Jan. 1983) In Dutch 
Discusses problems in etchanae of iniormation oetween difierent computerised 
aystems One danger is premature standardisation of torms and records 

• Reference is made to protocois stondordised by various auinonties and 'com-
plaint:a (19 refs.) J.S. 

17144 	Local networks: spoilt for c hoie.  Y •S Fiord 
Pif 	Gestion iFrancei. no Ilia, p.18-40 (Oct 19 11 1 1 . In French 
Introduces the major local area networks I LANs). Sunwards organisations 
mentioned include ANSI, IFIP. IEEE. NBS, ISO, CCITT. DIX. NVA. 
CFPT and ECH.A LAN architectures are described and transmission media 
(optical fibres. twisted pairs. etc.) discussed The suture 'of LANs is also 
discussed. inn  nefs  ) LAE 



11.440 	Technological seckwaye—martagensent's chalkage. E.L.Gavlick 
Office (USA( vol 97, no I. p 152 Oan -1983) 
Discusses the technological shockwave caused by introducing information 
ss stems  into offices , and ita  effects on staff The challenge to management is 
th adapt  te'  these cnangcs without creating emottonal instabilities os  under-
standing tne needs and expectations of those elected no rets 

185435 	The  km  to office automation. R A.Shiff 
J Mteroge. 112S.4), vol.16, no.2, p.15-18. (Feb. 1983). 
The belief that heavy investment in office automation will automatically 
result in Increased administrative productivity can be a foolish and expensise 
mistake. This article explains why planning is. essential to the successful 
implementation of office systems. (no tels  

111444 	Defining the needs for a total infoematiem system. G.R.A Milne. 

Office fLlS.41 vol 97, no I, p.176 (Jan. 198 )1. 
Looks briefly at each of the elementS that make up a total information 

system in an office , covertng computers, word processing, reprographics.  tek. 

Cornmuntc.altens and system's methodotogy. (no refs.) 

17111 	Clearing an the etefetioè toter lore are .  network.. M.) Elev., 

C.5sionics lid.. London. Enelendi 
Teiephont .  (USA , . vol.203, no.22, p 34-40 ( 22 Nos 1 982) 

Discusses  Ive  practical advantage< and limitations of local Pft2 networks The 

annlication of optical fibers and future trends are tnelutied Ino rets 

18470 	Shake-out to follow as technologies) emitter. L Mendelson 
Compuung IGB: vol 11, no 7, p.24.5 supl. (17 Feb 1983) 

Gores the point of view from US analysis in the OP  industry This is that - 

word-processing. office automation and telecommunications will merge to  pro. 

050e  integrated ssstent, tx the office. Just as the phone, 1V and house 

computer wig make some 'Morro -anon centres tno rels.1 • 

1 8467 	Field 'trial appenach to offke automation. U.Bosd 	. 
Lan Datasyst (C anadai. yo1.15, no.l. p 119.21 lian 19831 
The Canadian federal government's Office Communications Systerm lOCS) 
program is designed to develop industrial capability to supply integrated 
systems. This article examines the achievements of iht( prruest tit° teL ) 

15463 	Another contender in automation stakes—Sanyo. R.Radlord. 
Mod  Off  1.4ustrallai. vol 21. no II, p.14-15 (Dec. 1982). 
DesCribes the growth of Sanyo Office Me:runes and its current marketing 
pekes The company has been a forerunner in'electronics tor Inc past two 
der-mies ana ss currently entertng the office automation marsel ino  tels.)  



14267 	Clustered system  11111AS prate's§ iuMce•outomatIon). 
Word Process d //If.  Sen. 	vol 9, nO.11, p.12-15 (Nov. 1982). 
Deacribes hou, hornebudder and landlord to thouiands of current and 
potential residents. the Irvine Co. has diazovered that a clustered text.editing 
5)SICM eoinbined with automatic sheet and enselope feeding is the must effi-
cient and cost.eflectise way to manage tu corresponcience needs (no rein.)  

14268 	1982  sas  lees burdens text-editing equipment users- R.Fesnsch• 
reiber 
Word PrOt" [SS d Inf. Sri:.  (('SA),  vol.9.'no.11, p. I6-18 (Nov. 1982). 
The new  tan  law signed bv President Reagan on September 3, 1982. signifi-
cantly inereasea business t'axes These provisions are  most  important to teen 
of text.editing equipment for the following reasons: restriction of tan-free 

 acquisitions; reduction of investment ineentivee;  limita on pension benefits; 
v..ithhulding on dividends and interest; ecceleration of corporate tax payments; 
deferral of eonatruction period expenses; other business  provisions. This article 
explains tâCil of these items in detail. (no rcfa.) 

14269 	!lumen factors make WP/AS a success at Kaiser. D.Steinbrecher. 
Word Process. 	Inf. S.vst. (LISA). vol.9, n0.11, p.20-2 (Nov. 1982). 
Stressing the importance Of human factors in an  automates)  office environ-
ment, Kaiser Engtneers Hanford Co. in Richland, WA. has successfully CAT. 
bined word processing and administrative support into  s  coheive operation. In 
the course of iu word processing history the company has been able to 
increaae productivity with improved quality, decrease turnaround time, reduce 
backlogs, increuse support without adding new personnel , and provide inter-
changeable career paths for WP/AS personnel. The following steps taken by 
the company are diseuesed, developing career paths; offering cross-training; 
interfacing  usera  and operators, creating smooth work flow; writing a proce-
dures manual; and creating a pleasinCenvironment. (no rein.) 

11668 	A fiber optic 1...AN/OCS using 	broadband PBX. E.H.Hare 
(Dept. of Communications. Ottawa, Ontario. Canada). 

.GLIDBECOM '82. IEEE Global Telecommunications Conference, Miami. FL, 
USA. 29 Nov:2 Dec. 1982 (New York, USA: IEEE 1982), p.961-5 vol.) 
The concept of a liber  optic local area network (LAN) for office communica-
tion systems (OCS) based on a centrally switchel star configuration is elks.; 
cusscd. Use of a broadband analogue PBX. and a time division multiplexed 
pulse amplitude (TDM-PAM) transmission scheme through optical  libers  
allows the network to accommodate many analogue and digital  channels. 
Previous experimental results on optelectronic switches show that fabrication 
of a PBX matiix switch of size 30X30 for circuit switching 64 ab/s digital 
signals or 100 kHz analogue signals, is possible. Crosstalk Ims and isolation 
(on/off power ratio) of  more  than 60 dB can be achieved readily in such 
matrix switches. A digital PBX may also be used, but the use of a broadband 
analogue PBX wil provide a LAN/OCS network that is transparent to the 
various -transmission protocols and will offer flexibility in choosing digital 
equipment for the office. By taking advantage of the extra transmission band-
width of the optical fiber, if required, video services can alto bc provided to 
the office. (II refs.) 

14263 	New otTice systems technology. R.F.Glyn•Jones fIBM United 
Kingdom Ltd.. Portsmouth. Engrenaï. -  - 
ASLIB Proc. (GB), vol.35, no.1, p.31-7 (Jan. 198.3). 
The processing of infoemation is becoming' an increasingly impurunt function 
in most organisations.  The volume  of  this information has necessitated the 
introduction of new technology into the office. This article examines some of 
the ideas and machines involved in the office automation boom. Among the 1 
things discussed are database management systems, viewdata. the information , 
centre and the role of the information scientist. (no refs.) • I 

14264 	Tektex tackles America. D.Duke. 
Word Process. d inf. Syst. IUS/1), vd1.9, no.10, p 12-14, 38 (Oct. 1982 5 . 

I I. 

- 	. 	— • - - 	- 
13607 	The nderocomputet connection to local networks. 	M.Killen 
(Strateg(c Inc., San Jose. CA, USA). 	 • 
Data Commun. (USA), vo1.11, no.13, p.97.112 (Dec. 1982)• 
Small-scale microcomputer network.% are currently used mainly as a means of ! 
sharing .hard-dise storage and.printers. thereby realising savints over the cost 
of prcrviding these at each station.  The y are a common form  of  local network, • 
being low cue (the price of an intnefa.ce is currently around  $ 500 and declin-
ing') and technologically simple. In the future some busincese will have net- 

- works of several dozen tu several hundred personal computers. whilst networks 
will also link whole university and college campuses, each student having his I 
own computer. Networks offer a. better method of shering micracomputer 

• resources than does timesharing with several teminals on a single machine. 
In this article, information  in  given on leading micrecomputer network vend-
ors, network arrangements (rings and stars) and the capabilities of apecifie 
eamples currently on the market. Four actual applications. in education. 
management consuluncy, banking and property management, are  brsefly 

described. 

1.1660 	Perform.dnee e.aluntion ut•  local  IICCeSS systems in COMPlItef  net -

wrku. S Bhatia (Bell-Northern Res., Ottawa. Ontario, Canada),  H T  Most 

 lah  
Cil  081-COM '82. IEEE Global Telecummunieations Cunferen..e. Miami. Fl. ,  
USA. 29 Nos.-2 Dec. 1982  (New'  York. USA :. IEEE 1982 ) . p 381.5 vol 1 
A computer•aided data network planning tool  'sas  been deseforfed to study the 
performance or ,arious  types of network acces »stems This comositer 
Simulation package  provides the network  designer  with a fl exible toal to esaf-
uale eeonomically the performance parameters (sueh as the total ssoem 
throughput, average message. delay, the probability  of data loin  ana the 

mentor)'  size) of 'different typos of access systems used in the  local  loop of 

computer netssurks. The performance of a line concentrator and a Message .  

Interswiteh is discussed. The Message Interswiteh permits a number of low 
speed terminals to share communication lines and also provided access to' 
local eornmon resources such as line printers. daxabases and optical character 
readers. Two types of traffic commonly used in teleprocessing applications are 

considered the inquiry/response mode and the file transfer mode The rela-
tionahips among the system throughput, average message delay and prebabii-

ity of data loes as a function of input 'line utilization and mean message 
length for var(ous types of access systems are presented (2  relu.)  

14910 	L.ow-cost CADD at work. E.Teicholz. P Kilburn (Graphic Systems 
Inc.. Cambridge. MA. USA). 
Defamation (USA). vol.29. no.1, p.103•10 (Jan. 1983). 
Computer-aidee1 design and drafting systema provide imprmed drauing 
management, maintenance and error reduction. In this ankle ,  users discuss 
their experience with .computer aided design and drafting systems that crest 
under 5100000. (no refs.) 

13616 	Appliettione of fiber optics to computer syateme. M W.Sachs• 
(IBM •Thomas I 	a!son Res. Center, Yorktown Heights. NY, USA). 
Proc. SPIE lot Opt Eng IUS,41. vol.318, p.80-3 (1982). (1st Interna-
tional Conference and Workshop on Picturc Archiving and Communication 
Systems (PACS) for Medical Applications. Newport Beach, CA. USA. 18-21 
Jan. 19821. 
Fiber optics promise to be an attractive transmission medium for  commua.  
(cation betueen the computer and its 1,/0 devices and for local network's.  lis 

 attractiveness results from its potential for providing high data transfer rate 
and long transmission' distance.  Within the central computer Complex, serial 
transmission on fiber optics can also eiiminate many of the problems asso-
CieCti with today's bulky parallel cables and connectors. However, to obtain 
the maximum benefits of  liber  optics. it will bc necessary to makefchanges te 
the I/O interface architecture as well as the transmission medium. Change 
may also bc required in the way applications utilize I/O in order to take 
advantage  of the  high data rate potential. The author discusses some of the 
features of fiber optics as applied to the computer system and also indicates 
possible  architecture and application approaches for deriving the greatest 
benefit from fiber °mice. (8  mis.)  

13733 	Graphics standards are emerging—slowly but surely. C.Bailey. 
•Electron. Des. (USA),  vol..) I,  no.2, p.103•10 (20 Jan. 1983). 
With computer graphics systems proliferating  ut'  a dizzying pace from use in 
mainframe machine down to the personal computer, manufacturera are being 
forced to face a problem they have long avoided: graphics standards. Corn. 
pater  users went them so that the.graphics program written for one machine 

, can run on a comparable machine, and virtually everyone in the industry 
agrees that compatibility is needed. After years of progress,  basic approaches 
have been defined, and some propeals are close to acceptance on  interna. 
honni and national standards. The struggle has narrowed to two main con. 
tenders:  the Graphical Kernel System (GKS), which was developed originally 
by DIN (Deutsches Institut fur Normung), the officials standard body of 
West  Germany; and the Core System,  a de facto standard created by the 
SIGGRAPH Graphie Standards Planning Committee (GSPC) of the Asso-
ciation for Computing Machinery. In addition, for videotex applicatfc-ns, 
industry heavyweghts are supporting a specialized system called the North 
Americen Presentation Level Protocol Syntax (NAPLPS). The author looks 
at these three systems. (no refs.) 

13524 	Ficiory ensironmeat . fi ber optic LAN provides EN11 —itrimunir), 
increases aecutity. 
Comput. Des. (USA), vol.21, no.12, p.32.8 (Dec. 1982). 	• 
Fiber Optic/Net One, a fiber optic interconnected Ethernet LAN communica• 
dons system. adds fiber optic technology while preserving  the  hardware/soft-
ware investments of existing Ethernet configurations. Introduced through a 
Collaborative effort ,  the system comprises the Codenet•2020 fiber optic Ether-
net transceisers deseloped by Codenoll Technology. Ethernet compatible net• 
work interface units and communications software from Ungermann•Bass. and 
fiber optic transrnision subsystems by Siecor/FiberL.AN. Fiber optic cables 
are, 505  susceptible to electromagnetic radiation.- problems such as group loops, 
croastalk and lightning interference are eliminated. No electrical signals are 
transmitted between equipment interconnected by the glass fibers, thereby 
eliminating the possibility of electrical surges or short circuits. ..ioreover, it is 
alinost impossible to tap into the Ethernet data bus without immediate detee-
tion. a security advantage over coaxial nets. - Features of, the network system 
are deeribed. (no rets.)  

1 

. 	_ 	. 	_ 
Discusses the German Teletex service, run hy the Deutsche Bundespost. ! 

 Advantages that the system has over conventional Telex arc outlined. and the 1 
requirements of a system that conforms to agreed CCITT standards are I 
detailed. Developmenu in the USA towards Teletex are also deseribed, for ; 
example, Western Union  han  plans to begin a service, and has an interne- • 
tional agreement with West Germany to begin Teletex communication. (no ; 
refs.) 

1 



14311 	Canada must  seize  chance tu suppls business senices. D.A.Keith 
(1 P Sharp Associates Ltd, Toronto. Ontario, Canada). • 
C'IPS Re, (Canadai. ol.6. no 6. p 14.15 (Nov.•Dec. 1982): 
The  si voles  industry In Canada today consists of either too much hardware 
and not cziqugh software. or too much software and not enough hard-
ware— mincsity is s:ally sure which. The esi_itement of Canada's develupment 
of TeWon prolix...I as a potential international standard for text and graphics 
display  ha  s tended to overshadow the bet that the standard is onls that: a 
standard. Thc author argues that there is a great opportunity for Canada to 
become a leader .in the supply cif online information to the business commun.- 
ity of the .world. It will take peoPle who are skilled in the art of putting up 
data bases, and people who can provide effective and flexible access mechan-
isms to those data bases The authcr believes that Canada has the people, and 
the educational institutions to  male  it happen. There is no reason in the 
world why Canada should not bc able to take advantage of ibis  opportunity. 
(no refs.) _ 

13605 	Description of Fasnet — a unidirectional local—area communications 
aetwirk. J.O.Limb (Sell Labs., Murray Hill, Ni, USA), C.Flores. 
Bell Sys). Tech. J. (USA) ,  vol.61, no.7.pt.1, p.1413-40 (Sept. 1982). 
Fasnet is an implicit tokempassing, local-area network aimed. in supporting 

'high data rates and carrying a wide  mis of traffic (data, voice, video, and 
facsimile). Transmission is unidirectional with stations attaching to the 
medium passively via dircetional couplera. A link consists of Iwo  Imes, one to 
carry traffic in each  direction.Unidirectional transmission provides the poten-
tial for efficient operation  al  high data rates, while the passive medium pro-
vides the potential for high reliability. The authors describe the physical 
configuration and the protocol and give channel utilization for the condition 
of continuously queued sources. Mechanisms to control the access of various 
traffic  types are described. Finally: ,  thé interconnecnon of multiple Fasnets is 
studied for one particular configuration,  5 ring. (16 refs,) .  

13595 	What to standardise In a local area network: protocols or services 

and interfaces?. G.Andreoni (CREL Politecnico di Milano, Milano, I(aly), 
T.Kalin„ G.Le Moll 
Proceedings of the Computer Networking Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, 

USA. 10 Dec. 1982 (New York, USA: IEEE ( 982), p.13-17 
This paper deals with the standardisation of the Local Area Network proto-
cols. Present standardisation activities ate focusing on the lower two levels in 
the 7 layer OSI architecture, with little hope for standardisation to be able to 

follow the fast developrnents of LAN technologies.  The  present  parer  is pro-
posing a Network Access Unit (NAM as a part of the Extended Commun-
tcauon Subsystem running levels from I through to 3, with standardised 

interface towards the user. Possible implications of such division are also 

discussed. (8 refs.) . 

13597 —•Integrated local networking • for voice and data traffic two 

approaches. J.C.Majithia (Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada), S.- 

Q.Li. 
Proceedings of the Computer Networlcing Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, 

USA, 10 Dec. 1982 (New York, USA: IEEE 1982), p.69 -75 
7 —"Thi integration of heterogeneratir iii -fra.z types into a common communication 

network is of considerable interest- to network.designers. The authors define 

an Integrated Services Network (1SN) as.  a communication network which 

provides a wide range of services wiihout restricting the type of switching and 

transmission facilities used. They consider two approaches for designing an 
ISN for voice and data traffic. (7 refs.) . 

14298 	Word processing with optica l .  character recognition. E.Branden- 
berger. 
Mikro- 	Kleincompul. (Switzerland). vol.4; no.b, p.5I-3 (Dec. 1982). In 
Germ,an. 

• The application of optical character recognition systems to the reading of 

.typcscript for word processing and computer storage of text is discussed. 

Justification for the use of OCR methods are examined and four case-

ssamples show advantages obtained in documentation and office practice. The 
economy of the optical character recognition concept and factors relating to 

the choices ttf an OCR reader are considered. (no refs.) 11.Y.H. 

143311 	The information socieis —the wonder that would be?. B W.ManIcy 
(Philipe Business  Systems Group. Maidenhead. F.ngland).. 
lEE Peck.. A (Gill,  vol.) 30.  no 1; p.15.18 (Jan...1983). 
Thc information revolution is promised to bring about social and economic 
changes mailing tho.se following .the industrial re‘olution of two centuries 
ago. Thc author concentrates en two new ssstem concepts which arc based on 
close study of: applications: one reia.tcs to the office .and one to the home 
Each centaine the key. elements which will recur progre.esively in all informa-
tion handling systems  in  the future: the integration of previousls separate 
products into a  coherent system; the- ability of one workstation to perform 
more than onc task; and the convergence of data processing. text and image 
handling. and telecommunicattons Inwards a common course. Some of the 
implications for employment in the next decade in consequence of systems of 
this kind are examined. (no rems.)  

13922 	Business graphies  in 1983. Art for art's sake?. J.Bartimo. 
Comnurrrworid (USA). vol.16, no.52/vol.17, no.1, p.33-5 (27 Dec. 1982/3 
Jan. 1983). 
Describes the growth of computer graphics for business applications. Future 
growth areas will include: graphics for decision support systems; use of corn-
puterieed slide makers (for big users): graphiiss plotters and printers; graphics 
software. (no  r e m.)  

13923 	Business grsphics. C.Machover (Machover Associates Corp., 
White Plains. NY. USA). 
Compulerworld  (USA), vol, 16,  no.48A,  p.5 1.4 (1 Dec, 1982). 
'Say it with graphics' is becoming a trend in offices today. The applications 
for business graphics are growing daily. This article looks at the state-of. 
the.art in computer graphics and what benefits it offers. (no refs.) 

13602 	Simulation mode'  of an Ethenvet. H.D.Hughes, L.Li (Dept. of 
Computer Sci., Michigan State Univ..•East Lansing. (4l, USA). 
Compul. Performance (GB). vo1.3, no.4, p.210-17 (Dec. ( 982). 
A simulation model is described which can be used in experiments to evaluate 
Ethernet performance. The re-sults of these experiments can be used to investi-
gate the packet delay at each node ,  the collision frequency, the network's 
capacity, the stability of the network and the fairness of network access. This 
simulation model also allows modifications to the CSM A/CD scheduling 
policy to be studied. A discussion of the design and impiementation of the 
model is presented. Examples are provided to illustrate some possible uses of 
the model, and the results obtained from the model are verified. ( ( 6 refs.) 

_ 	. 	. 

11395 	OCR •needs the needs of offices. L.Brilliantine. 
Word Process. <k Inf. Syn. (USAI. vo1.9.-no.1 1, p.40-4 (Nov. ( 982). 
The technical problems of paçer handling. recognising blank spaces for para-

graphs. margins, etc. and sc-anning multiple type points, arc largely solved in 

Usa  new generation of opticat character recognition machines The author 

describes the salient features of seven such preducts. OHS reader 1240 from 

Burroughs Corp.. AljahaWord lIlplus Irom CompuScan. the -Dept. Workless 

Station. the Kurzweil Reading Machine which has a talking facility, Scan 

Dnta's .2280, the Toshiba OCR-V100, and Totees  10-5000. Advice is given 

on how to determine the machine capacity . requircel before purchasing an 

OCR unit. (no refs.) 

	

- 	- . 
• 14275 	Electronic mail: phone borne. SS.Kay (Hanitagan dc Associates 

Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 
Contputerworld (USA). vol.16, no.48A, p.13-14.(1 Dec. 1982). 
Electronic mail is currently being offered by almost every type of company in 

Usa data processing field. In fact, while 21 vendors of computer-bascd mes •  

sage systems were in the market in 1981, more than twee that number 

entered the marketplace in 1982. With so much activity in the market. how 

can a user decide what system is best for his organization's needs? This 

article spotlights a few of the companies and occurrences in the marketplace. 

(no rais.)  

..• 

— 

13.621 	Local-area networks spur moves to standardize data communications 

among computers and peripherals. R.Allan. 
Eleraran. Des.e.SAI, vol.30, no.26, p.107-12 (23 Dec. 1982). 
Intelligent communications withih  a  local•area network of computers and 

asociated peripherah and terminals depends less on the type of hardware and : 

more on common modes of behaviour, or protocols. The ISO's standard 

D1S7498 lays out a seven-layer architecture for network communications. . 

This and related standards (RS-442, R.S-232-C, RS-449, X.21. IEEE.-802, 
and X.25) are considered. CSMA/CD and token passing are then discussed. 

(no refs.) 

14908 	The engineering oMce of the 1990s. E.H.Smith,Jr., W.R.Lssyna 
(Du Pont Co., Wilmington, DE, USA). 
CEP (('hem.  Eng. Prot) (USA) ,  vol.78, no.I2, p,41-4 (Dec. 1982). • 
Describes the engineering office of the future by imagining a typical -day in 
the life of a project engineer in the 1990s. Innovations might include: an 
engineering workstation, incorporating large viewing screen, function keys and 
joy-stick controls, teleconferencing; voice inPut to equipment: electronic mail: 
high-resolution colour. graphics. It is shown how many of these features are 
already available, awaiting reductions in cost before they are used more 
widely. (no refs.) 
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11251 	Oa  Ring  automated. H.Downing (Univ. of Southampton, SOY • 
thampton. England). 
Asi_la Proc. (G8), vo4.31, no.l. p.38.51 (Jan. 1983). 
The introduction of word processing centres (WF'Ci) is often heralded u 
freeing the typist from hours of drudgery and allowing room (Or more creativ-
ity Ind initiative for the operator. The author of this snick explodes this 
myth by describing how work at a WPC can be demoralising ,  unsociable. 
stressful and even hazardous to health. (10 re(a.) 

13412 	Ere) ake of the Ethernet local computer betwerk. J.FShoch. 
Y K.Dalal, 	 R.C.Crane. 
Computer 'USA). voi.15. rio.8, p.10-27 (Aug. 1982). (received: Jan. 1983J 
As it evolved from a research prototype to the specification of a multi. 
company itandard, Ethernet compelled designers to consickr numerous 
trade-offs among alternative imp4ementation4 and design strategies. The auth-
OM discuss the evolution of Ethernet which has proven a very effective  local 
network. (29 re (l.) 

--•.--- 	. 

14:947 	Anent« mainframer net* tights tse office.augeentstion. 
Cam. Daratyto. (Cafflde). vol.; 4. no. I I, p.74 (Nov. 1982 ). 
Sperry Univie it b l onding hardware mad software into a .  fully integrated 
office srttern aimed at medium to large organizations. Called Sperry-Link. 
the system brinp together word end data processing. personal computing , 

 electronic mail. and voice }mica. This article gives as overview of the 
capabilities and components of this systern. (no relu.)  

- 	•- 	• 	 , 

13419 	NT sees future is 'epee' Informed*. mmeagement. 
Can. Dinars's). (Canada), vol..14, no.11, p.18 (Nov. 1982). 
Northern Telecom Ltd. are investing 11.2 billion over  5 five.year research and 
development program to devise an 'open' information management system, 

called OPEN World (Open Protocol Enhanced Networks). This article 

describes txr« this computer network will be biased on the SL family of PBXs, 

.with the whole integrated system under the control of an SL PBX controller. 

(no refs.) 

13414 	The Rolls Royce d eetworks leeenputer systems). G.Kewney. 
Computing WM, vol.l  1.  no.4. p.25 (27 Jan. 1983). 
The author briefly describes Ethernet, the 'Rolls-Royce' of local area net-

works.  end shows its relationship to Zynar's Plan 4000 network system. In the 

latter the designer has rejected full.scale Ethernet technology. but the system 

can epee with large etorage devices and data transmission rates well in excess 
of those currently available. Nevertheless Ethernet forma the buts of the way 

Plan 4000 relates one network to another. (no refs.) 
. 	 _ 

.• 

14312 	Sreet checkers ter the TRS-an. T.Kepner. 

Pop. Comma. ff../S.4). von, no.3, p.138-48 (Jan 1983). (received: Jan. 1913 ) 

The  am ant  of spelling mistakes made when word processing tends to be 

-.; higher than with handwriting because or keying and editing errors. The nee of 

spelling checker programs can help minimise errors. This article reviews four 

• tech pronrarna for the TRS-80.  Th ese are Hexspell, Chextext, Microprool. 

• and Proofreader. (wo refs.) 	 . 

- 
14315 	Win typewriters clef take diclatioe?. ET-Janette. (lJuiv. of C-8.14. 
(ornia. Santa Barbara, CA. USA). 
Speech Trchnol. (USA). vol.). ne.3, p.35-42 (Sept.-Oct. 1912).• 
()Isola-sus linguntict and its v-grious Weell of analysit. The details of eased. 

English ctinsonants and then classification. allophones., acoustic phoebe:tau and 

Ike future of linguistics are conaadered. (9 rat.) , 

, 94413 	CAL)  reaches the mull drawing arks. J.Cornish. 
• ,; Very.  Ri-y.  (G81, vo4.212. no.2, p.264 (14 Jas. 1913). 

Computer sided ocitga was until recently thougat to be the preserve of large 

cegaarsatioos. But sow marry smaller firma, seektrig a• increase in productiv. 

it)', are booklet seriously ai CAD techniques. The article outlines the mein 

3 advantages and points out  tome pitfalls. (no  relu.) 

. 	 . 

14215 	A  1;171-li S—d—ri•n•;r4.8  al iirbCn i•IMaetiti D.C.MO&i0a (E.F. 
Hutto. Co.. New York. NY. USA). 
Adm. Mediate. (USA), sit4.43, no.12. O.26-9 (Dee. 1 912). 
The outlook for the office *stoma Lk!, PlUI rite 0 Ike 1980.  is iota to be 
bright, especially for thine companies whose preelsical adeire,is spcedie  

• tioat. The author expresses he news oe which vendors will be winners. la  

11209 	As eye for an ey•  (VDUs} L.Page. 
Micro Orris. (G8), rOU. b, p.61.2 (Feb. 1983). . 
As far as operator health is concerned, there is anisiderabie coecern about the use of VDU. A recent report explattiod the effect of glare, character appearance, positioning of screen and keybnerd. and type of work. This article considers the reports results and pre:wicks guidelinea on how to avoid, or at least minimize, some of the health hazards associated with VDU operation. 
(no refs.) 

- 	• 	-- 
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10324 	!Ylltto-computetiring your paperwork. S.Pogrow  (Unis. of Arizona. 

Tucson. AZ, USA). 
Electron. Learn. IL'S.-11, vol.2, no.l. p 54-8 (Sept. 1982) 
Descrtbes how to reduce the paperwork load by 20 .to 70 percent  cil an 

average business. This is done svith the aid of a microcomputer and three 

computer programs.  trio  refs.) 

10325 	Kaypio go= to Wsethington !portable computer!. F 1 

Mtcrocompuong 	vol.6, no.12, p es.lo (Dec. 19821. 
The author discuss= how he used the Kaypro II portable microcomputer for 

office work in the Pentagon.. His ,impressions and experiences with  the  

machine are outlined. (no  tels.)  
• 

10326 	Report from the front line: what  eau the Vie really do?. FA Grace. 

Fir Comput. 	vol.2.  no. I.  p.13, 1 $  (Oct. 1982 1  
The feasibility of usIng the Vic 20 microcomputer as a business  computer  is 

examtned. The Vic looks an attractive, low-cost option fur man >  business 

applications. despite Its  stuc. This ix  because memors expansion is becoming 

increasingly common ,  mote and more software  packages are being desclupcd 

for  business and the price of add-on devices like disk drives and printer 
interfaces.  (no  rein.)  

10327 	The 'Japan:me office automation intaslim »hat it means for the 

Australian riarket.• D.Jacobs: 
Mod Off 1.4ustralia,. vol.21, no.7, p 16-18 (Aug 198 ) 1. 
The reaction of Japanese manufacturers to the office automation boom has 

been slow but they- tre.now lining -.up a -  variety of products for the export 

market. This article examines the four main types of equipment being man u . 

factored by the Japanese. These are plain paper copiers. facsimile machines , 

 word procesaors and personal computers. (rio  relu.)  

10328 	Office artoestdoe the changing  viiJou. R.R.Panko. 
Mod. Off Muttralia1, vol.21. no.8. p.I4-16 (Sept. 1982 ) . 

Deacribea the development of office automation technoiogy from early interest 

in word processing to the modern day integrated electronic tofice syatems. 

The  next step towards full utilisation of the electronic office  iv  seen as a more 

strategic approach to martagernent of the office technology. (no rets.) 

10329 	OCE-Reprovaphici consolidates la office amonsatien. 

Mod. Off 1.4ustrallat vol.21, n6.8. p.23.4 (Sept.  19821. 
From diverse beginnings in many field* of commerce. Oce•Reprographic., has 

re-grouped to stake a subatantlal claim in the office automation italics This 

article explains the reasons behind the ,success of this. company. (no re t s.) 

10330 	Gateway to Prestei: the UK 'public qdeotex terriee is expandirrg. 

CV.  
Dora Procesimt (GB), vela, no.9, p.22-4 (Nov. 1982) 
Extension of the UK Preatel viewdata (videotex) .service by linking it to 

external private computers is discussed. This 'Gateway facility will offer an 

interactive service enabling tsvotway communication- eCtween private comout-

' ers arid  Preste)  receivers. Phase Two of Gateway's tntroducteon will make a 

number of large .databases directly available to the puolic and is li kely to 

stimulate a• growth in mailo•rder. banking and retail services. (  no  tels.)  

10509 	High desalt:, read/write optical system. P.L.Chen (Advanced Con- 
cepts•Si Technol. Div. ,  Xerox Electro-Uptical Systems. Pasadena. CA, USA) 
Proc SFIE lat. Soc. Upt Eng. 'USA'. '09 329. P.21.4 1198 21. lOPtleal Disk 
Technologs, Los Angeles ,  CA. USA. 2O-28 Jan. 19821 
›,erox Flectro-Optioal Systems  in  developing an information storage and 
retrieval ssstem lor the Library of Congress to store a data base consisting of 
seen million library card a . The library card image will be digitized, atored, 
and retrieved by a computer system and printed out on a Xerox 9700 high 
speed laser printer. Two separate optical systems are inVolved, namely, the 
mastering station and the read only piaser. The mastering station *rues the 
coded digital data on a glasa disc as a pattern of haies  in a thin metallic film 
and is capable of 'reading' the information immediately after 'writing' for 
proofreading and system checkup. The read only plaser  in a smaller unit to be 
oeliscred to the library of Congress for data retrieval. The author discusses 
the mastering station. The masterIng station is capable of writing or reading 
am  • $ megabits per second. The total storage capacny Iv 5X 10' u  bits per disc 
surface, which is at least ten  limes  the storage capacity of most advanced 
magnetic media today. (3 rets.) 

7347 - What's holding up the automated office?. ak' 	kliansehrod 
.tdpi .ttonoct i1V.11 sol 41. no 9.  p2)  (Sept 19821. 
•'in  examination of flic eurrent sidle  ut oiticc  automation explains why its 
ileyoopment appears to have (mm lied  In  tact  the teehnological of office 

automation 	noising forward, albeit more slowis than mans wools: like trio 
rets 

73 4(1 	‘Iiinagement opinion (office autontatioal. I Nussbaum. 
-hint liana« 'CS 	vot'43, no.9. p.82 (Sept. 14821 
The author examines some commonly held views about the reasons for the 
slow acceptance ul office automation.  lie  suggests that j better understanuing 
of industry differences and nrgantzational behavior .could help overcome user 
resistance. and that conventional  tout -benefit unalssts can be applied to offie-e 
technology (no refs.) 

7483 	The  Office,  bayera' guide to business 	computers. 

Office  (USAI.  vol.96, no.4, p.I19. 151-72 (Oct. 19821. 
Specifications in the charts hated Were provided by the manufacturera.  Prices 

are included. (no rets.)  

10319 	The friendly future in office autésnation. .I.G Brown. 
Comput. Des/i.  ' ('SA). vela,  sol, p.144.4, 152, 160-8 (April 1982). 
!received: Nov. 19821 
The many• obstacles to implementing office .automation vall inevitably fall 
beeause of strong motivating forces,-and because.sendors are making their 
wares 'friendlier' and providing stronger support. (no  relu.)  

10320 	Group decision:: Can  computers  isele 
Comput.  >CM IUSAI. vol.14,•no.5.  p70. (May ( 982). ( received: Dec. 1982) 
The deselopment of computer systems to provide computer-uststed conferenc-
ing is discussed. These group-decision support systems are autontated alcis to 
provide assistance to both speed deliberations and enhance decuions. They do 
this by providing sophisticated data.analysts and informative graphic displays. 
(no refit.) 

10321 	Distributed offices and local networks. LSalvignol (Thomson-CSF. 
Paris, France). 
Commun. Mr: (GBI, vol.9, no.10, p.22.3 (Oct. 1982). 	• 	 • 
Many requirements and options are involved in producing the information 
systems for the electronic office of the future. Thumson-CSF are pursuing an 
approach that combines both PABX, and Etherne-type .technologies. (no 
rets.)  

10322 	Routes to  EN' in the olTire. E.Buch. 
Chip - (Germany(. no.11. p.60.2 (Nov. 198 )1 . In German. 
•Discusses the stages through which a pro(ect to Introduce new technology into 
an office must para. -They include anatysis  ut'  the current situation, formula. 
lion of objectives ,  preliminary training, installation, implementation tion of the 
first applications, further training ,  and tntegratton of applications. (no refs.) 
G.F F. 

11347 	Sekeduling of meetings lis orflee. Information syireatt. T.Kikuno. 
N.Yoshida, K.Sugihara. Marne K. (Faculty of Envie..  Hirosnima Univ 
Higashi-Hiroshima,  Jan).  
Proceedings of COMPSAC 82. IEEE Computer Society's Sixth International 
Computer Software .k Applications Conterence. Chicago, IL, (Sic.  8-12 
Nov. 1982 (New York, USA: IEEE 19821, p.318-25 
The office automation  in  quickly becoming the lbbIC of much ;mportant 
research in computer science. One of the basic tasks demanded in office 
information systems is the management of a schedule  01 meetings.  This paper 
ainsi  at  developing a meeting scheduler such that•usera can  not  oniy retrieve a 
schedule but also insert, delete or medify a meeting in the schedule To do 
this ,  the authors formulate the rearrangement prtiolern. and present a heuns-
tic algonthm far the problem, sInce the problem is comoutationalls aurae. 
table. With the above consaderationa, they  deveioo• a manna schtecluier In 
which the heuristic algorithm Is applted to rearrange a saneduie 
The scheduler provides a sophisticated user interface allowing users to aca.-ess 
the timetable •directly with the help of visual information This is a step 
toward the development of the advanced sznedule management ...stem .hizn 
increases the productivity and performance 	the °Mee wora. lb  ltefs 

73941› 	The impact of office autornatioa o. the orgenization: some  impie- 
dome far research lad practice. 151.H °Lion. 11.C.Lucas.Jr. (New York L.niv . 

New York, Nk'. LISM. 
Commun. ACM (US.-II, vol.)), no.11. p.835-47 (Nov. 19821. 
Computer technology  'nia  recentls been app lied to the automation ut' office 
tasks and procedures .  Much of the technology is aimed  sot  at improving Inc 
efficiency of currenVorlice procedure ,  but it altering the nature of office 
work altogether. The development oi automated office systems rips= a 
number of issues for the organization. How will this technotihty  oc receised 

• by organttatton members? How will it affect tne definition us traditional 
office work? %hat will•te its impact on incliyiduaia. won, grouei. ano the 
structure of the organization? This paper. presents a ;descriptive mood and 
propositions concerning the potential impacts of office automation un ise 
organiLation and It  stresses tnc need. wnen .impiementing automated ofrice 
syatems. to take a broad perspective  of  their potent:ai positive and r.egative 
effects on  the  organization The need for t'uttner vesears.r. examtning tne 
potential effects of office automation is empnasized. I:6 rets.i 

10314 	is  there a future in your (dike?.  J  Leng 
Can Gatorrst. 'Canada,, 	no.10, p 47,4 (0/:l 1052) 

Flearonic office automation holds promiSe— for bcosting productivity And 

Canada's 'hs.tech' companica arc ready  in  respond to new needs. t no refs.I 

19315 	nungint freri fad to fact af . life Ipenoital toicrocomprieral. 

B.S Rogers. 
Con. Dalarrst (Canada'. vu1.)4, no 10. r  106-8 (Oct. 1 9521. 
The personal computer has become an indispensable tool  for  thousands of 

Canadian businesses and professionals And the induatry, barely half a decade 

old ,  has now been gtven the stamp of legitimacy by the major manufacturers 
with their recent entry into the market. These small individual desk top units 

are  taking many data processing functions out •of the hands of the 'boys in 

the 'computer room' In both large and smail corporations. t no refs.) 

10507 	Viewdata's place in bylines%  F Newman. 
ru Deets. 108). no.15, p.$5-60 (Jun. ( 983) [received: Dec.1982) 

Television is increasingiy being  sied  with the telephone to pipe business 
information  oser  distances. this article reports on the implications of View,. 
data's increasing popularity. t no refs.) 



: 

10299 	Informatioa technology in the home: the failure of Pre-deL , 
E Arnold s Set. Polies  Res.-Una. Sussex Univ.. Etrignton. Engiandl 
Sval . Obiecnves. .boluttons IN'ethertanate. vol.:. no 4. p.219-28 iv,ov 1952). . • 
Viewdata ivtdeolex) was inYented and innovated by Britian Telecom In the 
form of the Prestel service.  This  was conceived as a mass-market product for 
the domestmi consumer-but has achieved success only in the easiness sector 	• 
The innovation literamire stressa that successful new Icennotogles are 
'coupled' to the  nervis  of users. A new product may  hange It  torm prior to • 
success in the market. Prestel appears to have related more closet) iu the 
needs of British Telecom and the terminal manufacturers In ine Uhl tcicYon 
set making Industry  than  to the needs oi domain.: consumers. Resources have 
been wasted in trying to force an innovative but Inappropriate produsa on 
reluctant consumers. 03  relu.)  

10302 	Rethinking office automation. R Panku. 
.4c(m. Manage. ti.SAt. vol.43.  no. -7. 	7, 1•2 (July 1982) Ireceised• Nov 
19821 
When planning office automation, the top priority should be effectisenessor 
the ability to achseve company goals.  Thi5 approach requires faun:ally new . 

'breakthrough strategies. These strateglea are explained too rets) 
10303 	Offi ce tee of peseta; computers. R T.Sachs 
Adm. Manage. ti'S,41. vol.43.  no 4. p . 39.45  IA.; 1982) . 
Dota the advent o( personal computers in the office mean a unit on every 
manager's desk 7  Not just yet. But the ideals catching on  as  more and more 
organizations discover some very Important benefits. (no  relu.)  

19339 	Meeting alai problems of office isitoaaadom. Y.Tomarti (Matsu- 
shsta Communication Inoustrial Co. Ltd.. Osaka. Japan), Y Tanaka. 
.Voll rerh Rep ( Japan,. vol.28, no 4. p.585.94 (Aug. 1982). In Japonese. 
For  the past quarter century the accumulation of scientific and technological 
progress has brought about qualitative changes in the human œnscsouincau 
and social structure ,  resulting in  not  otuy mere technologscal growth but also 
in stature changes. The 'A New Office Creation' smovement expressed by the 
terni  OA !Office Automation) can be cordidered as one o( these cultural 
changes. From this standpoint, the authors discuss the OA: its background 
una eons:upturn. its technological state and future problems. Ina refsv) 

10364 	Table an4 tripéks toots inte-greloa for impreed dike prodivrttv. 

itv. ivl  Azuma (Software Product Eneng. Lao., Tokso. lanan) 
P;oceedinga of COMPSAC 32. IEEE' Computer SoPlety s Ststh International 
Computer , Software &  Applications Conference. (' hicago. II . l:SA. 8•17 

Nos 1982 (New York. USA. IEEE 1982). r 57-8 
Computer graphies  is spreading into offices  (rom  sDet:14 1 iZed 1MM SU.:11 IS 

CAD. This movement is enhanced by the increased use ot personal computers 
which are inexcensive and captiole of graphic functions. The role  if comput• 
ers in office work is discussed. Two tablegraphic tows are inunduceci as 
example ancl are evaluated through actual use. (no rest. 

11.1511 	Videotex -sa easergireg 	toforuaatio• aertke. R.I.Dayidson. 
A R Jenkins 
l‘iet .ommun  J.  -lust (Austrahat. sol 32. no.2. p 109.14 (1982). 
uric aspect co image proce ss ing that is alien nut fully appressated is the need 
for transmission and presentation ot onages in conjunction  with  an  informa. 

:ion i lita  have the authors disouss videotea. on emerging service for the 

transmission .1no display of textual and graphtcal information. The point d 
miue that teennological development on sts own is of limued value unless the 
and resuit is one that the user will accept and is prepared to pay for. (16 
rev.) 

10511 	Teletext led sidestet- (MIR text te series G.TSharpless. 
Elearpn. Technol, 	 no.9, p.174-4 (Oct, 1982), . 
States  that the world-wide interest In sideotex ssatems in recent years, has 
lead  ro a proliferation of proposals from which attemou are being made to 
agree standards. Since the early propcevals by the 118C ten sean ago, the 

dssnlav characterutics have been moving away from text-only systems towards 
graphics and pictures. the author looks at the display characteristics of some 
sstionis and identifies  satine  technical problems which may inhibit compatibil-
ity between these ayatems. th re (s.) 

10298 	Computer con(erescing: success or failure?. 	A Phillips tLniv  ii  
Southern California. Los Angeles ,  CA.  USAI.  

Obleetives. Saluouns I.Nethertandsj. vol.2,  f04. p.201-1S (Nov 1982) 
The computer conference has many unique features that can contribute to us 
success or fallure as a communications medium This paper UlsCUSatà ItICS4 
re/1.MS  and alto  posits that there is an emotional as well as a task-related 
dimension present. The transcripts of three computer conferences were siuclied 
and content analynd. with empnaus placed on a examination of *nether. and 
if so how ,  the medium's special enaracteristics enhance or aunt/tun this emo-
tional dimension. Recommendations are also made  for peupte inierestad tn 

setting up computer conferences. conducting Suture research, or pulley mak-
ing.  121 refs.) 

10332 	Alternat  aproachea  ta  office systerns B C.McNurlin. 
EDP Anal. (USA) , vol. 20, no.12. p.I-12 (Dec. 1982). 
Although there  in  much talk about office automation ,  when une asks. 'What 
are future office systems going to look lice!', the discussions can become 
confusing. Vendors describe what they hope the structure of office s)stems 
will be  (basal on their current offerings). Consultants in the field generally 
have other options. And researchers point out requsrements for Staccr office 
systems that often differ from all the above. The author pulls together 
thoughts from these source to see if a clear picture of future offi ce systemi 
is emerging. (no rets.)  

744,0 	Work-suatioa furniture: sitting pretty. D.Freedman. 
,Wte-Alicro Sm. /USA),  vol.15, no.9..p.275-6. :79-80. 282•4 fSept. 1982). 
Many microcomputers and terminals have been ending up on ordinary desks 
and tables. But as  more executsves, professionals and office workers complain 
about losing work space to machines , and of beng subiecied to computer-
related i Ils  ranging from es.,e-strain to bruised shins, computer 4ork-station 
furniture ts.soon to become a major  sub-industry. Most  0E ".1s. deuiers and 
system Integrators have not ,  yet made furniture part of their product lines. 
Those that do so. however ,  find a seleiatton of furniture ranging front siiiipie 
stands to multtlevet, electrically adjusted work stations ,  gnu ref, 

10527 	Viewdata smi the inform/44o. socsey. 1 Martin. 
Engiewoixl CIsffs, NJ, USA. Prenuce-Hail (1982 ). vto+293 pp. (0 1 ) 941906 

31 
Viewdata is  one  of the (mom exciting develoomenta oi the 1980e. It could 
change the way we live, work ,  and communicate. ‘iewdata has brought about 

the marriage of the television. the teseanone. and the computer. This book 
analyses stewdata technology and discusses its  impact,  problems. applications. 
and the future The different  types of viewdata systems are existence% with 
gutdelines for Implementation. bsfferent leveia of Yiewdata such as private. 
consumer, and public systems are disousacei with examptes provided. 

. . 

10306 	A woe, procaine; center with the future  la mtnd. -  

Office 	vol.90. no.a. p.140 (Oct. 1982 1. 

Nearly two years ago. Raymerk Corp. began planning for the office of lûT0f. 

row. Today ,  the word•preeek.ung center curunts of tour No-Problem electronic 

video display terrnmats with printers and transcribe stations.  'ive !Nyernatic 

Ill endless-loop recorders. Super. ,•tsion Ill supervtsor canssne witn printer , 

 intercom and secretarv trunsser panel. arid 50 Sis-Select Dictate stations. 

Ea ternal cad-in dictation was tested 4$ an addeo feature sit the ssstem :no 

refs.) 

10300 	Office infocasaties systems-- the new w orts nts itoet itaad, b • so.o, r  
(Unis. of Texas, .virlington, TN: USAI. 
Bustnets 	vo4.32, no 3, p.27•14 iJuly-Sept. 19821 . 
This article esernmea the '40fk cnytrooment  of  the traditional of fice and 
compare it to that of the office of the future. It also captures the lessons so 
be learned from  information  systems theory wnen steeling with an oil:cc 

information aysten 101S1 Finally,  a ttrategs tor OIS imptementatton in  dis-
cussed. 

7406 	Warman! VDUs  may  be a helltb hazard. C.Mackay (Employment 
Medical Advisory Service. l  K Flealth .6 Safety Executtve, London, 
England). 
Efer/ron. milt  I  Australia),  vol-l-4. no.8. p.12-I5 (Aug. 1982). 
States that 'soh vole° display unos oecoming commonplace in offices and 
schools, many have voiced Poncern about harmful effects. Discusact the facu 
and the conclusions that can be drawn (ruin them. Including the pouibility of 
faotal dements ,  eye strain and postural fatigue. (no mis.)  

10533 	book  will  no pages. A.L.Wold. 
SaftSide 	vol.6,  no.), p.t4-16 (Oct. 19421. 
In the not-so-clutant future , librancs and bookstores may undergo drastic 
changes. as computer books with no pages place the wurld's literature at >our 
fingertips. Imagine carrying a computer the size of a paperbacx book contain-
ing the capaoilines of the Library of Congress. It's  nos  that l or  away! This 
article desert's« the technology wntch will make It a reality. (no res.) 



10310 	Advanced word processing for the Apple. R.Schi(ling.Jr.. 
Pop.  Comput, ;USA). vol.2. no.2, p 126. 128-31 (Dec. 19321. 
Two wurd•processing programs for the Apple II microcomputer are reviewed. 
These programs are the Word Handler II from Silicon Valley Systems and 
Screenwriter from On-Line S>stems. Theae programs give lowercase charact-
ers and clever display features without  th c need for any additional hardware. 

.(nu relu.) 

Weil* 	Electrortie information: ea introduction to wital Iles ahead. 
(*.Levine. 
Electron. Learn, 	vol.2.  nul. p 664, 103 (Sept. 1982). 
Flectronically transmitted  information— rom  stock market reports to national 
news—mas soon be just a pushbutton away. This article explains the technol-
ogy hchine1 this instant information. Videotex. teletext and cable transmission 
are discussed. (no rets.) 

7339 	OfTIce automation market lacks integratioa. J.A1111 

!nfomotrcs 11,81, ,w1.3. nu 12. p 29-31 (Dec. i9821. 

This article takes an overview look  ai  the office automation market in the 

Untied Kingdom. A problem facing both USGTS and suppliers of office autuina• 

tton equipment is incomputability The efforts of the Industry  tir  produce 

standardised equipment are examined. (no fris.1 

10346 	Seven-step approach to automating your office. W M Lehman, 
J M Santiago (Price Waterhouse. New York. NY; USAI  
PrIce Water/muse Rev IL`S.At, vu1.26. no 2, p 13-18 i19821 
In the last desiade, average output per US factory worker inereased by 2aq• 
In contrast, the productivity increase of the average office worker wa s  al. 
Seine  help fur business eXCUlltive3 with responsibuities in the white.sollar 
world is offered. (nu iefs.) 

102% 	Building a ring around the office. M Edwards. 
Injiay“entl IL:S.-II. vol.29, no 12, p.46-8, 52 3  (Dec. 1982). 
Local arC3 netwOrka — I cummunicatiods ring around the office—are an essen• 
tial element of office automation systems. They can serve as a catalyst to 
create a single integrated facility -capable  ut' hanuling voice., data, image and 
even video communications. (no refs.) 



3567 	The multiverwior eavirraarnent [office automation'. 	AL) Wohl 

(Advanced Office Concepta Corp .Sala Cynwyd. PA, USAI. 
ComputerworId (US41. vol.16, rto.39A. p.16-20 (29 Sept. (982). 	 - 
Discusses  tome of the problems that  are in the  introduction of office 
automation in large companies, where it  in  unlikely that a single vendor can 
meet the demands of the whole orgonisation. Ways of coping with systems 
from many sendora are suggested and wayt of interconnecting. Ihese »alerts 
are outlined. It is concluded that multivendor environments arc neither good 
nor,  evil I hey offer advantages in flexibility and individual User  or  Inoue 	- 

organixition. (no rets.) 

354.8 	A stitch in  time 	feteibility study. Il. I T.Garon 
a omporeaworld it'S 41. col 16. nu 39A. p.2I-3. 27 (29 Sept 1982) 
Examines the feasibility study and ita role in planning for office automation. 	, 

The author docus.sel  activions  during the survey 'choice of work period ,  data 
collection methods. tact gathering ,  analysis, results and recommendations), 
implementation, and pset•implementation activities. (no refs.) 

3549 	(nsiotnalysio (in office automation,. J Duff), (Duffy, Bentley. Nel- 
son-I urner  I,  unsulting Group I. Id , 1 =into. Canada). 
Compute-world 'USA?. vollh, no 39A. p 47-8 (29 Sept. 19e2). 
Discusses coat analsona or automated office syatema. To determine-the twsten-
tool profits of automation. "the author suggeats conducting a thorough te'neW 

Of ihe ',thee operation, including rein 'Kinships, communication. productivity 
and cost% Iwo metheafs of 'outlying automation on grounds  ni  coo. ciet• 
substitution and the vnlue-added method ,  are described. I nu  refs) 

6393 	CM-iceman: the peofessional pte.krge deaL 
I4'htch Worrl Process & Off. Svst. 	vol.). no-5. P13-1 9  (Sept 1982) 

This is  a  review .of Officeman. a package from Corporate Business Svstemi 

(CBS) which often a range of software options providtng essensise office 

automation (UCIIIlle. Thee I.:sedate include Postman. the eteetrunic mail 

component of the aystem, Guardsman ,  the confldentiality module in the 

system . Wordman, the text handling component and Linkman module which 
provides features tu recode the WP output into a form comp:topic with the 
Officeman software. Inc  relu.)  

6394 	ICL•eases into office systems. 
Which li'orcl Process. & Off. Svst IGE1(, vol.). no.6, p.10-11 (Nov. 1982)- 

This article examine 1CL's approach to the eve-increasing office automation 
equipment market. ICUs 880i word processor is reviewed and i ta  Contents 

Addressable File Store (CAFS)  ta  looked at. (no refs.) 

4.418 	Office amenutioe with mkrocompeers in a large onderfaking. 

M.Zavattaro. 
Manage & 	 vol.20. net °, p.682. 684.7 (Oct. 19821, In Italian, 
The aiticle puts forward the thesis that the development of relatively cheap 
and easily programmable microcomputers has brought about a revolution in 

Inc  possibilities of introducing automation into the office operations of large 
organisations. The author claims ,  and support his claim bs reference to deve-

torments in progress,  that to an increasing  entent  it is possible to introduce 
computers and computer systems into offices on an autonomous basis ,  and 
with only peripheral a ss istance and auperviaion by professional programmers 
or software experu. The system described in the article is concerned currently 
with the replacement of manual by computer-aided processing of orders and 
fel2lSki statistleal and organisational work. The results so far ocamed end the 
advantages of the new approach are discussed. (no  rein.)  C.J.O.G. 

6652 	( ntegrated design and manafactsseing. B.Ovren (Sperry Univie UK, 

London. England). 
. hen,  Electron. (GB). - vo1,15, no.18, p.92 (21 Sep. (982)- 

Diecusae computer 'controlled' manufacturing. The major activities occur 
under the control of a computer system conaisting of dozens of specialised 

proce.asors. all communicating with each other .  CAD/CAM provide; the part 

definition on which all other steps in the engineering/manufacturtng process 

are based. The geometric description of the part it the unifying thread run-
ning through all operations in the factory. A new system called UNIS •CAD 

which utilises hybrid geometry combining wirelearne, surface and solid 

modelling is descnbed. This system employs a three level distributed process-
ing configuration. trio refs.) 

6364 	Office teciseologiet. F.Johnson (SRI Internat., Menlo Park. CA. 
USA). 
Comourer.nrld 1 115,41. vol.16, no.39A, p.53-4. 58 129 Sept. 1982). 
The author mired« the view that , as office automation continue. the basic 
elements will become assembled into much more sophisticated and centralised 
systems. so that, for example. the.distinction between word•processing and DP 
h:edunes blurred The interdependence of office automaalon product% means 
that the market fix a particular' item will only begin to lake off when the 
right 'infrastructure' exists around it. This ides  is discussed in relation to five 
Products: voice store-and•forward; electronic mail; office graphics terminala: 
the management workstation: video teleconferencing. (no refs.) 

645419 	Office automation: digitised tonne doemineet stneage. D.Botrey 
(Correlative S»terns Internat , Brussels, Betgium). 
Electron Poli!  Rev. IGill. vol.2, no..3, p 195- 7  (Sept. 1982). 
The author gun an introduction to cleetrontc data storage, stressing the 
advantages such systems have over ordinara paper ,  or micrographics. He 
describes a sastein at the authors company. called the Virtuol Image Process-
ing Ssstern VIPS This comprise. an  image acouisition unit which ac ons 
docirment and stores it 'taint' 1.5 Albit  ni  gros data input. an input acquisi-
tion combiner where the data stream  us packeo into 16 bit worda, and a 
mintsomputer lot  servicing entry and ferleril requests (nu rets 

6.429 	A sew freeze-frame teleconferencing syatent 	D Anastrassiou, 
J.L.Mitchell. W.8 Pennebaker, K.S.Pennington (Thomas J. Watson Ret, 
Center, 11354, Yorktown Heighta, NY. USA). 
Procter:imp of Computer Networks COMPCON 82. Twenty-Futh IEEE 
Computer Society International Conference. Washington, DC, USA, 20-23 

' Sept 1982 (New `r oek. USA IEEE 19821. p 543 
Summary tom only given. suostantially ab billows. An overview is presented 
of a freeze-tranie monochrome teleconferencing system vihich has been deve-
loped for use within the PIRA' Corporation The resolution of the video 
images is 512.- 480 pixels Fast system response la 'achieved through advanced 
image processing and data compression, techniques Typical grannies images 
(line drawings. chans, simple t exil are transmitted over dial-up telephone 
lines in aprsroximately 10 seconds using  48 Klaitioecund modems. typical gray 
scale image troom pictures) are transmitted in approliniately 30 seconds. 
Sn-stem pertormance can be improved by Llama nigher speed modani. The 
sYstem  lias  two main components The 18A1 Series  I nunicomputer provides 
control, communication, data eompreasion, and storage while an image 
processina displa% system implements the image acoulaition. procesing. and 
video buffering functions. Several teleconferencing rooms .are already opera-
tional. 

22 	Office 	set Gelation: 	assessing 	enerey 	imp 	 1 Is air, 
M G Morgan. M tfennon (Dept. of Engng a Public Policy. Carnegie-Mellon 
Unis . Ptttsburgh. PA, 1:SAI 
Telecommun. 	'tilt). vol b. no 3, p 207-22 (Sept 1 9 82) 
The authors  estimait'  the net energy intensity of manual and automated 
offices Sublective probability distributions have been  uses)  to characterize the 
uncertaints about the value of a number of the coefficients required in such 
doculations The current generation of automated offices appears more 
enerpontensive than conventional offices The energy saving% made possible 
by sulutituting electronic mail for conventional mail are smolt ...moored with 
this  difference The net impact of substitution tor travel will, over the next 
decade: ,  probably represent less than a rew  percent  of the total energy used in 

all commuting and other business:refuted travel and could be either posture 
ix negative (58 refs.) 

5910 	Ameswast.e  speech  recognition. .I Peckham tLogica Holdings Ltd., 
London. Engtand). 
"Sew ElectreeL,IGH., vol.15. no IS. p.24-5 121 Sept. 19821. 

Describes Logos. an advanced continuous speech recognition system developed 
pramarily as a development tool. It has a high detect of programmability and 

flexibility to assist appiications deaelopment ana allowing it to be configured 
for many different applications. In the Logos architecture spectrum cross 

sections denved Hem a 20-chinnel spectrum analyser are sompled am  regular 
intervals to produce a 'frame' of data. In the front end processor. variable 

(r i me rate analysis us then performed to emphassse those regions  al  greatest 

spectrum change ,  arising for example in vowel  consonant  transitions In addi-

tion.  ariser  operations are carried out on the incoming data to comecnsate foe 
back-ground Adze and variations In arnpittuf3e (no rels.1 

4363 	Video-eoeferenclaig. E.S.Wilk (Arthur Anderson &  Co.  Chicago. 
IL, USA) 
Compuiervorld (1.15,4 ) , vol 16, no 39A, p39.46 129 Sept 19821. 
Discusses video teleconferencing ,  with reference•to AT and T's Pieturerhone 

. meeting service. Videoconferencing uses Iwo-way full motion video and two-
way audio to simulate a face-to-face meeting 1 he author describes a four 
year field trial of a system involving four co-chairmen ot different US cotes, 
in which participants in the speakers city saw themselves and the previous 
speaker. 3i mm  tildes  and <otter documents could also be 'transmitted  Ii  is 
concluded that full-motion videocunierences are best for groups that need 
visual feedback of ideas and wtnt a full sense  tif  participation from remote 
locations. (no refs.) 

5900 	Application sole:  spolie.  nord recognition with  a  real-rime spectra.' 
analyser.  P.Bsnn. S.Haigh 	of Etectricol, Instrumentation & Control 
Engng.. Teesside Polytech.. Middlesbrough ,  England). 
J. Mirrocomput. Appl. (GB), vol.5, nu.2, p.173-81 (April 1982) (received: 
Nov 19821 
This paper describe the implementation of a spoken Word recognition system 
on a Commodore 2001 Micrccomputer fitted with an Eventide Real Time 
Spectrum Analyser. A full program imptementation including a •learn .  mode 
is presented which enables a six-word vocabulary to be identi fi ed from a 
trained speaker with above 95% success  rate at a word repetition penod  of 
approximately 2.2 s. (5  rein.)  

- 
6610 	Electronic andaliahing: convergence with lustre office system*. 
N  te Blake I Rank Xenia lad . London, England) 
Lieu  iron l'uh( Rev. (fat. vol 2. no 3. p.211-lb I.Sern 1 9 82). 
Mesuras  the current and likely future products in electronic pubhahing in the 
office environment It  is  suit  possible to U.., more (bun look quickly di  nome of 
the key indicators arid hi nighlight 	v-hich  nias  be important to the 
publisher 	t  I  rt:1" ) 



I 

j 

34o? 	EtCat- of use lin automated •officeal. M 	7isman (Integrated Teel,  

nul lo , I laseriord. PA, (  SA  
Compute...m.1J 	vol.16, no 39A, p.59-64 (29 Sept. 1982 ). 
Discusses ergonomics in office automation. The author questions the assump-
tion that the mortt friendly interface is the easiest to use. and shows that ease 
of learning -it a more important attribute. last response and good graphics 
are also valuable. All of these ettributes are ovailable today. but suers are not 
prepared. the author states to pay the premium that sellers put on friendly 
systems, For this reason. one effect of cheaper computing will be ergonomi-
cally better office automation. (no refs.) 

• - 
s•-• 

4341 - Infonnatioo toe the challenge of 'Wormed« teehmaloty. 
B.T.Campbell 	Service Coll., London. England) 
Manage. Gov. tG84  vol 37, no.), p 188-95 (Aug 1 982). 
The author wystes about information-what it is and how to use it-largely. 
isolated from. Its technoloalcal aspects. The various forms of Information are 
describes!. The author also outlines what one does with information. and 
relates function to form using an 'inform:anon grid'. Information is divided 
into 'hard' and 'soft' tspcs. Examples are gtven. The discussion is developed to 
cover- present-day office practices in relation to existing technology, voth 
emPhasis on applications within the British Civil Service. uns rets 

• 

, 	 . 

4417 	The office in 2001. T.J.Bentley• (CNJ Systems Ltd., Harrogate, 
England) 
Moray.. S.',  (GM. vol.26, no 9, p.6-I I (Sept. 1982). 
There  ix  s kit of talk and a lot of money being spent on the information 
technology of .the future,  which is going to revolutionise office prosedures So 
let, however, few organisations have embraced the new technology. Many 
reasons arc given. bot one of the main ones is that there is no clear indication 
of the financial benefits which will ensue from using the new technology. This 
article  looks at the office in :00 ). (nu refs.) 

6366 . laecutise Briefing Sliatein: a color graphics development system fer 
the Apple II. P.Callamaras (AFIT/IS. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, USA). • 

BrFE vil.'?, no.)  I, p.1o4•70 (Nov 1982). 
It  taies •a lot of time and effort to plan, rehearse,  and prepare an effective• 
slide presenution The Executive Briefing System (EBS) is a faster, more 

flexible. ,  and more profeuional alternative. Lotus Development Coeporation's 

EBS leu you make your own graphite presentatsons with an Apple II com-
putet, a color or black•and•whoe monitor, and a pelmet% And that s not 

all-the system u even easy to use. (no refs.) 
• 

• 
35'72 	Ste-pe—.i. ilele(opment.  on the  road to  the  office of the future. 
D.Steinle (Peter Retmann ünihll. Hildruhausen, Germancl 
Seeder, (5.witerelando, vol.13 , no.10, p.13-14 (4 Oct (982). In  Germen. 

 Pointe iiut that new technological means. relevant to commerce ,  have been 
applied ntainly in the secretarial area but could be spread wider More gene-
ralty..there - is a need to match the increasing power of information-handling 
and communication with organisational planning, coordination and training. 
(no rels 1  G F 

5898 	Voice .programmiorg-a Iiicky accident task« It reality. 
Mod Off Procedures (USA). vol.27, no.9, p.154 (Sept. (982). 

.. The - idea of programming .a computer by talking to it is being investigated in 
. a  joint  venture between two firms. Southwest Microœmputer Systems and W 

'Al' Systems Ltd. The 'Omer markets voice recognition systems and the 
latter Is restsinsible for a software ,package called me Last One'. The two 
companies are co-operating in an effort to  combine  (bete two products to 
allow voice programming of a compitter. (no refs.) . 	. 

6362 	DEC. A wioosing hand? (office aittomatIcel. A Donley-  • 

Computerworld (USA). yo1.16. no 39A, p 29-11 (29 Sept 198: ) 

Discusses how the minicomputer manufacturer. Digital Equipment Corp. is 

entering the office automation market lhe new market peneiration is with a 

new range of personal computers and word-processing and electronic mail 

systems that are already available. The company plans to sell 100000 personal 

computers in their first year. (no refs.) 

5817 	New life for an old teebisoksty. B Harrison. 

infolvstems (USAI. voI.29. no II, p.51.4 (Nov 1982). 
Opumil character recognition (OCR) is almost synonymous with information 
acquisition The technology's strengths are nos  likely to become obsolete. 

OCR is en integral part of office automation. (no refs.) 

• 
6368 	Commuoicatkos; attiring the office of the fume. P Pa rt way. 

Mod Off Procedures  (US  41, v01.27. no 8. p.35•50 (Aug. (982) 

This paper deals only with the impact of current telecommunications capabili-

ties of the office, and offers some analysts of near-term trends. (no tels.) 

5899 	Voice Hard Terenioub you eau talk to. E.F.O'Netl (Interstate Elec- 
tronics t orp , Anaheim. ('A. 1. 1 SA 
Duta Lorimar (1 1.5%.). vol I I, no.10, p.1)3-I, 137-8, 141 (0‘.1 1982) 
Computer recognition of human speech is proving to be a useful adjunct to 
the keyboard. The state of this voice-entry teChnology . is now at s point where 
it is feasible as well  as  economically practical to incorporete it intu today'e 
termtnals and netwoeks. The use of voice recognition is already well estab-
lished in the business, industrial, and medical fields Computerised car-repair 
estimates by voice 'input, for example. are attracting interest from automobile 
insurers. The author looks at the technoicity, and some examples of iu 
application. (no  rois.)  

19540 	Copyright  and  rt.:Motel-ideas  Iii  eencert or conflict?. C.A.Risher 
(Copyright A News lechnol. for the Assoc. of American Publishers, 

asnington.  DC.- USA). 
Videatlitell, ideote.c it/S.41.  vol - 2, no.3,.p.212•15 (Summer 1982). 
The author discusses the copyright laSs• with  -respect  to its Impact on videotex 

technology. -The article-addresses the problems of copyright kir collections 'of 

data , exclusive righti of copyright holders, notice and deposit. antl regulation. 
In addition, she discussea three 'related court decisions. WGN vs. United 

Video, 1.-VOR-TV  vs. Eastern Microwave Inc and Universal  (ii)  Studios Inc, 

va. Sons  Corporation  of America. (I ref-) 

6340 	Appraisiog the worth uf office tech/salon syatems. R N Burton 
(Nuffield Coll . Oxiord. Engtandh 
Manage Gov ,G81. vol)?,  no.). p.163.76 (Aug 19821. 
The author writes about We're Of )utteing the value -or bringing In office 
technology The factors that hase to bc considered are deszribeir a ii,l differ-
ent ways of weighing up office automation arc Outlined The usual cost• 
benefit scheme is  said  to be inadequate as the tecnn nnniis develops into a 
more fully-automated office; prnblems in designing other menials for judging 
office  automation are shown .(no refs.) 

3527 	Security lent? *teen* tined.  J label.  

Computrn•urid 	tot 16, no. .% .°A. p.49•52 (29 Sept 1982 ). 

Expresses the view that the abuse of computer and data communications will 

keep  puce  with the growth of office automation unless planners and uteri pay 

more attention to security and Privacy To protect an oegantzation's Achilles 

heel-the area of unauthorized access,  fraud or malicious attacks-OA -  plan-, . 

nets and wen shook' be aware of the five 'perils' or high•risk areas: people. 
convenience, decentra(ization and fuzry •securoy responsibilities. 

(no  tels.)  

arse 	Treoik ia office Set/MI deg teelmology, R A.Nlyers IIRd Thomas 

1 Watson  ((eu  Center. Yorktown Heights, NY, USAI. 	• 

IEEE Commun. Mog mUS.4j. vo1.20, no.5. p.10-14 (Sept 198:1. 

Office systems and data Procesaing systems, treated separately, are converging 

rapridly. Office applications are centered around a test•orienied image work 

station capable of quality printing and broadband communications The 

authoe revews the status and trends of some key technologies and some 

signifitant new applications. (no refs.) 

4335 	I've:Wing prettier graphe  with PFS. N.Ash, 
Micro  ecit. (G8). no.1), p.I83-4 (Nov 1982). 
Presentations and reports arc important in every business, but the actual 

production of the  graphe  and charts is always something that takes lots of 

time Now a new package for the Apple 11 from PFS, creators  1if  the  Perso-

nal Filing System Cielnle tu make badly produced graphs and  harts a thing 

of the past. (no refs. ) .  

34012 	We're not trolly sure boo many we have .... A.D Wohl. K.Carey 
(Advanced Oftite ( orwepts Corp. Rota C. vnwsd, PA, USA), 
Dalumutiort If '.5,41,  sol. 211. no, 12. p 106-8 (Noy 10821. 
Perscmal business computers are being installed in almost every office. 
'Ashamed Office oncepts surveyed corporate users in determine Ilse  rasent of 
the usage  sit  microcomputers. (no refs.) 

6359 	Facsimile }obis  thetcomputer ate. S.L.Shanahan 

trifoustems tC.S.4 ) . 	 pt - I. D.126-8, 130-i iSept 19921. 	. 

Facsimile has come of age after 100 years because of the advantages of 

digital technology. By the end of 1982, more than 350000 'las' machines 

were in use by  business-es-  with digital machines representing the most signif-

icant growth irea. (no refs.) 



res.'  1,, 

43359 	Linking up your business systems. 
Bus. Inf. Technol. (G8), no.10, p.32-3. 35-6 (May 1982). 
The  author presenu an investigation of the developments which will affect 
internal communications in your organisation. While manufacturers battle it 
out over who will dominate in what they believe will te a massive-and 
enormously profitable-business, the author takes a look at the options avai-
lable. What are local area networks? How do the different type compare? 
What benefits , can they tee-large-and small-offices?. (no rets,)  

43340 	Electric office a legend ia its own time?. • 
Bus.  1f.  Terhnol. (OM. no.10. p.47.8 (May 1982). 
Clerical staff  conta  are higher than ever. Equipment cosu continue to fall. We 
have the teehnology. So why are we still waiting for the office  of the future? 
Why doel the fully electronic • office  remain beyond the horizon and the 
paperlese office rernain a fantasy?  The • author explains the factors that are - 
holding back development-and the need to prepare  for the  day when, finally, 
the new dawn arrives and the dream . becomes reality. (no  relu.)  

43361 	'Taking a close look at office automatic». 	 . . 

lità.  1f. Technel. (GB), no.10, p.51-2 (May 1982). 
The 13orough of Kingston upon Thames took its fret steps into word process-
ing oarefully-by starting in jut one department and observing closely. In 
hindsight. what lessorte has a large kcal authority learned froeq iu eiperierice 
of installing.word processing systems  in ita offices?. (no rets.)  

43362 	Treads towards au automated office. 
Bus. 1nf. Technol. (GB). no.11, p.28-34 (June 1982). 
This paper considers the practical implications of 'convergence'-the grsdual. 
merging of data :processing, office automation and new communications 
systems. It looks at how small computers. word processors and the art of 
programming will continue to develop over the coming few years. (no rots.)- 

43.423 	User experieace  ta  Being Ethernet to Improve proles:1-one productiv.. 
Ity. J.P.Wilkie (Reprographics Business Group, Xerox Corp., Webster, NY, 
USA). 
IEEE International Conference on Communications. ICC '12. The Digital 
Revoluticxt, Philadelphia, PA, USA. 13-17 June 1982 (New York. USA: 
IEEE 1982), p.3C.4/1-3 vol.2 
This priaentation summarizes the technigues that have been developed to 
identify and take adventage of ways to improve the productivity of office 

•  personnel via installation of Ethernet and technology. Much of the recent 
office automation literature describe:, in varying degrees of deuil, the tophis-
ticated office equipment and eetworks now available with little  or  no attention 
being paid to 'productivity' of the profetsional. (no refs.) .  

43314 	Deuiesimencs Ye du electreiele °Mot D.C.asey, 
Dale Proceseng (GB). uoL24,  00.4, p.8-1I (April-May 1982). (received: Sept. 
I 962) 
As tbe move towards the paperkee office continues. business executives  are 

 involved in office automation. This article discusses the present state of auto-
mated office system& Office automation ie  s  development from word crocus. 
ing. Automated offices  are  based  on  local networks, which may be star, ring 
or Ethernet type. Speech is now being integrated into OA facilities. (no refe.) 

43-412 	Silicon Office. K.Laog. 
Pers. Comput. World (GB), vol.5, no.7, p.13841, 181 (July 1992). 
Rerievrs a file Management system with word procesaing and network connee-
done. Silicon office, frorn the Bristol software factory. rune on the 80-column 
screen PET and takes an integrated appeostch, providine facilities for word 
processing and for transmitting information between silicon  office  systems, u 
well u file management function& Thu the user haz only a single package to 
learn, with a consistent user image *eau the three function& (no raft.)  

. 	_ 
42953 	Designers of voice-recognition rystesus tug« meakee-inderendent, 
pesee.free input. E.R.Teja. 
EON (USA), vol.27, no.I7, p.67-74 (1 Sept. 1982). 
Manufacturers of voice-recognition equipment are investigating techniques 
whereby the technology can overcome the two major hurdles barring i ta 

 universal acceptance. Typical systems must currently be trained by each 
speaker (i.e. are speaker dependent), and can recogntse only isolated words 
and .short .phrases-not the continuous speech of normal conversation. In part, 
progress in both areae results from the availability of powerful chips such as 
the newest 16-bit microprocessors. This article discusses products which vari-
ous  manufacturera  have under development. (no rets.)  

40579 	Peopèe the most importau part of the office of the fume 
V.Krasan. 
Interactive Comput. (USA). voi.8, no.7, p.206-9 (Sunnier 1982). 
Discusses pitfalls, problems, and possible solutions in ensuring acceptance of 
the office of the future by people operating in it. (no rets.)  

42950 	Speak to your computer. D.Ridyard 
Velcro, (GB), vol.?, no.11, p.45.8 (Nov. 1981). (received: July 19821 
Describes a simple and flexible speech recognition system using an M6800 
microprocessor and invobnng a minimum of external hardware. recognising 
ten words in leu than 1.5 seconds, with better than 901. accuracy The 
removal of the key pad interface between man and computer has many 
advantages and has long lx-en the pipaiream of every programmer. By using 
this M6800 syetem it can .become a reality for every home computer. (no 
rets.)  
42951 	Vokr-output waits labor. immurement La speech quality, iceabislary, 
pince. E.R Teja. 
EON lUSA), vol.27, no.11, p.71-80 (26 May 1982). 	. 
The voice quality, flexibility and anit effectiveness of voice-output devices 
continues to improve. The major areas of competition  amena  manufacturer, 
centre an the tradeoffs inherent in voice-output peripherals. Typically, such 
devices offer either low memory usage, highly intelligible speech or unlimited 
vocabulary. Breakthroughs in speech algorithms and memory-device technol-
oty. however, are blurring • these distinctions. A survey of available speech 
synthesis products is made. (no refs.) 

- 

43395 	You caa wait to automate. W.J.Bocrany (Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, 
MI. USA). 
J. Syst. Manage. (USA), vol.33, no.6, p.26-8 (June 1982). 
It takea discipline to avoid mistake in the rush to the office of the future. 

. The author maintains that the important thing is that technology is not an 
end In itself  but  rather a means to an end. The real Challenge of this technol-
ogy is to improve productivity in the office.. It is not to amass hardware. (no 
rota.)  

42916 	A,  simple IBM I/O Seketrie typewriter controller. J.Ortega, 
W.L.Palya (Jacksonville State Univ., Jacksonville, AL, USA). 
Baisas.  Res. kfahods & Instrum. (USA), vo4.14, no.2, p.99.102 (Arril 1982). 
(received: Aug. 19821 (11th National Conference on the  Use  of On-Lino 
Computers in Psychology. Philadelphia, PA, USA, 1981). 
A simple inexpensive IBM I/0 Sel«tric typewriter controller ia described. 
The  board  plugs into 3n RS-232  port and enablet letter-quality output. Com-
puters with editing capabilities  cars  therefore be used as word proceseors for 
as litt)e LS  $35,  about 1. Is of labor,  and the cost of the ty-prwriter. The 
controller is a firmware-governed microprocessor and, as a reeult, a is easily • 
tailot-ed for special applicatioru.  Hardware • and software are discusved. (no 
rat.) 

 

-•-• • 	 • 	 - --------- - - 
42943 	Makin termjemis. Text-to-speech translation involves looking at the 

maisAlre from a differ:« `viewpolat', D.Stoffel (Scion Corp, Reston, VA. 

BYTE (USA), vol.?. no.9. p.218-2/ (Sept: 1982). 
A talking terminal resembles  s  conventional computer terminal except that it 
speaks information instead of, or in addition to, displaying that imormation 
vuually. This article aims to offer an understanding of the human factors 
involved in selecting a talking terminal and to compare current talking-• 
tocsins' products. (no rots,)  

43347 	Wont pro:mane 50 yers Is retrospect. K.A.Ahrens (The Con- 
cept People, Minnetonka. MN, USA). 
Office (USA), vol.95, no.6, p.101. 104, 140 (June 1982). 
The  history of word procciaing is described, beginning with the invention of 
the typewnter and, telephone and continuing through the development of the 
first commercially succresful, pneumatically driven automatic typewnter  dur.
ing Wald Wet I and of electric typewriter: to modern computerised and 
networked systems. (no rets.)  

--•-- -- 
43344 	A  new  office eimeept glared to people tad groshictivity. 	. 
Office (USA), vol.95, no.6, p.19, 22 (June 1982). 
Possible developments 'in office technology' are discussed. The three-flocr 
office concept produced by Environeticit International Inc. of New York, 
major features of which are executive desks fitted with bulks of minicomput-
ers (replacing in/out baskets, diaries and so on) and an advanced video  con., ference centre is described. The use of remote terminals to allow employees to 
work largely at home is mentioned, as is an existing computer system with an electronic mail facility. The benefits in space-efficiency of the new technology 
are outlined and some of ite limitationt and drawbacks are briefly iixlicated: (no  rota.)  

43405 	Met-tragic stalk ib place la tbe automated office. 
Mod. Off, d Data Manage. (Australia). vo4.21, no.5, p.I8-25 (June 1982). 
A new catchword-electronic mail-bas arrived to supersede 'Office of the 
Future'. What is it,  and where  dom  it  lit  into the automated office? Will it 
reduce the cost of distributing information? How fut is it? This article 
enswers these questions. (no raft,)  



42931 	A isew ease for ink-jet priuterS. P.Dullield (Advanced Color 
Technol. Inc.. Chelmsford, MA, USA).. 
Aitni-Micro Syn. (USA), vol.15, no.7, p.187-90. 192 (July 1982). 
Ink-jet, impact photographic and xerographic technologies for colour  graphies 

 hard copy are compared and briefly explained. The various ink-jet techniques 
are examined more closely. Data is given on available printers using the four 
technologies. The case for ink-jet printers  ix  then briefly argued - and a short 
descrtpuon of the Advanced Color Technology ACT 1 drop-on-dernand colour 
ink-jet video copier is given. (no refs.) 

42932 	Printers in Europe. 
Slut.  in?.  (GBi. vol.10, no.1, p.27-8. 31-2 (July 1982). 
The computer printers• market in Europe is of a massive dimension and a 
tough battleground for even the hardiest vendor. The author presenu the 
findings  of  market research consultancy Frost & Sullivan. (no refs.) 

40544 	An office *inanition  course. P.LJuell (Dept. of Math.  Sd... 
North Dakota State Univ.. Fargo. ND, USA). 
SlOCSE Bull. (USA), vol.14. no.). p.22-3 (Sept. 1982). 
At the University of Wyoming a course was developed on office automation. 
This course attempts to expose the student to a number of the software tools 
being used in the 'automated office'. The exposure is both in the lecture 
format and by having the studenu use the software tools available at this 
installation. There are three paru to the course. The first part discussed text 
editors. The editors used are the UCSD text editor,  and the CYBER's tut 
editor,•XEDIT. The second part discussed text processors. The text processors 
used are TEXTJAB. and RNF. both of which arc available on CYBER 
computers. The last part discussed other topics of interest including: utility 
programs, electronic mail, data base management systems and some of the 
effects of technology on office operations. (4 refs.) 

42934 	Priaters mike an impact. R.Fenner. 
Sett.  in:.  (GB), vol.10. no.9, p.27-31 (Sept. 1982). 
The author assesses the market for serial impact dot matrix printers in 
western Europe. A survey of printers  front 31 different manufacturers it 
given, which gives  the  following information about several model' horn each 
manufacturer; printing speed; dot matrix format; lion  width; character sets; 
maximum paper width; buffer size; interfaces: pricm and suppliers. (no rats.) 

433.69 	Office eornatunleatioes: nub:aping our society?. J.Teylor (Univ. de 
Montreal. Montreal. Quebec, Canada). .• 
Compitt. Commun. (GB),  solS. no.4, p.176-80 (Aug. 1982). 
A revolution in office communications technology is about to overtake organi. 
rational administrators. This revolution has two sides: one concerned .witb. the 
production' of organizational intelligence and the other with its distribution. 
The author suggests that new technology in the office will have a greater 
impact on society than is currently expected. The older computer tochnology 
(large 'mainframe - biased systems) tended to promote 'oenualization', whereas 
the new communications technology (videotex. fibre optics) promote 'distri-
buted intelligence'. A study of the effect of new technologyjn one company is 
examined , lu use influenced orgsnizational structures within the company and 
altered human. interaction patuern.s. The paper suggesu that society needs to 
rethink the very notion of an organizational system u communications tech-
nology advances. (no refs.) 

43364 	Executive Briefug System J.Edwards. 
Pop. Comput. (USA), voLl, no.11. p.14.6-9 (Sept. 1982). 
Reviews Lotus Development Company's Executive Briefing System (ESS). 
Inside one binder is everything one needs to quickly generate concise and 
visually stunning presentations. Designed for operation on an Apple 11 or 
Apple 11 Plus with one or more disk drives. the system is a practical example 
of how computers can help executive: save time and irnprove the quality of 
their work. What the EBS does. in essence, is turn the Apple into an elec-
tronic tilde projection system. A typical presentetion  consista of a series of 
high-resolution color graphics -  (text ,  tables ,  and drawings) that are viewed on 
a conventional color video display. One can arrange the 'slide show' in 
advance, and the computer handles the actual execuuon of the presentation. 
(no  rets.)  

43421 	The eiectreek office. A assusagemeat reek to  liai  office of tie 
Wart. D.Jarrett. 
Aldershot,  Hanta.,  England: Gower Publishing Company (1982), 165 pp. )0 
5.66  03.409 3) 
The following topics are dealt with: offices and businesses; charges in the 
office; offices today and tomorrow; products of the ff eVe technology; problems, 
pitfalls and procedurea; implementing the electronic office. 

4338.0 	Electronic mil inittle or sena/s? A tatoriel. 
EDUCOM Bull. ((ISA), vol.17, no.2, p. )0-2 (Summer. 1982). 
Presents a =oriel to =plain some of the basic feature and oixrations of 
'high-tech' yet easy to-use electronic mail ayatem.s. (no refs.) 

43371 	Office automatic.= tbe  sent betdefie14. 
Datantarlon IUSA). vol.28. no.8. p.34-9 (July 1982). 
Reviews the forthcoming competition between 113h4 and AT&T for ihare of 
Um market which is already keenly coetested. ( le  rets.)  

40523 	Word proceeding: teach coocept, wet operation. JS.Fieldo (Deireit 
Edison Co., Deuoit. 	USA). 
Office (USA), vol.95. no.6, p.32, 3.4 (June 1982). 
The case for schools' placing  le  ss empliesia on equipment training,  which tnent 
employers are willing to provide,  and more on other aspects of the job is 
argued. Each of three aspects ts examined and  lu  importance explained; they 
include the reasona for , and coneepu behind vford-procesuing's introduction. 
grammar skills, customer relations, job attitudes, career paths and dress. (no 
refl.) 
4052.4 	Tritiain presetiptiom take the awn out of sunoileation. •A.P.McEl- 
hone. 
Office (USA). vol.95. no.7, p.86-8 (July 1982). 
In tcrms or supervisory time and trainee downtime, word-procering training 
is a major expense in industry.  Most vendors charge for  training eecond-
generation staff because of the rapid WP turnover. The company that prefers 
to offer employees a career opportunity mutt develop training techniques that 
speed the day of operator productivity. (no rets.)  

40513 	The insious engieeeristg effect on-productivity. G.Fosulla (Gregory 

Fossella Associates, Boston. MA. USA). 
Office (USA), voL95, no.6, p.844 (Jurie 1982). 
The place of human tneineering. or ergonomics, in the design of equipment 

and machinery is explained. Important ergonomie design considerations are 

safety ,  noise levels, comfort,esse of use and service (web as changing ribbons 

or replacing copier fluids), and use: acceptance of change. The kind of 

research which ca.n be done in order to take account of these factors is 

described. Examples used are CRT screens. typists chairs, equipment cçcrator 

ma=sasaMshiresirfisig maidstrau. 1 reb.) 

43349 	Parini  tic  way  for  univeraid tiocisneenat ittercluage. T.CJones 
(American Nat. Standards Inst., New York, NY, USA). 
Data Coopers's_ (USA), vo1.11, >5.7. p.I23-31 (July 1982). 
At Present, various  industries,  such as banking, steel,  electrical parts, automo-
bile pane, industrial parts, drugs, libraries and groceries have their own stan-
dard document formats for electronic communications, but no widespread 
standard is in sue. The ANSI  X. 12 standard defines dccument formats and a 
conunon transfer syntax and it thus the basis for electronic-document inter-
change (EDI) between any two companies' computers. The development, 
scope and implications of X.12 are discussed and ttre relationship between the - 
X.12 EDI standards and, the 0S1 model is considered. (no refs.) 
43350 	larrodection of a local sierweek office atitociatioe ts a long terns 
inertasest. 
Sedate (Switzerland), vol.13, no.7-8, p.5-6 (July 1982). In German. 
Gives a practical example of handling local area networks (LAN), that has 
withstood iu christening of tire.  As  an example the datapoint-local network 
ARC st .Esso (Schweiz) AG it shown. The author also shows how 'open' this 
new technology is 'as  opposed to conventional data transmission via an open 
telephone network.  The  first steps taken by  Est-os  management are men-
tioned, then the theory and finally the practice. Also discussed ii the program 
development, tee.* proecuing., data  protection and 11C=S4 to the data. (no 
rets.) A.A1.X. 



M n,  

1411 	Interface concepts for elec ( ronic • forma  design and masiipulaitam. 
M  Bernai  (Xerox Parc-Palo .1lto  Réa  Center, Palo Alto. CA. laSal. 
Offec Information Systems. Proceedings of the Second International `ii.sirk• 
shop. Couvent Royal de Saint•Masimin. France. 13-15 Oct Pee I tAmster-
dam. Netherlands: North-Holland 1982), p 505.19 
The global amount of intormation stored or transiting In offices is growsne 
'very quicl.lv Data base management systems are Ilitety to be widels used as 
basic components  or impiementation of a large number of office information 
systems. User Interlaces which recreate procedures usually applied In this type 
of ensdronment will .certainls be ,  sers  successful. User interuces based  sport 

 electronic forms manipulation seem to be particularly appropriate to this kind 
ot system. Already a number of office information system prototypes have 
been imptemented which  use  this tyre of communication Interface Further• 
more thu type of interface looks to be in good agreement with d iundamental 
problem  in office automation integration This paper is concerned with  dent. 
Moment and conception of this kind of interface for office information 
systems Their essential charactertstics are exposed. Basic Ideas and' principles 
for designing both electrontc forms definition and manipulation sistems  are 

 developed. An evaluanon of different data base modets one could use for 
oesigning such form processing 'systems  is •Iso realised This evaluation is 
oased ucan a decomposition of electronic forms into different types of data 
This approach Is based  on  the author's experience in various proiects and 
eome evidence tram the literature 112 refs.) 

201-I 	Opalmel fiber loop network symem for  distributed emend«. contrut 
ELMitsuoka II-Ornitsu Worka. Nippon Steel Corp..  Monists, Japan). M.Takah-
asni. H Fushomi. M leracia. 
Hitachi  Ri-i'  tlonono  vol.)) , no.). p.1  19-24  (June 1982). 
I ocat area networks have become larger and more advanced in process con-
trol and office automation fields. Particularly in process control fi elds. the 
Interconnection and tntegration of computer systems, which are now widely 
(finny:toted in-house with production process units ,  are urgently needed in 
severe environmental conditions However, in interconnecttons of the computer' 
system. especially interconnections between a - central processor and venous 
input and output 11i0) dcmces, concentration congestion of the =btu for 
interconnections hus caused problems. Additionally. Improvements in the fl exi-
bility of the computer system construction are required This paper deacrites 
two optscal loop sViterria whiCh meet these requiremenu. These are a wide-
area , broad-bandtvidth optical hoop system for large-scale process control com-
puter networks 110 Mt.'s optical fiber data way system) and a low cost, 
microcomputer controlled optical loop system for interconnettoru between-a 
centrai prixemor and various input-output Clevit›.3 ( I Mbis apnea! I/O loop 
bus system). t3  relu.)  

1065 	Toltere-peming protoeol boosts throughput in local networlu- 
J.A.Murphy  I  Datapoint Corp.. San Antonio ,  TX, USA) 
Electronics (USA,. vol.55,  nous. p.158-63 18 Sept. 1982). 
As comoeting protocol procosals for local networks jockey for position in the 
lengtny procieaines of standards committees ,  one local-net concept tnat dates 
to tne mid 1910s is out in front in ine marketplace. The Arenet networking 
protocol used witn the ARC muluuser .system is 'found in more than 4000 
Installations worldwide. Arctic combines the advantages of token-passing net-
work control. highly refined by years  of  development, with those ot a case-
band  communications  system. What is more, Imoiementatiori  L5 conswerably 
eased because Arcnet Includes automatic configuration and transmission 
procedures that unburden the host system Local nets and the distribut ed 

 processing architectures they serve ideaity couple resource sharing and func-
tional stability so that the loss or additIon of a node can occur with no 
noticeabie interruptions of service to other nodes Arcnet  teilles  comfortably 
into this design throueh the use of a contention-free token•passing protocol 
that guarantees network access to each processor within a known tune 
period  trio  refs.) 

44 	The ematroi of essurspester-letscd fraud. I M.Carroll (Computer Sci. 

Dept.. Univ. of Western (Jnarm, London. Ontario, Canada). 
Comput.  cf Sertir.  (Netherlands), voLl, no.2, p.123-38 (June 1982). (received: 
Oct. 19821 
Computer crime, the glamor crime of the 1970s. will become in the 1980t one 
of the greatest sources of preventable business loss. As businessmen entrust 
more and more of their assets to computer systenis, eventually all business 
crime will become computer crime. Hard nmes in a permissive society will 
prompt greater numbers of knowledgeable ,  but unprincipled, persons to steal 
from their employers. Meanwhile, a hauts  and largely unplanned plunge into ' 
computer networking ,  electronic (unds transfer ,  and dutributed data process-
ing has greatly exacerosted existing security exposures In computer systems. 
Agents( this backdrop, the fore= of law and order can rely only on made-
ouste  legislation and largely untrained personnel to stem a potential hernot-
rnage ol business profits. Control of computer-bused fraud is first and fore-
tribal a doot-yourself uslc. Thu article surveys the ways to go about it. (Po 
relu.)  

50 	At the mercy of machines Inutoeutionl. E.Kirchner. 
!Comma:ton IUS,..11. vol.2)1, no.10. p.252-61 (Sept. 1982). 
Discusses the role of office automation and how it will affect employment and 

jobs  in the  USA. (no refs.) 

47 	A guide to  NOS  computer security literature. E.S.Highland. H.J.High- 

land (Hignland  di Highland. Elmont. 	USA, 
Comma'. ci Secur. :Netherlands?, von, no.2. p.164-76 (June 19821. /received: 

Oct. 19821 
This bibliography lists the many special reports and technical studies in the 

field of computer security thst hase been publIshed by the US. National 
Bureau of Standards ! NOS)  In addition to an abstract of each of the 

published - volumes, there is an index of key topica Included in the more than 
40 volumes 145 refs.) 

48 	Cryptography old  and  new, 11.Willett (Dept. of Math.. Univ. of 

North Carolina at Greensboro, Greensboro. NC, USA). 
Comput. & Strew.. (Netherlandst, vol.', no.2. p.I77-86 (June 1982). 'received: 
Oct. 19821 
Classical cryptographic schemes which were in use prior to World War II are 

described and illustrated. Several factors are Identified whicn have contributed 
to the marked difference between old and ne* cryptograpny, including: the 
computer ,  the need for cryptography in the public sector. advances in com-
munications technology and the need for standardizatton. The Data Encryp-
tion Standard (DES) of the National Bureau of Standards is discussed. This 

tutorial ends'  with  a summary of the recommendations of the Public Crypts>. 
granny Study Group. which was formed by the American Council on Educe-
'tan at the urging of the National Security Agency. (20 refs.) 

2605 	Foundations for office sementica. G.Baroer, C.Hewstt (MIT. Cam- 
bridge. MA, USA). 
Office Information Systems Proceedings Of the Second international Work-
shop, Couvent Royal de Saint•Maximin. France. 13-15 Oct. 198 )  I Amster-
dam. Netheriands -  North•Holland 1982t. p 30-82 
Devemps the semantics of work in the office in terms of  the  concepts of 
application structure and orgonszational structure of tee  office Application 
Structure is concerned with the rules and constraints  of tue  dOrnsiin of the 
office work such as auounting, taw.  or social  security regulations Organiza-
tional structure Is concerned with the  informai and formal wow relationships 
within  the  organization. Detailed knowledge of office application structures 
and organizational structures is necessary in order to understand how they 
interact  and  evolve Problem solving is 4 pervassve acnvity within offices 

-which is ceriormed when office worsers apply general knowledge about office 

procedures to the snectfic cases encountered oi their dad!, work..1 description 
system inamed OMECIA) can aid in the construction of interactive ssstems 

sohose intent is to oescribe the application and organization structures. Using 
the knowledge emoulded within Itself  about tne office 'OMEGA can belp 

. support office workers in their problem solving processes (38 refs.) 

1609 	The office activities of two optimizer:ode. 	C S Thachenkary. 
W Cunrath !Centre for Evaluation of Communscanuls•Information Tecnnol , 

lsniv of Waterloo. Ontario. Canada) 
O ff ice Information Systens Proceedings of the Second International Work• 
shop. Louvent Royal de Saint-Ma  smith. France. 13.15 Oct. 1981 (Ammer-
dam Netherland,• North•Hulland 19821, p4X3-69 
Provium some preliminary pro fi les of the information prixessing and corn-
muniCationy activitse.s Of white collar 'workers Suen snoyiledye is essential In 
understanding how to design effective and efficient ouronuue tecnnologit. 
-Inc article describes a data gathering menus:Minn Results Inalcate that 
thtrie in management level postlionS have quite different tasks and commun-
ication aaracteristscs than non-managers Manager> usually perform cogni-
tion oriented and intellectual type tuntstions and spend a high proportion of 
their time in communications. Non-management start, on tne uther hand, 
perform tasks which are more algorithm oriented and spend less time in 
communication To be effective , burotniue technologies 'would need tu respond 
to the difterences in the tasks the various  groupa  perform and theit commun-
ications activities 14  rets.)  

1580 	-Telertailt a• electronic postal 	 for office automation. A.Laz• 
G.Rosentranz 

29 Comers° Scientific° Internationale per L'Elettroroca 	(.'ontribuio 
dell'Elettronica e della Telematica ai.Serviri.Postell 129th international Smell-
tific Congrem on Electronics The  C ontribution of F.lectrunics and Telemattc 
Systems in thc Postal Services) , Rome, Italy. 23-24 March 1982 'Rome. 
Italy .  Rassegna InternazIonaie F.lettronica Nucl ed Aerospaziate 1982), 
p,101•16 In Italian. 
leiernail is an advanced electronic message system IF.MSs deseioped and 
operated by GTF. Telenet letemail, mn contrast to consennonal cdmmunica• 
nuns systems which are transmission oriented, emnnasores message handling 
(unctions before and afier transMisSion Worldwide access to the system  is  
readity -available via GTE Telenet's Public Data Network Telemuifs features 
include flexible expansion, hign ayallaoilits and renabOtiy. selectable delivery 
options, sophistscated text editing and file handting. tailored adMinistranse 
functions and increased secants. 1dditional capabilities, buCh as data base 
retrieval,  are being developed to ,expand Telemail's scope  Irons  that of an 
EMS to an integrated information system ino refs.) 

1501 	Aspects of office productivity. 
Bus. Syn. d Equip iGdI,  p42.  54 (Sept 1982) 
Looks a: mailing and Scums handling ,  how to find good reinsurers staff ,  the 
bene fi ts of systems furniture and the thorny problem of 	 %no rets ) 



2615 	Ai  approach to office informottoo enrage and  trime iardware 

and aoftwire issues for eaectratic  fluai. J.Ronmer iCentre  de Recherche. 
CII-HB. Louveciennes, Frans:el 
Office Information Syatems Proceedlogs of the Second International Work• 

shop, Couvent Royal de Saint-Maximin. France, 13.15 Oct 1981 (Amster-
dam, Netherlands North•Holland 1982 1, p.577-8I 
Office automation should vield new  concepts  and new tools among all the 

lavers  of systems  architecture,  from uaers •  languages down to hardwired 
operators. The author Illustrates this opinion with the example in electronic 
filing systems  As a hypothesis. he•considers the following  architecture • a set 

(network) of numereua Individual workstationa together w i th one sir more 

shared servera called Databaae Machines. *muting etther of general purpose 
menframes or of specialized bookend datebae.onented fusee...on  lie  advo-

cates decentraltztng data in each veorkatation. which mcana (11 decentralue 

data files (inside rclauvely large Vrincheater diskai.  121 decentralize data 

prOcesiong .  power tspeciul purnasc hardware), 13) decemralize u.ers' data 

interface linteractive. %owe. 'model.tree') 15  rets.) 

2606 	Office asodelliag: the CETMA/KAYAK families of model.. 
P Dumas (Unis . de Toulon, La Garde, France), G.du  Rostre 
Office Information System. Proceedings of the Second International Work-
shop. Couvent  Royal  de  Saint-Maximin,  France , 13.15 Oct 1981 (Amster-
dam. Netherianda North•Holland 1982), p.385-402 
The  KAYAK  Protect is a French national progrom.  of research in office 
automation which has engaged studies to evaluate social,' human, and organi. 
=none  impacts  of the coming office automation on  technologies  These 
impact atucies are being conducted at the same time as technological proto-
types ono designed and built.' which shows a rather new concern for human 
factors in a primarilv technical protect Within this 'organizational' field, the 
autho t's  hase  developed modela aimed at better understanding of »Mot an 
office u.'wnat tta needs ore. how  an  office' automation system should or could 
be implementeo with  what consequences, and how a proposed or tmotemented 
saatem Ootild be evaluated Thu parser mode-a  some  models when partially 
anawer throe obectives, and disco:sea some .results of field research already 

•conducted (10 rais,)  

2613 	Humes factors aspects ia  th  e design  if command languageo. 

D.L.Scapin (INRIA.'Le  Chesnay. Francei. 
Office  Information Systems Proceedinas of the  Second International Work. 

shop. Couvent Roaal de Saint-Ma:min, France, 13-15 Out 19a1 (Amster-

dam. Netherlands North-Hotiand 19821, p.54I-9 
Command languages should be built from words of the wen' natural I4n-

page Whereas research haa been concocted on more complex languages 

little attention naa been given to more simple languagea, without emeedde.1 

features and  ancre  each computer command label correponaa tu one 'unction 

only For those languages Inc  main uesign aspect  concerna Inc shotue of 

labels so trou the users can unuentand, memorize and uae them. the main 

difficulty being to  entend  everyday woraa to computer 'unctions lhe author 

presents three diflerent approaches developed to inveaugate computer cum 
meads In restricted natural language' evaluation of nesting languages, atudy 

Of  experimental languages that differ on Imamate or semantic satiable,. J nd  

research on the design of tanguagea by the usera themaelaca 115 rets ) 

The  elution of electrode mail ia she  context of the dosieets oar:diet-

boa isilTice 1111001.11ROCI. G Cira  Romeo. R.Romano 

29 Congress° Scientific° Internationale per L'Elettronea. Coombe° 

dell'Elettronica e della leiemattca ai Servizi Pauli (29th International Seen-

uric Congreu on Electronic.. The Contribution of Eiectronics and Tetematic 

Syitéms in the Postal Services), Rome. Italy , 23-24 March 19O2 (Rome. 

Italy Rassegna Internationale Electronic.% Nucl.. eel Aerospauale 19821. 

p.I17.27 In luhart. 
Dmcribes tne electronic mail approach developed by Olivetti, booed on an 

Olivetti 382 system that  is  performed stmultaneou.  sly 'message switching' 

and other 'office automation' functiona. Specul evIdence is  given to the 'mail 

boxes' organnaten, to theu logical connection avith the worX stations and to 

their functions  in rclatton to the organization structure of the firm. The 

possibility of implementing such a ajestem without madame any characteris-

tic of the eluting telecommutocaten network is alao stressed. (no refs.) 

2620 	Compatir  tided message systems: as orgaitizatioaal perspective. 

J.R.Taylor tl...rov de Montreal, Montreal. Quebec, Canada>. 
Office Information Systems Procéedtngs of the •Second International •Work. 

shop. Couvent Royal de Saint-Mammon. France, 13-15 Oct. 198)  (Amster-

dam. Netherlands: North-Holland 1982), p.631-5I • 

Presents the results of à field• study which was undertaken to evaluate. at 

least in a prelimtnary way, the impact of the introduction of computer aided 

messaging • into an actual workgroup situation within a large organization. 

Proposes a . hypothesis concerning structural effects of computer conferencing, 

and argues for a redefinition of the field of burotics to include consideration 

of organtzational yanablea. The proposed hypothesis exploits elements of 

Simon's information based theory of organization in order to•extend the  basin  

of  evaluatton of message ystems beyond a critique of Immediate effects on 

peraonal work habits to include a considerotion of organbattonal parameten. 

114 re (s.) 

25441 	Eleetroaic •autirs growth  resta oa ib acceptance. S.S.Kay (Han. 
flagon St Alsociates Inc., Schaumburg, II , USA ). 
Office IUSAL vol.90, no.2, p.30.  $2, 60 (Aug 1982) 
Deacribes an electronic mati iyatem for office communication. The potential 
benefits and passible pufallo of inatalling such a system are deaurded (no 
refs.) 

2508 	Corporate beerroltic 	 cormisaiceidi-latemise applicacice of 
Informalian eciaolog-y, A.B.Crawford.Jr. (Digital Equipment Corp., May-
nard ,  MA, USAI 
Manage le. Srst. Q. (USA ).  vet,  no.). p.1-13 (Sept. 1 9821. 
Extending the ARPANET technology of an asyncnronous. packet-switched 
electronic mailbox, the Corporate Inarermation Systems department introduced 
a pilot mail service within Digital Equipment Corporation which hàs now 
grown into a full-fleaged production system with some 600))  users—and is still 
growing The architecture for the Electronic Mail System (EMS) is based on 
a multmode network of dedicsted minicomputers. Technical ,  administrative 
and human factors, and cost coosiderations were recorded throughout the 
pilot and production penod. I-essons learned have highltghted the need far 
better network engineering ,  capacity planning, and operational policies/proce-
dures. User surveys were used to capture demographic data and reaffirmead 
the highly favorable impact on per.sonal p/oductivity and each manager's 
effecuveness. Recommendations are offeroi on how to plan for a pilot and to 
assure a smooth transition to production service. (8 refs.) - 

2410 	MOBILF-Bauouque: proopeds for the  future. P Dumas Rimy de 
Toulon .  La Oarde, 1-ronce), Liolu Route, C.:Lanett', 	W Lunrath, 
.LP Monet 
Office  Information Systerna. Prootedings of the  Second  • International V.un• 
shop, Couvent Royal de Saint•Miximin, France, 13.15 Oct 1981 teamster. 
dam. Netnertanda -  North-Holiand (982), p 471-80 
The group 'Organization•Meinoodogy', part of Protect K 4.1 AK. ..heta the 
°elective of establishing  and exrenmenting with  s metbodotogy geareo to help 
specify ,  introduce and evaluate buromue in its field of application Tho paper 
describes. In a first section, the preliminary  phases  and reaults obtained to 
date, which established the  basic  for. a urdied methodu4> Such emprisal 
results focus on the identification  of  relevant factors for the 'orit,:e of the 
future'. A second section describes the fundamental  ales  of such united 
methoddegy. named MOBILF-Hurotioue Basic questions  hure  are question, 
Of =attire ,  sis  instruments .and >iambic result> The third  section  briefly 
descrtocs a scheme Of utilisation and the founh section presents a reearcn 
pian for tne next  secte. th reir.) 

172 	Nestor'e local area net lie enetaurable trick record. J.Cashut (Han- 
scom Air Force Baae,  Bedford. MA, USA) 
Sewn Sys, 	orld 	

~~	

vol 10. no.9. p.12 (Sept 19821. 
Describe:5 the Nest3r Syatema  local  area network, based  on  Apple 11 micro-
computers. The authors aim is to discover ,  whether this system offers the 
features of 3 network demanded by end-users. (no refs.) 

173 	Bringing in personal bminces computees. G.S.Blundell (Eastern 
. Mangement Croup.  Morris Plains. NJ,  USA I.  

Smut, s'sr, 14 arid 	

• 	

vo1.10. no 9. p.24-31 (Sept. 19821. 
Discussb two ces questions that tne DP manager must answer before he c.an 
succeasfult% integrate personal business computers into existing systems and 
company strategies The Questions are. 'Where is thc personal business com. 
puter industry heachno" and 'What issues are critical to successfully purchas-
ing and using miasmal  computers  in the business oetting?'. Ino  rais.)  

2601 	Compeer epee/eyeing—past. deed, asad future. B.I.Strom 
Laos., Murray Hill, NJ, (SA) 
Office Inlormainan System% Proceedings or the Second International Work-
shop ,  Couvent Royal de Saint-Maximin. France, 13.15 Oct. 1981 ( Amste r -
dam , Netherlands:.North-Holland 19821. p.287-315 
Computer coniereneing in a techniqft for users to confer vnth each other ,  
usually asynchronously, using a computer to buffer their transcripts One such 
computer conferenemg system, the Computer Buffered Information Exchange 
(CBIE) was recently •reimptemented to execute under the UNIX operating 
system, and has been used successfully for a number of conferences at Bell 
Llooratortei: This porer discusses computer conlerenctng in general ,  and the 
Computer Buffered Information Exchange in particular It contain% descries. 
lions of the work of other researchers in the field, a detailed description of 
computer conferencing. and CBIE, and suggestions for future research.  157 
res.) 

2608 	A trial of office ictiety methodology . indication ia brood. 
M Marcus , 1.1 Roudere. C.Zanetti fINRIA. Projet KAYAK, Le Chesnay, 
France) 

.0flice Inlormation Systems Proceedings of the Second International 'Work• 
thop. Couvent Royal de Saint-Maximin, France, 13-1 $  Oct. 1981 (Amster-
dam, Netherlands North•Hoiland 1982). p.427-52 
Describes three field studies done in France. The paper starts with a descrip-
tion of the onion organizations hsghlighting relevant differences Procedures 
for claw collection and related problems form the following section Since one 
of the organizations tnvolvcd a very small number of ultimata, it deacnbcs it 
in detail. including manually computed reaulta in the next section The paper 
cloaca with sonie pointer> on methodological problems land acceptanceLand 
discussion un•difterent reasibtlittei fur data analysis with inierences fur.future 
usage of similar methodologies. (7 refs.) 

177 	Adeee to  the lataera of office computers. B.S.Rump. T.A.Elmiger. 
Sv.tclata 	 no.9. p.iIi 6 Sept 1982 1  In German. 
Discusses generally what is on the  market in the waa of office computers, and_ 
oflen advice to the people who must make the choice of which computer to 
bua Inv refa I .4 N A. 



2342 	Office-by-Example A bunions& Immure (bat unifies tlata and word 
• processing and electronic tnaiL M.M.Zloof (IRM Thomas J  Watson Rea. 

Center, Yorktown Heights. NY. USA) 	- 
IBM S a n.. J. (USA) vol.21. no.3, p.272-304 (1982). 
The age of tne nonprogrammer user of computing systems is at hand. brtng-
ing with it the specie need of  persona  who are professionals in their own 
right to have easy ways to  use a  computing system. Through the program-
ming language .discussed in this paper. executives and other office personnel 
can Perform data and work processing and communications via terminals. 
This language. called Office-by-Example, provides rich and powerful acr.ess to 
the computing system computation. data base, communication, and display 
feed:ties. Discussed and illustrated by examples arc a two-dimensional screen 
editor, triggers ,  and data bases, as  well  as word processing. electronic mail, 
customized menus, &nu application development. (23  relu.)  

Paid 	Ten retrieval wane:jun.1  foi se  automated' office. W BC ton 
iDept of Computer & Intormatiun Scs., Univ. of Maarorchnetta, Amherst. 
MA, USA). Ml.Pezarro 
Office Information Systems Proceedings of the 'Jecund International % tart. 

shop. Couvent Royal de Saint-Maximin, France. 13-15 Oct. 1981 lAmster.' 
dam. Netherlands North-Holland 1982). p.56$-76 
The advent of the automated office .111  have  far reaching effecta One of us 
Principal consequences will be a dramanc increase in tne amount of textual 
iniormation stared in machine-readable form The Indexing. filing and retrie-
val of thuf information will be among the most important functions ol office 
minx-manor) systems This paper describes techniques that have been deve-
loped for these tasks and no they can Ix applied tu the office environment 
The techniques can be implemented efficiently and the)  provide a flexible 
interface sutubic for caaual users. (20 refa.) 

2598 	Pascal-M in office information systeras. S.Cook, S.Abramsky 
(Computer Systems Lab.. Queen Mary Coil.. Lonoon, England). 
Office Information Systems. Proceedings of Inc Second International Work-
shop. Couvent Roval• de SaInt-Maximtn, France.. 13-15 Oct. 1981 (Amster-
dam. )s etherlands. North-Holland 1982), p.233-41 
Pascal-m is currently the subject of intensive research  and  development at 
Queen Mary College It is a languape specifitally aimed at the problems of 

'programming luoseiy-coupled distributed systems. The authors are parttcularly 
concerned wIth the issues involved in designing highly Interactive interfaces to 
complex information-handiing synterns, such as tne integrated office systems 
which are expected to 'oecome available in the near future. This  pa lper 
describes Pascal-m in some detail ,  and indicates now Pascal-rn will be a 
powerful tool for the tncremental design and construction of distributed, 
nighly interactive program development and applications systems.  1 14 refs.) 

2384 	Some basic aspects of office gpecification Inagsage &deign. P.Stada 
I Siemens  AG Rea Labs.. Munchen. Germany) 
Office  Inhumation  Systems Proceedings of ine Second International Work-
anon. Couvent Royal de Saint-Memnon. France, 13-15 Oct. 1981 '(Amster-
dam. :Netherland, North-Holland 1982j. p.521.8 
A SOCCifiCaltOn tanguage used to' describe in a natural but forrnal way, 
system of office reality must provide a means of represennng both static 
objecta and changea. The representation of objects in programming languages 
ha  s stenitl) improved as ne w  data structures like the type-concept in 
PASCAL or class-concept in SIMULA. The last step is the concept of 
abstract data types which now occurs in many languages: CLIJ, ADA, etc. 
The representation of changes in programming languages has always been 
borrowed from both mathematics and nattiral language. (10 re (s.) 

2554 	Observation post for Information  end office automation. 
.Wanare. ei (n( thalyt, vol.20. no.9. p 596-8 (Sept. 1982). In Italian. 
An ooservition post, which cominenced operation in 1982, has as iu main 
work the study of of fi ce automation and information 'systems. It works on a 
sertes of researches in Europe by the Butler  Con  Foundation. Tables and 
general information are given on ,rarious factors which affect the introduction 
of automatic systems in offices. Fu rt her sections ,  including tables, cover mat-
tart such as the organisation impact of technology on the treatment of 

Information in offices and the various percentages of office work which can 
be done by automation methods. The summary gives the three main headinga 
under which automation of offices must  ne  carried out for maximum effi-
ciency of the result. These include management, final utility and EDO spe-
cialisu. lino  relu.) G. VO.  

2.623 	Office automation in universities. 	K.Bauknecht. 	R.Marty, 
M.Mresse. P.Pircher (Inst. fur informatik. Univ. Zurich, Zurich. Switzer-

land). 
Argua.  Inf. IGeemany1. vol.24, ho 9. p.463-9 ISept 1982). In German. 

Presents the concept and the implementation of an office automation system 

for a university. The ssstem is - based on the UNIX operating system and on - a 
local arca network. Special emphasis is put upon the requirements of a 
university environment to text processing , to  information retrieval ,  and to a 

networlc. (9  rets.)  

2618 	Emerging trends in office technelogy. 	A.Gupta (Center for 
Information Systems Res , MIT. Cambridge. MA. USA) 
Office Information Systems. Proceedings of the Second International Work-
shop, Couvent Rosat  de Saint,Matimin. France. 13-15 Oct. 1981 . (Arruter- , 
dam. Netnerlands: North-Holland 1982). p.594-626 
The broadening of system.functions nas resulted in a corresponding complex. , 

 sty in the evaluanon  cf  systems of dtffereni makes and model numbers. Con-
temporary of fi ce computers can no longer be evaluated solely on the basis of 
the typing speed of the typewriter The situation is akin -to that tn the com-
puter sndustry ,  —initially, the machine cycle-time sufficed for comparison 
purposes;  toast,  there i3 an independent discipline of computer systems 
performance evaluation. The area of office computer 'performance evaluation 
1,0CPE)  iv  now emerging. and an attempt is made to Identify some relevant 
rraluation and selection strategies. (22  relu.)  

2604 	First implementation Step toward embedding office sesna•ties ill time 
braroveseur. F Jakob tINRIA.  Projet  KAYAK, Le (handy. France'. 
Office Information Systems Prodeedinga of the Second international Work-
shop. Couvent Royal de Saint-Maximin. France. 1 ) -15 Oct. 1981 (Amster-
dam. Netherlanas: North-Holland 1982), p.355-62 
KAYAK has been assigned the task of building an integrated office worksu-
nun. The first stage of the project.  huilai relevant hardware.  has now  produced 
a machine caned 'buroviseur Development ol basic and application software 
is well under was Thua, time  sas  come to envision the programming or 
various soproaticated servues which take advantage of the full power of tne 
specific t tatares  embedded in tne buroviseur These services mayt  range  from 
a friendly desk-top calendar to a iuser  controlled) automatic meeting c.00r-
dinator and un to compies aids tor decision makers involving expert.know. 
ledge;oased reasoning.  1. 12 refs.) 

2607 	Menutrusg. office activity foe bureonse: data ecalecnon isstruneetu 
and procedures. f) Vr* Conrath (Centre tor Evaluation of  Communication-  
Information lei.nnrit i•nly of V,  alerItIU, ‘Iv lleflUU, Ontario. Canada), 
R 11 Irving. C S Thachenkary. C.Zunetti, II C Rait W M Wright 

• Ofin.e Information Systems Proceedings of the Second International Work• 
auvent  Royal de Saint-Maximin. France, 13-15 Oct. 1981  1 Amater• 

dam. Netherlands North•Holland 1982 1 , p 403-26 
The biggest stumbling block is finding OUI  what people actually do in a way 
that is useful for the specification and evaluation of systems to assist them in 

• their tasks People can tell what they think about what tney do They can tell 
what they think tney do. though often wilbout any degree of precision And 
some can tell wriat they would  lise  to be able to do The issue remains -  what 
do they du (  t no  rets  

2541 	Office Automation and data processing. C Baudoin. 
Inf. a Gestion (France. no 133. p.s2-7 (May 1982). In French. {received: 
Sept 19821 
The distinction between office automation and data processing is less than is 
usually tnought of The former nas its own areas of application ,  electrontc 
mail ,  memory editing. crewing uo contracta ant) patents ,  agendas and elec. 

trontc year books. But these areas are approacning those covered by data 

- processing itself and the two are becoming indotinguishable For exampie, one 
believes that secretaries are the sole users of office automation, pa rt icularly in 
tue  context of word processors ,  but bookkeepers ,  buyers ana engineers are 

also usera. The rest of the article deatta with the way Schlurnberger 'based at 

Clamart) has dealt with the problem of the overlapping needs ot the two 

kinds or processing. (no refs.) M.G. 

2556 	Office automation: skafts of light on the  office of the future, 

J.Schilling (Waser-Organistattonsberatung. Zurich, Switzerland). 

Output iSwitserland:. vo1.11. no.9. p. ) 3-6 110 Sept. 19821. In German. 

A brief discussion of the effecu of new technologies on office work is fol-

lowed by . a description of an alternative to storage of paper for archive 

purposes. The laser store is favoured ,  in which Information is permanently 

written onto a disk using a laser This system  han  advantages in degree of 

compression, cost of materials and Cant Of retrteval over such methods as 

microfilm and microfiche. Improvement OUCI' currently-used access control is 

required: possible methods are personal identity cards , mrhaps including 

stored information and even a micro-processor. as well as recognition methoas 

for voice ,  signature and fingerprints, and aiso data encryption. (no re (s.) 

G F.F.  

123 	100 nays to moonset, your office. D.Macfarlane iCuopera & 
Lybrand. Toronto. Canada). 
Datamatton IUSAI. vol.28, no.11, p.145-52 Wet. 1982). 
Gtvea 100 suggestions on hour to automate the office. They range from rather 
simple ,  entry-level ideas to advanced notions that may require some entra 
effort un the part of the system supplier Think of the lot as a smorgasbord 
Not all of the suggestions will be Immediately applicable to the readers 
organization. but all are valid. feasible right now, and food for thought. Ino 
rets.)  



1538 	k  case uwdy of office workstation me, C.Y Bulien (Center for 

Information Systems Rnb., MIT. Cambridge, MA: USA), J.L.Bennett. 

Eli Carlson. 
Sys( J. (USAt ,  vol.21, no.3. p.351-69 (1982) 

This paper describes the use of  the  Office Analysis ,  Methodology to study a 

research  office environment in order to determine requirements for an 

advanced office workstation The research site environment is unique in pro-

awing  an r opus:tunny to observe a natural growin pattern in the use of 

advanced technology. Specific workstation requirements are identified and are 

being implemented. •Interesting observations are reported • in  the following 

areas categories of secretarial work.  use  of existing workstations. influence of 

a community of users, access to shareo service, and effect on productivity and 

organnauonal behaviour. "(7 refs.) 

2064 	Local aret networks and the Net/Osse Ethernet coomection. 
R.Davue, J.M.Davtdson. 
Electron. Eng. (GB). vol.54..no.670, p.74-81 (Oct. 1982). 

Net/One is a communications net based on the prototype Ethernet in its 

initial form and available before the Ether-net specification was published The 

concept of Net/One is that of a •yendor incieendent, media independent, 
devtce independent local area network system. Currently Net/One is available 
to full Ethernet specification"and  in suliplied to Xerox for use as a commun-

ications interface between Ethernet and non-Ethernet devices. A simple inter-

face module replacement allows the Net/One node to be connected to a 

broadband modem instead of the :Ethernet transceiver. 5 Mblus broadband 

modem interfaces and Ethernet-to-broadband gateways will allow the user to 

combine the two architectures. (3 re(s.) 

56 • New worlds of computer-mediated work. S.Zuboft 
•Harvard Bus. .Rer (USA,,  vol.60. no.3, p.142-52 (Sept.-Oct. 19821. 
The author maintains that • managers  should heed the reststance of empioyees 
to new technology•bec.ause it is telling them something about the Quality of 
change that  are  taking place Computer-mediated work is more abstract and 
can demand new conceptual skills while deemphasazing the importance of 
direct expene -nce. Information technologv can depeednalize supervision. alter 
social" communities, and often means that technology absorbs much of the 

judgment• that routine lobs used to entail. The author suggesu ways that 
managers ca rs  use the ilea,  technology as an opportunity to re-envision job 
responitbilities and develop new approaches to the problerru of supervision. 
(no refs.) 	• 

2085 	-Local compeer network technologies. C.Tropper 
London. Engtand Acaaernic Pres., (19811.  xi* 44  pp (0 12 700850 01 
The reasons behind the interest in local computer networks — ItChtlIC:11 as well 
as economic-are explained. An attempted de fi nition of .1 10C...31 net*Otk is 

 provided. Following this tntrodueory enapter, the  book  divides nalurally Into 
two sections-Chapter 2 being devoted to ring networks and Chapter 3 tu bus 
networks. Each chapter is structured aiong the same lines, beginning with a 
description of the protocols followed by a discussion -of  ive  performance 
mules of the protocols. The performance of  ive protocela :Ire then compared 
(to tne extent that this is puelble).•and finally, the assumptions and weakn-
esses tai the models themselves are deacribed Both chumera include descrip-
tions of many existing or planned networks and their protocols. 187  rets.)  

2412 	Talking to the automated office. G.M.White (Computer Sol Dept , 
Univ. of Ottawa. Chtawa ,  Ontario. Canada). 
Office Information oystesns. Proceedings of the Second International Work• 
shop. Couvent Royal de  Saint-Ma:1min. France, 13-15 Oct. 1951 tAmster-
dam, Netherlands; North-Holland 19821. p.52940 
As the study of the automated office •proceeds.- it • is hemming clear that 
managertal communication ts a most ,  important  aspect It is much lea clear 
just what form this communication will take. This parser auggesta that spoken 
communication will play the major role as an information medium and that 
automated office syatems will have to incorporate appropriate devicey if they 
art to realise their potential.  126 refs.) 

2589 	A data model for office systems. J.C.Chupin, V.Joloboff. (Centre 
Sci.. Cii Honeywell Bull. Grenoble, France) 
O ffi ce Information Systems. Proceedings of the Second International Work-
shop. Couvent Royal de "Sainf-Maximin, France, 13-15 Oct. 1981 (Amster-
dam, Netherlands: Norih-Hoiland 19821, p.39-56 
This paper presents a data -base model to be implemented on a data base 
server on a local network. The model extends the .Enutv-Relationship model 
to integrate concepts as text, document, keyword. The data definition lan-
guage is presented together  with  the selection primitive and some textual 
operations. Finally some features of the transactional mum are described 
permitting cooperation among servers and user stations. (1 .7  refis.)  

12 	End-vieser designed/driven chat hams. S.Atre  (Âtre  Internat.,  Cossait!.  
tants, Rye. NY, USA). 
Computerworld (USA). von& no.35A, p.61-5 (I Sept. 1982). 
Discusses the increasing role of end-users in the design and maintenance or 
databases. This arises from likely shift in responsibility away from DP staff., 
because applications developments backlogs are becoming large.  no  refs.) 

2531 	OPAS: an office procedure automation system. 	V.Y.Lum, 
D AI Choy (IBM  ((es. Dis. Lab , San Jost, CA. USA). N C.Shu. 

• IBM  Si-st  J (USAI. vol.21, no.3, p.327-50 11987.) 
This paper dtacusses an experimental system being developed to support office 
automation. The emphasis  of  the paper is on a technolo,gy that allows people 
to automate their of fi ce and business ictivittea Spes:ffically, using  forma as 
the interface, the autnora propose a pastel:tut data manipulation and 
reatructurtne facility that not only allows users to extract and manipulate 
data in the forms, but can be used to interface between  ne- and existing 
applications as well. Since business and office procedures -are not diacrete 
activities,  but a ,structured sequence of actiyities, a means to define and 
execute procedure-s is required Such a means is described in thts paper along 
with its muiel and an example ut ita application .  125 refs.) 

2011 	Open eamenunication with the kneel area coenputer network 
NET/ONE. G.Dieterle. 
Elektron. P7IIX. iGerrnanyt. vol.17, no:8, p.8-I0, 12, 14-15 (Aug. 1982). ln 
German. 
Local area computer networks enable stutially distributed user terminais  to 
access centralised computer, printer, and due storage equipment, and to inter-
change data. They  stria  permit the interconnection of computer systems 
Feature and concepts of NETIONF... In which nocie computers connect to the 
50 ohm coaxial transmission cable via. clamp-on transceiver units, are 
described Typical system aspects are illustrateo, and intertace. hardware, and 
software details are brief)> presented Data collision is avoided by use of the 
CSMA/CD method (no refs) H 

31 	Welting with 'Mu: hazardous or kanMess!.. B Pearce (Human Se. itz 
Advanced Tecnnol.  Unit,  Loughborough  Unis..  Loughborough, England). 

BILL StOl. a Equip. (GB), p.36. 39 (Oct. 1982) 
The source of fatigue or potential damage should be eliminated. In many 

cases simply by applying  -the princimes if good job design and ergonomie 

criteria in the selection and installation of the svstem, the vast majority of 

cOmplainu and t.211.SC3 of fatigue can be eliminat. Funoamental to this 
approach is to avoid the creation of the dedicated  sou  operator. This is a 

function not only of the an ,/ the computer system is deigned but also of the 

way the work is organised iround it. Working at a vas  should become part of 

s•person's job not the sole usk. The computer should be  a tcol that  aida  their 

job rather than the machine that  (sas  to be minded throughout. (no nefs.)  

2600 	The IFIP model of a computer based  message system. P.Schicker 

(Zelbweger Lister AG. Homnrechtikon. Switzerland: 
Office Information Systems Proceedings of the Second International Work-

shop. Couvent" Royal de Saint-Max:1min. France. 1 )-15 Oct. 198 i (Amster-
dam, Netherlands. North-Hoiland 198.21. p.253-67 
The model of an international computer •based mail and message system that 

was developed by the System Environment Sub-Group of the 1FIP Working 
Grotto AVG' 6.5 (International Message Systems) is presented The model 
seedrate the system into - a number of functional entities The basic charac• 
tensile of the functional entities and their .interviorkIng is outlined The 
model is also used to discuss the services of the entire system and the author-

ity boundanes within the system. la refi.) 

2616 	Tie concept of type: corwideratiorta for document preparanovt,  reine- 
val  end emneminacatioa. 41..1 Burton t INRI A.•Protet.F.A YAK,  I e Luau>. 
France), 
Office Information Syatems. Proccedinga of the Second International Won. 
shop. Couvent Royal de Saint-Ma:1mm. France. 13-15 Oct 1951 (Amster-
dam. Netherlands: North-Holland 19811. p.563-92 
An example-is uaed to minim= ine notion of tspe The author indicates the 
way one can build types ot  documents tbaalc types and constructor') lyre is 

an Important concept a aysiem must  grasp and Lake .tt isince a tilt 

of behaviours depend on it editing, riling, retrieving. circulating. eti. ) f.,uts 
may be built around that dotton trio  rets  1 

2111111 	Developaseat systems oa the Ethernet network. 11.Delernarre 

Onde  EiectP tFrottret vol.62.  no n-i, p.25-7 (Aug -Sept 19821. In French 

Discusses the Intel NDS 11 network developm -ent isstem which ia a local 

network basest on Ethernet allowing the connection of several deveopmeni 

sta1100i sharing the same reaourcea Each Intellec tool is therefore changed 

into a wOrarx)at on the network by  the  Use of Etncrnet card controllers As on 

example. the situation of eight workstations connected to a single Winchester 

clue"drive and joined by the RS-232 interface is conaloered. The use of the 

new Intel evolved language PSCOPE in "such a partitioned network is  dis' 

cussed. Implications for the 'office of the future' are mentioned. (nu rels 

L.A.F. 

2054 	Ethernet and the PBX-a beneficial partserskip, Y.Coleman 
(Advanced Micro Devices, Sunnyvale, CA;USA1. 
Comput. Des. (USA). vb1.21, no.9. p.18 )-8 (Sept. 1982). 
Voice and data communications can cocaut at the local network level if the 

two technologies are combined to exploit the best aspects of each. They are 
compared in. this context with reference to voice "service; data service and 
colt/performance ratios. (no nefs.)  



• 2512 	Dinseftsione, perspective% and consequewees al office automation. 
T.A Ruegg tRueist-Nagell AG, Zurich. Switzerland). 
Scrdata f.Suliteriandi. vol.13. no.9. r 	(6 Sept. (982). In German. 
Tne author outlines an-d shines a light on the subtect of office automation. 
One should not lust shrug ones shoulders  al  the mention of the subject. but 
treat it as a serious matter. The various dimensions and components of office 
automat's:in are covered ,  including data proceesing, teet processing. image 
processing. speech processing, archive functions, tee-communications. and elec-
tronic mail. The control and service of these functions are also mentioned. 
The consequences for use office industry ,  foe the PTT and for organuauons 
are docuesed. ino  refit.)  A.M.X.  

Ise* 	Office Infoesnatioa System. Proceedings of the Sesoad Intenutiossal 
Week.sieop. 
Amsterdam,  Netherlands: North-Holland (1982 ), :Pit 650 pp. [0 444 88398 
21 
Conference held  ut. Couvent Royal de Saint-Maximin. France Date 11-15 
Oct 1981. The following topics were dealt with: office distributed systems. 
forma and data models ,  networking and workstation design: editors, current 
activities in office Information systems: messaging; semantics ,  office activity 
studies; human interface; information storage and retrieval: future prospect> 
Abstracts of Individual papers can be found under the relevant classification 
coda in this or future issues. • 

• 191 	Evaluating wised procesears—keybotrde: rital featured- 1.Simma 
(Wordpro  Pis l.td., Melbourne, .Australia) 
Mod off si Para Manaee. (Australia'. vol.21, no.6, p.28-30 (July 1982). 
A separate, movable kevbcsard allows the operator to elitist and align the 
keytoard tosition to suit their operating mode The keyboard is a three 

dimensional obrect and therefore its physical Me must be taken Into con-

sideration.  Son-te  systems do permit other kesboards to be used Where the 

keys are  full) sottware programmed ,  it ie possible to convert the keyboard 

into a Dvorak keyboard which dramatically increases the typing speed, pro-
vided you have a typut that knows 'now to operate it. (no refs-) 

1513 	blaseaeing illfOrmatioet SS a corporate resource- D.Stzer (RAE. 
Farnborough. England). 
Comput  Bull. 1 OBI.  'cr. 2.no.33. p.10-12 (Sept. 1982). 
Data ,  information and the state of knowleage of the information user are 
described and related to the decition-making prccess. The theme that  datais  

valuable commedity needing management is then develoced, followed .oy a 
discussion of  computers. organisauonal policies and central and dutributeel 
Processing. The conclusion u drawn that 'in (ormation' per se ts a arsons'', 
corporate and management asset which needs proper undersuuxiing and 
management in tne computer cru. 18 relu.)  

175 	bliekoenputers siod small leasiesesa systemic a lend-is:al priesser. 
T Scannell 
Comnuler.orld  if SM .  vol 16. no.35. o.SR /1-36 (30 Aug. 1 9 82). 
thscu.ses the ourchase al  small business computer systems and moncomput• 
et, lopiss dreou»ed include: uncierstanding iniormation needs betore buying; 
adding to a core system; micro-baved systems: merging word•nrocessing and 
flP operations; multiservice applications; heat and moisture effects on moue. 
Oenchmarks. service oureau. Examples of applications are drawn  Iront an 
Institute ,Jr Technology ,  museums ,  tax collection insurance, medical practices ,  
a state MOW,' Vehicle Division. and toy distribution. (no relu.)  

181 	Office asitoinntion—reflectioas from the marketplace. P.Hare (Raeal 
Information  Systems. Hove. Engiand). 
Comput. Commun. (GA), voi.5. no.5. p 250-3 (Oct. 19821 
The office automation marketplace is crowded with suppliers purveying veey 
denim proslucts, resulting in great confusion for first-time busers The paper 
suggests that buyers often asx the lame questions. The reasons for asking 
these Questions. and the like's answers,  are discussed in detail. A number of 
suggestions which may guide buyers in their pursuit of a system which rneseu 
tilde requirements  are aiso presented. tno refs.) 

2070 	The predicted ceptcity of Etheneet. M.Marathe, B Hawe. 	. 
Electron. cif Commun. tCanada,, vol.30, no.). p.92-3 (June 1982). 
Reports the results of a study by Digital Equipment Corporation examining 
the limits imposed on the number of users by the finite bandwidth of the 
channel in a time-sharing environment. The truncated binary exponential  bac-
bail algorithm,  which determines the delay in retransmission followmg a 
simultaneous attempt teals:on) between two stations is described. The future 
environment is projected and protocol levels are discussed. (no refs.) 

2599 	Research activities in office information System al IRISA. 1.1.Le 
Goff. R.Quiniou (IRISA. Campus Univ. de Beaulieu. Rennes, France) 
Office Information SNSieMS Proceedings of the Second International Work• 
shoo. Couvent  Rosat  de SainuMaximin, Franke. 13-13 Oct. 1981 (Amster-
dam. Netherlands: North•Hoiland 19821, p.243-50 
In IRISA, the research proaram in Office Information Systems  locus on the 
two following topics: the design of communication system in an local network 
environment ,  the devetopment of original office automation applications The 
meet important sublects in the IRISA projects are: the use of natural Ian-
$uage man-application interface and ,  the integration of sophisticated terminais 
(for example voice terminals). 16 refs.) 

2507 	Meting inaxinswin use of a word processing system.  J  Adze (ITT 
RaYonier Inc.. Stamford. CT, USA) 
Office 	vol 96 , nu 2. p 127.8, 148 tAug 1982) 
Word processing is synonymous with speed, accuracy, eass communication 
and increased productivity ITT Rayonier Inc increased word processing pro-
ductivity by taking advantage ot system flexibility and devoting word pros:es-
sors to multifunctional and multipurpose devices that allow users to perform 
programming, sorting functions and mathematicat calculations. along wIth the 
more traditional applications  il  document creation. automatic typIng and 
WM:siting. (no reta.) 

2593 	Office werkstatioa desire- 	B.Scheurer, (ADI/INRIA, Kayak 
Project. Le Chesney, France) 
Office lidormation Sssterns Proceedines of the Second International Work-
shop. Couvent Royal" de Saint-Maximin. France, 13-1 ) Oct. 1981 (Amster-
dam. Netheriands: 'North-Holland 1982). 0.105-lb 
Office automation will introduce a variety of services in the organisation 
These services can be classified into three categories: cooperative services sucb 
as computer based message systems, teleconferencing; shared services such as 
archives center, prsnter; and personnel services such as information syttem, 
agenda. (14  relu )  

2063 	Local net-weeks—the basis for integrated information systems. 
G.K.afka. 
Elektronik Werntanvl. vol.31 . no.19, p.88-96 (24 Sept. 19821. in German. 
Following a historical review of the development CC IOC.al‘area netwOrkl, the 
author explains the 1S0-0S1 model which is necessary idr open communica-
tions.  Network topologle—star. ring bus baseband and broadband—and 
ace.ess metrxxls to the transport media are tnen examined Tne current state 
of the work being performed b )  national and international standards  organisa. 
lions  is briefly outlined and there la a snort look at use local•area networis 
currently on offer. '17 refs.) 

87 	A problem area with a special  fascination Idistrileeted proceesisee 
D.Kennett. 
Comput.  P/lefy. IG8l, vol.31. no.822, p 14 119 Aug. 19821 
Distributing sensitive data calls for additionai attention  te  error control. 
access con-trol, user authentication and othe r. steamy me.asures such as 

—encrvotion, each ot which has been subject to SpeCia1151 ClevelopMent. SOme• 
timei the result of this deveiopment is a well-understood set of principles. to 
which those Implementing a computer system are advised to adhere, and 
sometimes it is a product Of service which can be used with a minimum of 
spedalist knowledge ,  trio  refs.) 

2086 	Local network handbook. • G R Davis  (Ed 
New York, USA: McGraw-Hill 11982 1 . iv +25o pp. (0 07 61)6831 5( 
Some articles in this book describe local network techniques. leehnolugies, 
applications and chinces Others cover mure general equipment or softwJre 
with  local networking applications The capabilities of minicomputers and 
microconiputers are discussed, since these serve as network males C °moan. 
sons of local networking with other techniques are also included 32 articles 
are divided among six 	 heuded technology. suitware ,  equipment. 
implementation ,  applications and setection. 

-2506 • 	Eketroeie Wail: a building block for the future office. B  Ibsen. 
Office lUS.-41. voI.90.  no 2.  p.e1-2  54  ;Aug. 19821. ' 
Electronic mail ,  the digital way to move information, promises to dam the 
torrent of paper flowing through the matrix of communications channels tnat 
holds most industries, together Digital coding provides more efficient Informa. 
tion stoeage and transmission Electronic mail can bring the digital impact of 
that coding to those who do nus  have and do not want computer training The 
development of electronic mail and digital facsimiie are examined tnu relit 

1505 	'Asses...ate' your proofreader for better weed processing. 11 L.Bonen 
(Nat. Can Corp., Chicago, IL. USA). 
Office  (USAI.  vol 96. no.2. p 77-8 t Aug. 1982). 
Termlnal-assuted editing has long been used by newspaper editors authors 
and publuhers. This practise (sometimes known as video drafting) can be 
used adventageously in the office A proofreader would benefit greatly from a 
CRT terminal on hia desk in a Shared•logiC system. 'nu  relu.)  

2551 	The advegiced autoicatel office. D.H.Wood (Binder. Hamlyn, Fry 
Co.. London. England). 

Manage.  Sers'. 	vo1,26, no.7, p.14-21 (July 1982). 
The author summarises the curtent and probable future developments, and 
outlines some of tne social consequences which may flow from them He 
concludes with a suggested course of action which companies •should be 
undertaking to ensure that they are ready to respond to the challenges posed. 
'no refs.) 
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2500 	Ceertiag,tbe execume  orne. autowatioel. A.A.Armstrong 
Bull, Am. Soc. ml  Sci 	vol.7, non, p.12.15 lAug. 19811. 'received. 

•Aug. 19821 
A shift 'is taking place as the office products industry focuses on middle• 
management and the Professional emplovee The vendor has more chance to 
sell some piece of equipment if he can convince the executive its benefits are 
not  limited to the secretarial level. bat include or arc designed fur Inc  proies-
&anal. (no  relu.)  

2513 	Address asarsateueat. 
cam/pEr t%etus (Swifter lortell, vol.3, no 4. p.6-9 (1982 ) . In  Ger-man. 
Gives a program in BASIC for the CI:Owl PET. to prInt address labels given a 

file of addresses ,  as well u a listing for checking purposes (no rein.)  G.F.F. 

2069 	Etberset (suds nvesstala— cluracteristics—pusibilities. 	K.Dieben. 
Much. 
Elektronik tGermanri. vol 31. no.I9, p 99.103 (24 Sept. 1982). In German. 
A summary of techniques ,  their current status and the possibilities for the use 
of local networks following the Ethernet standard Is provided -Communica• 
Stone  networks of this kind have already attained considerable significance. (3 
refs./ 

LI  



39546 • DP profesaionala face major challenge in autonuted office. D.Tap-
stow 
Comput.  Data (Canada). vol.7, no.2. p.22-3 2  (Feb ( 982). 
A new generation of integrated office systems which differ  (rom  traditional 
data processing systems  Li  arising Across North America those in the systems 
profession arc trying to grapple stth the vastly ineeued significance of these 
systems. (no relu.)  
39517 	Framework needed to define what integrated systems really  are  
tendon cash in no office automation boom. D.Maciarlane. 
Comput. Data (Canada), vol.', nu.2. p..36-9 (Feb. 1982). 
Bell Canada funded the - office information communications systems group at 
Bell-Northern Research to develop a framework that would encomiast all the 
elements required to describe and evaluate an integrated office system (10S). 
In this svay, Bell Canada could describe each system in its own consistent 
structure, and not have to be limited  by  each sendora particular presentatton. 
The framework developed has grown to over 250 separate elements ,  resulting 
in an extremely comprehensive description of each  (OS for which in analysis 
is  maintained. (no refl.) 

39581 	The office of the future a 'complete misaomer. D.Spennewyn. 
Computing (GB). vol.10. no.27, p.22-3 (8 July ( 982). 
Reports on the state.of-theart of office systems and the need for integration 
Of the four technologies-data proceting, word processing ,  audio processing 
and image processing. The office of the future is here now. (no rets.)  
39539 	Office of the future. E.S.Larstn. 
Data Ticl (Norway), void, no.S, p.9-12 (June 1982 ) . 1i Norwegian. 
Reviews sword processing and other electronic data processing equipment rof 
acirrtinistrative purposes ,  with special reference to equipment suppiied by the 
Prime Co. for general office work,  accounts. statistics and data control, also 
digital voice telephone exchanges and image transfer systema (for documents) 
made by Wang. (no  rets.) J.S. 
39590 	Word procesainae (acilitator or fretrator?. B.Medina (Northeast 
Regional Inst. for Information Policy éa Res...Silver Spring. MD, USA). 
Inf.. Age (GB). vol.4, no.3, p.I31.4 (luly 1982). 
Word proccasing sasiens implemented by many organizations have often not 
lived up to the claims of the manufacturer or vendor. Problems with person-
nel, record accuracy and security seem to be a result of the designer not 
taking into account the proper role of the operators, the limitations of the 
equipment and the effect of the system on the scructute of the organization. 
The paper discusses how an organization can be analysed as a system and 

. how potential problem areas can be identified before implementation. A set of 
rules it proposed for the sucessful implementation of  s  system, governing 
structure,  information flow and feedback. (7 rem.) 
39591 	Graphlea for managers: the dixtributed approach. D.Friend. 
DaramatIon 	vol.28,  no.?.  p.76.7, 80. 84, 91.2„ 94. 96 (July 1982). 
The author considers that the key to a successful management graphics 
system 'u providing managers with an instant look at the core 20% of the 
data. From this premiee  ne  discusses the setting up of computer graphics 
based systems. (no  relu.)  
39592 	Eletronie storage slashes office paperwork.  (Albert  (Siement 
AG, Munchen. Germany). 
Data Rep. (Germany), vol.17, no.). p.8.1 3  (June 1982). In German. 
As an instrument for streamlining of fi ce work, machine support it needed 
more than ever for document generation and information exchange. To store 
documents between these processes. storage systems must not only be compat-
ible with preceding and subsequent processing or communication procedure. 
but also fit in anth established office routines. The article goes into the 
question  of how electronic storage systems can replace filing cabinets and 
mail boxes. (3  rets.)  

3962.3 	Office mstornation? No and perhaps. J.Driscoll. S.N.I.Abraham. 
Sie. d Austin,. (Italy), vol.28, no.222. p.25.30 (Jan. 1982). In Italian. 
(received: May 19821 
Ihe author Driscoll deals with what he considers to be strategic error' in the 
introduction and development of office automation, merlin; that on the basis 
of the present situation it will have led to excessive costs and resulted in more 
harm than soud to a tummy seeking higher productivity, steam innovation 
and a better life for its citizens. The principal reason for this is its tendency 
to exacerbate the division between brainwork and manual work, creating two 
classes; the intellectual chiefs and a proletariat of computer-minders and 
rubbish clearers. He outlines art alternative and in his view more enlightened 
policy The author Abraham, while pointing out tactical errors in past and 
current devehipments, gives a cautioua welcome to office automation, mainly 
on the grounds that even  s  small improvement in facilities for communication 
could have a large effect - upon overall efficiency, but only if adequate atten-
tion is given to the human factors in the situation. (no relu.)  C.J.G.G. 

14440 	The laeredaseriem 04 etslee.disiplay wockleg. G.Scheloske. 
Off.  Mande IGfrpmanv). Yd.)°, no.5, p.540-I (May 1982). In German. 
Debi with the Deed adequately to prepare staff for the introduction of video 
work-static:au. both from the psychological and humanuing aspeCtS and the 

• technicalities involved in the operation of an interactive video-display work 
station. A complete schedule of graduated steps to be taken for the suc4essful 

i realization of the new male of working covering a period of six months is 
I given. (no  rata.)  LM  W.  

39595 	The-office of the future-Interaction aceesaary between forme a/ 
emonsuakatiors R Dag Blekeli. 
Data (Denmark),  vol. 12,  no.4, p.30-I (April 1982). 
The euthor writes that data processing technology and telecommunications 
are re-shaping the office. He says that the term 'office automation' is a 
somewhat loose description of these changes. Looking ten years into the 
future the new will principally  lie  in the connecting - of sycema that have 
hitherto existed separately. as well as radical changes in the pusibilities far 
communication. (7  rets.)  H.1.12 . 

39594 	Office  automat ion -lb.  Wire of the system reflects deseloomeat. 

A.Delang. 
Data (Denmark). vol 12. no.4, p 41.2 (April ( 982). 
The author suggeu that naming has alwaya been an important part of life, 
and that great *eight is gisen  tes  choesing a name that uys as much as 
possible  about the person or object being named. He thine that this not only 
applies to the naming of people of places , but that the tame aspiration applies 

• in the technical field. The author then analyzes the different rules that are 
applied, either coins:Molly or subconsciously and which seem  to  apply when a 
supplier gives a name to his office automation »stem, or parts of such a 
system. He then asserts that the developments that have taken place of what 
office automation appears to be are reflected by the fume chosen. (no refs.) 

39597 	How to make the boss more effleleot: suing the rote. L.B.Axels- 
son. 
Data (Denmark). vol.12, no.3, p.44-6 (May (982). In Swedish. 
Shows how the voice can be integrated in the computeriword processor set-up 
of the modern office, ba greater use of telephones won voice nicisages service 
(VMS). voice answering service Ora.S) and similar trengemenu. Numerous 
statuties relating to tetephones are presented. (no rets.)  J.S. 

39121 	Technology and the Information prisfessional: will It make a differ- 
ence?. C.Oprennern. 
In!.  Sere d Lte 1. 5iriher/onds), vol I. no.3. p.161--7 (Nov 19311. 
The paper eamine the likely impact of new technology on librarians and 
information scientists, and. on database produ:ers over the next ten years. 
Database producers will increasingly rey un home-based abstractors who 
receive, CfCa IC and send all their material by electronic meant. lhe advan-
tage of such prxedures for the database produces are outlined. Increasing 
use at videodiscs for information staraee and retrieval is envisaged. The 
impact of new technology on librarians and information scientista- is then 
examined. Use of vioeodises will mean a decline in the use of oniine informa' 
lion retrieval. Use of intelligent terminals will lead to greater use of these 
ssstems ba end-users. The intelligent terminals could be used  ta translate 
software languages, to refine search strategies, to store and ado output  (rom  
searches and ha ads-ice users on the best databases and best search strategy to 
use All these developments wifl be integrated into those leaoing to the 'office 
of the future'. The author.cuncludes that there will be a dramatic shakeout in 
Iforarianship, but that infoimation scientists face a great opportunity to  dent.  
lop their skills by grasping the opportunities afforded by the new technology. 
It  is  recommended that schoOls of information science teach their students 
tyPing skills. Finally, some remarks about the advisability  tu  offering sophisti-
cated information retrieval systems to less deseloped countries (LOC's) are 
made. (5  rets.)  

19570 	Communication, using word processing system. J 13.Whoehead 
(Nuns Office S)stems Ltd.. Bristol, England). 
Inf. Sea's,. d Lie (.vetheriandat vol.l. no 3. p 109-38 (Nov 1991) 
Communication between word  prise-essor  equipment à reviewed extensively A 
survey is given of communication protocols and networks. Several possibilities 
to link word procemors are described, leading into a discussion 3( electroniC 
mail and teleconferencing. The paper contains a glossary of communication 
terms. (17  rets.)  

39571 	Mae and manorialism  lis  the -office. 	W Grunsteidl (Concern 
Strategic Planning-Philips Industries. Eindhoven, Netherlands). 
Inf.   Sert.  ef  Lie thetherlandr), vol.'. no.5. p 263-70 (h1arch 1 9 82) 
The human aspects of office automation are resiewed. A plea is made for an 
approach in which the three elements of office automation- [non,  organisa-
tion and the technOlogical svstem-are integrated on an equal basis There 
should be more emphasis on the effectivenm of information systems, rather 
than on their efficiency The real challenge for office automation is not the 
introduction of new technolog>, but information management. (no  rets.)  

34401 	Office workers-sre they a +slushing breed?. A Cowie (Philips 
Busineu Systems, England). 
Conference on Communications Equipment and Systems. Birmingham. 
England, 20-22 April 1982 (London. England: 1EE 1982), p.182.5 
Disease the genuine  convers  that  the onset of office automation will dram-
alscally reduce the number of employment opportunities in the office  environ' 

ment.  It would be unreasonable to accept Ihat there will not be changes in 
office practice and routines and in the tasks and skills required of office 
workers. (no res.) 



3%03 	OffIc-e tichavoiogy: everything manning to be done 	Plefebvre. 
Inf. ti Gesnon (France), no.132. p.9 (April 1982). In French. 
introduces the topics of information management, office technology, and the 
office 'of the future. Various other notions are tooched upon extremely 
briefly. (no re(s.) LA.F. 

3 604 	Th  offke situation of today, M.1-egorgev. 
Inf.  ct Gestion (France), no.132, p.29-32 (April 1982). In French. 
Discusses the oft-used phrase the 'office of the future in the context ci/ 
today's actual typical office and likely future developrneou. Problems of 
choosing the correct information-processineetjuipment are discussed. L.A.F. 

39403 	nit °Mee situation and tbe-lwanssin factor. -  C.Bert. 
IRf. ti Gestion (France), no.132, 	2.7 (April 1982). In French. 
Discusses payehological, personal and ergonomic factors associated 'with the 
introduction of oemputensed office technology. The views of two wecretatist 
are  iven. (no refs.) L.A.F. 

39S82 	Office technology aupergroup emerges.  J  Hewer. 
Can. Electron. Eng (Canada), vol.26, no. (' . p.25-6 (June 1 9 82). 
The common thread between a number of ne w 'office of the future' -compan-
ies is venture capital originating ai the heart of Canadas technological renais-
sssnce. (no rets.)  

39533 ' How the home he ( p became something In the city.' 1.1_amb. 
Commit. Manage. (GB). p.18.21 (April 1982). 
Originally intended for domeStie use. viewdata has undergone an early 
metamorphosis.- Far from.being an electronic rival to publishers of the printed 
word. it ia now being regarded more as a cheap data orneessing service aimed 
at business efficiency. 1 he author examines the  service s changing role. (no 
refs.) 
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35344' 	as« Interface 'office automation'. T.Billadeau (Autornatai 
Office Systems, Boston. MA ,  USA). 
Computerworld 'USA),  vol. 6.  no.I3A. p.11-14 (31 March 1982). 
The user interface is that part of the computer or word processor (also a 
computer) which facilitate communication between human and machine. 
There are a number of parts that make up the user interface: the  video 
display screen; the keyboard(' any cursor-moying or option-selection device 
such as a mouse, cat, joystick or touch screen; and the software. Much 
research has been done on user interfaces in an attempt to determine hoar 
best to get a select group of individuals to use a computer clan if they do not 
like it. While some people simply do nos  want to 1114 a corn: Liter, others who 
are willing to accept new technology are intimidatoi by 	system that is 
difficult tO operate. Far too many systems tell the user he has made a 
mistake, but offer no solution— s  very frustrating situation. It seems clear 
that  if  vendors are to penetrate this market of potential users, systems must 
be made easier to operate. (no refs.) 

• • 
35345 	Stratetic Miming !office , automation),  D.J.O'Connell (Internat. 
Management Services Inc., Framingham, MA, USA). 
Computerworld (USA). vol.16, no.I3A. p.21-3 (3 )  March 19821. 
Project planning for office automation (OA) is the process of deciding on the 
objectives of the organization, evaluating the role of office automation, deter-
mining the resources needed and developing the procedures for acquiring  and 

 uaing these resources. The pattern or work in an OA project follows a•repen-
use pattern characterized by. good times and bad times. The first step in 
office  automation planning is to break the project into  discrets  steps or phases 
that serve as control Instruments as svell as checkpoints for review. They also 
provide the framework for problem definition, objective, estimation of  
resources (time, people and equtpment) and scheduling As each phase is 
completed, prior phases should bc reviewed to ensure conformity and to gain 
a better undemanding of the problems. (no relu.)  

35346 	A question of compatibility (office automation(. M.Johnson  (Kid' 
der,  Peabody lc Co.. New York. NY, USA). 
Computerworld 	 no.13A, p.35-7. (31 March 1.932). 
The lack of standards and network compatibility in the developing office 
automation (0A) market all too often leaves the OA user in a quandary over 
selecting a system. The author surveyed users, vendors and consultants tu 
determine how they were handling the issues, what shortcuts they had evolved 
and what they thought were the best ways to approach the problems of a 
particular  installation.  Three primary areas emerged as needing standardiza-
tion: facsimile; word processing equipment and data processing equipment. 
trio refs.) 

• 
35347 • 	Gettirrg persooal (micros enter the o(fice). T.H.Willmott (Internat. 
Data Corp.. Framingnam. MA. USA). 
Computerworld 'USA!, vol Its. no.I3A, p.51-3  1 31 March 1982). 
Although the personal emputer is a much publicized and popular solution to 
the  office automation  (OA) needs of corporate professionals, three important 
questions often remain unanswered, even alter a hardware commitment has 
been made: Who is likely to profit from owning a personal computer? What 
can a peraonal computer actually do? Does the functional power of a personal 
computer justify its cost? The.answer to the third question varice  dramatically 
with the user's job description, applications requirements and salary level. 
Answers to the first IWO qUeStl-Orli are more easily managed. (no refs.) 

35415 	Office *animations research'and application. G.Bracchi. M Dallera, 
M.Palazzi Ilstituto  di  Elettrotecnica  cd  Elettronica Politenico di Milano. 
Milano. Italy). 
Ris. 	lltalvt, vol.11. no.4. slept. p. $-57 (Jan. 1932 1 . In Italian. (received: 
July 1982( 
Emphasis is given in todas's office to costs reduction and produetivity 
increase: of fice automation and office information s)stems. whose feasibility is 
ensured by the recent advances in computer technology, can be considered as 
a possible solution to many of the information handling problems of the 
office. Althouch the technology and the market exist, much research and 
developmeni into of fice automation is still required The system must  lote. 

 grate several different techniques at the user. software :Ind hardware levels. 
This implies dilferent approaches and several challunges that need to bc met 
before the automated solutions can to applied effectively. 1ms paperdiscusses 
the motivations and the featurea of office information systems. Problems 
related to office-communicatioru. form management, information storage and 
retrieval. manonachine interface and hardware and software architectures are 
treated. Models and techniques  for  representing and analyzina • information  

now in the office' Itte illustrated, and the impact on people and organisations 

of affice, automation  in  discussed. (71 re(s.) 

35416 	Specific aspects of hardware and software for office amonuitiom 

0.Sommi. 
Rte. Inf. Maly), voll I. no.4, luppl, p.59-74 (Jan. 1982). In Italian. (received 

July 1982) 
Deices and techniques that characterize office automation , in its present 

state as well as in its foreseen developments, both proposed and under 

expertmentation, are examined - Functions required to cape with office 

automation tasks are considered first. Hardware and software features that 

have allowed or will allow automation of such functions are then described. 

Final considerations are made on the contribution that the growing office 

automation application am may bring to the future of data processing. (8 

rois.) 

35.420 	Information valuers and office automation. P Dell'orco (Centre 
Scientifico lAM.  ((orna. Italy). 
Ris. 	 vol.11. no.4, •suppl. p.113-27 (Jan. 1982). In Italian. 
( received. July 1982) 
Office information systems are constituted by processes related to the crest-
tion. collection. storage, processing and communication of information. They 
differ, from traditional information systems as their target it constituted by 
non-repetitive and unstructured processes.  Utero are neither potential nor 
actual data processing experts, often Involved in several different activities. 
The usability of such systems depends critically upon the dear= or 'intel-
ligence' they exhibit in the management of the so-called 'enterprise memory', 
in understandsng and modelling office procedures and in user interfaces (both 
software and hardware). The concept of data base and relate concepts (inte-
grits, consistency. distribution of data and user interface, may be used in 
thee systems is a unifying model.  1 13  tels  ) 

35421 	Office automatics*. R.J.Spetrad (Xerox Palo Alto Res. Center, 
Palo Alto. CA. USA). 
SelfItee 11.45.4), vol.215. no.4534. P.808•13 112 Feb. 1982). 
The automated office has the potential •to change significantly the ways we 
handle the substance of our working lives Advances in electrOnics and corn-

•• outer systems enable us to do much more than just upgrade individual  office  
functions. We can now restructure our basic Information handling modes to 
allow an immediacy of interaction not previously -available The tedium of 
paperwork is sharply reduced and it becomes much easier to work  collaborai-
ive(  s with others. The electronic desk 'becomes the profeasional's link to a 
widely distributed array of information sources and services. (10 refs.) 

34 1116 	A mieroproceavar controller for II perlonal typewriter for rimaally 
handicapped ara. T..1 Brawn, R.E Aitchison (School of Math.  & • Phys., 
Macquarie Univ.. Norh Ryde. Australiaj. 
IEEE Trans Itiorned ing 	-1,11 13MF•29.  no.?, p.551 -5 (July 1982 1  
The design of a microprocessor controller for a rersonal tsrxwriter for the 
visuatly handicapped is outlined. 1 he controller is interfaced to an electronic 
or electronic7mechanical typewriter wIth a golf-ball in daus•wheel print'head.' 
and uses the correcting feature ri prcduce I personal ispessriter for the 
visually handicapped: this enn 111CF.. al minimal cost. the 'production bs the 
visually handisapped user of typewotten test which ie errorfree and of good 
layout without the intervention ca sighted help Speech synthesis of the key-
board characters and functions i% sambined voila sensing and command swit-
ches by an S-bit mieroprocessor. Flow diagrams of the software and modifica-
tions for various models of typewriter and speech synthesizer are briefly dis-
cussed. (5 refç.) 

34017 	Wee-rated office commonication sit electrnesic  mail.  G.Arndt, 
K.Nerneth' (Siemens Ali.  Munich  tiermany) 
International SwitchIng Symposium - ISS '31 C1C. Montreal.  Que.  Canada, 
21.25 Sept  1981 (Verdun. Que . Canada:  Internat  Switching Symposium 
)981i,  p.33C6/ 1.6 soli 
Eleetronic mail is to lic considereo as a vehicle towards rational integrated 
office emmunication. This mens integration of information processing and 
communication, 'ans•to-ans' communication between all terminals within a 
common message system, integrated text/image editing and .communication. 
It is shown to what extent integrated of fi ce communication has been realized 
in these three aspects and what future developments arc expected. (I refs.) 

34112 	Keywords in communications technology (and office autoarsation), 
S.Senindler (Tech. Univ. Berlin. Berlin, Germany). 
Comput. Commun. IGB1. vol.5, no. ) . p.I40•7 (June 19821 
Terms are discussed with  respect  to the ISO reference MOCICI for  open  systerns 
interconnection and then relative positions within this structure. 1ransmission. 
Switching. internetworking, network integration, local ares  networks and inte• 
grated service digital networks are covered in dctail. Keywords relating to 
applications such  os  of fice automation and test orocessing are more clearly 
interrelated. and future end fySteMS are oroposed. (I 4 refs.) 

34813 • 	Protocol converters: the Hauser to compatibility problems?. 
P Robinson. 
Comput, Commun. IGR), vo1.5,  no;),  p.148-51 (June 1982). 
One of the major data communications problems over the past few years has 
been how to make different vendors' hardware and software communicate. 
Standards proposed by various bodies have been set up tu toise  problems. 
rather than prevent them. 1 he pacer discusses the use of protocol converters 
to proside compatibility between devices  The  implementation of protocol con• 
verters within 'systems is described, along with suitable applications and envi-
ronments. A Cons comparison of configurations with and without,.p>ocol 
converters is provided. (no refs.) 

34314 • Berrougha embraces  lobes  naming [protocols'. H J.Hindin. 
Electronic: (USA). vo1.55, no 10, p.115-16 (19 May 1982 ) (' 
The work of Burroughs Corp on token passing grocccuis for local networks is 
described, and contrasted with that of IBN1. The two.schemes have lifTliiat 
objectives, but different implementations. 13oth are adaptable to either a phys-
ical ring network or s ta  logical and electrical equivalent and both companies 
are concerned with accommodating  bath  volce and data on thetr networks, 
and make provisions for difterent servIce'classes. (no refs.) 



32139 	The hie 3: IBM. Wang, Xerox. A.Dooley 
Compute-stemId :USA) ,  vol.16. no I3A, p.27-34 (31 Alnrch 1962). 
IBM. Wane and Xerox are currently jockeying for position as the No.I office 
automation sendor) each presents itself as the company on the lending edge of 
technology in the burgeoning office automation tUA) industrr. Intent on the 
same goal. the  titrer  vendors have chosen to approach the market from differ• 
cnt directions. Not surprisingly. IBM is employing a hierarchical system 
architecture. mainframe•based approach, while Wang and Xerox have adopted 
a bus network approach. Xerol, with its Ethernet,  us  bettIng on the success of 

'a narrow bandwidth baseband structure, assuming that many'office functions 
will use their own dedicated communications roexlia; Wang ix  trading on a 
broadband. CATV•like cable with sufficient capacity for a total integrated 

system The vendors themselves are feeling their way in this new  market. 
place  I no refs.) 

32140 	Technology: what's ow the horizon?. 
Comptiterworld (USA). voila. no.13A.  p44.9 ( 31 March 1982). 
By 1910. most  of the major concepts pertaining to the electronic office envi-
roornent -such as word processing, electronic mail and locel networks—had 
been formulated But these and other technologies are still undergoing sub-
stantial change. Gnostic Concepts. Inc. has looked ahead through the next 
several yenrs and highlighted some of the major changes in office technology 
which.voll here an impact un users of the automated office. The article looks 
at nome of those major trends (no refs ) 

35330 	Awspiciossi office techniques. A.Turrini. 
Antenna Maly). vol.53, nail'. p.471-2 (Dec. 19131 ) . In Italian 	. 
Impressions of the 'CeBie gaiters exhibiting modern office equipment are 
presented. It is argued, that in soite of many regulations the need for standar• 
chsation ts still pressing. 1 he (irundig range of dictating systems is briefly 
de:scribed including the 'Tele•Dikstat •  and the centralised telephone dictating 
system. Future trends are esemplified  l'y  the  range  or Sony equipment incor• 
Or/rating a miniature 'typcorder' adapted to fo in any document case. The 
electronic office  in  briefly discussed, trio  rets.)  T.H. 

• • 
35411 	Models for office automation. G.D.Antoni (istituto di Cibernmica. 
Limy degli Studi.di Milano, Milano, Italy). 

'Riv (Italy). vain, no.4, suppl. p.89-97 (1an. 1982). In Italian. [received: 

July 19821 
The  present paper discusses at high level of abstraction the modelling prob-

lems of office activity taking into account communication problems, the sub-
ject' matter handled in office work, the rote  tuf  Inc operator and relational 
problems among the participants in office- activity. It is itrongly 'suggested 
that .the modelling tools ideally suited for office work are Petri nets. Petri 
Nets are reviewed with same emphasis tu the applications to office analysts 
and with some attention to the work done by the Milano University Group. 

Having shnwn the relevance of Petri Nets to office procedures the case in 

 discussed where the.se are defined by law. The consequent office automation 

•needs' are discussed in terms of the law life cycle. Finally more structure is 
added to the Petri Nets proposing a uniform model (untversal of fi ce model) 
that seem to be suitable for modelling various realities (25 refs.) 

3e38 1 	Higlier4evel protocols enhance Ethernet. 1 White, Y.Dalul (Xerox 
Corp, Office Products Div., Palo Alto. CA, USA). 
Electron. Des (USA). vol.)°, no.8. p.SS33-41 115 April 1982). 	- 
The Ethernet specification of 1980 only covers the lowest level hardware and 
software building blocks necessary for an expandable distributed computer 
network which can serve large office environments. Additional levels of proto-
col are needed to allow communication between networks and communication 
between processes within different mcces  of  equipment front different  manu. 

 facturers. Xerox's Network Systems Internet Transport Protocols .enable 
system elements on multiple Ethernets to communicate wIth one another. 
Courier, the Remote Procedure Call Protocol, specifies the manner In which a 
work station Invokes operations provided by a server. These are described. (4 
rets.)  

35370 	lhe electronic minim« in nflictm. integration of data processing 

and telecnrnmunications. R •D.Leister. 
Lmschou tt;erntant). - vol.82. no Is. p.t•t• lit) April 19821 In Germas. 
Relatively Buie that is new has been added to office equipment nver the past 
century. The capital value of the technical outfitting of °nice work places 
remains much lower than the investments in other fields. The result has been 
that the productivity of office work remained much less than that of other, 
highly mcchanired types of work New microelectronic Icehnology, but abnve 
all the integration of automatic dnta processing and communications engineer-
ing. now offer the possibility of a new era of information orocessing. This will 
not only enable existing information to he utilized better ,  but also make new 
organszational structures necessary. The Ixst and most flexible communica• 
lions structure will in the future be  a  decisive productivity factor in business. 

(no relu.)  

35341 	Eketronir mail: the next step in office automation. E.F.Coudal. 

Small Sm. World (USA). vol.10, no.2. O.14-18 (Feb. 1982). 
Electronic mail, executive computer workstations, and the freeing of data 

Processing Personnel from routine ta n ks arc major future implications or office 

automation, according to key industry executives and researchers. (no refs.) 

34836 	SUMURU: a overwork configuration for the future. E.Siefferud 
(Network Management AssOciales  ln..  Huntintun Beach, CA, USA). 
D.Farber. R Dement 
Mint-Ahern Sra !('SA). vol.15, no 5, p 311-12  I May 19821. 
Three roles can bc readily identified for computers in future network environ-
ment architectures single-user, mult•uver and rernote•utshey systems  Sin.  
gle.uset (SU) systems based on powerful tte.s will -provide local computation 
and narrative textsediting capabilitie.b. They will also proside terminal  inter • 
face facilities far access to other computer, and they will be used by all 
manner of office workers Multipte•user (MU) systems based on powerful 
minicomputers will serve groups  of  20 to 30 local  usera  in offices, laboratories 
and production facilities They will also support SU systems with software 
program Itbraries, central office files and communications  antong SU, MU 
and other .  computer systems Remote•utiloy (RU) syeenis, which for many 
years have provided for institutional data banks and heavy-duty computation, 
will continue to be based on. mainirames Highocapacity central services-will 
still be. needed,  and should be available via network connections from MU 
and  SI  systems The authors coniider thc merging of these three com-
ponents (nu  rets  1 

32237 	Mai-machine interaction In the office. M.J.Underwood (Office 
Systems Res. Unit, ICL, Stevenage, England). 
Colloquium un 'Human Factors In Word Processing% London, England, 4 
May 1982 (London. England: IEE 1982), p.2/I-2 
Functionality and ease  of  use are the primary concerns of man•machine inte-
raction. The term covers a wide range of activities. which Ire considered 
under three headings: physical, psychological and soctal. (no refs.) 
32238 	Future treads: the impact of office automation on society. 
R.D Parslow  .(Man-Computer  Studies Group at Brunel •Univ., kJ:bridge. 
England). , 
Colloquium on 'Human Factors in Word Processini, London, England, 4 
May 1982 (London, England: IFE 1982), p.4/1-4 
Shows that office automation will cause a radical  change in the structure of 
work with revolutionary impact on soctety even without the predicted decen-
tralisation of offices. (no rets.)  

35411 	-4 methoskilegy for analyses of office work.' M.Santoni, A Zee- 
Chini. 
negate .4 Int* iltalt.), vol 19, no 12. p.875•88  I  (nee 19811 In Italian 
!received. June 19621 
This article. on the means of automating office work. diccussm certain 
obstaeles'to automation such as the unstraufled (non•hiernrchicall nature of 
office work, the need lor decielons and the difficulties managers find in 
=sterne these new technolocieç. shows now  these obsiaètei have bee n  over. 

come bs  s  methmbilvey ot analy,i‘ and project strusturing t MAPS t .hich 

has the adsantage of an organisational approach 'user nrtentated' 
equipment and techniques. employs concepts relevant and apoticable to the 
system concerned and can analyse and evaluate the prt+cevte.s involved in a 
system. Before discussing the suitability of F.1..r;s and an application of  il,  
the article evaluates the typical leatures in information sYstems for the 
automation  il  office work and descusset tire apolications ol Petri nets and 
graphical methods. adopted for structural %%stem% analysis. to MAPS 
methods.  ml  refs.) G it' 

35372 	Teletex —a remote tommunfeation  service for office Corommiea- 
•lona. V.Frantzen. G.•1)txterhur? tielmen% AG. Munchen. ttermany) 
Data Rep :tiermant.!. vol. 17. no  I.  p 28-32 f Feb. 	In German 
Efficient data networks, like the Integrated lent- and Datanciwork (IDN)  of 
the German Post Office, transmit intormation in digital  trient  With tne intro-
duction crf  the  leletex service a comorehensive standard in the practice is 
changed. the preparation for worldwide telecnmmunication un the. basis of 
corresponding CCITT commands. The ?elec.* technique is ;in 'open ssstern . . 
one for free traffic  relations  between all participants nf ! Is e new international 
service.  It is expected that the Teletex standards, by the continuing work on 
normalisation panel ,  will also be found at the  input in remote data process-
ing. (17 telN.) 

35334 	Voiee-recognition word processing—near reality?. 1 Markoff. 
Irtfoirarld iUSAi, vol 4, no.l. p.2I (11  Jan. '19821.  
Voice recognition technology has  advanced  enough to make it realistic to 

begin to consider possible applications both in Inc factory  and the office. 

Applications must still be chosen with care. however. (no refs./ 

- 35335 	Word  III  word-processing program for Apple III. R.Hart. 
Infoliorld (USA). vol.4, no.5, p.24-5, 33 16 Feb. 1982). 
tAord IIIS  curseur  Can operate On only one line at a time, the One indicated by 

a right caret. The display is inyerted—black characters on a white backgroun• 

d— and, unlike some progra.ms that center  test or show margins only when 
you prtnt Out the  test,  Word Ill works immediately on the screen. Th e 

 program supports underscoring; boldfacing, pagination ,  line replication and 

micro-justification (inserting fractions of spaces instead of whole spaces bet-

ween words). (no rein,)  

34811 	Ethernet: condemnations and hal l  truths. 
Elelaronik (Germany) ,  vol.31, no.8. p.79-80 (23 April 19821. In German 
Discusses how numerous misunderstandings give a crooked picture. The Xerox.. 
marketing manager gives 'important declarations from one of the most 
interesting statements of the arrangement. (no re(s.) A.N.X. 
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35353 	Electronic mail will be the critical.pipelise. J.Callahan (Informa- 
tion Technol. Res Cochituate, MA, USA) 
Office it'S.41. sot 95. no I. p 98-9 (Jan 1982) 	 • 	 • 
Electronic  mail  basically ufferi the capability to get the right information to 
the right people un a timely basis. Users report that one of its greatest 
benefit, is the reduction in •intormation float —the time between creation of 
information and sehen it is received by the persori requiring it. For this 
article ,  the term electronic mail is limited to those type  of systems that 
transmit information from the originator's location to the recipient's location 
without intervening phystem-dneument delivery. Theee are referred to as 
end-to- end,  electronic-mail syeteme. (no  rets 1' 

• 35355 	Being informed oxen: being rootisaltd [ADP!. V Scheitlin. 
Svidara 1.‘..greerfandi. vol.13,  nu). p.Vll.Vlll 12 March 1982 1. In German. 
The author, an industrial adviser. submits that man is dependent upon 
information Jnd stresses that industry today finds information more and more 
important The whole article is written in general terms defining all the 
(obvinus) advantages of information. such. as to management and outlines all 
the disadvantages of being oadly informed. He .arns about information being 
doctored on the WI> to the top ,tsy additions. subtractions and various twists. 
Induairial information, he concludes,  must be purposefully and systematically 
organised and controlled. (no  rets t H.G. 

35.424 	How does tbe office of the  future affleure up?. D.Tapscott. 
7 eleph. Eng. et Manage.  (USAI,  vol.86. no.l. p.50-2. 56 (1 Jan. 1982). 
Intuition and early experience indicate that integrated office systems can  have 
a stnkingly•positive effect on office productivity. in a pilot study, 19 know-
ledge workers were given electronic work stations on an integrated office 
system that provided electronic mail, information  retrieval, word proceuing, 
administrative support and data • proceasing. These workers' attitudes.. ttme 
use, communication* patterns, eic., were compared. with those of a control 
group in a preteat•pcattest, quasi-experimental research  design: The  subjects' 

.activity on the system was monitcrred daily. (no rets.)  

35380 	flow  probable is the future of office communication?. A.Cakir. 
Off Manage :irreniant.i. vol.30. no 4, p.362-4 (April 1982) In German. 
Considers the nature of communication systems %jai particular reference to 
eluting !telephone, pus'. telex) and future (teletex, facsimile, viewdata. Idle-
proceasingi office  communication  The prootems of the man,machine inter- - 

 face are discussed and Busses description of the requirements of an Inte• •  
grated .orkstation is quoted: word processing, electronic mail facilities, 
normal  computer  terminal operation, etc (no rets.)  C C.B.  

3507 	Goodepeih a spelling checker for Applewriter  files. D.S.Teiser. 
Infdts arid 	vol  a, no.5. p 28-9, 31 (4 Feb. 1982). 
Ciotsdspell is a very fast spelling checker for documents created using the 
APolessriter .ord-proceesing.program. It allows the user to compare Apple-
writer test files .ith a 11000-word, factory-set dictionary. Each word that 
does not match the dictionary is highlighted for the user to manually deter-
mine whether it is incorrectly spelled or is merely a word not contained in the 
dictionary. (no refs.) /%iie , 

35-01 	Architecture for office automation. J.L.Cox (IBM Corp., Boulder. 
CO, USA). 
Trends in Information Procesaing Systems. 3rd Conference of the European 
Cooperation in In(ormatics, Munich, Germany. 20-22 Oct 1981 (Berlin, 
Germany- Springer•Verlag .19(1  I. p 1-15 
The deveiopment nf architecture which will facilitate office automation by 
enabling various office machines to cooperate in performing office system 
functions is examined. The goals and objectives for the initial steps towards 
an automated office systent are related to an enumeration of the specific 
architectures wnich will be required. A general description id' the capability of 
each architecture is given along with a discussion of specific architectural 
requirements  and  key problem areas. Some examples of architectural solutions 
to key problems are gtven. Specifically the approaches taken to the problem 
of preciee architectural definition as it relates to test architecture are dis-
cussed Finally sonic thoughts  on  future office system requirements and their 
architectural implications are given. The author attempts to enumerate con-
siderations and in sonie cases approaches to solutions for the office systems 
architecture problem.  The contents are based on approximately three years of 
Office  systems architecture development work .involving a variety of actual 
office products. (2  rets.)  

35363 	Ito* to rope with into sereice, planning. R.Shung (Information 
Servicia, Div Ontario Hydro, Toronto. Canada). 
('an  DUlall rt tCarradat. vol 14. no.3. p  84, 86 (March 1982). 
Analyzing information services planning can be done as a three-part pr•xess 
It is a methodnlogy that makes best use 01 available technology, yet meets 
user requirements Yeithout reetneting grossth This methodology is discussed. 
(no nefs 1 

1.4940 	Voice reeuenuiun: a word about its future. R A koster 
Cttmnurerworld 	vol 16. nu Il  a. p 39- 411 (17 March 19821 
Most computer terminals in the  sent isso years ssill offer ,  in addition to the 
keyboard. voice re.:,ignitiun  ion data  entry, at least as an option Significant 
..s. tdence of this trend  can already te seen in the industry (no rets I 
34941 	Speech recognition. V Zuc 
Teencit ,S Penner S'ignal Pr,Kers 	sol I. no 4. p.1.4 I Oct 1981), 
1 oc eurrent status in speecn recognition techniques is discussed in terms of its 
application tu commercial equipment. The discussion rovere isolated-word, 
connected...0rd and continuoue-speech recognition (no  nefs 

34887 	Vat .boom  in businesa computer griphics. 
Cart. Dataryst [Canada), veal& no. ), p.46, 48, 52 (March 1982). 

A massive proliferation of computer  graphies  devices is presenting users with 
new choices. The euthor looks at changes in the market and at the capabili-

ties of some of the products being offered. (no nefs.)  

14838 	Prent el termi ma Ls. G. P. H udson. 
Br Telecornenun Eng /GUI, anti, pt.), p.35-4I (Apnl (982). 

This article outlines the technical requirements of a Prestel terminal. It goes 

on to descnoe the operation of a terminal together with somi of the proprie-

sary methods adopted to achieve this operation. 18 refs.) 

32241 	Tbe automated office: Citn we get th-ere from here?. D.J Parker 
(Telecommunications .tt Office Systems, MacYs California, San Francisco, 
CA. I.JSA). 
Office it/S.41. vol.95. no.1, p.I20 (Jan. 1982). 
There u no one technology nor only one way to provide automated office 
concepts. It is an integration of several kinds of technology and equipment. 
With such a wide selection of equipment and computer programs, how do we 
get from here to there' Very carefully  The 4.ost tu  organize. implement and 
equip ourselves tu utilize  the tecnnology in  significant.. The benefits are •great. 
(no refs.) 

34704 	local-ares  »Ns_ B.Hoand. 
Computer.rield 	vein. no.I3A, p.67-9 (31 March 1 982). 

• -Large and small eompanses alike are seekng local-area communications. The 
advent of office automation 10A) has created the need for communication 
among various word processors, personal computers. CRT terminals. elec-
tronic typewriters, facsimile machines and other office - equipment This com• 
munication mont  frequently occurs .ithin the ›Jrne building or a series of 
buildings located within a few miles of each other AIITIOSI every vendor has 
Lise  best technological solution (no refs.) 

; 32235 	Colloquium on 'Human Factor, ia Word Promising'. 
London, England: IEE (1982). 14 pp. 
Conference held at: London. England. Date 4 May 1982. The following 
tomes were dealt with: psychological and organtsational problems of office 

• automation:  man-machine  interaction; the social impact of office automation 
and its political implications. four papers were presented, of yshich 3 are 
published in full in the present proceedings in digest form only. Abstracts of 
individual papers !can tie found under the relevant classification codes in this 
or other  issues. 	• 

14943 	Men-neat tutu commutat &lion  C ontematton partner computer. 
11 ‘Iantrool  K.  I) s n hehid 

/1//7 	 r 174 	Stu:. 	 wrethtn 
S ian  MJsn n ac !mech.-es !ft. Inirenvir e 7 h n: ofilcz of the future ar,.: plonctmcb 

digital 	proce•sini: are are.,,scu Inch,J11,g .ymbei,; siseae h an d 
sri  raneue • pcc..I. I all speet h sy -inevv. 	 Iti se the speech issu e  

!• 1  the  ii,  Cur, 	S..1. r....my speech re..• g.111. 1h sssteni. 	r 	italung Mute and 
fl, re 	ellsten.s 	Ids 

32293 	Office designewith sision. 	 • 
Bus. Slut. et Equip (Gal.  p 34 - 9 I3vfarch 1982) 
The new European headquarters of CAD/CAM specialists Computer!osion 
had to provide administrative. development. training and demonstration (acill-

.ues for an international chenteie Office planning specialists handled the 
projeut from start to finish, meeting timetable, budget and quality standards. 
(no  rets.)  

35352 	A whok new set of raki for-  word proccaing. A.D Wahl 
(Advanced Office Concepts Corp.. Bala Cynwyd, PA, USA). 
Office (USA). sot 95. no.1, p.97. 182 (Jan. 1982 ). 
Vv'ord processing takes on a different flavor as one looks harder  as  office 
automation. Instead of the only technology tt becomes one of the more impor-
tant functions in a ,  whole bundle of office-automation activities. Ino  nefs.)  



. 34960 	Trends in Information Processing Systern. 3rd Conference of  te  
European Cooperation in Informatics. 	• 
Berlin, Germany: Springer•Verlag (1981), xi+348 pp. 13 540 10885 81 
Conference held at: Munich, Germany. Date 20-22 Oct. 1981. The following 
topics were dealt with: of fice automation; software engineering; programming 
languages; data communications; database systems; concurrency; architectures; 
and performance analysis. 

34935 	Inside the box: wIttet a floppy disk?. P.Jackson. 

Micro Denis !GM, no 7, p.I45.6 (May 19821. 

Wtthout the floppy disk to store data permanently..low cost- computing would 

noi be possible. The author ex;.lains what it Is ,  how it was developed, and 

why you need st. If you don't know •what type of disk you're using you could 

find yourself in big  trouble. (no re (s.) • - 

34105 	How is 'Ethel-nee?.  O  Getter li. 
Sysclaro iS.inre , lanch. vol 13,  no.,  p 15 (3 May 1982) In Cierman. 
Briefly answers questions and presents points of view relating to connection 
costs ,  data throughput rate. bandwidth, terminal equipment Intelligence, error 
detection, transmission, configuration, and applscanun aspects of the Etherrtet 
local data network system (no refs.) ti 1/.11 
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35353 .• Eleetronic mall will be the critical pipeline. J.Callahan (Informa-
tion Technol. Res., Cochitume, MA, USA) 
Office (L'S:P.1,01.95, no. I, p 98-9 (Jan. 1982). 
Electronic mail basically offers the capability to  gel  the right information to 
the right people on a timely basis. Users report that one of its greatest 
benefits is the reduction in 'information floor —the time between creation of 
information and when it 13 'received by the person requiring it. For this 
article. the term eleetronic mail is limited to those types of systems that 
transmit information from the ortginators  location  to the recipient's location 
without intervening physteal-doeument delivery, These are referred to  as 

 end-to-end, electrome-mall $}51e1115. (no'refs.) 

35355 	Eaglet informed metres being motisated [ADP!. V Scheitlin. 
Svsdara ISniceelandi, vol.13, nt).3, p.V1I-VIII (2 March 1982). In German• 
The author, an industrial adviser, submits that man is dependent upon 
information Jnd stresses that industry today finds information more and more 
important. The whole article is written in gencral terms defining all the 
(obvious) advantages of information. such as to management and outlinea all  
the disadvantages of being badly informed. He %barns about information bcing 
doctored on the .ay to the top by additions, subtractions and various twists. 
Industrial information, he concludes, must be purpose(ull) and systematically 
organised and controlled. (no refs) ii.G. 

35.424 	How does the office of the  furore measure up?. O.Tapscott. 
Triton. Eng. ck Manage. (USA), vol.86, no.l. p.50-2, 56 (I Jan. 1982). 
Intuition and.early experience indicate that integrated office systems can have 
a-strikingly positive effect on office. productivity. In a pilot study, 19 knows 
ledge workers were given electronic work stations on an integrated office 
system that prcroidecl electronic mail, information retrieval, word processing,, 
administrative support and data probeuing. These workers' attitudes, time. 
use communications patterns, etc., were compared with those of a casuist 
group in a pretest-pottiest, quali-expenrnental research design. The subjects' 
activity on the system was monitored daily. (no refs.) 

35360 	How probable is the future of office C01111111/flkAri010. A.Cakir. 
Off Manage :.1;ermant.r, vol.30. no 4, p.362-4 (April 1982) In German. 
Considers the nature of communication  system's +sub partieular referenoe to 
existing (telephone, post, Wes) and future Helm= facsimile. vlessdata, tek-
processtogi office communication The problems of the man/machine inters 
face are ducussed and Busses description of the requirements of an from 
grated .orkstation is quoted: .ord processing, electronic mail facilities, 
normal  computer  terminal operation,  etc.  (no refs ) CC*.B. 

35337 	Goodapell, a spelling elsecker for Appkwriter  files.  D.S.Telser. 
intirnorid WS,41. vol.4, no.5,  p 28.9,  31 (8 Feb. 1982). 
Goodspell is a very fast spelling checker for documents create-d using the 
Appleviriter word-processing program. It allows the user to compare Apples 
wilier text files with a 14000-word. factory-set dictionary. Each word that 
does not match the dictionary is highlighted for the user to manually deter-
mine whether it is incorrectly spelled or is merely a word not contained in the . 
dictionary. (no refs.) / 'At 

35431 	Architecture foe office automation. 1.L.Cox (IBM Corp., Boulder, 
CO. USA). 
Trends in Information Prom:sling Systems. 3rd Conference of the European 
Cooperation in Informatics. Munich, Germany, 20-22 Oct. 1981 (Berlin, 
Germany• Springer-Verlag •1981), p.1-15 
The development of architecture which will facilitate office automation by 
enabling various office machines to cooperate in performing office system 
functions is examined. The goals and objectives for the initial stern towards 

• an automated office system ore related to an enumeration of the specific 
architectures which will be required A general description of the capability of • 

• each architecture is given along with a discussion of specific architectural 
requirements and key problem areas. Some examples of architectural solutions 
to  bey  problems are given. Specifically the approaches taken to the problem • 
of preeise architectural definition as it relates to  test  architecture are dis-
cussed. Finally sonie thoughts on future office system requirements and their 
architectural implications • are  given. The •author attempts to enumerate con-
siderations and in some cases approaches to solutions for the office systems 
architecture problem. The contenu are based on approximately three years of 
office systems architecture -  development work ,involving a variety of actual 
office products. (2  rets.)  • 

35363 	Ho«  te  cope with info strokes planning. R.Shung (Information 
Services Div . Ontario Hydro. Toronto. Canada). 
Can Datums. )(anode). vol 14. no.3. p 84, 86 tMoreh 1982 1 . 
Analyzing information services planning can be done as a three-part process 
It is a methodologs that makes best Use of available technology, yet meets 
suer requirements ssithout restricting growth This methodology is discussed. 
(no refs) 

34940 	Voice retogniiiun: a sorti  about its future. R A Foster 
41. n ol.I6, nu Il t. p 39-4u 117 March 1982) 

Most computer terminals in the next 'isso years .111 offer,  in addition to the 
keyboard, VUICC recognition for data entry,  al  lelil  as  an option Significant 
• vtdence of this trend can already bc seen in the industry.. (no rets.)  
34941 	Speech recognition. V Zue 
Trends 5 Perspea Signal Pr',.)cess (USA).  vol I,  no 4 . p.1.4 Oct. I981). 
file current status in speech recognition techniques is discussed in terms of its 
application tu coinmeretal eyuipment The discussion rover. Isolated-word, 
conneeted-viona and continuoua-speeeh recognition trio refs 

3487 	The boom la business computer graphics. S Kolodkiej, 
Can. Datasyst. (Canada), vol 14 ,  no.3, p.46, 48, 52 (March 1982 ) . 

,A massive proliferation of computer graphics devices is presenting users with 

new choices. The author looks at changes in the market and at the capabili-

ties of some of the prcducu being offered. (no refs.) 

14888 	Prised terminals- G.P Hudson. 
Be Telecommun Eng. iGBI, vol.1, p 1 .1,  p)5.41  (April 1982). 
This article outlines the technical requirements of a Prestel terminal. It goes 

on to describe the operation of a terminal together ssith  tonte  of the proprie-

tary methods adopted to achieve this oceration. (8  rets.)  

32241 	The automated office: can  we get there from beret 11  J Parker 
(Telecommunications &  Office Systems, Macys California. San Francisco, 
CA. USA). 
Office (USA),  vol.95,  nul,  p.120 (Jan. 1982). 

I There ts no one technology nor only one way to provide automated office 
I concepts. It is an integration of several kinds of technology and equIpment. 
1 With such a wide selection of equipment and computer•programs. how do we 
. get from here to there? Very carefull). The cost ta organize, implement and 

equip ourselves tu utiliza.the technology II ognificant. The benefits are great. 
(no refs.) 

34706 	Local-ares nett B Heard. 
Common:odd (USA), veto, nu.13A,  p67.9  (31 March 1982 ) . 
Large and small comoanies alike are seekng loeXii-area e.ornmunications. The 

advent of office automation 10A) has created the need tor communication 
among various word processors, personal computers .  CP.1 terminals. elec. 
ironic typewriters, facsimile machines and other office equipment This cont. 
muelcution most frequently occurs .ithin the same building or a series of 

-buildings located within a few miles of each other. Almosi esery vendor has 
the best technological solution ons  rets.)  

32235 	Colloquium on 'Humais Factora 'in Word Processing'. 
London. England: 1EE (19821, 14 pp. 
Conference held  ai'  London. England. Date  5  May 1982. The folloveing - 
topics were dealt with: rsychological and organisational problems of office 
automation: man-machine interaction: the social impact of of fi ce automation 
and its political implications. four • papers were presented, of which 3 are 
published in full in the present proceedings in digest form only. Abstracts.of 
individual  pipera  can  be found under the relevant classification codes in this 
Of other issues. 

34943 	Man-mactune communication  1  ofiletr1111100 partner COelp*ter. 
11 Nfang.ild  lu, D schenkel 
('hip 'riermool • no 	p 1 7 4- 7  i \la  Iviit li, German 

• \lan•maehine iniecta•-es Jr C imorroiro 7 he  office  of the more and principles 
..)f  digital  specs h price-stn.: ore aiscosseo includi.g snthetic speech and 
sernissnthetic speed.. . lull speesh synthesis is sagges:ed to oc the speech issue 
of the tuturt 	 ...peach re, goition ,stems ore eoming more and  
m.,re I rio  existence 'no  rets 	.\ A 

32293 	Office designositb Ilea& 
Bus. Syst. d Equip. IGB1, p.38-9 (March 1982). 
The new European headquarters of CAD/CAM specialists Computervision 

• had to provide administrative ,  development, training  and  demonstration food'. 
_ties for an international clientele. Office planning specialists bandied the 
praietl from start la finish, meeting timetable, budget and quality standards. 
(no relu.)  

35352 	A whole mew set of rules  for  woed processing.  1 .1) Wahl 
(Advanced Office Concepts Corp.. Bala Cynwyd, PA, USA). 
Office I05.41. vol.95, no.l. p.97, 182 (Jan. 1982). 
Wbrd prouessing takes on a 'different flavor as one looks harder  as  office 
automation. lnotead of the only technology It becomes one of the more impor. 
tant functions in a whole bundle of office-automation activities. (no refs.) 
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32139 	The big 3: IBM. Wang. Xerox. A.Dooley. 
ComputerworId !L/SA), soli& no.11A, p.27-34 (31 March 1982). 
IBM, Wang and Xerox arecurrentl> jockeying for position as the No.I office 
automation vendor: each presents itself as the company on the leading edge of 

technology in the burgeoning office automation (0Ai industry. Intent on the 

same goal. the three vendors have chos.en to approach the market from differ. 
ent directions. Not surprisingly, IBM is 'employing a hterarchical system 
architecture. mainframe-based approach. while Wang and Xerox have adopted 

a bus network approach. Xerox. with iu Ethernet, is betung on the success of 
a narrow bandwidth baseband structure, assuming that many office functions 
will use their own dedicated communicauons media; Wang in trading on a 
broadband; ÇATV-Iike cable with -sufficient capacity for a total integrated 

system. The vendors themselves are feeling their way in this new market-
place. trio  rets.) 	• 

32140 	Tee lwa4ogy; what's on the horizon?. 
Computenvorld (USA), vol.16, no.13A. p.44-9 (31 Marc! ' 1982). 
By .1970. most of the major concepts pertaining to the electronic office envi-
ronment —such an word processing, electronic mail and local networks—had 
been formulated. But these and other technologies are still undergoing sub-
stantial change, Gnostic Concepts, Inc. has looked ahead through the nest 
several years and highlighted sorne of the major changes in office technology 
which•will hsve an impact on users of the automated office. The article looks 
at some of those major trends (no  tels.)  

35330 	Auspicious office techniques. A.Turrini. 
Antenna lltalyj, vol.53, no.I2, p.471-2 (Dec 1981). In Italian. 
Impressions of the 'CeSti' gallery exhibiting modern office equipment are 

presented. It  in  argued, that in spire of many regulations the need for standar-

disation is still pressing.  The  Grundig range of dictating .systems is briefly 

described including the 'Tele-Dilestat .  and the centralised telephone dictating 
system. Future trends are exemplified by the range of Sony equipment incur-
porating a miniature 'tyreorder' adapted to fit in an> document case. The 
elecuooic office is briefly discussed. (no refs.) T.H. 

38418 	hlodels for office automation." G.D.Antoni (Istituto di Cibernetica. 
Univ. degli Studi di Milano, Milano. ItalY). 

: 
 

Rie.  Inf. Maly/. vo1.11, no.4, suppl, p.89-97 (Jan. 1982). In Italian. ( received; 
1 July 1982 )  

The present paper discusses at high level of abstraction the modelling prob-

i le= of office activity taking into account communication problems. the sub. 

jeot matter handled in office work, the role  of the operator and relational 

problems among the participants in office activity. It is strongly suggested 

: that the modelling tcols ideally suited for office work are Petri nets. Petri 

Nets are reviewed with  sortie  emphasis to-the applications to office analysts 

and with some attention to the work done by the Milano University Group. 

Having shown the relevance of Petri Nets to office procedures the case is 

discussed where these are defined by law. The consequent office automation 

needs are discussed in terms of the law life cycle. Finally  more structure is 

added to the Petri Nets propming a uniform model (universal office model) 
that seem to be suitable for modelling various realities. (25 refs.) 

35331 	Higher-level protocols entucce Ethe rnet. J.White. Y.Dalal (Xerox 
Corp. Office Products Div., Palo Alto, CA, USA) ,  
Electron. Des . (USA),  vol.30, no.!, p.SS33-41 (15 April 1982). 
The Ethernet'specification of 1980 only  cavera  the lowest level hardware and 

1 software building blocks necessary for an expandable distributed computer 
network which can serve large office envtronmenu. Additional levels of prow-

1 col are needed to allow communmation between networks and communication 
between processes within different pieces of equipment from .different manu-

' 
 

facturera.  Xerox's Network Systems Internet Transport Protocols enable 
system elements on multiple Ethernets .to communicate with one another. 
Courier, the Remote Procedure Call Protocol, specifies the manner in which a 
work station invokes operations provided by a server. These are described. (4 
rets.)  

7—  •  • 	
. 

3434 	SUNIURU; a network configuration for the future. E.Stefferud 
(Network Management Associates Inc., Huntinton Beach, CA. USA). 
D Farber, R Dement. 
Mop- Micro  Syn.  (USAI,  vol. 5. no.5.  p311-12 .l May 19821. 
Three roles curt be resçlily identified for computers in future network  environ. 
ment  architectures: single-user, multi-user and rerridte-utility systems. Sin-
gle-uscr ISU) »sterns based.on powerful acs will provide local computation 
and narrative text-editing capabilities They will also proside terminal  inter 
Lace  facilities for access to other computers, and they will be used by all 
manner of office workers. Multiple-user (MU) systems based on powerful 
minicomputers will serve groupa of 20 to 30 local users in offices, laboratories 
and production facilities. They will also support  SU  • 'systems with software 
program libraries, central office files and communications among SU, MU 
and other computer systems. Remote-utility (R_U) systems. which for-many 
years have provided for institutional data b.anks and heavy-duty computation. 
will continue to be bared 'on mainframes High-capacity central services will 
still be needed,  and should be available Via network connections from MU 
and SU systems The authors consider the merging of these three com-
ponents. (no  rets  I 

322.37 	Man-machine Interaction 'in the office. M.J.Undenvood (Office 
Systems Res. Unit, ICL, Stevenage, England). 
Colloquium on 'Human Factors in Word Processing', London. England, 4 
May 1982 (London, England: IEE 1982 1, p.2/1-2 
Functionality and ease of use are the prtmary concerns of rosin-machine inte-
raction. The terra  covers a wide range of activities, which are considered 
under three headings: physical, psychological and social. (no.refs ) 

32233 	Future trends; the impact of office automitio. on  Society. 
R.D Parslow •(Man-Computer Studies Group at Brunel Univ., Ullandgc, 
England). 
Colloquium on 'Human Factors in Word Processing', London. England, 4 
May 1982 (London, England: IFE 19821. p.4/1-4 
Shows that office automation will cause a radical change in the structure of 
work with revolutionary impact on society even without the predicted decen-
tralisation of offices. (no rets.)  

35.411 	A Inetlendotory for analyses of office work. M.Santoni. A Zec- 
chini. 
Manage. .1 In( 	vol.19, no 1 2.• p.875-981 (Dec 19811 In Italian. 

(teemed: June 19821 
This article, on the means of automating office work, discusses certain 

obstacles  to automation such an the tinstratified (noralerarchicall nature of 
office work, the need for decisions and the dil)iculfies manager. find in 

mastering these new teelinolfigies,  show  s how the‘c obstacles have been nycr.. 

come by a mech.-down al analysis and protect structuring t MA PSI  's loch 

 has the advantage of an organisational approach. Insolscs 'user originated' . 

equipment and techrouues. employs concepts relevant and applit,abie to the 

system concerned and can analyse and esaluate the processes involved in a 
system. Befrec discussing the suitabtlity of MAPS and an application of ii-

the  article. evaluates the typical !courts' in• information systems la ,  the 

automation  al office work and dIscusses the applications al Peut nets and 

graphical methods. adopted for structural ,  systems anaissis. to MAPS 
methtsds. 111 refs ) (; 

35372 	Teleiex—a remote communication service for office contemn:ea. 
fiats. V.Frantzen, GA) Osterburg iSesmens AG. Munchen, Germanyi. 
Data Rep. IGeemany.l. vol. 17. no I. p.28-32 (Feb. 1 982). In Lerman 
Efficient data networks ,  like the Integrated  Test. and Datanetwork (IDNI of 
the German Post Office, transmit information in digital form With the intro-
duction  ni  the Teletea service a comprehensive standard in the practice is 
changed ,  the preparation for worldwide telecommunication on the basis of 
corresponding CCITT commands. The Teletex technique is an 'open system' 
one for free traffic relations between all participants of the new international 
service. It is expected that the Teletex standards, by the continuing work on 
normalisation panel, will also be found at the input in remote data process. 
mg. (17 refs.)  AN K. 

35370 	The electronic eroIntion in offices, integration of data procmajng 
1/W1 telecommunications. R •D.Leister. 
Lnuchab 1Germanji. vol.82, noit, p.254-6 (16 April 1982). In German. 

Relatively little that is new  han  been added to office equipment  oser  the past 

century. The capital value of the technical outfitting of office ,  work places 

remains much lower than the investments in other fields. The result has been 
that the productivity of office work remained much less than that of other, 
highly =chanced types of work. New microelectronic technology. but above 
all the integration of automatic data processing and communications engineer-
ing. now offer the possibility of a new cra of information processing. This will 
not only enable esisting information to be utilized better,  but also make new 

organizational structures necessary. The best and most flexible communica-

tions structure will in the future be a decisive productivity factor in business. 
Ino  rets.)  

35341 	Electronic mail: the next step in office automation. E.F.Coudal. 

Smail Syst. World (USA!, vol.10, no.2, p.14.18 (Feb. 1982 1. 

ElectronIc mail, executive computer workstations,  and the freeing of data 

processing personnel from routine tasks arc major future implications of office 

automation, accordtng to key industry executives and researchers. (no refs.) 

35334 	Voice-recognition word processing—near reality?. J.Markoff. 
InfoWorld 	vol 4, no.1, p.2I 	Jan ,  1 984 
Voice recognition technology has advanced enough to make it realistic to 

begin - to consider possible applications both in the faOtory and the offi ce. 

Applications must still be chosen with care, however. (no  rets.)  

35335 	Word III *ore-processing progiam for Apple III. R.Hart. 

infoWorld (USA!. vol.4. no.5, p.24-5, 33 (8 Feb. 1982). . 

Word Ills cursor can operate on only one line.at  a time, the one indicated by 

a right caret. The display is inverted—black characters on a white backgroun-

d—and, unlike some programs that center test or show margins only when 

you print out the text, Word Ill .works immediately on the screen. The - 

program supports underscoring, boldfacing, pagination, line replicatIon and 

micro-justification (insening fractions of spaces instead  of  whole spaces bet-

ween words). (no rets.)  

31818 	Etbeniet: condemnations and Ittlf moths. 
Eirlaronik (Germany). vol.31, no.8, p.79-80 (23 April 1982 ). In German. 

Ducusses how numerous misunderstandings give a crooked ptcture The Xerox 

marketing manager gives important declarations from one of tire  Went 
Interesting statements of the arrangement. (no  relu.)  A.N.A. 
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35344 	The mer interface loffke antanatloal. T.Billadeau (Automated 
Office Systems. Boston, MA, USA). 
'Computer...oriel (USA),  vo1.16, no.I3A, p.11-14 (31 March 1982). 
The user interface is that part of the computer or' word processor (also a 
computer) which facilitates  'communication  between human and machine. 
There are a number of parts that make up the user interface: the video 

• display screen; the keybciard; any cursor-movie, or -option-selection device 
,  such as i Metilt, cat, joystiek Of tsattch' acreen;  sud  the software. Much 

research  du been done on user interfaces in an attempt to determine how 
beat to get  s select group of individuals to use a computer den if they do not 
like it. White some people simply do no  t aunt to use a computer, others who 

- are willing to accept new technology an intimidated by a system that is 
difficult to operate. Far too many systems tell the MS« be hta made a 
mismke, but offer no 1<lititiOrl — a very frustrating situation. It seems clear 
that if vendors arc to penetrate thia market of potential users, systems must 
be made casier  to operate. (no rets.)  

353-45 	Strategic planning (office autodatioul. D.J.O'Connell (Internat. 
Management Services Inc.. Framingham, MA, USA). 
Compure/warld (USA,. vol.16, no.13A, p.21-3 (31 March 1982 ) . 
Project planning for office automation (OA) is the process of deciding on the 
objectives of the organization, evaluating the rote of office automation, deter-
mining the resources needed and developing the procedures for acquirIng and 
using these resources. The pattern or work in an OA project follows a repeti-
tive pattern characterized by good timcs and bad times. The  lirai  step in 
office automation planning is to break the protect into discrete steps or phases 
that serve as control instruments as well as checkpoints for review. They als o . 
provide the framework for problem definition, objectives,  estimation of 
rdourcea (time, people and equipment) and scheduling. As each phase ia 
completed, prior phases should bc reviewed to ensure conformity and to gain 
a better understanding of the problems. (no  relu.)  

I 35346' • A question of compatibility [office automation/. M.Johnson, (Kid-
' I der, Peabody az ('o.. New York, NY. USA), 

Compurerworld  (USAI,  vol.16, no.13A, p.35-7 (31 March 1982). 
The lack of standards and network compatibility in the developing office 

i automation (OA) market all too often leaves the OA user in a quandary over 
.; selecting a system. The author surveyed ders, vendon and conaultants to 
I determine how they were handling the  issues,  what shoncuts they had evolved 

and what they thought were the best ways to approach the problema of a 
i particular  installation.  Three primary areas cmergai as needing standardisa. 

tion: facsimile, word processing equipment and data processing equipment. 
no relu.) 	• 

35347 	Genie's persoaal [micros enter the officej. T.H.Willmott (Internat. 
1 Data Corp., Framingham. MA, USA). 

Cumputer.,orld 	 no.I 3A, p.51-3 (31 March 1982). 	 • 
f Altnough the personal computer ia a much publicized and popular solution to 
1 the office automation (0A1 needs of corporate profeasionals, three Important 
, questions often remain unanswered. even after a hardware commitment has 
t been made: Who is likely to profit from owning personal computer? What 
• can a personal computer actually do? Does the functional power of a personal 

computer justify its cost? The anawer to the third, question varies dramatically 
with the user's job description, applications requirements and salary level. 
Answers to the first two  questions are more easily managed. trio refs.) 

35.415 	. Office automation: research and application. G.Bracchi. 
M.Palazzi tIstituto di Elettrotecnica cd Elettrunica Politecnico di Milano, 
Milano. Italy). 
Rie. Inf. (ltal,v), vo1.11. no.4. suppl. p.5-57 (Jan. ( 982). In Italian. (received: 
July 19821 
Emphases  in  given in today's office to costs reduction and productivity 
increase office automation and office information systems. whose feasibility is 
ensured by the recent advances in computer technology. can be considered as 
a possible solution to many of the information handling problems of the 
office. Although the technology and the market exist, much research and 
development Into office automation is still required. The system must 'trite. 
grate several different techniques at the user. software and hardware levels. 
This implies different approaches and several challangd that need to be met 
before the automated solutions.can .bc applied effectively. This paper discusses 
the motivatidna and the features of office information systems. Problems 
related to office-communicattons. farm management, information storage and 

1 	retrieval. manmachane interface and hardware and software architectures are 
I 	treated. Models and techniques for representing and analystne information 

fhw  in the office are illustrated, and the impnct on people and organisatieu 

t of office automation is discussed. (71 re(s.) 

35416 	Specifle aspects et hardwere end software  for  efriee smonaatioa. 
G.Sommi. 
Rte. In)'. (Iroly). eol.11, no 4, suppl. p.59-74 (Jan. ( 982). In Italian. (received: 
July 1982 )  
Devices and techniques that characterize office automation, in its present 
state as well as in its foreseen developments, both proposed and under 
experimentation. are examined. Functions required to cope with office 
automation tasks are considered first. Hardware and software features that 

have allowed or will allow automation of such funcuons are then described. 
Final considerations are made on the contribution • that the ,  growing office 
automation application  ares  may bring to the future of data proceasing. (8 
refs.)  

35.420 	information systems and office *emetic/a P.Delforco (Centro 
Scientific° IBM, Roma, Italy). 
RiY. 	 volt I. no.4, suppl, p.113.27 (Jan. 1982). In Italian. 
(received: July 19821 
Office information systems are con.stituted by processes related to the crea-
tion. collection. storage, proccasing and communication of information. They 
differ  (rom  traditional informauon systems as their iarget is constituted by 
non.repetitive and unstructured - processes. Users are neither potential nor 
actual data processing experts. often involved in several different activities. 
The usability of  such  systems depends el:focally upon  the  degree of 'intel-• 
ligence' they exhibit in the management of the  sus-called 'enterprise memory', 

. in understanding and modelling office procedures and in user interned (both 
. software and hardware). The concept of data bave  and related concepu 

grity, consistency. distribution of data and der interface) may be used in 
these systems is a unifying model. (13  mis.)  
35421 	-Office automation. R.J.Spinrad (Xerox Palo Alto Red. Center, 
Palo Alto. CA, USA). 
Science ILISAI, vol.215, no.4534, p.308.13 (12 Feb. 1982). 
The automated office has the potential to change significantly  the  wen we 
handle the subdance of our working lives. Advances in electronics and com-
puter systems enable us to do much more than just upgrade individual office 
functions. We can now restructure our basic information handling modes to 
allow an immediacy of interaction not previously available..The teisum 
paperwork is sharply reduced and it becomes much easier to work collaborat-
ively with others. The electronic desk becomes the professional*: link to a 
widely .distributed array of information sources and services. (10 refs.) 

34016 	. A microprocessor controller for a personal typewriter for eisually 
lundicapped mers. T../ Broan, R.E Aitchison (School of Math. & Phys., 
Maoauarie  Unis.,  North Rsde. Australia) 
IEEE Tran: Rion:ed. Eng. 	rol.811.1F•29 , no,?,  p.55I-5 (July 1982 1 . 
The design of a Mit-fertOg:C5M)f eontroller for a personal typewriter for the 
vIsually handicapped n outlined, 1 he controller is interfaced to an electronic 
or electronic-mechanical tspewriter with a golf•ball or daiss-wheel print head, 
and uses the correcitng feature to produce 3 personal t>peviriter for the 
visually handicapped: this eaables. at rtunimal cost. the producuon by the 
visually hand's:loped usor of tapewritten text hich  in  error-fret and of good 
layout without the intervention of sighted help. Speech aanthesis the-kéy-
board characters and functions is imbined with sensing and command swit-
ches by an a-bit microprocessor. flow diaarama of the software and modifica-
tions for various models of tapewnier and speech synthesizer are briefly dis-
curaed. (5 refa.) • • 

34017 	Integrated office feITIM.IFIiC111/011 'is electronic malI. 	G Arndt, 
K.Nemeth (Siemens AG. Munion.  i  iermany). 
International Swttchtng Syinra-sluni • ISS 'al C1C. Montreal, QIIC, Canada. 
21•25 Sept. 1981 1 Verdun. Que., Canada: Internat. Switching .Symposium 
19811. p.33C6, 1.6 vol.3 
Electronic msol is to be considered as a vehicle towards rational integrated 
office communication This means integration of information proceutng and 
commuliscation, 'any-to-at» .  communication between all terminal:. within a 
common message system, integrated teat/image editing and communication. 
It is  shows  to what  estent  integrated office communication  lias  been reaiized 
in these three aspects and what future developments aie expected. ( 1 refs) 

34312 	Keywords la communications technology (and office automatise). 
S.Schindler (Tech. Univ. Berlin, Berlin, Germany). 
Comput. (ornmun. (GB), vol.5, no.). p.I40-7 (June 1982). 
Terms are discussed with respect to the ISO reference model for open systems 
inierconnection and their relative positions within this structure. Tranamission. 
switching. internetworking. network integration, local area networks and inte. 
grated service digital networks are covered in detail. Keywords relating to 
applications auch as office automation end text prodding are more clearly 
interrelated, end future end systems are proposed. ( ( 4 refs.) 

34813 	Protocol coalmen: tbe answer to .compstibility problem?. 
P.Robinson. 
Compur. Commun. 	vol.5, no.3, p.I48.51 (lune 1982). 
One of the major data communications problems over the past few years  hua 

 been how to make different vendors' hardware and software communicate. 
Standards proposed by various bodies have been se up to solve problems, 
rather than prevent them. The paper discusses the use of protocol converters 
to provide.comoatibility between devIces. The implementation of protocol con-
verters within systems is described, along with suitable applications and envi-
ronmems. A cost comparison of configurations with and vothout ,p,socol 
converters is provided. (no refs.) 

34E14 	8sorronghs embraces token pataing trots:Kohl. H.J.Hindin. 
Electronic: 11.1.5.4vvol.55. no 10, p.115-16 119 May 19821. 
The work of Burroughs Corp on token passing protocols for local networks à 
described,  and contrast«, with that of IBM. The two sehemes have similar 
objectives. but different implementatiorà. Both are adaotable to either a phys-
ical ring network or as logical and electrical equivalent and both companies 
are concernai with accommodating both voice and data on their networks, 
and  make provisions for different service classes. ( no refs.) 
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34960 	Trends Its Information Prixessing Systems. 3rd Conference of die 
European Cooperation la Informatics. 
Berlin, Germany: SpringerSerlag (1981), xi+348 pp. f3 540 10885 81 
Conference held at: Munich, Germany. Date 20-22 Oct. 1981. The following 
tOpics were dealt with; office automation; software engineering; programming 
languages; data communiCations; database systems; concuriency; architectures; 
and performance analysis. 	 . 	. . 	_ 

34935 	Inside  tic  box: what's a floppy disk?. P.Jackson. 
Micro Decis. (G.91, no.7, p.145-6 (May 1982 1 . 
Without the floppy disk to store data permanently, low cost computing would 
not be possible. The author explains, what it is, how it was developerl, and 

why you need it. If you don't know what type of disk you're ustng you could 

find yourself in big trouble. (no refs.) 

34805 	Ho n is 'Ed:erne?. 0.0etterli. 
Sysdaro (Switzer/and,. vol.13, no.5, p.I5  1 3 May 1982) In German. 
Briefly answers questions and presents points  of  view relating to connection 
catu, data throughput rate, bandwtdth, terminal equipment intelligence, error 
detection, transmission, configuration, and application aspects of the Ethernet 
local data network system trio  rein.)  H. V.H. 
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39554 	OP  professiceals face major clullerege  in  automated office. D.Tap- 
soott. 
Campus. Data (Canada). vol.7, no.2, p.22.32 (Feb ( 982). 

' A .new generation of integrated office systems which differ  (rom  traditional 
• data processing system s  is arising Across North America those in the systems 
• profession arc trying to grapple with the vastly increased significance of these 
• systems. (no rein.)  

39537 	Framework seeded to define  'abat  integrsted systems really um 
Tendon cash in on  office automatic:ifs boom. D.Macfarlane. 	• 

. 
 

Campai.  Data (Canada), vol.7, no.2, p. 3 6-9 (Feb. 1982). 
Bell Canada funded the office information communications systems group  al 

 Bell-Northern Research to develop a framework that would encompass all the 
elements required to describe and evaluate an integrated office system  ((OS). 

 In this way, Bell Canada could describe each system in its own consistent 
structure, and na have to be limited by each vendor's particular presentation. 
The framework developed  bu  groom to crver 250 separate elements ,  resulting 
in an extremely comprehensive description of each IOS  for  which an analysis 
is maintained. (no  rets.)  
395111 	The office of the  future'  a complete misnomer. D.Spennewyn. 
Computing  (OBI,  vol.10, no.27, p.22.3 (8 July 1982). 
Reporta on the Jute-of-the-art of office systems and the need for integration 
of the four technologies—data procesaing, word processing ,  audio processing 
and image processing. The office of the future is here now. (no relu.)  
39589 	Office of the future. E.S Larsen. 
Data TM (Norway),  vol.4, no.5, p.9-I2 (June 19821. In Norwegian. 
Reviews word proceming and other electronic data processing equipment for 
administrative .purposes, with special reference to equipment supplied by  the  
Prime Co. for general office work., accounu. statistics and data control, also 
digital voice telephone exchanges and image transfer systems (for documents) 
made by Wang. (no rein.)  J.S. 
39590 	Word processing: freilitator  oc  frostraton B.Medina (Northeaat 

. Regional Inst. for Information Policy & Res., Silver Spring, MD. USA ) . 
Inf. Age (GB). vol.4,  no.), p.1 31.4  (July 1982). 

. Word processing systems implemented by many organizations have often not . 
lived up to the claims of the manufacturer or vendor. Problems with person. 
sel.  record tocuracy and security seem to be a result of the designer not 
taking into account the proper role of the operators, the limitations of the 
equipment and the effect of the system on the structure of the organization. 

• The paper discusses how an organization can  be analysed as a system and 
how potential problem areas can be identified before implementation. A let of 
rules is proposed for the successful implementation of a system, governing 
structure, information  flow and feedback. (7  rein.)  
39591 	Graphics  for  managera: the diatributed appeciach. D.Friend. 
Datamatton 	vol.28, no.7, p.76.7, 80. 84, 91.2, 94, 96 (July 1982). 
The author considers that the key to a •succestul management graphics 
system is providing managers with an instant look at the core 20% of the 
data. From thia premise he  ducasses  the setting up of computer graphics 
based systems. (no re ts.) 

39592 • Eleencetic storage 'tubes office paperwork. LAlicen (Siemens 
AG, Munchen. Germany). 
Data Rep. (Germany). vol.17. no.3. p.8-13 (Jurie 1982). In German. 
At an instrument for streamlining office work, machine . support is needed 
more  than ever for document generation and information exchange. To store 
documents between thele processes ,  storage systems must not only be compat-
ible with preceding and subsequent processing or communication proccatires, 
but also fit in with established  office  routines. The article gam into the 
question of how electronic storage systems can replace filing  cabinets  and 
mail boxes. (3 refs.) 

39.623 	Office autosmatloss? Na  and perhaps. J.Driscoll. S.M.Abrahtm. 
Sut. d Autom. Maly), vol.211. no.222, P.2540 ( lan. 1 9 82). In Italian. 
(received: May 19821 
The author Driscoll deals with what he considers to be strategic errors in the 
introduction and development of office automation, asserting that on the basis 
of the present situation it will have led to excessive costs and resulted in more 
hatrn than good to a society seeking higher prosluotiYity. greater innovatton 
and a better life for its citizens. The principal reason for this is its tendency 
to exacerbate the division between brainwork and manual work, creating two 
classes; the intellectual chiefs and a proletaria t . of computer-minders and 
rubbish CiGITC11. He outlines an alternative and in his view more enlightened 
policy. The author Abraham. while pointing out tactical errors in past and 
current developments ,  gives a cautious welcome to office automation, mainly 
on the grounds that even a small improvement in facilities for communication 
could have a large effect upon overall efficiency, but only if adcquate .atten-
non is given to the human factors in the situation. (no refs.) C.J.O.G. 

36440 	Toe introdocrion 	Plaleso-display woekiig. G.Scheloske. 
Off. Martage 'Germany). vol.30, oo.5, p.540.1 (May 1982). In German. 
Deals with the seed adequately to prepare staff for the introduction of video 
workstations. both Irons the psychological and humsnising aspects and the 
tochnicalutœ involved in the operation of an interactive video-display work 

station. A complete schedule of graduated steps to be taken for the successful 
realization of the new mode al  working.covering a period of six rnonths is 

given. (no refs.) L.14 14'. 	• 

	

. 3959-5 	The  office of  the  (unite—intersclion aecetury hetwee's forma of 
communication. R.Dig Blekeli. 
Data 'Denmark), vol.12, no 4, p.30-I (April 1982). 
The author writes that data processing technology and telecommunications 
are re.shaping the oMce. He says that the term 'office automation is a 
somewhat loose description or these changea. Looking ten years into the 

. future the new will principally lie in the connecting of systems that have 
hitherto existed separately, as well  us  radical changes in the possibilities for 
communication. (7 re (s.) H.J.P. 

	

395% 	Office automation—the male of the system reflects deselopeneaL 
A.Delang. 
Data (Denmark). vol  12, no.4, p.41.2 (April 1982). 
The author suggests that neming has always been an important part of life, 
lad that great weight is given tO choosing a name that say% as much as 
possible  about the person or object being named. He thinks that this not only 
applies to the naming of people of places, but that the same aspiration applies 
in the technical field. The author then analyzes the different rule that are 
applied, either conscouly or subconsciously and which seem to apply when a 
supplier gives a name to his office automation system ,  or parts of such a 
system. He then asserts that the developments that have teken place of whit 
office automation appears to be are reflected by the  saine  chosen. (no tels.)  
H.J.P. 

	

39597 	How to nuke the • Sou  more efficient: using the  Talc..  L.B.Axels. 
son. 
Data (Denmark). vol.12, no.5, p.44.6 (May 19821. In Swedith 
Shows how the voice can be integrated in the computeriword proc:essor setstp 
of the modern office, by greater  use  of telephones with voice messages service 
(VMS), voice answering service (VAS) and similar stranpemenu. Numerate 
statistics relating to telephones are presented. (no re (s) J.S. 

39821 	Technology and the Information profes.sional: will It make 	amt.?. 
cue?. C.Oppenhelm. 
In/ Sem, d  (lie t.`terherlands), vol.l, no.).  p.1 61.7  (Nov. 19811. 
The paper exanunes the likely Unmet .of new technology on librarians and 
information scientists ,  and on ditabase producers over the next  men  yeark 
Database producers will increasingly rely ors home-based abstractors who 
receive, create and send all their material by electronic mearu. The advan-
tagn of such procedures for the dmanse producers are outlined. Increasing 
use of videodiscs for information storage and retrieval is enviaaged The 
impact of new technology on librarians and information scientists  in  then 
examined. Use of videedism will mean a decline in the use of online informa-
tion retrieval Use of intelligent terminals will lead to greater use of these 
systems by end•users.  The  intelligent terminals could be med to translate 
software languages, to refine search strategies ,  to store and edit output (rom 

 searches and to advice users on the best databases and best search strategy to 
use. All these desetopments will be integrated into those leading to the 'offi ce. 
of the future'. The author concludes that there will be a.dramatic shakeout in 
librarianship ,  but that information scientists face a greet opportunity to deve-
lop their skills by grasping the opportunities afforded by the new technology. 
It is recommended that schools of information science teach their studen ts 

 typing skills. Finally,  some remarks about the advisability to offering sophisti. 
cated information retrieval systems to less developed countnes (LDC's) are 
made. (5 refs.) 

39570 	C'ommunications mine word ptocessing syneme. LB Whitehead 
(Nexos Office Systems Ltd.. Bristol ,  Engiand) 
Inf. Serv.  4 Lie INetherlandli. vol.1, no), p.109-38 (Nov. 1981). 
Communication between word processor equipment is reviewed extensively. A 
survey is given of communication protocols and networks. Several.possibilitim 
to link word processors are described ,  leading into a discussion of electronic 
mail and teleconferencing. The paper contains s glossary of communication 
terms. (17 refs I 	 . 	. 
39571 	Man and automittion ip tbe office. 	W Grunsteidl (Concern 
Strategic Planning, Philips Industries, Eindhoven , (v etherlands). 

Serv. d 	tiverlyrlandst, vol.1, no.5, p 263-70 (March 1 9 82). 
The human aspects of office automation are reviewed. A plea is made for an 
approach in *Mal the three elements of office automation—man. organize. 
lion and the technoloatcal system—are integrated on an equal  huais.  There 
should be more emphasis on the effectiveness of information systems. rather 
than•on their efficiency. The real challenge for office automation is not the 
introduction of new technology ,  but information management. (no refs.) 

34401 	Office workers—are they a vanishing breed?. A Cowie (Philips 
Business  Systems, England). 
Conference on Communications Equipment and • Systems, Birmingham. 

England, 20-22 April 1982 (London. England: IEE 1982), p.182.5 
Discusses the genuine concern that the onset of office automation will dram-

atically reduce the number of employment opportunities in the office environ-

ment. It would be unreasonable to accept that there will not be changes in 

office practice and routines and in the tasks and skills required of office 

workers. (no refs.) 
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39603 	Office treebnolor: everything remains to be done 	P.Lefebvre. 
Inf. d Gestion (France) ,  no.1 -32, p.9 (April 1982). In French. 
introduces the topics of information management, office technology, and the 
office of the future. Various other notions are touched .upori extremely 
briefly. (no refs.) L.A.F. 

39604 	The  office situation of today. M.Legorgev. 
Gestion (France). no.132, p.29.32 (April-1982). In French. - 

Discusses the - oft.used phrase the 'office of the future' in the context ci 
today's actual typical office and likely future developments. Problems ci 
choosing the correct information-processing equipment are discussed. L.A.F. 

39405 	Ile office elution and the human lima. C.Bert. 
Inf. d Gestion (France). no.132. p,32-7 (April 1982). In French. 
Discusses psychological, Fersonal and ergonomic factors auociated with the 
introduction of computerised office technology. The views of two IleCretarkig 
are  given. (no re ts.) L.A.F. 

39582 	(Mee technology supergroup emerges. J.Hemer. 
Con  Electron. Eng. - ICartador, vo1.26. no.6, p.25-6 (June 1982). . 
The common thread between  s  nurnber of new 'office of the future compan-
ies is venture capital originating  ai  the heart of  Canada s technological renais-
sance. (no relu.)  
39583 	How. the home help because something ist the eity. J.Lamb. 
Comput. Manage. 	p.I8-21 (April 1982). 

—Originally intended for .dorneAtic use, .viewdata has undergone  an  • early 
metamorphosis. Far from being an electronic rival to publishers of the printed 
word, it is now being regarded more u a cheap data processing service aimed 
at business efficiency. The author examines the service's changing role. (no 
re (s.) 
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31324 	Japanese communicating word processor with image ptomain& 
functions. S Intriguehi, H Ikezawa, Y Tsuru. 
Elea' Cnmlmun  Lob 	.J  (Japon).  vol.30, no.I I, p.2699-708 (1981). In 
Japanese 	 • 
Reeenily, ttord processors have appeared for office work rationalization 
Many sorts of .oro procebbors, which preens Japanese language documents. 
wcrc announced' for introduction an office activoies In this situation, a 

Japanese st:ord processor was deseloped *Inch has man  funetions tor prepar-

mg documents, that is editing tests and image pattern,. crimmunicating and 
storing them 1 ne authors descririe the design  of  this facotty. ine deiJII> of 

techniqu c .. adorned lier processing documents and protocol fur transmitting 
lest 1 tic estimating results. gained during prat:tit:tit tests un protessing clout, 
menti. are also mentioned 1 1  fete. ) • 

31325 	Image processing techniques on the Japanese communicating word 
professer.  II Nakano. SUtsuda, 8..Fu1tta, 	Kanadà, S.Honeuchi 

Conintun Lah. lei h J ljiapan,,  sot 30. mail,. p.27159.19 (1981). In 
Japanese 
It  iv destrable to Implement image prucessirip functions in a tvord procenong 
terminal: because documents arc often accompanied with tables, graphs etc. A 
word processing terminal with such functions has been developed  ai  Yokosuka 
Electrieal Communication Laboratory The authors describe image processing 
techniques used on. the word processing terminal The terminal utilizes a 
fausinule transmitter as a scanning input device and a signal control tablet l'or 
function Acts to specr> lines und cireles Documents in various formats 
accompanied with figures arc produced very easily and speedily by these 
techniques (7 refs.) 

31278 	From MP screen to TN serrera  at Mackrnd. 
but .61.1r ci Lamp. i(;8.. p li,  9  (Feb. 19821 

Through all the uncertainty and controversy about the structure and policy of 

Nexos as a campons.  competitors and users aliSa: have agreed that the News 

221 111 us  a Wu-clans .ord processor Its future marketing ho• been assured. In 

the hands of (CL  and its developers. lognia. Thts ease stud> ol  a  tomcat, 

teehnolugseali>-nriented user company illustrates  ils  potential i no rein) 

31279 	%Sited processing study makes a contribution to profits. R.J.Jones 

!Ball Corp.. Muncie. IN, USA I 
vol 95. no.2. ("79-80  I fels 1 9 821. 

In November 1913, a management consulting firm completed a study of the 

utili/anon of secretarial and clerical  personnel  C orporote heudimarn 

ers The prtmarN obicuises .crc to  )it deselop an cfleense utiiiiation of.  

!administratise personnel. 121 determine realistic and .orkablc table or 

organization to print& eareur•path opportunities for administratite personnel 

and 131 provide the professional staff with the required seurctarral support In 

meet day-to-day need•  Ana  result ol  the  findings. recommendations were 

made to organue and staff an adountstratite none on each operating floor in 

the building Filch administrative lone %oa ld  have  j  word•processing center 

designed to handle ttping requirements ol  the  departments un its floor und 

prosaic backup for vtord-procetsing centers un other floors. trot refs.) 

31272 	Intelligent copiers to pit> efts, role in •omorrow's office. 
OLP OJY. Lquip  6  Pried 'Japan, vol  11, no I. p.37. 40, 88 11982). - 

DISCIWZN various trends In Intelligent toques The author looks ut their'inte-

gralion in Mlle.: automation NyNmtnx The intelligent eumer o defined as a 
noninotiet  prunier  capable  01  word and image output inu refs.) 

31273 	'The emergence of combination machines offers Isera directions for 
Ot loftier automation). 

P (0 )  L q mp à Priul 	 no t  p 41-2. 02 119821 
Considers vdrious eiimnined Mho: tonction ntaclones In particular the author 

iainsider• the NI-I \ .701 lacsintsle,sopier which :11111.1 1 n 1 promote ofnee 

autoinalion ino rel. 1 

31274 	Office communication, whet is desirable and feabible,. 	le • 
It  lender. 
()oboe Iferroomm. no  I. 42-5 (Jan •Feb 191421 In German 
l)e.scribsi.  the  dcscliipmunt of olfwa: 'equipment and communicuison as well as 
the inereuse in office personnel, due to the needs in informant» Implications 
of information reqmrements and the inforntation impact on overall effteicric) 

.create the tendeney for an 'information society, %Melt necessitates turtner 
office' automation and consequent adjustment of %toning places. (Jptimal 

office conditions arc outlined, involving multifunction-terminais al the working 
place The salue  recognition of information will (ead to the establishment of 

information controllers  ai management level. In the future compan> produe-
tom) will depend on communication and 'information eerlormance coupled 
volh imagination and Intelligence. tno refs.) A .4.A. 

31341 	Office systems in distributed processing entironment. Milatton, 
Y.Nagai. 
Sysr.  if  Control (Japan), vol.25, n0.11, p.685-92 (Nov. 1981). In Japanese. 
110  relu.) 	• 
31342 	Office automation approach 'integrated system'-Oliteti .0A dews. 
lopment objectiles. S.Ogata. 

& Compel (Japan). yo1,25, no.11, p.693-700 (Nov. 1981). In Japanese. 
(9 refs.) 

31343 	Consideration of office automation. S.Watanabe. 
Sm. d Control (Japan). vol.25. 	p.701.8 (Nov. 1981). In Japanese. 
(no  rein.)  

31344 	Objectives for information systems. V.Bita. 
Stud. à &rect. Cale. Econ. à Cibern. Econ. (Rumania:. vol.15,  no.), p.I5-23 
(1981). ln Rumantan. 

Discusses criteria for increasing the effeettleness or information systems and 
for defining certain clear and precise objectives towards this goal. Some poss. 
ible obieetives arc presented for a given intormation system, being classitied 

in t.o groups final and intermediary. together with the means of determining 
the objectives Especially stressed  is  the role or  the  firm's management  in 
delining thc objectives no  ils Intorntition system. (4 rd.') C J R. 

31303 	New deseloprnents in office automation computer communication in 
natural language-possibilities and unsoleed probkmb. P.Schrupp. 
O:!  Manage (Germany,,  to1.31,i. no.3. p.232.4 I  Match 1962) In German. 

Although it is not everyone's ideal, there In a Continuing demand for natu-

ral-language, aural interaction with computers. Full realisation In in the dts• 

tant Route, but there has been progress .11h some aspects of the problem. 
Artificial speech production has bccn possible (or some decades On the input 

side. It is much  casier  to recognise different voices than to distinguish spoken 

v.ords, and this is being turned to account as an alternative to  the use of 

passwords in identifying users Internrciation of spoken input  in  immensely 

difficult. 011l a limited form of understanding of single words and short 

phrases  car,  be achieved Digital recording and reproduction of speech can 
also be used, and could supplement the current use of keyboard and screen 

for input and output • (no refs.) G.F.F. 

31270 	Itess to  succeabful office automation: company strategies and  user  
needs. A G kockhold. 
Inloti.ciend (1'54/ ,  vol.29, no.3 , pi.(.  p.hh-72 I March 1. 98 2 1. 
There is a new breed of users  Liners  who are ready and willing to use 
computer technolog> in the Mlle,. environment if it meets their needs. The 
successful office automation process will begin not eoth the technology but 
with a cousin:au commoment to ideniil> thebe needs and a clearly defined 
sir:slug> for solving communications problems (no refs) 

3 )375 	Morld trends in information and manufacturing technology. 
111.1-leward. 
Manage  Sm..  IGai, v01.26,  no I,  p 6.10  han  .1982) 
Based on a tour of American' and Japanese industry in 1981. the author 
discusses trends in office technology in the USA and manufaciuring produc- ' 
wily in Japan (no refs.) 

3 )336 	Online messages, files, tett and publishing. 	R.Bezilla (Gallup 
Organization Inc.. Princeton. NJ, L'EAL 
Online 	vol.?,. nu 2. p.51-. 5 (March (982). 
Discusses the advent and potentials of online electronic information exchange. . 

Sert. if Canitoi ijapm. 	no,i 	p 655.60  (Nov. (981). In Japanese. 
(no  relu.) 

 

(no refs.) 

31337 	Present status and future of office  automation. T Mtyano. 

31352 	Technological »chances in office output desices. L Cannon. E.Shae , 
NTC '81. IEEE 1901 National Telecommunications  1  onlerence Innovative-

Telecommunications • Key to the Future, Nev. Orleans. 1.A. USA, 29 Nov..)  
Dec. 1981 (New York, USA .  IEEE 19811. p.E4.1/1.4 vol.) 
DiSCUSSCS detclopmentn in word processors and their impact on  office fun. 
lions Particular attention i5 paid to print quality and printer reliability an 
cost. (no refs.) 

31.121 	Office automation. 'L Veneharis. 
Llearon. Del it SAL vol 30.  no.),  p.237•58 (7 Jan. 1962). 

Cuideltnes for thc efficient running of the automatic electronic office of the 
future are given.  The  paper albu• nroleVon CqUIpinerll from Data General. Dim-. 

 tat Equipment. liewlett-Packard. IBM.  Harris and Prime.  (no  refs.) 

31293 	Moid-processing software directory. 

Pon Cumpui 	soil. no 4. p.22-4. 26.  28.30 (Feb. 19821. 

Presents tables %loch summarize the many feature> of popular word. 

processing programs for CP/M-based computer., 1RS-80› Apples. and 

Mans. (no rcW) "- 



31473 	Approaches . to stretegic planning for informant:in resource manage- 
ment 1112111 in multinational corporations. G.J.Selig. 
Alanaer 	 Q 	vol tr, nu.2. p 33-4 5  liane 19821 
Multinational corporations (NINCI face increasing') hieher rewards and 
risks when choosing amongst alternative Investments for then computer and 

comniunications based information systems The multi.la)cred management 

and teshrocal roues and decisions etiniromine multinational corporations are 
seeming') endless and reouire new insights • A rarisdi:, growing numbe.r of 

Mssl s ate utiliiinp compu ICI b.INed intormation ssstems. ()Bice automation 

and administrative support . sssiems. Iciecommunicatuin systems, factory 
information NS NICI111, Ilnd home information svsienis a. critical tools in manag. 
ing and monitoring their global businesses  As  the resources, scope. and criti.. 
call» of the 'Iniormailon commodity' prow, more senior managers are being 
forced to concentrate un better ways of planning for rapid changes to  capital-

tic on new opportunnteS and reduce their risks. (no refs.) 

31313 	Changing technologies in offiee correspondence. 	H.-D Grosser 

(Siemens A ('i , bereich Kommunikatium-F.ndgerate Munchen, Cierman)). 
Data Rep t(wrmono. vol.1 , no.2, p (4-16 (April 198 2) In (Sermon 

For management and . 0.k M specialists there ts sinl  one realism: approach to 

finding . optimum  solutions lii office communication problems• the suttability of 

the  produis.  systems and teleeommunicatton servrces available  no  the market 

for these aPpliations must be thoroughls examined and dead-eno technologies 

avoided This -article polities out to newcomers to office organization ,  whether 

exezutives or staff spectull n entrusted witn this subject,  the  potential und the 

hmits of office  communication  >technologies  in realistic terms and emphasires 

the nucd for frank assets:man by all concerned. ( (2 relu.)  

25713 	Hove secure is the security of y.our automated office?. 

W.A.J.Bound (Dept. of Defense Computer Inst., US Navy, Washington, DC, 

USA). 
Office (USAI. vol.95, no.2, p.118-20 (Feb. ( 982). 

Computer security is csancerned with the protection of automated information 

system  (AIS) res.ourcei, including (I) data, the information to be protected; 

(21 hardware, the equtpment that performs the processing; (3) software, the 

programs.• operating system and utilities; (4) remote-site equipment, the 

dial-up terminals; (5) office equipment, word processors. typewriters, copying 

machines and micrographics equipment; (6) personnel, the  usera  or EDP 

staff. (no refs.) 

31295 	The office computers rnbotron A e )2o and robotron A 5130. 
Aeur let/i.  Burro 1(;Prnuell'I. vol.25. no.6. p.177-82 Nov.-Dee. 19811. 
The office computers robotron A 51211 and A .5130 are modern 'intelligent' 
machines for posting. Invoicing. accuunting and data collecting routines, for 
simple word processing duties, and for computer communication in the.form 
of intelligent computer terminals for dialoging operation, remote batch 
processing of large: 1 OlUtlIC,  of data, and for direct user access to data banks 
of EDP installations In on-line operation  The  office computers robotron A 
5120 and A 5130 115C - the simultaneous operating system SIOE 1526. (1 
tels  I 

31251 	Information trehrtokg> irt the 1990s: a long range planning sce- 
nario. R.I.Benianun. 
Manage MI Slut Q trSAi. vol.h, no 2. p 11-31 Oune 19821 
De-scribes a reasonable ,cenartuJor Information technolop„ and it, use vo thIn 
a majOr organuation in  the  >ear 1990 The scenario 	based upon a minkl 
used at Xerox to portra) the use of Information sritem, 	unman) within 
the corporation in the year 1990 A.,umptions are made about the u•elinotogs 
anti econimires, and hs coupline these wtili obser,ed trend rostort. 
cal data. prediction, about the 1990 IS organization. technologi, imestment 
requrrementb, and support  structure are litay.n Estimates ale orteloped lor 
the estent of disrthuied proce,ing di four leveli to the organudtion.11 hierdi• 
city Finally, a number n( conclusions which dcul with int changing nature of 
the IS technology and role of IS management are dcssribed rets 

31305 	Updating an inserted index ••••a performance comparison of two tech- 

niques. J.S.Johnson. D.B.Webster (Dept. of Industrial Engng., Auburn Univ., 

Auburn, AL. USAI 
Comput.  J 'GB:, vol.25, no.2, p.169.75 (May 1982). 

On•line maintenance for an inverted index file of a volatile database is one of 

many performance questions to be considered when designing an iniormatIon 

system. An alternate . method of file maintenance  (or an inverted index  file  Ib • 

proposed that can reduce the amount of execution time and the number of 
input/output operations as compared with the traditional technique Both 
techniques were. implemented and their performance compared on a dedicated 
computer The results indicate what levels of update activit) arc needed to 
realize improved performance using the proposed technique. 1 (2 refs.) 

31318 	Automated oMce hinges On user acceptauce. D.J.Massaro. 
Electron. Der 	vol.30, nu I,  p.1 -1 (7 Jan. 19821. 
Looks  al  the development of  the  automatic office and gives guidelines for 
choosing the most efficient and cost effective one. (no refs.) 

31319 	Office of the future must be designed with the user in mind. 
F.A.Wang. 	 • 
Electron. ne.t. (USA), vol.30 , nu.1, p.190-I ( T Jan. 1982). 
Gusdelines for the design of the automatic office, taking into account the 
UbCtS and then capabilities instead of technolog), arc discussed. (1 refs.) 

31311 	Videotext: narrowing the gap in Office disciplines. K Townsend 
Computing 1GBI. vol.10. no.I3, p.24 (I April (91(2). 
Business users are Pm-biers biggest, and the office of the future us now ver) 
near. These two facts add up to a need to converge viewdata, in the form of 
Prestel, and word processing to bring office lechnolog) the muitt-iunction 
work station n needs. (no refs.) 

31339 	Office systems and architectures. 1.1.1kawabe. 
Syr:. ci Control  (Japon),  vol.25, no 11, p.668-74 (Nov 1981). In Japanese. 
(5  rets.)  

:wen 	mere:tar: packaged 	;lit>  (rom a market leader. 

14 hteh Word Prut -r.1 'Gill. vol 3, no I, p 30.2, 34.5 (1:tn. 19821. 
Itevtess, the micros:omputer  V. P package VvordStar was developed by 
MicroPro to be an application word processtng package (no refs.) 
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27715 	The AGORA message system architecture. G.Frantz, A.Karmouch, 
N.Haffah  Clona.  1.e Chesnas, France) 
Networks from die User s Point of View. Proeeedings of the 1FIP TC-6 
Working, Conference CONINET '81. Budapest, Hungary, 11-15 May 1981 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands -  Nonh•Holland 1981), p.575.89 
Presents  the Message System Architecture as it is defined in the KAYAK 
project The ssstem. called AGORA. is bawd on distributed architecture Its 
main components arc name sencr. ntessage server,. and acce” Chums. A 
name bene manages and supersiscs  ire use sI  The  rnessaec s,stem 01 sub. 
scnoers It alio-prcniciex the means tu find the ph>sical address of Lien sub-
scriber's mailbox. A message server is composed of mailboxes. It can be 
centralized on a site or distributed on different sites. The access points are 
materialized by terminals with different capabilities (teletypes and office 
workstations) The authors describe the general purpose of the message 
system, then they introduce the functions of the name server and the message 
server. The end-to-end message protocol is briefly described. (19 refs.) 
27716 	Adsancid  lest. communication with Teletex. H.G.Gabler (Data 
Communication Dept. Fernmeldetech. Zentralamt, Darmstadt, Germany). 

- Networks from the User's Point of View. Proceedings of the IF1P TC-6 
W'orking Conference COMNET '81. Budapest. Hungary, II-I5 May 1981 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: North-Holland 1981), p.591.601 
Ai present. the Deutsche Bundespost is makine the necessary preparations for 
the introduction of the new CCITT recommended Teletex service in the Fede-
ral Republic of Germany early in 1981. Taking into account the existing 
possibilities of test communication in the Federal Republic of Germany, the, 
author describes the important reasons which lead tcsoffering this service. In 
thls respect, the economy of the new service compared with that of other 
telecommunication media plays an important role. The objectives of the new 
text communication facility resulted in several important CCITT draft recom-
mendations. (9 refs.) 

277)7 • Autornmed ern« system design: problems and principks. J.H.Bair 
(Be ) l Northern Res., Mountain View, CA,  USA). 
NTC '81 IF.EE 1981 National Telecommunications Conference. Innovative 
Telecommunications - Key to the Future, New Orleans. LA, USA, 29 Nov.-3 - 
Dec. 1981 (New York, USA: IEEE 19811, p.G5.1/1-8 vol.4 
Current Interfaces to office automation systems tend to decrease knowledge 
worker efficiency because the interface design is a carry-over from data 
processing applications. The 'new' functions of office systems result in a dif-
fercnt set of end-users and design problems. The office system Wil )  be used 
much more heavily by persons who are non-specialists in computer operation, 
and represent ever> role in the organization Thus,  the computer interface will 
have to be more flexible. natural, and convivial. Principles of interface design 
are offered which will increase the likelihood that art office system will 
improve productivity. These principles focus on a natural command language 
and syntax, a virtual display map, the 'mouse' cursor control. and a general 
purpose 'frontend• to distributed services. (15 refs.) 

27670 	Insestigatiag the eketrectic office. D.Tapscott. 	. 
Dasamation IUSA). vol 28, no.3,.p.130-8 (March 1982). 
That automated systems improve productivity is widely believed but bard to 
prove.•This article reports on an experiment designed to test that hypothesis. 
(no relu.)  

27671 ; 	Electronic 'office of the future' becoming present-day rattily. 
D.F.ParIchill. 
Log.  J. (Canada). vol.64, no.5, p.20-2 (Fall-Winter 1981). 
Describes how Canada's Office Communications Systems Program aims to 
help Canadian Industry and government embrace the new microelectronics 
technology.  (no relu.)  

27672 	Practical office automatioa. 
EDP Anal. 	vol.20,  no.!.  p.I-12 (Jan. 1982). 
hlanycompanses have numerous disjoint computerized systems. With some 
careful planning, creative thinking,-cominuous searching, and.limited develop-
ment work In link products, they can provide the groundwork for a future 
integrated office automation system The companies moving along in office 
automation appear to bc taking advantage of what they already have or can 
easily obtain. This is reported to be true of some small and large  organisa-
lions  in the US and Europe. (8  nefs.)  

28135 	The engineering °Mee of the future a • typical day in 1990. 
E.H.Smiih.Jr . W R.1 esyna (EA, Du Pont De Nemours Co. Inc., Aiken, SC, USAI 
Proceedings of MICRO-DELCON '82. The Delesvart Bay Computer Confer-
ence 1982 ,  Newark, DE. USA. 9 Match 1982 (New York, USA: IEEE 
1982), p.1-5 
The engineering office of the future is likely to be somewhat different than 
today's office Its focal point may be the tool used by engineering personnel 
to routinets do their jobs the engineering work station The work station 
would be used to accomplish a inynad . of jobs, many of which today are done 
manuals Features of such .a work station met include electronic mail. 
three-climenssonal color graphics,  noire input and output, compact memory, 
input tablet. builvin printer for text and graphics,  and teveral others. The 
cumulative effects of currently developing technologies, and those soon to 
come. are demonstrated by feillowtng a project engineer through a typical 
work das in 1990. focusing . cn  his  use  of the work station. (no refs.) 

27219 	Flume dealopments in office technology A.Knight (Logica Ltd., 
London, England). 	• 
Commun. Int. IGE),.vol,8, no.12, p.45, 49 (Dec. 1981). 
Reviews developmenu in the design of integrated workstation equipment in 
the Ilght of advances in office technology and its applications (no  relu.)  
••-•  

27649 	Is there a future for the 'social office?. J.Sterne. 
Ir. Comfort (Ireland). vol.5. no 10, p 27-8 (Jan. 1982). 
Discusses the implications of word processors and office automation  for 

 personnel status and relationships. t no refs.) 

27650 	The rote of  faaimile in the electronic office. B.Heron. 
Ir Comma. (Ireland), vol.5. no.10. p.3 ) .2. la (Jan 1982). 
Standard ,  of compatibilit>. resolution, ,pend,  parier  sue, and cost are  dis'  
cus nco and  lubie  developments torestianowcd ino refs.) 

27651 	The electroxxic orrice: one giant leap or gradual exploration?. 

11.Hennecke. 
Systems (S. Africa), vo1.11, no.10. p.I3. 15-21, 23-5 (Oct. 198 ) ). 
The managing director of Olympia SA reviews the progress of office automa-
tion and finds that the advent of the fully integrated electronic office in 
South African businesses will be governed largely by the availability of skilled 
uorkers to operate, market ,  install and service the equipment. (no refs.) 

27652 	What's eheed  le o ffice automation technology. R.A.Ruesel. 
Con.  Datons!.  (Canada), vol.14, no.2, p.58-9 (Feb 1982). 
Technology is the driving force in office automation. The author looks at the 
innovations that are changing the move to automation, along with an Mess

-ment  of then impact. (no relu.)  

27653 	Bright prospects for informatics industry In Canada. F.Fox. 
('an. Dotasyst (Canada', vol.14, no.2, p.64 (Feb. 1982), 
The author assesses the prospects for Canada's computer communications 
industry in this review and forecast. (no  nefs,)  

27711 	Local network design for office automation, C.Mercier-Laurent 
(Projet Kayak, Inria, Le Chesney. France). 
Networks from the User's Point of View. Proceedings of the 1F1P 'TC-6 
Working Conference COMNET '81, Budapest, Hungary, 11-15 May 1981 
(Amsterdam.  Netherlands: North-Holland 1981), p.49-55 
in the Kayak project, a local network has been built. called DANUBE, for an 

-experimental distributed office system. The characteristics are: bus network 
based on the carrier sense multiple access with collision detection 
(CSMA/CD) principle; I Km. of distance coverage; 255 station pont:  1 M 
bits/sec of data rate. This network permits the Interconnection of office work-
stations and the aCt7:1S 10 majdrsepplIcations (e.g. messaging, teleconferencing, 
archival...). The author describes. the design' concepts and the con fi guration 
which presently exists. (4  rets.)  

27712 	A diatributed office system based « the Cambridge Ring. 
M.S.Cole, W.M.Newman, D.C.Sweetrnan (Logica' YTS Ltd., London, 
England). 
Networks from the User's Point of, Vies/. Proceedings of the 1F1P TC-6 
Working Conference COMNET '81. Budapest, Hungary. 11-15 May 1981 
(Amsterdam. Svetherlands: North-Holland 1981), p.73-82 
Describe.: a project to develop a distributed o ffi ce system incorporating word 
processing and shared filing facilities, 'based on the Cambridge Ring The 
work capualised on the existence of a working stand-alone word processor 
(the VTS-100) and a proven set of Ring components. Chief areas of further 
development were Ring interface design, file server design, protocols and 
usenlevel extensions. The authors stimmarize some of the considerable 
experience gained from the development work. (6  nefs.)  

27696 	Office  and information  system  automation.  G.Occhini (Honeywell 
Information Systems Italia. Milano. Italy). 
Sin. ii .Autom (/iali'i, vol.28, no.223, p.109-13 (Feb 1982). In Italian. 
The paper tries to determine when it is preferable to introduce an automation 
system. A section then deals With productivity involved with an automation 
process. This is %phi iàto economic and ergonomic productivity. Assumptions 
to be made for the automation of an office are given. This is followed by 
office automation as a synthesis of diverse technologies. The paper brings into 
foctis certain aspects of the relationship betneen information systems and 
office automation in view of the vat amount of available information systems. 
It brings to light some differences in objectives and strategies of putting to 

'work and timing, particularls whcn the value of a traditional information 
project varies from that of office automation. (no nefs.)  G.r.D. 

	

27177 	Survey .14'. present stems of teSeasnferencing in. errerseas countries 
(outside Japan), S.Watanabe (Data Communications Dept . Kokusai Denshin 
Denwa Co. Ltd., Tokyo. Japan). 
J Inst. Electron, d Commun. Eng. Jpn. (Japan), vol.64. no.5. p 463-5 (May 
1981). In Japanese. 
The needs of participants at conferenaes in terms' of information required, 
information provision, problem solving,  ides  exchange and policy decisions art 
analysed, and the efficiency of audio, image and data transmission systems in 
achieving these aims by teleconference are examined Teleconferencing 
services being developed are introduced including those of  AIT. Saienie Busi-
ness Systems. Xerox. the French PTT, the West Gerrnan DOT, the British 
Post Office and Bell Canada's TMS. Computer teleconference services arc the 
FORUM/PLANET. General Conference System, On Line System INLS) 
and CONCLAVE. (II  relu.)  

	

- 27691 	Office automation: making systems from pieces. R.T.Dann. 
Mach. Des. (LIS.41, vol.54, no.3. p.S4-63 Ill Feb. 19 8 21. 
Word, processIng, .data processing, micrographics, telecommunications. and 
speech synthesis are starting to come together In coordinated Isstems. If the 
integration is successful. such agonies as missed phone connections, mailing 
delays,  and cumbersome fi les may depart the o ffice scene. If not,  office 
automation may prove a burden instead of a benefit. (no relu  ) 

	

27692 	Will Ethernet fail?. 
Microproéess. Work (Switzerland), vol.3, no.3, p.5-7 (Jan. 1982). 
Discusses the disadvantages of Ethernet for office automation applications, in 
particular, Xeros's 'of fice automation •systern. The article considers the 
features required of a network for integrated communications. (no refs.) 



27117 	Ilse architecture of the Eden system. E: D Lazowska. 11.M.Levy, 
G.T.Almes. M.J.Fischer, 'R.J.Fowler, S C.%esial (Om. of Computer Sci.. 
Unis-, of Washington, Seattle, WA,  USAI. 
Op« Sys). Rev 	vol.15, no.5. p 148- $9 (Dec. 1981 1. (Proceedings of 
the Eighth Symposium on OperatIng Systems Principles, Pacific Grove. CA, 
1:F.A 14.1b He; t9s11 

Untserstic d Washington s hden project is a (D .C.% C.It research efiurt 
design ,  bu il d and use. an  integrèted distributed computing ensironment. The 
underlying philosopn) of Eden involves a fresh approach to the tension bet. 
%seen •these two adjectives. In briefest form. Eden attempts to support both 
good 'personal computing and good multi.user integration by combining a 
nocic•Machinenocal network hardware base with a software environment that 
encourages a high degree of sharIng and cooperatiun among its users. The 
hardware architecture of Eden involves an Ethernet local area network inter-
conneming a number of node machines with hit•map displays ,  based upon the 
Intel tAPX 432 processor.  The software architecture is object-based; allowing 
each user access to the information and resources of the entire system 
through a simple interface. This paper states the philosophy and goals of 
Eden ,  describes the programming methodology that has been chosen to sup-
port, and discusses the hardware and.kernel architecture of the system. (28 
re (s.) . 

• • 	 • 
27719 . Office automation and prnductisity. 	M,L.Cunningham (Nat. 
Archives & Records Service. Washington, DC, USA). 
Proceedings of the Computer Performance Evaluation Users Group (CPEUG) 
17th Meeting (NBS-SP- 500-831, San Antonio, TX, USA. 16-19 Nov. 1981 
(Washington, DC. USA: NOS 1981), p.305.7 

• The planned introduction and efficient use of information technology products 
notably iwôrd processors ,  is discussed in the context of US Federal Govern-
ment offices. Potential uses of the technology are indicated. The need for 
careful management is emphasised, citing as an exampie of the consequences 
of- its absence the almost random construction of telegraph systems in the 
1840s. The results of a Survey of office automation in Federal agencies are 
summarised. (no rets.)  

27724 	Business  graphics:  as effectise meats of improving manger:WI pro- 
ductivity. C.Xocher (Hewlett-Packard Co., Cupertino, CA, USA) 
Digest or Papers Sprtng COMPCON 82. HIgh Technology un the Information 
Industry. San Francisco,- CA, USA, 22.25 Feb. 198 2 (New York. USA: IEEE 
1982). p.375-7 	' 
Office  automation  is rapidly improving the productivity of secretaries and 
administrative support personnel in many organizations. To date ,  however, 
most of these tools  have  not proved to be valuable to managers and business 

.professionals in performing thee daily activities. Today, business graphics that 
were previously offered only On mainframe  computers arc becoming available 
in the office envIronment: These• capabilities can aid managers tn retrieving 
information rapidl), analyzing it. and communicating their decisions in a 
more concise and informatise  fashion. This paper capture the information 
needs of managers, their' dail y  activities and the methods by which graphics 
can assist them in the decision making process. (no rets.)  

.27883 	Thur Prestel viewdata systems. G.H.L.Childs (British Telecom Rus.  
hiartlesham Heath. England). 

Networks from -the User's Point of View. Procetdings of the IFIP TC-6 
Working Conference COMNET '81. Budapest. Hungary, 11-15 May 1981 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: North-Holland 1981). p.603-15 
The Prestel viewdata service, the first commercial service of its type in the 
world ;  is now available to over 611. Of the telephone . population or  the  United 
Kingdom Thc author summarises the current business, and discusses some 
possible developments on the display technology and system architecture in 
the years to come ,  and how these developments will -  fit with the changing 
public telephone system.»  rets.)  

27665 	Communicating .word processors la  the  automated office. D.Tornbs 
(Data Processing  Dis-..'  Philips Business Systems, Colchester, England). 
Comput. Commun.' (GB),  vol.5, no.2, p.62-4 (April 1982). 
The  introduction  of Intercommunicating word processors is -considered. The 
paper - briefly traces the . development of office equipment and describes how 
the integration of data processing and test  processing has led to the concept 
of electronic mail. It then describes the international Teletex service offered 
by the  Plis, and suggest> that the PTTs will ultimately join with the com• 
mon carriers to  pros-ide a woild•svide Teletex service. The Philips Teletex 
system us cheesed in detail, including its con fi guration, software and periphe-
rals. (no  vols.)  

27667 	Honeywell: a solid second (office autornatioal. .J.Bird. 
C. °mowing nib.. vol.IU. nu  16. p.2I t22  April (952). 
Whife other manufacturers fight about whee office automation as-stem  is best 
Honeywell  lias been concentrating quietly on calculating its own approach. 
Tne author reports on its alma, strategy and what it has achleved so fat. (no 
refs.) 

27119 	Grapesine: an exercise in distributed computing. 	A.D.Birrell, 

Ries-in, R,M.Nesdham, M.D.Schroeder (Xerox Pi110 Alto Rm. Center, Palo 

Alto, CA, USA). 
Oper Sys). Rev. (USA). vol.15, no.5, p.178.9 (Dec., 1981) (Proceedings of 

the  Eighth  Symposium on Operating Systems Principles, Pacific Grove, CA, 

1 . 5A, ia•th 11cc 19911 
SUM'S] V torn  onl. given DIbC11%Ses Grapevine  s distribiaml. replicated 

system iunping on a large  interner  within the Xerox tesearcn and develop-

ment communtty. The Internet extends from  coast ti) coast in the USA, to 

Canada and to Europe, and contains more than 50 Ethernet local networks 

linked by leased telephone lines:Over 1500 computers are attached to the 

Internet. Most computers are used as personal' workstations but some are 

used as servers providing access to shared facilities such as printers, large-

scale secondary storage, or data bases. Computers on the internet are uni-

formlYliddresaible using the PUP family of protocols. (no  rets.)  

27113 	A local netoork Wised on the •UNIX operating 	 L A Rowe, 

K.P.Birrnan (Dept. of Electrical Engng. is Computer Sci., Univ. of C.alifor-
ma. Berkeley, CA, USA). 
IEEE Trans. Software Eng. (USA,: 	 P.137 -46 (March 1982). 
The design and Implementation of e local network operating system based on 
the UNIX operating system is described. UNIX has been extended lo allow 

existing programs to as:eess remote resources with no source program changes. 
Programs may access remote files ,  have a remote working directory, execute 

remote' programs, and communicate with remote processes using the standard 
UNIX Interprecess communication mechanism (pipe's). An efficient mes-
sage-orented •interprocess communication mechanism and asynchronous I/O 
were added to the system to support' the development of distributed applica-
tions and to make it easier to connect the local network to packet-switched 

networks. (29  rets.)  

27223 	Has Telieloa arrired?, J.C.Madden. 
Eng. J. (Canada), vol.64, no.5..0\15-19 (Fall-Winter 1981). 
Describes  the  Canadian-developed Telidon graphics information terminal 
which can produce data and diagrams in colour. (no rets.)  

27645 - 'Computer-sided snalyiis of  -office systesres. B.R.Konsyn.ski (Univ. 
of Arizona, Tucson,  AZ. USA), L.C.Bracker. 
Manage. Inf. Sys). Q.  (USAI.  vo1.6. no 1, p.1•17 (March 1982). 
Computer-aided support in the analysis and .design of office information 
aystems is discussed The support s) stem described include a language for 
description of office practice. analysis and database maintenance systems, and 
analysis report generation software. The system components are consistent 
with . a general model of office interactions. The  objecta  and relations unique 
to the office environment are supported in the terminology for description of 
both manual and automated office activities. Analysis support providing con-
sistency and completeness evaluations and. alternative views of the system 
serve the analysis activity. A case study is briefly overviewed and conclusions 
arc drawn concerning the utility of the tools. The major utility of the tools 
was perceived by management end analysts to be the application as a 
dynamic and structiired documentation with consistency evaluation. (19  rets.)  

27927 	Design of an interactive data retrieval system for casual users. 
T.Radhakrishnan, C.Grossner, M.Benoliel (Computer Sc).  Dept., Concordia 
Univ., Montreal, Canada), 
Inf. Process. & Manage. (GB), vol.18, ne.1, p.23-32 (1982) . 
Among the important criteria in the design -and implementation of an interac-
tive data retrieval system for eashal users are: a friendly.ustr interface, aids 
to train beginners on the system. versatility in output media, and error 
tecovery techniques in an interactive session. These factors are considered in 
the design of an interactive data 'retrieval system which is used for the study 
of commodity market data. Although the concepts and considerattons Ms-
cussed are discipline  specific, the methodologies adopted  are  general in nature. 
The proposed system has been implemented and tested using an experimental 
data based on gold and silver futures. (14  rets.)  

271116 • Many makers unloose a -flood of local nets. K.J.Thurher, 
H.A.Freeman (Architecture Technol. Corp., Minneapolis, MN, USA). 
Electronics (USA) ,  vol.55, no.2, p.90.5 (27 Jan. 1982 1. 
Discusses the design and features of local networks and their application to 
the modern office. They have their bus connected to a variet y  of office 

. equipment The PBX, .comtnunications 'server and Telex convertor are 
reviewed. (4  rets.)  



21254 	The offke • new (reader or • diffesear approach?. A.Gargani. 
Manage ci Inf. (Daly), vol.19, no.), p.29-33 (Jan. 1981). In Italian. 
In Europe alone some fifty million workers are occupied rruinly in the pro-
duction, recording or filing of documents and/or the preparation and distnbu-
tion of copin. 11 is obvious that the introduction of modern technology will 
have a dramatic and 'cascading' effect in the staffing, grading and organisa-
tion of such work. The author discusses some possible methods, the timing 
and monitoring of results necessary to ensure the smoothest possible 
changeover. (no rets.) F.N.S. 
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18442 	last.- and system-integration  ut  test- and daia-processiag at the 
work  $ai. P M Asiti, W W P Franz iSiemens AG. Munchen, Germany) 
SueraterMas (Germano.  vol. 29, no. I.  p 37-9 (Jan 1981). In German. 
Discusses the possibilities of integr.iting the numerous of fice tasltà which 
already are 	out ssith the help of a large variety of more or less 
sophisticated office machines. computer terminals, etc, and describes steps 
towards the integration ihat are accomplished b.; the Siemens '580 text 

The suihnrs give esamples of the use of  test  transmission and outline 
possible future developmentr in the whole field of combined test .ind data 
processing Inu  rets ) C./ 0 

18443. 	Electronic cuwansukatio. la  the office what will he the course of 
derelopasest?. A Musiol 
liscercaeramS (Germany). vol 29. no  I. p 46.8 tJan 1981) In German. 
Discusses  the  explosive development of office :work  lit  occupies more people 
than production) and the prospects for reducing its cost by fully integrated 
electronic communication (using inter  alla the  available  public • systems) and 
data ,  and lext•processing, describing a number of developments likely to come 

•to fruition in the near future, and culminating in a standardise,d multi-
function terminal, cheap enough for general use at all work-places more u 
less independently of the nature of the individual task to be undertaken. (no 
rtis.) C.J.0 	. 

21257 	Office ss,.s atsoa lta Maim Imam of attainment mid few* trails. 

Manage. el Inf. (Italy) ,  vol.19, no.1, p.25-8 (Jan. 1981). In fustian. 
The familiar furniture of every office—the typewriter, mechanical book-
keeping machine and filin cabinet are now' outdated. The word pror.essor, 
magnetic tape record and facsimile reproducer are rapidly taking their place. 
It is clear that this raises psychological as well as technical problems: what ia 
the future role of the shorthand-typist or filing clerk? The author advor-stes 
progressive changeover, with re-grading and re-motivatioe a staff, illustrating 
his point with pictures of some . antiquated office machines. (no refs.) F.NS. 

1 
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IOW 	Digest ad Papua  of  Seim COMPCON $1. VLSI  I.  the Laborat- 
ory.  the  Office, the lactory, the Home. 
New 5..rs USAihEE (1981), 	PP- 
Conic,. 	held at. San Francisco. CA, USA Dale 23-26 Feb. 1981. Soon- 
tors 11  t 	The topics covered in this conference reflect the continuing 
impui and significant change caused by VLSI circuitry on systems and 
equipment in the data proeessing industry. No longer is  the term VLSI 
merely buzzword or something to be considered in the future. Its impact is 
pervasive and being felt nerw in a wide variety of applications throughout the 
computer industry. Sorne of the key issues addressed relate to architecture, 
technology,  applications and software as follows: emerging local networks and 
standards: entry of 32-bit microcomputers; VLSI componenu in memorica, 
gate arrays, speech enamors, and multi-valued logic: testing and packaging 
of VLSI circuita; applications in diaplays, phototypesetting, instrumentation, 
and  speech  processing; and software moues from micros to macros. Abstracts 
of individual papers can be found under the relevant classification coda it 
thee or future usues. 

211341 	Why do we weed office actoinatkwil. N.Yamarnoto. 
AEU (Japan), p.157-60, 162 (Jan. 1981). 
The roost important problem facing the Japanese busineu community today is 
how te increase the productivity of office work. A recent government survey 
predicts an economic growth rate of 6.2% during the ten years from 1980- 
1990. This rate is neceasary to achieve full employment. On the other hand, 
the annual rate of work force increase in Japan will be 0.7% during the same 
decade. Some 54 million people are working in the office, representing 41.6% 
of all workers. The productivity rate must be increased by 5.5% in order to 
bridge the gap between the economic growth rate (6.2%) and the woek force 
growth rate (0.7%). Thus the nerd for office automation. (no refs.) 

• -- 	• - - 

11251 	Office onfir141014tliCe retrieval system teaspoeary keyword preem- 
ie r. W.S.ilosenbaum (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY. USA). 
IBA! Tech. Disclosure Bull. (USA), val.23, no.8. p.3519 (Jan. 1981). 
Disciosu a technique for designating temporary keywords in an office corre-
spondence retrieval system (0CFtS). This is in contrast to the prior art 
wherein only conventional nouns and adjectives are recognized u keyworda. 
(so re(s.) 

21233 	Preparlog fet the office of the (mere. 1.Haigh. 
Sysr. Inf. Manage. (S. Africa), vol.10, no.12, p.28-9 (Doc. 1980). 
Discuues the needs of the office planner in relation to the advance of techno4- 
• IY. (no mfg.) 

21234 	The Wile red hen Lod the satomated office. 
Infosysiems (USA). vol.28, no.2, p.I08 (Feb. 1981). 
Describes how  a Du Pont Corporate Office System l_isison Committee was 
created that would draw on middle management user personnel who could 
contribute guidance and policies for the decision.s affecting the operation of an 
eutomated office. (no refs.) 

21254 	Mitoesatiom the future prospect. 	• 
Manage. d lnf. (Italy), vol.19, no.1, p.23 (Jan. 1981). In Italian. 
This artick outlines briefly the present situation in office procedures. Within 
the span of a humai, lifetime these have advanced from the 'counting bouse 
and quill pen' to the present stage of efficiency due to throe inventions; the 
typewrite:, the telephone and the duplicator. It nutty well be asked if it is 
really worth while taking the further leap into full automation, integrating the 
computer network, the telecommunication system and the word processor—at 

usent separate developtnents—intothe familiar system. (no refs.) 

- 21431 	4. experience report 'Pelmet). R.Winsbury (Fintel Ltd.. London, 
England). 
Bildschirmtext Kongreas 1980 ( Teletext Congress 1980), Dusseldorf, 
Germany, 1-2 Dec. 1980 (Frankfurt. Germany: Diebold Deutschland GmbH 
1980), p.I 13-16 
The strategy of the British Post Office, as system operator of the UK Prettel 
viewdata service, and the strategy of leading Information Providers, have be= 
undergoing radical and at times painful changes. The net effect is to transfer 
attention almost entirely to the business market: to concentrate on spcc- ific 
named sectors and applications: and to offer to these business sectors targeted 
information of commercial relevance dui is often changing (such as market 
prices) rather than voluminous (as in the traditional database concept). Thus 
the trend is to smaller numbers of pages (rather than the infinite capacity for 
information storage that is often claimed as a virtue of viewdata): to more 
active use of those fewer pages, in terms of user accesses: and to use of the 
communications capability of viewdata rather than its storage capability. All 
this has taken place under the impact  of  one harsh discipline—the move of 
Prestel out of the market trial period and into the realities of commercial 
competitive existence, where real Goes have to be charged and real  revenu
assessed. The elements of this fundamental reassessment are set out. (no Ws.) 

2125* 	The Integration of techemiegy and eke auteamidon. M.Genovtoi. 
Manage. et Inf. (Italy), vol.19, no.l. p.35-8 (Jan. 1981). In Italian. 
The office of the future will ice the present upérate functions—the computer 
networks, the telecommunication and word processing systems—merged into a 
singk , unified system. What advantages will this bring and, equally important, 
what will be the situation during the transition period? At present thousands 
of kilometres of paper are written, distributed and stored every day: these will 
be replaced by the keyboard, word proccaaor, visual display and magnetic 
tapc. The author makes an analysis of the stages of transition, emphasising 
We point with illuatrations  01  604:11C primitive office machinery. (No  rio.)  

21247 	Antomatiog Mikes from top to bottom. T.Manuel (*Electronics', 
New York, NY, USA). 
Electronics (USA), vol.54, no.5, p.157-65 (10 March 1981). 
Discusses various aspects of office automation including computer systems for 
office automation, software packages, and distributed processing systems. (no 

rain.) 
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27144 	What's sew ia word/text processing. 1..fixtell (Canadian Data 
Systeme, Toronto, Canada). 
Can. Ikaaryst. (Canada). vol.12, no.4, p.32-5 (April 1980). 
As  word and text processing increasingl y  merge with data processing there's 
renewed interest in improving productivity in the office. A review of some of 
the most recent offerinp is given. (no  rein.)  

nuris 	Word/trat preceastag...a look at some recently latrodisced systems. 
Can. Datasyst. (Canada). vol.12, no.4, p 57. 39, 41. 43, 45, 47 (April 1980). 
The  information supplied for this :Kraal report represenu a croas.section of 
tbc industry and constata of  s table of characteristics of various aystems. (no 
We)   

27144 	RAYNET procesaors ald is building corporate data eaaustaiettiota 
networks. V.W.Maxted (Raytheon Data Systems, Lexington, MA, USA). 
Electron. Prot (USA), vol.21. no.4, p.22-7 (Winter 1979). ireceived: May 
19801 . 
Describes experiences gained by Raytheon Data Systems in building corporate 
data communication networlu. The concept of the RAYNET family ,  of net. 
work processors designed to meet the needs of data communication networks 
it  the  19806  ii  described A typical RAYNET system installation is shown. 
(to refs.) 

27177 	New ways to tie maisageseciat la (word proceeding). D.A.Rivers. 
Word Process. Sys). (USA), vol.7, no.4. P.12-13. 37 (APril 1 980). 
Multi-functional text-editing machines that can handle standard correspon-
dence as well as management records are capable of providing a variety of 
information useful to management. Rather than have pore over rants of 
!uncle-erred hard copy reports and riles, many .organizaticau are looking for 
ways to hook management into the integrated office system so that they can 
access documenu,-Bles company .contrcats, personnel records, and telephone 
directories directly and exchange information witb executives. (ao refs.) 

27267 	Videotex it Canada. IC-Madden (Mierotel Pacific Res., Burnaby, 
British Columbia, Canada). 
Comput. Commun.  (GB), vol.3, no.2, p.58-64 (April 1980). 
The paper is intended •to provide a background to the major issues facing 
videotex in Canada, with particular emphasis on Tclidon, the videotex system 
developed at the Canadian Communications. Research Centre. A number of 
different aspects of the subject are covered, including a review of policy 
issues. o  brief history of "Velidon development. ond  discussion  of tho future of 
videotex in Canada.  (Il rets.)  

• — 	- - 

27245 	Planning the videotex network. J.M.Costa, A.M.Chitnis (Bell- 
Northern Res., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada), 
Can. Electron. Eng. (Canada), vol.24. rio.d, p.27-8, 30-3, SO (Api-il 1980). 
The authors examine the network needs with examplds of possible configure. 
etas using a switched data network. (8 refs.) 
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I5666 	Technology and the office of the  laitue. 1.1.W.Manley Whitten 
Business Systems", Mulniesbury, Eng(and). 
Electron .1 Pone. (Ga). vol 27, nu I, p.59-61 (Jan. 1981). 
Thee IN considerable scope fur improving the productivity in offices. The 
major technological advances which will have an impact on this rector are the 
luw-cost VDU. mass data storage,  the digital  network and voice command. 
The author looks at the impuét which these lechnolugies will be having. (no 
refs.) 

ISM, 	New Wit«) in  office automation. W.H.Potenberg,Jr. (GTE 
Automatic Eleetric Inc.. Northlake, IL, USA). 
GTE Autont. Elear. World-Wide Commun. J. (USA) , vol.IL no.6, p.222-5 
(Nov 1980) 
The drive tu automate the office envirunnient through implementation of 
integrated office information systems is discussed. Effective automation in the 
office arena require integration of the various business equipment offerings 
which serve to process and communicate information to the immediate indivi-
dual users. Digital PABX supercontrollers, multiprocessoi computer main-
frames, shared processor test preparation systems, and integrated workstations 
arc considered regarding their  rote. (2 refs.) 

141,11 	'New tecimuluga' face* acteptauce problewia as la ward more«. 
Int. R.Bierhuls (Fraunhofer-Inst. fur Systenocch. und Innovationsfurschung. 
Karlsruhe, Germany). 
Buerotechnik (German», vol.28, no.I2, p.1239-4I (Dec. 1980). In German. 
The introduction of new methods can easily lead  tri  short-sighted resistance 
aimed at saving jobs, causing loss of competitiveness and an overall los.s oi 
jobs. Thee has indeed been (in (ierinany) a rise in unemployment among 
junior office staff and some de-skilline causing hostility- to new methods. In 
fact the coins  of introduction are often underplayed; they can be up to 300% 
of the equipment cost. Nevertheless the signs  are of a much greater market 
penetration by word processing in the next few years. (5 refs.)  G.F.F. 

151166 	Ward proceming equipmeas -a tiesirner's vkwpolitt. C.G.Kaselli. 
/lab, wrionotli. 	 p 47 X (Nov lugni  In  Sv,edi s i. 
(tic  •evcittpmeni in Ilse held ol wind 	 u Imat and 	 Ideas 
front anty a year agu seem old and passe. The  author has designed une of the 
systems available today. The views may help to show the aim and means of 
*runt -  pr UCC.Sing (111.1 refs.) 

• 150e3 	Autemned office ruactiofts—set offices. B.Hidell. 
• not° 'Denmark). vol.10, no.11, p.25-7 (Nov 1980). In Swedish. 
lhe office of the future is not ,a science-fiction model, but an office where 
new tools have automated some of the old functions. (nu refs.) 

.—_____._ ._.—___.... . 	 • 

• . 	._..... 
15144 	The way to the office of the future. B.Rosenberg. 
Data (Denntark), vol.10, no.11. p.28-30 (Nov. 1980). In Swedish. 
The way to the future office will be fairly predictable and surrounded by 
pitfalls to avoid and opportunities to explore. (no refs.) 

nnnn••nn•• 

13461 	Tbe activity station—focus of office lategration. R.M.Landatt (Set. 
Information Assoc.. Kensington, MD. USA). 
Proceedings  of the Computer Networking Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, 
USA. 10 Dec. 1980  (New  York, USA: IEEE 1980),  p.13-18 
Recent studies indicate that majo. improvements can be achieved by provid-
ing information workers better .work facilities and environments. This paper 
describes such studies relating to work station reconfigurations leading to 
imprcrved productivity and quality of life. Human factors, standards and inte-
gration problems and potentiala are discussed. Categories of relationships bet-
ween technologies, users and functions arc explored. Several measurements of 
productivity and economic trade-offs are considered. Various configuration 
'notaries and future trends are provided. (nu refs.) 

15129 	Distributed proceolleg sad Its control. N.Urown (EDP Audit bit- 
ted., Was(iington. IX', USA). 
In book: Computer audit and control—state of the art report. p.1.22.. 
Maidenhead, Berks, England: Infotech (1980), vi+570 pp. 
An ever increasing number of compenics of all  aises  are entering into distri-
buted processing. This challenge poses enormous problems for the auditor in 
providing audit trails, ensuring syotems security and the sheer auditing work-
load. But many existmg auditing concepts were developed in and for large 
centralised DP operations. New needs and approaches for the distributed 
processing environment are examined. Management controls, standardo, 
policy organisation euntrols and physical security controls are discumed. 
refs.) 

•—•• 
13644 - The degree .1 office $411048;131i011 and Its impacts oa office proce-
dures owl oupkiyirsent. II.G.Morgenbrod. II.G.Schwaertzel. 
Procceding.s of the Computer Networking Symposium. Gaithersburg, MD, 
USA, 10 Dec. 1980 (New York, USA: IEEE 1980 1, p. 3-Il 
A team of organization specialists and systems analysts of Siemens AG, West 
Germany, has assumed the task of analysing thc actual-state of jobs and work 
procedures that are representative of major .industries„ small, medium and 
large enterprises, self-employed people, and the civil service. (8 refs.) 

15453 	Computer audit and cuntrol• state of the art report. 
Maidenhead,  Liens, Englore lnfotcch  (1980), yi +5 70  PP. 
The main analysis section deals with the following topics: the rule and objc.c. 
lives or the cuinputcr auditor; the auditor and the system design pro; 
general purpose auditing software; special purpose nuditing software; the audi-
tOr and advanced data processing systems; computer xecurity; and require. 
menu for the future In addition to the annotated bibliography the report 
includes papers  from a number of contributors. 

14914 	Development of future work-place laformallos 'yams. F.Steinter 
(Kienzie  Apparats GmbH, Villingen, Germany). 
Bueroterhnik ( Germany), vu1.28, no.12. p.I231-3 (Dec. 1980). In German. 
Discusaes  morne of the technological trends which will influence the availabil-
ity and usage of new devices in administration and office work generally. 
Includes the convergence of data communication and data processing, the 
need for personnel suitably aware of the pouibiltties, and the advance of 
software in areas such as speech recognition, even easier programming sad 
leigurity,(ir  refs.)  G.F.F. 	 _ 

• 13062 	Office autoaaation— a model  (or  Mitt, L.C.Bracker, B.R.Konsys- 
ski (Management Information Systems, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson. AZ. USA). 
Proceedings of the - Computer Networking Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, 

USA, 10 Dec 1980 (New York. USA: IEEE 1980), p.173-7 
The present position of the office manager .in the technically rich office 
environment is examined An overview of a mode(  of office procedure: is 

dim:noel and the chnracierulica (lie  OFFIS symicin ore iiverviewed (Tic 

OIhlS <yslcin consists of  u  language, databaxe and analyzer that produres, 

reports analy7ing office  procedures. (nu refs./ . 

13132 	Policy ImplIcailosu of  transborder  data flow. 
High Level Conference on Information. Computer and Communications Poll-
cica for the 19801, Paris, France, 6-8 Oct. 1980 (Paris, France: OE('D 1980). 

/PP. ". 
Outlines a variety of questions raised by trends in transborder data flow, and 
emphasizes the need for a clearer understanding . of basic concepts to deal 
more effectively with thee questions. It is recommended that the OECD give 
urgon•attention to developing appropriate cooperative mechanisms with which 
to address  the  issue. (12 refs.) — 

13.411 	Sources of productivity  gai as in office automation. J.I.Ellciati 
(Xerox Corp., Palo Alto, CA, USA). 
Proceedings of the  Human Factors Society 24th Annual Meeting, Los 
Angeles, CA, USA,  Oct. 1980 (Santa Monica, CA, USA: Human Factors 

.Soc. 1980). p.39 
Abstract substantially given as follows: The cost and availability of office 
information workers are becoming increasingly important problems at the 
profeasional-managerial as well as at the secretarial-clerical level. Electronics 
and computer technologies are rapidly approaching the point nt which cost 
effective systems for improving office worker productivity are becoming 
feasible for wide scale use. These systersu make possible, and in fact, encour- 

• age, simplification of the work flow prrer-s* ,•1 within the office, and Wu 
simplfication is a major source of productivity gains. Results  iront  studies 
with advanced office systems in a professional environment will be discussed 
in thil paper front the point of view of the process changes that they cause 
and the nfocluFfivity gains that resulted. (no rets.)  

_ 

• 
15015 Strategic planalag of istformatim systems  ai  the corporate lesaL 
R.H.Kay (18h1 Res. -  Lab.,  San. Jose. CA, USA), N.Szyperski, K.Horing, 
G.Bartz. 
Inf. 	Manage. iNetherland.ti.  vol.), no.5, p.I75-86 (Nov. 1980). 
Strategic issue related to information systems are subject to conflicting 
trends. One is the more rapid change in environmental factors; the oiler is 
the  growing complexity of requests that reduce the rate of response. The 
authors exionine tIme hnsis for comern nhoui current  cuirs The  ratites  mire  
fellieWed in the light of recently published maierial  h  lime urganieational 
structures for information system planning are compared in terms of their 

• ability to meet different organizational requirements. Techniques which have 
been used successfully in the definition of strategic issues and analysis of 
environmental  factors arc presented. Thé object is to aid the integration of 
information system strategies into  the  overall strategy of an enterprise. (14 
rets.)  

15030 	Online communications by computer coaferenciag said elecinebr 
mail. E.M.Houranan (ITE Labs. Inc.. Waltham, MA, USA). 
4th International Online Information Meeting, London, England, 9-11 Dec. 
1980 (Oxford, England: Learned Inf. 1980a p.129-15 
Presents an analysis of online computer conferencing as a deliberative 
medium, based un experiments using GTEs PANA LOG software and other US systems. It contrasts computer conferencing with electronic mail services, dcw.ribing how various visit:ins handle such things as personal online cone-
spendence files, composition aids, privacy, security,  message acknowledgement, 
and controls slyer message tlow. It also reports on how experinients with 
groups of teenagers, deaf persons, executives, *allege students, scientists and. 
librarians have shaped the personality of PANALOG as it has evolved over 
the past three years. Short case  studies describe how PANALOG has been 
used for philosophical discourse, corporate planning, interlibrary communies-
lions, interoffice correspondence, and communication among thc deaf. Tie, 
TELEMAIL service, operated by GTE in the United States, is briefly 
described. 16 refs.) 
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15110 	Videotext data hank with Mickey MIMSe  huge; lot.Rosenilial. 
r;o1orte-:-Iiif-Nirehr ((,ersournr)..tol II. 	90% I, (N. 's, tql41)) 

glow Imo 4•1 .1..111 Ion 	 lo• la .14. smed 11.q. t• How ho 
u.gc by ...Num.:a  ctat mfld 11011.111a! 	lllll Gib  heu as III sates  u  54afl1tU  Hon., 

prdC.1011.11 fi elds, mail order stores, travel, bunks and inatuance. User 
dedicatee teletext computers and munet features arc briefly considered. (ao 
relu.)  EVIl • 	  

15011 	The  aurom.‘tcd Mike: as introduction. W.Saffady 
J..Alitrogr (USA). vu1.1 3. no.8, p.20-4, 37-31 (Nov.-Dec, 198 (1 ). 
Discusses several aspects of offi ce automation. The author consider% advances 
in several areas and how these have presented nmv approaahes to the goal of 
improved cost •effectiveness Ile looks at the office as an information system; 
word processing) micrographi es; computer applications in offices; reprograph-
ia and electronic communications. (no refs.) 

15369 	Practical application of microcomputers to aid the handicappsui. 
G.C.Vanderheiden (Trace Res. & Der. Center, Univ. of Wisconsin. Madison. 
WI, USA). 
Computer ((iSA). vu1.14, no.1, p.54-61 (Jan. 1981). 
Microcomputers are providing rehabilitation engineers with powerful tools for 
designing cost-effective assistive devices. Potentials ,  approaches, and current 

15367 	The Impact of inicriscumputers on devices to aid the handicapped. 
J.H.Aylor, 13.W.Johnson, R. L.Ramey (Univ. of Virginia, Charloitcsville, VA, 
USA). 
Computer Itl.SAt. vol.14 , no.1, p.35-40 (Jan. 1981). 
Proven prototypes too often do not go into.production because of economic 
factors. The authors are using microcomputers to make devices less expensive, 
more flexible, and more producible.. (II refs.) 
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15131 	A rem( from experience !mail order rails Viewdatal. H.Liabor 
(Neckermann Versand A ( i, Frankfurt. Germany). 
Ifildsehinntext hungress 1980 ( Teletext Congress 1980), Dusseldorf, 
Germany, 1-2 - 15ee 1980 (Frankfurt, Germany.. Diebold Deutschland GmbH 
19801. p.I • In  German 
Describes in genera )  terms the hardware configuration and software support 
facilities used tis the author's organisation (a mail-order house), in conjunc-
tion with • the  data processing services offered in its Viewdata system by the 
German Post Office. The USel'S have II3M equipment (or equivalent) and Lise 
systernis described in that context. (no refs.) G.F F 

15132 	Torletext for distribution. 	S.Regenberg (G Seth:lied:tau KG, 
Nurnberg. Germany) • 
Hildschirmtext Ixongress 1980  1  Teletext Congress 1980), Dusseldarf, 
Germany , 1-2 Dec 1980 (Frankfurt. German% Diebold Deutschland GmbH 
1980). p.91:102 In German 
Describes how big and important the author's mail-order firm  ta. how it has 
participated from the start in the preparatory work on the lierman Viewdata 
service, und how the connection to the firm's data processing system permits 
orders to t.e placed and accepted anscl's  and economically  (nu  rein.)  G.F.F. 

15199 	Videotex and the French telematique programme. R.D.Bright. 
4th International .Online information Meeting, London, England, 9-11 Dec. 
1980 (Oxford, England: 1-earned Inf. 1980), p.63-6 
For many years the pundits have been forecasting the *imminent' advent of 
'telecommuting, armchair shopping and the chequeless (as well as cashless) 
society*, but it is only in the past tsvo years that such assertions have begun 
to appear commercial') viable in the foreseeable future The cata1yst for this 
renewer:I optimism is the emergence of Videotex in a variety of guises in 
different parts of the world. In France, a significantly broader approach than 
that  of simply offering -large scale information retrieval facilities has been 
taken.- Under the generic title of the 'Telematique programme, a family of 
developmenu with carefully . related objectives is  now  appearing. This paper 
provides a broad perspective of this programme. The main focus is on Teletcl, 
the French Videotex -  service and on the Electronic Directory , i specific 
derivation of Videotex. Two other projects •will also bc referred to: hume 
facsimile, a consumer market facsimile service and telewriter, an interactive 
graphics service. (no re(s.) 

• ------ 

15294 	The  graphic capability or CAPTA1N — a Japanese videotex system. 
('( ho, S.Ilarashima (Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp.. Tokyo, 
Japan). 
4th International Online Information Meeting, London, .Englarid. 9-11 Dec. 
1980 (Oxford. England: Learned  In(.  1980), p.67-77 
CAPTAIN  in a Japanese videotex system, the trial service of which was 
launched in-Tokyo in December 1979 with a -scale of 1000 terminals.  CAP. 
TAIN. in comparison with Prestel and other systems, has various eharaaeris-
tics. The greatest feature is that.it has .succe ,•cled in clearly displaying more 
than 3000 •Kanji characters together with mosaic patterns, to say nothing of 
'alphanumeric and Kant characters. In order to make the above features 
feasible it has been necessary to develop and apply many new Japanese 

techniques. Veith respect to graphic capability, nova videotex systems are, 
at  present. wormed to alphinnualie display. II SCCIIIS quite certain t lait  
catending this • capability will become a very impudent enhancemeat for 

. . _ -, .—...—.. 	_. 	 —. 
videotex systems in the future. Thus they will be able to occupy

. 
 * key Pak In 

the on - line information business: In this paper, the outline of the CAPTAIN 
system is given and then the details of its graphic capability and implements-

' hen me examined. (3 WI.) 

• ---.— 	 voowwwfflowevnisureteuvlisuoraraa.....— 
I52as 	Mane% for Previte,. 1. limy (Iitilmit Telecommunications. Lowilœn, 
Lophool )  
ath Internafiutial Online Information Meeting, London ,  England, 9-11 Dec. 
19811 (Oxford, England: Learned Inf. 1980), p.97 - 103 

Milikciing tor Prcatel is being successful and point u  the way to the 
correct means of selling any viewdata system. The most important element in 
successful marketing is the ability to show a page or pages of the database 
which ,  by themselves,  are  sufficiently valuable•to justify acquisition: this is u 
true in the  residential  as  in the business field. (no refs.) 

15202 	Human factors In  vide-mea.  T.Stmuart. 
4th International Online Information Meeting. London, England. 9 - 11 Dec. 
1980 (Oxford, England: Learned Inf. 1980), p.87s95 
Discusses user acceptance of videotex stating thc importance of TV familiar-
ity. Problems with  case of use and cost are examined. (5 refs.) 

15201 	Teletext and Prestel —user reaetions. S.Connell. 
4th International Online Information Meeting. London, England, 9- 11 Dec. 
1980 (Oxford, England: Learned Inf. 1980), p.85-6 
Discusses the need for market and customer research in the design and deve-
lopment of new communications services and presents preliminary findings 
from a survey of teletext and Prestel users. Indications as to the identity of 
customers, their reasons for acquisition, pauern of use and levels of satisfac-
tion arc presented.  (no  refs.) 



13a4s'A.a ausalysia of organitatiunal prodisctigity sod the mu of eketranc 
«flee systems. J.H Bair (Bell-Northern Reb Inc, Pali, Alto. CA, (ISA). 
Communicating Information. Proceedings of the 43rd AS1S .Annual Meeting. 
Vol.17, 19110, Anaheim, CA, USA, 5-10 Oct 1980 (White Plains, NY, USA: 
Knowkdge lad.  Publications Inc: .1981),  p 4 . 9  
Miring Iti past reveral years •Iemc pioneering research reruns have shown 
change* in the productivity of users of electronic office systenu (E0S), 010fe 

commonly known  ai  office automation. In particular ,  the  author has measured 
increase* in producuvity under specific conditions in exemplary office situa-
tions. These preliminary findings have generated ereat interest from bode-
cues and governmeau and have rainai  questions about organizationel produc-
twitY.- (12 rets.)  

13825 	04Ilet anteasatlere an meuirts.  I.  Aiello (Istouto di Elaborazione 
dellin(ormazione•Consiglio Nazionale delle'Ricerche. Pisa. Italy). G.Prini. 
Rh'.  Inf. (Daly). vol.10, no.4, p.387.403 (Oct -Dec 	1980), In Italian. 
(received: Ma) 19811 
Office automation  in  attracting much interest bull) in 'industries and in 
.academic research centers. It presents problems that are neu with respect to 
those tackled in more traditional fields of computer and information sciences 
The 'authors discuss the state of (Inc  art uf the research in this field as well  au 

 the problems and perspectives (45  rets) 

231148 	Maaap,ieg comammkatioe gasworks, la orgaideatkaa. E.M.Rogers 
(Inat. for Communication Rm.. Stanford tJniv.  , Stanford. CA, USA). 
C.ommuntcating Information. Proceedings of the 43rd ASIS Annual Meeting. 
Vot.17, 1980, Anaheim,•CA, USA, 5-10 Oct. 1980 (White Plains, NY, USA: 
Knowledge Ind. Publication& Inc. 1981), p.3 
Deacriba communication networks, discusses netwurk analysis, the identifica• 
bon of the communication structure, who  in  linked to whom and the intraduc-
uma ot electronic  office  equipment. (2 refl.) ' 

23851 	Wormed« ayes« skate*: putting kunies  (scion ta work- 
lit.M.Mason (Metrics  Re..  Corp., Atlanta, GA, USA). 
Communicating Information. Proceedings of the 43rd ASIS Annual Meeting. - 
Vol 17, 1980, Anaheim. CA. USA. 5-10.0ct. 1980 (White Plains, NY, USA: 
Knowledge  lad.  Publ ica tions Inc..1981), p.24-7 
Ai understanding of individual and troop behavior, particularly the improved 
understanding possible through resulu of research over the put two decades, - 
provides preemption+ for information service planning, problem-solving, and 
service organization design. This paper reviews these behavioral concepts *ad 
summarizes their application to planning and system design. (20  rets.)  

• 	 - 	 • 

-23452 	Computer basal meaugieg ie a research organization. R.G.Rittes- 
house (Dept. of Information  k Computer Sci., Univ. cf California, Irvine. 
CA. USA). 
Communicating Information. Proceeding, of the 43rd ASIS Annual Meeting. 
Vol 17, 1980, Anaheim, C.A. USA, 5-10 Oct 1980 (White Plains, NY, USA: 
Knowledge  lori. Publications  Inc. 1981), p.38.40 
Although  transmission of mama= by electronic means began over a century • 
ago it is only recently that electronics, in the form of the computer,  han  been 
more than tangentially involved in message preparation and disposition. The . 
IIIC of  a computer based massage package by COmpUlef science research' 
groupa  in CAC organization haa changed the mail handling proccu and the 
week of those involved. (4  rets.)  

231443 	A proposed destine:0km scheme *ad stage hypothesks of serd 
preceseln. C.E.Paddock (Univ. of Houston,  Houston, TX. USA). 
AIDS 1980 Proceedings. 12th Annual Meeting of the American Institute for 
Deciaion Sciences, Las Vegas. NV, USA, 5-7 Nov. 1980 (Atlanta, GA. USA: 
American Inst. Decision  S.d. 1980), p.I92-4 volt 
The MIS/DP/DSS literature contains a number of models that provide a 
knowledge and communication base for theorizing the growth and impact of 
data procsuing (DP) and .MIS upon itbe organization and decision.making. 
There le no such body of literature or research that provides a similar  buts 

 for undentanding word processing (WP)•:•& technology which is beginning to 
have as large an impact upon the organization as DP did in its infant-y 
Without this foundation ,  there it no reference point from which to discuss in 
an organized and structured manner the merger of WP and OP. The paper 
briefly examines the lack of WP research and describes a classification 
scheme and stage hypothesis for WP. (5 refs.) 

23868 	HYMN« facton In informed« stark. C.K.Mick 	Corm«. 
kink() Res./Decision Information Services, Palo Alto, CA, USA). 
Conununicating Information. Proceedings of the 43rd ASIS Annual Meeting. 
Vol.17, 1980, Anaheim, CA. USA, 5- 10 Oct 1980 (White Plain& NY, USA: 
Knowledge Lod, Publications Inc. 1981), p.2I-3 
PION' UM an introduction ua  humain factors issues ab they relate to informat ion 
behavior. Three groupa of factors .are deroribcd: cognitive, individual 
(experiential) and environmental/situational A brief description of key factors 
within each group ia provided, together with some indication of bow limy 
affect information behavior, (17 refs.) 

238441 , Word procreshe major Enrols«. market,. ISchencke. 
Data Processing and Information, Paris, France, 15-19 Sept. 1980 (Paris. 
France: Convention Inf. 1980), p.473-6 
Focuyei oct  the IndiOf .Western European word proneasing markets—West 
Germany. France. Sweden,  and the United Kingdom. The author provides 
market size indicators including installed word proceeers by market segment, 
company market shares, sales, and growth rates, as well as a discussion of 
future  trends.  Discussed by country are the history of word processing; how 
companies organize office work: word proceuing applications; the influence of 
unions: sales requirements for producta, distribution channels, and sales sup-
'Ye. and the  possible  (n0flOpOii7AliOn Of OTC word proceuing market by the 
kicks networks of government-owned telecommunications systems. (no rets.) 

t 	.) 	 /17,1/5. 
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23881 	The design and implementation of  a compmerlsed soke rupee« 
s)stens in the build« field. J.P Carchnael. A.Straetmans, 
Data Processing and Information. Paris, France, 15.19 Sept. 1980 (Paria, 
France Convention  ln( 19/11n, p 541.5 In French. 
D iscosms  à compoicri sen voice response system that has ban set up Jointly 
by CGER (Cause (ener•le d'Fpargne el de. Retraite), STERIABEL and 
'Itsm Started in Ma) 1979. 0 n at  present operational in  over 200 branch« 
of CGER. It is now possible to consult customer accounts with the aid of the 
branch telephone, connected to an in•line keyboard. The data are introduced 
with the keyboard and the reply  in (urnished in vocal form by the telephone. 
The essential characlerisitcs of this system are simplicity, reliability and $ los 
outlay (no refs ) 

23853 	Electreak 	lis ose la a corporate Isformadea centre network- 
G.Birks (Bell-Northern Res Ltd., Ottawa, Canada). 
Communicating Information Proceedings of the 43rd ASIS Annual Meeting. 
V01.17, 19/10, Anaheim. CA, USA, 5-10 Oct  1980 (White Plains, NY, USA: 
Knowledge Ind Publuarnuns Inc 1981), p.41-3 
Bell-Northern  Research  Ltd (8NR) has developed COCOS (Corporate Com-
munication System) ,  a general information handling system which includes 
electronic mail capabilities The technical inlormation centres ales)  of BNR 
and its subsidiaries are located in four clues (Ottawa .  Montreal, loon= and 
Palu Alto) and have been experimenting with the use of COCOS to .end 
requests  for  materials and in a management role. Early findings incheate that 
for trail/mining requests, COCOS un be beneficial over long distances but is 

less ttsciut when the Mato:lit.'s id the I IC are located  in the taunt city From 
a managerial viewpoint. CO< OS has bccn extremely useful in atding com• 
mumeation withiti ific 11( ncyautk iisolf  and  also  in lacilitating commu nion

-lions  between the TIt and other departments within the company (1  rets.)  

23816 	On  the  road toward LW integra.  «I office. G.Lenbard (Seen«. 
AG, Munchen German)). 
Data kep (Germany).  vol  le, nu 2, p 4-7 (April 1981) In German. 
Up-to-date information' and 'efficient Information processing in the orTice is 
becoming an increttaingly important factor in economic efficiency and compe-
titiveness Above all, dcciatuna and handling prtazaiurea must be streamlined 
by introducing fast and effective possibilities for processing, evaluating bIld 
transmitting information and for  better data accas. Information is boot:rising 
the decisive factor determining the suet.= of a company. (5  rets.)  

23817 	Making words wurk with data Went prorswallud. D.Casey. 
Data Processing  ((iii).  vol.23, no.l. p 32, 34-5 (Dec. (980 • Jan. 1981). 
Word processing is being used increasingly with data processing. The author 
looks at some of the waya in which the two can be put together. (no reds.) 

2.3814 	Speak  she spesch...r« find yam  lattais  &rutty typed Sic* 
processing), I.Bei k ov itch. 
Word Process Now (GB), p.25, 28 (Jan. 1981). 
Reports on a study, The Impact  oh Speech Input and Recognition systerna on 

. the Communication Industries, which examina the various speech recognition 

tymems in existence and which charts the likely protract. (no refs.) 

23834 	Directory of WP  biserais.  
Which Word Process. (G8). vol.2, nu.2. p.25.6, 39-45, 51-4, 57.8 (March 
1911). 
This is a listing of word processing bureaux in the UK. trio  rets ) 

23819 	Criais in automated istformatioa prectuieg. K.Steika. 
Mech. Sutton Adm 	 vol.21, 	 (1 981). In Cleata 

DleCUbbeb the effectiveneï, of computers in solving MIS problems printing out 

moue of the conflicts which arise between the designers of the MIS systems 

and their users. Methods improving man-machine communications by  tanin g 

advanced tern -mulls with improved dialogue facilities and ueer-oriented 
application software are discussed tndrc(s.) E.D. 

23838 	CAFS--a trier riewpoint. J.W.S.Carrnichae). 
Data Processing and Information, Paris, France, 15-19 Sept. 1980 
France: Convention Inf. 1980), p.413-16 
The important benefits of content addressing techniques, using the unique 
CAI'S combination of special hardware and dedicated software, are illustrated 
with examples drawn from studies and preliminary experience within 1CL's 
own Corporate Information Systems General arguments are presented on the 
relevance of these techniques for data processing and management informa-

tion systems. It is concluded that the overall effect will be to augment online 
working and to diminish batch working, neceuitating fnajOf re-thinkina of 

corporate information processing strategies. (I refs.) 

13475 	Post ark* termtimis. J.Camice. 	 . 	-- 
Data Proosasing and Information. Paris. France, 15-19 Sept. 1980 (Paris, 
France: Convention In( 1980). p.I85 4  In French. 
The French Poet Office has decided to install a teleprocessing network for 
postai checks and the Caisse Nationak d'Epargne (Pont  Office Savinp - 
Bank). The financial divisions of the Post Office occupy a strong patina in 

the French benking network: 18000 post officct, 7,400,000 checking account*. 
15 million savings accounts. In order to modernise this considerable activity,_ 
and to accelerate and improve the .servicat offered  ho ita clientele. the setting 	' 

up i if  terminals in 6500 post offices with real time acceu to the card index« 
managed by Inc  computer centres, ii 'iit necessary to design functional work-
stations and a network architecture, as well as to devote much tirne and effort 
on vocational training The main topics discussed art the objectives «rued. 

Inc types of terminal selected. Inc  future development of the network and the 

contempLated equipment progrannne. (no refs.) 
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23el2 	Wetting lor the electronic postman. P  Lac)  
Wvid Proceas Now r(r81, p.20-I, 23 (Jan. 1981) 
Presents a horse) of rccenu and current developmebts in the field of electronic 
mail. The focal aspect considered is that of electronic mail u a logical 
extension of .wurd processing  mords,)  

21947 - 11111A1SON•C  SI-  INFOIrMA 1101E. 

Telunde h ran,  ri.  ii,2  p 	119511i Irceeised Fcb 19511 

Discusses the TIION1SON•CSI INI Olt  MAI  IQUE eump•oty lumaitrits, pis" 

ducts  and ses vies 1 lit  )MSON.t SI I NI OR MAl  QUE  this Ita.used un 

new kind n tt cly..11.00.- data pitta'esslog 41iiyli  us  lull) once/died into the 

no unies 	inr.intliainise Ihrudling dissentut•tion and storage 'I his  new 

appitmeh to HIP  us  souiuled with siale 	 elcialunies and with tele• 

common 	gums and telephone  5  steins to spawn news applications  luis  office 
inlunna 	 pi...y..11g and IclunialKs  t us.  :cis / 

21921 	'menus awe Una proceswine. P Sp.oliur 

Cilatf L sr. nub«. (GB). p 39-43 (April 1981) 	 • 
The chid executive trying to svork out  hues  to use computers to better  hls 
business in the eighties ow longer has to take teehnological constraints into 
account Within reason, he 1,4 safe in assuming that .what he wants to do can 
now be •  doue  - probably at a prie hc u.an fford This calls for a major 
change in attitude towards •n arca of amiv.ity Mai has been intriguing, 
bewildefing and frustrating businessmen for inure t han 20 years Contributor> 
to the special report examine the atilt of the art, at this exciting stage of 
development. in fields es diverse as software services,  OP and personnel 
recruitment and churl  the  cootie of progress in the rapidly diversifying 
information technology industry. (nu rets.)  

• 	•-- 

21949 	Pr:Mete/es and tecIseiviues ia courete achiesemmets of office antemie- 
doe tenkes. N,Naffah. 
Data Processing and Information,  Parus.  France , 15.19 Sept 1980 (Paris, 
France: Convention Inf. 1980), p.477-8I In French 
Office automation  bai  today reached a phase where users, constructors and 
research workers are wondering about the extension to be achieved with bete-
rogeneoua machines with incompatible communication priv‘edures. This results 
from the,  arrivai on the market of a number of individual tools which have 
impressed users by their rapidity in the production of written information and 
which have even become essential moduction tools for some customers. Analy-
sis of the reasons for which this acceptance has been immediate suggests a 
peed  for  the user to  cave  typing, correction and redrafting lime, and the fairly 
low coat of text proceising machines. After a few months' operation, the user 
comea up against the problems of storage (limited diskette capacity), and the 
absence • of an indexation and filing system, (practically non existent for 
present Lest processing machines), or even saturation, since an soon as two 
people  wish to produce information, a system of reservation of machine time 
tas to - be created, with corresponding queues In order io avoid these prob-
lems, and to make an overall approach to Office Automation , the author 
decided to carry out- research on the building of a model of Integrated 
Seeviceaand Wo•rk Stations. Inc refs.) 

2I944 	The NISS data «served*. standard: uedescis tad principles. 
H.Bryce-(Motuiola Inc., Austin, TX, USA). • 
Mini-hirer° Syst (USA), vol.14. nu.3. p.I I 1-16 (Match 1981) 
Valuable information of any kind needs protection from unauthorized scuffs 
and/or alteration In the case of computer data, this mean& more (haut  placing 
a padlock on a door Protection requires iophiaticitted cryptogrephic tech-
niques, -  suCh.as those prtivided by  the  National Bureau of Standards. Data 

 Encryption Algorithm (DES). Cryptographic techniques used  for this type of 
data protection scramble, or encrypt,  the  date before they are sent downline. 
The data are encrypted by the DES with a variable 5ff•bil key known only by 
the sender and intended recipient. The author looks at the NOS DES, and 
equipment available to implement  ut (nu rets.)  



1 

ics 	uf 	11.-a 

• 14 	into s-s fog the haute payout. 
ti t.qosp 	ii.  ,54-5 (Sept. 19801- 

11,c Vi es,ingliohse Open Olfiee System has enabled Philips Industries to 
male einsient arid 11CIILIIC Ube Of >1141,:C. (no rcfs.) 

15 	teats pruceasing a)allatt far software /sonars: W Lunneker. 
lineroli, hna, 	rrmanri. so1.28. no 9, - 13.774-6, 778, 780-1 In German. 
I he 	pi.aessing s)stenis uttered by 21 firms, mainly Cierman but includ- 
ing spew, llnisac. Philips and IBM are uutlined (nu refs.) J.S. 

20 	 setting - writiag 1  composing ililt.  E Fritz. 
i t,ermairt, .‘,1 18, no 9. p.806, 806-10, 813  In  (Jerman. 	. 

lhe pros, ,,e, 01 computer 41x:setting are outlined, ineluding the recording of 
mid flopps discs and  lia  transmission over telephone lines. The 

33 	Islausigera become more deeniaJiag /office system). P.Ciallrey 
Cumputing (GB), vol.15, nu.41, p.26 (9 Oct. 1980). 
Management claims to bc an innocent entering the new technology fray of 
strange butzwurds and false gods which can block Mecums  aima.  To avoid 
letting the tail wag the dug, the author advocates a greater control Is) manse 
Cif over  utfiçe systems and a determination not tu have costly products foisted 
un thein by suppliers. (nu refs.) 

84 	Wart to watch fur wises ebousiag  1  system 'word processing). 	- 
14'hith Word Procers. (G8), vol.l. no.2, p.II-12.(May 1960). Ireceivod: Sept. 
1980) 

Diveuvsca puints tu consider when thinking of buying a word processor system. 
Buyers shuuld nut be over price-consmout nor should they be too reatrictive in 
she applivations envisaged for WP. Fast - service (rom  the vendor if the • 
niachane breaks down is important, and the vendor should offer on-sus train-
ing (nu refs,) 

85 	Guide to pplier 'word Knee...Lag equipment). • 
Which t4'urd Process. (GB). von, no.2, p.I9, 21, 29-32, 34-8, 40-3 (May 
1980). /teemed: Sep ( . 1980) 
Lists vendors of word processors and the packages which they offer. Types of 
word processor (e.g. electronic typewriters. stand-alone word processors, 
multi•station text processors, software package svhich can be run on an 
(nhuuse minicumputer, turnkey systems) and service bureaux are diseataaed. 
(nu refs.) 

119 	tkiipeag away? pi clup techoolugyl. Z.P.Zeman (Inst. fur Kai. oal 
Public Policy, Muntreal. Canada) 
Eng J (Canada), vu-1.63, nu 4, p.14-I6 (Aug 1980) 
Summarises the current debates on potential unemployment resulting from the 

technology uf the biliC.O41 chip. (5 tail 
- 	

. 

115 	Ile secretary: A esaidaiag breed? Parma procaudngl. E Hawthorne. 
Cumpur Age ((in na.1, p 68-70 (Dec. 1979 1 . [received: Sept. 1980) 
Has 'wurdprocessing' sounded the death knell for the tw., million or so mere-
tams and typists working in Britain! h  in  too early to he precise about their 
future but woroprueessing technology has sonie fundamental features whose 
inipheations tor the vet:tetanal community can already bc elearly discerned. 
(no refs.) 

121 	Are we Irsoriag sha exist asanequascas of laformittote premolar 
techeoluty1. .1.Roberts (British Columbia Rea., Vancouver, BC, Canada). 
1NFOR ((anada), vol.18, ad.3, p.282-4 (Aug. 1980). 
If one u engaged in the design or production of hardware or software for 
intormation systems or industrial MiCrOprOCcesOrl is there seope within one's 
task definitiona or work organization that would .  permit .one to discus+ and 

perhaps take action towards either preventing or minimizing pcosible - adveru 
Impacts of one's work un suciety7 The author ihould like to think that a 
significant number of response4 to this question would be poaitive, since if 
thcy are ncit, one must conclude that some are already prisoner; in variout 
Cef flab of a sy3tem *bleb is outaide their contre4. However, the author is tacat 
optimistic un this point. (3 refs.) 

2102 	Packet switchiag ia retail to cot coati. M.Eclwards. 
Compur. Wkly. (GB), vol.29, no.728, p.23 (16 Oct. 1980 ) .- 
Packet switching appears the most  ci -effective technique for integrating 
VOICC and data applications in a common communications system. Packet 
switching offers operational advantages over the other technologies. For 
instance, it can readily accommodate a variety of priority schemes without 
dedicating transmission resources, unlike circuit switching. Further. packet 
switching  in  inherently more suitable for communications using various media, 
technologies and systems, a facility known as interoperability. With packet 
switching. interoperability is accomplished via gateways which interface the 
different networks, Interoperability could be a significant problem during the 
evolution of integrated voice and data networka, so this feature of packet 
twitching could bc  mont  useful. (no re(s.) 

2512 	office In(ormatiun systems: challenge fur she 	D.0 Tuehroxis, 
1 1 1 1  o‘lfot ,k, 1Compoter Systems ken, (roup, Univ of Turuntu, Toronto, 
( anadai 
Pra, 11.i  1 1 SA), vul na, no.9, p.1054-9 (Sept. 1980). 
Office automation and office information systems are propma ma a possible 
solution 10in.any of die inturmation handling problems of the office. The 
technology is available end the- market plaee ia ready for automation 
However, sev,,a1 challenges need to be met before the proposed remedy Can 
be Jieplwd ef:ectively Autumated solutions to the different aspecta of the 
office oildrolanori handling problem need lu be integrated. Modela  and tech. 
onion need 1.. be developed tu represent and analyze information flow in an 
oifise Intella_es need to be developed that are easy to use and iniegrnte 
litany datereni eapabilitics Finally,  one  must examine the impact on people 
01 ollisc nutiiiiiirtlun and produce solutions that are acceptable to the end 
no.is I., these problems, human fauturs, soliware and hardware 
eo, 	icsiiniques  1,, 	bc brought 1,, bear 1 18  rel.  1  

T 	/ 	 / 	:... 

2548 	Law firma musi plan ahead fur office autumatiun. F.M Gregor:is, 

.ausr Curnpur Bal! (Autiralia), vol.4. nu... p 17-18 (May 1980). 'received: 
Oet. 19801 
Dif.:UtiCa  th  USCS 01 DP by law rirM% and describes the various systema 
evadable (nu  refs.) 

2517 	Ai electronic office nt for people to wort la. E.Berkovitch. 
Ward Pruee.t, .Nuw (GB), p,15•16 (Oct..1980). 
Staff resistance to new technology is based un (Cie' fears, not only about tile 
loss uf existing jobs, but of their transformation into routine machine-minding 
(rom uhieh the requirement for exercising human slcill and judgement  bus 

 been 'desigiud out' l'he author examines recent research studies inn; the 
effect of office autoination on the quality of working life, and the factors that 
must be liken into aecount if the changeover is tu be a harinomuus One. (no 
refs.) 

2518 	Vise-screen Wang Systems 30 haudles inassive doeueentatioa tasks 
foe 
Wurd Prtnest. Nuw (GB), p.I8 (Oct. 1980) 
Constructors John Bruwn, one of the UK's biggest contracting companies with 
world-wide interests. are using, Wang wp systems to handle an increasing 
amount of script preparation work  al  their Eastbourne Terrace, London head» 
quarters and ai their Portsmuuth offices. The London-based Wang System 30 
with five screens is being used extensively on the development and production 
of cumplex technical documents and proposals for major contracts around life 
v,urld, as well as for a variety of other operations including offshore studies, 
engineering and systems, standards and specifications, corporate procedures 

and eempany policy statem.nts. (nu re(s.) 

2519 	The office la 1990. A.D.Little. 
Wurd Prut -est. Nuw (GB), p.26-7 (Oct. 1980). 
Gives a practical, reasoned furecast of the changes expeeted during the next 
ten years. (nu refs ) 

.1616 	Marc on special order Oa real estate.. G.A.Stotts. 
Interface Age (USA), vol:5, ne.10,.p.62,128-9 (Oct. 1980). 
The Multiple Listing Service System is designed to  nid  the real estate agent 
in matching real estate listings to buyer requirements. The agent can enter 
the number of bedrooms desired, the price ranges. and the location desired, 
and the system will list all real estate listings that match those requirements 
Designed for the Apple microcomputer with one to three disk drives, and an 
optional printer, the MI_S System features multiple volume files, linked lists .  
and a free storage list. ___.- 

2420 	Brain behind the hotel sees.. F.Jones (British Relay Flecironies 
Ltd.itcendon, England). 
Mini-Mirro Software (GM. vol.5. ne.3, p.7-9 (1980). freceived: Serif 1960) 
Provides interesting review of the ways in which Microprocessors are taring 
applied in the hotel industry The two  chie(  reasons for the slow reaetbin to 

• the potential of the computer in hotels have been costs end the lack of 
tailor-made systems. Invariably, in the latter respect the systems were adapted 
from other commercial uses to hotel applications: the computer houses must 
be held responsible for failing to see the vast potential of the hotel maect 
More recently the hotel industry has seen package systems being spe,olcany 
developed to meet its particular needs. (no tels.) - 	. 

2492 	Office of the future. H.Peters. 
Campus. Age 1GBI, no.1, p.6I-2 (Dec. 1979). freceived: Sept. 19801 - 
Examines the four primary groups of work functions that are central to the 
organisation, and relates the effect of both current. and future technological-
innovation within these categories. -The four are: accounting, financial  and 

 administration; information collection, storage and retrieval; correspondence 
and mailing, and  telecommunication*. (no refs.) 

2494 	Video screee work is tile office M./C*1h, U.Althauser, E.Gaugler 
(Univ. of Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany). 
Dora Rep. (Germany), vol.15, no.4, p.44  (Aug. 1980). In German. 
The introduction within the lut few years of the display screen and keyboard, 
coupled with a centralised computer system as a replacement for the conven-
tional office desk, while grently extending the scope, working speed and effi• 
ciency of the business unit ha n , at the same time, produced  s  number of 
human problems. The •uthors have produced a detailed analysis of three case 
studies on the variout aspects of these changes and the inevitable staff rue-
don.,,  (1 refs.) F.N.S. 

• . _ 
2502 	Integrating aticrutrapisica; -the weal processing cuaaeetioes. 
A.N Speneed H. 
J..Aihrugr. (USA). vu1.13, no.7, p.13-17 (Sept.-Oct. 1980). 
Office automation i8 far behind all other forms ol automation in industrial» 
led society. Most white-colla, employees have more autuillula equipinent at 
home than at the office. Wurd processing is one uf thc fastest•erowing teeh-
niques Jieutlable toddy fur improving office productivity. It hita substantially 
inereased the speed and lowered the cOrt, of information generation. Next to 
the advent of the eomputer, nothing else has allowed so few to create so 
mueh, so fait. While nut totally attributable to word processing, that inform, 
lion generation li now Winiated  al  4000 pages per employee per. year. But; as 
faat as one solution arrives, su does another problem. Mr'hat does unc du with 
all that paper? Thc solution tu this paper problem lb mierographics Wind 
processing is a solution to the creatiun problem and micrograph-
lea is the solution tu the paper ereatiun problem. (nu reft.) 

2503 	Office autuaiatiost impacts productivity. J.B.I.clioutillier 
J. Alitrugr. (USAI. vol.13, nu.7.  p18, 20-1 (Sept.-Oct 1960). 
This artiele addresses front  a prautical standpoint sword prucessing, document 
distribution, telephone communication t»ICITLY and information management 
techniquea and huw they affect productivity. Work, simplification, work• 
measurement. production standards/eontrula and ayalem» 
analysia/design/implementatiun is explatned on a 'how-to basis. (no refb.) 

25414 	The future of the automated uflice- 11.1.W.S.:huater. 
• J Mitr.•gr (1'.V.-11. vol 13. nu.7.  p22,  24-5 (Sept.-Oct 1980). 

The 19110. will produec more tutally 	 recoods nialtug4. 
MUM »menu. 10 ilidualf) and government alike, and ilieN .111 ba:  ICan 
rvyuitc 1c>a aopinali n-41cd • perational >1.111 anti UirCI 	"al/ 1.1111.k mat,. 

ttaiip.ancul> 	111. fCla ) 
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52.7" 	An office farm flow - model.' LLïdd, D - C.Tsichritzis (Univ. of 
loionto, Toronto. Ontario, Canada) 
Al  IPS ('onlerence Prixecilings 	1980 National. Computer Conference. 

-Ansheim. CA, USA,  1 9  22 May 1980 (Arlington, VA, USA: AF1PS 1980), 
p 53).9 
The effectiveness of automated offices depends largely on the success of 
'Orman) describing and analyzing the well defined portions of traditional 
offices. The need for formal descriptive and analytic tools gives rise to the 
study -  of - formal 'nixie's of offices. The diverse aspects of offices lead to 
different modeling approachea. The  foras flow model focuses on the descrip- 
tion and analysis of the office structure and components. (9  rets.)  — 

5258 	Design principles of an office specification language. Mliamrrier, 
LS hum (MIT, Cambridge. MA, USAI. 
AFIPS Conference Proceedings. 1980 National Computer Conference, 
Anaheim, CA, USA: 19-22 May 1980 (Arlington, VA. USA: /MPS 1980), 
p.541.7 
Office automation, interpreted most generally, it the utilization of technology 
to improve the productivity,  and quality of office work. This concept encom-
passes a wide range of devices, technologies ,  tools, and systems. One of its 
most powerful instances is the notion of an automated office information 
system.  An office specification language is used to describe in a natural yet 
precise fashion the operation of an office system: its Use can improve the 
process of constructing the system in a number of ways. This paper seu forth 
an approach to the  design  of office specific/akin languages and presents an 
overview of the major concepts in-OSL, one such language. (1 ) tels.)  

• 

5750 	Telidon and Ilse llama% factors of Vide-os e s  data bases., D.A.Phillips. 
Ver)  Large Data Bases. Proceedings of the Sixth international Conference, 
Montreal,  Canada, 1-3 Oct. 1980 (New  York,  USA: IEEE 1980), p.310-1 
Telidon is a Videotex System which has the potential to make many types of 
data bases avatlable to consumers in their homes and offices. A Telidon 
terminal in every home or office - will mean a computer terminal available to 
the user svith which he could access any electronic data base via any telecom. 
munication line and receive information in test  and colour graphics. (3 refs I 

5572 	Research and practice la office automation. H.L.Morgan (Wharton 

School, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA). 
Information Processing 80. Proceedings of the 1F1P Congress 80. Tokyo, 

lapin, 6.9 Oct. 1980 (Amsterdam. Netherlands: North-Holland 1980), 

p.783-9 
While the rapid introduction of office automation has begun in many cOUD-

tries ,  the gap between research and practice is growing, rather than shrinking. 

This paper examines the directions of important research, describing htits they 

build on existing information systems methods. It then discusses the problems 
in the human aspects of office automation which  are  slowing the inclusion of 

the latest research findings into practical systems. (21  tels.)  

5538 	Four roada to office aetossadaa. , R.W.Ketron.. 
Dutiunation (USA), vol.26, no.11, p.138, 140 (Nov. 1980). -  
Technological short-range solutions are popping up in various offices through-
out  thé  corporation, office managers arc locking themselves  loto ad hoc solu-
Gent. und major opportunities to steer the corporation into effective systems 
are slipping away. To avoid this, corporations must plan. The primary teasers 
tu plan at the corporate level..is to increase profits by maxiinizing return on 
inveatments in office systems. Where corporate level planning docs not exist, 
equipment decisions are made at lower levela. Though'each of these decisions 
may .be marginally profitable, the aum of auch acquisitions across an entire 
organization reaulta in a total return to the company far smaller than that 
which - could have  been achieved with a broader and more comprehensive 
plan. (no refs.) 

5570 	Office automatic concepts eel applications. M.Z1oof (IBM  Thomas  
J. Watson Res. Centre, Yorktown Heights, NY, USA). 
Atti def Congress° Annuale AICA '80 (Annual Conference AICA '80), P1.1, 
Bologna, Italy, 29-31 Oct. 1980 (Bologna, Italy: Tecnoprint 1980), p.I (no 

te fa.)  

5629 , 	The computer In the doctor's office. P.R.Pocklington (Dept. of 
Biometrics Sc. Medical Informatics,. Medical School Hannover, Hannover, 
Germany) 
Merl. Inf. , (G8), vol.5, no.3, p.237-41 (July.Sept. 1980). 
In the week of the Hannover Trade Fair, 25-29 April 1980, the International 
Medical Informatics Association held a working conference having  as  its 
theme The Computer in the Doctées Office. The conference was attended by 
around 100 delegates, who heard invited preaentatiens from 27 internationally 
distinguished workers in this field, and was divided into  ais  sessions covering 
the following areas: (o) Systems analysis of ambulatory care with regard to 
EDP support. (h).Ambulatory.care informatton, needs. (e) Examples of Com-
puter applications. (d) Examples of administrative functions. (e) Evaluation of 
computer applications. (J) New technology. (no refs.) 

. • . .— 
5568 	Implementing electronic mall In a telephone yMent: more than >at 
salit. G lomanek (ROLM Corp., Santa Clara. CA, USA). 
AF1PS Conference ,Proceedings. 1980 .National' Computer Conference, 
Anaheim, CA, USA, 19 - 22 May 1980 (Arlington, VA, USA: AF1PS 1980). 
p.527-31 
Describes the development of a digital telephone system into an integrated 
voice and text information system. A specific type of electronic mail can be 
provided from the telephone system to give the office workers a mote com-
plete information system. aimed  al  increasing their productivity. It also illua-
trates the potential future role of the digital telephone system as the brain 
and central nervous system of the office of the future. And it brings forward 
earn< of the organizational impact that will accompany the move into the 
future  Inn  refs ) 

//eat!, 

55e6 	DIS: an integrated form• management Iyaten: D 1 mhritiis (Com- 
puter Systems  Ken  Croup, Om of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 
Very I argc Data Bases . Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference. 
Montreal, Canada, 1-3 Oct, 1980 (New York. USA: IEEE 1980), p.161-6 
The integrated form  manageaient  system outlined is being implemented in' an 
1.5I-11, P1)1'-11 environment of computers- running different versions of 
UNIX. Each ISI-11 has at - least 64k bytes memory and floppies or a disk for 
secondary storage. The computers' arc connected together through a POP - . 
11/45. The author, is also implementing s local network connecting the 
1.51.11's directly. The form processing facility OFS  in  completely 
implemented and is being uced. The data management facility MRS is corn. 
pletely implemented .and has been used extensively. The author. plans to 
extend it into a distributed system by routing transactions appropriately.  The 
office procedure facilities  are under development. (15  rets.)  

5561 	ne hew of automation on office comminicatloan and  contra).  
J.H.Carliale. 
Sist. 	Autom. (Italy), vol.26, no.208, p.697-702 (Oct. 1980). In Italian 
The article outliniu new conceptions of the application of automation to office 
work as subsumed under the general title of Management Communication 
and Control (MC&C) basing itself upon several examples of the new 
approach in the USA. It dismisses factors likely to affect nieces/ or otherwiae 
in introducing new methods and the need for improved 'human engineering'. 
(17 refs.) CJ.O.C. 

- 

5645 	A computerized "medical tine istanagemest •ralesi. M.B.McIntosh 

(Caledonian Medical -Surgical Clinic, Ninaimo, British Columbia, Canada). 
Computers in the Doctor's Office, Hannover, Germany, 25 - 29 April 1980 

(Amsterdam, Netherlands. North.Holland 1980), p.187-9 
Effective time management in medical practice is essential to achieve maxi-

mum productivity and practice income Medical  time management systems 

are generally based on the use of appointment books of various types subdi• 

vided intn a page for each day with a line for e.tch fifteen minutes of time. 

Some of the difficulties a practice encounters in using an appointment 
book-based system to achieve maximum utilization of provider time with 

minimal sdministrative  cour 'sa diacussed and oompared to a computerized 

system. (no refs.) 

54:311 	Merman« steeds la the phyalelan's office — leased ma the curtest 
state of the art In North Arica, M.Barrett-Moore (Medco Data Systems 
Ltd., Toronto, Canada). 
Computers in the Doctor's Office, Hannover,. Germany, 25-29 April 1980 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: North-Holland 1980). p.101-3 
Discusses briefly the issues of confidentiality and security of data. These are 
practically irrelevant topics in-the discussion with physicians as one is dealing 
with in,house 'systems which. alrudy are assumed to solve these problems of 
data confidentiality: There is only one exception; that  of atitornatically trans. 
rnitting insurance claims from the doctor's office to the insurance carrier 
computer system. 'The issue of data security becomes real at that stage: 
however, it has been aigued, with much support, that the .data is more secure 

- in electronic form than in handwritten form. One must only guarantee in the 
'computer systems that the content of thelorm is the only information that is 
transmitted to the insurance carrier. (no rets.)  

5739 	Telefacsimile tramondimioa of information Is Micarien. H.Anand 
(Nat. Library of Canada, Ottawa, Canada). 
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Canadian Conference on Information 
Science, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 6-10 May 1980 (Calgary. Alberta, 
Canada: Canadian ASSOC. Information Soi. 1980), p.23 
Defines the term telefacaintile traturnizsion and then goes on to explain  whist 

 it required rot transmission to take place. A range of telefacsimile uniu in 
today's market place tuning from wholly manual to semi-automatic te com. 
pletely automatic units are examined. Information on the various eaat prices, 
rental/purchase plans, paper/transmitsion costa, unattended rending/receiving 
capabilities maximum paper size capability, speed of transmission, resolution, 
editing capabilities, modulation, coupling and compatibility information  it 
given together with the pros and cons of havine e,ach  type  of unit. Some 
(clef:le-simile transmission applications in private induatry and in the library 
woeld are described. The paper then deals with sonie of the advantages, 
disadvantages and problems associated with telefacsirnile and •other modes of 
transmitting information. The conclusion is about the future of this type of 
transmission and aome of its potentials. (no relu.)  

5737 	Fiber °price La the earansualcadon ibetirOrk —why?. .D.W.Glover 
(Bell Canada, Ottawa, Canada). 
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Canadian Conference on Information 
Science, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 6-10 May 1980 (Calgary. Alberta, 
Canada: Canadian Assoc. Information  Sel. 1980), p.20 
Addresses the types of communications served by Bell in iu role as a common 
carrier. An overview of the cross section of facility types presently used to 
carry these  services  will ,be 'given, and a brief glimpse will be taken uf sonic 
of the problems encountered with their operation and maintenance. This will 
lead into  the  reasons why Bell are ceriously considering the use of fiber optics 
in their network. Some of the advantages of the- fiber over-copper facilities 
will be discuased, and an indication of how and where fiber can be used will 
be given. Somc beneh marks relating to timing of introduction are also  dia' 

 cuased. This allows one to take a look into the  future' and  determine where 
fiber will lead in the enauing - years, and the types of information transfer one 
may encounter. (no  tels.)  

5039 	Computer 'conferencing—the eaCkange el experience. 11.E.liamford 
(Nat. Sci. Foundation, Washington, DC. USA). 
Telecummun. Pulley (GB), vol.4, ou.3, p.215 (Sept: 1980). 
Considers computer conferencing within a larger framework: showing - its , c 1 4. 
tionship with other  forma of electronic information exchange The author, 
recognizint the lack of empirical data available, describes the experience  of 
operationa trials of small research eummuntties begun in 1977 1 he-1mi, 
allow an assessment of infurinatiun exchange and promote  sir  eXIbiGlIUI: of a 
population of experienced sacra 



5815 	'A wee of on-line bibliographic search service centers in f muds. 
(.11 Desch.iiects I 	t  no  Quebec.  I anada) 

fig. crtling, of tht: Liglith Annual- Canadian Conference on Information 
Selene. 	ii. , 	ntario. - C anada,  t,. (o May 1980 (Calgary, Alberta. , 
Canada  I anadian • ssoc Inlormation Set 1980), p 36.7 
A survey id on IIIIe bibliographic search service centers in Canada. funded by 
the C anadian Institute for Scientsfic and 1 cchnical Information (CIST1), was 
conducted in conjunction with an on•going experimental study entitled: 
'Towards an optimal level of participation of the home' search intermediary 
in user•system interface of on•line bibliographic search services' Seventeen. 
hundred 11700 ) biltligual nuestionnaires were mailed during -a period running 
(rom  mid•1March to the end  of Apri1 , 1979 to all Canadian customers of most 
commercial on•line vendors'. Infoniart (the Canadian agent. or BRS, - 
CAN/OLE, QI Systems, Medline, New York Times. and Infomatech France 	. 
Quebec. Only Lockheed refused to participate:in the survey. This ptper 
presents the result% of the survey, and interprets some of its maim,  findings. 
(nu re(s ) 

• Tie growing use ut  electronic null by airlines. J.C.Goodlett (Texas 
Internat. Airlines. liouston,•TX, USA) 
AFIPS Conterenee Pax:mamas. 1980 National Computer Conference, 
Anaheim, CA, LISA ,  19.22 May 1980 (Arlington, VA, USA: AFIPS 1980), 
p503.7 
Electronic  mail t,, one of several computer.based applications which is rapidly 
becoming a fundamental part of butanes life. Technology has supplied the 
data processing and communications- industrie with the necessary tool, to 
enable them to make the transition -(rom the nuilman to direct electronic 
message ciclivcry This paper describes several  use,  of electronic mail in the 
airline industry  as  un exantplc of the importance and diversification of its 
employment. Likely hindrances to further advance are discussed along with 
• projection fur the future, (5  relu.)  

5175 	Scare data entry experiences 'slow market acceptance. D B. Davis 
Alintrompur 	f ( •S 4), vol 6, «tit), p.16, 18 (23 Oct (980) 
Discusses thc current market in voice data entry equipment The author - 
briefly considers the eurrent state of the technology, and possible applications. - 
Ile tries 10 analyze why the market in this equipment is getting off to such a 
slow start. (no refs ) 

..._--, 

5177 	Automatic speech processing systems. • W.Tscheschner, U.Kordon 
(Tech. Univ., Dresden, Germany). 	• 
Radio Fernsehen Elektron. (Germany). vol.29, no.2, p.83 - 7 (1980). In Ger-
man. 'received Oct. 19801 
A range of speech storage.techniques, both of analogue and of digital form, is 
reviewed and ideas for speech synthesisers are described. Automatic speech 
recognition circuits arc considered, bandwidth requirements are stated and 
pattern comparison•concepts arc compared, with special reference to percen-
tage success in word recognition. The use of various computers in speech 
recognition is surveyed, and the speech  recognition  system of EM Threshold 
Inc.  in  described. Reference is also made to the 'Speak and Spell' synthesizer. 
(1 ) rets.)  GM.E. 

5260 	Streamlining office procesiures-an analysis losing tbe information 
control net model. CL.('ook (Xerox  Pulsa  Alto Res. Center, Palo Alto, CA, 
USA). 
A F1PS Conferenee Proceedings. 1980 National Computer Conference, 
Anaheim. C'A, LISA,  9-22 May 1980 (Arlington, VA, USA: AFIPS 1980), 
p.555-65 
The purpose of this paper is to acquaint the reader with a model (or- office 
procedures, the Information Control Net model, and a particular type of 
transformation that can be performed on an Information Control Net ()CN) 
model, streamlinine. The ICN formalism is intendod to aid office managers 
and office analysts in describing•and evaluating procedure. Streamlining is a 
technique for reducing the ICN model of a larocedure to a model of the 
necessary information flow and elementary information-processing of the 
procedure Streamlining highlights the origin and destination of information in 
a procedure and allows the modeler to vary the route the information take. 
Streamlinina  an ICN model of a procedure illuminate information-processing 
needs, activity by activity,  in a way that may be useful for evaluating ce 
changing the original procedure. (7 refs.) 

$045 	Some bums in distributed proemiag. A.Astharta (Bell Labs., 
Holmdel. NJ, USA). 
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Circuits and Computers 
ICCC 80, PO; Port Cheater, NY, USA, 1-3 Oct. 1980 •(New York, USA: 
IEEE 1980), p.257-63 
Significant aspects of distributed proceeing include  modela  of communica-
tions, degree of autonomy of subsyaterns, coherent interfaces, object 
representation, protection, naming, transparency, concurtency control, reliabil-
ity and crash .recovery. Although impresive stride have been made in the 
field of diatributed prumeing during the put decade, efficient solutions to 
sonic of these basic issues still remain to be found. This paper discusses these 
aspects  of dieributed proiaesing in some depth and explores technique, corn-
promises, and open  questions. (4-4 rein.) 

• 

5052 	Office automatlua  ai TI. L.C.Craig (Texas Instruments Inc., Dal- 
las. TX. USA). 
Proceedings of distributed computing. COMPCON 80, Twenty-First IEEE 
Computer Society International Conference, Washington, DC, USA, 23-25 
Sept 1980 (New York. USA: IEEE 198017-p.69-75 
In the presentation today, the author  commenta  briefly on TI the company; 
TI's Worldwide Computer/Communications Network; and some impact areas 
of this network -emphasizing office automation. (no rets.)  

3274 	Philips sets the pace of change.  13  Manley. 
Infomagies (C,B), vol I, no.8, p.12.15 (20 Oct. 1980). 
The big problem in office automation is the presence of people The machine 
has to do something for someone: it has to du il  well, the someone has to be 
motivated to use it, and the system should be seen  ho  deliver real benefits_ 
Philips Businee Systems,  nec  the main problem as largely a sociological one. 
The future pace of technological change  us  unknown. The determining factor 
will not be the nature of the products, but the nature of the market- the 
acceptance of the new ideas in the office. From the practical point of view, 
Philips marketing operation needs-to be directed at a senior person, maybe 
board  level, who combines something of the roles of a telecomms manager, 
data processing supremo, and office manager. That job does not really exist 
.et.  It looks as though the ,pace of implementation and/or the adoption of 
III-conceived poorly-designed systems  for business automation 'night turn on a 
consideration as trivial as that-who is really quaffed to 435ni all the costs 
and all the benefits in  an organisation?.  (no refs.) 

3275 	A 'LINC between university Ilbrary, , Information and computing 
service losing  sol-ce  Input/output. J.Ilawgeod (Univ. of Durham, Durham. 
England). 
IL/CC  Bull. (G81, vol.2, no.2, p.I09-10 (Summer 1980). 
As it becomes, technologically and economically possible for computers to be 
used to help with a wider and wider range of university activities. it becomes 
harder for  the unsophisticated user to distinguish between on-line service 
giving access to different facilities such as the university library circulation 
record, remote information services, the research computer, the administrative 
computer, the word-processing service, etcetera. The author argues that it 
should be possible to provide an integrated service giving a common approach 
to all on-line service. It is also suggested that voice input/output using the 
ordinary telephone may well suffice 'for all of the people some of the time 
and foi'  some of the people all of the time'. (no relu.)  

3300 	Marketei a new technology. A guide to snaking the 1efilitre 113CCCUI-,  

(Ili /health care system'. M.Barrett•Moore (Mcdco Data Systems Ltd., 
Toronto, Canada). 
Computers in the  Doctor's Of fice, Hannover, Germany, 25-29 April 1980 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: North-Holland 19801, p.191-5 
Medco Data Syeems is a privately owned Canadian Company which has 
developed, and us  implementing micro-based computer systems in private prac-
tice modival offices. The company was formed in 1978; during 1979, an 
average of 3 systems per month were auccessfully implemented. Latoin 1979, 
Acuity Systenu Incorporated, a US based public company specializing in 
advanced inatruntentation and syatema for Health Care, expanded their pro-
duct line to include a Medical office business system. They ehme the Melee 
developed Canadian system software as the basia fur the product. In January 
of-1980, Acuity Systems began their marketing and implementation program 
in the USA. It is with this background expenenue in the recent two yeara 
that the author will outline  the pfublcm> in marketing a ne, tcchnulogy and 
the  important aspects in making the endeavor a successful otic (nu  nefs,)  

503-4 	Principles of packet switching. II. State of airreopirseat.. J.Pitteloud 
(PTT, Berne, Switzerland). 
Output (Switzerland), vol.9, no.10, p.43-51 (14 Oct. 1980). In French. 	• 	.. 
For pt.' tee ibid., vol.9, no.9, p.33 (1980). Diseases current status of packet 
switching- networks with particular emphasis on public networks. Local and 
satellite packet switching networks arc also considered. Star and distributed 
systems are discussed and the use of packet switching in diffusion networks 
considered. Heterogeneous and diffusion networks are then examined in prac-
lice, e.g. 'Arlene in the USA,  -'Cyclades'  in France, and PSS in Great - 
Britain. (35 re(s.) L.F. 

5749 	Tendon calling: planalri the extent. J.Wilson. 
- 

Proceedin
Science, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 6-10 May 1980 (Calgary. Alberta,'" 

g.s of the Eighth Annual Canadian Conferencé. on informatior •  

Canada: Canadian Assoc, Information Sci. 1980), p.43 
Telidon represents a new breed of technology - a sophisticated marriage of 
computers and television to produce a new media service, generally cane 
videotex,' when wire•linked, or teletext, when broadcast. With this dual capac. 
ity for distribution, and an advanced graphics capability based on at 
alphageometric systems design, Telidon represents a breakthrough on the 
world telecommunications front. It is not only a new technology, it is in many 
ways  s  new medium of expression. That it is a nev media can be appreciated. 
perhaps, only in a comparison to other, existing forms of media such as film '- 
television, newspapers, magazines, computerized informatitin data banks. Ir, 
reviewing Telidon attributes, it-may be enough to say that it is an efficiew 
means of textual-graphic communication over distance. As such, it involves'' 
human, economic and technica(  issues, which must all be taken into account 
when planning the content to be communicated. (no refs.) 

5765 	Infonnation-shariag bailie 80a. G.Sylveatre. 
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Canadian Conference on Information 
Science, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 6-10 May -1980 tCalgary, Alberta, 
Canada: Canadian Assoc. Information  Sel. 1980), p.I6 
Inflation, currency problems, levelling of budgets, information explosion ani, 
diversification of Canadian need> require an unprecedented sharing u 
information resources at the national and international 1evulï.  Tissa ahould be 
faeilitated by new technology as well  as  by  the  development of a nation-wide 

information network providing mare general aceee to general fee.111tC,:à  as  
well as to specialized centre of excellence. Agreements bewen all levela.c'l 
government and private institutions are esaential to ensure such broader altar 
mg based on links between systems  as  well as the will tu >hare  for  the bend -,  ; 
of all. (nu refa.) 

• 
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15910 	Tlye automation of office work +aside 18141, Italy. G Elaranello 
rwi d ; anion, j1010.  vol.?,  no 219, p 75314 (Oct 19811. In Italian 
I hr p.iper• describes the benefits of producing and managing a series of 
.ipplicotions ..arried out at Segrate in the IBM commeretal offices This uses 
Jr IliM 3 - 10 system managing the affairs generally The use-of the 3730 
ssraciii is explained. chiefly in the field of text processing Simple diagrams 
...company these explanation• and the distribution split of the different 
applications Some figures are given to show time consuming activities of 
se i retà•les sa hteh can be eliminited The first IBM use of the 3730 system 
sas,  in trier Rome premises and (rom  this the Segrote system evolvod There 
is 	description of the Italian Communication-European Retrieval Information 
Facilities ilteo-Enf) and also  of the application of the European Telecommun-
ication System tF.TS1 Some likely future developments  are dtscusied, and 

.ro.  processing (no tels.) G 

158595 	Office consmunicstioas perspectites. 

Funkschou (Germany), no.20, p 76, 81-2 (2 Oct. 198 )). In German.... 

The use of electronic equipment in offices is bound to increase greatly in 

future years.  At  the moment equipment  tu mainlY limited to the telephone, 

typewriters teleprinters and copying machines.  The  change which will revolu-

tionize the office as $ work•place starteri in the sixties with the development 

of the work•place oriented computer and the invention or the word processor. 

%no refs.) J.R.B. 

15931 • 	Problems and solutiorn for electronic files in the office. 
P lt Bremer (Honeywell Information Systems, Phoenix, AZ, USA). 
A.I C,A. Annual Congress,  Paria,  Italy, 23-25 Sept. 1981 (Pavia. Italy: Univ. 

. %VI] 1981), p.I31-3 vol.1 In Italian. 
Mans  solutions. promoted for the expected problems of office automation may 
be premature or ill-advised, although this is often denied, leaning on the tenet 
of 'consentional wisdom'. The author examines some alternatives on such 
topics as fi le structure, forms mode, full buffet transmission•from screens, and 
scrolling The economic and the human tradeoffs are examined. (2 refs.) 

15881 	In stages to the office of the future. W.Pfeiffer. W.Dohl (Fried. 
richiAlexander Univ., Erlangen-Nurnberg, Germany), 
Bueroteehnik iGermanyt. vol.29.••no.10, p.950, 953-4 (Oct. 198)). In German. • 
Presents conclusions form a joint study'undertaken by the University and by 
the office•machinery manufacturer Triumph-Adler. The discussion Is relatively 
philosophical. and considers methods of overcoming objections to the introduc-
tion of ncw methods arising from traditional ideas on work efficiency (dubbed 
Taylorism) and  (rom  short-term cost-considerations. (no refs.) G.P.F.  

1 5887 	WIRY Office Information SY 414.131  (015/- ‘1. -S4 fradY. 
Comput. Equip. Ret... (tJSA). vol.),  no.). p.19-30 (Jan.-June . 1981). 
Reviews the Vs'ang - Office Information System (01S) series which consists of 
six systems designed for multi-terminal word processing and integrated 
word/data processing applications. The various products in the series differ 
primarily,  in the number of workstations and related peripherals supported and 
In the amount of online storage capacity provided. (no relu.)  

15911 	The skape of things, to come: a look at  the eleerreale office. 
B.Manley (Philipa Business Systems Ltd., Maidenhead, England). 
Telephony (USA!. vo1.20). no.10, p.23-4, 28-9 (7 Sept. 1981). 
The electronic office has both problems and possibilities In order to full> 
apprecitte the benefits, ont first has to understand the nature of the prob-
lems. The author discusses these problems. (no relu.)  

15.883 	WiliCh technology will rule the automated office?. W.Rauch- 
Hindin. 
Data Commun. (USA). vela,  rio.)). p.66-79 (Nov. 1981). 
It is uncertain whether the automated office -will be based on timesharing 
systems or local networks, 8- or I6-bit microprocessors, and driven by custo-
mized or off-the-shelf software. The author looks  as  the advantages and dtsad-
vantages of the various possibilities. (no  rets.)  
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045 	AWestailltie 	èfiletei a sit*, LAklio (IEL CNR, Pies, Italy), 
G.Prild. 
Attl del Centre:me /unsettle AICA '80 (Annuel Conference A1CA 'SO), Pt.11, 
Boloin., hilly, 29-31 Oct. 1980 (Dolor*, Italy: Technoprint 1980), p.1136- 
53 In Itslien. 
Office autoseution Is attracting much Intermit, both In Industrica and atedernk 
researeh centers. It preente problems that ire ne  w with respeot to thou 
tackled In toore tradiatIonal fieldà of computer and information sciersom. The 
authces disci» the  Mite  of the art of the reseerch in thit field u well u 
problem and perrpectires. (42 fe(e.) 
044 	Deep sad rectification ef office mrtoesation systems. R.Barbutti, 
M.BeIlla,• C-Simonelli (Istituto di Slaborulcme dell'Informazionne, Pisa, 
1tely). 
NB del *merriest,  Annual), AICA 'id (Annuel Conference A1CA '80), Pell. 
Beloit:1a, Italy, 29-31  O. 1980 (Bologna, Italy: Technoprint 1980), p,I154- 
69 In Italian. 
Attacks the probleM of the WM:ice method for tbe definitien and epplIcation 
of automation in offices. Analysis of the methodology shows the importance 
of adequate modelling of the specificattion. The euthots examine several of the 
better-known models that  bave  been proeosed and present an extension of 
BDL Integtated with à treatment of forma  an à particular kind of data.  They 
show hose thie •xteruion permit' the use of the model as an instrumeet of 
development. (21 refl.) C.J.O.G. 

Off 	From ült WM« ef the fit1119 t9 die office el today. G.Degli 
Antonl, R.Polllto, M.Potzi, B.Zonte (Univ. degli Studi. Milano, Italy). 
Atti del Congresu Annuak AICA '80 (Annual Conference A1CA 80) ,  Pell. 
Bologna, It.aIy, 29-31 Oct. 1910 (Bologna, Italy: Technoprint 1980),  p1170-
32  In Italian. ' • 
The object of the article la to describe the preeent stet* of the art of the 
en:4 of the Mere and to diustm the ways in which the future pouibilitia in 
(hie field ean and thould Influence the choice of systems for Introducing 
automation into contemporary establiahrnente It  do ee not set out to advocate 
any particular rtandarde toe technologies but mereirto enezurage discumioa 
ted critteal analyeis of the many  alternatives  and to indicate hole gives 
adequate entilyail of technological evolution, It may be possible, with limited 
inveatment, to reduce the gip between current practice and the potendelitica 
ot the new technoloey. (4 refs.) C.J,O.G. 

8711 	COM take' ow a New Were. K.Jemioson. 
Detta Protesting (GB),  vol.22. no.9. p.30-I (Nov. 1910). 
Computer output microfilm can no longer be considered just es an output 
medium; it too is slowly :becoming Integrated with other tystems and will play 
an important role in thd office of the future. The principlea of COM consist, 
of producing infornuttion direct (rom  computer magnetic tapes on to micro-
film or microfiche. Microfiche has now largely superseded microfilm because 
it can be more comprehensively indexes-1, it 13 also more convenient to  use and 
reduces storage and viewer costs. The benefits of using COM arc immediately 
available to all people who can produce data on magnetic tape (end many 
floppia), yet without any large capital investment in equipment or 41a11, (no 
refs.) 
8712 	Accurate lectexhig eels fast retreerel. 
Data Protesting (GB), vol.22, no.9, p.33 (Nov. 1980). 
Computer misted retrieval (CAR) emerged as a fast wsy of indexing and 
retnevIng microfilmed source documents which require frequent reference. 
CAR. work, eloneside the computer and is used in applications wheee  s  hie; 
volume of transactions need to be filmed for storage and reference and keyed 
into the computer for data processing. The weak link in CAR syetems has 
been in the endexing of 30SaCE documentation prior to input to the micro-
filmer. Kodak has now eliminated operator intervention from the input side 
with the launch of an IF panded Image mark capability foe its Reliant 750-L 
microfilmer. Thle facility puts different sized image marks autometically on 
to microfilm. The accessories are intelligent controller installed intitie the 
mieofilmer, a document sensor, a new imege marker capable of prnducing 
image marks of three different lengths as inttructed by the controller, and a 
new document sensorlimprinter which combines the functions of the doe». 
neent senser with the functions of a sequential imprinter, (no refs.)  • 

.t297 	Po:Nei report. AStokes. 
Pert. Comput. World (GB). von, no.4. p.39 (June 1980). lreceival: Nov. 
19801 
Three major enhancements—Picture Preece', 'Teleaoftware' and 'Dynamically 
Bo:tenable Character Seu'—demand the toe of radically different Preset 
receiven. Nevertheleu the facilities announced are quite interesting and well 
worth a closer look. •  (no rets.) 
9291 	Viewdata and der leferitati•II att. 1. Fact ard featesy. A.Stokos. 
Pers.  Caffein. World (GB), v01.3, no.4, p.47-9 (April 19110). (received: Nor. 
19801 
Viewdata le the means of bringing into every home remote access to a Lugo 
information retrieval databese with interactive facilities, by way of alr.udy 
existing equipment. This article is & guide on viewdata. It deeribea viewdata, 
iu hirtory and compute it with TeletexL (rue  mis.)  
9299 	Teletext system; cemeieriag the preseettim weer. W.Ciciora 
(Zenith Radio Corp., Glenview, IL, USA). 
SUPTE J. (USA), vol.89, no.11, p.846-9 (Nov. 1980). 
An overview of teletext tytterni is givee. •treuing in particular the viewpoint 
of the poterstial uler.  The CaPCCted reaction of the North AtTlefiCill consumer 
to teletext ix enalyzed. Such a forecaat is important because a  consumer 
teletext system has not yet  bien  implemented in North America. Although 
teleteit Iles many potential categories of tiren and cen be implemenUxi it 
meny different sum tide pep« concentretes an broadcaat teletext as an 
ancillary ICMCC for conaumsts. Th. ettelysis la bused on considerations 01 
technical feseibillty,aett the conatreInu 'messed by consumer behavior. The 
reualu Bus *1.11)115  he,* Important lei/Meatless& on "'item *rip. (4 
refs.) 	 •  

9284 	Frazee lamsclaes es/ak-Cirl campaign. S.A.Caswell (13ell Canada, 
Ottawa, Canada). 
Mint-Micro Sys:. (USA), vol.13, noel, p.125.7 (Nov. 1980). 
Discumee France's Man to distribute mini-CRTs to every home and business 
In the country to peovide an on-line telephone directory and information 
service. As well  ai  the vrT directory users will be able to SCCC44 Teletel, the 
French viewdeta system. (no re(s.) _ 

9264 	Thee lelepbou directory that disappeared. X.Paulsen. 
Elektro (Norway), vol.93, no.18, p.6-7 (16 Oct. 1980). In Norwegian. 
Discuasee the likely replacement of the telephone directory. and small adver-
tisements In news pepert, by a)  compact  data terminal The system is expected 
te be reality in France during 1981. (no re(s.) 1.11.11. 

_ 	. 	 •— 

924) 	Problem' ef eanpressios of Wages ha gents/41c databases. S.Di 
Zenzo (IBM Italia. Centro Sci. di Roma. Rome, Italy). 
Atli del Congas«) Annuale A1CA '80 (Annual Con(erence A1CA '80), Pell, 
Bologna, Judy. 29-31 Oct. 1910 (Bologna, Italy: Technoprint 1980),  p1115. 
22 In Italian. 
Lower bounds for the amount of tutorage needed to accommodate imagea in 
data base without loss of information are calculated. The types of regularity 
currently encountered within the image' to be stored in i  geographical data 

base are assumed. The del. compreasion figure here obtained  are  theoretical 
lipures which can be uted ea comperison terms when choosing the actuel 
encoding technique for the imeges. As an example, the encoding technique 
known as run length encoding is discuesed ageinst the theoretiod figures. (9 
mis )  

909,3 	A computerized medical latermatIon network for swall practic-es. 
E.C.Nelson, DBise. R.Gagne, J.Ohler, J.Kirk. J.Sarro, C.Searinre (Dart. 
mouth Medical School, Dept. of Community dc'Family Medicine, Dartmouth, 
England), 
Preceedinge of the Fourth Annual Symposium on Computer Applications in 
Medical Cue,  P111, Waehington, DC, USA, 2-5 Nov. 1980 (New York. 
USA: 1F.F.F. 1980), p.861-6 
This paper reports on the development of a regional data network fre small 
medical practices in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. The data network 
is used to provide the individual prectices with clinicel and management 
feedback reports and to conduct inter•reactice clinical research, quality amt.. 
ance studies and cnntinuing medical education programs. Five practices ire 
submitting data .to the network through a distributed computer system which 
completely automates their billing The evaluation of changea in the cesi end 
effectiveness of billing resulting from the transition from à manual to a 
computerized billing system II described. (3  rets.)  

_ 

8993 	O.-thee baeklag proves duets's* can be met. A.Davidson. 
CIPS Rev. (Canada), *01.4, no.5, p.I2-13 (Sept.-Oct, 1980), 
The author deteribes exciting and eventful progreat made through the Bank 
of Montreal', automation. She cites the growth of the large,' tystern, On-Line 
Banking, since itt introduction at the end of 1975. In 1979, Multi-Branch 
Banlcing set a new sundard for banking end customer tervice, connecting all 
online branche from C9931 to coast and permitting them to proems trans-
actions agairut accounts in other branches. Direct Line, announoml in August, 
1980, provides corporations with nation-wide teeess to all their accounta, with 
consolidated reporting and aceount management (*clam in reakirne vie 
terminals located oo their own premises. (ne refs.) ..--..___ 

1961 	Perepectites ea effice automation. T.Nakemure (Hitachi Lule 
Tokyo, Jupan). 
J. Soc Instrwm. d Cameo! Eng. (Japan), vol.I9, no.8, p.772-9 (Aug. 1980). 
In Jepanese. 
Develupinenta in America are analysed and compared with the Japanese 
situation, and the reasom for and ways of tackling office  automation  en 
expounded. New developments in hardware such a $  bit maps.  OCR, teal) 
sensitive panels and strain gauges and the auociated software (OBE. OPS, 
SDMS, MCVD) are deacribed. Their integration at the work station la 
explidned with an example involving a word processor and graphics tieing tbe 
Japanese language. The optimisation  ut PABX on the basis of Petri eels 

etnphasizoi with a Japanese example of PPDS. DB schemes are also treated, 
and exemplified. (18 reft.) 

1943 	Office week sad electronic text eeminseedcatioos. 	P..J.Kocii 
(Siemens AG, Munchen, (iermeny), I.Lanius. 
Data Rep. (Germany), v01.15, no.5, p.10-14 (Oct. 1980). In German. 
The statistics of letter correepondence in West Germany for 1978 are die. 
cuesed: it is reported Out out of 42 million letters per day, there were 16 
million business/government communications. The authors conclude that 9 
million per day could be electronically transmitted, with 6 million text letters 
and 3 million faceimile letters. The service available are listed at telex, tele-
fax. teletext, text systems, text processors and telephone-linked VDU fermi. 
nets The impact of these facilities on office personnel is discussed and special 
attention is peid to repetitive letter sequences. (10 rets.) G.U.E. 

1 



9012 	Hospitals  ta  to computers u tlee paperwork piles op. R.Biren- 
baum. 
Campus, Data (Canada), vol.5. no.10, p.50-7 (Oct. 1980). 
Iwo important csancerns that health care administraters handle regularlv are 

the rising costa of cire and the quality of service. Some studiel eatimnie 

almost 30 per cent of each hospital bill is attributable to non-productive paper 
work. Further estimate* claim profeaelonol personnel apend about 30 per cent 

of their tirrie in infermation handling. As well, errors, of the 'paper and pencil 

type'  account for 10 to an per cent of unsatisfactory test reports caused by 
transcription, arithmetic, miscalculation end inaceurate patient identification. 
These statistiu suggest computerized roper processing may provide means to 
reduce,  or  at least stabilize, the caste and improve  the  quality of hellth care. 

Min  y hoepital administrators believe computer technology could he the 'elu-
tion to some of the leading health management dilemmas, particularly in 

hansital coramunicatioru. (no refs.) 

8644 	Major dunnage to CRT*  (rom flat-rael dleptays. M.DeJackne 
(Internet Resource Dcv. Inc. Norwalk, CT, USA). 

Syst. (USA),  ant:13, no.11, p.113-14 (Nuv. 1980). 
Discusses the increasing interest in flat panel displays. These can be either 
AC plasma, DC plasma, LCD or electromminescent panels. The author dis- 
c-owes particular display; (rom Euton and Sharp. (nu refs) _ 	. _ 

4348 	Compete sabotage is Ow Netherlands.. H.de Jong, P.T.M.Laaglaul 
(Klynveld Kraayealsof k Co., Amsterdam, Netherlande). 
Informatie (Netherlands), vol.22, no.11, p.843-6 (Nov. 1980). In Dutch. 
Describe ne  emu*/ ease of computer tabotage in order to illustrate the 
importence of gaiety prcuautions. Instructions  10  erase certain data had been 
added to cutting programa by an unauthorisoi person. Sabotage tunnot be 
cluninated completely but the risk can be reduced by calling in security 
soccialisu. (no refs.) J.S. 

- 

8466 	Rester CRT diaplaya begin to dominate graphics nukes D.B.Dasie. 
f lIUCCentpâl. eltN't (USA), vol.6, no.9, p.20-5 (18 Sept. 1980). 

DiSCUSSCS YPC10115 typa of graphics displays. The author mainly discusses 
raster CRT displays, but he also loolu briefly at pluma dispiays, etorage tubs 
diiplaya, and stroke writer displays, (no res.) 

8657 	Storage and tratungsaloo bandwidth reduction for high roulade« 
color aed asecochrose dimple's. A.S hiurphy (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, 
USA). 
IBM' Tech. Disclosure  Bull.  (USA). vol.23, no.3, p.1236-7 (Aug. 1980). 

M j 

In a computer driven CRT raphic di/play terminal, the picture on the  CT  
screen le typically com 	from a matrix of programmable symbol (PS) 
cella each c.:Insisting of 	x N duplayable poinu. If futures such as color or 
bright-up are iti be provided, then attributes defining the feature muet be 
associated wilh thc corresponding location: on the screer,. An arrangement à 
mignon in Which the .color attributee etc stored In a separate attribute store st 
s screen density.  lower than the point.to-point dtsplay ol picture elements (re.J) 
density bat hinner than the PS cell denetty. The screen is aub.clivided into a 
matiiit of attribute tells each containing m z n pets. Ilic total number of bite 
requited for a color dieplay Is helves! by (hit muru in comparison to that 
requited fn .! e full triple plea, aystern. (no refs.) . 

9880 	Video-cosfutoeing in a trial netwurk. P.Klein (Siemens AG, Munn 
then, Gertrutny). 
NTG.Fachber. (Germany), vol.74, p.352-61 (1980). In German. frecelsze 
Oct. 19801 (Text- and Picture-Communication, Stuttgart, GermanY. 30 se. 
- 3 Oct. 1980 1. 
Diacuesea Inc  general characteristics of videc-conferencing. The auth4 
describea à prototype aystem in which four of tbe participanti sit around g 
table, each facing a camera, and each can sec  s compainte picture of l'enz 
porticipante at a remote slte. Ulm' responses to questionnaires indicate gent 
ral sata(ic-then, Inc refs.) are.P. 
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PM 	Office automatloo and Insialbk flies. R.W.Bemer (Honeywell 
Information Systeme, Phoenix, AZ, USA). 
Autom. & Strum. (Italy). voL28, no.74, p.595-606 (July-Aug. 1980). In Ital-
ian. 
To provide  s  way to logically a oecea  the file content basic criteria are 
described to gain a detailed yisibility of the files. Semantic labels. attached to 
the file contents, and images of files (co-files) are assumed to be basic tool' 
to allow non profesaional nee' gain familiarity with automated office license 
facility. (4 refs.) 
8940 	Met automation at  the  IBM Italy headquarters. G.Baranello 
(113M, Milan, Italy). 
Amain.  1 Strum. (Italy), vol.28, no.7-8, p.609-10 (July-Aug. 1980). In Ital-
ian. 
Describe* functional and application features of the Information Distribution 
System IBM 3730, The system is presently installed at the IBM Italy head-
quarters in Segrate (Mtlano) and the value of its preeence within a large and 
distributed organization is alto outlined. Financial consideration and advan-
tage..  are  d=ribed as well as projects for the future development of the 
installation both on the application and geographical extension aides. (no 
rets.) _ 

• 8650 	Intelligent terminal'. C.Warren. 
EDN WS.41. vol.25, no.21, p.128-41 (20 Nov. 19801. 
Diacusses various intelligent terminals, and presenta a test which enables the 

.u.er 'to determine how intelligent a particular unit is The author considers 
severat faeturs which are important when choosing a terminal. (no refs) 
8651 	Display-geserator chips hookesest smart terealsub. P.Biumire 
(Motoro)a Inc., Geneva, Switzerland), J.J.Farre11,111, P.Fletcher. 
ED/V (USA), vol.25, no.21, p.161-73 (20 Nov. 1980). 
First aimed at tile in such mass-market display applications as personal com-
puters and YWCA •ità MCI VidC0 display generators can also serve industrial 
usu. The authors first describe the circuitry restuired to operate a.VDG with 
a standard National Television Systems Committee (NTSC) US-market TV. 
They then tell how to 'use a VD(' to provide video-ovcrlayitig capability-one 
application of which is 'closed captioning . ..which, among other utes, can 
provide captions to commercially transmitted programming for tue by hear-
ing , impaired perions. Finally, they discuss haw to modify the bash: VDD 
operation fur use with  s standard European-market Tv. Thc VDG employed 
in these examples it Motorola's MC6847, .second sourced by Fairchild 
(F6847). (no We.) 

11452 	Beware of enftware mismatches wbea yen Wigan mart teretalrais. 
1-P-9taburn (McDonnell Aircraft Co , St. Louis MO, USA) 
EMO fttS.4). vol.25, no.11, p.I89-91 (20 Nuv. 1980)• 
Distalues the inetallatién of a smart terminal in s  system deaigned for 
nonintelligent one. Thc author diacuases tome of the pru.blcms which may 
arise, and consideri how . the terminal can be used to lu best advantage. (no 
refs.) 

8632 	A technique for describing high-level data link tour°, (HDLC) proce- 
dure.. h.Morino, 0.Takahashi (Yakor,uka Electrical Comniunicaticn Lab., 
Nippon Telegraph di Telephone Public Corp.. Yokosuka, Japan). 
Information Procuring 80. Proceeding, of the IFIP Congress  80, Tokyo, 
Japan, 6-9 Oct. 1980 (Amsterdam. Netherlands: North-Holland 1980), 
p )75-9 
In oider to implement HDLC in a program. it is neceasary to specify detailed 
control action, in addition to the descriptions in the ISC) standards. The 
authors propoise a new, effective and practical description technique for 
realization of data link control programs, which reflects the functional charac-
teristics of HDLC. The technique is based on thc concept of three kinds of 
states logioal (for command/response handling), digital (for sequence number 
handling) and analog (for timer handling), and provides both a state transi-
tion table and a processing state transition chart. A data link control program 
has been written in a high level language based on Ibis  technique. It has beat 
demonstrated that the proposed  technique ia practical and uaeful for 
implementation. (13 re(s.) - 	 - 

8424 	laterproeus eneariuniestion  1..  distributed oyster-1: rue ries. 
E.Manning, N.J.Livesc), 11.Tokuda (Dept. of Computer Sot., Univ. of WalCt• 
loo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). 
Information Prot.cuing 80. Proceedings of the IMP Congress 80, Tokyo, 
Japan, 6-9 Oct. 1980 (Amsterdam, Netherlands: North-Holland 1980), 
p.513-20 
Desuribes the program of eaperimental recearch in distributed tYstemt which 
has been carried out in the Computer Communications Networka Group of 
the University of Waterloo. over the put six years. The focus is  on intcr-
proccu communication (IPC) techniques. and the authers therefore provide r 
compariaon of message-switched IPC facilitiet in several distributed systems 
developed both at Waterloo and elsewhere. The points of nomparieon include 
flief S age management, synchronization modes, and performance. The authors 
have almost invariably chosen mesuge-switched IPC for the diatributed 
systeme, and examine thc retsone fur these decisions. Finally, they draw à few 
conclueiona. (27 re(s.) 

8966 	Towieeverw's office. S.Rostron. 
Reprogr. Q. (Gen vol.13, no.4, p.I35 4  (Autumn 1980). 
The microprocesior revolution has introduced a new wave of office equipment 
of increased function and power. The author reviews the characteristics of the 
different facilities now becoming available arid sets the scene for coneideration 
or the opportunitiu these present. (no rais.)  

8614 	Architectures for dletrIbated procewalog. J.Martin. 
Carnforth, England: Savant Res. Studies (1979), xiv+224 pp. 10 906774 06 
31 
Present a description of and insight into four major architectures: IBM's 
SNA; Univac's DCA; Digital's DECNET; and Al &T's AŒ. The principles 
behind the architectural standards are defined Ind the meaning of finite state 
machine descriptions explained in simple terms. Finite state machine descrip-
tions are the moat certein way of defining architectures which can be guaran-
teed bug•proof. but have long been  s  forbidding mathematical subject. This 
report provides a comprehensive stage-by-stage guide to the many Wets of 
SNA. In like manner. the succeeding descriptions of DCA and DECNET 
prrn-ide both clarity and interpretation of each manufacturer', jargon into 
tiandard terminology. A particularly useful table compared DEC's DDCMP, 
IRM'a SDLC, ISO 1401.0 and Binary Synchronous In respect of 18 different 
mantas. The sections on AT&T's ACS prereidc ineight into the amazing new 
facilities which AT&T will be offering in the USA-Federal regulations 
permitting-and a path which is technically open to any and every telecrim. 
munications authority in the world. In the final chapter, pruent facilitia are 
made to look quite basic compered with those which may develop, in a survey 
of the future. 

-- 
$415 	The Source: hig computer power li your home. K.Skier. 
OnComputing (USA), vn1.2, no.1, p.60-2, 64-7 (Summer 1980). (received. Oct. 
19801 
The Source is  a telecomputing network that gives the user 'tenets to literally 
thoreands of programs and data base', including the ability to communicate 
electronically with other...users' interactively and through electronic mall. 

.Users may enler and run programa in BASIC, FORTRAN, and COBOL. or 
evey use programs that have already been written and teated and which are 
nanilahle under any ora number of public program Pier/tries. (no reh ) 
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9181 	Educating eseentisu on new technology. 
EDP Anal. (IISA),.vol.18, no.11, p.1-13 (Nov. 1980). 
Some organizations are installing distributed systems, includsng autninated. 

office systems. Computer nod communication technologies  its  n key tole in 

the systems ocing 'considered. To properly drcitIr on tlic.e.nymteno. the top 
executives reviewing the organiration-wide pilots ettuhl know notortIont nhout 

111••• plUIIIIIIIIS new It+ 1111.110gica 11116  si ii.  le  lus.  um., 	 1..0 f ,roldr 

are  learnIng about the new developments, nnd wItAt C.111j14111Ci tire doing lui 

col do) to help their esecutnes stay up- to-date in these rICIdS. (5  relu.)  

9892 	WP  vs. DI', The war is on!. 
• Systems (S. Africa). vol.10, no.9, p 5 - 6 (Sept. 1980). 

The power struggle in the office is on. Who will win; the Dp manager  or  the 
WP manager? Several factors are in the  WI'  manager's favour. In most  cases  
te  has a better understanding of his company's human resources, how to lead 
and motivate, an understanding of sectional information requirements and a 
ssorking knowledge of technology available. Technology is progressing so fast, 
that even the Fughlv quali fied technical staff in the DP department have 
trouble keeping, tracii of what is available. (no re (s.) ._ 

9421 	lanerratIou la Canada. D.M.Walker (Ontario Educational Com- 
munications Authority, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). 
LB!  (Ede. Broadcast Mt., (GB), vol.13. no.3, p.115-17 (Sept. 1980). 
rne Canadian version of teletext—Telidon—is described. Unlike other teletext 
system* .  Tendon user an alpha-geometric approach, whiCh doe" not require 
images to be formed by picking out cordinates on a mosaic grid. Teliclon 
incorporates features , whic'n make it an educational medium in its own right. 
Future development, are discussed. The Progrninme Evaluation Annlylis 
Computer is also decribed It  consista of a portable.• wireless, inn:rot:on s . 
puter-bue4 machine, capable of recording moment-to- moment reactions to 
television programming by large  groupa of subjects while thcy view. (no 
re(s.) . 	_ 

5169 	IBM instrument' and teclusology form office organisation. 
Amin. à Strum. (Italy), vol.28, no.7-8, p.629-32 (July-Aug. 1980): In 141- 
ian. 
A selection of IBM office equipment recently introduced on the Italian 
market is described. The selection covera office automation equipment espe-
cially those eoncerning official and technical documentation. The following 
are detailed: System .6 fast document stamping; 6640 copying machine  Il  
electronic and magnetic copier; electric and magnetic support typing 
machines. Short general machine descriptions for each type are included. (no 
rata.)  T.H. 

1241à 	Videotex artworks. A.J.S.Ball, O.V.Bochmann. J.Oecsei (Univ. at  
Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Cinida). 
computer (USA), vol.13, no.12, p.8-1 4  (Dec, 1 980). 
Using the home TV screen. videotex networks can provide easy, inexpensive 
accent to rut amounts of information. The authors conaider planned and 
possible network structura. (15 t e ls.) 
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35881 	Towsrds a methodology for office information eummunicati« 

systems research. D.Tapscott (B-N Software 'Res Inc., Toronto. Canada) 
Integrated Office Systems— Burutics Proceedings.uf the IFIP  7 ('-ii Interna• 
tional workshop, Verssilles, France, 6.9 Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands 
North-Hulland 1980), p 71-91 
Presents a contribution towards the development of a comprehensive research 
methodology to measure the impact of integrated office systems on the effec• 
tiveness of knowledge workers and organizations. An overall perspective on 
office systems is presented. The problem of research design is selected fur 
examination and four design types reviewed. laboratory experiments, true 
experiments in field settings, quasi-experiments, and non-experimental designs 
The author concludes by summarizing some general problems in office 
systems research.  119 rets.)  

35882 	OrgenIsatketal context of office systoles.  J C.Newman. T B Ward 
(Sehool of Psychology, Centre for Management Education, Ulster Polytech., 
Newtownabbey, N Ireland) 
Integrated Office Systems kturotics. Proceedings  ut  the IF1P TC-6 Interna-
tional workshop, Versailles .  France, 6.9 Nov 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands• 
North-liulland 1980), p93101 
Considerations concerning the organisational context of the office of the 
future are derived from the perspective of systems ;henry. The central impur. 
lance of knowledge.work as à wealth.creating process is demonstrated by 
analysis of the modes of organisation-environment interaction It is argued 
that the central design concept for integrated office systems must be the 
augmentation of the effectiveness of the knowledge•worker, rather t hart  the 
displacement of secretarial labour by fragmenting and automating routine 
communications (12 refs ) 

35610 	Playbsg with words 'word processing', II Voyse) 

Comput Manage. 1681, p 14.15. 17, 1920. 	(Aug 19801. 

Looks at the CUrreni stale of word processing through the latest product 

developed hy the British office systems company New, (no refs ) 

• 
35354 	The Information bos  lis the automated office. 	N  H Meisner 
(MITIIL Ciirp , Bedford, MA, 'SA) 
Integrated Office Systems— Buruitcs Proceedings  ni  the IMP  1(*-6 Interns 
tional workshop.  Versailles,  France, h.9 Nov 1979 tAinsterdant, Netherlands 
North.11idland 1980), p 149 htl . 	. 	_ 	. 

34000 	kilsaneed •sstein planning of the US game wilier fur the nos , 
R  P  Nctrooto: ttis Postal Service Res & Del, labs Rockville .  MIL  11>A) 

SID Internattonal Symposium Digest of 1 echnical P5 pers.  San Diego. ( A. 

USA, 29 April I Ma) 19110 II os Angeles.  I.  A. USA  SI I)  19801. p 16.1 7  
A general dsnanucs study of I../sISS in 19o9 established thc feasibility of an 

EMS system The 1971 President's Domestic Couni.il Study identillid elec. 
ironic message service as a ;lea  technological opportunity fur improved mail 
service  Fins Il)  a Conversion system study by Philco•Ford Corporation in 1973 
confirmed the technical feasihtlits of high-speed input conversion These 

USPS studies hase indicated potential  sers te  benclits. econonm. viability and 
technieal feasibilst) of Ilk15 5 (no re ) s 

358.83 	Conceptual approach to office automation. E Andre. G Hugo (Cen• 
tre de Recherche C11-118 Antenne, Grenoble, France),  J Ilameon 
Integrated Of fice Systems Hu:cities. Proceeding> of the IFTP 	Interna• 
tional workshop, Versailles. France, 6.9 Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands 

. North-Holland 1980), p.127-46 
The authors think that office-automation may be presented like a set of 
services which have many interactions It is only wohln the framework of a 
widely distributed andintegrated system that office automation appears parti-
cularly interesting. This distribution of the services will.require the stuntman 
festoon between the systems and oblige 'to estahlish precise communications 
conventions The authors think that the elaboration of such protocols can take 
advantage of a conceptual analysis of the global prtiblem (20 refs 1 

3 33967 	Does distributes' preeessing pay off?. 	11, M Stilltvati (McDonnell 
2  Douglas Automation, Long Beach, (  A. I !SA 1 

Dutontation Ht.% .1r..>01.26, no 9, p 192, 194, 196 (Sept 19811) 
Discusses the costs ol distributing 	sompany's management Inlionia 	 
systems. (no Fels) 

36274 	Various paths to .electrunie mail. 
EDP  Anal.  fL/S.4j, vol.18, no 9, p 1-13 (Sept 19801 
Considers the meaning of electronic mail Message creation. ntessage distribu-
tion , message recipient and variety of environments are identified as relevant 

functions. Three levels—document dislribulitos SySteMs, computer message 
systems and computer con(erencing SyStein!,— grc 'entitled, and types  of  pro-
duct available In each category are considered. The author also discusses a 
project studying the Info-Plex electronic nail service oflered by Plesus 
Corporation and a West Coast manufacturer's use of a computer conferencing 
system on a sensitive marketing project (7  tels.)  

36401 	Videotex led Its edsKstional potential. M.II Aston (Ailvtiory Unit 
.1 	for Cuntputer Based Education, Hatfield, England) 

Euromirro J (Netherlands), vol.6, no 4, p 202.4 (July 1980). 
In the last two years, micro-computers have flooded iniu our schools, and 
culleges, giving pupils and leschers alike a new power, the full potential of 
which has yet lo be realized At the bailie  lutte, the United kingdom  hua  seen 
the public launch of Prtatcl ,  the British Post Office viewdata service and  the 
growth or a variety of teletext services, very few of which have found their 
way into the classroom to date. In this .lecture, the author makes some 
attempts at drawing the thresds together and pointing the way to some of the 
developments which are possible, and  ut  Is hoped, desirable, in the education 
system. (no re(s.) 

/.1 .e 	8." t 

362)1 	Audio review of test. 	Vi,k I oster,Jr., 11.R Grubb. R 	Karnes, 
• p t  m oo t ', R Stipe, J 	fench HUM Corp , Armonk, NY. USA) 

lliAl lr.11 nimlmure Hull N'N..1), v.1.23, no  I. p 3S-7  (Jonc  19801 	• 
I lie IIIM dud," typing unit inylutles a line  bu fier  for holding data lor autho 
fern:. 'I he authors describe how an operator mantpulates ilos data in thc 
process of finding and correcting errors A twelve•button keypad is provIded 
for controlling audio output (no rets ) 

35626 	WI'  as aid  la  type-setting, 
Which Word Prorest (UM. vol.', no. ). p 49, 51 (Sept. 19801 
The increasing number of word processing systems provide a challenge for the 
manufncturers of photocomposition equipment• hoss could the text editing 
capabilities of an office WP system be harnessed to a type-setter'  In the 
printing industry t lucre  are three approaches to this; some manufacturers 
maintain that there would be nu economic advantage  un  doing this, some 
supplies can handle word processors as remote input terminals for their equip-
ment,  or  word pro.tev.von can be mounted directly  on-lune  to  photo
typesetters (nu refs / 

33989 	Turpin oat the line 'data security'. . M.Breeze. 
Sys, lot 1G8i, vul g, no.g, p 47.9 (Aug, 1980 1 
Data networks have dramatically increased in smporiance over the past few 
years Today virtually every commercial organisation make& manic use of wire 
data transfers, perhaps the major users being the banks; in the USA it  ta 
'hough' that as much  as 1708 billion la moved  per  day by domestic wire 
transfers. Yet the communication  lunes  are the weakest point of any network, 
and certainly they are the must difficult to  police,  hence the current interest 
in data communications security The author discusses current methods and 
devices to improve data security, and defines some basic terms. (nu refs / 

• 33994 	WP glossary. 
~ Ulrich W,,r4I Prtx-est (GB/. vol I, nu.), p.59-60, 63, 65-6 (Sept 1980) 

Provides Inuit of the terms commonly encountered in brochures and sales 
presentations. &tine technical mentions, discussion or the 'hardware elements 
of word processing, und descriptions of  the functions and facilities which can 
be expected frum WPs arc included. (no relu.)  

3 3)949 	Disappearance of the office as  sue  kola's it, EBoeuf, I>  Recul  
WU, 161a yid 39, no 724, p 18  1 18 Sept 19801 

'Ha: practical implications of office autornatton was the subject of the Insti• 
lute of Data Processing Management/Langton essas competition for 1980 
Presents extracts Isom the second and third prizewinning essays . 11a. author, 
foresee  the  emergence  il I uddite trade unions, computer•aided computer 
fraud and a working porn:I:won of machines and also a world of cottage 
workers, .ho lease their homes only to go on holiday (no refs.) 

• 33941 	I sent a letter to my lute...)dectroalc maI11.  Il Sttortelge 
(

• —

output Airmage. (681,  pli-9, 11.12 (Aug 1980) 
Discusses the emerging technology  of  electronic mail. The prubleins whitit 
arise frum it arc examined (nu refs.) 

33942 	Sunhat of the fittest (distributed processing'. R.Wenig 
Comput Alunage (Gill, p. )4-7 (Aug 19801. 

• Discusses  the  effects of distributed processing on the operation of computer 
centres The effect this will have for EDP managers is exatroned (no  relu  I 

340414 	Technology: industry iuld of management problems. 
Mod 011  il  puns Montle (Austrulia) vol 1 9 , nit.lt. p 28 (July 1 9 801 
The office equipment industry has become, in the eyes of the nubile, and 

particularly the unions, the whipping boy for all the upheaval:,  new teelinologs 
is causing Through its organisation, the Office Equipment Industry Assucia• 
min of Australia lad. (NSW division) the industry is attempting  tut  euereci 
this stale of affairs by publishing its own parser on technological change and 
by holding a seminar for its members. (no refs.) 

33936 	Online control of office operations. 	L.Kendler 

Anew In( Iliermanyl. vol 22, no 9. p 357.64 . (Sept 19801 In German 

lIme high degree of work.sharing Is characteristic of Complex organitation ,  It 

rant es the  ci  iciency id the business process while the efforts of control 

increase These disadvantages can be eliminated by the online systeni 

described The basic idea us that the system schedules and distribute> thc 

opettotons The tasks assigned determine  ta  which extent planning, control. 

monitoring. Jrid reeording of the business process can be duhc automatically 

The author shows the facilities for three different types of tasks, which arc 

typical fur the aerospace industry. (15 refs.) 
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33994 	.Office models and office systems steelgs. W.Newman 
Inteprated Office Systems- Burotics Proceedings or the (HP TC•6 Interne-
none! workshop, Versailles, France. 6-9.Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 
North-Holland p 3-10 
Summarises recent work un office modelling and discusses the implications of 
this work on office systems design The discussion is illustrated with examples 
of previous approaches to office systems design, and suggests possible 
approaches tu adopt in the future. (9  tels.)  

33,97 	Integrated office systems protorole. N Naffah ( (R IA, Le Chesney, 
France). 
Integrated O ffice Systems- Ilurinics. Proceedings id the IFIP 1C•6 Interna' 
tional workshop, Versailles. France, 6.9 Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam. Netherlands. 
North-llolland I9110), P.13-25 
A reference model fur an integrated office systems is presented The set of 
protocols that handle the,interworking between the different entities comps's. 
ing the system are given. The model is  band on a  hierarchy of layer> and 
their related protocols. Applications arc at the top layer and correspond to  the 
new services to be altered in the integrated office message. teleconferencing 
services, archival service The author presents an approach toward definining 
J general model which may be adequate for a varrety of applications The 
locus  of attention will be on message services. 129 refs I 

33998 	Office streamlining. C Fllis, R.Gibbons. P Morris 
Integrated Office Systems- liurinics. Proceedings of the IFIP 11 -6 Interna-
tional workshusi, Versailles. France, 6-9 NoY 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands -
North-Holland 191(0). p 1 I 1-25 
Describes a mathematical technique fur streamlining the information flow 
within offices ,\Ithough the technique performs a number of useful trans-
formations and imtimizations i in  un office flow diagram. its prunary purpose 
to use this to derive other forms of the office which el-  e minimal In certain 
well-defined ways. These nonimal forms  of  the office description show the 
basic necessary information flows and the invariant information requirements 
that must be met in any realization of a specific set of alike  (onctions (33 
re(s ) 

• • 

35881 	Towards • a methodology for office- information communication 
systems research. D.Tapscott•10.N Software Res Inc , Toronto. Canada). 
Integrated Office Systems -13urofics. Proceedings of the 1F1P TC-6 Interna-
tional workshop, Versailles, France, 6-9 Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 
North-Holland 1980), p.71-91 
Presents a contribution towards the development of a comprehensive research 
methodology to measure the impact of integrated office systems on the effec-
tiveness of knowledge workers and organizations An overall perspective on 
o ffice sVstems is presented. The problem of research design is selected for 
examination and four design types reviewed:, laboratory experiments, truc 
experiments in field settings, quasi-experiments. and non-experimental designs 
The author concludes by summarizing some general problems in office 
systems research. (19 refs.) 

35882 	Organisational  castrat of office systoles.  J C.Newman, T.B Ward 
(School of Psychology, Centre for Management Education, Ulster Polytech., 
Newtownabbey.. N.(reland). 
Integrated Office .Systems- BURgICS. Proceedings of the 1FIP TC-6  Interna-
tional  workshop, Versailles, France. 6-9 Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands 
North-llulland 1980), p.93. 10I 
Considerations concerning the organisational context of the office of the 
foliate arc derived from  the  perspective of systems theory. The central smpor• 
tance of knowledge-work as a wealth-cleating process is demonstrated by 
analysis of the modes of organisation-environment interaction It is argued 
that the central design concept fur integrated of fice systems must be the 
augmentation ol the effectiveness of the knowidedge•woriter, rather than the 
displacement  of.  secretarial labour by fragmenting and automating routine 
communications. (12 refs.) 

35883 	Conceptual approach to office automation. E.Andre. (.i Bogo (Cen• 
tre de Recherche  Cil-1l13 Antenne, Grenoble. France), 1 Harneun 
Integrated Office Systems -Flurolics Proceedings of the IFIP 1C-6 Interna-
tional workshop. Versailles, France , 6-9 Nov. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands 
North-liolland 1980). p 127-46 
The authors think that office. - automation may be presented like à set of 
services which have many interactions It is only within the framework of a 
widely distributed andintegrated system that office automation appears  parti. 

 cularly interesting. This distribution of the services will require  the  common-
ication between - the systems and oblige to establish precise communications 
conventions. The authors think that the elaboration of such protocols can take 
advantage of a conceptual analysis of thc global problem (20 refs ) 
3e884 	The irlfOrinaliffll ibitS In the automated office. 	N.B.Mehmer 
(MITRE Corp.. Bedford, MA. USA) 
Integrated Office Systems -Burenics. Proceedings of the IFIP -TC.6 Interna-
tional workshop. Versailles. France, 6-9  Nos'. 1979 (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 
North-llolland 19801, p 149-60 
It is difficult to predict the  mis of voice, video, and data traffic which will 
compose the future office environment. The maturation of - automated office 
systems from Ihe word procesaar supported typing pods, which greatly 

enhance support staff productivity with only an ancillary elfeci on profes-
sional productivity. to sophisticated distribution of intelligence devices focused 
primerily on the profestsonal, demands a flexible. adaptable . communications 
net work to support the mu Iii• mode, multi.actess. iriu hi silestina lion commun-
ications system. The information bus implemented via a CATV•like coaxial 
cable plant offers the flexibility tu provide a single highly adaptable local 
communications medium which will meet these needs as they are implemented 
without cosily reconfiguration of the communications network The investment 
in plant required  for  this cable system must be viewed with respect to the 
multi-mode communications it provides This may he among the more cost 
effective investments in the automated office,  1111  rel.) 



23414 	The writer's workbench: computer aids foe text analysis. 
N.H.Macdonald, L.T.Frase, P.S.Gingrich, S.A.Keenan (Bell Labs., Piscat-
away, NJ, USA). 
IEEE Trans. Commun. (USA). vol.30, no.1, pt.l. p.105-10 (Jan. 1982). 
This paper describes  the.  Writer's Workbench programs, which analyze 
English prme and suggest improvements.  Sortie  limited dita on the use of the 
Writer's Workbench and its acceptance are also presented. The Writer't 
Workbench incorporates the style and diction programs, described in a previ-. 
ous paper of this Transactions, into a more extensive system to help writers 
improve their writing.  The  system runs under the UNIXTm  operating system, 
and includes programs to: (I) proofread, (2) comment on stylistic features of 
text, and (3) provide reference information about the English language. 
Among other wnting faults the programs detect split infinitives, errors in 
spelling and punctuation, overly long sentences, wordy phrases, and passive 
sentences. (16 refs.) 

23415 • The potential of fonm ln office amontatlost. N.H.Gehard  (Bell 
 Labs.. Murray Hill, NJ, USA). 

IEEE Trans. Commun. (USA), vol.30, no.1, pt.1, p.120-25 (Jan. 1982). 
Forms have been used in the design of at least three office automation 
systems (OfficeTalk, Odyssey, and OFS). Fonns help C134 the transition from 
t manual office system based on paper forms to a computer office system 
based on electronic forms. Forms also exhibit other advantages, not exploited 
presently, that make them very desirable for inclusion in offi ce automation 
systems of the future. Potential eapabilaties of electronic forms art explored 
by focusing on three important aspects—fields, abstraction, and access rights. 
Electronic forms can have a large variety of fields; constraints and rules can 
be associated with these fields and automatically enforced Moreover, for= 
are similar to abstract data types. Treating forms as abstract data types 
allows their being used as an abstraction tcol and facilitates many kinds of 
automatic error checking..Finally, access rights can be associated with  forma 

 to ensure that forms are accessed and/or modified by appropnxte ucers only. 
To illustrate the ideas presented. an  .exemplary form definition is presented 
and some implementation deuils ducuesed, (10  relu.)  

23437 	Prospects for the optical  dive  li the•offite of the future. R.Barreet 
(School of Engng.. Hatfield Polytech., Hatfteld, England). 
Repror. Q. (G.8), vol.14, no.4, p.140-3 . (Autumn 1981). 

•The  author describes .in detail the development of optical videodiec:s—both 
read-only and direst.read-after-write sytems—and looks  al  their potential 
applications in modern information management systems. e.g. for providing 
real.time access to source document archives. He concludes that, provided 
problems with resolution and archival quality are resolved ,  optical disc tech-
nology will have a major impact on the information storage and retrieval field 
and that digital optical recording systems using thin film  dises  will be viable 
by 1985/86 and presenting major competition to COM and magnetic tape 
storage systems by 1990. (3 refs.) 

23462 	The inherent «ionization of the taper office: implications for elec- 
tronic document management systems. G,WIrving. J.Van Praag, D.Gilfoil 
(Exxon Office Sysierris Co.,  Princeton,  NJ, USA). 

-Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 25th Annual Meeting, Rochester, 
NY, USA, 12-16 Oct. 1981 (Santa Monica, CA, USA: Human Factors Soc. 
1981), p.368 
Summary form only given, substantially  as  follows. An exploratory investiga-
tion analyzed 4 small number of existing paper offices, modeled their physics l  
organizations ,  and studied the behaviors of their owners in document filing 
and retrieval tasks. Multidimensional scaling techniques were used to discover 
the inherent dimensionality of the mental models the users had created of 
their paper offices. Protocol analysis was employed to infer cues used for 
aiding retrieval based on incomplete information. This set of cues was eval-
uated for candidate dimensions in the mental model or the upper office. The 
results of the ,  exploratory investigation were evaluated for user interface 
requirements of electronic document management systems. Classical DBMS 
query langueges and data modela  were evalueted agauut the user interface 
requirements. (no  relu.)  

23395 	The CEO . goes 	J•.F,Rockart, M.E.Treacy. 
Harvard Bus. ReV.. (USA?. vol.60. no.1,  p.82.8 (Jan.-Feb. 1982). 
Improved computer technology, coupled wIth a heightened analytic orientation 
among top managers, is beginning to change the pattern by which a company 

.funnels information to the apex of its organizational pyramid. In some com-
panies the responsibility for ussng such data-based support has moved into the 
executive office itself and the top managers have become active participants 
in the process ,  and not•Just final consumers of its output. (no relu.)  

13386 	The  electronic offset and organizational behavior—measuring offset 
activities. D.W.Conrath. C.A.Higgins. C.S.Thachenkary, W.M.Wright (Cen-
tre for the • Evaluation of. Communication-Information Technol.. Univ. of 
Waterloo. Waterloo , Ontario. Canada). 
Comput. Networks (Netherlands); vol.5, no.6, p.401-10 (Dec. 1981). 
Electronic office systems have traditionally been designed by technical experts 
with little input from user need assessments conducted bv behavioural scien-
tism A set of taxonomies designed to express the needs  of  white collar laCrl 
in terms meaningful to both the above is presersted. •(8  rets.)  

. - 	 ..- 	• 
•13390 	UK firons lag la bunt for office market. M.Ceffey. 
Computing (GB), vol.10, no.2, p.16 (14 Jan. 1982). 
Discusses factors causing the British market for office automation systems to 
lag behind that of the United States. (no refs.) 

13440 	Office automation needs. Studying enattaierial work. R.R.Panko 
• (Coll. of Business Administration, Univ. of Hawaii. Honolulu, HI, USA). 
• Telerommun. Policy (GB1. vol.5, no.4, p.265-72 (Dec. 1981). 

Managerial work stations are expected to proliferate in the near  future. But 
managers have diverse needs. To serve managers well, one must have ways of 
studying managers, so that we can adapt systems to their individual needs.. 
The author discusses three •roads to the study of managers: use-of.time analy-
sis. the analysis of procéduree, and the critical success factors approach. The 
author also raises the issue of how much individualizetion one can afford and 
how much users really want. (23  relu.)  
13441 	Office automation: front  barriers to gateways. S.L.Saldwin, 
G.P.Rouleati (Dept. of Communications, Ottawa, Ontario ,  Canada). 
TelecommuW Policy (GB),  vol.5, no.4, p.323-5 (Dec. 1981). 
Office automation is a concept with which the majority, of executives and 
senior • managers profess to agree but to which few have made a serious 
commmitment. The authors examine the barriers to office automation which 
may be responsible for the reluctance of many exeeutives to proceed with 
automating the office. In addition, they offer suggestions for removing the 
real and perceived obstacles to office automation. (no refs.) 
23442 	Mooch meet to come in office. 
Which Comput. (GB), p.59 - 20 (Oct. 1981). 
The electronic office hat become a marketing and sales concept designed to 
entice commercial users into a week' of terminals, communications and user. 
friendly software produCts. The reality, however, mey be somewhat different 
as companies struggle to understand the technology and the producu on the 
market. This article looks  ai  some facts and figures and finds the reason why 
the  level of market penetration is not particularly high. (no  rais.)  

23453 	The  European word processing environment 
In  book:  International word processing equipment and software guide 1982, 
p.13.15. Lighlwater, Surrey, England: Network Communications (1982), 
164 pp. 
The database on installation of these machines throughout Europe shows very 
clearly  hou,  having defined the term .  Germany adapted very quickly to the 
use of the equipment although in general they have done so in a rather 
different *ay to the rcst of the world. Studies in Germany have suggested 
that at least 70% of the text which is typed it in fact a repeat of work  that  
has been produced .  previously. Elsewhere in the continent commerce and 
industry could not adapt to this technique so easily and therefore the installa-
tion of word processing equipment lagged way behind until the middle 1970s 
when the deVelopment of screen based word processors introduced the ability 
to mise text much more easily during a long multi-page  document  and also 
compose these texts and in particular tabular matter in a much more sophisti-
cated and easy manner. (no refi.) 

23454 	Deteloping a 5 year strategy for office automation. 
In book: 'International word processing equipment and software guide 1982, 
p.25.31. Lightwater, Surrey, England: Network Communications (1982), 
164 pp. 
What can we expect of technology in the immediate future? First, the suppli-
ers will continue to make their technologies availeble to ever smaller  organisa-
tions  until the 'micro'. is used by everyone who uses a keyboard. Second. the 
technology will subsequently be made available to the prOfessionals and deci-
sion makers. Third. the increastng nurnber of office machines will intercom. 
municate much more than  as  present. (no rets.)  

23.420 	The  impact of distributed laformation on  she  office. D.N.Chortrat• 
Int. Bus. Equip. (Belgium),  vo1,18, no.3, p.1-3, 6, 8.10, 12 (Oct. 1981). In 
English, German, French. 
The office of  the future will have a central nenrous system fed by a number 
of information transmission, switching and storage services. It will be directly 
linked and interactive with all other offices in the organizetion through• a 
network of multifunction computer work stations, called a Distributed 
Information System. Executives will use video displays tied to micropreemeors 
that control routine office work. (no rets.)  

13445 	Front office automation to personal automation: an AI perspective. 
C.Rieger (Computer  Sel.  Dept.. Univ. of Maryland, Colteee Park, MD, 
USA). 
Proceedings or the International Confetence 'on Cybernetics and Society, 
Atlanta, GA, USA, 26-28 Oct. 1981 (New York., USA: IEEE 1981),  9.449-
55  
Office automation  is  part of a larger trend toward personal automation, and, 
eventually, artificially intelligent computer syetems that help individuals 
manage their professional activities. The paper considers three eras of this 

'ongoing information processing evolution (the of fi ce automation, ,  personal 
automation, and artifictal intelligence eras), illustrates the first two with case 
studies in running systems developed by the *Other and his colleagues, and 
speculates about the third as it might exist within five years. (no refs.) 

13383 	'Voice mall' Is getting ready for a big meads. W,A.Saxton, 
M.Edwards. 	• 
Can. Datosyst. (Canada), vol.13, no.10. p.136. 140 (Oct. 1981 ) . 
Looks at the development of voice mail systems which store messages in 
digital form for delivery at a liter  timè. Systems such as Speechfile from 
IBM. Wang's DVX (Digital Vence Exchangel, Digital's PBX. AT&T's PBX 
and TI's VMS ('voice Message System) are reviewed.  trio  refs.) 
23384 	Wang aims Alliance at office  automation,  
Can. Datasyst.  (Canada;.  vol.13, no.I2, p.63 (Det. 1981). 
A summary of recent office products introduced by Wang is presented. The 
series of major product announcements spanning several technologies ts the 
firm's bid for an office automation position. (no relu.)  



23411 	Database alerting techniques for office activities management. . 

Jo-mei Chang (Bell Labs., Murray Hill, NJ. USA), Shi-kuo Chang. 

IEEE Trans. Commun. (USA). vol.30, no.1, pi.1, p.74-81 (Jan. 1982) 

In this  piper the authors approach the problem of office tetivities manage-

ment from the database viewpoint. Database alerting techniques are devetopted 

to serve the purpose of office activities management. A conceptual framework 

for office information system design is presented. Simple database  alertera  
and implementation techniques. existential alerters and urne alertera  are dis-

cussed. An example of journal editing is described in detail. Finally, alerter 

system stability is dtscussed. (15  rets.)  

23412 	Development of a spelling list. M.D.Mcilroy (Bell Labs., Murray 

Hill. Ni.  USA). 
IEEE Trans. Commun. (USA). vo1.30,  no.!,  pt.1, p.91.9 (Jan, 1982). 
The word list used by the UNIX spelling checker, SPELL, was developed 

from many sources over several years. As the spelling checker may be used on 
minicomputers, it is important to make the list as compact as possible. Strip-

ping prefixes and suffixes reduces the list below one third of its original size, 

hashIng discards 60 percent of the bits that remain, and claut compression 

halves it once again. This pseer tells how the spelling checker works, hcnv the 
words were chosen, how the spelling checker was used to improve itself, and 

how the (reduced) list . of 30000 English words was squeezed into 26000 

16-bit machine word.s. (17 refs.) 

2336e 	Planning for integration in office antonriation. N.D.Meyer. , 
Syst.. Objectives. Solutions (Netherlands), vol.l. no.4, p.217-23 (Nov. 1980. 
Integration of the various information tools in the office will more com-

prehensively support managerial and professional work. An empirical study 

compares a stand-alone with an integrated computer•based message system, 

and demonstrates synergy among office information tcols. To build an inte-
grated office information environment requires c.areful planning. However, to 

plan top-down for integration may •neglect unique local user needs and the 

importance of user involvement in a process of evolutionary change. Having 

explored the meaning and importance or integration in office system, this 

paper suggests a strategy for evolving integration ,  a balance between top-
down planning and bottom-up implementation. (20  rets.)  

23381 	Electravic mall: nuking belies towards a promising objective. 
A.Tau.sz. 
Cari. Datasyst. (Canada). vol.13, no.10. p.72-5 (Oct. 1981). 
Looks  as the latest developments and applications of electronie mail. Two 
systems are discussed. COMET (COMputer MEssage Transmission) allows 
the executive to communicate without always being in the office. MERLIN 
(Multifunction Electronic  Mail Report  Retrieval Linked Information Net-
work) un link approximately 1000 terrninals throughout the systems. (no 
rets.)  

23357 	Records managers  face  a challenge. .1.M.Lusa. 
infosyszems  (USA), vol.28. no.10, p.84. 86 (Oct. 1981). 
With the continuing development of on-line computers and word processing, 

records managers must develop new techniques to protect the information 
lifeblood of a business or governmental operation. (no refs.) 

23367 	Plowing for office automation: a round table discussion. 
Computer...0.1d (USA), vol.15, no.49, p.113/4-14 (7 Dec. 1981). 
The discussion explores emerging Issues in office automation beginning with 
strategic and organisational planning. (no  rets.)  
23368 	The rocky road to office automation.  O.  course?. A.Dooley. 
Computerworld (USA), vol.15, no.52 • vol.16,  no.!,  p.97-9 (28 Dec. 1981 - 4 
Jan ,  19821. 
Navigating through thc seas of office automation (OA) during 1981 was 
essentially a matter of trial and error for both prospective users and OA 
vendors. The OA onslaught has been a subject of discussion for several years. 
But it • was not until 198) that OA became a reality for these prospective 
users and a major factor in the marketing atrategies or OA vendors. The 
author discusses the problems that exiit IS with any young industry. (no 
refs.) 

23373 	The Automated Desk. L.Yedtvab, C.F.Herot. R.L.Rocenbeig 
(Computer Corp. of America. Cambridge, MA. USA), C.Grocs. 
SIGSMALL News'. (USA). vol.7, no.2, p.102.8 (Oct. 1981). (Joint Proceed-
ings of the SIGSMALL Symposium on Small Systems and the SIGMOD 
Workshop on Small Database Systems. Orlando, FL. USA. 13-15 Oct. 1981). 
The automated desk is an online ,  spatial interface to a time-shared computer 
utility. It  supporta a user in organising, locating, and handling computerised 
information and tools. The user sees his 'desk top' through an intelligent 
display terminal which is connected to a -host computer. The desk top is a 
large flat surface about 500 times the  aise  of a ordinary desk top. On it, the 
user ean place objects in groupings which are meaningful to him. Prcicesses 
can be associated with these objects to perform any online information han-
dling function. (4  tels.)  

23 378 	Tive interface  ai the  desk edge [office automation'. U.Herrrnann- 
storfer. 
Off. Manage. (Germany), vol.30. no.l. p.44-6 (Jan. 1982). In German. 
Presenu thoughts and reflections an the social and human implications on the 
electronic automation in the office, the man-machine interface; thc new divi-
sion of labour introduced by new communication technology ,  the transition 
(rom  a 'technical' to à 'social' organization. A few decades ago office equtp-
ment consisted of a typewriter and telephone, to which lateraccounting 
machines, copiers were added. Introduction of integrated ,  computerized fully 
automated office system bnngs along a series of problems on humas  lerel 
which should not be overlooked. (no refs.) LG.S. 

• 
20023 	Office automatiom watching tbe human factor. M.Colley. 
Computing (GB). vol.10, no.5, p.20 (4 Feb. 1982). 
Examines three firms which have built systems with the human factor in 
mind in the design of their equipment. These companies are OTL, Xerox and 
Wang. (no rets.)  
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36111 	the ()flee 	the future and information science. I: Isloticnscn 

Nan :nu! ()mine Meeting Ptieeeslines  ut the Second National ()Mine !.leet• 

in.  New  'I s'.,  1!S.\ 	 Match 1981 (Medford, (91, 	 1i-tritest 

Inte,.j;i.iis  in 	1‘.911, p 

Deals with the fOliwaii broad but highly euniples issues related to office 

acme:tan in and intorrnat.an 	 (1 	 •state•ethe•ari . 	Ille 

.11 the future and esnecied developeients: 12) eurreut trends lOwnrd ,  

CUIS integration and multokinctions of equipment; (3) neuds for and prob- 

lems asaii- czated with orearnaational change 3( 	Icves of the urganication: 

t 	 inintion starchme and the office of the future,  si tilt  

parti. - oh.r -a.; 	ii• or: activ-ies by the A.`iiS SreelnI Interest ( roup on the 

antinned oitiec 	: the future; if.) surve>  mil  ai'llroullutIclY ts`o 	bd9,0-  

,„ phi,: data 'oases, co:it:limas informat - on 	offiee automation and a (11>C1là• 

NI(1 , 1 (.(f 	 io titrai  for multt•file searching, (n) 

fo 	 a:.d ioinprehensive 'immediate access' to highly 

.-irj.eted in'orrnation for iiiana:.ers if the office set the future; 1 7 ) needs for 

la;; eoyed r romuol.;aijuo bc;,ecil ;•rutcsiot131 interem . groups associated with 

the nifice  cl :e ioate and t...ii-rmation scleitte; and (3) needs fur a general 

i:cnis approash and the deschipment of appropriate educational/training 

prokranis rt graduate Ind professional levels (1-1  rets.)  

workshop ors rewards in office senusenksi 

n .; , Chatham, Cape ('ust, NIA, USA) 
, no 5, is It1.:'5 (AM ( ' 1981 ) 
presented al the t 	 liars W,,,k,s t uip 

id the onitlishop was to rinnime the oat.. id the 
eluaidaie the ...me s  ssstem designers welt: coo. 

ennoation nun.. •ssiiiiii• (It. lids 

34.101 	The automated orrice. implementing office automation. 

Sys, Int. Manogr IS :lira I, soli I, In) 	p 0.9 (Feb I% I I 

The electronic office as a total integrated information system is very much a 

concept of the usure  but evnlution towards it is dead!, evident. The  concept  

is capturing the imagination i si  many people and is attracting business  and  

general interest. This subject is examined. (no ter, ) 

3.110 	sineerssful office automation. I Martin 
Commit Pei(' 	vol 15, 	p 5ts•62. tin. 711, 2(0).4 iione 19011 

0111.c ault1111.1iion frees swot kers at all levels from  the;  most boring and least 

priductive tasks. its :init.-effectiveness makes it an economic bargain. too. 

Min:, would anyone flats( It (no ref. 

,Int 16 	°Mee automation scrsiees. N 	 (Inst. Nat. Je Recherche en 
Inform:111qm: et  tn Automatique 	 Rocquencourt. France) 
/4,4m:rm.:hue (Frotwel. vol. I& no 3, p.95-101 (May-June ( 901) In French. 
'llurotique .  sur  office automation NetVICCN arc classified imis individual. cooper-
ative and shared services 1:samples arc given in each category. The present 
sta:e of  suisse  implementations or computer•hased message systems, telecon• 
ferenong, docuMent production is given. Future trends In the design of all 
these set:Nice.% ire proposed 'I - he concept of integration of spice. image and 
text is a basic for t  of the  'message of information' communicated is intro-
duced The use of new storage nicilia (optical dise) and new communication 
med1.1 1,11ealue anti fiber optics) to -airport such communication aml storage 
requirements is expected. (no re (s ) 

34109 	Does Teleres.c. hang- office work!. IFSclaninrke 

Buerdin hruk (Germane). vid  21,  no b, p 1.:1.2, (44. ,  ( .t une 1981). In Geri 
min 
Ti..'  author elnirns that elnoronic iumniuniertnin create., assumluons about 
rartimilliration and humans:alum.. 1.1.'hercas. thruuyii over.eumralization, postal 

servhd,  'lase deteriorated since :h.: time of our graialtatheit. and ea.1y elec• 

'tunic letter•handling has been 	and extensive . Te'etex with us detentral- 

iicq operation has both simplined ann 	 up Vic tiansmission nf written 
inturiniumn. It has also raised the standard ;Ind •ntere•  1  of ,,,affice wog', the 

conditions and methiids hemp (ilbt:11,(1C(1 in detail 	Inn refs I J.(' b. 

34 ) 12 	Manufacturess face user rebellion (word processing. R,Mann. 

;empld ntett GI/nit I 	di 6. no 5. is 26-7 Oilay 0011 

1.sef nfnelliOn is beating up aea..rit the  gales  uf ncinufaeturers of standal-

..ne word and data procesiiors. I he result it the inireasingly rapid emergence 

or Inc Integrated Worm:won syttern But makers say that machines with 
inulti•furnitional capabilities. which users are demanding. are just another 

nrodin.t And den> Owl ihele Is any immediate prospect of single•functiun 

and data procecmas Neverthetess, manufacturers aCtO5S 

the board are working feerishty to  conte  up with the new hardware and 

software products user ..  want I no rcfs 

3.105 	Word processing: the automated office. 
'est lnf Manage tS. ..1fricat. vol.! I, no..!,  p.19 IFeb 19811. 
Presents a list of key arrears In which the commitment to office automation 
will inserse. Word processing heads the list (nu refs ) 

34104 	Record of the 
fi Ii  'Luber (Chatham Rats I 
SU, 111)li Re.. 	vol  II  
I hm.11..0:a Ideas 	issue,  

(nine ',swamis. I I.r intent 

ntt 	oflise ...Lein. and to 
.eili...1 	 se l., iw o v  III 
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1921 	They's, got tor Ive accep(ed tee lefice sysletwel. 	R./lelmreich 
'Niemen. Al,  Munchen, Germany). 

11°10  Ref,  ( i 	 Ih, rva.1. p.5-1 (Aug 1911). In  Germait. 
Th c 'ethnological pusaibilities of the office of the future are impressive:  corn.  
putes  power will be available at each workplace, new communicative systems 
.111 be equipped lot worldwide test, image and speech communication  But 

 will .11 these facilities really be wanted? And if so.  .bat ahuuld such office 
ty n ICITI% be like 10 lx asteeptcd ^  To answer this question,' Siemens launched a 
research program three years ago, whose task it is  nuit  only to prulx into the 
fswiabilities and benefits of this teohnology. but .1110 tu work toriard a 
humane design uf 'hex workstations, thus ensuring acceptance by the future 

use ,  14  tels.)  

2112 	Micropenceswor peripheral for viewdata. R ET- bugs 
Ateetroet techesoi (Gal .115,  no:), p 125.4 1July-Aug 1914 
Deli-rite, a dedicated 1 NI viewdata chip called LUCY which containt 12000 
actiac desn_ca and recluse, the IC package count for basic viewdata 
lion to four . ini.ludinti .the .hop 'tuff and the encruprocetsor on which  ut  is 
bated - the titYltC is  the (caul' of L100000 end 3 yeara of re-search and should 
help considerably tu  recluse the discouragingly high cost of viewdata systems. 
II refs) 

1912 	Microfilm Is the electosiaii: office. 
Hui Niyi  4  Equip (G81, p.3), 36. 19.40, 434, 41 t tune 1941) 
lhatuaaea the use of microfilm in the clectionica oriented office of the future 
The views of the Illb<tUrlirll IndUalf ) are put (no  rois.)  

IOW 	Planed—eat quite cricket. M May. 
Computeiwoefif  (IX 1G81. vol.2, p.I0 (1 July 1941) 
International gambits to secure Prciitel as a world leader in videotex continue 
with the rushed announcement that the.Prestel international service now has a 
new format. The ciment  national Preste)  service.  being made available tu 
those in the far fluna Corners of the earth It will include CIOCCI:i user group 
facilities which In the international trial over the past year were  (oued tu be 
the moat popular. It enables organisations to have etelusive  use  of certain 

-.parts of the information bank to meet intra.compaoy needa. (no  rets.)  

209 	The Josiah sy ,drome  pa/urination iackieryl. A Armatrong 
Bull  Ain Soc. frif Set fIJS.4.. vol 7 110 2 , P 20. I  11)4 '; 1910 ). 
Corporate giants know what the inlortnetion industry 1, doing and they  ire  

buying it as fast as they can This hes become ! rie  age of asklutaation, t no  

refs. 1 

1913 	Chaffin the pecigrrws of grepenes in Isuswess. 1 Chureh 
Comput Manage iG81, p.1.9 (May 1 9 141i. 
There  are a number uf inipurrant applications for ..ompuier graphica outside 
the  (AI) and computer assisted manufacture field One sin.). area of applica• 
ouna ia in business. Graphis presentation aaaiats  the  (dal and easy assimilation 
of data (nu refs) 
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4447 	Compaterized command and cootrcti systems: centers of police stew- 
Ity.work. H.Evers (Siemens Corp., Munich ,  Germany). 
Proceedings of the Third International Conference: Security Through Science 
and Engineering, Lexington, KY. USA, 23-26 Seps. 1980 (Lexington, KY, 
USA Univ, Kentucky 1980),  p.103 -11 
The paper will comprise a survey of implemented computer support in com-
mand and control centers, and point the way to >iambic developments in ibe 
future (14 refl.) 

4411 	Hue to organise tinkling fur compote, films. .1  l I intuit 
,41.4 ( 1/) iS Data Manage (Austral:us nil 20, no 4. p 11-4 (May 1981) 
Disi.usses how tu apply 'modern recuith management principles by classilyang 
individual records, both incoming and outgoing. into well defined information 
areas. ,  within these areas creating file titles In act:ordançe with a modern 
filing system. sorting the records into files containing both incoming and 
outgoing letters and documents ,  giving these files a relerence, then finally 
entering every file title created within the organisation into a comprehensive 
index or indeses.maintained within a computer Ino refs ) 

4412 	Computerised grapisles become a minder •oo4 for die office. 
.1 flostelman 
Xlini Off di Dula Alanage (Australia,. vol 20. nu 4 . P 47 . 49 .5 1  (P+4 4) 
1981) 
Managers are discuverIng the ease with which the graphics capability uf 
computer can make figures easy to read in the lurm uf graphs and bar 
chart% (nu rets ) 

4444 	Network commis aml speeds 1g:buoy plural Mts. 
Infissysierea (USA), vo1.21, no.9, p.149 (Sept. 1981). 
With • ring network connecting division offices, a central data b4se, and 

• diagnostic and control iystem, officers in this large traffic law enforcement 
4*cl:icy here quick accent to accurate and relevant data. (no refs.) 

2143 	 Ertemant telephone emit es the wty 
giant.  I Manssim 
Data !Denmark).  vol  11. nu 4, 	21.3 (April 1981 )  In 
A Swedish compeny LM FfIC1.0f1 traditionally a 
taken the step into the computer  te  lhe purchase 
only step showing the company's growing interest in 
ciailv in 'the office of the future' (no refs) 

2844 	()Mee asloweatloa: the smelt deadly s)n..  A 	liaraldsen. 
Data (Denmark), vol 11, no.6, p 34.6 (June 191411. In Norwegian. 
Management  han  .not understixxl the purpose behmd office automation, how 
to introduce it. the consequences for communication structure and how the 
organuation must be in order to use the concept in the best possible way. 

(no refs I 

4618 	The  ho  ot office- sidecites sod personal computers for oRice-anomm- 

iloot. 	R.Aranda ISavout Inst.., Carn(orth, England). 
Te /ei .ommantrorions 	vol 15, no.9, p 434. 46, 48. 50, 62 (Sept. 1981) 

Diseuses  the use of technological advances  for  enabling management staff to 

work at home Covered in this article are the need for improving office staff 

productoity, the remote office, videotex applications,^ersonal computers as 

multi-function work-tattun., and personal computers wit 'h videotex  1 13 refs ) 

4512 	loiteirstiwit 1* *Mee aritowtatioic are we putting the tart ahead of the 
bete?. R R.Panko (Unis. of Hawaii, Manor, HI, USA). 
Compute-world (USA), vo1.15. no.37, p.ID 15-24 (14 Sept 1981). 
The author takes a look at the history of office integration and calls for a 
deeper understanding of the diversity of office work. (no re(s.) 

4544 	Meridiwe [electronic Win system'. 
Elektronira (Netherlands). vol.29, no.12, p.49, 51 (24 June 1981). lw Dutch 
Describes Megadoc, a quick-access electronic filing system of very large 
capacity presented by Philips. Typed Of handwritten documents are automati-
cally recorded by laser nn a DOR (digital optical record) plate within I 
second. The information is stored in 'juke box' cabineu a 64 DOR plates 
each, with a capacity of 1 1 / 1  million - A4 sheets per 'juke box'. Each DOR 
plate contain% 10000 million bits 1..2500 sheet% size A4). The peripheralt• 
include a document reader, transfer memory, 2400.1ine screen, connections to 
data and telephone networks, word processor, text compressorideconspressor. 
(no refs ) J S 

4610 	Re-elide* e4  the  wired elks: what tbe mark« bas ta  e.fler. 
Mod Off it Daia .4lonage (Australia). vol.20, no 4, p 16 • 24 (May 1981). 
Gives an overview of the many paths to complete office automation (nu 
refs.) 

2:441 	Cemoperkee tie 	B.C.Cole. 
Duel-are Age (USA), vol.6, no.8. p94'6 (Aug. 1981). 
Discusses the prospects of corporation •employees working at borne with 
remote terminals on telephone or •microwave links, the possible benefits and 
pitfalls and reasons rot resistance to such innovstion. (no refs.) 

4543 	Ormicel  Me itxmoisent retrieval tystewt- a Re« approwek to offlee 
automation. II. S.Nakamura 
..1E1! (Japan), p.144.7 (July 19811 
For pt.I  nec  ibid., no 65, p 119.43 (1981) This part states that document 
processing  is  the  mon  t important aria in office automation and the difficulty 
of keyboard operation of Kanji characters gives rise to the necessity for the 
image file approach. The newly emerging image file, the optical disc ,  which 
swill contribute very much to this goal is described. 

4514 	Makin the *id **mikes spin. 
Cumputerwoeld 1./X (G8/. vol.2,  no. 8.  p.I0 (22 July 1981) 
Computer people who ought tu know better are making the same mistake 
about office automation as they once made about databates They tend to 
think of office work as a little symbol manipulation in between a lot of input 
and output. The real scale of the computational and software engineering task 
facing office automation does not seem to have been properly appreciated as 
yet With rings and fast  data  the problem is transferred to the failure 
Of the ring or bus. Hence the • use  by )(tonics of a replicated ring. The author 
discusses these problems. (no refs.) 

2)03 	Trambeeder data flow: barriers to Ilse free flow el Informatiem. 
V Block 
Infusyilems (USA).  nul  28, nu 9, p 108, 110, 112, 114 (Sept 1981). 
Protection of data, lists of tubs in the US DP industry and inflated costs for 
data trensmissiun are among the  concerna  feang companies that have afft-
hates outside the US. (no re(s.) 

4510 	Twi office of tie future la amen merging DP Mill Vele . A.G.Rock- 

hold. 
Infosysterris (USA). vol.21, no.9, p.92-4, 96. 98 (Sept. 1981). 
Word procesaing and data processing. along with other information technolo-
gies, are moving toward a common ground that will finally make the 'office 

of the future' a reality. (no re(s.) 

• 271*5 	The rocky road to office awienwitium. R 8 Forest 

Infosystenu (USA) ,  vis1.28, nu.9. p 140 (Sept 1981) 

(inc  managers ought to truist un careful. lung•term, bruod•gauge euunomic 

evaluations of office automation projects Office automation staffs ought •to 

undertake a MilbSIVC revtew of their current strategy (no refs ) 



1544 	Fat« the local area isetweek. Et Kennett. 
Word Prot -ell NON (Gel, p 7.10 (ScP1 1981) - 
oeil  networks are rinigned to link computere and other digital devices in the 

same building  or  group of buildings and they have become fairly topical in 
the hod year sit au.. The future seems likely to bring the proliferetion of 
iniormation service, needint 'quick and cheap connections to their users ,  while 
the UNCt% thal *Ant digital communication ...hanricla to the growing community 
01 other  usera.  (no refs ) 

7545 	Wei Ial.Neteorà Architecture. R Ryan (Intel Corp., Santa 
(haro, (' A, l'SA). (i D Marshall, R Beach, S R Kerman. 

Micro (USA!, vol.', no 4, p 26-41 (Nov 1981) 
The emergence of economical  cal  network technology  hi s made feasible the 
design uf interconnected multiple Computer systems that provide •high perfor• 
mance JI  lia  coat Local networks•can Fs-oolitic significant Evenefits in resouroe 
sharing. distributed computing, and communication multiplexing. Given the 

'CO! ffli approach, local network technology will  allia  designers IO eonatruct 
'wide range  oh distrsbuted systems while meeting different cost, performance. 
and reliability requirements  The  authors look  al local networks, and in parsi' 
cuise ai  Intel's l  oeil  Network Architecture. SLNA. ( ( 4 rein.) 

7544 	Voisierabilitiet of rinser& canel .  geol.:Kate ta eim•pie. E C.Rosen 
(Bolt Beranek A Neeman Inc.. Cambridge. MA. USA). 
Compur Cornmun RIV (USA ) . Vol II, n0.3, p 10-16 (July 1911) 
Discussea vulnerabilities of • network protocols. The author - coneideu how 
unique circumstances can  big  out these vulnerabilities in network control 
Iriisienla  An <sample is given of à malfunction on ARPANET caused by a 
freak hardware error. (2 refs) 

7547 	k• hamitahmtlea he the Fliers« feeellIcattea. J.F.Shoch (Xenia 
Palu Alto Rea Center, Palo Alto. CA. USA) 

• Comma Commun 'Rev IUSAJ .  vol II, no..3, p 17.19 (July 191 () 
oiseuses E.thernet local network' The author considers various general 
aspects of the Ethetnet approach. (a rein.) 

7561 	Analytical ',waders foe us Ethernet-like Weal iftl net.urk  liai.  

M \Loathe, S Kuniar il/onti.1 I quipment Corp . Mannard. %SA.  I  ski 

performance 	F..al 	Stet 	if 5  Il , 	sol  lit 	no 3, r lt5.  t S If All 	1 45 i 

	

NI(SIGNITTR I( S Conference on Measurement and 	 t i mi 

ruer Sssiente, I as Vegas. N 	I SA, 11 lh >ern 1 141t 

I•thernet•like local yea network links have been studied by a nhitilaer 
researchere. Mast of these studien have insolved esteems< simulation mooch 
operating at the lesei of indisidual p..het  I  ItIVieeVef.  as rifle  IXXIIIN building 

modals of systems built eround such linka, detailed simulation models are 
neither IIC:CN•dfl,  nom  ont.effective Instead, simple analytiaal (male' id she 

medium should  Ive  adequate .1S a NIUTIpdflelli  ut  the higher hod ssorin 

muids flit' author% ckw:use a number  ut analatical ntoJett and  identifies  d 

1.1s1 In fosi.out St G,I model with slight') increased N<I'v IN .d'C 

whish adcquately captures both the mean and the coefficient of seleison 
the response time. Coven any iiffered load. t h is model can he used  tri  medial 

the mean welting time and  ils  coefficient of satiation Thene two "in he used 

t. construct a suitable 2 stage hyperetrainetilial distribution  Rondin  numb-

ers van then he drawn from Ihis distribution tor use as waiting  tunes 

 milisolual packets Pi refl.) 

5126 	The relatiomsaip  ni Telialoa sad ceoepsner reptiles staisdards. 

il  \i,riririrl ilommunication‘ Res Centre. Ottawa. Ontario, Canada) 

Proceedings of the 'ill Canadtan Man•Computer• Communicationa Conler• 

ence, %echo. Ont , Canada. 10-12 June 19/1 (Toronto. Oro , Canada. 
anadian Alan•Cumputer Comm Soc 19411, p 245•9 

51.•atiles are rileb used for storing ur ireful-arming graphical data in a  NICN'IN:e 

•,,t,renqen ,  form By developing a standard fur graphics metafiles, picoire 

rainier between computer graphic  devers  and computer graphic Installatisno 

is al...Mated Telidon. a ( anadian alphegeomeinc videotex syatem, is con-

served *oh the transmisston of pictorial information. The picture description 

.otruations  I P1)11 uaed n Telision are drawing primitives PDI hart impact 

III the graphou metafile standards Computer graphics and alpha•geotnetric 

sideoice are converging and compatibility between the two  cran  ells' by deve-

ioping metafile standard which satsefin the requirements of both. PD1 could 

sersc av  a LININ for boot a general graphics metelle standard. (3  rets ) 

/lode 	Strategic pLatibied  for c(fke auseerathea. L A.Wieilman 
Faber & Dumas. London. England) 
BCS'll I Information 1 echnology for the Fighties. Proceedings of the  Confer• 

ence, London. England, 1-3 July Pot I (London, England Dryden 1481), 
p be- tO • 
The purpose of office autornation la to provide mou effective support fur 
busineu operations. Strategic planning fur office  automation is an integrel 
part of business strategic planning It requires a thoeouth knowledge of the 

businese, an understanding of the organisatœn. its alevelupnient  and  Millie.> 

pny; and an appeeciation of ttse capability of emergent technology Tradi. 
ounally, computers have been used in highly structured, logical environments; 

but a different &pp/leach is needed in offices because each one us unique, only 
partially structured and highly political Carefully 

in 
management of 

change is neceasary to achieve cumplee transitions tn office systems. Office 

automation is a challenge to Syaterna and Data Anacreon, people which 

requires adaptability  (rom consentiunal methodology. (11 refs ) 

'541 	Distributing viewdata and iebtrit 	 to a irser tontingunits. 
G A Wood.  I I armouth tCumputing Centre, t not. of Salford. Salford. 
I figland) 
\o/lisare•Pru‘f 	Expel' IGRi. sol II. 	r ;0n 14-17 (Oct luh I i 
the normal method of  ace  ss to Viewdata and iCletell 1Crilles IN NI'd Nret Id' 

IV  sets, >weever  ut  is pir.stble tO make these services  asailJble t. terminal 
ONO% Of a computer system Thts  piper Oesarthes how the Arito.h \ 
Anil teletext  services  .ere adapted to  rias  at s.tirttra t nisei-son and also 
doeu•sea some  if lise  r .blems that were encountered in the implement itimi 
Ii  order to do this. certain relevant (eunites of the Preatel and the  O.a,lv  si  

systems are 	 Jod dissu,cd in detail 	iii  refs I 

7549 	Pewee where It's needed [distributed data proceselae. J.Hottley. 
Data Proersong 'GAL vol 	 p 33-4 (Sept. 1981). 
There .re benefits in using distributed data processing but Mere era many 
systema available Including. local area netwocka; national networks; and intet-
national networlu silo there are protocols.  The article give* guidelines for 
selecting the right equipment. (no refs.) 

teak 	Pence...dine of Rae 71h Camealisa Man-Computer Commanienhum 
('onfereseeir. 
Toronto. Ont., Canada Canadian, Man•Cumpuier Comm. Soc.  (1911), 
sot  III  PP 
Conterence held ar Waterloo, Ont , Canada Date 1 0.12 lune 1981 rie 
following topics were dent wilh• videotex, image proceuint; office of the 
Route psyahulogy of vision; interaction; graphics applications; data structures; 
speech  generation and recognition; standards, animation; and hardware. 

1044 	Renewal ark, intimateness. C E Malpas-Sands. 
liCS'%1 infoimation Technology fur the Eightiee Proceedings of the Confer. 
ence, 1 iindo«, F.ngland. 1.3 July 1911  (London.  England: Ficyden 19811. 
p 46.51 
From a background outside the mainstreen of equipment manufacturers, 
syatems houses and usera thia paper is  aimer) ai  reflecting on aonie of the 
realities behind Office Automation It alms  tir propeae a more fundamental 
approach in reiltle not merely the situations what' and how? but also wny? 
and when' Furthermore, it aims to relate the apprnath to that of value for 
money, not from the point of view of the equipment, but from the point of 
view of improved management  and  administrative effectiveness (no refs.) 

mes 	oe I:ICEMAN: a design approach to the elec(ronic office. 
C. V I) Torrtngion 
14C5'81 Information Technology Tor the Eighties. Proceedings cif the Confer-
ence. l.undon, E.ngland, 1.4 July 1981 (London, England: Heyden 1981), 
p 52.65 
(el I( TMAN embraces a software product and a design approech to the 
electronic o(fise It is based on an eaolutionary prta.:ess involving feasibility 
study, pilot systems and design  experimentation, leadsng tu a full functional 
and technical specification uf a proposed operational system, without prior 
commitment  tus a longer•term hardware and software strategy. Esperience in 
the early tis.ige of the OFFICTAIAN approach indicates the effectivencse  of  
user participatitm in the design process and forma  the hasis for the continuing 
deselopment of the software product. (no refs.) 

11413 • 	SItietia Office [software rt , iewI, bl.McDonald. 
Procr Comm., ofari,  vol 1, no.' I, p 61, 61.1 (Nov 19811. 

general•purpose -peckage ( rom Bristol Software Fectory. Silicon OfTice 
ten the g1146 Pet into a secretarial Work station capable of emulating any 
application package the user  carra  tu think of The Silicon Office package 
compri,cs three integrated elements, a sophisticated word pneeasor, a 'flexible 
database-management system. end a communications option for use over the 
ilial•up nubile switched' telephone ne!seurli. PS I N The description  'dais'  
base•ntunattement system' te.illy disci 'triply, es Silicon Office permits up tn 
NII independent nee  os Ove  in use and linked during•operatiun. (no  cela.)  

he% 	A •ystem fne the artnetated office rasirenanrat. P C flarsineelr 
i l 0M  Dam Svatems 	th , l'inighkeepaie 

sieff  J •1 5'  4i. vol to. INNI 1. p 1 21.4s WWI 
A notes. ot the history of an office omeni application  us  presented, highlight-
ing the learning process that took place during  ris  evolutionary development. 
Ili,, office system has served as the basis for a PRP(,) (customized program/ 
recently announced by IBM and known as the Professional Office System 
IPROI S1 fhe general application architecture is discussed. wIth  a  ‘pecific 
fix:us on the use 0( virtual ninshines Functional details of the various corn• 
pimenta  are described, and the key illsonstion between office systems and 
affice dennution is addreased The author Jit0 dIWUlle-3 usage of the system 
and  pointa  up some of the benefita being realized by current users of a 
prototype system In 113 51 The application (unction restew details the elec-
tronic document distribution capabilities uf the system 113 refs.) 

8612 	lameemeating automated office syatetsw. -J.0 Wetherbe. C.K.Davis, 
C A Dakman. 
1 	Man.'« (t'S.-ff.  vol 32. no 8, p.6.12 (Aug 1981) 
Increased capability, avadabilityr, and applicability n( computing technology 

-have resulted from reduction in the cons  and improvement in the efficieney  of  
modern computers. Accordingly,  mitan)  traditional organizational activities 
hest become candidates for cost•effective support with computing technology. 
rhis article ià about the 'automated off**. Thc changtng economics of com-
puierN have created new applications of automation In  office  settings. Auto-
mating offices voll be a great challenge fur  SOIS  professionals and organiza• 
'ion, in the 19416 110 refe.) 

/IOU& 	la crotralised haunted? [1 11M offke products/.  J  limier 	• 

Cumpurerwuelil 	fG8i, rid 2. no.21. p 20 t 2 Sept 1981 1 
IBM is making a major push of the costributed office aystein based un main. 

frames accessed via 8100, (nu rfs) 

007 • Nianagiog the tredtalsiiime traiain tented pencessiegl. 
Prueell. ,Now (Gal, p 5.6 1June  I '11111, 

This investigation show' a wide variation in both the approach to,  and the 

implementation of, the installation of Vs'? in an office inn refs 1 

firldt 	llow to specify Ile aurd processing system you need. K Bruley 
(Um , ' of-Surrey. Guildford. l'ngland) 
Woe./ &Of')  t  Snow (('iBI, p 12-15 (June 1911) , 
fhe author oilers practical guidance on the basis uf her ossn esperience  ai  

preparing a detailed specification. testing equipment and dealing with the 

organisation of the work  aller  delivery. As an indopenaabie condition uf 

ILIN:CCI1 both at the tinte of selection and in dealtng with on•gsung problems 

11112 	PIaug.I. peodectiiit,? Iputtatial 	office autœrtistioal. 
eui . ,Waffers (Gm ,  vol.), no 4, pla.5. 37.8 (Sem 19/111 
Diss:truee the capabilities of integrated automated o ffi c e 'man-nat i on and cam. 
munication technology, the progress so  far  aahievcci hy iin maneto.turers. and 
iis relevance to smaller companies with limited capital for insesonent For 
descriptions of representative actual systems and net-works see Mid , 
p4.1.4  (Oct. 14811. Init rats) 
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18929 	lafarmatioe techrokey -the key growth sector. K.Baker. 
Ault. Electron. Bull. (Australia), p.16-17 (Aug. 1981) 
Discusses information technology which is revolutionising methods of informa-
t ion handling and processing. The world market in information technology 
products, which already totall about 50 thousand million a year, is expanding 
at something like 10% per annum in real terms. States that indtutry and 
commerce cannot function properly without facilitici for rapid access to  accu. 
raie and up-to-date information, and an increasing proportion of the work-
force is nowadays involved in information handling. (no rets.)  

18921 	Exeendre sows& these themes oe the 'office' of • the 1990's. 
Syst. Inf. Manage. (S, Africa), veil, nis.7. p.3 (July 1981). 
Summarisea the keynote speech by R.W. Johnson (Burroughs Corp.) at the 
Dataquest Electronic Printer Industry Conference in Orlando, FL. USA. The 
themes are: serious user participation in development of new office equipment; 
vastly improved 'knowledge .worker' productivity with friendly equipment 
whose advanced technology is 'invisible to the user; and an open attitude to 
unanticipated change: (no raft.)  

18912 . lateettgatiag the office of the future. D.Tapscott. 
Middle East Electron. (GB), p.45-7 (Nov.-Dec. 1981). 
In 1979 a Bell-Northern Research team embarked on a peoject to  develop 
techniques for measuring and collecting data that could asily be used to 
assess the effect of electrooic office systems on their users. In a pilot study. 
19 knowledgeable workers VICTC given electronic work autions on an inte-
grated office system that provided electronic mail, information retrieval, word 
peocessing, administrative support, and data processing. The activities of :bete 
workers  (the  test group)-such as their attitudes, time use, commands and 
applications used. and communications patterns-were compared with a con-
trel troop. (no rota.)  

18923 	Executive Secretary, a word processor from Sohys. T.Hostan. 
InfoWorlel (USA),  vol.), rio.25, p.26-7 (9 Nov. 1981). 
A word-peen:saint program for the Apple II computer adds the ability to mix 
information  from an 'electronic c.ard tile' into documents and to send elec-
tronic mail via a Hayes micromodem. The program also produces conditional 
peintouts of sections and offers a user-definable abbreviatioe-expansion facil-
ity. (no refs.) 

101157 	Centred J the serial Isamu of data processing aad °Elks aistoess- 
eloa. P.Sebire. 

-Convention Informatique 1981.  The  Means of Computerisation, Paris, France, 
21-25 Sun..•19111. (Paria, Franc: Convention  Informatique 1981), p.I69-73 
voi.B - ' 

- Discuante productivity problems ariaing from badly introduced  OP. (22 rets.)  
18938 . Veka premising la the office. C.W.H.Ellis. 
Coevention Informatique 1981. The•Marta of Computerisation, Paris, France, 
21-25 Sept. 1981 (Putt, France: Convention Informatique 1981), p.307-8 
vela 
Discuses the ale of teleohony in the electronic office and how computerisa-
tioo  ces  assist In the efficiency of tekphoning. (no  rota.)  

18959 	Offisse anitoinatiaa  foc  execistives, the looks of the next five yeers. 
L.Naurort- 
COMICKLICe raformatique 1981. The Mean, of Computerisation, Paris, France, 
21-25 Sept. 1 9U  (Paris, France; Convention informatique 1981), p.109-10 
sel.13 In Pruett. 
Available information toots are powerful enough to allow an organisation to 
establish the firet level of the 'office of the future'. During the next five years, 
almost ell managers will be equipped with an information work station con-
sisting of as advanced telephone terminal and a VDU terminal. (no  rets.)  

18941 	Research mop probes office technoiogy 
Mod. Off; & Dora Manage. (Australia),  vol.20, no.r,..slei.  lal- d16 (Aug. 1981). 
Explains how • user  panels based in Britain are ptoviding  vital  information 

. whieh will assist Australian companies in choosing auteneted equipment (no 
refl.) ., 

18942 	Is our knowledge adequate for the Introduction of offie;* avt,fflea- 
tioa?.. K.Nygeard. 
NordDATA 81, Copenhagen, Denmark. 16-18 June 1981 (Copenhagen, Den 
mark: Daruk Databehandlingsforening 1981), p.96 voi.1 In Nawegian. 
Shows that there  are  problems in carrying out large prosramming projects 
and that a consideraNe part of the available resources  I.  sued for the mainte-
nance and Modification of .exiating programs. There are also problems in 
devising suiteble organisational structures while there is a lack of knowledge 
about the interaction between people and computer equipment and the effects 
of this interaction on the  organisation. (no refs.) J.S. 
18943 	The office of the 11131c a patina of arposibation. B.Etieson (T. 
Tagel & Co., Danderyd, Sweden). 
NordDATA 81, Copenhagen, Denmark, 16-18 June 1981 (Copenhaeen, Den-
mark: Dansk Datelzehandlingeforening 1981), p.97-102 sell In Swedith. 
Shows thet factors limiting the development of autotnated offices are (a) 
resistince of personnel to changes, (b) difficulties of ietegrating different 
techniques, (c) lack of relevant experience. Key factors in the development of 
automation of office wog* are: motivation. cent-ration. Planning, training. 
stork systems. (no rets.)  1.S. 

• 
17002 	Advice for 'fartegraned office woekers'. H.-J.Mey (Irut. (ur - Ange• 
wandte Math., Univ. Been. Bern, Switzerland). 
Sysdara (SvAizerlarui), vol.12, no.11, p.9-10 (28 Sept. 1981). In German. 
Straus two attitudes which should govern policy for the introduction of 
information systems, namely thit human values, including such things as 
tempo of work„ should be paramount rather than machine-oriented factors, 
and also that staff should be more thoroughly trained. (no rets.)  G.F.F. 

18945. 	Text and data consesuicatioe systems fer office aatoenadea. 
N.Lagerstrom (Oy Nokia, Helsinki, Finland). 
NordDATA 81, Copenhagen,•Denmark, 16.18 June 1981 (Copenhagen; Den-
mark: Dansk Databehandlingsforening 1981), p.207-I2 vol.' In Swedish. - 

 Discusses dominant trends in office automation, the &cetera' properties 
expected of an office automation service in the future, and the effect of 
large-scale investment in existing services on future development. (no  rets.)  
1.S. 

18946 	ÂilidrUltiC typing- the beginning or the end of office antoasatioa. 
G.Santigren. 
NordDATA 81. Copenhagen, Denmark, 16-18 June 1981 (Copenhagen, Den-
mark: Dansk Databehandlingsforening 1981). p.I.2 vol.2 In Swedish. 
Office automation is considered in terms .of technique, economy, human 
aspects and the job to be done. The article 'concludes that we must W0fit 
OUCSCiVCS  out  of the present trend of capital and labour intensive office proce-
dures. (no  rets.)  1.11, 
18947 	Will iniesttneet In word processItie egulpentat play er  ha  a technical 
(allure?. B.L.oven, L.-G.Jardevall. 
NordDATA 81, Copenhagen, Denmark, 16-18 June 1981 (Cocenhagen, Den-
mark: Dansk Databehandlingsforening 1981), p.3-8 vol.2 In Swedish. 
A study. was .made of the introduction of word processing in 18 Swedish 
companies. Based on this study the article seeks to establish what extent and 
what level of technology has been achieved, what effect word peocessing Itas 
had on the company and what caused the introduction of word processing. 
Several conclusions are drawn, one of which is that more time should be 
devoted to study the effect of word processing on the company u a whole. 
(no rets.)  1.11  

19105 	Office »tomtits.. sad data processing: the Schism:Jeri« 
upeosek. C.13audoin. 
Convention Informatique 1981. The Means of Computerisation, Paris, France, 
21-2 $  Sept. 1981 (Paris, France: Convention Informatique 1981), p.31 6.20 
vol.B In French. ' 
At EPS, the Engineering and -Manufacturing Center of Schlumberger in 
Clamart (near Paris), office automation in •general and word processing in 
particular are conaidered a help among others towards the improvement of 
global productivity. Realizing the strong convergence between 'classical' data 
processuig and office automation led to a profitable integration of what sorne 
considered to be two seperate or even optmsed disciplina. (no refs.) 

19106 Five years of office autotaatios la the  Victoire  group (of comivial 
data processing  ai s steppe« for office asiteanatioa). J.C.Drogoul. 
Convention Informatique 1981. The Means of Computerisation, Paris, France, 
21-25 Sept. 1981 (Paris, France: Convention Informatique 1981), p.137-42 
vol.B In French. 
The  author sets out the  minas,  expectations and achievements of the Victoire 
group in its proceu of office automation. (no rets.)  

-- • 	,••• 	 ••••••--•- 	• 

18926' 	Office techeoloigy: tinker .toy  or  tool?. H.Zusenheus (Stone ift 
Webster Engng Corp.. Boston, MA. USA). 
Compurerworld  (USA), vol.15, no.41, p.1D/17-22 (12 Oct. 1 98 1). 
More often than not, technological masterpieces are introduced after direct 
(short-range) cost/benelit analyses. In general, these assign low priorities to 
the effects un 'people factors' and an long-term changes to the way in which 
a firm does its business. This article explores a few of these  long-range 
implications. (no refs.) 

18927 	From here to there (fait docuirseet delivery'. C.Cohen. 
BILL SySi, CI Equip rce,: p.55-63 (Nov. 19 8 1 ). 
When the ordinary post isn't quick enough, how better can you send a spe-
cific document, or its exact replica, from A to B? The author looks at the 
various combinations of 'speed, cost and safety over .various distances offered 
by the Post Office special delivery services, private couriers and facsimile 
transmission. (no rets.)  

18923 	The start • with- 'Ethernet'. 	H.-J.Bullinger, 	X.P.Fahnrich, 
M.Karcher. 
Buerurechrta (Germany), vol.29, no.I I, p.1083-4, 1086, 1088, 1090, 1092-4 
(Nov. 1981). In German 
The Xerox-Palo- Alto  Research  Crater data network Ethernet and STAR 
information system concepts, hardware and facilities for in-house data tram-
mission, management information, word processing,  graphie  representation, 
and other office requirements. and some software packages are described. (no 
rets.) 11. 

18930 	The best wey to satisfy our desire to hoard data. I.Carr. 
Computing (GB), vol.9, no.49. p.22-3 (3 Dec. 1981). 
Examines the state of the art of database systems in the light of increasing 
demands for business data storage and wider multiple access. (no rets.)  

18931 	Technological Influences on future office communications. K.Pfef- 
fermann, H.Resmann (Siemens AG, Munchen, Germany). 
Data Rep. (Germany). vol.) 6. no.6, p.8-9 (Dec. 1981). In German. 
The future uses of integrated service digital networks up to 64 kilobits for 
speech, data and facsimile are reviewed, the importance of standardisation via 
the CCITT organisation is stressed and it is predicted that broadband links 
for moving-image transmission will become necessary. (no rets.)  G.M.E. 

• - 	 - 	- 	- 
18576 	.VDTs can cause -stress aed other health hazar da  in the office. 
J.Markoff, P.Freiberger. 
InfoWorld (USA), vo13, no.23. p.2I  i26  Oct. 1981). 
The video display terminal has conic tu represent how, microelectronics will 
transferm both the work place and the  honte  during  the  rest of this century 
However, VDT users complain of eye-strain, blurred vision, headaches, 
nausea, fati&ue and sure necks, batiks and legs. Even more serious are unre• 
solved questions about potential radiation expoeure 
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114141 	Facsimile creme uher lechimangies. F VI Miller. 
ineoi.•trents 	 2., nos, p 61. ne, AO (Aug 1 981). 
Ihe ienoling oe 	rofiche :4 roll film images over telephone lines it, (alai. 

nuchines hwei not generated enough market demand tu make it  s  stable 
prodint Smail niant,a1 batten's.  vert  large automated machines and hsbrids 
betwren Inci 	two are avoilal•le Sonie nocrofaxsonde Me-Lic ts iire  de...rased 
I .nsinole. modes *di be..nc•cesurs tu handle graphics such as signaumes. 
l-,s• tip end farms 1.n.:-..ptnin Is possible fur sexurtly OKI refs ; 

lase 	Voter null (waves of age. 9: A SeIttfri. M Edwards 
reit,,i,•mrana ci \AL 	 s. p :2 (Aug 1931) 
In ...cc  mil,  or voice store and•furward, systems, telephone rnes..tge ,  are  

, •tined .n digital form fur  liter  delivery  Liners  Cell their mail-hot (rom any 
touch-lung telephone and can immediately dictme a reply. The 'same message 
tan tx lens tu a nuntlser of people  •*oth a single call. A sperm  In availahle  iii  
handle xi:impound memoir:I-put ipmech. pert facsimile and part  AS( II  lest. 
(no •efs ) 

1170111 	 114111111ite COSefefiffiltd enefereweirg tymewi Ce• L'NIX. • 
M M L PC211.01, .1  L  Aul;) thrernat. Inst. for Appl. Syttems Analysis,. (Alten-
burg. /1 ustrial 

Computer •Message Sys:ems. Proceedings  of Ihe IFIP TC-6 International 
Synipwium Cuctlecte• N'esiage System., Ottawa; Canada, 6-8 April 1931 
, Anisterd•m. Nethellands Norih•Flolland 1941). p 12943 

feIrcemer. 4 tompute•ttel tonferencing system, wat implemented with 
applistimately one men week a prugrantrning effort by caesium°g touts avai-
c a m, u n  the  , maul:  j :omputer ume•sharing syttem Telecenter's adaptive 
des.gr,  philmophv was st.speJ by user needs. and lib tepid implementa(ion was 
'4cd tlted by a UNIX •ba...ed computing environment permitting flexible, 

modu'ar d*In APrens'lccs 9,1114 1/1  a s-smPlc session using I elceentcf end 
lINI X te.stent fecrures underlying as design. (13  relu.)  

I rtil 	Seller deft...aims% le à rommeter hosed mail eqnleoemere. 
P 	h • leer "7eliwerer I no• ht, Hombres:Mato& Swaverland) 
( . .t• :rut« Meusage by ter'  Proceedings of the IHP TC-6 Internitional 
Ss:lc:slum  il C.itttpau. r • It nage Systems. Ottawa, Canada, h.& April 081 

•,:ierclara, Nctiszrlanils. ••• o•th Holland I981). p159- 1 3 
I to, 4f sent. es  I t  ha. itroi.a.-d by computer based nail and message syttcmt 
are io' en tor:soled !In  Clinra lists nI rsuting :ommunication semen le 1. 
posi, ielephio,c, telex. re  I Unfortunetely..these Inn seldom specify how the 
let•fie shall -< , adaptin to the new environment and natunderstandingt and 

a'e the  situ  Ira consequence of she liTlpfeelSIOn On the etamplc 
ill 	: cry mi ca) Jas. if -Leib ser.iccs  ut ta shown  huis  verbal and (semi. 
dorm  il deranilis  mi  ill 	me  different estrus  i i> g tervis e  ma n lead tut g 

co brain units istn-Kiny  I u s understanding is the basis from which user corn. 
int..itteS, 	 ilt,ter:rs 	‘lani1.1fr11/1111,41  b. dies  can WWI iiertise4  (or  
ih r  ,„,nput.r 1141111 nil 	t il  ittess, ye ii>.,•tersts. (le refs.) f  

I  l'In 	TV I rri 	end lit protocols. G.A Rouchorn, P.A Carruthers (Brit- 

.sh t elecom Nis rketir 	F vecutive Product Development Unit, I ondun, 
En4tald). 
Co,pt..ter 	es..aoe Sy.  ut',  ts Proceedings of the 	TC•6 International 

Spnptsiuln on Computer ?•lesuge System. Ottawa. Canada; 6.1 Aped 1981 - 

lia.tterdam, Netherlan•ls `vorth-Ifolland 1981), p 259•83 
Describes the functions °tiered by the TELETEX service and examines the 
high level prfaocesis necessary  (or  its implementation It discusses Ilse use of 

the TELE1 EX high Ie•el prteoculs  (or  mute advanced tett communication 
splits:a:turn and the berefrt thu bringa  tu  toms of @meted compatible terrni-

neis i9  rets,) • 

statI4 	Re...retch  nu i 	impset of effece ieforomiles emocammleadou 

misticra. I/ :41>w...di t ('sen ,  :Northern Ret. 	Ottawa, ()mum, Canada). 

t • 	tier h.essage Systems Privatedings of the IFIP TC.6 Intmraatiexml 

••,.• 	Eon f•ii 	 Me%4Il9e Sii 'SteltIS. Ottawa. Canada, 6-3 APell (SRI 
.• 	Netherands Nurth.litailand 14it I  t. p .145.409 

. hl. , 	%.,C • 1 fl? I 	,'ndu-ceui at 	 h thc n Research Ltd., Custom 

••.• 	sion. is 1.itanits *here 14 kntivilen.lite *Oriel ‘iiere Oven Clee• 

+.41 • nit.ims to heirs them with varnms aspects of their pat*, including 

r Iminf cit.:U..6n. m4.1. information retrieval. and rilernertlUa admirustre- 

tt. 	>maw  joute-st and sysiern resonituring findings are presented and , 

ow 'use...linen  design' tar edift0MiriltiOn of an electrunve offset 

ss.ii .• ha .t gt.el ..atte 	111.43tYleTi. t5 tels>  

• 

I 22-3 	Computerizerl coelenterate se tya-oesewbeg es.perrimet with Fies. 

G Tries (Ontario Inst. for Stueltes in Eduiminxt, Toronto, Canada). 

Con. J Inf cf. Iranedat, vol.3. p 11-20  )May 1940). 

Developments in œrnimunecations technology are reinforcing the coneinuini 

transfurrnatum of the Indusirial Society into the lakeenetwan Society. The 

author focuses on ceenputenzed conferences& one mode of exchange of 
information amen; re:marchers • and scholars. and describes has personal 
experstnee with the Eleztromc Information Exchange System. Particular 
sitenteca is gold to the >rehabs:coil aspects of computerized conferee...in; 

and to the tenaiont between the smotherina'sensstioe mif information errerkwid 

dn one hand, and the 'Remelting lift of cailecteet Intelligence on else other. This 

piper  conducted with a puce for 'emeriti fluency with the nemlueracy of ehe 

1910a - commonscstrana arid =net« techambegy. (7 raft) 

123.3 	firgmited eseummtleailasea la the Mlle.. ELanitia, 13-Schwinder 
(Siemens AG, Munchen. Germany). 
Dora Rep. ((;ermany).  vol. lb,  no.5, p.8• II (Oct. 19111). In German. 
Discuura tIse rationalizauon of speech, test and data cornmunicaeion and the 
procexIstre to Inc adopted in attaining this aim in the office. Exampica are 
lites of modular' design of analytical instruments as aids in procuring inte• 
grated systerrut of communication and data processing, and as an esampie of 
such a design the EMX1010 text•cummunication eystem  h detcribed. (Il 
rets,) 	W. 

11712 	Drap of  a 'restate format stteMare. ,D.Deutsch :Bolt Beranek L 
.Newnsan Inc.. Cambridge. MA. USA), 
:Computer Message Systems. Proceedings of the 1FIP TC•6 International 
Symposium  oui  Computer Messaie Systerna,  Ottawa. Canada, 6-3 April 1981 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: North-Holland 1981). p.199-220 
A draft standerd for the tOrrhat of measaies produoed by computer based 
message  systems (CB)-4St) has recently been drelopod. The  drift manclard 
discussed in terms of its relatioralup tua  other standardization efforts and its 
design rxtionale. An overness of the draft standard ill provided. Important 
design issues are singled out and area' foe passible future standardizatson  are 

 suggested. (14 refs.) 

• -- 
12343 	Si: tnremia lu the figure of the office. P-S.Licker (Informati in  
Ssstems Dept, Virginia Commonwealth Univ . Richmond, VA, USA), 
Pr.seedings uf the Eighteenth Annual Computer Personnel Research Confur• 
ence, Washington. DC, USA,  3•5 June 1981 (New York. USA: ACN1 1931 1. 
p 
This paper examines lie trends which the author feels complicate the 'let 
There Be' attitude of market researchers. (II refs.) 

117113 	(lise  •spin-keel sad rwolviag Sedge la 8  (nul raiseironie 
epee«.  J Bender, M Muy. A.Muellet (Hewlett•Packard Co., Pilo  Alto, CA, 
USA).-R Dtnielson, 
Commise Mestage Systems Proceedings uf the 1F1P TC-6 Intern/m.1,ml 
Symposium on Computer Message Systems. Ottawa, Canada, 6-8 April 1931 
(Amateedam. Netherlands: North-Holland 19811. p 69-71 
A local  computer snail syetern, il whe is  nos  forced by corporate management. 
rune the riek of lying idle unites It is well.metched to its operational environ. 
mens.  This piper descrtne such a sysecan, *huh was developed for internal 
sue  at Hewlet•Packard Company. in respome tu a specific request frofr a 
%mall organization within the curnimay. (1 re(s.) 

11321 	North Star Lau manager. L K Benedict (Szhxot of Pharmacy, 
Creighton UnIY., Omaha ,  NE, USA). 
Kilobauel Witrocompur 	sol.5, no.10, p.118.29 (Oct 1981). 
Database proirams make it  possible  for office personnel with no knowledge af 
programming to create and mafntafn their own database •DATAKI:F.P can  tue  

used to create the databtse, make alterations and display he entire database 
on the  'CET or print a  liard  copy of it. The DATASORT program  us  wee :u 
sort the records and to search for a specific entry. S.'orted records or recerda 
found as  n  result of a search can be written onto a separate disk 'lie. 
DATAMAIL is used 10 print mailing labels when the appropriate in(ormatson 
has been placed in a file (no refs.) 

- - 

11447 	De418 ammemieselem greftweeke  data li.I essirobi. R.S Reid Ilx:ur• 
ing•gai Coll. of Advanced Educatum, 	 Aimeralia) 
L.4.3a f,faurreSied, woe.1 I, *el. p.12-20 (July-Aug. 19111. 
To  meet dammed& for ime.provivrimem ie operating fiezebility and in the leel  if  

- *trance offered. a mweimsioss  of protonais bad bane do...sloped by VirbOYS ethyl. 
ponies and organiamtioes. Generally, catonnunecatiom systems and the pe.itm 

cols developed by commoseciel ergammeatione were designed only to meet a 
limited ranee of applicsUona. board oa the hardware eyeserne and pramices of 
the deselopIng corpauslion. The diveraety  ofmisipsestat systems and technolo-
gies that sprang up hea led to the de-velu-piment i f  many incompatible Inman- 

• mg codes ,  network structures  and techniques Inn refs.) 

11331 	larremightisi the oak@ o4 the femme. D.Tapscott (Bell Northern 
Res. A Der Labs., Omawa ,  Canada). 
Teletis !Canada),  vol.*, no 1. p.2.6 (1981) 	 • 	• 
UntiErecently little work has  bien  done to measure how new tethnulostes  man 

 Improve the effectiveness of work performed in offices 1Vithau: sa,td 
rrseasurea and data dui quantify *hat these systems can achieve, pesdu,-ers 
hase difficult?• planning, designing,  or marketing thern .ht a renal many 
tystems have peen inappropriate and have faded In 19 , O. Bell Canada :egan 
funding a project  at  Bell-Northern _Research  tua  develop lti41711,4L.e>  or  
muffling and collecting data that cocld be  sied  to assess :he et(edt  mil  
electronic office systems on their SKI'S. The research ts ben; conduzted 	à 
multichsciplermry team in the custom systems clivismis wall help f.isen 
meal scientists et Bell-Northern Research and J3NR Inc. In  a  pilot study. 
knowledge workers .ere gisen electronic woes stations strt an integrated nre 
»stern that .provide.1 eleciromc mail, information retrtesel, word pr nxe,..ng, 
tdministrative support, and data processini 15 refs.) 
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I 2315 	Future prohess in office autornalim. 	K Tamura Li lestrotech 
Lab. lbarak, Japan) 
I Our Electron à Commun Ent Jpn ,Jupunr 	no 2, p 16h•9 (Feb 
19d1). In Japanese. 
Optimal leveli of office automation dre defined and the deseloament of office 
automation is enalmed into four s tep  s (I) definitnin oi needs. (2) introduc• 
tion of machiner> which will reduce won and Improve productisity. (3) sup-
port equipment f"r each spetlio:  r  15ttl4ir5t. and la, data storage. 
Problems remain in the areas of man•masnine Interface like the use of 
Japanese. yecal input, machine translation -  and in the sultware area with 
knowledge-based systems. (13 refs ) 

12316 • rumen slam and 'praetors el ark. • lotion» tins II  (latta  (Nip. 
pion Electric Co. Ltd.. Fushu-shi, Japant 
J but Electron. ef Commun. Eng Jpn. (Japon), %ol 64. nu.2. p 159.65 (Feb. 
19It I) ,  In Japanese 
Çurrent office practice in Japan is described where office costs are rising in 
real terms whereas hardware coats are falling Sersice industry is on the 
increase. and slow economic growth rates and bad office conditions like lack 
of space, too many phones, slow decision making and time wasted in confer. 
encsa are probkms. Office work is analysed and the Japanese and American 
cases. compared. Potential impeotementa slang office automation are numeri• 
catty presented. Usage ratu for typical office equipment are shown and three 
American examples  of office automation are described. Factors limiting the 
application  of  off's= sistoanation in Jepen are lack  of  study of Japanese office 

practice, the consensus style rit management and slow deselopment of 
Japanese language peocesaing equipment. (1  rets.)  

12.11'7 	Office a/smart-as likhookey — tnumniena and Rem wising of 
Informstlon. K Arai. T hanue (NT1. Vokoaukashi, Japall 
J. (rut Electr.et el Conlon./ Ent Jpn (Jupant.  vit 64 no.2, p I  5 )-9 (Feb 
19811. In Japanese. 
The limitations of conventional telephones for data transoussion are listed and 
the new digital service with personal ID. data memory, socal repls capability 
and. network.indeperident service is introduced.  The  technisal and economic 
problems of digitaltration of the telephone network are d,,cussett. Data trans-
mission is docuseed in relation to network ardinecture  le g Al and 
public data networks. Prisaie networks and eschanges and  isolable  hardware 
are descrtbed Test  and  'male transmission arc discussed including code and 
pattern. idles, adeotext, facsimile transmission, data conversion and ccirr 
standards (12 refs ) 

12318 	Office arromarion technology — editiae and processing of Informa- 
tion. Y.Kancla (Fupou (ti.. hawasaktohi. Japan) 
J Mt: Fleet ,rni .4 Contmun Ens. Jprr tlapanl, rot ha,  nit 	 p I It•12 (Feb. 
19811 In Japanese. 
Information • input  by key in felkey format using doublet, multtshift or 
Japanese 1>ressaters, thought association  code format and kana letters trans. 
formation format and the leybssard requirements for Lins  letters are dis-
cussed Thc OASYS 100 keyboard  in  shown. Input by handwriting and the 
online written •character identification and OCR, vocal diagrammatic and  pic.  
tonal inputs are described Organisation  ta  discussed as exemplified by the 
SDMS media room Japanese language processing is discussed in relation to 
sentence structure, proof reading and schedule yeparation applications (22 
refs ) 

12311 	Trende la billet aeodeatioda. 11.Aissi (Kau Unis Yukuhamashi, 
Japan). 
J hut. Electron A Commun E.ng. Jprt. (Japan), vu1.6a. no.2, p.131.5 (('eb. 
1981). In Japenese. 
Applications demand is seen in increasingly efficient office yocessing and 
transmission equipment, office manpower saving, office function ditferentia• 
titan  leading to new application' and in the development of the service sector 
Technical ally:anal in LS1 circuits. computer hardware and favare, the 
spread of data tranamiuton networks (DCNA, KDD « international net and 
Ethernet) and the development and applications of office machines are out-
lined Expected developments include the compilation of test from voice, pie. 
tiare,  diagram and test. improvements in text itOrtge, trammissinn and cory-
ing, information  caching< and secray, information retrieval and machine 
translation, stores control and office robots. Technical problemi in  the  ratline. 
lion of these objectives are discussed A lien by step development programme 
I.  outlined.. (8  rets.)  

11711 	addreedwg and dental tyamom for large rempoter wad treeing. 

.1.1.0arcts•Luna. F F.Kuu (Dept of Electrical Filing Univ. of Hawaii  as 

 Manoa. 1-Innolulu. HI.  USA).  
Computer  Message  Systems. Proceedings of the IFIP Tr.r. International 

Symaaturn on Computer Message Systerist. Ottawa. Canada, 6.8 April 1181 
(Amsterdam, Netherlands. Noeth.11olland 19111), p 291-313 
Presents  a  general  description  of the addresung schemes  necessary to provide 
efficient identification and delivery  services en large. dienbuted computer 
mail systems and inatconneeted system*. The structure . of the requital detc• 
tory sistem is described in detail under the annimption of the eauttnee n1 a 
protocol to communicate the delivery manes. A naming standard and an 
addressing standard are introduced, and  fat  the purpems  of coenpietenesa the 

haste stew-sae tsf the system eamponents of ewe *miniature ts introduced it 
the beginning of  titis  work  112 refs.) 

11711 	. laternomeetton of ekctronie  mail  %%sterns • a periposal nu miming. 

aeldresaing and rowing. 	I.11 Kerr (Beil•Noithern Res. Ottawa. Ontario, 

CanadaL 
Computer Message System% Proceedings of the IF IP 1( -h Inlet nation il 

Symredium on Computer Message Systems, Ditawa ( anada. t..s pri .  to. 

(Amsterdam. Nethetiands North•Floiland 191 911. I'  t t 't 
PrOesswes some consentmns for idenitfsing mdisiduats, and 	Jung  tau  

within a set a tmereonnested tle,.1e00.5 mad 555.rms 	 ••• 

derme  5u((n.teitI .(andtrtis  t,  mahe the interconnes pn•  u. too .05 t  it •• 

pirtlibit firma-sing netibil.1,  iii  the ray people art ult tilified And Ir..e.!..0 4•• 

4etlynet5 i.f intl.% 'duel  mail as items  rek 

12213 	Microfilm— al the red fte a new tAriAt'  dui?. it 	 e 

Ruerr.re, hank 	foieraltiner aid 29, 	 , 	1i411 	 '7 4 , • 	In 

rierman 

AsIsantages of miosifilm in the ..1.1.e 41, r Are .s•mplitiest.nn srec  I ii  

information, and communisation base I ,ng Wen .csognisec bu• the rate id 

adoption has been slow Imroduitior si Commuter  Out pu 	 al icn 

ciunbines electron', data ortwessing ar,s1 mn.ronshe tee.hrtlaue5 n....itt•Ak.,:e I 

thailiee — Trends air ditaaliatd, inclumng cot %pour bided ,n'irmation 4.• 

microfilm readers used with exteinat 	e.s, associated •Iagnen, disk :te 

memories, and new mis:rofii.he methisla sa..n 	 fi 11,1 	Si,  , -111 

Z00 hases)  on electrophotognerno: prmserles, .ind the shell aid' 
''‘Inros' microfiche system using s liter•nal -nrthod The or, sa: 	inert its 
prosides a potential alternative tot lily 5 r ,,„me rata sloregr 

realle.e. In microfilm  us discus,ed •ni  refs  t il I H 

122% 	 a. tomormattrti,e rtediurn ia ranee eisfictnalior 4,41-ina 

of 'odes and tromertm. Isllartag 
iiutewet And rGerrnanv).  vol  29. ' , S p 1 4 *.• • 	I 19,41 	(...rn•an 

MA:rural-el eystern n  fuit  office in(ormallt••• heat:ht.ft art z.,ted nn •(.. aiJ  u. ,Ii  -nit 

computer support Varttres film lour% as rell  s ,cmputri ici•it of  di', •r,  
microfilm are sealable Inlistmation nowt ....entity is  se•y •igh  ive 	.oh 

us  sers  portable. and its 0510r  mat sit  •:.• gent .1 e..sily rClunelu. cit 	nd di • r• 

huted Data retriesal is •rnmr.ed  hi  • sartpi.ici  i i i)  1 ong iris si  .'.mgr  ..1 • i:a 

un microfilm  grvev  /great sphi.e %acted, Ra-tid 1es•1001.11..1 pr 5es 	s  h• i•g 

made in the fold of 	 rmatym ss•tenis Future de...torments aill 
include dtgitissng microfilm data in  i ti Is 	ri 

12115 	flat electronic office letatigno Deuces 
R14.1 Warier; , (Air. 5 0i .1. no 10, pa.' a  (lei  14 $, I • 
Ka' a general survey of develciernelis in offis.e Milton» 	h 	,h.ii  i -  

p 34-5 an 37-11 ISept 19ali This 	,tescrthes  ri mote .1e1.,•1 • er 	o , 

 Mble/113 on the market +Ouch are %ue.abie for the small or ineditams ice( 

company i ri  terms  of  then too, fles batty ,Ind capacity for c-spansion li 

looks at networks and at  some  of the latest pr-sdip:u (ne  tels ) 

122% 	Word morning. R.(iertier • Veins A1 , , Reinach, Switeeriardi 

Comput J. (S.it:erlarld) no.4, phi  2 ( luls 191411 In Ge•man 
Word processing is defined, its hiti0•5 in (iceman> is rey.ewed and ,tonfig ra  

lions involving thorthand typist:, au 1« io systems and staneard test blocks tile) 

'typing p.,ola arc briefly di:seabed 'rem cocrections are d.se Mee: In° re., t 

(C.  ,k1 E.  

11723 	An International nansage seta«  (or  ,mrpoesoy 	 •-• 
(Cocrueste Communications Dept , 	 fitoeitarimsli-r...••••• I •••1 

hoven, Naive/lands) 
Computer Message Ssstems Proceedings of ihe In? it • 
Sympsaium on Computer \Image Ssilem• • /rival Cana':.. h • 'sr , 

 (Amsterdam, ‘sethe•lindt North-IL-navel 	lit  It, 	Its; - 1 
The amount of message tralfic wi , hms t  e  P'si;ips ...rça.ri . „ • n •••... • 	• • 

Irelst >ears ago the 'et/oxlip:non s 41..ic 1.0 •• • 

SCMITC. 110».e4 Cr.  the arcosing nee0.4 mid rise n•i•• re..”••eir...hr• •• • • " 

expansion of the network and :hie irtre,!u,.Iton ••1 t.etter • 
and reoutrements can be tut: (5 5 Ose 	 .1,,tedmi...1 	 • 	„ 
the Installation 0( more pntrcrit. and 	 AA:e 	 .• • 
fruitful integration of the prisate -nctsag: Pel••••M. .."•1 

IX :51 nelarodi 	r z ti 

11724 	The design and seitict Input nt Us( Ds in el. 	„ 

systems 	NI 55.  Dawes, SI Hants, 	M I MAI; ••• n • 	S  I st ,.< 	• 
t FIC:1 Nurlhern 	, 	 ( 

5.- omputer 	 Sv  ilenn ProCcedguis tO •he II IP li  r.  j, ••. 
mrof , UM on 	•anpulcr '41M...114e Is. stems t 	• t • a . 	.. h e ••••• 	• • 

tr%ilisierdain, Ne , heflands North FI,dlard 	p 1 1 1 54 
flea:tines the election's offne st•tere.  (t 55  (Ss, i the C 	 . .•. 
System) develured it  (tell  Norl .heir. Resent.),  lioro 	s. 19 , 1 	t. 
And •mpAil 	untr•Alut.tne 115•• 5,5:t 	 • 	e. ••  t 	. • • . 
(4 refs 

11725 	The ro•le of computer mail la office Art..entlion 	I 	, 	• 

oviok \IdnaltrneTI AMia: Inc  . I kritintiOn  Re,. h. I' 	I •••, ‘i  I  \I  li 
Glieiphief %,44••••ilie Si simh4 	Priceedings  si  th. -  1$ IP  I t 	t , 	• 

S n rliposiUM on t iimputer Message s,,,,m• nit 	('in 	r• • s; • 	• 

(Amsterdam Netherlands North4 kittens) Pint t, p 
Based on a teste'. ni gene,.11 A11.0... requirements and the me IF. ^, 

lion, the authom deselop In act151t). loot ermir•5  t,.  rrst,•,I. 	• n• 	• 	• 

(titling compute, based message ssstems to offi.e needs 	to sid...• 	 • 

given lo the -analogy between regu , ar Postal siersiirs snit  I,.., ;••,i 
rets ) 

12n81 	Office antamottea teekasolegy — snarler lad retrieval .4 irdeema- 
T Kurachi (Tara% Corp. Orne.shi, Japan( 

J but Electrrut  4  Compnwm FA, Jr,. (Jap on ,  ad 64. no:. p 111.9 I Feb 

19a1) In Japanese. 
The file coma:alien adered using link and direst using  a  pare map and B 

tree type retrieval order are deartilxid t.à)cted t)re data mockis as In IBM's 

IMS, and the Ml S?siem 101.81, netooek type data modela as in GE's IDS 
and Cineam Systems TOTAL. relational type data model as in ItIM's 
System R and Software Afi's ADABAS and distributed type data base Art 

alt51 dewribed The types of tetanal and their tall words  aie  dui:weed and 

esempltfied Flows disc, trognetic drum, megneac disk, large capacity 
memory devices and besfiend system, iind database mavhInat are dos:arid. 

Microgrepnica and graphic  information  files are briefly discussed (13  nefs  

12307 	Developing  s  lanky Inc office iensimfogy.  J 11.-rsles 

Dora se,t.ite3 unf , (,a,. va 13 , no5,  r Ch• ' I Ckii I 44  

Lack of standerds and attaches hase s amhined with mutest software and 

conserwatoe management altitudes in inhibit the •mplementation .r• ciectemic 

tari5e 51ents Rut the suppliers ma. ti•rve  In  pa.:e  In,'  tel• I 
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